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THE FIFTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

SECEETAEY
OF THE

State Board of Agriculture

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of

Massach usetts.

The year 1007 has been an unusual one in the way of agri-

cultural development. Not for years has there been so much
of agitation and stirring of thought and spirit among our

farming population as during the past twelve months. With

this agitation, and perhaps spirit of unrest, there has been

naturally a diversity of opinion as to the future of agriculture

in New England, ranging from the deeply pessimistic to the

hopeful outlook of the born optimist, in accordance with the

nature and circumstances of the individual. There has also

been considerable of accusation and denial, the clashing of par-

tisans of different view points, into which a certain amount

of apparent personal feeling has entered from time to time.

Agitation and unrest are healthy symptoms in themselves of

the condition of the farmers of the State. Contentment is a

dangerous state of mind, if we are to hope for progress; more

is accomplished by a healthy and well-regulated discontent with

conditions than by any other force in the working out of human
affairs. When the day comes that our farmers are contented

and satisfied with their lot and condition in life, we may look

to see a decadence of the old New England spirit, and the de-

velopment of a peasant class to take the place of our progressive

and independent farmers.
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Nevertheless, there is a necessity for calm judgment and wise

action in the guidance of the spirit of progress, else will we find

it running riot amongst institutions and forces established and

maintained for the benefit of agriculture, tearing down instead

of building up, and destroying without effort to replace. It

seems, therefore, to your secretary that a careful review of the

conditions of the year, both in the practical side of agriculture

and the theoretical questions involved, will be an aid towards

arriving at a reasonable solution of our present problems; and

nowhere is there a better opportunity for the same than in this,

my annual report of the work of the Board for the year just

closed.

Taking everything into consideration, we find that the year

has been rather below the average for profit with our farmers.

Crops have not been especially good, taken as a whole; prices

for farm products have been high; so have the prices of those

things which the farmer has to purchase, grain, especially,

reaching a point unprecedented in recent years. This lias

been a serious factor in striking the balance for the year, —
more so than formerly, for as farming is now conducted, more

and more reliance is placed on the western grains as a source of

cattle and animal feed, and less is raised in Massachusetts than

ever before. Indeed, it is a question whether this tendency has

not been carried to too great an extreme, and if greater profit

could not be secured, year in and year out, by a return in a

measure to the system of general farming formerly practised.

The corn crop was much less valuable than usual, owing to

the unfavorable conditions of the season, a cold, backward

spring being followed by drought during the growing season,

and this without any very warm weather, such as was needed

to balance the low temperatures of the early summer. As a

consequence, much of the crop failed to mature, and it was

nearly a failure as a grain crop in some sections. Its value for

ensilage was also greatly lessened by the immature condition in

which it had to be put into the silo, and the value of the crop to

farmers and stock feeders must have been at least a third under

the normal. There was an excellent first crop of hay, but the

rowen crop was very light, owing to midsummer drought, and

the two crops could not have been above the normal, taken in

combination.
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Dairy products have brought good prices, there having been

a distinct increase in the price of milk for the Boston market

over previous years. This would seem, however, to have been

more than balanced by the increased cost of grain and the re-

duced supply of roughage, as indicated from the partial failure

of the corn and rowen crops, so that the net gain for the farmers

was very little if anything over former years. With the extreme

difficulty of securing farm help, and its high price, there would

seem to be the necessity of a still further increase in the price of

milk to the farmers, if the milk supply of our cities is to be main-

tained at the high standard already set and demanded by both

the consuming public and the law-enforcing agencies of the

Commonwealth. To the end that such an increase may be

secured, there should be a campaign of education in the food

value of milk and the cost of its production, so that the public

may come to recognize the necessity of paying a fair price for a

first-class product. Also, there is the duty upon the milk pro-

ducers of offering such a product that the consuming public

may have no reasonable ground for objection to paying the

price demanded. On the one hand there must be a fair recog-

nition of the scriptural teaching that "the laborer is worthy of

his hire," and on the other a full realization that it is not good

business to demand a first-class price for anything except a

first-class product. The greater proportion of the supposed

advance in the retail price of milk this time went to the farmers,

— a great improvement over the conditions of a year ago, when

four-fifths of the nominal advance of a cent a quart to the con-

sumer was appropriated by the contractors to their own uses.

This would appear to be indicative of an increased sense of re-

sponsibility to the producers on the part of the middlemen, and

of a desire to deal fairly with them. In all the history of past

agricultural development it has been shown that there is no

possibility of the production of the fruits of the earth by cor-

porate bodies, in the same manner that the fruits of man's in-

genuity are produced. On the other hand, the farmers have

never yet been able to combine successfully for the disposal of

their products to the consumers without the intervention of

middlemen. The greatest profit to both farmers and middle-

men has come when both classes have stood ready to recognize

the fact that they were mutually dependent on the other, and to
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deal in the spirit of fairness, with an eve to the future and not to

mere temporary personal advantage. That this spirit has

never reached its proper development in the handling of the

milk supply of the Boston market must be admitted; both

parties blame the other for this lack of mutual confidence; and

they have stood in the past, and it is to be feared that they stand

to-day more than ever, in the position of warring and antago-

nistic bodies. This is to be deplored, and I trust that it may

be overcome to a greater extent in the future.

With the differences between the milk producers and the

milk contractors this Board has nothing to do, in its official ca-

pacity. This is a business question, and can be settled only in

a business way by the contractors in conference with the farmers

or their representatives. All that the Board can do is to advise

and furnish moral support for any movement looking to secure

to the farmers any reasonable increase in price. The transpor-

tation of milk to market is also entirely outside the province of

the Board. The Dairy Bureau of the Board is charged in a

general way with the enforcement of the laws in relation to

milk standards and purity of milk, but its work has always been

mainly in relation to the enforcement of the laws against the

sale of imitation dairy products. In so far as the Bureau has

had to do with the enforcement of the milk laws, it has endeav-

ored to enforce them in a spirit of fairness, and not arbitrarily,

no prosecutions having been brought during the year except

where milk has been actually adulterated by the addition of

water or some preservative. All business should be honestly

conducted, and the farmer can claim no special dispensation

against prosecution for fraud. Milk is the one great universal

food of the world. The addition of any foreign substance is a

fraud on the consumer, and may also be a danger to health;

therefore, the laws against such adulteration demand the strict-

est enforcement, and will always receive it at the hands of this

Board and its agents.

The season has not been an especially satisfactory one to

our horticulturists, most fruits having been rather light in yield,

though prices have generally been good. The apple crop was

predicted to be a very light one, but the harvesting season found

the farmers and fruit growers with an unexpected number of
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barrels of fruit. The crop was far from an average one, but

was still much better than was expected, and generally brought

good prices. Peaches were practically an entire failure. Plums

and pears were light crops, as also were cherries, though the

latter are little grown commercially in Massachusetts. Straw-

berries were a light crop, owing to drought and cold weather,

but generally brought good prices. Cranberries, contrary to

expectation, proved a good crop, and also commanded good

prices.

Probably the most serious menace to the fruit industry of

Massachusetts at the present time is the San Jose" scale. This

insect pest appears to be on the increase in all parts of the State,

being easily spread by birds from one tree to another and also

from one orchard to another. So stealthy is it in its early rav-

ages that often many trees are dead and dying before the orehard-

ist suspects that he has to contend with the pest. Constant

vigilance seems to be the price of a successful orchard to-day,

and it is urged upon every owner of fruit trees that he famil-

iarize himself with the appearance of the scale and be constantly

on the lookout for it, both as a protection to himself and a duty

which he owes to his neighbors. The Board has published an

excellent nature leaflet on this and other scales, by Dr. H. T.

Fernald, the State Nursery Inspector, which it will be glad to

place in the hands of any owner of fruit and ornamental trees

in the Commonwealth.

As usual, the market gardeners have been the most successful

of any class of agriculturists during the year. Being less de-

pendent upon the success of any one crop than any other class

of tillers of the soil, they are able to retrieve the failure of one

crop by extra care and attention to another. Also, they are

able to secure better prices for their products in time of scarcity

than are most other farmers, as they are less subject to compe-

tition from a distance, so that anything short of actual failure

will usually leave them in a position to make at least a small

profit. Therefore, this year they were able to meet the condi-

tions of drought and cold weather with success, and had at least

an average season for profit, as a whole.

Onions were a light crop, but brought unusually good prices,

so that the growers were not in as unfavorable a position as
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would otherwise have been the case. Tobacco was very un-

even, some fields doing finely, while others, especially where

late planted, were very light and unsatisfactory. Much of the

crop remains unsold, so that it is impossible to predict with any

certainty the final result to the growers.

Poultry products have brought high prices throughout the

year, but, with the high prices of grain and other poultry sup-

plies, it is not probable that any more than the average profit

has been obtained. Farmers in general would do well to pay

more attention to their farm flocks of poultry, as there is no

source of income that will respond more readily to intelligent

treatment, or which is more neglected on the average farm.

There is one phase of farming in Massachusetts which I be-

lieve has not received sufficient attention in the past few years,

— the breeding of dairy stock. To such an extent have the

eastern and central portions of the State been given over to the

production of milk for the city markets, that this particular line

of industry has been almost entirely neglected in these sections.

The usual process of the milk producer is to buy the best cows

he can obtain in the market, milk them out and then sell them.

Only a small proportion of these cows find their way back to

the farms, most of them going to the butcher. In this way there

is a constant purchasing of the best cows in the stock-breeding

sections of Massachusetts and neighboring States, which never

have another opportunity to reproduce their like, but pass out

of the account with their fall below profitable production in the

hands of their new owners. It seems inevitable that this must

tend to a lowering of the standard of quality in the breeding

sections. The constant culling over of the herds for the best

for the milk-producing sections cannot but be lowering to the

quality of the animals left as producers of good milking stock.

It is thought quite likely that this process has had much to do

with the difficulty that milk producers complain of in securing

a profit from their operations. I would urge that milk pro-

ducers give this matter careful attention, and consider whether

it would not be well to endeavor to raise stock from their best

milkers, even if it necessitated the cutting down of the amount

of milk whieh they are able to produce for market. Indeed, it is

believed that milk producers would find a greater profit, taking
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one year with another, in at least a partial return to general

farming conditions, raising more of the grain and roughage

which they use, and producing more of the stock which they

need to renew their herds.

The Milk Standard.

The last session of the Legislature was marked by an earnest,

and at some times violent and ill-judged, effort to obtain a re-

duction in the standard of milk. This effort was first broached

in the Legislature after the annual meeting of the Board, and

without having previously been brought before the Board in

any way. Under these circumstances the Board had no oppor-

tunity to take a position in the matter, and your secretary

could not take other than an individual position on a matter

of so much importance, without definite instructions from

the Board. That any standard must be an artificial one

is of course admitted, and until we are able to do without a

standard at all, which time is not yet, any standard adopted

will be only an imperfect measure of the quality and purity of

the milk supply. That there is too wide a variation between

the summer and the winter standard is, I think, too plain for

argument. There is a certain amount of variation in the milk

solids and fat of summer and winter milk, but it has been shown

not to reach the extent of 1 per cent in the solids and h per cent

in the fat. This variation of the standard from the actual con-

ditions should unquestionably be done away with, so far as

possible. Probably the best means to this end would be the

reduction of the winter standard half of 1 per cent on the solids,

with a corresponding decrease in the fat content required.

Massachusetts has now the highest winter standard of any

State in the Union except New Hampshire, and Minnesota

and Michigan are the same; and it would seem as if no harm

could result from a lowering of the standard in respect to winter

milk to something approaching that for summer milk and that

prevailing in other States, and that at the same time a certain

amount of good would be accomplished by doing away with

what is in the main a purely arbitrary differentiation between

the standards for the different seasons. With such lowering

there would doubtless remain certain herds that would fall be-
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low the legal standard in either fat content, total solids, or both.

The milk from these herds is none the less a pure and whole-

some article, claimed by many authorities to be superior as a

food for infants to milk containing more butter fat, but would,

under present conditions, be barred from our markets unless

mixed with the milk of other cows containing more than the

required amount of fat and total solids. It is to be regretted

that any man-made law can shut from the market a pure and

wholesome article of food. There seems to be no reason why

the producer should not be allowed to sell such milk, under a

guarantee of fat content, or of fat content and total solids, to

any person who wishes to buy it, having full knowledge of its

actual analysis, under such guarantee. It seems to me that

the present milk standard law might very well be changed by

the addition of a clause allowing the sale of milk under a printed

guarantee of fat content, or of fat content and total solids, if

that seems wiser; the same to appear upon each receptacle in

which the milk is sold or conveyed. I would therefore recom-

mend that the Board place itself squarely on record, advocating

a change in the law in relation to the milk standard in these two

particulars. If it should seem to the Board that such is not the

wisest course, the secretary will of course bow to its decision;

but he has reached these conclusions after a somewhat exhaus-

tive study of conditions, and certainly hopes that they may

seem worthy of adoption by the Board.

Changes in the Board.

The Board lost one of its oldest, both in point of age and con-

tinuous service, and valued members by death during the year,

Quincy L. Reed, delegate from the Weymouth Agricultural

and Industrial Society, passing away after a short illness.

Theron L. Tirrell of South Weymouth was elected to fill the

vacancy.

Changes in membership resulting from elections by the sev-

eral societies will be given in the report of the committee on

credentials in the proceedings of the annual meeting. Mem-
bers retiring because of expiration of term of service are: E.

P. Williams of the Deerfield Valley Agricultural Society; John

M. Danforth of the Essex Agricultural Society; Ralph M.
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Porter of the Hillside Agricultural Society; Walter D. Ross of

the Worcester Agricultural Society; and J. Harding Allen of

the Worcester County W'est Agricultural Society.

Two of the members appointed by the Governor, Hon. Wra.

R. Sessions of Springfield and General Francis Henry Appleton

of Peabody, resigned their positions on the Board. The vacan-

cies thus caused were filled by the appointment of Charles E.

Ward of Buckland and Henry M. Howard of West Newton.

Two societies, the Bristol County and the Middlesex North,

held fairs during the year, and are entitled to delegates on the

Board for the ensuing year, William N. Howard of South Easton

and George W. Trull of Tewksbury having been respectively

elected to represent these societies.

Meetings of the Board.

On June 25, 1907, the Board held a summer field meeting on

the grounds of the Housatonic Agricultural Society, at Great

Barrington, with the usual demonstration work, which has

proved itself so popular in recent years, as the feature of the

meeting. This meeting was held in this locality to the end

that the farmers of Berkshire County, who had not previously

been afforded a convenient opportunity to attend one of these

meetings, might participate with those of other sections in the

benefits arising from them. The attendance was of more local

character than at previous meetings, owing to the place of

meeting and the difficulty of reaching it by train from a dis-

tance without coming the night before, and, while very giati-

fying from a local standpoint, was not up to that afforded the

meetings previously held in other sections.

On Aug. 13, 1907, a second field meeting for the year was

held on the grounds of the Worcester Agricultural Society, at

Worcester. The day was an unusually warm one, the meeting

followed a week very full of attractions for the farmers, and the

attendance was hardly what had been hoped for; nevertheless,

a very fine programme was presented, including three entirely

new demonstrations.

The public winter meeting for lectures and discussions was

held at Boston, at the hall of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, on invitation of that body. The addresses and discus-
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sions were excellent alike in matter and method of presentation,

and will be included as usual in the annual report of the Board.

The weather was in the main excellent, and the attendance

should have been much larger than it was. It did not prove a

disappointment, past experience showing that Boston is very

apt to prove a disappointing place to hold such a meeting, from

the standpoint of attendance, and in addition those present

seemed to be moved to an unusual degree by a genuine spirit

of inquiry and progress. The meeting was opened by Gov-

ernor Guild, in his double official capacity as Governor of the

Commonwealth and President of the State Board of Agricul-

ture. A very interesting feature of the meeting was the visit to

the market-garden farm of Hon. W. W. Rawson, and later to

the barn of the Walker-Gordon Company at Charles River.

A goodly number of members of the Board and others attend-

ing the meeting availed themselves of the opportunity to inspect

these interesting and successful plants.

The annual business meeting of the Board was held at Boston,

Jan. 7 and 8, 1908, and special business meetings were held at

both summer meetings and at the winter meeting. The min-

utes of these meetings, with reports of committees, will be in-

cluded in this volume.

Agricultural Societies.

Those societies that held their annual exhibition on the first

week of September were met with a downpour of rain such as

has seldom been experienced at this season of the year, and

which put an effectual damper on their success from a financial

standpoint. Such experiences are to be expected, and it is the

part of wisdom for all societies to discount their occurrence,

and to be so prepared in a financial way that it will be only a

mere temporary check on the well-being of the society. Gen-

erally speaking, the societies holding their fairs at earlier or

later dates enjoyed very favorable weather conditions. As a

rule the exhibitions were unusually well attended, and were

successes from both the financial and the artistic and educa-

tional side.

It is to be questioned if there are not some societies whose

premium lists stand in serious need of revision. The agricul-
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ture of the State has changed materially during the past twenty

years, and in some sections the old interests have dropped out

of sight, or nearly so, and new ones have arisen to take their

places. For instance, cattle raising and breeding has declined

materially in importance in eastern sections, with a more than

corresponding interest in the importance of market gardening,

fruit growing and poultry raising. Those having the duty of

making up the premium lists of the societies should study care-

fully their local conditions, and should endeavor to offer the

bulk of the premium money in such a way as to encourage those

lines of agriculture which appear to be best adapted to their sec-

tions. It is obviously unjust that the bulk of the money for

premiums should go to the cattle raisers in sections given over

to market gardening and fruit raising; but I fear that such is

too often the case. It is recommended that the Board take

the premium lists of the societies a little more directly under its

control, and that a committee be appointed to consider the

make-up of these lists during the current year, with a view to

establishing certain requirements, if it seems best, in their

judgment, to which the societies shall be held in the future.

A new feature of the fairs was a demonstration at that of the

Blackstone Valley Agricultural Society of the selection of cattle

for breeding and the dairy, and of the grafting, budding and

pruning of fruit trees. These demonstrations were so man-

aged as not to conflict with other features of the fair, and were

witnessed by practically the entire number of those in attend-

ance on the grounds. They formed an interesting and valu-

able feature from an educational standpoint, particularly when
the large number of young people in attendance is witnessed.

The Board has received an increase in its appropriation for

"the dissemination of useful information in agriculture," which

will allow us to furnish such demonstrations to a limited number
of societies, where it shall seem that they can be properly put

before the public, and where we can be guaranteed that they

will be given a clear field in the matter of conflict with other

numbers on the programme. By no means all the societies can

be so favored in any one year, and, other things being equal,

preference will be given to those first making application for

such demonstrations.
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Such demonstrations would form an inexpensive feature of

the programme of any society, and we shall be glad to advise

with the officers of a society caring to put on such a feature at

its own expense, and we are in a position to give them valuable

information as to the subjects that are susceptible of practical

demonstration and as to those who are most competent to

handle them.

Farmers' Institutes.

The institute work was conducted on practically the same

lines as in former years, and met with equal success. We shall

be able to strengthen it in various ways during the coming year,

as the appropriation for the "dissemination of useful informa-

tion in agriculture," from which the institute expenses are paid,

has been increased from $3,000 to $4,000. This increase was

in force for 1907, but came so late in the session of the Legis-

lature that little new work could be arranged for the year.

During the coming season we shall be able to supply the socie-

ties with more meetings than in the past, if there is a demand

for them, and shall also be able to pay the expenses incident

upon the speaker delivering a second address, where the socie-

ties desire to hold two sessions. This expense has formerly

been borne by the societies, and we feel that this has doubtless

deterred many of them from holding two-session institutes, with

dinner or lunch in the intermission, which is believed to be the

ideal institute, both from an educational and a social standpoint.

We were unable to arrange many circuits of meetings during

the year 1907, having been disappointed in securing the speakers

we desired. Prof. C. L. Beach of Vermont and Dr. Geo. M.
Twitchell of Maine were secured for two circuits, and very sat-

isfactory results came from their presence and work in the State.

We are endeavoring to arrange at least three circuits for this

season, but as yet have only secured Dr. Geo. M. Twitchell of

Maine and Prof. Alfred G. Gulley of Storrs Agricultural Col-

lege. Professor Gulley is a new man to our farmers, but has

an exceedingly fine reputation as an up-to-date and interesting

speaker on horticultural lines. Dr. Twitchell is too well known

to require introduction.

One hundred and twenty-seven meetings have been held

during the year, with 156 sessions. All the societies repre-

sented on the Board held 3 or more meetings, with the excep-
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tion of the Hoosac Valley Agricultural Society, which held but

2 institutes, through an unexpected failure of arrangements

for the third one, and the Massachusetts Society for Promoting

Agriculture, which is not required to hold institutes, being rep-

resented on the Board by special enactment. Six societies

held 4 or more institutes, while 19 meetings have been held in

sections not covered by societies represented on the Board, and

under the direction of other agricultural organizations.

The average attendance for the year shows a falling off from

the last two years, being only 118 per session, as against 127 in

1906 and 125 in 1905. It is, however, considerably greater

than in any other year, the figures being 109 for 1904, 102 for

1903, 104 for 1902, 107 for 1901, 91 for 1900 and 94 for 1899.

At 4 of the sessions the attendance was 400 or more ; at 2, from

300 to 399; at 14, from 200 to 299; at 53, from 100 to 199; and

at the balance it was less than 100.

With the increase of the appropriation for the present year

more institutes will be held, more speakers from a distance be

secured, and a certain amount of demonstration work intro-

duced into these meetings where considered practicable and

desirable. The demand for this class of work has always been

in excess of our ability to supply it, but it may be that for a year

or two we shall be in the position of being able to grant any

reasonable request. It is important that the agricultural so-

cieties and the farmers generally should show themselves will-

ing to do their part in strengthening the work, to the end that

the Legislature may see that the appropriation is the most val-

uable of any of those made for the benefit of agriculture, and

be willing to grant reasonable future increases if it becomes

necessary to ask for them.

On Nov. 12 and 13, 1907, your secretary attended the annual

meeting of the National Association of Farmers' Institute

Workers, at Washington, D. C. The meeting was a very in-

teresting one, being attended by those in charge of the institute

work in most of the States, and also delegates from the various

Provinces of Canada. Your secretary furnished a paper on

"The field institute; its value, methods of organizing and con-

ducting." The programme of the meeting was exceedingly

full, and gave rise to a great deal of interesting discussion in

regard to the various phases of these popular meetings.
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Nursery Inspection.

The law in relation to the work of the Nursery Inspector was

amended by the Legislature of 1907, so as to give that official,

working under the supervision of the Board, much broader

powers than those which he had formerly possessed. By this

act he was given the power to appoint three additional deputy

inspectors, making the total number which may be employed

six. The law in relation to nursery stock coming into the

State was strengthened by making it a misdemeanor for any

transportation company or individual to transport or accept

for transportation any nursery stock not bearing a certificate

of inspection. The principal new feature of the law, as amended,

is the authority given to declare any insect pest or plant disease

a public nuisance, and further to allow owners of trees, plants,

etc., to file complaints with the Nursery Inspector in case their

trees and plants are endangered by the presence of insect pests

on the trees or plants of their neighbors. The inspector may

then, after examination, if he finds that there is a dangerous

condition existing, compel the owner to abate the nuisance ac-

cording to methods prescribed by the Nursery Inspector. There

is provision for appeal from the decision of the Nursery In-

spector to the secretary of the State Board of Agriculture; and

in case the secretary sustains the position of the inspector, the

latter may cause the nuisance to be abated, and if the owner

refuses to abate it may go upon the premises of the owner and

himself do the necessary work. Necessary fines are provided

for the failure of citizens to comply with the provisions of the

law.

These amendments have been in force only during a portion

of the year, and there has not been any great amount of work

done under them as yet. That they form excellent punitive

restrictions upon the too common practice of many owners of

trees and shrubs, of allowing their premises to become breeding

grounds for insect pests, to the great detriment of their neigh-

bors, cannot be doubted; and it is to be hoped that the citizens

of the Commonwealth will avail themselves to the necessary

extent of the privileges and rights placed in their hands by this

remedial legislation.

The report of the Nursery Inspector is included in this vol-
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ume, and will be found to contain a very full statement of the

vast deal of excellent work done during the year. That this

work is being carried on with great efficiency is the belief of

your secretary. I have no recommendations looking to new

action or legislation during the present year, as I believe that

sufficient time should be given for the trial and working out of

the law as it now exists, and so far as can be seen there is no

further authority required at present.

Dairy Bureau.

Much excellent work has been done by this department

of the Board. The number of violations of the oleomargarine

laws has somewhat increased during the year, owing to the high

price of butter and the increase in the number of dealers han-

dling uncolored oleomargarine; while the violations of the law

in relation to renovated butter are less numerous than formerly,

the margin of profit on renovated butter not having been suffi-

cient during the past year to tempt dealers to take any long

chances in the violation of the law. More inspections have

been made than in any previous year, and a vast amount of in-

vestigation work, of great value from an educational and re-

search standpoint, has been carried on. The details of the

work appear in the report of the general agent, which is printed

elsewhere in this volume. The general agent, Mr. P. M. Har-

wood, received a well-deserved increase in salary at the hands

of the last Legislature, — a compliment to the work of the

Bureau, and an act of simple justice to a hard-working and

conscientious official.

Cattle Bureau.

The report of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau will be found

printed elsewhere, and is submitted without comment, the law,

which makes the Bureau nominally a Bureau of the Board of

Agriculture, not giving the Board or its secretary any authority

in the premises.

State Forester.

The State Forester has carried on his work during the year

in a manner worthy of commendation. He has at all times

been ready to co-operate with the Board, and has availed him-

self of our assistance in many ways. The appropriation for
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this work was materially increased by the Legislature of 1907,

and the work has been amplified to a considerable degree over

that formerly undertaken by the State Forester.

Massachusetts Agricultural College.

The work of the Massachusetts Agricultural College shows a

gratifying rate of progress, both in quantity and quality. The

number of students regularly in attendance in the four-year

course shows an increase over any previous year, while the in-

stallation of the summer school of agriculture has done much

to popularize the work of the college, and to acquaint the teachers

of the State with the possibilities of the institution. If this sum-

mer school work develops as it bids fair to do, I do not doubt

but that we shall see a marked effect in the more favorable

attitude of the teaching forces in our high schools, in all proba-

bility leading to an increased number of those who go from

these schools to the college for their higher education.

The greenhouses now on the grounds have been in use for

over forty years, and are no longer proper buildings either for

purposes of economic production or for teaching purposes. An

entire new set of glass houses is needed, if the college is to give

proper instruction in the line of work in which Massachusetts

stands pre-eminent among the States of the Union. This has

been asked of the last two Legislatures, and has each time been

postponed for what seemed more pressing needs. It seems as

though the time had come when the greenhouses should have

the right of way in the legislative appropriations. There are

of course many other things needed at the college, if it is to con-

tinue to properly grow and develop; and it is recommended

that this Board favor all reasonable appropriations for increased

efficiency in instruction at the college, with particular emphasis

upon the necessity of the greenhouse work being properly pro-

vided for.

The Gypsy and Brown-tail Moths.

The work of suppressing the gypsy and brown-tail moths has

been carried on during the year on the same lines as since the

resumption of work against these insects. We are confident that

all has been done that is possible to be done; but the increased
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expense over ten years ago, when the work of the Board was at

its most efficient point, the greatly increased territory infested,

and the fact that nothing can now be hoped for in the way of

extermination, all show what a terrible mistake was made by

the Legislature which stopped the work and allowed these in-

sects free sway. The appropriation from the United States

government was increased from $82,500 to $150,000, showing

that the national authorities are fully alive to the importance of

the work and the danger to be feared from the unrestricted

spread of these insects. The report of the committee on gypsy

moth, insects and birds will be laid before the Board in due

course of business, and there is nothing which I care to add at

this time.

Crop Reports.

The publication of the monthly crop reports, for the six

months from May to October, was carried on along the usual

lines. The special articles printed in these reports were: "Corn

as a grain crop in Massachusetts," by Prof. Wm. P. Brooks;

"Plum culture in Massachusetts," by Prof. F. A. Waugh;

"Hatching and rearing of chicks by natural methods on the

farm," by John H. Robinson; "Bee keeping: some suggestions

for its advancement in Massachusetts," by Burton N. Gates,

A.M.; "Statutory bird protection in Massachusetts," by Ed-

ward Howe Forbush; and " Greenhouse pests and their control,"

by H. T. Fernald, Ph.D. Individual requests for these reports

continuing unabated over former years, the edition was increased

from 4,700 to 4,900 during the year. Most of the editions are

practically exhausted, and reprints of the special articles will

be issued with the publication of the annual report. Five hun-

dred extra copies of the report for September, containing Mr.

Forbush's article on "Statutory bird protection in Massachu-

setts," were issued, and proved insufficient to meet the demand.

Suggestions as to timely articles for these reports will always be

appreciated, as we desire to maintain this line of work at the

highest point of efficiency.
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Publications.

The following publications were issued by this office in 1907,

most of which may be obtained on application

.
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by Mr. J. H. Hale; "Early agricultural education in Massa-

chusetts," by Mr. F. H. Fowler; "The home garden," by Prof.

F. W. Rane; "Clovers: their value, characteristics of varieties

and methods of production," by Prof. W. P. Brooks; "Cran-

berry culture," by Mr. Lucian J. Fosdick; "Peach culture,"

by Prof. F. A. Waugh; also the annual reports of the chief of

the Cattle Bureau, the Dairy Bureau, and the State Nursery

Inspector.

Nature Leaflets.

The work in this line has been the reprinting of leaflets in

order to be able to fill sets. During the year leaflets Nos. 7, 12,

17, 19, 20, 21 and 33 have been revised and printed in a second

edition.

Arbor Day Pamphlet.

The pamphlet "Arbor Day, 1906," met with such an apprecia-

tive reception that it was deemed expedient to continue the

publication another year.

The issue was increased to 3,500 copies, and arrangements

were made, as last year, to place most of the copies in the public

schools. This was made possible through the courtesy of the

secretary of the State Board of Education.

The pamphlet contained 32 pages, three full-page half-tones

and other illustrations. The cover design was from the pen of

Mr. Philip Lyford. The Arbor Day Proclamation of His Ex-

cellency Governor Guild was inserted as a folder.

Short articles on "Need of an Arbor Day in Massachusetts,"

by State Forester Rane; "Forestry work of the women's clubs,"

by President Helen A. Whittier; "How to protect trees from

insects," by State Nursery Inspector Fernald; "Why children

should be friends of the birds," by Ornithologist Edward H.

Forbush; and "Information — selections— suggestions," by

Mrs. Stiles and Mrs. Frost of the forestry department, State

Federation of Women's Clubs, made up the body of the

pamphlet.
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Legislative Appropriations: Board of Agriculture.
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Conference on Rural Progress.

A delegate conference on rural progress was held in the office

of the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture, Boston, on

March 8, 1907, with sessions at 9.30 a.m. and 2 r.M.

The idea of this conference originated with President But-

terfield. of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, and was

attended by delegates from all the New England States,

representing State departments of agriculture and education,

agricultural colleges and experiment stations, federations of

churches, granges, etc.

The object of the conference was to discuss some of the rural

problems in New England, and to provide for future work.

Various phases of the subject were discussed by the delegates

present.

An organization was perfected by the choice of Secretary

Ellsworth as chairman and Prof. William D. Hurd of the Uni-

versity of Maine secretary.

Section meetings of the delegates from the various bodies

were held at the United States Hotel, Boston, on the evening

of March 7. Thirty-five delegates were recorded as being in

attendance at the conference.

Extracts from the Trespass Laws.

The law providing for these printed trespass extracts makes

it the duty of the secretary of this Board "to cause copies of

said extracts to be printed on durable material, suitable to be

affixed to trees or otherwise to be posted in the open air," and

"to furnish not exceeding five copies in any one year without

charge to any reputable person applying therefor, and annually,

on or before the first day of April, to send a copy to each post

office in the Commonwealth."

The demand for the extracts shows a decided falling off as

compared with the previous year, as is shown by the following

table :
—
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rated agricultural societies" (chapter 189); "An Act making

an appropriation for exterminating diseases among horses,

cattle and other animals" (chapter 123); and "An Act rela-

tive to authorizing the State Board of Agriculture to appoint a

State Nursery Inspector, and to provide for the protection of

trees and shrubs" (chapter 321).

Useful Birds and Their Protection.

This book, prepared by and published under the direction

of Mr. Edward Howe Forbush, Ornithologist to the State

Board of Agriculture, was authorized by the Board at its annual

meeting, Jan. 11, 1905, and was provided for by chapter 51 of

the Resolves of the same year. This resolve provided "that

there be allowed and paid out of the treasury of the Common-

wealth a sum not exceeding three thousand dollars for pre-

paring and printing, under the direction of the State Board of

Agriculture, in an edition of five thousand copies, a special

report on the birds of the Commonwealth, economically con-

sidered, to include the facts relating to the usefulness of birds

and the necessity for their protection, already ascertained by

the ornithologist of the State Board of Agriculture."

This book, containing 457 printed pages, a colored frontis-

piece of the wood duck, now in danger of extermination, 40

full-page half-tones and 171 additional illustrations, was re-

ceived from the printers March 13, 1907. Briefly stated, the

volume contains chapters on the utility of birds in nature, the

value of birds to man, the utility of birds in woodlands, birds as

destroyers of hairy caterpillars and plant lice, the economic

service of birds in the orchard, song birds of orchard and wood-

land, songless birds of orchard and woodland, the utility of

birds in field and garden, birds of field and garden, birds of the

air, birds of marsh and waterside, checks upon the increase of

useful birds, the protection of birds, and a comprehensive index.

The Resolve provided for a double distribution of the books.

The Secretary of the Commonwealth received approximately

1,900 copies, to be distributed to free public libraries, high

schools, certain other libraries, to certain executive officers and

to members of the Legislature of 1905. The balance, approxi-

mately 3,100 copies, were delivered at the office of the secretary
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of the State Board of Agriculture, to be distributed under the

direction of said Board. As this distribution was necessarily

free in character, books were available for a very limited period

only. They were reserved, however, to some extent for persons

identified with "bird work," and who had in one way or another

been of service to the Ornithologist of the Board of Agriculture

in the performance of his duties. In spite of this effort, many

such persons, as well as libraries and educational institutions,

had to go on the waiting list for a second edition, which it was

presumed would be authorized.

The Legislature of 1907 provided for this second edition by

chapter 77 of the Resolves of that year, the edition to number

5,000 copies. Provision was made for supplying each member

of the Legislature with 10 copies of the book. It. was further

provided that " Copies may be sold by the secretary of the State

Board of Agriculture at a price not less than the cost thereof,

and additional copies may be printed for sale at the discretion

of the secretary, the expense thereof to be paid from the re-

ceipts from such sales. Any amount received from sales shall

be paid into the treasury of the Commonwealth."

Twenty-one hundred copies of the second edition were placed

at the disposal of the secretary of the State Board of Agricul-

ture on December 17, at which date applications for approxi-

mately 1,900 copies had been filed. These persons were noti-

fied by circular letter that the second edition was available, and

that the cost price had been fixed at $1. By the end of the

month many of the books had been disposed of, and nearly

$800 turned into the State treasury as proceeds of sales made.

The great popularity of this work shows that it fills a recog-

nized want of the people of the State and nation. Nothing in

relation to bird lore has been published anywhere which treats

the subject from such a rational standpoint, and in a manner at

once novel and sensible. The importance of bird study and

knowledge is now being appreciated to something like its full

value. Much work remains to be done in study and investi-

gation along economic lines, in order that farmers and others

may be informed as to the great value of birds to the commu-

nity, and in special cases as to the best means of perpetuating

and increasing them. The time has come when the position
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of State Ornithologist should be established, if this work is to

be properly carried on. Mr. Forbush has very generously

given his time for the past fifteen years to doing this work for

the Board. Further demands upon nim would be in the

nature of an imposition, and it seems that the State could very

well recognize his valuable services, and insure their continu-

ance, by the establishment of such an office, to be filled by

the State Board of Agriculture. It is therefore recommended

that the Board instruct its secretary to prepare a bill providing

for the establishment of the office of State Ornithologist, to be

elected by the Board of Agriculture, with a small appropria-

tion for expenses and per diem compensation, and to present

the same to the Legislature and urge its passage. The need

of the work being placed on a permanent basis will be seen the

more clearly when it is known that there is no work being done

on birds by the Agricultural College, the experiment station or

any other official body. The nearest approach to official work

has been the unpaid work of Mr. Forbush as Ornithologist to

this Board.

Respectfully submitted,

J. LEWIS ELLSWORTH,
Secretary.

Boston, Jan. 7, 190S.
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Summary of Crop Conditions, 1907.

May was cloudy and unpleasant, with several light to severe

frosts. Pastures and mowings wintered well, and started

slowly, owing to cold weather, but with the seasonal rains prom-

ised well for the future. The apple bloom was an average one

for an off year, but pears and plums made a light bloom, cherries

a fair bloom and peaches a very light one. Small fruits and

berries bloomed well. Little damage from frost was reported.

Few insects appeared. Planting progressed slowly, owing to

the late season and cold weather. Farm help was unusually

scarce; average wages, $22 per month with board, with SI.50

per day as the minimum without board. The acreage of cul-

tivated crops seemed certain to be somewhat reduced, the re-

duction being most marked in corn and potatoes, owing to

scarcity and high price of help.

Insects were not plenty during June, and did little damage.

Indian corn was late, being late in planting, and very backward

and uneven, owing to failure to germinate in many cases, but of

good color. Haying had not commenced at time of making

returns, with a good crop expected except in the hill towns,

where it was said to be thin and light. There was about the

usual acreage of early potatoes, but they were very backward

and uneven. Early market-garden crops were much later

than usual, with very little coming into the market in June.

The flow of milk was well maintained, with prices generally

better than in former years. Dairy cows were in fair supply,

with good ones bringing higher prices. Pastures were gener-

ally in good condition, but needing rain. Strawberries were

very late, but promised a fair crop; practically no peaches;

currants promised well; pears and plums light; apples sel

well, but late; cranberries late in blooming.

Insects were less troublesome and numerous than usual in
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July. Indian corn was growing very rapidly, but much later

than usual. Haying was not entirely completed, and the crop

was generally reported to be above the average, and of excel-

lent quality. There was perhaps a slight falling off in the

acreage of forage crops. Market-garden crops were late, but

yielding well, and bringing average prices. Potatoes were late

and not very promising. Apples promised only a light crop;

quinces good; grapes promising; cranberries bloomed very

full, but rather backward. Pastures were dry and brown in

southeastern sections, but green and growing elsewhere. Rye,

oats and barley were about normal crops.

Indian corn came forward rapidly during August, but further

warm weather was still essential to its maturing. It suffered

somewhat from dry weather during the month. Rowen prom-

ised only a very light crop, owing to dry weather. Late pota-

toes promised only a light crop, with some blight and rot.

There was about the same acreage of tobacco as in 1906, but

the crop was backward and unpromising, though early fields

were in good condition. Pastures were in very poor condition,

especially in eastern sections. Apples were small and back-

ward, and had dropped badly. Oats were an average crop,

but late-sown barley was making little progress. Root crops

were reported as grown in eastern sections for the market, but

only to a limited degree for stock feeding in any section.

The rains and warm weather of September benefited corn

materially, and a fair crop was in prospect. Rowen was a

light crop in all sections. Feed in pastures improved during

the month to a marked degree. Mowings were green and

luxuriant, even on light land, but with little growth of hay

in most cases. Very much less than the usual amount of fall

seeding was done, owTing to the prolonged drought. Onions

were hardly a normal crop, being smaller than usual. Pota-

toes were considerably under the normal in yield, and of small

size but good quality. Root crops were generally backward,

and not up to the normal. Celery also was a light crop, and

late market-garden crops of all kinds were backward, but with

prices generally higher than usual. Apples wTere reported as

somewhat better than expected; pears the poorest crop for

years; peaches nearly a total failure; grapes a fair crop, but
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late in maturing; cranberries late in maturing, and a light

crop.

The final report of the season, at the end of October, showed

that the crop of Indian corn was considerably below the normal

in value, both for grain and stover, and this in spite of the un-

usually high prices which formed the basis of computation.

A considerable portion of the crop was damaged by frost, and

much more was cut before maturity to avoid that danger.

Some reported that there were practically no ears. Corn

raised for the silo also failed to mature properly. Root crops

were considerably below the average, and generally brought

good prices where raised for market. Turnips especially were

reported as small and unsatisfactory in yield and quality.

Potatoes did not rot as badly as indicated, but the crop was

light, owing to poor germination and drought. They were

reported as selling for good prices. Pastures improved during

October. However, farm stock was reported, on the whole,

as rather thin in flesh, especially in eastern sections, where the

drought was most severe. Very much less than the usual

amount of fall seeding was done. Most of that put in was

sown later than usual, and was slow in starting. There ap-

peared to be a good catch on most fields.

Prices for crops raised for market ranged a good deal higher

than in former years, due in a large measure to shortages of

most of the leading crops. Of the 128 correspondents answer-

ing the question as to prices, 5 spoke of them as average, 9 as

good and 114 as higher than usual.

Concerning the questions as to which crops had proved

profitable and which crops had proved unprofitable, 71 cor-

respondents, more than a majority, considered hay to have

been among the most profitable crops; 39, potatoes; 14, corn;

13, apples; 8, cranberries; and 7, onions; while 39 correspond-

ents, about one-third of those replying, reported that corn was

among the least profitable crops; 35, potatoes; 8, apples; and

G, cabbages. Other crops were spoken of by a few correspond-

ents as belonging to the one class or the other.

The season of 1907 does not appear to have been a particu-

larly profitable one for our farmers. Crops were not especially

good, and, while prices received ruled high, grain and every-

thing which the farmer had to buy was also above the normal
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in price. Of the 128 correspondents answering the question

as to the profitableness of the season, 45 considered it to have

been a profitable one; 21, that it was an average season; 6,

that there had been a small profit; 18, that it had been fairly

profitable; while 5 said that it had not been very profitable,

and 33 that it had been an unprofitable season.

Massachusetts Weather, 1907.

[Compiled from Data furnished by Weather Bureau, Boston.]

The weather of January was of mid-winter type, without

especial features. There were the usual number of storms

of average severity, with rain and snow, the monthly amounts

being somewhat below the average. Some of the storms were

accompanied by high winds and gales. The mean temper-

ature, 29.4°, was 1° below normal. The weather was very

cold during the last decade of the month.

The low temperatures continued through February, the

month being one of the coldest Februarys on record, though

the extremes did not depart greatly from previous years. The

precipitation was nearly all snow, the total ranging from 11 to

36 inches. A severe storm on the 5th was accompanied by

gales of from 60 to 70 miles per hour. The month as a whole

was a very severe one.

The weather of March was more moderate than usual, with

only two severe storms. The average temperature ranged

from 1° to 4° above the average for March. The minimum

temperatures of the first decade were low, and the maximum

temperatures during the closing days were high for the season.

At the close of the month the ground was free from snow.

April as a whole was very unseasonable, with weather con-

ditions more like March than April. The monthly average

temperature was from 1° to 4° below the April normal. There

was much cloudiness and a heavy fall of snow, from 2 to 18

inches, on the Sth, 9th and 10th. The month closed with the

season from ten days to a fortnight later than usual.

May opened with seasonable weather, but there was a marked

drop in temperature, and it continued very cool until the 9th.

From the 10th to the 20th the weather was seasonal. The

remainder of the month was unusually cool, light to moderate

frosts occurring on several nights. There was also a deficiency
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of sunshine for the month, although the monthly precipitation

was generally deficient in amount. The month was one of

the most unpleasant of its name.

Unseasonably cool weather continued until June 15. From

that date to the close of the month the daily temperatures were

generally above the normal. There was much cloudy, un-

settled weather during the first two weeks. The last half of

the month was quite dry, the rainfall being light and irregularly

distributed. There was also much sunshine, and by the 25th

there was general need of rain. Owing to uniformly cool

weather during the first half of the month, there were very

few thunderstorms, but during the rest of the month they oc-

curred with average frequency.

The weather of July was seasonal, with abundant sunshine

and uniformly high temperatures through the entire month.

The monthly means were from 1 to H above the July normal.

The per cent of humidity was generally high, and the weather

oppressive. The rainfall was very unevenly distributed, re-

sulting from local storms, the showers as a rule occurring in

the afternoon or night. The weather of the month was gen-

erally ideal for the mid-summer season.

The weather for August as a whole was marked by an absence

of cloudiness, an unusual amount of sunshine and a great de-

ficiency in rainfall. Except in a few localities the rainfall for

the month was less than 1 inch, making it the driest August,

with the exception of 1S83, during the past thirty-six years.

Although there were less than the usual number of days with a

high maximum temperature, the average temperature of the

month was somewhat above the normal.

From the 2d to the 5th of September a heavy rainfall through-

out the State effectually relieved the drought that had prevailed

during July and August. Occasional showers fell until the

11th, and from the 12th to the 20th fair and generally clear

weather prevailed. From the 5th to the 24th, with the excep-

tion of three or four days, the temperature was much above the

normal, and much like that usual in August. From the 25th

to the close of the month the temperature was lower and some-

what l>elow the normal, frost occurring in some localities on

the night of the 25th.
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The month of October as a whole was exceptionally pleasant,

there being much fair, sunny weather, with many days of the

Indian summer type, and moderate temperatures, generally

near the seasonal average. Two well-defined storms of con-

siderable intensity passed over the State. The first one was

on the Sth, when general and heavy rains fell in all sections,

and high winds to strong southerly and westerly gales pre-

vailed along the coast. Much delay and some damage from

the violent winds resulted to shipping. The second storm

was on the 28th-29th. This disturbance also caused danger-

ous gales along the coast, although there was little damage to

shipping. The rainfall during this storm was quite general,

but the amounts were not excessive. Light rains fell on the

4th and on the 20th. A well-defined cool wave prevailed on

the 21st-22d, during which killing frosts occurred in all except

immediate coast sections, with light to moderate freezes in

interior sections of the State.

In November the general weather conditions presented no

marked departures from those usual to the season. The month

as a whole was somewhat warmer than usual for November.

The precipitation was generally in excess, and rather irregu-

larly distributed. It was in the form of rain, except during the

last week of the month, when snow varying from a trace to 6

"inches fell over the State. The principal storms of the month

occurred on the 3d, 6th, 7th and 25th. Those of the 6th and

the 25th caused high winds and gales on the coast, and the

latter gave nearly all the snowfall of the month.

December was warmer and more pleasant than the average

December. The mean temperature, entire State, 33°, was
3° above the normal for the month. The daily temperatures

were below the seasonal average during the first week and gen-

erally above during the rest of the month. The lowest tem-

peratures were generally on the 5th and the highest on the 10th.

The precipitation was above the normal in all sections, with

the greater portion of it as rain. The monthly snowfall ranged

from 5 to 17 inches, and it was greatest in the central and

western portions of the State. It fell chiefly on the 14th and

the 15th. There was somewhat more than the average amount

of sunshine and clear weather.
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Meteorological Observations at the Massachusetts

Agricultural Experiment Station.

[Latitude, 42 ' 23' 48.5" N.; longitude, 72° 31' 10" W. Height of barometer above ground,

51 feet; above sea level, 273.5 feet. Height of wind instruments, 72 feet.]

Annual Summary for 1907.

Pressure (in Inches).

Maximum reduced to freezing, 30.44,

February 24, 1 a.m.

Minimum reduced to freezing, 28.68, April

9,12 p.m.

Maximum reduced to freezing and sea

level, 30.78, February 24, 1 A.M.

Minimum reduced to freezing and sea

level, 28.99, April 9, 12 p.m.

Mean reduced to freezing and sea level,

30.018.

Annual range, 1.79.

Air Temperature (in Degrees F.)A

Highest, 96.0, August 12, 4.00 P.M.

Lowest,— 23.5, January 24, 7 a.m.

Mean, 45.2.

Mean of means of max. and min.,"45.4.

Mean sensible (wet bulb), 40.S.

Annual range, 119.5.

Highest mean daily, 78.fi, July 18.

Lowest mean daily, —8.0, January 24.

Mean maximum, 55.8.

Mean minimum, 35.1.

Mean daily range, '.'0.7.

Greatest daily range, 43.0, May 14.

Least daily range, 2.0, June 2.

Humidity.

Mean dew point, 36.9.

Mean force of vapor, .355.

Mean relative humidity, 77.9.

Wind. — Prevailing Direction, West.

Summary {Per Cent).

North, northwest, 10.

West, lo.

South, southeast, 10.

Northwest, 11.

South, a.

West, northwest, 9.

Other directions, 41.

Total movement, CO.016 miles.

Greatesl daily movement, 529 miles,

February 3.

Least daily movement, 18 miles, Decem-
ber 8.

Mean daily movement, 164 miles.

Mean hourly velocity, 6.8 miles.

Maximum pressure per square foot, 32.5

pounds= 81 miles per hour, July 20,

8 P.M., W.
Maximum velocity for 5 minutes, 44 miles

per hour, March 24, 3 a.m., X.N.W.

Precipitation (in Inches).

Total precipitation, rain or melted snow,

42.27.

Number of days on which .01 or more rain

or melted snow fell, 122.

Snow total in inches, 54.5.

Weather.

Mean cloudiness observed, 49 per cent.

Total cloudiness recorded by sun ther-

mometer, 2,137 hours= 48 per cent.

Number of clear days, 95.

Number of fair days, 155.

Number of cloudy days, 115.

Bright Sunshine.

Number of hours recorded, 2,317= 52 per

cent.

Dates of Frosts.

Last, May 22.

First, September 27.

Dates of Snow.

Last, May 11.

First, November 24.

Total days of sleighing, 67.

Gales of 50 or More Miles per Hour.

January 9, 53 miles; W.N.W.
February 3, 63 miles; N.X.W.

March 29, 74 miles; W.N.W.
July 20, 81 miles; W.
December 10, 61 miles; S.S.E.; 31, 50

miles; N.W.

Temperature in ground shelter.

J. E. OSTRANDER, Meteorologist.

T. A. BARRY, Observer.
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MEETINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,

ACTING FOR THE BOARD.

Boston, March 2S, 1907.

The executive committee met at the office of the secretary

this day, at 2 o'clock p.m., a majority of the members being

j^resent.

Voted, To assign each member of the Board representing

an agricultural society five copies of Forbush's " Useful birds

and their protection."

Voted, That 500 copies of said book be retained in the

secretary's office, 200 of which shall be for the use of Mr.

Forbush, and the remainder to be given out at the discretion

of the secretary.

Boston, April 30, 1907.

The executive committee met at the office of the secretary

this day, at 2 o'clock p.m., a majority of the members being

present.

The matter of the request of the Middlesex North Agri-

cultural Society for permission to sell its real estate was

presented by President Cluer. Xo one appearing in oppo-

sition to the request, and it appearing that the law had been

fully complied with, it was—
Voted, To grant the request of the Middlesex North Agri-

cultural Society, in accordance with the provisions of Revised

Laws, chapter 121, as amended by Acts of 1907, chapter 189.

A communication from Mr. George Albree of Concord, in

relation to the milk standard, was presented, read and by

vote placed on file.

A paper on " Early agricultural education in Massachu-

setts," prepared by First Clerk FoAvler, was presented, and

by vote was accepted for publication in the annual report of

the Board.
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Boston, July 19, 1907.

The executive committee met at the office of the secretary

this day, at 11 o'clock a.m., a majority of the members being

present.

A petition of the Bristol County Fair, Incorporated, for

dates of September 17, 18, 19 and 20 for its 1907 fair, was

presented and considered. Representatives of said society

and of the Weymouth Agricultural and Industrial Society

appeared. It being found that two days of the latter's fair

would be interfered with if the petition was granted, it

was—
Voted, To give the petitioners leave to withdraw.

Mr. C. E. Ward was assigned as inspector to the Hoosac

Valley Agricultural Society, and was also appointed to the

committee on institutes and public meetings, to fill vacancies

caused by the resignation of Mr. Sessions from the Board.

Mr. T. L. Tirrell was assigned as inspector to the Worces-

ter County West Agricultural Society, and was also appointed

to the committee on agricultural societies, to fill vacancies

caused by the death of Mr. Reed.
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SPECIAL BUSINESS MEETINGS OF THE BOARD.

Great Barrington, June 25, 1907.

A special business meeting of the Board, in connection

with the summer field meeting, was held at the Berkshire

Inn, Great Barrington, this day, at 8.30 o'clock, a.m., Sec-

ond Vice-President Pratt presiding.

Present: Messrs. Adams, Boardman, Bradway, Danforth,

J. L. Ellsworth, Gerrett, Mason, Millard, Paige, Pease, Pratt,

Richardson, Spooner and Worth.

The credential of Mr. Wm. N. Howard of South Easton,

delegate-elect from the Bristol County Fair, Incorporated,

and that of Mr. Theron L. Tirrell of .South Weymouth,

elected to fill the unexpired term caused by the death of Mr.

Reed, were presented and were accepted by vote of the Board.

The matter of fixing the dates for the holding of the 1907

fair of the Bristol County Fair, Incorporated, was referred

to the chairman of the executive committee and the secretary

of the Board to consider, and, if deemed advisable, to call a

meeting of the executive committee.

Worcester, Aug. 13, 1907.

A special business meeting of the Board was held at the

Fair Grounds, Worcester, this day, at 2 o'clock p.m., in con-

nection with the summer field meeting, Second Vice-Presi-

dent Pratt presiding.

Present : Messrs. Adams, Appleton, Bailey, Bradway, Dan-

forth, Albert Ellsworth, J. Lewis Ellsworth, Gerrett, Jewett,

Kilbourn, Mason, Millard, Pease, Peters, Porter, Pratt, Rane,

Ross, Sagendorph, Stevens, Tirrell and Ward.

The request of the Essex Agricultural Society for approval

of its vote to mortgage the property of the society to the
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amount of $6,000 was presented by Mr. Danforth. JSTo one

appearing in opposition, and it appearing that the law had

been complied with, it was—
Voted, To approve the request of the Essex Agricultural

Society, in accordance with the provisions of Revised Laws,

chapter 124, as amended by Acts of 1907, chapter 189.

Dr. Peters, Chief of the Cattle Bureau, presented through

Secretary Ellsworth his eleventh semiannual report, which

was accepted.

Mr. Danforth presented the following preamble and reso-

lutions, which were unanimously adopted :
—

Whereas, Congress has directed the Secretary of Agriculture to

investigate the work of the Bureau of Biological Survey of the

United States Department of Agriculture, and report to what extent

it " is of practical value to the agricultural interests of the country,"

now, therefore be it

Resolved, That the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture re-

gards the work of the Biological Survey as of great value to the

agricultural interests of this country, and requests the Senators and

Representatives from Massachusetts to make every effort to secure

larger appropriations for the work of this Bureau, that its investiga-

tions may not be hampered by a lack of means for necessary work.

In support of this resolution we present the following statement

of facts :

—

(1) The work of the Biological Survey is carried out as outlined

by acts of Congress, and includes investigations relating to the

geographic distribution of animals and plants, the economic rela-

tions of mammals and birds to agriculture and the preservation of

birds and game. The Biological Survey is also given by law certain

police poAvers regarding the preservation of birds and game, and the

supervision of the importation of foreign mammals and hirds.

(2) The mapping of the life zones of the country and their cor-

relation with the crop zones— a work which is intrusted to this

Bureau — is of the greatest value to practical farmers, who will be

saved many costly experiments by having ready a guide to the crops

most likely to succeed in a given locality.

(3) The great mass of facts collected by the Biological Survey is

accurate, varied and most valuable. Its publications should be made
more accessible and given a far wider distribution than now obtains,

and means should be provided for publishing the mass of unpub-
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lished material which the agents of the Survey are continually ac-

cumulating.

(4) The important work of mapping the life and crop zones, that

of investigating the economic relations of birds and mammals, the

means of protecting the farmer against imported pests and of pro-

tecting crops against their enemies— all merit generous and ade-

quate support on the part of the Representatives of Massachusetts

in Congress. No less important is the work of bird and game pro-

tection, which is especially needed in the State. And be it further

Resolved, That the secretary of this Board be requested to for-

ward a copy of these resolutions to the Secretary of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C, and a copy to each of the Senators and Repre-

sentatives of Massachusetts in Congress.
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SUMMER FIELD MEETING OF THE BOARD, AT GREAT

BABRINGTON.

A summer field or demonstration meeting of the Board was

held at the grounds of the Housatonic Agricultural Society,

at Great Barrington, Tuesday, June 25, 1907, the following

programme being carried out :
—

At 9.30 o'clock a.m. Mr. P. M. Harwood of the Massachu-

setts Dairy Bureau demonstrated the points of a dairy cow,

illustrated by animals of the dairy and beef types.

At 10.15 Dr. Geo. M. Twitchell of Auburn, Me., demon-

strated the best types of horses for breeding in Massachusetts,

illustrated by animals of the various types.

At 11 Hon. W. II. Blodget of Worcester demonstrated

the packing of apples for market, being assisted by Mr. W.

P. Thayer.

Dinner was served in the dining hall of the society at

12.30 p.m. at a cost of 50 cents per plate.

At 1.45 p.m. Mr. W. D. Rudd of K"atick demonstrated the

killing and preparation of fowls for market.

The day was very warm. The attendance was estimated

at from 250 to 300.
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SUMMER FIELD MEETING OF THE BOARD, AT
WORCESTER.

A summer field or demonstration meeting of the Board

was held at the grounds of the Worcester Agricultural So-

ciety, at Worcester, Tuesday, Aug. 13, 1907, with the follow-

ing programme :
—

At 10.15 o'clock a.m. Professor Rane, State Forester, dem-

onstrated how to grow a forest from seed, illustrated with

seeds and seedlings.

At 11 Prof. S. T. Maynard of Northborough demonstrated

proper methods of budding and grafting fruit trees, showing

proper tools and appliances, with instruction as to pruning.

At 11.45 Mr. Henry M. Howard of West Newton demon-

strated the proper methods of planting, setting and caring for

market-garden crops, particularly lettuce, celery and cauli-

flower.

At 12.30 p.m. a clam bake was served on the grounds, at

$1 per plate, and facilities were also afforded for obtaining

coffee, sandwiches, etc. It is estimated that about 150 par-

took of the clam bake.

At 2 p.m. Dr. James B. Paige of Amherst demonstrated

the soundness of the horse, with instructions as to feed and

care, when in use and when idle.

The day was unusually warm. The attendance was esti-

mated at about 250.
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PUBLIC WINTEK MEETING OF THE BOAKD,

AT BOSTON.

The annual public winter meeting of the State Board of

Agriculture was held at Horticultural Hall, Boston, on Tues-

day, Wednesday and Thursday, December 3, -i and 5. The

attendance was fairly large, and the meeting was considered

an exceptionally good one.

The gathering was called to order at 10 a.m. by Secretary

Ellsworth, who introduced Gen. Stephen M. Weld, president

of the. Massachusetts Horticultural Society, who delivered

the address of welcome.

ADDBESS OF WELCOME, BY GENEKAL STEPHEN
M. WELD.

On behalf of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, I

give you, members of the State Board of Agriculture, a

cordial greeting to-day, and rejoice with you in our common

prosperity.

In the past the histories of the two organizations show that

many of the brightest and ablest agriculturists were members

of both, such as General Dearborn, Governor Boutwell, Mar-

shall P. Wilder, and others too numerous to mention. They

all worked for the common good of both agriculture and hor-

ticulture.

Although varied industries are necessary to the full de-

velopment of the resources of a country, agriculture is the

foundation of a rich and prosperous community. We in

Massachusetts, as well as in the rest of New England, were

compelled by the poverty of our soil to develop in every way,

such as the sea, in our fisheries and shipping; manufactures

of all kinds, — cotton, wool and leather ; and the very fact
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of our poor soil made us struggle the harder, and turn out a

race of hardy, strong and vigorous men, who have made the

country what it is.

England has devoted herself of late years almost entirely

to manufactories, and is compelled to call upon the rest of

the world for her food supplies, and she will at some time

suffer for it severely. The drop in the price of lands, the

lessened interest in agriculture, as shown for the past sixty

years in England, must necessarily injure the country and

stop its proper development.

After all, the basis of all prosperity in a nation rests on

her farmers. "We cannot run our cotton mills without cotton,

our woolen mills without wool from the sheep, and our boot

and shoe factories without hides from the cattle. We all of

us, too, when worn out by mental work necessary in profes-

sional and mercantile pursuits, must fall back on contact with

the soil, like Hercules of old in his contest with the giant

Atlas. The folk lore of nations and the mythology of the

ancients are but the crystallization and condensing of the

experience of ages. They are put in the form of legends and

stories, and so are more easily understood and comprehended

by the mass of the people. Of such is the story of the giant

Atlas, whose overcoming was one of the tasks set Hercules.

Atlas upheld the world on his shoulders. Hercules could do

nothing so long as Atlas was in touch with the soil. Every

time he was felled to the earth, he jumped up with redoubled

strength. Hercules could not conquer him until he held him

in the air, out of contact with the mother earth. So it is

with ourselves. Each time we come in touch with the soil

we gather renewed strength and health.

We feel that our society is one of if not the strongest and

best in the United States, and that it is more alive and more

earnest in its endeavors to promote the welfare of the com-

munity than any other organization of the same kind.

This also, we feel, applies to the Massachusetts Board of

Agriculture. We must work hand in hand and side by side

for the general success of the ends towards which we are

struggling. Let me assure you that you have the hearty

good-will and best wishes of every member of this society in
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the success and development of jour organization. Where

one does well the other must also.

Secretary Ellsworth. The Governor, who is a member of

the Board of Agriculture, and its president, generally honors

us with his presence during some of the important sessions,

hut seldom have we been thus honored at the first session. It

is my pleasure to introduce to you His Excellency Curtis

Guild, Jr.

ADDRESS BY HIS EXCELLENCY CURTIS GUILD, JR.

Mr. Secretary, General Weld, ladies and gentlemen: I am

extremely sorry that in the last report of the State Board of

Agriculture the secretary should have noted that I cancelled

my engagement last year in Springfield, but omitted to state

that the only thing that could have kept me away was the

supposed fatal illness of my wife, and a man's first duty lies

at home and not to his public office.

It is a double pleasure for me to be here to-day and wel-

come you to the city of Boston, and thank the Horticultural

Society, through its president, whose interesting address of

welcome we have all heard with so much pleasure, for the

kindness and courtesy which they have thus extended. I

want to emphasize what General Weld has so truly said,

— the importance in any community and any nation of

that class of the population who come not in indirect but

in direct contact with the soil, and the fact that all the

industries of the nation must in the last resort rest

upon the prosperity of the farmer and the cultivator. I am
fond of quoting the good old English song, " God speed the

plow," with which I suppose you are all familiar. If that

was a good song in the good old days of Queen Elizabeth in

England, it is a good song here in Massachusetts to-day. I

want you to understand that, not the heads of the State Board

of Agriculture, but the Massachusetts State Board of Agri-

culture doesn't listen in silence to any flings or stings or re-

flections on Massachusetts as an agricultural State, and her

standing as such among all the States of the Union. I some-

times think it unfortunate that the critical character of the
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Massachusetts mind, eager for self-improvement, eager for

the building up of a community, should in such large num-

bers throughout the Commonwealth be loath to praise and

eager only to criticize and to censure. For example: last

year in 1906 we passed a sliding scale law for the regulation

of the great gas company here in Boston,— a law, which,

as you know, provides that where increased earnings are made

for certain public-service corporations, they shall be shared

by the people ; that is to say, that when the company in-

creases its earnings, it must reduce the price of gas to the

public before it can increase the dividends to its stockholders.

That is an automatic regulation for corporations wThich was

initiated, in the United States, here in Massachusetts. You
have never seen very much about it as a grand piece of

pioneer legislation in the papers of this Commonwealth, but

the Massachusetts law is honored outside of Massachusetts,

and this law is the first great step in that kind of progress

taken in the United States of America. This last year we

have seen the Governor of New York take up the general regu-

lation of corporations through so-called public utility com-

missions, — very excellent and very admirable institutions,

— and curiously enough it suggested that Massachusetts

should copy that excellent institution! Why, gentlemen, we

have been regulating corporations for twenty-five years. We
don't need to copy New York ; New York has copied us, and

in a less effective manner than the corporations are now being

regulated right in our own State.

I sometimes think in a similar fashion the public ought to

have been told what the farmers are doing in our State, as

the secretary has shown, and does every year, in his admir-

able report of the work of the State Board. We listen too

much in silence to these reports of abandoned farms in New
England. Why, even Cape Cod is increasing in population,

— all built up on blueberries and cranberries ! It is worth

while to remember there is still a chance here, a splendid

chance, if we only choose to go about it in the right way.

The old-fashioned kind of cultivation is going out, It is

impossible to make money by raising hard corn and pump-

kins ; it doesn't pay. But if the farmer uses the same brains
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and progressive methods as other business men do,— the

farmer must be a business man,— he can make a living, —
a handsome living. And it is an interesting fact that the

new citizens coming to Massachusetts are not now staying, as

they used to stay, in the cities, but are going out to the farms

of the State, out to the soil. Twenty years ago I suppose

there was not an Italian farmer in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts ; now you find wagons coming in every morn-

ing with Italian names, truck farmers, in the vicinity of

Boston. A Polish farmer until recently was absolutely un-

known ; but those of you who come from that district know

there are many of them now in the Connecticut valley. And
it seems to me it is an encouraging sign.

A few days ago it happened to be my duty to preside over

a national convention in the city of Columbus, O., with rep-

resentatives from all the different States in the Union and

most of the Provinces of Canada. The subject was the gen-

eral one of taxation, and we considered the needs of the

agricultural population ; and I think you will find this com-

ing year that in some of the States there will be an attempt

made for a better equalization of the burden of taxation;

that certain class taxes that are now paid by farmers as real

estate and are not paid by most of the inhabitants of the

great cities may be lifted from the farmer; that the burden

of taxation may press more evenly upon the whole people of

the United States, and not upon one particular class. That

was the first convention of the kind ever held, — the first

convention of the kind where the men, not of one nation,

but of two, came together in the cause of justice and equity,

and adopted resolutions that whereas equity and justice de-

manded that the same property should not be taxed twice,

once in one State and once in another, the same interest of

equity and justice demanded that two nations should treat

each other as two States use each other, — that neither should

be allowed to be used as a refuge for tax-dodgers ; and it was

equally just and right that property taxed in one country

should not be levied with another tax in the other country.

At that meeting there was one of the old, familiar object-

ors to New England, a professor of the college which boasted
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of having the largest attendance of any in the United States,

— we won't talk of tainted money or economy,— I mean

the University of Chicago ; and he rose up, and in describ-

ing the universal decline of land values in the United States

said that the soil, as he expressed it, was " skinned," and

consequently farm products no longer figured in the wealth

of the New England States. He described with glowing-

words the magnificent opportunities of the west, and the fact

that farming was a failure in New England. It became nec-

essary for a certain State official, whose name I withhold, to

leave the chair and take the floor, and to explain to him that

we would be very glad in Massachusetts to learn of any great

industry in Illinois which annually produced $64,000,000, the

value of the farm products in Massachusetts alone. I think it

is higher than that ; $04,000,000 in 1905. It was interesting

to tell the gentleman in question that that has shown a steady

increase from year to year. It was interesting to remind

him that the abandoned farm department of the Common-

wealth of Massachusetts had itself been abandoned. It was

interesting to quote to him the increased market gardening;

the opportunities of raising small fruit ; the fact that a box

of Massachusetts cucumbers, raised by Brother Rawson here,

was worth the yield of a whole acre of Illinois wheat or corn

;

that the finest roses of a certain kind, the " Bridesmaid "

rose,— I think they are called that as they were primarily

raised at Wellesley, where the bridesmaids come from, and

the brides themselves too, oftentimes, — are raised here and

all through Massachusetts. All farm products, and especially

the dairy products and the poultry products, are raised all

over the Commonwealth.

He came to me afterwards and said the economist didn't

regard those as agricultural products ; and I asked him if he

regarded the tomato a product of the fisheries, or the cucum-

ber a product of the mines, — a mineral. I think agriculture

in the public eye is too apt to be confined simply to the grow-

ing of crops and cereals. We don't recognize as Ave should

our own place among the States in this great and growing

industry.

I like very much to quote a story— perhaps I have told
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it to some of you already — of how a fencing master, who

came over here to the United States, as many a worthy fellow

has done before, to seek a living, to get a better living than

he could in the old country, succeeded. He taught me fenc-

ing about twelve years ago, when I used to take foils with

him at the gymnasium. One day he came to me with this

pamphlet of farms which were for sale for the sake of the

taxes. He had noticed an old farm down in Plymouth

County, where a Yankee farmer had died, and then the

family gradually had died out, and this was simply a piece

of not very fertile soil, not deep, rich soil; there was an old

apple orchard on it, and a sort of a swamp in one corner, where

a brook habitually overflowed and left a muddy pool. This

Frenchman went down there with his wife. The first thing

they did was to drain and dam that pool and brook, — it

had previously been dammed in another way, but it never

had been drained, — and they got a place where they could

raise ducks. They proceeded to raise ducks for the market.

In the brook above the pool they started watercress. He pur-

chased a few old windows, and began growing early vege-

tables under glass. His orchard was all run out, the apples

were no longer of any particular good for eating or cooking,

but they were still good enough to make cider, and he pro-

ceeded to utilize them for that purpose. Having started with

his ducks, he then proceeded to go to work on fancy poultry,

where a single egg you all know will often bring a larger

amount than an entire fowl of the old-fashioned brand.

Gradually he accumulated more and more money, until he

was able to bring his father and mother over from France,

— those French peasants, people who sometimes crumble the

soil with their fingers to get perfect access of moisture and

air. Those people, accustomed to hard work and intensive

farming, went to work on that old, abandoned land. The man

had to put a mortgage on the farm when he bought it, as he

had very little money. Father, mother, brother, sister, chil-

dren, husband and wife are all supported on that single patch

to-day, where twenty years ago it was loudly announced on

the political stump that it was no longer possible for any man

to make a living. And they are not only supported, but, with
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the aid of small fruits and the other crops which they are

able to grow even on that thin soil, they are supported in

comfort. A man whose father and mother were in danger of

becoming in their native country mere wards of the town,

going into what corresponds to our poorhouse, is now living

in perfect comfort, supports himself, is a naturalized Ameri-

can citizen, and votes, — well, I won't tell you what ticket

he votes, — and drives his own team, and has built up there

on what was a mere waste patch of mud and rocks a prosper-

ous home, — a self-respecting, comfortable family.

There is opportunity for agriculture in Massachusetts ; and

it is a matter of pride that, although our own State doesn't

know what the farmer is doing, doesn't appreciate what the

progressive market gardeners have invented in Massachusetts,

first of all the States, for the use of flower beds, doesn't ap-

preciate that we lead every Union State in the value of our

agricultural products, doesn't appreciate the fact that Massa-

chusetts exhibits, wherever they may be, in St. Louis, Atlanta,

Nashville, wherever we do exhibit them, — Massachusetts,

not Dakota, not Illinois, not Indiana, takes the gold medal

for quality, if not for quantity.

I now take great pleasure in presenting to you the first

speaker of the day, Prof. H. F. Hall, professor of horticul-

ture, New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Me-

chanic Arts, Durham, N. II.
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MARKET GARDENING.

BY PROF. H. F. HALL, DURHAM, N. H.

Market or commercial gardening represents the most in-

tensive branch of agriculture. Within a few miles of Boston

gardening is carried on upon land worth from $1,000 to

$3,000 an acre, in many cases $200 to $400 per acre being

spent for fertilizers, seeds, labor, etc., before the crop is

ready for market. Realizing these things, we must admit

that it is certainly very intensive work, and requires skillful

management. Gardening in Xew England has assumed enor-

mous proportions within the past fifteen years, and is a good

business if rightly managed. It is attended, however, with

risks, as in the case of other pursuits. Xo set of hard-and-

fast rules can be laid down, the following of which will al-

ways bring the desired results ; but careful and intelligent

effort will finally win. Classes or even varieties of vegetables

profitable in the hands of one grower or on one kind of soil

may be unprofitable when grown by another, or by the same

person on other parts of his garden. It therefore becomes

necessary for each individual to work out many problems

which cannot be otherwise determined. Careful bookkeeping

will determine the profit and loss from certain crops and

methods, and will prevent the drawing of many false conclu-

sions which will be misleading and often very expensive.

In these days of keen competition, a gardener needs both

scientific and practical knowledge to achieve the greatest suc-

cess. He must be intelligent, practical and ambitious, giving

due importance to location, soil, moisture, seed, fertility, cul-

tivation, insects, diseases, packing and marketing, if he would

make the greatest success of his undertaking.

The tendency of the times is toward specialization, as vege-
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tables can be produced at a less cost per acre when grown in

large quantities. Such a grower is recognized in the market,

and his truck sought by the dealers. Furthermore, when

grown in this way the crop reaches its highest state of per-

fection, due to a more thorough knowledge of its needs and

careful attention to its culture than is possible where a num-

ber of crops, each requiring special care, are grown. Vege-

tables of good quality, well packed and delivered regularly

in large quantities, sell readily at good prices on any mar-

ket; while poor truck, improperly packed and in small quan-

tities, usually goes begging for a buyer at a low price that

pays no profit to the grower.

Near our large cities, where stable manure is abundant and

cheap, our gardeners depend upon it almost entirely for fer-

tilizing their land. It contains a large amount of organic

matter, which improves the physical condition of the soil,

adds plant food and conserves moisture. Where manure is

more expensive and difficult to obtain, a light application

supplemented with chemicals will in many cases produce a

crop of equal size, and, with some vegetables, superior quality

to that fed entirely upon stable manure. Nitrate of soda

produces a rank and rapid growth of foliage thus increasing

the yield and improving the quality of crops grown for their

foliage. Phosphoric acid has a beneficial influence upon

fruit-bearing crops, such as sweet corn, tomatoes, beans,

squash, etc. Potash improves the quality of most vegetables,

especially such crops as potatoes, squash, carrots and par-

snips.

Starvation is a common cause of crop failure. A profitable

crop cannot be obtained without a normal, healthy growth of

the plant. Thrifty plants are less subject to the attacks of

diseases. If I were to give a general preventive of plant dis-

eases, it would be plenty of plant food and thorough tillage,

as strong, healthy plants will usually withstand and outgrow

such attacks, while others growing under less favorable condi-

tions are destroyed or seriously injured.

Every gardener should follow a well-thought-out plan, giv-

ing proper rotations, and with planting dates so arranged

as to avoid gluts and allow double-cropping when possible.
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Good seeds are indispensable in gardening. The more in-

tensive the culture, the greater their importance. When sure

of obtaining a desirable strain, the gardener should purchase

in large quantities, as such seeds are not always available

;

and, furthermore, experimenting in a large way with seeds

of unknown value is expensive, and should be avoided as

much as possible.

When a grower discovers a good strain of seed, he should

buy heavily, and be sure of enough not only for one season,

but several. In doing so he is sure of the best seeds, which

are of great importance to any grower, especially where his

land is high priced and his cultivation intensive.

When the crop is ready for market, the packing and sell-

ing is an important part of the market gardener's work.

Vegetables of good quality, well grown and properly packed,

strengthen the market and increase the demand. A great

many times we have in our larger markets like Boston a

serious glut. Everything in certain lines is selling very

slowly, but there is generally very little difficulty in selling

the best truck if it is well packed. Appearance and quality

in almost all markets are at a premium, the larger markets

paying more for quality than the smaller ones. In the

smaller markets we find often one universal price offered for

a certain vegetable, regardless to a certain extent of its value.

In the larger markets this is seldom true ; here quality usu-

ally counts, and commands a good price.

When selling No. l's be sure the box contains only No. l's.

A great many, though not following this rule, believe in it,

and consider it a proper thing for the other fellow to do

;

and so we go on packing our vegetables with the better

specimens on top. I believe, if every grower packed his

truck honestly, — and by honestly I mean the same right

down through the box,— that it would be better for every

one concerned, and in a few years there would be greater

confidence on the part of dealers and consumers.

The complaint of over-production is often a misapprehen-

sion of the condition, the real cause being under-consumption,

due to inferior quality and poor packing, or an uneven sup-

ply or both. We must learn that it pays to give nice delivery
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to the buyer. The California growers of fruits and vege-

tables have taught us a valuable lesson in this respect. With

no advantage in quality, they are shipping their crops long

distances to the east, and competing with us successfully in

our home markets. This is because we are at least a decade

behind the California growers in handling our products after

they are grown. A great many people further back from the

large cities are continually inquiring about the methods of

selling their crops. It is a problem with them whether to

grow in a large way and send to the larger cities, such as

Boston and jSTew York, or grow in a smaller way and sell

in the home market. Usually the local market, if of suffi-

cient size, is preferable. If not, it becomes necessary to ship

to the larger cities, where the selling must be done through

commission men. I believe in selling direct, if possible. A
great many are selling on commission, and it is necessary in

a great many cases to do so; but where not, sell outright.

The dealer takes your goods on commission, and, as he also

buys outright other goods of the same nature, he will natu-

rally give the preference to his own.

I don't say they all do this; I say it is natural that they

should do so, and it is all we can expect of such a dealer. I

have frequently heard a commission dealer say to a customer,

" I can give you a good trade on that lot, as it was sent in on

commission." A large part of our garden products are perish-

able goods ; therefore the greater necessity for a general

knowledge of supply and demand, learned only through or-

ganization. We must look out for our own interests ; we

must fight our own battles. The jSTew England gardeners

are past masters in the growing of their crops, but are be-

hind the times in the matter of selling. This condition is

doubtless due to the lack of organization. The manufac-

turer and dealer establish their own prices, the banker fixes

the rate of exchange, while the gardener seldom knows the

price of his goods until he arrives in the market and is in-

formed by his customer.

Organization is the watchword of the hour. We should

work together, buy and sell together, and in general act to-

gether, for our mutual advancement and protection as occa-
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sion may require. If each gardener acts for and by himself,

we cannot hope to advance. By organization we can settle

transportation and marketing difficulties, advertise our goods

as other business men are doing; it will elevate the profes-

sion of gardening and place it on a level with other progres-

sive industries, and cause us to have a higher regard for our-

selves and our chosen work.

The manufacturers of various kinds of goods, when they

come face to face with the labor problem, such as the gar-

dener is facing at the present time, have a way of overcom-

ing it, and it is through organization. If labor is increased

10 per cent, the prices of their goods are increased to the

same extent, so their is practically no loss to them through

the raise of prices. The gardener, however, is unable to off-

set the advance in labor, as he is at the mercy of the markets

by not being organized and able to fix to any extent the price

of his products.

There is one stumbling block, it seems to me, in the way

of co-operation, and that is, a feeling on the part of the

larger growers that by organization they are lifting the

weaker growers or brothers up to their level and making of

them rivals, while they are narrow-minded in overlooking

their real competitor, — the southern grower. Through or-

ganization we may not succeed at once in accomplishing all

we desire, but step by step we should attempt its accomplish-

ment.

Governor Guild. There are other interests that claim my
attention, and I shall have to leave you, but I want to con-

gratulate you most heartily on the auspicious opening of this

session, and especially on the highly interesting paper to

which we have all listened with such great pleasure.

I notice with a great deal of interest that one of the other

papers is to be on insect enemies to fruit trees; and, if you

will excuse a rank outsider, who really uses agriculture merely

as a student, and not from any practical point of view, I

trust this session will bring out something in regard to our

historic friend since the ancient world,— the apple. What-

ever theological faith we have, there isn't much doubt but
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the original human race, or the gander part of it, enjoyed

that fruit. It then came into Greece and Rome, and was

brought across the ocean by merchants, and thus scattered

by the John Appleseed, and finally crossed the continent to

Utah, and the apples of Utah exported to China and Japan

;

and the white man crossing the waters of Asia has completed

the circle of the earth, and carried the apple with him. Now,

New England has no competition with the south, as you

speak, in the orchard. It does have competition with the

west. I have spoken of some of the pleasant things about

Massachusetts, but it is not to the credit of this Common-

wealth that, in a climate suited to the growth of orchards and

a soil where apples can well be raised, we should be having

competition with fruit of that description raised on the Rocky

Mountain plains and under natural disadvantages. The

Mormon elder is not supposed to be the superior in intelli-

gence of the Massachusetts farmer. The Mormon elder has

nothing but a barren plain, to which he himself by human

labor has to convey the necessary moisture for the raising of

his crop. Massachusetts has no excuse for the utter destruc-

tion of her orchards ; and I trust that the day is not far

distant when Utah apples will cease to be imported into

Massachusetts, and when Massachusetts apples will be, not

a temptation to man's downfall, but an aid to man's pros-

perity.

I now take great pleasure in presenting to you as chair-

man during the discussion, Mr. William II. Spooner of

Jamaica Plain.

The Chair. It was a happy thought of our secretary to

choose as one of the subjects for discussion at this winter

meeting that of market gardening. I believe to-day it is the

most important branch of agriculture in Massachusetts. The

fact that here near the great market we have, in the sur-

rounding towns of Arlington, Belmont, Watertown, Newton,

immense establishments, shows that the proprietors evidently

had faith that there was room on top, and we have to-day

some of the largest and best-conducted establishments in this
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country. I notice one of our market gardeners with us to-

day, and I will call upon the Hon. Warren W. Rawson of

Arlington to speak to you.

Mr. Rawson. I thoroughly agree with nearly everything

the speaker has said. You know it is very difficult to get up

a lecture of this kind, and not say something. Fifteen years

ago, as he mentions, we did not have the technical training

that we have to-day, hut we had less of it thirty or forty years

ago ; and we have found that the technical training which we

have received, or which the young men have received, from

the Agricultural College has been of great advantage to us

all.

The farmers of Massachusetts, however, are not close

enough in touch with the Agricultural College or with its

departments. I believe we should have a course there for

the market gardener or the man upon the farm, to run from

the 1st of November to the 1st of May, because that is the

time of the year when work upon the farm is not so pressing,

and might well be spent in getting the technical part, and

the other six months should be devoted to practical work on

the farm. In this course there should be commercial instruc-

tion, that would teach the young man how to keep accounts,

because that is one of the most important points in agricul-

ture, — not only in market gardening but in any sort of

farming.

One of the problems we have to contend with to-day in

market gardening is that of help. It is a very difficult one

to settle. I don't know that it is any more difficult for a

market gardener than it is for the farmer ; but for a market

gardener it is much easier to-day than it was ten, fifteen or

twenty years ago, because we have found that it is absolutely

necessary to grow a large quantity of our crops under glass.

To do this it is necessary to keep help the year round; and

in keeping them that way we can get good help, — that is,

by paying them good wages. A man who is willing to work

is worth good wages; I don't care what department you put

him into, he is worth good pay, and some men are worth

twice as much as others. There is no regular scale for men.
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I always contended that a man was worth what he can pro-

duce, and he is not worth any more, I don't care whether it

is on a farm or anywhere else. Many of them get more. It

is pretty easy for market gardeners near the larger cities to

obtain help at the present time, there are so many immi-

grants coming over. We can get help that a few years ago

we did not use, but which we are finding out now are often

worth more than the men, — I mean the Italian women.

There are hundreds— perhaps thousands— that go outside

the city to work for market gardeners at the present time,

where fifteen years ago I doubt if there was hardly one.

They have learned to work upon the farm in their country,

and they are worth much more than the Italian men, when

you want any quick, handy work done.

The lecturer spoke of manure. I never say anything

against fertilizers, because if it hadn't been for fertilizers I

don't know what we would pay for manure. I always think

that all they amount to is in carrying out the second or third

crop. You will find it so in the south ; where a few years

ago they raised fine crops on good land, to-day they can grow

but a very poor one. That is because they use fertilizers,

and cannot get anything else. I have no fear of the competi-

tion of the south with market gardeners of New England,

— not at all. We are gaining on them right along, and by

and by you will find we can produce crops in Massachusetts

as cheaply as they can produce them and send them up here,

running their chances of selling them for something or noth-

ing.

The lecturer also spoke of diseases of crops. That is a

subject which has interested greenhouse men for a great

many years, and we have found there is only one way that

we can get rid of most of the diseases or germs in our soil,

which has boon used for a long time, and that is by steriliza-

tion. This is one of the greatest things, I think, for the

benefit of the market gardener and greenhouse man, that has

ever been introduced in the business. If you sterilize thor-

oughly, and heat the soil to a temperature of 212°, and heat

it all, you can grow the finest crops on it that you or I ever
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saw. Do it thoroughly, and for the time being all the dis-

eases and all the insects, all the weeds, will be vanquished.

The cost of crops is something that is very difficult to as-

certain in market gardening; but, if you will keep account

year after year of the different crops and the different prices

they bring, you will find out in time that some crops are

bringing enough to pay the cost of growing, while other

crops are not ; and to your surprise sometimes you will find

that the crop that you thought was paying you best is one of

the poorest-paying crops. I have gone at it this way, —
when a crop didn't pay for three years, I got somebody

else to grow that crop.

The question of seeds is a very important one to the

market gardener. The price that he pays for seeds is noth-

ing compared to the value of the work they are doing;

that is, it is a very small amount of the expense of the

crop, and for that reason a man who pays the biggest price

for seeds is sure to get the best. A great many of the seeds

sold to the market gardeners you don't find in the cata-

logue, neither the price nor the seeds, but the dealer has

them for those customers of his who he knows want the

best. And why does he keep them ? Because he knows

they will pay for them.

Thorough cultivation is one of the principal things in

market gardening; once plowing and harrowing is very

well, twice plowing and harrowing is a good deal better,

and a third cultivation with fifty or sixty cords of manure

to the acre is best of all. It is well to sell your goods in

the market in large quantities, raising enough so you can

be in the market every day, that they may know you are

coining and know what you have; and also to put up your

goods so they won't have to look at the bottom of the box

to see what is in it, and to put them up so they can put a

cover on them and send them anywhere and never have

them come back.

Mr. Augustus Pratt (of North Middleborough). Many
of the farmers in my section are obliged to use commercial

fertilizers to a great extent, because we are located so far
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from the cities that we cannot get the dressing from the

stables. Is it a fact that we are going to reduce our farms in

consequence of this ?

Mr. Rawson. We are situated very differently in Xew
England. We can sow grass and other seeds and turn the

green matter under, and make almost a good fertilizer in one

year. In the south they can't grow grass at all ; they can't

find any grass.

Mr. Ii. M. Howard (of West Newton). I came in here

looking for information, and that is what most of you are

here for, no doubt. The lecturer is a near neighbor of mine.

We are in the same business, I suppose ; but he is interested

in three large greenhouses and a market-garden farm right

in Newton. The business he is running is very similar to

my own, except that he is catering to the wholesale market,

whereas I am working entirely, or almost entirely, for the

retail market.

For three years I kept accurate time accounts of the labor

put into the production of each one of the crops which I pro-

duce upon the farm, and at the end of the year we footed the

columns and took the ratio of profit. I found some crops

were paying me a return for the labor expended on them,

$6 to $1 put into the labor, and other crops were an expense

to me. I consequently dropped those crops.

I think it is a big mistake to try to get too cheap help, for

the market gardener especially, who wants to get help that

will produce the most for him, regardless of what it costs

him. If he can get a man that is worth $2.50 a day right

straight along, let him get him. He doesn't want to be fool-

ing with a man that is worth only $7.50 a week, when he can

pick up one that is worth twice that in a week, and he

shouldn't. There are plenty of the cheap kind. I think that

the rule of our market gardeners in getting their help is to

hire everything that comes along, until we get as many or

more than we want, and then pick out the best from the lot

and give them a little more than the average going price, and

try and hang on to them. If a man is making money for me
on my place, I am going to keep him if I possibly can. If

he does something I don't just like, I am going to get out of
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the way until I get over it, because I know he is going to

make money for me, and that is what he is there for, and we

can't always feel agreeable, — I don't, all the time ; and when

the boss is feeling disagreeable and the men are doing pretty

well, he better keep out of sight, take a trip out to visit his

neighbors, visit his neighbors in the same line of business

once a week, and see if they are not in the same trouble he

is with insects and diseases. And he should co-operate with

them in getting our experiment stations to do the work for us.

Now, for years I have tried to produce spinach, and have

been quite successful in producing a very good article, — a

late fall spinach, having very little trouble with the yellow

bee ; but one year I had considerable trouble, and I spoke to

our experiment station about it, and, as the lecturer says,

they take very little notice of one man's question, but if we
would organize a little more thoroughly and co-operate with

each other, we could get the experiment stations to give more

time to this trouble. One trouble in lettuce growing is what

I call the white feather. The lettuce plants in the open field

will be growing all right until about three weeks old, and

then one leaf will start right up like a white feather, and the

center of that plant will never head, while a very nice plant

without that trouble may develop to a head which will weigh

a pound or a pound and a quarter.

The lecturer says that good culture and good seel and

plenty of plant food ought to cure any trouble in the growth

of the plant, so that it would not be subject to disease; but

we certainly have prepared our soil thoroughly, as Mr. Haw-
son has said, thoroughly plowed it, harrowed it and mixed

the manure with it, so that every foot ought to be exactly

the same as far as plant food goes and as far as the culture

goes, and yet one head of lettuce ten inches from another is

very different.

The Chair. We would be very glad to hear from Mr.

Cook of Shrewsbury.

Mr. Cook. I think keeping accounts one of the essential

points in market gardening,— to know what our crops cost

us, especially those grown under glass.

Concerning the use of fertilizers, of course a good many
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back from the cities cannot get manure, and may have to

depend upon fertilizers, but they can grow just as good crops

one way as another. It is merely a matter of giving food

to the plant. They don't seem to object to the form it comes

in, so long as they get the necessary food.

In the matter of seeds, I think it means a good deal to the

man who raises his crops under glass. A good deal of the

trouble with seeds is due to carelessness. Usually, if the soil

is properly prepared and you have all the conditions to make

the crop grow, it will grow, and otherwise will only invite

disease.

Mr. Frank Wheeler (of Concord). I will say just a

few things about the asparagus question. It is a crop that

is adapted to being raised quite a ways from market, and is

perhaps one that cannot always be fertilized as well with

fertilizer as manure, although it is raised on chemicals a

good deal. I have been growing it for the last twenty years

for myself and for ten or fifteen years before that for my
father, and I have used both chemicals and manure, some-

times one and sometimes the other, for a term of years. I

always have claimed, and claim still, that you get better re-

sults from your manure and from your chemicals. If you

will use them together and not use either one separately; one

helps the other. My crop of asparagus has been very good,

on the whole. I have not been troubled a great deal with

rust, on the whole. I think rust has been a blessing to me
personally, because perhaps I have gained by other's losses,

— not that my crops are as good now as they were before

the rust, but they are much better than the average, and the

price received has more than made up for the loss in the

crop.

I suppose this past summer I had the biggest stalk of

asparagus that ever grew in Massachusetts. It was grown

on a bod that is about fifteen years old. It was the last day

in the field, and we always cut close the last day. To get

the whole of this stalk my men took out the root, I should

say nine inches down, and brought it home to me. The stalk

was in form round shaped, and at the base was 5/4 inches
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broad. It weighed 18% ounces. I couldn't keep the stalk,

but I have a plaster cast of it.

Question. What variety was it ?

Mr. Wheeler. I suppose it was what is called Moore's

Crossbred, but it was saved by my uncle from a special plant

grown in the field. I would advise everybody not to sow any

of our American asparagus seed, but sow the French, as it is

much more resistant. The Argenteuil and the Palmetto, I

suppose, stand to raise more than any other two.

It has been stated that organization gets very much more

attention from the experiment station than one or two farm-

ers. Two years ago we farmers thought there ought to be

something done for the asparagus rust, and three of us went

ahead and applied to Secretary Ellsworth, the Experiment

Station at Amherst and the national government at Washing-

ton, asking that they investigate the matter, and they took it

up without any urging; so now we have a special station that

perhaps in ten years will show a strain of asparagus that will

stand the rust better than anything we now have.

Mr. Howard. Wliat per cent of cauliflower do you con-

sider ought to head under favorable conditions ? What is the

per cent of a thousand plants, if you have that many planted ?

Fall growth.

Professor Hall. I saw one crop this fall that headed ap-

proximately 850 plants out of a thousand. In other cases

cauliflower may not head over GO per cent, due to various

causes, but with good seed we ought to head 900 or 950 per

1,000 in a good season under favorable conditions.

Mr. Howard. How about lettuce troubled with the white

feather ?

Professor Hall. I am unable to give you the cause of this

irregular condition of the lettuce, but I should say, if the

soil and everything were uniform, it might be due to the seed.

I have often seen lettuce plants growing in a greenhouse where

some were much stronger than others, and some had little black

spots on the leaf, and in some cases this has been traced to

poor or immature seed. When the lettuce seed was gathered,

the tips were allowed to seed when standing in the field, and
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when shaken out all these seeds were saved and put into the

lot. The best lettuce seed, I think, are the first ones that

develop on a plant. When we find one plant under similar

conditions with its neighbor varying or affected by disease,

there must be some cause. We often find a groat many things

which we are unable, even the practical and theoretical man
combined, to solve and answer in a satisfactory manner.

I believe there is need of hearty co-operation and more of

a brotherhood between the experiment stations and practical

growers, — that we need to get a little closer together. I had

a little experience with cucumbers last year. I called at a

greenhouse in New Hampshire, where I found four or five

diseases of the cucumber. I never saw such a crop of cucum-

bers in all my life. It was a total failure, and the man lost

several thousand dollars on it. I took the matter to the sta-

tion, and they were unfamiliar with it. They took it up, and

at the present time are working on some of these diseases.

Such things should be brought to the immediate attention of

the specialists who are supposed to be trying to help the

practical growers solve such problems. If they are not, it is

largely your fault as growers for not getting together and

bringing these things to their attention and soliciting their

assistance.

Prof. II. F. Tompsoist (of Amherst). I have been study-

ing market gardening, and in looking around have been struck

with the business-like aspect of the calling. I was at Mr.

Endlong's plant in Rhode Island recently, one of the largest

garden plants in the country, lie is more in the florist busi-

ness now, but everything there was perfectly systematized,

business from top to bottom. The general farmer's practice

has been a hit-or-miss system, and the market gardener has

forged ahead because he has been a business man.

My work now is at the Agricultural College, where wo

are trying to work out something along market-garden lines,

trying to teach the men what market gardening is, and

how to go at it. I don't believe you can in the college

course instruct men to go out and he successful market, gar-

deners unless they are naturally adapted to it. You can,
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however, teach them the theoretical side of it, and the methods

of hunting up the sources of knowledge and of considering

the various problems.

Adjourned at 12.10 p.m.

Afternoon Session.

The meeting was called to order at 2 p.m. by Secretary

Ellsworth, who introduced Mr. Augustus Pratt of North

Middleborough as the presiding officer of the afternoon.

The Chair. This morning we heard a very interesting

address and discussion concerning the raising of vegetables.

This afternoon we are to go to the root of the matter, and

commence with the seed. I take pleasure in introducing Mr.

Will W. Tracy, Sr., Bureau of Plant Industry, United States

Department of Agriculture, who will address us on " Breed-

ing and raising garden seeds."
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BREEDING AND RAISING GARDEN SEEDS.

BY WILLIAM W. TRACY, D. SC, WASHINGTON, D. C.

It gives me great pleasure to speak here, especially as in

my younger days I lived not far from Boston. I am well

aware that I am addressing a gathering of the best-informed

horticulturists of the country, yet I want to speak first of

some of the conditions and general principles underlying

modern seed growing, not for the sake of giving information,

for you all know of them possibly better than I do, but rather

as a foundation for what I am to say.

All plants when subjected to the modifying influences of

cultivation, or as a result of cross-fertilization through the

flowers, tend to assume distinct forms, which, when of value

for any particular purpose, or adapted for any special con-

dition, may be developed into garden varieties of great prac-

tical value. Such varieties, in the case of plants propagated

asexually, as, for instance, the Concord grape and the Bald-

win apple, consist of parts of a single original plant, in-

creased possibly through many propagative generations, but

always retaining the potentialities, limitations and tendencies

of the original plant,— indeed, are but a part of it ; and in

some of our courts it has been decided that a tree which as

far as can be discerned is identical in every particular with

the Baldwin cannot properly be called by that name unless it

is such a part of the original tree. Neither does the charac-

ter change ; it was immutably fixed in the original tree, —
indeed, in the seed from which it was developed. The Bald-

win of fifty years ago, of to-day, and of fifty years hence, is

identical in inherent character.

Variation may occur as the result of different environment,

but we have only to interchange the different conditions to
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interchange the variation. The conditions are radically dif-

ferent in the case of varieties propagated by seed here instead

of multiple parts of a single individual with identical poten-

tialities and limitations of development; we have different

individuals, each with distinct though possibly practically

identical tendencies and limitations, and because of this simi-

larity we throw them together as a garden variety; but it is

evident that in order to do this we should first have a very

clear and distinct idea of the exact type of the plants which

shall be so thrown together, and since the varietal name by

which the plant is known is determined by its adherence to

this ideal, the ideal may quite properly be called the variety.

In cultivated plants which are propagated by seed we decide

whether any individual plant shall be classed with any va-

riety, not from its origin as with plants propagated by divi-

sion, but by its character. If from a pod produced on a

typical plant of American Wonder pea we take 1 seeds, G of

which develop into plants of the exact American Wonder

type, while the seventh developed into a tall plant like a

Champion of England, we cannot properly regard this last

as a seed of American Wonder, though it was produced by

an American Wonder plant.

The ideal which any varietal name stands for may and

often does vary with different people,— often vary materi-

ally; while practically the same type is often known by dif-

ferent names, and there is always a tendency to change with

time. The Hubbard squash of to-day is very different from

that of fifty years ago, and we can only guess what that of

fifty years hence will be. These conditions have resulted in

a multiplication of varietal names, and a great lack of uni-

formity as to the exact type which these names stand for, as

well as a great want of uniformity of type in the seed sold

under the same varietal name.

In Bulletin No. 109, Bureau of Plant Industry, United

States Department of Agriculture, we have a record of a

critical test and study of garden, beans bought from Ameri-

can seedsmen under 502 distinct names; but the author con-

siders that there was among them only 164 really distinct

varieties or types, and of these many were so nearly alike
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that one might have been developed from another by a very

few years' selection,— indeed, it is known that some of the

164 lots counted were so developed.

In a recent trial of garden beets, samples bought under

2 14 different names from the most careful growers of Europe,

where the most of the garden beet seed used in this country

is grown, and from the most reliable American seedsmen,

were carefully studied, and it was found that every beet in

the trial could be classed under some one of 20 or 25 distinct

types; and this could be done so that. the beets so thrown to-

gether under each type would be more uniformly of that

type and show less variation than those of most of the 214

samples of the trial. Indeed, (hero were none of the samples

in which there was not from 5 to 10 per cent of the roots

which were more or less distinctly of a different type from

the rest, and in many of them there Avere 2 to 5 different

types in so nearly equal numbers that it was difficult to de-

cide what was the exact type the lot was supposed to be com-

posed of. Again, in some cases seed of the same name was

secured from as many as 12 different sources, and it was

found not only that the individual samples contained differ-

ent types, but in such different proportions that it was diffi-

cult to decide which type the name should stand for, the

majority of the roots in some lots being quite different in

character from the majority of the roots in others. Often

the only difference between two lots sold under different and

quite distinct names would be that, though the dominant type

in each would be the same, the proportion of that type would

be greater in one than in the other; or, in other words, one

was simply a purer and better stock of what was really the

same variety as the other.

The varietal names used for different and even for identi-

cal types change with time. In 1597 Gerard described 8

distinct sorts of lettuce as common at that time in English

gardens. His descriptions of each of these correspond with

some sort still in cultivation, though not under the same name

by which it was known to him. A. Phillips states that in

1S22 some 30 varieties were cultivated in the vicinity of

London. Goff, in report of New York Experiment Station
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for 1885, gives a list of 585 varietal names of lettuce, 257

of which were foreign ones not used in this country, where

the remaining 328 were in more or less common use. He
found that these 328 names stood for not more than 87 dis-

tinct types, and many of these were so similar that they

might easily be developed by a few years' selection from the

same stock. Bulletin No. 09, Bureau of Plant Industry,

United States Department of Agriculture, issued in 1904,

nine years later, gives 446 distinct varietal names, but 70 of

which are identical with those given by Goff ; and the author

describes 114 sorts as distinct, of which only 28 were also

described by Goff under the same name, though there is not

more than a score of descriptions in the latter bulletin which

were essentially different from some one given in the first.

Of these 114 sorts described in the latter bulletin as distinct,

many arc quite similar, showing no greater difference than

might easily be developed in a few years' selection from the

same stock. In counting the number of varietal names in

both bulletins every difference in names was counted as dis-

tinct, such as Early and Extra Early, Giant and Mammoth,

Smith's Eclipse and Jones's Eclipse, etc. ; and it is probable

that in some cases names so counted as distinct were not in-

tended by the users to be so regarded, but it was difficult to

avoid this, for in many cases snch differences as Early and

Extra Early were evidently intended to stand for material dif-

ferences in type. Again, Goff may not have listed some names

which were actually in use in his time, and were included in

the later list; but, making ample allowance for all such cases,

we have in the later bulletin at least 150 names which were

not in the first in any form, and which we may reasonably

regard as entirely new ones introduced during the nine years

which elapsed between the publication of the two bulletins.

Now, a seed grower who is exceptionally familiar with

varieties of lettuce as now grown in America, and annually

grows many tons of lettuce seed, has stated that he did not

believe there were more than 25 really distinct sorts now

grown in this country; and we think we are quite justified

by the known facts in saying that during the more than two

thousand years in which we know distinct varieties of lettuce
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have been grown, there has not been developed in the whole

world more than 100 really distinct varietal types, at least

not more than that number which were sufficiently desirable

ones to warrant their continued cultivation ; neither has there

been a constant succession of distinct sorts, the better ones

taking the place of inferior. Some of the types which have

been grown fifty, one hundred, five hundred years, but under

different names, being still in use, nothing really superior to

them having been developed, yet the comparison of these two

bulletins shows that in less than a decade we have at least

150 new names,— more names than there have been really

distinct types developed in two thousand years.

We give an illustration of one way in which this comes

about, certain facts known to us, but withholding the name

of the variety and dealers. A seedsman found in the hands

of a German gardener a strain of lettuce which had been

very carefully selected and grown by this family for three

generations. For at least seventy-five years these people had

grown only this one particular type, the description of which

had been handed down from father to son, and they had very

carefully kept it within their own family. Because of some

special obligation the gardener gave some of the seed to the

seedsman, who found that it was a remarkably uniform and

even stock of a type which had been introduced some twenty

years before, and was then being extensively grown under the

name A. He grew a stock from the seed the German gave

him, and to distinguish this from the other called it B, and

under that name sold it to three different seedsmen, one of

whom catalogued it as C, one as D and the other as E, each

ignorant that it was being listed under other names; and

thus a certain type which had been in cultivation at least

seventy-five years, and no one knows how much longer, was

sold under at least four distinct and new names, and how

many more we do not know. A well-known seed grower as-

sured me that he used the same lot of stock seed to grow the

cabbage seed which he furnished seven different seedsmen to

be sold under seven distinct names; and I might multiply

such instances that have come to my personal knowledge in-

definitely.
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Some of the evils of such a condition are evident, but there

are others which, though less obvious, are still more injuri-

ous. One of these is the want of uniformity of type com-

monly found in any given lot, as illustrated in the trial of

214 samples of garden beets already referred to. In more

than half of the samples the roots varied so much in form

and color that one could only guess at what type the lot was

supposed to be composed of; and there was not to exceed a

dozen samples in which there were not from 5 to 20 per cent

of the roots which were distinctly different in some respect

from the balance of the sample. One rarely sees a sample of

cabbage in which there are not from 10 to 20 per cent of the

plants which are materially different in form, color, earli-

ness or some other respect from the others ; and it is only in

exceptionally good lots that one can pick out as many as 20

per cent which could be said to be representative plants of

the sort.

The use of seed which is uniformly of the type best suited

for that particular " culture " (using the term as is done in

Europe, to signify any particular field of vegetables grown

for some special purpose) is one of, if not the most, impor-

tant factors in determining the satisfaction and profit to be

derived from it ; and this is true even if a variation is in it-

self desirable. It may be a gratification to one's pride and

desirable for an exhibitor to grow a superlative individual

plant ; but a crop which is uniformly of a certain type and

quality is far more profitable than one in which a small pro-

portion is distinctly superior. If to a basket of tomatoes of

uniform type and size we add a few larger fruits of distinct

form and color, we will lessen instead of adding to the salable

value of the lot.

In the case of early peas, a difference of a single day in the

time they become fit for market will often determine profit

or loss ; but if to a stock which will mature in forty days we
add 10 per cent of one which will mature in thirty-five,

though we have hastened the average date of maturity a day,

we have not added to the value of the stock; for, if we at-

tempt to pick this 10 per cent when they are in prime market

condition, the cost of doing so and injury to the rest of the
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vines will more than counterbalance the additional price re-

ceived for the extra early pods, while, if you let them remain

until the whole crop is fit and then pick them, they will be

so mature as to spoil the sale of the others. I think every

experienced cultivator here will agree with me that, in most

cultures, if the best and the poorest one-fifth of the plants

were uniformly of the same character of growth and quality

of crop as the remaining three-fifths, the cost of culture and

marketing would be greatly reduced and the profit of the

crop materially increased. The man who grows plants for

fun or for his cake and pie desires variation, something new,

that means surprise and pleasure ; while he who grows them

for his bread and butter desires uniformity, for that means

profit.

I have tried to show the importance of uniformity of type

and quality and the sad want of it in most commercial seeds,

but I do not want to unjustly accuse our seed growers and

dealers of dishonest or at least questionable practices. I

have had a somewhat intimate acquaintance with men of the

seed trade for the past thirty years, and I unhesitatingly say

I certainly know of no class of business or professional men

— not even doctors and ministers, whom I have known al-

most as well as seedsmen— who as a class are more honor-

able and upright in dealing than they are. They are no more

responsible for the evils spoken of than are the seed users.

They have come as a result of a general ignorance or neglect

of certain principles of plant growth and of weakness of

character which are common to all men, — the desire to get

something for nothing, to buy at the lowest and to sell at the

highest possible price, regardless of real value. The contempt

of familiar old things and the desire for that which is new is

not confined to seed growers or seed users.

I don't wish to pose as the man with a muck rake, but

wish to occupy the balance of my time in suggestion of meth-

ods of possible improvement. In doing so I must again ask

that you pardon me if I speak of things already well known

to you.

Every plant grown from seed has a certain definite and

changeless character which was inherent in the seed from
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which it was grown, and is made up of the balanced sum of

different tendencies, potentialities and limitations of develop-

ment inherited in differing and varying degrees from each of

its ancestors back for an indefinite number of generations,

plus more or less influence from climatic and other conditions

affecting the development of the seed-producing plant. Gen-

erally the influence of the immediate parent or seed-produc-

ing plant is the most dominant, but not always, its relative

dominance being influenced in several ways, one of the most

important being the degree to which the character of the

producing plant is in accordance with the general character

of those of preceding generations. Practically all the seed

of a plant which is in every respect exactly like all of its

ancestors for many generations will develop into plants like

that which produced it, while only a small proportion of those

produced by a plant which is materially different from its

ancestors will be like the producing plant ; but if the ma-

jority of its ancestors were alike, the majority of the seeds

produced will be like them rather than the plant, while the

remainder of them are apt to assume a great variety of

forms. These conditions account for the fact that seed of

selected plants of marked and exceptional excellence gener-

ally fail to produce plants like the seed parent, but are apt

to give those like the run of those of earlier generations, to-

gether with some wide departure from it ; and also make it

clear that, for the production of seed all of which can be

depended upon to produce plants of any exact type, we must

have plants which are not only of that type, but which have

descended for the greatest possible number of generations

from plants of precisely the same type.

There are, however, other facts which should be consid-

ered. One is that, while tendency towards any distinctive

characteristic of the producing plant or of that of any pre-

vious ancestor may be overcome by that of the general run

of influence and become dormant, yet it is not destroyed, but

may crop out in any subsequent generation ; and when it

does so there is apt to be a wide variation from the general

type and in many directions. This tendency to crop out,

though never entirely obliterated, grows weaker and weaker
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with every generation; and so we should endeavor to bury it

beneath the greatest possible number of generations of the

desired type. Again, it has been found that often under the

abnormal conditions of cultivation, particularly under glass,

there comes an inherited lack of vigor, diminished size and

increased liability to disease; and that all of these are coun-

teracted by crossing through the flowers with some distinct

variety, particularly if it be one nearer the original type of

the species. This results not only in increased vigor, but in

a great diversity of type; though there are always some of

the plants which retain the type of the variety, plus greatly

increased vigor, and these can be used for the starting of a

new and invigorated line of descent without a change of type

or of name, unless it be that it be known as reinvigorated

stock of the old variety.

Again, we often have prepotent plants or those which have

exceptional power to transmit their own characteristics, in-

dependent of that of the general run of inherited tendency.

It is clear, then, that for the production of seed every one of

which is likely to produce plants of precisely the same type

we must first have not only an exact conception of that type,

but that such conception shall be so recorded that we can

exactly follow it in our selection for many years, and it is

very desirable that this conception should be designated by

some universally accepted name; and, second, we must each

year select not only plants of that exact type, but of proven

prepotency or tendency to produce plants of that type. This

necessitates not only the saving of seed from each plant sep-

arately, but the testing of its relative prepotency and the use

of only those plants which have been proven to be strongly

prepotent. This involves the testing of seed of each plant

before it is given a place in the hereditary line. Even after

by this method we have developed a stock of satisfactory

unity of type we cannot safely rest, for such stocks, no mat-

ter how carefully grown, tend not only to lose in vigor but

to degenerate through accidental crossing ; and the process of

building up a stock from prepotent individuals of the right

type must be constantly repeated, so that we may have a fresh

stock but a few generations from the selected prepotent in-
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dividuals of exactly the right type to take the place of the

degenerated ones. It is evident that it is impractical to pro-

duce all of the immense amount of seed required for use in

this way; but I do know that it is quite possible and practi-

cal to so produce all the stock seed from which the seed actu-

ally used by the gardener is produced, and that efforts in

this direction will give results of incomparably greater prac-

tical value to actual vegetable growers than the effort to pro-

duce entirely new and distinct variations. There is, I be-

lieve, no probability of even a Burbank being able to furnish

us, whether it be by development or " creation," with a va-

riety of lettuce which shall be of greater practical value than

some of those which have been developed during the more

than two thousand years that the plant has been grown in

gardens; but I think it is possible to produce a stock of any

of the distinct types now in existence which, because of

greater unity of type, shall be greatly superior in practical

usefulness and can be used with greater satisfaction and

profit than any new type which is likely to be developed.

Indeed, I believe your townsman, W. W. Rawson the vege-

table grower does produce for use in his -own gardens just

such stocks, though I do not know whether W. W. Rawson

the seedsman sells them or not; but, if not, it isn't because

he fails to appreciate their value, and that no matter what

they cost it is more profitable to use such strains of well-

tested types than more carelessly grown and cheaper stocks

or to experiment with new sorts. We believe it is entirely

practical to produce such superior strains of all of our gar-

den vegetables, and that their more general production and

use would increase the profits and satisfaction of both the

seed growers and the seed users.

I know of a case where the seeds of 10 watermelons of

identical and very superior character were saved separately,

and samples from each lot were planted, and the one in which

the fruit was most uniformly of the distinct type was selected

and planted in an isolated block, and produced sufficient seed

to plant a field of 20 acres. This was without exception the

finest field of melons I ever saw. At the time when the fruit

was nearly ripe, and not a melon had been taken from it, I
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could find in a half day's careful search only about 50 melons

which were different from the desired type, and with fully

75 per cent of the fruit one specimen could not be distin-

guished from another. The field yielded over 5,000 pounds

of seed, and, though it was grown on contract at a low price,

the seed crop was satisfactory to the grower, the seed was

profitable to the dealer, and the planter was pleased with the

fruit he produced from it. This lot furnished an illustra-

tion of the necessity of constantly renewing stocks from pre-

potent plants of the right type. The general stock was so

good that it was used for subsequent seed crops, no special

selection of stock seed being made ; and as a result some

years later I saw a crop of the same variety on the same

field, and instead of 50 fruits slightly off there were nearer

500 more or less different from the " off," and often really

more like some other variety. The field was badly blighted

and the yield small, so that it was a disappointment to

grower ; the seed a loss to the dealer, as it was not readily

salable, because of dissatisfaction with the seed grown the

year before; and the returns from it most unsatisfactory

to the planter. I" think this case shows that it is not only

possible but practical to produce seed of high quality in large

quantities, and that it pays to do so. I am sure that there

is no way in which our horticultural practice can be more

profitably modified than in the production and general use

of seed of the best quality. In different ways different

classes of horticulturists can aid in this work :
—

First, horticultural students, particularly those of our na-

tional and State experiment stations.

Second, the seedsmen, particularly as united in organiza-

tion, like the American Seed Trade Association.

Third, our horticultural press.

Fourth and last, but by no means least, the practical grow-

ers and dealers, whether they be home gardeners, market

men or truckers.

Each of these can help along separate lines. Our horticul-

turist can study and classify the possible and profitable varia-

tions of each species, such as disease resistance, hardiness,

adaptation to different soils and climates, those affecting
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shipping and marketing qualities, and especially the forms,

colors and shapes of plants, leaf and fruit which go with

and indicate such qualities. They can make a study of the

innumerable varietal names which are now in use and what

they stand for, and throw them together under a few which

shall stand for each distinct type, which type shall be most

minutely and accurately described with mention of every

desirable and undesirable quality, as fitting the sort for spe-

cial and different uses and conditions. It may be said that

varieties are already fully described in our seedsmen's cata-

logues, but I do not think they are, or that we ought to ex-

pect to find accurate descriptions there. The seedsmen pub-

lish and distribute these catalogues at great expense, and

they do so primarily for the sake of selling the seed they

offer. They answer' the purpose for which they are designed

in proportion as they secure orders for seeds. Will this be

measured by the accuracy and completeness of their de-

scriptions ? Whatever your answer may be, the answer given

by the catalogues themselves is an emphatic No. Looking

through the 1906 catalogues of 125 seedsmen who list Davis

wax bean, we find that 77 speak of its good quality, 82 speak

of the beauty of its pods, 96 speak of its vigor and produc-

tiveness of vine, 30 call it stringless, and only 7 admit that

it is stringy or not of the best quality. Now, this bean has

been in cultivation long enough so that everybody knows of

its character and value ; and I ask if a description which fails

to mention the distinctly stringy character of its beautiful

pod can be called complete % This is not an exception, but a

typical case ; very rarely is any quality which could be con-

sidered as a defect mentioned, while those which are valu-

able are spoken of in exaggerated terms of praise.

It may be argued that the variety trials at our experiment

stations already do this work. Some of them are doing most

excellent work along this line, but in many eases such trials

are really but a study of seedsmen's names for different

stocks, rather than a study of the actual varietal types of the

vegetables themselves and their usefulness for certain pur-

poses. The seedsmen can do a great deal, and I think with

great profit to themselves. They can, especially through the
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Seed Trade Association, exert a powerful influence against

the practice now quite too common and regarded with too

much leniency, of mislabelling stocks and selling them for

what they are not. They can do a great deal towards the

establishing of clearly defined variations or types and the

general acceptance of them, and of the names by which they

shall be known as standards with which all other variations

can be compared. They can discourage— indeed, they could

if they would practically put a stop to— the present prac-

tice of using entirely distinct varietal names for stocks whose

only difference is the degree to which they are free from

mixtures, and are made up of plants which are good speci-

mens of the same type, thus using varietal names to indicate

quality rather than type. I believe that the present multi-

plication of names and the want of definitions of the type

for which they stand are chiefly due to this practice, and

that if it could be prevented it would be of immense benefit

to all who deal in or use seeds. Lastly, but by no means

least, it is entirely practical for them, through the use of

better stock seed procured as was the watermelon seed re-

ferred to, to greatly improve the uniformity and adherence

to type of the stocks they offer.

The horticultural and general press can help the user of

vegetables to a better understanding of real values. It has

been truly and tersely said that " the American tastes with

his eyes," and it seems to be true, at least as far as vege-

tables are concerned, for appearance, both on the dealer's

stand and the user's table, has a far greater influence in de-

termining popularity than quality. A handsome sort which

shows up well will outsell both as to quantity and price one

which is of much better quality though less attractive.

Lastly, the gardeners and actual seed users can do more

to bring about an improvement in the quality of the seed

sold than can any one else. Many gardeners act as if, though

seed were essential for the raising of the crop, they were so

only in the same way that manure or water are essential, the

only important thing being that they will grow. They want

seed and plants of a certain name and type, but do not act

as if they knew that the degree to which all the plants grown
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from the seed will be of the desired type is bred into and

immutably fixed in the seed itself. With most gardeners the

price at which seed is offered, provided only that it is called

by the name by which they know the type and is of good

vitality, has more influence in determining the source of

their supply than the certainty of its being uniformly of the

exact type wanted. Many gardeners are always looking for

some new and improved variety. They will pick out a plant

which is simply an ideal specimen of the old and standard

sort they have, and say, If we could only get a variety which

was all like that, we would willingly pay most any price for

the seed. But the seedsmen who has by careful selection de-

veloped a stock of some standard sort which is a great im-

provement in uniformity of type knows that if he offers it

simply as a superior strain he will find it difficult to sell it

at a price which will compensate him for his extra labor;

but if he offers it under a new name, and describes it by a

glittering scintillation of superlative adjectives, which give

so little real information that the identity of the type is not

suspected, he can sell much more of it and at a much higher

price than he could if offered for what it really is. Rival

seedsmen soon discover the identity and offer their strain

under the new name, or a still different one, and the multi-

plication of names and the mixture of types goes merrily on.

If seed buyers would only be willing to guage the price they

pay more by the quality of the stock and less by claims for

novelty, there would soon be great improvement. Garden-

ers should also be more willing to recognize the fact that,

independent of the stock, there is often a great difference in

the cost of growing seed of different varieties of the same

species. Some of the most useful sorts that have ever been

developed have practically gone out of cultivation, or at least

are not offered by seedsmen, simply because it is so difficult

to grow the seed that they cannot afford to offer it at the

same price as that of other sorts, and gardeners refuse to

pay more, at least after the sort has ceased to be a " novelty."

Naturally, a seedsman pushes the sale of the sort which can

be produced most profitably, rather than one which, though

of really superior value, can be sold only at a loss.
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This suggests the practicability of the gardener himself

growing the seed he needs. Can it be done, and how ? I

would answer that I do not believe that a gardener can profit-

ably grow a general collection of seeds, but I do think that

in many cases he can grow seed of one variety of the species

of which he makes a specialty, and produce seed far superior

to any it is practical for the seedsmen to furnish him; for

not only does he know just what he wants, but he can give

more care to selection than it is practical for the seedsmen

to use with any but his stock seed. Again, in many cases

seed produced in any location will give better results in that

location than seed grown elsewhere, and, as the seedsmen get

their stocks grown in the section where because of local cli-

matic soil or industrial conditions it can be produced at least

cost, local-grown seed is superior; and so, though it may be

something of a repetition, I want to speak of how it is pos-

sible for the gardener to grow seed most likely to uniformly

develop into plants of desired type. First, he must form a

very clear and exact conception of precisely the plant wanted,

and this should be very fully and accurately recorded, and,

if possible, the records supplemented by photographs. I re-

gard this exact description and definition of the desired type

as very important, — indeed, as the very foundation stone

of all successful seed growing. Without it one is very apt

to vary more or less in the type of his selections even the

first year, and certain to do so in subsequent ones ; and varia-

tion of type in the stock seed plants, even if the variation is

in itself unobjectionable or even desirable, is fatal to uni-

formity of type in the market crop. Having selected a few

plants of the desired type, the seed from each of these should

be sowed separately and a sample of it planted, in order to

select those plants which show the greatest prepotency. If

these growing tests of seed from the different selected plants

are carefully studied with our description of type in hand,

it will often be found that there is a great difference in the

uniformity of adherence to the desired type, and often seed

from what we considered the very best plant will develop

into plants showing the greatest variation of any; and, if so,

that lot of seed should be ruthlessly rejected, even if it con-
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tains the very best individual plants of any, and we should

select for our breeders the plants whose seed uniformly de-

velop into plants of the true type with the fewest which show

variation. This preliminary test will often delay us a whole

season, but in my experience it is time profitably spent. The

seed from the selected plants may then be planted for the

production of seed. It is better that each lot be isolated,

though this is not always practical; but they can always be

planted by themselves, even if they have to be side by side.

This enables us to verify the preliminary test as to prepo-

tency, and to reject any lot which shows much variation.

From the lot which is most uniformly of the right type, the

original description in hand, select plants to start another

line of selection. It is much better to take all those select

plants from the best lot, rather than the best plants from all

the lots. After making the selection for further breeding the

lots can be gone over, and any plants, or even all those from

any parent plant, which are not of the desired type should

be rejected. In many cases the seed from the plants retained

will be sufficient for the planter's use ; if not, it can be sowed

collectively and used as stock seed for the production of the

required amount. It may be said that this plan of rigid

adherence to the original type blocks any improvement; it

certainly does, if improvement involves change of type. But

I will say again, and I promise you that this will be the last

time, that uniformity of type is the most important quality

determining profit, and that this is determined more by

heredity than by individual excellence.

The Chair. Mr. Ross is one of our most extensive seed

dealers. We will be pleased to hear from him.

Mr. Walter D. Ross (of Worcester). Mr. Tracy has

answered about all the questions that we could attempt to

ask; but there was one point that impressed me very much,

— about statements seed dealers make in regard to descrip-

tions. We would be only too glad, I think,— I say we,—
to state facts and give as nearly as wTe can the exact descrip-

tions, if the public would only followT the advice Mr. Tracy

has given ; but, as a matter of fact, the public don't want us
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to state the facts always,— they want us to go a little bit

beyond, and make them believe a thing is a little bit better

than it is. As a matter of fact, as Mr. Tracy has said, some

of the very best varieties have practically no sale because of

the color or because of description.

Mr. W. W. Rawson (of Arlington). As my name has

been mentioned, I think perhaps I better say a word in re-

gard to whether I sell the same seeds I grow. That is the

kind I sell, and what I went into the business for; because

I can produce better seeds than a gardener can produce him-

self, nearer the top, and keep to it. Let a gardener take seed

and grow it year after year, and it will deteriorate to such

an extent you won't know it in a few years; but let a seed

grower take it and grow it year after year, and make a busi-

ness of it, and he will get something that is better than what

he started with. I have always tried to grow my stock seed

as far as possible and send them to the best growers in the

country that I could get to grow them, and to that locality to

which the seed is particularly adapted. In that way you

get good seed to sell. As to having different kinds of seed,

we do; we have to, or we couldn't sell them.

If you buy of three or four seedsmen, that settles it,

—

the seedsman has the advantage; but if you buy from one

place and have the name on the back, so you know where you

got them, you are pretty sure of getting good seeds.

I will say a word in regard to the catalogues. We have

got to tell the thing just as it is, and then explain it a little

more. That is just what the people want, and the seedsmen

try to give it to them. We are getting educated, just as well

as you.

You will notice on the last day of the programme you are

all invited to visit my place in Arlington. I shall be glad to

have you all come, but I cannot show you what I would like

to show you, because it is the very worst time of the year for

you to come. But if you see it at the worst time, perhaps

you will come again when there is something more to see.

The Chair. I had the pleasure of visiting Mr. Rawson's

place several years ago, and it is a great treat to look it over

and learn what he has been doing. I hope you will all avail
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yourselves of the opportunity to accept his invitation, and

see his grounds.

This morning the speaker told us, when we found a strain

of good seed that we were satisfied with, to buy largely and

buy even more than we wished to use that season. Isn't it a

little dangerous sometimes to buy some seeds, — whether

they will keep good for several years or more than one year ?

Mr. Tkacy. The question of how long seed will keep is a

somewhat variable one. I have used vine seeds that were

sixteen years old and turnip seed twelve years old, and got a

perfect stand ; onion seed two years old, and got a better

stand than the average of seed only one year old. It depends

largely on the species. Some species retain their vitality a

great deal longer than others ; but a seed with good vitality

primarily, when it was harvested, will retain it a good deal

longer. If I were growing seed commercially, I would want

to test my seed and hold it over a season.

Mr. Eawson. As to the question of seed, I would allow

that all vine seeds are better, the older they are, up to ten

or fifteen years old. They have a tendency to produce more

fruit and less foliage. I try to keep my cucumber seed and

squash seed as a general thing two or three years before I

sell them, because they do produce much more fruit with

much less vine. As for beans, you can grow the best quality

and grow a very prolific crop when ten, twelve and fifteen

years old. I have done it many times, and they were all

right. The cabbage seed will not produce so large a foliage

three or four years old as it will one, but will produce a bet-

ter head. So will lettuce seed. There is only one really that

we have to throw away when we have any left, and that is

the parsnip seed. The carrot seed will not run to so much

stalk after two or three years old, but is good to five or six.

There are many seeds that work in that way, and the seeds-

men know what the stocks are. They have had them from

year to year, and those who intend to carry them all the time

know just what they are selling.

Mr. Tracy. I think it is very desirable that our market

gardeners come into more intimate and confidential relations

with the seedsmen. You can get seed from various seedsmen,
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and plant them ; very little trouble,— I don't mean an ex-

tensive amount ; then notice carefully the quality of the stock

which you are furnished. Communicate with the seedsman,

and find out where you can get the best stock, and, having

got it, make him your confidant and tell him what you want,

and criticize his seed, if you choose, and in that way get into

touch with somebody who will furnish you just the kind of

seed you want, and then stick by him. Don't be tempted by

a flaming advertisement of the great superiority of something

that has never been produced before, but stick to your seeds-

man.

Mr. II. T. Horton (of Rehoboth). Oftentimes a man
gets a great deal of satisfaction from saying that he raised

that particular seed in addition to hoeing, weeding and all

that sort of thing. In that way he gets satisfaction which he

wouldn't by buying new seed every year. I want to know

whether or not it would be best to advise that man not to

attempt that, but to buy new seed each year, — whether he

does really get any satisfaction out of it in the end ?

Mr. Tracy. If you will confine yourself to one line, fix

upon one thing that does please you, that is in accordance

with your idea, and will breed to that, you will be enabled

to get an infinite amount of pleasure out of it, and great

comfort. If you experimentalists will get a type in mind

which you want to produce, and then breed to it, you will

find satisfaction in raising your own seed. Or, if you want

to experiment, and all you want to see is a new thing, which

is a pleasure and a surprise, and you enjoy it, why you may

do so, but it is a loss to the practical seed grower. You can

cross any infinite number of things, and some will be curi-

ous and will always give pleasure; if you are after that, you

can get it through that sort of experimentation. But I was

speaking in regard t<> profits on your produce, and then it is

best not to experiment.

Question. You spoke of keeping seed five, ten and fif-

teen years. Under what conditions would you keep them ?

Mr. Tracy. Cool and dry, with as little access of air as

possible. It has been found that the two things which cause
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the most damage to seed are heat and moisture, taken sep-

arately or in conjunction.

Mr. H. M. Howard (of West Newton). This morning I

was asked what per cent of cauliflower should head under fav-

orable circumstances, and Mr. Hall, I believe, said it might

be 850 out of 1,000, and I believe Mr. Tracy after the meet-

ing was speaking to me of a case where he had known as high

as 950 out of 1,000. Now, I would like to know why it is

that so much cauliflower seed is put upon the market where

not over one-half will head, and how can we get more of that

where 95 per cent will head \ I, for one, would like to get

hold of it, and would be willing to pay more than double the

price per pound I now have to pay.

Mr. Tracy. "What I said this morning was in speaking of

a field I saw recently while spending several days on the east

end of Long Island. As you go through the country there

you see a field of from one to five acres of cauliflower, as

often as you would in Michigan one to five acres of corn, ami

it is the main crop at this season of the year. I think there

were few fields all along the east end of Long Island that we

went into where they did not get as much as 85 per cent

merchantable heads, and the majority of them got over 90

per cent. The reason they get a better development there is

because of the peculiarities of that east end of Long Island

soil. It is a peculiar, exceedingly well-drained soil, which is

made quite fertile by a liberal application of manure, and,

having water on both sides of it, the atmospheric conditions

are exceedingly favorable. Acres after acres are grown, and

will be much more compact in growth than any I have ever

seen in the vicinity of Boston. A year or two ago I was look-

ing over the market gardens of Boston, and remarked, " I

don't see how you can produce any cauliflower here at all ; the

plants are too large." Most all reputable seedsmen get their

cauliflower seed from the same sources, so there isn't a great

difference in the quality of the seed ; but I think there is a

great difference in the local conditions which develop the

crop.

Mr. Ross. Is that also true in regard to celery ?
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Mr. Tract. It is to some extent. Certain varieties of

celery, particularly the self-blanching types, the California

seed, do have a tendency to produce pithiness; at the same

time, I have seen other cultures show little or none of it. My
own impression is that certain varieties, particularly the self-

blanching types, do have a greater tendency to produce a

bulky pithiness than does the French variety.

Question. Where is the best place to produce Brussels

sprouts seed, in this country, or England or Scotland ?

Mr. Tracy. On the east end of Long Island where I

visited they grow a good many sprouts, and one or two of our

best strains are grown down there. I do not know whether

they are offered by a seedsman or not. I know they have

been, and I know, to go back, that there has been just as

good quality of sprout seed produced in this country as ever

came from Europe, and I think that I should answer that

question in that way. If I had my choice, I should prefer

American-grown sprout seed.

Question. Do you think it is a good policy to buy all of

your seed of one seedsman, or different seedsmen ?

Mr. Tracy. That is pretty difficult to answer. My own

tendency would be to get into intimate relations with some

one seedsman, to get into understanding with him, and let

him know that I would rather my order would be declined

than that he should send me anything but the best, and then

make my purchases generally from one seedsman. That

would be my practice. Other people with different tenden-

cies or temperaments would prefer to buy from different

seedsmen. I would first, however, experiment with the seeds

from different sources, and, having satisfied myself of the

integrity of some one seedsman, my tendency would be to

confine myself to him.

Mr. Lewis. I buy seeds from about ten different houses

through the year, over different parts of the State. With my
experience in buying seeds I find it better to buy different

seeds from different seedsmen, as their particular type may be

better than some others. I have taken a particular type of

carrot, and I have taken three or four different kinds and

tried one beside the other, and in making a selection in that
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way I find some of the types vary a great deal; and I have

come to the conclusion, in reference to that, that it is hest to

buy one particular kind of seed from one particular seeds-

man. Take squash seed ; I have had some experience in buy-

ing of different seedsmen, and I have come to the conclusion

that some seedsmen have better squash seed than others,—
their seed is cleaner.

Question. Can you tell us how to avoid the bean weevil ?

Mr. Tracy. The seedsmen rarely depend on a location as

far south as Ohio for a crop of beans, because of their being

subject to the bean weevil. The beans grown further north

are practically exempt. The only way that I know of to

prevent them, if you want to raise beans in a section which

is infested with the bean weevil, as nearly all sections as far

south as Ohio are, is merely in saving seed to put them in

a closed receptacle and add some bi-carbonate of soda, which

will destroy the weevil in the beans, and after a week or two

I would give them another dose to destroy those that have

hatched out, and keep them in a closed receptacle or dish.

It is not the same weevil that attacks the pea, and the bean

weevil lives over and propagates in the dry seed, whereas

the pea weevil has to be propagated when the pods are in a

growing condition.

Mr. Lewis. Do you think farmers have proper protection

in buying seed from the different seedsmen % We have trou-

ble a great many times with seed not germinating. Seed we

buy for last year's seed I think a great many times is older

seed.

Mr. Tracy. I will simply say that I think it is very de-

sirable for people to test their seed before planting it, but

the testing of seed as to vitality even is not the simple thing

that it has sometimes been represented to be. Very often

people making a test of seed for vitality will get a misleading

result. The lettuce seed, for instance, is very susceptible to

too deep planting or to too much moisture, and two lots of

seed planted side by side, one in normal conditions and the

other in a little excessively dry conditions, one will seem to

be in a good deal better vitality than the other, whereas the

vitality, provided you have the suitable conditions, is about
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equal. I should test seed from different sources, and I would

be guided by the result of my vitality tests in my purchases

very largely; but I don't think many seedsmen intend to

sell seed of low vitality,— reputable seedsmen, — and I

think their tests are generally more reliable than the tests

of the ordinary user.

Mr. William II. Bowker (of Boston). I think the young

man [Mr. Lewis] has struck the pith of this matter. I do

not think the gentleman from Washington quite understood

the point he was making. The question, it seems to me, is

this : Shall the seedsmen be obliged by law to guarantee the

purity and vitality of their seeds ? Why should not my
friend Rawson be obliged to " state what he sells and to sell

what he states " in connection with seeds, as I am obliged

to do in connection with fertilizers ? For over thirty years

the fertilizer manufacturers in this State have been obliged

to guarantee the quality of their goods ; to pay license fees

for the privilege of doing business in the State, which license

fees have paid the cost of inspection. State inspectors have

drawn samples in the open market, carefully tested them, and

put us on record, and I want to say that it has been the best

thing that ever happened to the industry. No reputable

fertilizer manufacturer would to-day do away with official

inspection. Shall the seedsmen be held up to the same sort

of inspection? Shall we have a department at Amherst for

inspecting seeds, the same as we have for inspecting feeds

and fertilizers, and the same as we have in the office of the

Board of Health for the inspection of milk ? I would like

to ask the gentleman from the Department of Agriculture in

Washington if he would suggest that we conduct at the ex-

periment station a line of tests that would bear directly not

only upon the purity but the vitality of seeds? Should we

attempt, as they did in Iowa, to test, for example, the corn

which is sold and planted in the State ? In Iowa I think

they found samples of which only 50 or 60 per cent would

germinate. If the farmers could be sure that at least 90 per

cent would germinate under normal conditions, would it

not be a tremendous help to them ?

Mr. Tbacy. I am willing there should be a law compelling
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the seedsmen to guarantee the seed when it leaves his hands,

— guarantee that it shall have a certain vitality; but I do

not believe it is fair or equitable to hold a seedsman responsi-

ble for what happens to the seed after it has left his hands.

Mr. Bowkek. That is where you are right. It would be

entirely unfair for the dealer to guarantee the seeds after

they have left his hands, for too many conditions enter into

the matter of germination which are beyond the control of

any one. My point is this, that we should have a law in this

State which requires that seeds shall be subject to inspection,

the same as fertilizers, milk and food products ; that seeds-

men shall guarantee the purity and vitality of their seeds at

the time they leave their hands ; that all seeds shall be

tested under certain prescribed conditions, which shall be

fair to all concerned.

Mr. Ross. We have a national seed law now, and a State

fertilizer law. The latter I believe is all right, and I don't

believe any seed dealer will object to a State seed law similar

to the national law. When we have a State law that protects

us when a person, unknown to us, can get a sample of seed

and have it carried through the mails and examined without

our knowing it and without giving us any redress, then we
will be perfectly satisfied with the law. We received a state-

ment this morning from Washington that two-year-old onion

seed tested better than one-year-old, but we don't know what

the result will be when the seed is put into the ground. If

anybody wants to make an examination of seeds, we are will-

ing to have them go ; but in case of an accident, leave a

sample of the same, so we can have the advantage that the

fertilizer men have, — not have it all on one side.

Mr. Tracy. Often you buy seed from your seedsman early

in the season, and you go out and plant it, and there comes

a cold, wet time, and the seed doesn't do well, and you say

that seedsman was a fraud, and you never buy of him again.

You go to another man on the next corner, and you plant

again, and that season, after it is planted, nice warm weather

comes on, and it does splendidly, and you say, " That is the

man; I will buy of him," when it is nothing in the world

but accidental conditions. It is true the men ought to know
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that, and ought to think of it; but there are a great many
things we ought to do and ought to keep in mind when we

judge people. In judging anything we are apt to forget

things we should remember, and be overcome by prejudice,

or accident, or circumstances.

Mr. Bowkek. We had in this State twenty-five years ago

a general fertilizer law. It was just as good in effect as the

law of to-day, because it required that we should state what

we had, but there was nobody who could enforce the law.

It didn't provide for the machinery, and inspection, and

analysis, and publication, and that is where the difficulty was.

Now we may have a national law, a United States law, gov-

erning the matter of seed ; but if there is no system to en-

force it, you don't get the results that you ought to get. My
point is this: I would like to put this direct to the speaker,

— would he favor a State law controlling the futurity and

vitality of seeds, with the machinery of inspection, an in-

spector to inspect them, and the testing all done under similar

conditions with that in other lines ? The dealer should not

be held responsible after the seed leaves him, but it seems

to me he should be up to that time when the seed leaves his

hands, the same as a milk dealer is, or the same as I am.

Mr. Tracy. If I am obliged to answer, I want to answer

entirely from my personal standpoint. I am known to be

connected with the Department of Agriculture, and I don't

want to speak in any sense officially ; but it does not seem to

me that it is practical and possible to have the same sort of a

law of guarantee that we have with our fertilizers; that is,

that seed shall be sold with a branded guarantee of vitality,

except as to its condition when it leaves the seedsman's hands.

That, of course, involves a great deal of expense and a great

deal of machinery, and would cause an additional expense

for seeds. I have known over and over again of where

seedsmen have had lots of seed they were unwilling to sell,

and had rejected as not fit for use; but farmers come in

and say, " Why, this John Smith down here offers seed

at half the price you are asking," and the seedsman said,

" Well, I have some here I can sell at that price, but it is

a low quality," and the farmer has, with that knowledge,
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bought that poor seed rather than pay the price for the better

seed. I have known of such an instance, and I think all you

can ask of the seedsman is to state the vitality as it leaves his

hands. I state this entirely unofficially, simply as my per-

sonal view.

Adjourned at 4.15 p.m.

SECOXD DAY.

The morning session was opened at 10.30 o'clock by Secre-

tary Ellsworth, who introduced Hon. Frank Gerrett of Green-

field as the presiding officer.

The Chair. You have as the gentleman who is going to

address you this morning Prof. Thomas Shaw, northwestern

editor of the " Orange Jucld Farmer," who will speak on

"Breeding and managing dairy cattle." T am glad that so

many of you are here to greet Professor Shaw, and listen to

what he has to say.
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BREEDING AND MANAGING DAIRY CATTLE.

BY PROP. THOMAS SHAW, ST. ANTHONY PARK, MINN.

More than twenty years ago the cry went up that dairying

would be overdone almost to the extent of rendering the

products of the dairy valueless. The attention of the various

agricultural colleges began to center on dairying as on no

other department relating to live stock. The farmers insti-

tutes, like the colleges in the prime of a robust youth, gave

more attention to the gospel of dairying than to any other

gospel. Likewise, more space was given to the dairy in the

agricultural press than to any other topic. Assuredly, on the

surface at least there were grounds for the fear that dairying

would be overdone. But what are the facts ? Simply these

:

there never was a time in the history of the United States

when dairy products were relatively so scarce and dear as

they are to-day. There never was a time when dairy cows

would sell at so high a figure, and there never was a time

when the cry for dairy workers was so loud as it is to-day.

The reasons why it is so are not difficult to find. This is

true at least of some of them. They include the following:

(1) the average dairy cow has not been so improved by breed-

ing and selection as to make her too valuable for early

slaughter; (2) many high-class dairy cows are injured for

dairy production and for breeding by being overfed; (3) the

amount and constancy of the labor involved in dairying-

makes it distasteful to many as a pursuit. Nor is the fact

to be overlooked that with the great improvement made in

the product during recent years there has come, as was to be

expected, an increase in the relative consumption of these

products.
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Breeding Dairy Cattle.

The subject of breeding is a great deep, which in many
of its phases has never yet been fathomed. But it has its

shallows as well, and it is in these that I propose to conduct

my search. Aside from the laws or principles which govern

atavism and correlation are two laws or principles, some

knowledge of which is essential to the successful breeding of

farm animals. These are : first, the law or principle that

like produces like ; and second, the law or principle that like

doesn't always produce like. Some claim that these do not

have the strength of law, they vary so much in the results.

I will not argue that question here. It is sufficient for my
purpose to know that it is within the power of the breeder

to accelerate likeness of transmission, or to retard it. Once

grant this, — and it cannot be denied,— and you at once

give the breeder the power to raise the standard of his herd.

Certainty in likeness of transmission is increased, at least

up to a certain limit, by increase in purity in the blood ; by

increase in prepotency, in the sire especially ; and by the

continual weeding out and discarding of undesirable variants.

The advice is freely given to those who desire to improve

their herds, that they shall do so by using only a pure-bred

sire, well chosen as to his individuality. This advice is based

on the observed fact that resemblances to such a parent in the

progeny are greater than could be looked for from a male of

mixed breeding. Theoretically, every generation added to

the pedigree would add to the certainty of the transmission;

but this may not always follow, because of variations that

occurred in the ancestry. The comparison between using sires

of pure and mixed blood may be stated as follows : from the

pure sire there may occur some variations that are not de-

sirable
; from the other sire they will certainly occur. In the

former blood, elements have been strengthened and made
dominant in transmission through repetition; in the latter,

they have not.

If, therefore, length of pedigree beyond a certain limit is

not an infallible measure of the value of pedigree, what is

the measure of such value, viewed apart from the individual
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form ? I answer, performance in the near ancestry. Whether

to man or cattle beast, it means much more what the character

of the parentage was than what the character of the grand-

parents was. To either, likewise, it means much more what

the grandparents were than the ancestors of say ten genera-

tions previously.

Fortunately, dairymen have some methods opening to them

whereby they can measure performance in the near ancestry

more unerringly than this can be done with some other kinds

of live stock. The record of the animal, if a female, at the

pail, is that measure; and if a male, the measure consists

in the performance of his progeny at the pail, providing time

enough has been given to furnish such testimony. If such

performance can be satisfactorily traced, through even a

limited number of the ancestry, and more especially the near

ancestry, the choice of such a sire is not likely to be dis-

appointing. But, you ask, does individuality— that is, form

— count for nothing ? It counts for much, — so much that

without it in fair degree the animal should be rejected for

a sire. It is not the intention, however, to discuss form as

such in this paper.

After breeding and form comes prepotency. Prepotency

is the ability to transmit breed and individual characteristics

to the progeny. Marked prepotency is of rare value in a sire,

and, like all bestowments of rare value, is not very common.

Instances may be cited in which such potency in a single

sire has brought with it in a sense fortune to the owner.

Of course such potency can be assured only by actual test,

and to wait for such test may involve the purchasing of ma-

ture males only, that have reached or almost reached the

meridian of usefulness. How mav this difficulty be met and

overcome

Three guaranties exist of probable prepotency before it

has been proved by actual test: the first is descent from an

ancestry of good performers in the near branches of the same

;

the second is the presence of line blood in the near ancestry;

and the third is robust individuality.

Descent from ancestry who were good performers has

already been discussed. Line-bred animals are such as have
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been bred for a number of generations within the limits of

a certain family. Thus an animal with only St. Lambert

blood in it for a number of generations would be a line-bred

St. Lambert, and the intensity of the breeding will be de-

pendent on the closeness of the relationship in the parent

tree. Such affinity strengthens potency in transmission.

When carried too far, it may lower stamina, but this point

is carefully guarded below.

It was stated that the individual should have robust indi-

viduality. This does not refer so much to the form as to

the action that may accompany form. A Southdown ram

carries his head high, his eye is alert and his step is easy

and without effort. These things are present because he is

robust; and because he is robust he is likely to prove an

impressive sire when this possession accompanies purity of

breeding, and to some extent when it does not. The same

things may lie said of that Jersey or other sire that is so full

of life as to be in a sense irrepressible.

But all tlie indications of potency mentioned may be pres-

ent, and yet the animal may not show marked potency. This

does not often happen, but it does in some instances. One

sire bred in a certain way has become famous, and a full

brother of the same has shown no marked potency. Boca u si 1

of this, the mistake should not occur of introducing a sire

into a herd for extensive use in the same without first having

his prepotency tested in a limited progeny.

From what has been said it will lie abundantly apparent

that the advice which urges the use of pure-bred sires only

in herds where heifers are to be grown into cows is good

advice. The grade bull has no blood elements that may be

considered dominant. How, then, would it be possible for

him to transmit them ? Two methods of improving grade ani-

mals have been sought : the first of these seeks improvement

through what is known as grading np ; and the second seeks

the same by making frequent crosses. The immense superi-

ority of the former system will now be shown.
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Improvement by grading tip.

Improvement by grading means that only sires of one pure

breed shall be used during its continuance, and that the im-

provement secured will be strengthened from time to time

by calling out and rejecting for breeding uses any inferior

animals that may appear. And just here it may be said

that, as a rule, the more common or mixed the blood elements

in the foundation females when such improvement begins, the

more rapid relatively the improvement. The explanation is

not difficult. By this system improvement is mainly sought

through the male. His power to effect change in the line

sought comes from his prepotency, and his prepotency from

his inheritance. The more prepotent the sire, the more

rapidly will he effect improvement.

The improvement sought comes mainly from the sire.

Each additional infusion of alien blood in the near ancestry

of the cow weakens her potency in transmission. In other

words, it aids potency of transmission in the male by weaken-

ing the resistance in the female. When, therefore, the ordi-

nary owner of cows sets out to seek improvement, usually he

cannot do better than use such stock as he has to begin with

;

but the males introduced ought to be good individually, and

chosen successively from the same breed.

See how quickly improvement may be effected. Suppose

the foundation females are of the class described, and that the

sires chosen for the improvement sought are of the Holstein-

Eriesian breed. According to the theory that the male is half

the herd, 50 per cent of the elements of inheritance would

come from the sire, and a similar per cent from the dam.

But the prepotency of the male is much greater than that

of the female, for reasons given. More than 50 per cent of

the elements of inheritance will come from the sire. The

preponderance in the elements of such inheritance will be

proportionate to the preponderance of potency in the sire.

While no one can state in any given instance the mathematical

proportions of the inheritance, it would seem safe to conclude

that 75 per cent at least of these elements have in the case

supposed come from the sire. This explains why the inheri-
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tance of form and color much more nearly resemble the same

in the sire than in the dam.

It is frequently remarked that the progeny of the first

cross shows less of improvement than was shown by their

parents. It could not be otherwise. When the parents were

mated, it would be correct to say that the difference between

them in blood elements would be represented by 100. At the

mating of the progeny of the first cross that difference would

be represented by only 25. There is not the same room for

effecting improvement, and it grows less with every succeed-

ing cross. On the basis of form, the following figures arbi-

trarily assumed will, it is believed, approximate the changes

in the successive crosses :
—

CROSS.
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cent, and a new element, the Jersey blood, would have to be

reckoned with. Those, therefore, who are continually chang-

ing the breed of the sire are like the mariner who sails without

a compass.

But it may be asked, Are there no instances in which it

would be advantageous to use a sire of another breed ? Such

instances may arise, but when they do the breeder has a

specific purpose in view, and having introduced the outcross,

so to speak, he goes back again to his old line of breeding.

For instance, a dairyman may have in his herd high-grade

Jerseys. They may be too small in size and delicate in form

to suit his fancy. He introduces a brown Swiss sire, and then

goes back to the use of Jersey sires. I am not to be under-

stood as indorsing the frequent recourse to such crossing, but

simply as showing that there may be a place for it.

To the kind of upgrading advocated above it has been ob-

jected that, while the first cross brings improvement, the

second cross will show retrogression, at least in many in-

stances. That is not true, except in the case of animals prac-

tically pure in breeding. It is the outcome to some extent

at least of a conflict of potency in the blood elements, out of

which come tendencies to reversion. Where the blood ele-

ments are much mixed on one side and are strong and un-

adulterated on the other, no such conflict can exist. Where

the feeding and management are good, there should be im-

provement with each succeeding cross until that point is

reached when the progeny will in appearance be the equal of

the animals of the breed from which the sires have been

chosen.

But will the improvement be as great, it may be asked,

in milk production as in form under such a system of up-

grading? I answer, K"o. How much less will it be? I

cannot tell. I think the statement safe that claims a longer

time to make change through transmission in function than

through transmission in form. Thus it is that increase in

milk-giving capacity will not be equal to the change made in

form; and thus it is that a much longer time is called for

to change the character of the wool fibers in sheep than to

change the form thai bears them.
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The Management of Dairy Cattle.

It would not be possible, in a paper such as this, to go

over the whole ground of management. To do so would re-

quire a volume. I shall only attempt to dwell upon what

seems to me to be the weakest spots in the system, and which,

because they are weak, should be sedulously avoided. These

include: (1) the sacrifice of cows on the block that would

return a handsome profit in the dairy for years to come
; (2)

the loss of stamina resulting from improper methods of man-

agement
; (3) the great hazard incurred by those who from

time to time replenish their herds from outside sources.

The Sacrifice of Cows.

This sacrifice is of course greatest among those who may

be termed city dairymen, many of whom buy their cows and

feed, and at the end of the period of lactation send them to

the block. This accounts in part at least for the relatively

slow increase of cowt
s in this country. Many of the cows thus

sacrificed have not yet reached the zenith of their usefulness.

The number of cows in the United States at the beginning

of 1907 was 20,908,265 ; and at the beginning of 1897", ten

years previously, it was 15,941,767. The increase in the ten

years was less than 32 per cent. Allowing for the necessary

culling of poor milkers, the increase in the time limit named

should have been several times 32 per cent. There would

seem to be no good reasons why the number of cows kept

should not be doubled say every five years, where this may
be desired. Those city dairies are great maelstroms, which

are forever drawing in good cows to premature slaughter.

Nor does there seem any way out of the difficulty until those

so engaged find that it will pay them to board extra good cows

for six to eight weeks before lactation without getting any

return.

But some who are not city dairymen make the same mis-

take. They feed high, and get a direct return for everything

they feed. They chafe under the weeks of waiting for the

renewal of the lactation period ; hence even in these dairies

many a good cow is sent to the shambles, that, if retained,
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would be useful for years in the dairy. Professionals at the

business are continually scouring the country for cows that

are soon to freshen; hence the temptation is strong to buy

one of these to replace the cow that has but recently become

dry.

In another way the sacrifice of good material for cows is

very great. It occurs in the States that border on the western

ranges or are not distant from them. Female calves in the

neighborhood of one year old are purchased in great numbers

and shipped out to the free-range pastures ; in two years they

are shipped eastward to be finished for beef. Many of those

heifers would make excellent cows, while but few of them

make beef of the quality that is most sought for.

Loss of Stamina.

All are agreed as to the great value of stamina in dairy

cattle. It is the power that drives the machinery resulting

in production. Stamina has been lost in dairy cattle: (1) by

requiring lactation at too early a period; (2) by forcing

lactation unduly; (3) by adhering too closely to extreme

dairy form; and (4) by too close confinement.

More commonly dairymen bring their heifers into lactation

at the age of twenty-four months. The object is to encourage

a bias in the system toward milk-giving. So far that object

is good. But in reaching out for it, harm may result in cer-

tain directions. The young heifer has not yet completed her

growth. As soon as she becomes pregnant some of the food

fed is diverted from the heifer to the sustenance of the foetus.

This means that under normal conditions the heifer that pro-

duces a calf at twenty-four months will be of less size at

thirty months than the heifer which produced her first calf

at thirty months. That lack of robustness characterizes the

progeny more or less, in the minds of dairymen, is evidenced

in the fact that they do not care to rear such progeny for

replenishing the dairy. The extent to which early lactation

has been required has unquestionably militated against size

in some breeds. The contention that nature points toward

early breeding, since animals are capable of breeding at a
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younger age, loses its force when it is remembered that this

is only true of animals reared under artificial conditions.

The undue forcing of lactation has been a sore evil in

many a dairy otherwise well managed. It can occur only

under liberal feeding, and under liberal feeding of grain.

The story of all cows subjected to long periods of forced

testing has been virtually the same. After a time the cow

becomes less capable of producing; her progeny is lacking

in vigor, and the entire period of her possible usefulness is

greatly lessened. Similar results follow, though less in de-

gree, with cows that may not be on test, but are fed heavily

on grain.

The keeper of dairy cattle has on his hands a complicated

problem. lie has to face such questions as the following:

How much grain may I feed without making the ration too

costly ? How much may I feed without injuring vigor in my
cattle ? Will it pay me to force maximum production all the

time, or should I be content with less of production, and seek

to make up for the loss in the lengthening of the period of

usefulness in the animals ? These questions will be easily

answered by those who have ample field roots or silage on

hand, but not so easily by those who have neither.

It is impossible, of course, to lay down any hard-and-fast

rules that shall fix the amounts of meal that should or may
be fed with advantage. The qualifying factors are many.

The time of the lactation has an influence. The same is true

of the power of digestion in the cow, the nature of the fodders

fed and the quality and kind of the succulence given. The

advice, however, which says that cows should be fed meal

practically up to the limit of their consuming power is wrong.

No cow can stand up against such feeding for a long time

without injury, and such feeding is expensive. Ten pounds

of meal per animal per day should seldom be exceeded, and

in more instances 8 pounds should be the outside limit. With

really good clover or alfafa hay 6 pounds per day would

usually be enough. The meal is the expensive ration, and the

aim should be to keep it as low in quantity as is compatible

with fair results.
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That the relation between dairy form and function is of

the most close and intimate character cannot be gainsaid. In

judging, therefore, of dairy function, dairy form cannot be

ignored. But it is possible to carry the idea of dairy form

to an extreme. It is so used, (1) when it is taken as an exact

measure of dairy function, and (2) when it is sought to the

extent of inducing delicacy in the animals which possess it.

"When it is said that dairy form as usually recognized is

not an exact measure of dairy function, the intent of the

statement is as follows: (1) that dairy form will not enable

the judge to determine which of two dairy cows is actually the

better producer; (2) that cows not of extreme dairy form

are in some instances superior as producers to those which

are, though of the same breed and in the same herd, having

also been bred on similar lines; and (3) because of such

facts, the conclusion is irresistible that other factors have an

important influence on function as well as form. Place two

cows before the best judge in the country, and ask him to tell

which cow is the larger producer. The cows have been bred

in the same way, and they are very similar in form. If the

judge is honest, he will say that he cannot tell. If asked

wherein consists the value of form as an indicator of func-

tion, the answer is that it is safe to follow form as a general

guide.

The dairy form carries along with it large capacity of

barrel ; refinement of head, neck and limbs ; sharpness and

prominence at the fore spinal column; and leanness and

spareness generally. Xow, all these can be sought in a

marked degree without harm to the constitution, if one point

is guarded, — that point relates to width of chest. The width

of chest may be pretty well determined by observing the dis-

tance between the forelegs. When these have little space be-

tween them, and more especially in the males, they are

coming toward the danger point in narrowness of chest. The

stamina of the animal must be guarded, or soon dairy func-

tion will suffer.

That the stamina of dairy cows has been lowered in many
instances cannot be denied. That such lowering of stamina

has extended to whole herds in some instances is painfully
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evident. The evidences are found in the alarming prevalence

of tuberculosis among dairy cattle, in the difficulty found in

rearing calves in many dairy herds, and the increasing per-

centage of the losses in the herds. That these facts have been

forced home upon dairymen, or at least some of them, is seen

in the outcrosses which have been introduced into high-

grade herds from some more rugged breed.

This problem is one of the most difficult that the dairyman

has to deal with. He has found by experience that when his

cows are out much of the time in the winter, even in a sunny

and protected yard, they give less milk than when not so

exposed. Because of this, the temptation is strong to give

them but little exercise, especially in cold weather. The high-

pressure feeding goes on, and as a result it may be that serious

trouble is found in rearing the calves. "What is the dairyman

to do ? He can follow one of two courses, or he can combine

the two. The first is, as is well known to dairymen, the erec-

tion of an enclosed shed near the stable, in which the cows are

fed in the day ; and the second is to give them more exercise

in the yard in reasonably good weather than is usual. In the

shed tlie}^ run loose. It should of course be well ventilated,

and have windows that will admit abundant sunlight on the

sunny side. To give the cows ample exercise in the yards,

are there not instances in which this would pay, even at the

sacrifice of something in the milk yields ?

Replenishing Dairy Heeds.

In the judgment of the writer, the dairyman who proposes

to make dairying his principal work should aim to breed his

own cattle. If he does not, he incurs the risk of introducing

disease that for a time at least will take away all profit and

that will make life a burden for the time being. The two

forms of disease that are proving specially harmful are tuber-

culosis and contagious abortion. Each of these has in many
instances proved a veritable scourge where it has been intro-

duced into herds into which it could not have come had no

animals been introduced from outside sources.

The method followed by some dairymen with reference

to tuberculosis is unaccountably short-sighted. They have in
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some instances had their herds tested. Some animals in the

herd have reacted. These have been removed, and the gap

thus made filled with untested cows from an outside source.

Some of the cows thus brought in may have been tuberculous.

The dairyman may have been compelled in these instances

to purchase cows to enable him to keep faith with those who

take the products of his dairy. Even so, why were these cows

not bought subject to test ?

There is but one safe way to rid an infected herd of tuber-

culosis and to keep it clean. The herd must be tested by a

competent person. If tuberculous animals are found, they

must be removed, but not necessarily for purposes of im-

mediate slaughter. The herd should be again tested six

months later, and two tests should also be made the following

year, after which one test a year should be made until the

trouble disappears. To allow trading in cows brought in from

outside sources, in the absence of the tuberculin test, is simply

vicious. No man who breeds cattle can afford to ignore the

presence of tuberculosis in his herd. Just as surely as he

does, so surely will tuberculosis exact from him a severe

penalty.

Contagious abortion in a breeding herd of dairy cows is

destructive of all profit and all progress. This most elusive

disease, like the pestilence, walks in darkness. It would not

be correct to say that when it invades a herd treatment is of

no avail ; but it is correct to say that treatment seldom suc-

ceeds in removing it short of two or three seasons. Happily,

it is a disease that cannot come to a herd unless it is in some

way brought ; hence the dairyman who breeds his own stock

and who is judicious in the selection of males need not fear

contagious abortion.

To the writer it does seem unfortunate that so large a

proportion of those who are engaged in dairying do not breed

their own cattle. As long as the cows milked are drawn from

outside sources, just so long will it be practically impossible

to keep them entirely free from disease. The good old-

fashioned way of breeding on the farm the stock wanted there

has many things to commend it. Could this plan of providing

stock become almost universal again, there would not be much

use for live stock sanitary boards in the various States.
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The Labor Problem.

The labor question bears heavily on dairying at the present

time. The care of dairy cattle is like the story in the fable,

— it is without an end. Such close attention is irksome to

the average young man of to-day, and it may be added possibly

more so to the average young woman. But, says one, you

would not have women care for dairy cattle. I answer that

I would have girls and matrons milk in well-ordered dairies,

unless special reasons can be given why they should not.

It is argued to-day that milking is not suitable work for re-

fined woman, as found in the average farm home; and that

she has ample work in the duties of the home, if these are

properly discharged. There is a measure of truth in both

contentions, under some conditions, especially in that given

last. To the writer the work would seem only unsuitable as

such when the stables are not properly kept. If unsuitable

to the average farm matron of to-day and to her daughters,

then a rank injustice was perpetrated on the women of a

departing generation in allowing them to aid in milking the

cows. It was that departing generation who gave to this

nation very many of its builders. They came from homes

where the mother could help in the milking if it were neces-

sary for her to do so. The sisters of those men could milk

when they were girls. Will the girls of to-day who have

unfurled the banner of rebellion against milking in the aver-

age farm home do more for the nation than that grand army

of women now fast vanishing, who did not think it was un-

dignified to know how to milk ? I would not be misunder-

stood. I am not urging the relegating of the milking to the

women of our farm homes. Let the men do it where such

help is obtainable ; when it is not, let a helping hand be given

by the women of the home.

The Great Future for Dairying.

It is questionable if the time will ever come when the

demand for good dairy products will not be brisk. The

amount of labor which it entails hinders many from engaging

in it who would otherwise take up the work; it is therefore

one of those lines of production that is not likely to be over-
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done. Never before in the history of the world has there

been so great a demand for milk as an article of food, and

that demand is growing. Xo other kind of production takes

so little from the soil. Because of this and because of the

extent to which concentrates are fed to cows in milk, dairying

brings with it increasing producing power to the land. Xo
other form of animal life will furnish food nutrients more

cheaply or better adapted to the needs of the average indi-

vidual of the race. The path of intelligent dairying is strewn

with beneficence. Every one, therefore, engaged in dairying

can well afford to magnify his calling.

Question. What breed would you prefer?

Professor Shaw. I would answer that question differently

in almost every State in the United States. I would say for

this State that the man engaged in dairying, if dairying is

his main and principal business, should have a straight dairy

cow; no matter which of the breeds, it should be a straight

dairy cow. They are produced by weeding out every one that

doesn't come up to the standard ; and you will never come to

the end of this weeding business, for it will always be, —
there are good and bad cowts in all breeds.

Question. Should the sire in this sort of breeding ever

be mated with his offspring '.

Professor Shaw. That is legitimate sometimes. As long

as the animals are possessed of a marked degree of vigor, that

is allowed. But it is something that must be done with great

care, or inferiority will be transmitted.

Question. Don't you think some breeds are stronger than

others, and predominate in the crosses ? I used the Holstein

blood, and since they have been crossed by the Jersey the

Holstein is the stronger.

Professor Shaw. That is just a question, — it is a ques-

tion to be disputed. We mustn't lose sight of this fact,—
that Ave cannot always judge the amount of transmission

from the color ; that is only one way. There is transmission

in other respects that is very marked, but not so apparent

to the eye.

Question. If you were breeding cows for milk, that were
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giving you 30 to 40 pounds of milk a day, and you wanted

to raise their progeny, how often would you have them

freshen ?

Professor Shaw. I would try to have those cows freshen

every year, not beginning too early. If you could be assured

that they would breed regularly every fifteen months, instead

of every twelve months, that would be so much better for the

progeny; I am satisfied of that. I think a straight dairy

cow should produce her first calf at about thirty months,

but not younger ; a grade cow, older than that.

Question. If you had a good type of grade dairy cow,

and she had been milking eleven or twelve months and was

still giving 8 or 9 pounds of milk a day, would you make

any effort to dry her off, so as to bring her around again ?

Professor Shaw. No ; I don't think I would until I was

sure that she was going to freshen.

Mr. Burton W. Potter (of Worcester). Mr. H. W.
Mowry of Syracuse, N. Y., said a few years ago that he had

a man who took more interest in the sires than in the cows,

and took better care of them, and as a result lie had more

male calves. He changed his foreman to one who took a

greater interest in the cows than he did in the sires, and took

better care of them, and the next year he had many more

heifers than male calves. That was a case of actual practice

on the farm.

The professor says the reason there aren't more lectures

on breeding is because it is so difficult a question to handle.

That may be true, but I think another reason is, that we have

got out of the idea of thinking about it. Dairymen and milk

producers have gone out of the State to buy their cows, and

the art of raising cows has become a lost art, in a certain sense.

I know of dairymen or milk producers in Worcester, and I

presume it is safe to say in other places in the State, who
never have a calf born on their estate. They take care of

the cows, and feed them high, force them high, and keep them

as long as they give a profitable amount of milk, and then

they are sent off, so they never have a calf on the premises.

I think the professor has rather belittled the value of race

inheritance. Take it in the human race, for instance; we
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have an idea that the race qualities are very dominant and

powerful. Take the Irish race, for instance, and the Jews;

take the Anglo-Saxon; and we find the distinctive qualities

are handed down not only from one generation to another

but one century to another. We frequently find that animals

will take back. For instance, I have Holsteins, and once in

a while we will have a pure-blooded red-and-white calf. Win-

is that ? It is because the ancestors of those cattle were raised

in Holland, and they take back, and take on the distinctive

color of those animals of perhaps one hundred or two hundred

years ago. It seems to me the question of race inheritance

does cut some figure in breeding.

I think the professor in his talk about the prepotency of

the sire and dam has illustrated it very easily on the black-

board, but is it always so easily done ? My experience is that

the old cow is about as important in raising a calf as the sire

is. I never have known of having a good calf that made a

good cow unless she was out of a good dam.

Professor Shaw. Pardon me for speaking here, but I wish

to make it plain. You speak about the dam having a great

influence on the progeny, as well as the sire, — that old cow

of good quality ; but you don't get aside from the fact that

she inherited those good qualities for a good long time.

Mr. Potter. Most of the great men in history inherited

their greatness from the mother as much as from the father

;

and I think that is true with cows, — that, if a cow has good

qualities and is strong, she may be more prepotent than the

sire. It doesn't always follow that because an animal is pure

blooded he is prepotent or remarkably good. There is such a

thing as a pure-blooded scrub animal, and if you have one

of those, and mate it with a dam that is a good producing

animal, you are just as likely to eliminate on one side as the

other. You are liable to be mistaken when you say you can

breed out all the qualities of the scrub in three or four gen-

erations.

Professor Shaw. I will just give an instance, if you will

pardon me, from my own experience, — not with cattle, but

with sheep. The principle is the same, although the time

required may not be quite the same. I went to the stock
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yards at St. Paul and bought the commonest kind of ewes

I could get. From their appearance they bore more Merino

blood than anything else, but I know they had four or five

different bloods mixed up in their combination. I took those

dams home and had them mated with a first-class, prepotent

Southdown sire. The lambs of the second generation were

sent to Chicago to the international fair, where they were

shown against the world, and they won first class.

Mr. S. H. Reed (of West Brookfield). The late President

Stockbridge of the Massachusetts Agricultural College gave

me a rule a good many years ago for controlling sex, which

I never forgot. He said every farmer has a practical test in

that line when he turns out young cattle. Suppose he turns

out a young male between one and two years of age, usually

all the first calves that appear will be mixed, may be half

males and half females ; but later in the season, as those

cattle begin to thrive, they will nearly all be males. That

accords with my experience. Also, if I have a young animal

in my herd that is not very well fed, nature will sock to bal-

ance between the male and female, and there will be more

males. If the cows are in good milking shape, and the male

is about two years of ago and well kept, so he has the run

of the cowT
s, then there will be a large predominance of fe-

males. That is my experience, and the experience of a great

many stock raisers I know of. The principle is, that nature

seeks to equalize between males and females.

I think Mr. Potter is right in what he says of the influence

of the cow ; and we can see in the human family that the

boys resemble their mothers and the girls their fathers ; and

we can distinctly recognize in the cow that she has a greater

influence over the males and that the sire has over the females

in a good many respects. I believe that the cow influences

the quantity of the milk and the male the quality of the milk,

speaking in general terms.

Mr. P. M. Harwood (of Barre). I believe if you have

followed the lecturer closely, you will have seen just what

he meant in what he said. He said that like producing like

is the dominant law. That is true ; but the variations to that

law are so strong that it might lead many people to think
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that they were equal to or greater in strength than the dom-

inant law. You might take a cow that was giving a very

large amount of milk. The chances are that the daughters

from that cow never will equal the dam. Why ? Because of

the variation which has developed her from the normal—
the abnormal condition to which that cow has come so that

she can produce that enormous amount of milk. She has

" shot her bolt," to use the expression, and she can't produce

a calf that will equal her. It is an impossibility.

A natural born stock breeder is essential to success, I be-

lieve. You can train men in some lines
;
you can train a

stock breeder so he will improve, but he must have a love for

his business and lie must have the natural ability to see

things which, perhaps, to the average man, or to many at

least, are not visible at all.

I want to say just a word on the matter of vigor. The

dairy cow to do her best ought not to travel over many acres

of land, but she needs to have access to plenty of good air and

sunlight, and should have a limited amount of exercise.

There is one thought that occurs to me, which I think is

of importance to breeders of pure animals, and that is, the

fallacy of laying too much stress upon color. It was my for-

tune, or misfortune, a short time since to recommend a certain

Guernsey sire to a Guernsey breeder in this Commonwealth.

I didn't know that the man was going to buy it, but he asked

me if I knew where there was one, and I described one that

I recommended very highly, that had individual merit, —
the rich color of his skin, and his hoofs and horns; and his

ancestry was all right. A few months ago this man came to

me, and he said, " There have some brown hairs appeared

in 1 lie fare of that bull." Xowr
, that is something that is

cropping out constantly among the Guernseys, to take them

for an illustration. Of course the Guernsey breeders don't

like that, and want to breed away from it; and if you have

any experience in breeding, you will see what a tremendous

cost to the usefulness of the breed must come with this elimi-

nation of the animals that present some few hairs or color

that is not endorsed by the Breeders' Association. I think

the time is not far distant when things of that sort will be
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wiped out; I think they will have to be, in the interest of

success among breeders.

Mr. Geo. H. Ellis (of West Newton). I came here to

learn, and want to get the benefit of the experience of others

;

but taking the address in the main, it is a mighty good thing

for us to take home and follow. Now, this question of per-

centages, as I understand Professor Shaw, he has simply

adopted these figures as something indicating what you might

expect. They are not in any sense arbitrary, but the direction

in which they lead is unquestionably correct. I should not

agree, to begin with, with his proposition, if I were talking

with some one here who wanted to begin grading up his herd,

that it would be as well for him to take a scrub cow with all

the mixed breeding that he could possibly find. I should

think that, if he wanted to breed for larger production, and

were to take the Holstein sire, he could pretty nearly elimi-

nate one generation, because he should then look for his dams

too, because they have been bred something along that line.

He would then eliminate this one year. When he comes to

his second generation,— as I understand Professor Shaw,

he does not advocate inbreeding to the extent of breeding sire

to dam except under rare circumstances; he then has got

to take a second sire for his second generation ; and if he

were to begin to-day to breed, let him begin, if he can, with

dams that have already taken that one year, and save one

generation. Take cows that are themselves good producers.

But if he is going to breed Holstein, take a cow that is 50

per cent Holstein, and it is comparatively easy for him to

do that, and not take the simple grade scrub cow that seems

to have no breeding whatever. I think he would gain some-

thing in time, and time to that man who is undertaking to

breed his herd up is money.

Another point, that of exercise, I am a thorough believer

in. While temporarily a farmer and producer will secure

a larger amount of milk from his herd if he keeps them

in close quarters, keeps them very warm, and gives them

warm water to drink, and doesn't turn them out to exer-

cise, I have little doubt that he can secure for a season a

larger amount of milk, and for the dairyman who is sim-
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ply making milk for the market, and buying his cows, that

may be a wise proposition ; but as Professor Shaw has been

speaking to those of us who are not only making milk, but

also doing our own breeding, I do not believe that is a wise

thing, nor do I believe it is wise even under the conditions

of the farmer who is producing milk for the market, if he is

intending, as a good many do, to sell the cow after one year's

service. It won't make very much difference, but for one

I would prefer to use the milk from animals who have a

reasonable amount of exercise and a large amount of air,

even if they don't look quite so slick and smooth and don't

give quite so much milk. I think in the long run wc would

be the gainers by it.

In the matter of transmission, spoken of by one or two,

and particularly by Mr. Harwood, — in regard to the fact

that your very large producers seldom transmit it to their off-

spring, and, as he has stated, these producers are supreme

producers under forced conditions,— what we are to con-

sider is the question of transmission from exceptionally good

animals, who have not been forced, but have been carried along

under normal conditions. In such cases I believe we can

look for the transmission of those qualities, frequently magni-

fied, extended in the following generation. If, in the case

of the trotting horse cited, that horse is driven to the utmost

capacity, I do not believe, as does Mr. Keed, that you are

likely to produce just as good and better animals than them-

selves. I believe it has been taken out of them on the race

track or in the milk pail. You cannot expect, even with a

vacation, that they will recuperate and will give you nearly

the same individuals they would have given you under normal

conditions.

And I am a firm believer in the doctrine of prepotency.

I have owned a good many bulls, first and last. The first one

I ever did own was a pure-bred Jersey, who was so pre-

potent that to-day— and his work has been done for several

years— to-day you can almost trace the progeny of that bull

in general characteristics, and the character of the milk pail,

and the butter fat. The prepotency was there to an extent

that I have never seen it elsewhere.
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Professor Shaw. Perhaps I didn't guard quite as much

as I should have done that question beginning with what I

term scrub foundation. It is perfectly true that, with a cow

whose milking qualities were pretty well developed, the im-

provement will be more quickly made than with the kind of

cow that I talked about. That is certainly correct, because

the dairyman who is seeking that kind of improvement is

seeking an improvement in milk-giving, and if he begins with

a good milk-giving cow he is going to get there more quickly

than if he begins with one that is not a good milk-giver.

Question. But wouldn't that more likely be true if these

cows have extra milking quality from lines along those which

you are using?

Professor Shaw. That would certainly be true ; but the

point I want to emphasize is this : ask the average farmer, who

has common cattle, to go to work and improve his cattle, and

if you can persuade that man that by buying a good sire and

using it on his cows in a few generations he may effect the

desired improvement, he may do it ; if you tell that man he

has got to do away with those cows and then buy his sires,

he is not going to do it, Now, it is the man who is going to

do it that I am after.

Adjourned at 12.20 p.m.

Afternoon Session.

The afternoon session was called to order at 2 o'clock by

Secretary Ellsworth, who introduced Mr. C. D. Richardson

of West Brookfield as the presiding officer.

The Chair. It is my pleasure to preside this afternoon,

when I expect the matter of the milk product and the market-

ing of the same will be definitely settled. The speaker is Mr.

C. B. Lane, assistant chief of the Dairy Division of the

United States Bureau of Animal Industry, who kindly substi-

tutes for Mr. B. D. White of the same Bureau, who was un-

avoidably prevented from keeping his engagement to be with

us. Mr. Lane will speak on " Market milk," and will illus-

trate his lecture by the photographs and tables on the wall.
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MARKET MILK, FROM PRESENT-DAY STANDPOINT.

BY ME. C. B. LANE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

There is scarcely a subject that is of interest and impor-

tance to so large a number of people as market milk. The

five million or more dairymen who keep cows are of course

interested, as they are dependent upon the production of milk

for their livelihood. Almost every family in the land is in-

terested, for the reason that they consume milk in some form

every day. There is no more wholesome food for old or

young than the product from the cow. The nutrients con-

tained in it can be purchased at about one-third the cost that

they can be obtained in beef, and they are almost entirely

digested. The dairy cow gives us the most animal food at

the least cost, and I might say further that the dairy cow is

the only animal that will return a good profit on high-priced

land. This is well illustrated on the islands of Jersey and

Guernsey, where land is worth $-±00 to $500 an acre, and

where the dairy cow is making the farmer rich. The same

is true in Denmark and Holland.

I have said that the dairy farmer and the public are inter-

ested in market milk. Now, unfortunately, there seems to

be a general impression that the interests of the farmer and

<>f the public are diametrically opposed, — an impression

which I believe has little basis in fact. The farmer wants

a good demand and a good price for his milk ; and I believe

that it has been shown, particularly during the past few

months, that the more intelligent public is beginning to want

clean, pure milk, and that it is willing to pay more where

the increase is shown to be reasonable and necessary. There

is something radically wrong with the relation between the
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milk producer and the milk consumer in this country to-day.

The demand for milk is far less than it should be (about

three-fourths of a pint per capita). I believe one reason

for this is the lack of perfect confidence between the pro-

ducer, the consumer and the medical profession. If this

confidence were established, the demand for tinned milk,

condensed milk and milk substitutes in various forms would

decrease, and fresh milk take their places. If, therefore, I

can say anything here to-day that will tend to restore this

confidence, which is so important to the dairy farmer, I

shall feel well paid for coming here.

The Producer's Responsibility.

The public is beginning to feel that the producer has

been a little too careless and indifferent as to the condi-

tions under which milk has been produced and handled. The

question of cleanliness, then, from the standpoint of the

producer is no longer a matter of sentiment, but a practical

business proposition. As soon as the public has confidence

in the producer, and knows his products are produced under

clean and sanitary surroundings, there will be more milk,

butter and cheese consumed than there is to-day. Milk is

naturally a pure product, and if found unclean or unwhole-

some or unnatural in composition, the chances are it is not

the fault of the cow. Some one is to blame. It may be the

producer, it may be the middle man, or it may be the con-

sumer ; but sometimes we know it is the producer. When we

see large amounts of dirt in the milk, it is probably the pro-

ducer's fault. What would you think of finding a teaspoon-

ful of dirt in the bottom of the milk bottle on your table?

Yet this is not uncommon. [Illustrated by two charts.]

Such milk is dangerous and disgusting. We probably con-

sume more filth in milk than in any other food. We cannot

afford, as dairymen, to let the consumer get the idea that

milk is produced under dirty conditions. We must admit

that our dairies are not up to a reasonable condition of clean-

liness. Out of a thousand dairies around Washington, scored

on the basis of a score card, 100 per cent being perfect, the

average score was only 45. Of the first 5,000 dairies in-
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spected by the New York City board of health, just 5,000

were asked to clean up and make improvements before they

were allowed to continue to sell.

I am aware that you are making great strides in improv-

ing your conditions. As I have said before, this is strictly a

business proposition. What shall wo do about it ? We will

assume, first, that the health authorities are not going to ask

anything unreasonable, and are going to insist only upon

those things which are entirely practical and sensible; that

the dairyman will be protected from unfair prosecution;

and that dirty milk shall not be allowed to come into compe-

tition with clean milk. With these conditions, I believe that

every intelligent dairyman should fall into this line of prog-

ress, and welcome inspection, and say to the health officials,

We are ready to do our part, if you will do yours. What the

dairymen should not do is to get together and hold indigna-

tion meetings, and condemn those who are doing their duty,

besides working against their own best interests. It is true

that some of us will have to change our views a little bit

;

and it may be hard for us at first to see why conditions and

methods which have been approved for the last twenty-five

or thirty years are now condemned. We will have to realize

more fully that it is a food product which is being prepared

in the cow stable, and that the surroundings should be as

clean as the place where the bread is made or the potatoes

peeled. Our standards for clean milk to-day are not the

same as they were forty years ago. With increased knowledge

of bacteriology and of the dangers of impure milk our ideals

have changed, and the dairyman must advance and keep pace

witli progress along these lines. lie should lie in a reeeptive

mood. While he should secure as high a price as possible,

even at the present prices for feed and labor milk production

is a profitable business, if cows are properly handled, fed

and housed. I do not know of an instance where this does

not hold true. This does not mean expensive quarters, but

comfortable quarters, stables well bedded, lighted and ven-

tilated, with comfortable ties.

The fact should not be overlooked, however, that feeds and

labor have greatly increased during the past few years.
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Thornton says it costs twice as much to keep a cow to-day

as it did ten years ago ; and if milk kept pace in price with

the feed that goes with it, a fair price to-day would be 16

cents per quart.

Now, let us, as practical dairymen, see if we cannot agree

as to reasonable requirements in the production of milk. You

as producers should be interested in this ; the consumer wants

clean milk, and it is for your best interests to produce it in

an entirely satisfactory manner, and to be known as dairy-

men who produce clean milk.

We will go over the points briefly :
—

Cows. —• You will agree with me that the cows should be

clean, — that is, free from dirt and filth ; that the cows

should be healthy; that no other animals should be allowed

in the same stable; and that the water supply should be clean

and fresh, and not exposed to contamination.

Stables. — That the stable should have a tight, sound floor

(the plank floor is not durable as commonly laid, and allows

liquids to leach through, making a decidedly unsanitary con-

dition ; the cement floor with plenty of bedding is the best)
;

that dust-catching ledges, partitions and unnecessary wood-

work be done away with, as far as possible ; that the stable

should be free from cobwebs and manure (outside of the

gutter), and dirt or filth of any kind; that the air should be

free from dust or objectionable odors ; that whitewash is a

very inexpensive and effective agent of sanitation, and should

be used twice a year; that sunlight doesn't cost anything,

and we should give the cows plenty of it, and that 4 square

feet of glass to each cow is not too much ; that some effective

ventilating system be provided, that each cow have at least

500 cubic feet of space ; that the manure be removed to the

field daily, or at least far enough from the stable to prevent

contamination ; and that the stable yard be drained and in

good sanitary condition.

Milk Room. — That a milk room be provided, which shall

have a tight, sound floor; that it be reasonably well lighted

and ventilated, and that preferably it be separate from other

buildings, except possibly the iee house ; that it be equipped

with hot water for cleaning utensils and sterilizing the same,
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a milk cooler, wash tanks and proper utensils, used for no

other purpose ; that the room be clean and free from flies

;

that the utensils be placed upside down in suitable outside

racks; and that the water supply for washing utensils be pure

and clean, and free from danger of contamination.

Milking. — That the cows' udders and surrounding parts

be wiped with a clean, damp cloth before milking; that the

milkers wear clean clothes, and milk with clean, dry hands

into a small-top milk pail ; and that the milk be removed

from the stable and properly strained after milking each

cow.

Handling the Milk. — That the milk be cooled promptly

after milking, to a temperature of 50° F. or below, stored

in a proper place at a similar temperature and protected in

transportation.

Temperature during Experiments 40° F. (Pari).
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little too radical, and have not always met the producer half

way. The health officer should have patience, and should

endeavor to point out to the dairyman his faults, and give

him a fair chance to improve before condemning him. Co-

operating is a good deal better than clubbing. Of course

it is understood that the persistently dirty dairyman must be

dealt with with a firm hand; but the point that I want to

emphasize is, that the majority of dairymen are not wilfully

dirty, and that they are willing to do anything reasonable;

but they need to be condemned less, and assisted and encour-

aged and instructed more. If the inspector could be looked

upon as an instructor, rather than as an official inspector on

police duty, many of the difficulties between health boards

and dairymen would disappear. Such instructions should be

given right at the dairy farm, with the dairyman on the spot,

and it should be given by capable and practical men. The

dairyman has often had good reason for objecting to inspec-

tion. For example, an inspection force was appointed in a

western city recently, which consisted of an engineer, a de-

tective, a solicitor, a machinist and an ex-policeman, — a

good example of what politics is doing for a number of our

cities. We have colleges and dairy schools for training men

for this work, and if they are not doing it, they ought to;

and if they are doing it, then there is no excuse for not secur-

ing such men for this work.

The Score Card as an Aid to Inspection. — The score-card

system of rating dairies has been of much assistance in lessen-

ing friction between inspector and dairymen. Its advantages

have been demonstrated in a large number of cities; and have

proved helpful in the following ways :
—

•

(1) In giving the dairies a definite, mathematical rating,

which is much better than using general terms, as good, fair,

bad, etc.

(2) In pointing out defects, and showing where improve-

ments can be made and often at little expense.

(3) The system gives little opportunity for favoritism, as

each branch of the dairy has a definite number of points as-

signed to it.

(4) The system encourages confidence among dairymen in
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the inspection work, as they feel that they are all being treated

alike.

(5) It encourages competition between dairymen for the

best scores ; as a result, they take more pride in their work.

(G) It aids the dealers in finding the better dairies and in

grading the milk.

(7) It leads to greater profits; more attention is given to

detail, and this is important to success in any business.

(8) It shows the consumer the rating of the dairy supply-

ing him with milk, and gives him an opportunity to patronize

the better dairies.

(9) It furnishes boards of health an excellent system for

keeping records of the condition of dairies and milk plants,

and in following the work of inspectors.

Some of these advantages are well illustrated in a report

of the health officer of Montclair, N. J., in which he publishes,

for the benefit of producer, dealer and consumer, the average

year's rating of every dairy supplying the town with milk,

and in addition to this the average content of fat and solids

in the milk and the bacterial count of each dairy. This, to

my mind, is approaching the ideal in milk inspection and

control. As a result of this plan of procedure, the better

dairies receive the best prices for their milk, and the dirty

dairies have to accept a cent or two per quart less. This is

as it should be. High prices for a high-grade product, and

any dairyman may enter the highest rank just as soon as he

is willing to spend the time and money necessary to put him

there.

A Promising Outlook. — I have seen many tilings to con-

vince me that if the dairyman is approached by the inspector

from the standpoint of giving assistance and encouragement,

rather than in an antagonistic way, he will treat the in-

spector right, and often thank him for his visit.

The following letters will give an idea of the way this

work appeals to the dairy farmer, and indicate what may be

accomplished by the score-card system along the line of im-

provement of milk ;
—
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Dear Sir : — It gives me great pleasure to meet your dairy in-

spector. He called at our fann and thoroughly scored our dairy,

giving us 75 per cent, and showing or pointing out to us where we

rnio'ht score 100 per cent with a few improvements; this fact we

appreciate very much. I am just writing these few lines to show our

appreciation of the valuable work that you are accomplishing for

the benefit of the public health, as well as the welfare of the dairy-

man at large. The visit of the inspector did me a world of good,

pointing out our defects in the dairy.

Wishing your department the hearty co-operation of all the dairy-

men, I am Yours sincerely,

(Signed) Manager for .

My Dear Sir : — I want to thank you personally for your visit to

our farm this week. It has inspired me with renewed life and vigor.

I shall not wait until the new year to make new resolves and prom-

ises, but begin right now. I know I shall never reach my own ideals,

even, but I have made up my mind to try. No matter what the

motive is of the Department of Agriculture in sending out such in-

spectors, it cannot fail, in my judgment, to do immense good.

I want you to come around next year again, and if I am not en-

titled to be marked up at least 20 points, I will promise you to go

out of the business, and I ought to.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) .

These letters, mind you, were not solicited, and are the free

expression of the dairyman himself.

Again, in the city of Cleveland, O., after a dairy meeting

and milk contest, eleven representative dairymen got to-

gether and wrote a letter to the board of health, as follows :
—

We milk producers, who ship milk to the city of Cleveland, desir-

ing to make and ship milk of good quality and to observe the san-

itary regulations as prescribed by your honorable body, respectfully

ask that each and every person shipping milk to the city of Cleve-

land be required to take out a permit, to be issued by your honorable

body, revocable at your pleasure.

That said permits shall be classified as 1 or 2. That dairies which

score 50 points or above be classified as No. 1, and all dairies

which score below 50 points be classified as No. 2. That all milk

dealers, shippers and peddlers who sell milk in the city of Cleveland

be required to apprise their customers by placard or otherwise at

all times of the class of milk that they are offering for sale; and in
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case of failure so to do, or in ease of said milk dealer, shipper or

peddler offering for sale milk shipped into the city of Cleveland

without a permit, said milk dealer, shipper or peddler's license shall

be forfeited.

Austin Herrick H. E. Post.

W. A. Mills. G. W. Adams.

H. F. Bicker. W. H. Chambers.

S. H. Mizer. A. F. Dresher.

0. H. Bennett. C. E. Riley.

E. Bowen.

This clearly shows the attitude of dairymen toward an

inspection system that is conducted fairly and honestly.

The Consumer's Responsibility.

There is no small responsibility resting on the consumer.

Milk is frequently delivered to him in good condition, but

he does not take proper care of it. Too often it is exposed

to the sun, and rapidly deteriorates. Frequently it is set

away with other food, without any protection, where it ab-

sorbs any odors present. When the milk is received, it is

the duty of the consumer to put it immediately in a cool

place, away from strong-smelling foods. Milk bottles should

be used by the customer for no other purpose than the

storage of milk. It is also the duty of every person using

bottled milk to clean the bottles before they are returned to

the dealer, and to return them promptly.

The majority of consumers do not know what good milk

is. The consumers need to be educated, for it is through

them that this problem of clean milk will be eventually

solved. If the consumer does not know what clean milk is

and does not ask for it, and is satisfied to pay for dirty milk

at dirty milk prices, then why should the dairyman produce

it? What is the use in legislating and enforcing city ordi-

nances for a product that the people do not want ? The

consumer should not be willing to pay as much for dirty

milk as for clean milk. He should appreciate the fact that

clean milk costs more. It costs only $9 per cow to produce

milk any old way, and it costs $54 to produce clean milk.

I believe the time is soon coming in some of our cities
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when the health authorities, dairy farmers, milk dealers and

consumers will all work together for a wholesome milk sup-

ply. Such a working arrangement is not impossible at the

present time in some of our cities. To accomplish this, the

dirty dairies will need to be brought up to a reasonable sani-

tary condition, the health authorities asking for nothing un-

reasonable. The dairyman should be protected from unfair

prosecution, and from the competition of dirty milk, which

now sells for the same price as clean milk in most instances.

The interests of the public and the dairyman are one, and

just as soon as they can be made to see this, many of the

present difficulties in the clean-milk crusade will disappear.

What most of us need is not more dairy knowledge, but a

better application of that we already have.

Question. "What is the best usage in regard to utensils,

— in regard to the open pail ? I understand some producers

who produce an extra quality of milk, certified milk, use in

preference an open pail, on account of milking into a covered

pail through a strainer, and the inevitable spray which results

and goes upon the bands and clothing of the milkers.

Mr. Lane. That is a good question. Some of the certified

milk producers do use an open pail, but they always use a

small-top milk pail. There are several very good types of

those in the market. Some of the certified milk producers,

it is true, don't use any strainer in the small-top pail. This

pail is very often used open, but it only has a diameter of

about 8 inches across the top ; and if your dairy is clean,

and your cows and pail and everything is clean, there is no

particular advantage of having a strainer on the pail in the

stable, because if there is no strainer the milker is a little

more careful in milking, and if there is a strainer and any

particle of dirt gets on it, of course it is washed right through

just the same.

Mr. George Albee (of Concord). The intelligent farm-

ers in Massachusetts are, I think, most of them, of the opinion

that dirty milk should not be allowed to be sold at any price.

Mr. Lane. I think I have indicated this afternoon that

the dairyman as a rule is coming to have the right view of
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this thing, and he simply wants to be treated fairly and

squarely.

Mr. Albee. What, in your judgment, has a commercial

standard to do with the question of purity of milk ? We in

Massachusetts consider the commercial standard that which

has to do with the money value of milk.

Mr. Lane. Exactly ; but a commercial standard may re-

late to the cleanliness of the milk, as, for example, a standard

for bacteria ; or it may relate to the chemical qualities, as,

for example, the fat and solids ; in either case it is a com-

mercial standard.

Mr. Albee. As we understand it in Massachusetts, the

question of the health standard has to do with the bacteria.

What does the commercial standard have to do with the

health qualities of milk ?

Mr. Lane. A commercial standard for dirt or bacteria

has a good deal to do with health.

Question. What is your opinion of the value of basement

barns in which to keep dairy cows, as compared with barns

not built on basement plans ?

Mr. Lane. From a modern standpoint, of course, the

basement barn is not considered as good as the barn that is

not a basement barn ; that is, if any one were going to build

a stable in these days, he would hardly put the cows in the

basement. If you could ventilate it and put light enough

in it and make it comfortable, then there could be no just

criticism of your basement barn.

Question. How about a manure cellar under a cow barn ?

Mr. Lane. It ought not to be there,— it is a breeding

place for flies ; and I don't care how tight the floor is above,

more or less odor is bound to come up to the stable.

Question. What do you think of a barn built on the

basement plan, — I don't mean a basement barn sunk in a

bank, but a barn in which the cows are kept in the lower story,

and fodder stored above? I would call it a basement where

the cows stand. How do you think that barn compares with

a barn of one story?

Mr. Lane. That is a good question. It seems to be an

opinion that storage over the cows is a bad thing, but it
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needn't necessarily be so; if the ceiling is tight over the

cows, so no dust or dirt or hay can get down through, there

is no objection to storing it over them.

Question. Take, for example, a stable with a proper,

tight floor, with a basement for removing the manure to, — do

you think you would get more dirt from that than with the

modern barn, — with a drop, which perhaps will be put down

four or five times a day, into a cold cellar, where the odor is

stopped, where there is no fermentation ?

Mr. Lane. Oh, yes; the modern barn is more sanitary.

You have to consider the condition of that cellar the year

round. It is difficult to keep it sanitary. You don't get any

odors in the modern barn ; if you do, there is something

wrong. A barn cellar is a breeding place for flies, in the first

place; and it is also too close to where the milking is done.

The manure should be removed far enough from the stable

to prevent any contamination.

Question. Is it now regarded that there is no reason for

a difference between the summer and winter standards of

total solids in milk ?

Mr. Lane. You have asked for my opinion, and I am

going to give it. I had charge of a herd of about 50 cows

for seven years, and I analyzed the milk from that herd

every week the first three years, and later on every two weeks,

and I didn't find any great difference in the composition

of the milk in that herd between summer and winter, or one

month in the year and another ; and it is my opinion that, if

a herd is properly fed, — that is, fed a good balanced ration

the year round, whether summer or winter,— there won't

be very much difference. But if you have been feeding your

cows a good ration all winter, and then turn them out on

green rye or something of that sort in the spring, and don't

supply them with a balanced ration, and don't give them

any fine feed along with it, you may get a little drop. It is

my opinion, if a cow is fed a balanced ration the year round,

there will be scarcely any difference.

Question. Is it possible for a farmer here in New Eng-

land to raise sufficient grain or raise all that is necessary to

feed his cows on his own farm, so it wouldn't be necessary for
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him to purchase grain, and at the same time get a good flow

of milk ?

Mr. Lane. I believe it is possible, although you don't

have as much chance as further south. In New Jersey we

often fed a cow on a ration grown entirely on the farm. We
fed alfalfa hay, cow pea hay, clover hay and protein foods

of that character, combined with corn silage and corn meal

grown on the farm, thus making a well-balanced ration. You
might be able to do this in New England. You can certainly

grow clover hay and corn. As a rule, however, it will pay

best to buy some of the protein in the form of cotton-seed

and linseed meal, or other feeds rich in protein. This will

depend upon prices.

Professor Shaw. Isn't it better sometimes to feed an

unbalanced rather than a balanced ration, and wouldn't it be

possible for the farmers of Massachusetts to make more to-day

by growing on their own farms and feeding an unbalanced

ration, than by paying as they pay for the grain they buy

in making a balanced ration?

Mr. Lane. I don't believe in putting too much stress on

the balanced ration. What I mean is, I don't believe it is

necessary to have it exactly 1 to 5 or 1 to 6 the year round

;

and there are times, as Professor Shaw says, when there is

no doubt but what the dairyman will make more money by

cutting down the purchased feeds and depending largely upon

the foods grown on the farm. It doesn't cost him as much

to feed his cows in that way ; but he ought to feed a reasonably

well-balanced ration the year round, and plenty of it. I

believe you are right, — that a dairyman can very often take

the grains and feeds off his own farm and make more money

than by buying high-priced feeds.

Question. Can you increase or decrease the amount of

butter fat and solids by changing the feed ? If so, how
much ?

Mr. Lane. You can't change the solids or fat in the milk

a great deal. The amount of fat a cow puts into her milk

is as natural to her as the spots on her back. It is born in

her, and you can't change it very much by feeding; but if

you go to extremes in the matter and give her very poor feed
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you create an abnormal condition, and you may change it a

little,— not more than .2 of a per cent in fat. You will get

variations from day to day, and you can't explain them, but

it isn't the feed. There are other things that may affect the

fat: if a cow has been scared by a dog, or is nervous, or has

been out in the cold wind, — these things all have an influ-

ence; but when you come down strictly to the standpoint of

the feed, you can't change the fat very much.

Mr. W. A. Kilbouen (of South Lancaster). I want to

take exception to the recommendation of cement floors. I

have known disastrous effects from them. I think such floors

result in injury, not infrequently trouble in the bag causing

difficulty, and causing the cattle to get cold. I have known

of cases where I think cement floors resulted in a large pro-

portion of the cattle coming down with tuberculosis. It is

almost impossible to keep bedding under cattle on a cement

floor. When they lie down and move a little the bedding will

work away, and you will find their bare skins come in con-

tact with the cement floor, and necessarily it is cold and un-

comfortable. In our barn we have a cement floor, which is

lined with plank, which, when they are somewhat worn, can

be taken up and replaced ; but the cement floor itself is a

cold thing to have, and when my cows go out they are apt to

slip upon it, and we are using sawdust over the cement to pre-

vent the slipping.

Another point in regard to the cost of cleanliness and the

proper ratio in the increase of price. To get what we call

reasonably clean milk, the cost is about double, — that is, to

take our dairies as they are ordinarily cared for by men who

have other work to do in the regular working hours of the

day. The cows are not very carefully taken care of, but

where men give special care to the dairy, the herdsmen have

to occupy the whole time ; and it strikes me that a not unfair

estimate of the increased cost is about double for the care

and attention they should rightly receive.

Mr. Laxe. I gave perhaps extremes, but they are actual

figures obtained by studying the conditions where dirty milk

was produced and where clean milk was produced.

I can't say I agree with you on the subject of cement floors,
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for I would rather take my chances with tuberculosis with a

cement floor that can be cleaned, than with a plank floor that

allows the manure and urine to go down through, making the

conditions filthy and dirty. Of course there are arguments

on both sides of the cement floor question ; but hundreds are

using them to-day, and never had the difficulties which you

speak of, and they wouldn't give them up for anything. If

I were going to build a barn to-day, I would certainly put in

a cement floor, not only from a sanitary standpoint, but from

the standpoint of economy.

Mr. Kilbourn. What do you think of individual drink-

ing basins for cows ?

Mr. Lane. That is a question where there is room for

argument on both sides ; but my opinion is, the individual

drinking basin is a thing of the past rather than of the future.

Most of the modern stables that are put up now are put up

with a cement trough in front of the cows to drink out of.

The water is allowed to run in perhaps a couple of times a

day, then it is turned off. This method is considered more

sanitary than the individual drinking basin, that allows the

dust and dirt and filth to get into it, even with a cover on.

I don't care how much you clean it, it isn't strictly sanitary.

I believe the cement trough or modern method is a step in

advance of the individual basin.

Mr. Kilbourn. If you have a tuberculous cow standing

near the head of the line, how about that ?

Mr. Lane. That is perhaps the only objection to the

drinking trough, but the same might be said of the individ-

ual basin. A good many of them allow the water to run

freely from one to another. I have seen two or three cows

at one end of the stable drinking the water out of the basins

all the way down the line.

Question. Is it your belief that the present method of

storing manure in barns will be barred out within a very few

years ?

Mr. Lane. I appreciate the position of you dairymen here

in Massachusetts. You have those barn cellars, and up to

within a few years they have been O. K.'d by boards of

health and everybody else, but we are getting a little more
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strict about this matter of sanitation, and I believe that the

storing of manure in the barn cellar under cows will have to

go; and if a man is building a new barn or remodeling an

old barn, he should take that matter into account. If that

change is made now by any dairyman, I believe he is taking

a step in advance and doing something that will have to come

anyway.

Question. Which of the two would you call more dan-

gerous to the community,— thrown under the barn, or where

it is thrown out of the window, with no shed over the manure,

just the way we see it at old-fashioned barns ?

Mr. Lane. If that barn cellar isn't tight, and the odors

can come up through, I consider that more dangerous, al-

though the other is pretty bad, too.

Professor Shawt
. Which do yon think would be more

profitable to the Massachusetts farmer, — to draw his manure

out every day in the year and spread it properly on his land,

or to put it in the basement or the barnyard ?

Mr. Laxe. It is most profitable to put it on the land as

soon as you can. There is no waste in fermentation, and

very little loss. If your land is a side hill, the manure won't

go very far
;
you will see a lot of colored water, but it won't

have anything in it.

Professor Shaw. Whether you think there would be a

greater loss of ammonia by drawing it and putting it on the

land every day where it is to be spread, or putting it in the

cellar '(

Mr. Laxe. I would take my chances on the spreading

every time.

Professor Shaw. So would I.

Question. In the mortality of infants, what proportion

of the deaths do you attribute to impure milk ?

Mr. Laxe. I have said to-day that in summer the princi-

pal cause of death of our infants is diarrhceal disturbances,

and the principal cause of those disturbances is dirty milk.

Many of these troubles are caused by the feeding of the milk

at improper times, and I wouldn't say for a minute that they

ought all to be attributed to the condition of the milk.

Mr. G. M. Whitaker (Washington, D. C). As a loyal
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son of Massachusetts, it gives me a good deal of satisfaction

to be here at this meeting, and to know that the Board is

recognizing the importance of the market milk business by-

giving one of its sessions to the subject of market milk. It

was also a matter of a good deal of satisfaction and pride to

me, as a son of Massachusetts, in looking over the November
" Review of Reviews," in an article headed " The milk sup-

ply as a national problem," to see that one of the leading

magazines of the day thought that this subject of market milk

was of enough importance to give it space in its pages, and

also to treat it as a national problem, because my work

in a great many different cities has emphasized that phase

of it in my mind. But where I was particularly gratified

was to find this :
" Massachusetts was really the first Com-

monwealth to take official action looking toward the purifica-

tion of the milk supply, and Boston is the pioneer of all

American cities in securing the benefit of milk inspection."

So that our State of Massachusetts, in which we all take so

much pride, it would seem from that article stands promi-

nent, stands pre-eminent among the States of the Union in

the attention that is given to the market milk supply. I

occasionally read in the papers of a little friction now and

then between the producers and the Board of Health in this

matter of milk inspection which is so favorably noticed in

this magazine ; and I have studied that a ' little, I have

spent a number of days with the Board of Health inspector,

studying his methods, and it seems to me, if any criticism

at all is to be made, it is more in the matter of detail than

otherwise. That is, the inspector goes to a man's place and

looks it over, and the man says, " Do you find everything all

right here ? " and the inspector says, " That isn't for me to

say; I must make my report to the secretary, and if it isn't

all right, you will find out from him." I have been doing a

great deal of work in inspecting dairies, and with the score

card, in many different States and under a great many differ-

ent conditions; and my theory is, as Mr. Lane has said, that

the inspector ought to be a teacher and a friend to the pro-

ducer, rather than a person holding a club over him ; and it

seems to me if the Board of Health should modify its meth-
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ods enough so as to use that score card, or some score card,

and the inspector should fill out the card in the presence of

the producer, talking it over with him, and saying, " Now,

Mr. A., you see that in cleanliness in the stable, for instance,

6 points is perfect; and you see those cobwebs around there

and a little manure on the floor, — what is the fair thing to

put down % " And the farmer says, " Give me 4 points for

cleanliness." And the inspector says, " That agrees with my
judgment; " and the farmer says, " When you come around

again, you will find the barn whitewashed and the cobwebs

down, but 4 is about the thing to-day." If he leaves a copy

for the farmer and takes one home with him, it seems to me

that will help the producer, showing him just where he loses

a point here and there, and create a good, friendly spirit;

for where a thing isn't understood there is always a chance

for misunderstanding to creep in. If everything were put

down in black and white on a score card, opportunities for

friction would be very much less.

Secretary Ellsworth. Request has been made that the

subject of forming local cow-testing associations be consid-

ered at this meeting. I can do no better than to present the

following paper, and to ask Mr. Harwood of the Dairy Bu-

reau to speak upon the matter.
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FORMING LOCAL COW-TESTING ASSOCIATIONS.

BY MR. G. C. SEVEY, SPRINGFIELD.

A pertinent question to-day is, Are you making money in

the dairy ? Are you getting returns commensurate with pos-

sibilities ? If not, there are just two ways, and only two, by

which your profits can be increased. You might obtain

higher prices for your product, or you might lower the cost

of production ; either way is bound to mean increased profits.

More is usually said abont increased prices than about lower-

ing the cost of production, and that, in my opinion, is where

many make a grave mistake.

Briefly, and without frills, I call your attention to a method

of greatly reducing your cost of production in the dairy herd.

A big majority of you already know the method, but the

trouble is that in too many cases you do not follow up that

knowledge to your greatest advantage. I refer to weighing

and testing the product of the dairy herd methodically and

periodically. In a gathering of progressive agriculturists,

like this, one need not waste time by pointing out the many
advantages, and, in fact, the great necessity, of knowing which

animals are " robbers " or " star boarders," and which are

making a reasonable profit. You very well know that it is

necessary nine times in ten, if the balance is to show on the

right side of the ledger. Then why do you not do it ? That

is the question. I know some of you do, and I have yet to

learn of a single man who gave up the little extra work this

entailed after he had gotten a taste of -the actual dollars and

cents—• cold cash-— the practice returned him.

In my opinion, this seeming indifference of dairymen is

easily explained. They have the impression that testing
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means a lot of money, time, bother and a gilt-edged educa-

tion. The opposite is likely to be the case. A few weeks ago

there was an important conference of dairymen at Amherst,

Mass., which represented all the ISTew England States ; and

as a result of that meeting, a simple, decidedly inexpensive

and yet reliable means of testing cows was reached. This

was based on the deductions made from 700 trials by Prof.

J. L. Hills, director of the Vermont Agricultural Experi-

ment Station. The plan includes just two things: weighing

the milk of each cow three days a month ; and the sampling

of it twice or thrice during the year. Simple directions will

be given, so that any farmer can do the weighing himself;

and the testing will be done by creameries, experiment sta-

tions or through some other arrangement. Please note the

simplicity of the plan. Each farmer who will take an in-

terest in the work will be provided with a small card of in-

struction, so simply and carefully arranged that a school boy

could do the work. The initial cost need not exceed $5 for

a good-sized herd. Dues or fees, nominal or none. The same

work for the second year will cost much less. You will see

this does away with salaried men to do the testing, but it

means many less times the work as usually conducted. The

Denmark plan of salaried officials is probably a little more

effective, but conditions are somewhat different in jSTew Eng-

land, and we must modify our plans accordingly. The es-

sential thing is to get a start, and then we will have unlimited

opportunity to grow and make a system as elaborate as seems

advisable.

Do not make the mistake of believing that you can guess

about what the individual cow is doing ; there is too much
" guess-so " dairying already. You may have seen figures

recently published in " Hoard's Dairyman," giving the re-

sults of the performance of 100 herds selected from 6 differ-

ent creameries, and representing approximately the average

conditions therein. Of the 100 herds, there were only 38

that made a profit to their owners; Gl herds caused a loss;

and 1 broke even. The average cost for an entire year of

keeping the profit-making cows was $37, and the average cost

of keeping the losing cows was $34.82, — a difference of a
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little over $2. Could there be a better argument for testing?

I venture that New Hampshire is not the oulj State that will

show such conditions. A short time ago a similar census

showed approximately the same results in Vermont. Another

test is being made in Maine, and when Massachusetts is

reached I do not expect to see all of our herds on the profit

side of the ledger.

Even if you are selling milk in the city, you are interested

in this matter, — perhaps more especially in the matter of

weighing than in the testing for butter fat. There is a dif-

ference whether your cows are giving 3,000 or 4,000 pounds

of milk annually. Remember, there are but two kinds of

cows: cows that make more than they eat and cows that eat

more than they make. Get rid of the latter, and breed from

the former. Concerted effort throughout New England is

now being given on this subject, and do not miss the oppor-

tunity to identify yourself with whatever movement is de-

cided upon for Massachusetts. Prof. J. L. Hills of Burling-

ton, Vt., who is heading the movement, has been given a

special place on all the programs of the State dairymen's

associations in New England for this winter, and gratifying

results are sure to follow.

Finally, I wish to heartily commend farmers for seeking

better prices for dairy products, especially milk. The price

of the last named is to-day ridiculously low to the producer,

compared with the food value of other products. On the

other hand, I firmly believe that if dairymen would give a

little more attention to lowering the cost of production, as

well as to advancing prices of the commodity, they would be

far better off. The margin of profit would be just as pleas-

ing to the producer, joyfully welcomed by the consumer, and

the probabilities of profits made doubly certain.

Mr. P. M. Harwood (of Barre). This matter of cow-

testing, associations is a matter which was brought out at the

recent meeting at Amherst primarily by Professor Hills of

Vermont, and the idea is to establish such associations in

different localities over the State, wherever the farmers are

willing to co-operate, and have some one go out from time to
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time to test the milk with the Babcock milk tester and weigh

the milk also, so an approximately correct idea may be formed

as to the profitableness of the cows. It is a well-known fact

that the people who have made such tests individually have

been surprised at the results. They find that they have cows

that pay a good profit, and some that barely pay expenses,

and others that are boarders. It brings about an economical

method of discarding the poorer cows by showing the owner

what those cows are, and it naturally follows that such cows

will be discarded. It seems to me it is a matter of mission-

ary work. Professor Hills said he had been hammering on

this question for two years, and he had accomplished but

little. It seems to me the best results can be obtained through

some live, active person in dairy localities taking up the work

and establishing these local associations. I don't believe any-

thing will come out of it unless something like that is done.

I think in the western part of this State the creamery asso-

ciations should take up the matter, and that through them

something can be done. I am certainly heartily in favor of

the project, and believe that it should receive the indorsement

of this Board.

While I am up I want to say something about the present

milk situation in Massachusetts. It is exceedingly important

that this whole question be brought to an early solution,—
the production of clean milk, and the handling of it in a way
that is satisfactory to everybody. We don't like to admit it,

but in my judgment the milk-producing industry in Massa-

chusetts has not been reasonably profitable for some years, and

this can be abundantly proven. When it is said, " We want

clean milk ; we want the milk delivered in Boston for the

babies in just as good condition as it can be delivered back

in the country towns," it opens a great question. It involves

heavy expense, and that expense is met by people who have

been producing milk at cost or less. Is it any wonder that

the farmers are sensitive when they are asked to increase

their expenditures in making this milk ? The bottom trouble

of the whole situation is the price of milk; and if Boston

wants good milk, she must pay for good milk; and that is

true of every city in this Commonwealth. I believe there is
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only one solution of this question, and that is summed up in

the one word " co-operation ;
" if the producer and handler

and consumer will get together and work shoulder to shoulder,

they can solve this question in a rational and a reasonable

way.

Mr. Albee. I move a vote of thanks be extended to Mr.

Lane for the valuable assistance he has rendered the dairy-

men to-day.

Carried unanimously.

Adjourned at 4.40 p.m.

Evening Session.

An evening session was held at 8 o'clock, Mr. W. A. Kil-

bourn of South Lancaster presiding.

The lecture was on " Massachusetts fruit trees and their

insect foes," by Dr. Henry T. Fernald, State Nursery In-

spector, and was illustrated by stereopticon.
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MASSACHUSETTS FRUIT TREES AND THEIR INSECT

FOES.

BY H. T. FERNALD, PH.D., AMHERST, MASS.

Massachusetts is a natural fruit-raising State. On her

rugged hillsides flourish magnificent trees never set by man,

while thrifty pear and plum orchards here and there attest

the value of her climate and soil for fruit growing. The qual-

ities of the Baldwin, Hubbardston, Sutton Beauty and Rox-

bury Russet apples, of the Clapps' Favorite pear, of the Crosby

peach and of the Concord and Rogers' Hybrids among grapes,

are known the world over, and all of these and many others

originated in Massachusetts.

Civilization and fruit raising at first went almost hand in

hand in this country. After making a clearing in the forest,

building his log cabin and breaking ground for his crops, the

settler rarely neglected to plant a few fruit trees near his home;

and in time the better fruits occasionally appeared on his

table, while the poorer sorts supplied cider and vinegar for

his use.

But fruit raising was always a side issue. His markets were

always for his hay, corn, potatoes and the products of his

cattle, and with little time at his disposal it was these which

received his attention and the fruit trees were neglected, as

the only market for fruit was in his family and perhaps with

a few of his neighbors; and it is probable that the one who
most appreciated the fruit was the "Barefoot boy, with cheek

of tan," who munched his apple as he drove the cows to pas-

ture at early morn.

In time the farms began to run down, and the struggle to

raise sufficient crops became more severe, thus concentrating

all the farmer's energies in his special lines, and the fruit trees
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suffered still more from neglect. By this time it had become

almost traditional that in order to obtain fruit all that it was

necessary to do was to set out the trees and then let them

alone. In consequence, when fruit came into demand for

table use it found almost all the farmers of Massachusetts

with nearly worthless trees, fruit averaging poor in quality,

and with insects and fungi rampant. In addition, it found

the farmer without a knowledge of proper methods of fruit

culture, and devoting his energies to other crops. As a nat-

ural consequence, fruit raising in other parts of the country,

where more up-to-date methods were promptly adopted

when the demand came, has increased rapidly; while the

people of Massachusetts, with a few individual exceptions,

have allowed their opportunity to pass rather than to master

modern methods of fruit growing and obtain their share of

this rapidly increasing and profitable occupation.

The demand for first-class fruit is now greater than the sup-

ply, and the export trade is calling for larger shipments.

Much of this fruit now comes from west of the Mississippi

River, has been grown in climates less perfectly adapted to

produce fine quality and keeping properties than is that of

this State, and has been shipped long distances at freight

rates much higher than would be the case here. Over half

of the first-grade fruit in Boston markets to-day has come

from the west, while Massachusetts supplies the lower grades

at correspondingly lower prices.

Failure to raise the best fruit here has given the west its

chance; and this has been taken advantage of, the finest

grades attractively packed now selling in Boston markets

for more than twice as much as home fruit. Only last year

Hood River apples were selling at from $2.50 to $4 per box,

the boxes holding about a bushel, and retailing at some places

in this city at $1 a dozen; while the best home apples avail-

able were selling at $2.50 per barrel!

There is no reason why this condition should continue.

Massachusetts can raise just as good fruit as Oregon, and at

less cost. With much lower freights to pay, less risk of injury

during transportation, excellent soil and climate, it is only

necessary that fruit raising should be undertaken as a busi-
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ness, on business principles, and with the determination to

produce the very best fruit in existence, in order to establish

a satisfactory market.

The difference in freight rates from points in this State to

Boston, as compared with those from the west, is worthy of

a moment's consideration. If a Kansas fruit raiser, for ex-

ample, ships apples in carload lots to Boston for export, he

pays from 25 to 35 cents per hundred pounds to the Missis-

sippi River or to Chicago, and 30 or 35 cents more from there

to Boston, his total freight being 60 or 70 cents per hundred

pounds. The Massachusetts grower shipping in the same

way would pay on the average 8 cents per hundred pounds,

—

a saving of nearly seven-eighths of the total shipping charges,

as compared with the Kansas shipper.

It is high time for the farmers of Massachusetts to throw

off the lethargy in which they have so long remained, and pre-

pare themselves to occupy markets properly theirs, and which

they can supply easier and better than can the residents of any

other section of this country.

A recent editorial writer in the Youth's Companion has

expressed his views upon this subject as follows: —

•

The rapid development of the fruit-growing industry in this region is

due to the great fertility of the soil, the intelligence and energy of the

western farmers, and the co-operative organizations of growers. Poor

fruit has been discouraged and almost eliminated. Packing is in boxes,

with every apple wrapped separately, and warranted to be perfect.

The number of apples which a box contains is printed plainly on the

outside, and there is absolutely no "deaconing."

These methods have enabled the western growers to realize a profit

on apples and pears of $100 to $1,000 an acre. . . . There is no mys-

tery about this remarkable development. It is due solely to intelli-

gence, enterprise and hard work, and is just as much within reach of

eastern growers as it was in the grasp of their western rivals. The
lesson ought not to be lost upon eastern farmers who wish to retain

such of their fruit market as still remains to them.

Even under present conditions, there are many persons in the

State who derive three-quarters of their entire income from sales

of their fruit. One such man, whose name would be familiar

to many of those present, recently admitted that his trees are

growing in sod land, without fertilizing, pruning except at long
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intervals, spraying or care of any kind ; that the fruit is shaken

from the trees, roughly assorted, packed in the cheapest bar-

rels obtainable, and marketed whenever it is most convenient.

Yet he acknowledged that nearly all of his fair income came

from this fruit. The San Jose scale had recently appeared

in his orchard, and he had about decided to cut down his trees

and go into some other occupation, rather than make the

source from which he received most of his income his real busi-

ness. If this be a fair sample of the way in which fruit growing

is conducted in Massachusetts, it is no wonder that the larger

part of the best export and New England trade is supplied from

the west.

At the present time fruit growing has unusually attractive

prospects in Massachusetts. The general distribution of the

San Jose scale over the State absolutely requires regular and

persistent treatment. Now, fruit trees are grown by three

classes of people: those who make it their business; those

who, though in other lines of agriculture, raise a little fruit;

and those in commercial or professional occupations, who

have fruit trees in their yards to supply their own needs. The

first class will fight this new insect foe, and get their fruit; but

the farmer on other lines, after spraying once or twice, will

usually give up treating his trees, as requiring too much time

and trouble; while most of the third class, having no spraying

apparatus to use and no knowledge how to use it, will probably

try to hire the spraying done, and will generally find no one

available to do it. In consequence, the trees thus left unpro-

tected from this pest will die after a time, and the fruit raising

in the State will be concentrated in the hands of the profes-

sional growers, and theirs will be the task of supplying the fruit

now raised by the other two classes.

As the number of fruit trees around the houses of workers

and grown by farmers as a side line only is now more than five

times that of all those in the orchards of regular fruit growers,

it is evident that the time is coming when fruit in large quan-

tities will be in demand to replace that which will be lost, and

the man who prepares now to meet this demand will reap the

benefit.

From what has been stated, however, it does not follow that
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fruit growing is a simple occupation. The successful grower

must thoroughly understand what conditions of soil and ele-

vation are best adapted to the varieties he attempts to raise;

which varieties bring the best prices in the markets he pro-

poses to use; what kinds of plant food and the proper amounts

of these his trees need in order to enable them to do their best

work; how to prune, fight his insect enemies and fungous

foes; and, last but not least, how to gather, assort, pack and

ship the fruit in such ways as will help it to look best, keep

best and sell best. Such a man can make a success of fruit

growing in Massachusetts; and a man who fails to measure

up to an equivalent standard, in whatever occupation he may
be, is a failure to just that degree. If it be in business, he is

likely to assign; if in a profession, he soon drops out of sight;

but if a poor farmer in any line he generally earns a living,

scanty though it may be, for nature will sustain inefficient

workmen where in any other occupation this would be im-

possible.

Let us now consider some of the foes the fruit grower will

meet in Massachusetts, and how he must combat them if he is

to produce crops which will

bring the highest prices.

One of the most import-

ant pests of the apple in

Massachusetts is the cod-

ling moth (Carpocapsa po-

monella L.), a native of

Europe, but which has

taken kindly to new world

conditions. The caterpil-

lar, when through feeding

in the apple in the fall,

leaves the fruit and crawls

down the tree till it finds

some piece of loose bark

beneath which it can make

its way. Here it gnaws an oval cavity, which it lines with silk,

and in this space it coils up to spend the winter. During this

time woodpeckers are of great value to man by seeking for

Fig. 1.— Codling moth: a, work of caterpillar;

6, point of entrance; d, pupa; e, full-grown
caterpillar; /, <j, moth ; h, head of caterpil-

lar ; i, cocoon.
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these caterpillars as they lie under the loose bark and feeding

upon thorn. When spring comes, the caterpillar changes to a

pupa, and by the time the apple blossoms are falling the moth

escapes from the pupa and begins to fly among the trees.

About a week after the petals fall, egg laying begins. The

eggs are tiny white specks, placed singly, either on the fruit,

its stem, or even on some leaf near by, and each moth may lay

from 50 to 75 eggs. About a week later the eggs begin to

hatch, and the little caterpillars crawl to the apples, if not

already on them, and more than three-quarters of them pass

to the blossom end. Here they gnaw their way into the space

between the sepals, and begin to feed. After a day or two

each starts in toward the core, around and in which it feeds

till nearly full grown. It now makes a tunnel toward the sur-

face. Arriving there, it forms an exit hole which it keeps

closed with silken threads mingled with excrement till it has

finished feeding, when it leaves the apple and crawls down the

trunk till it finds a suitable loose piece of bark beneath which

to pupate.

Some of the caterpillars, — perhaps 20 per cent, — how-

ever, do not enter the apple at the blossom end, but at some

scar on the surface, where a leaf rubs against the fruit, or else-

where. For these after they have once entered the apple the

history is the same, but the difference in the place where they

enter makes a great difference in treatment necessary. In

either case nearly a month is spent in the fruit, and the first

caterpillars appear to finish feeding about the first of July.

After these have gone to the trunk and pupated, two or three

weeks are spent in this condition before the moth appears.

Later caterpillars, however, which are not ready to leave the

fruit before August, usually remain in the caterpillar stage

under the bark till the following spring; while the moths from

the early caterpillars go to the trees and lay their eggs for a

second brood, which works in the fruit during the fall months.

The caterpillars of this brood pay little attention to the blossom

end of the apple, but enter anywhere, and often do not finish

feeding until after the fruit has been gathered, and are accord-

ingly carried into the bins or barrels where it is kept, and on

leaving the apples form cocoons in any convenient crevice in
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which to spend the winter. How important this second brood

is in Massachusetts is not known, and the subject is now being

investigated.

The entire amount of loss caused by this pest is seldom ap-

preciated, as many of the apples attacked by the first brood fall

off early, not remaining long enough on the tree to show what

the crop would be. But even of those which remain to be

gathered nearly 40 per cent on an average are wormy, reducing

their value at least one-third. Pears, too, are attacked by this

pest, so that in the aggregate the loss is very great.

To prevent much of this loss, spraying may be made use of,

and at the same time secure protection from various fungous

diseases, such as scab and fruit spot. But, in order to be a

success, the proper time must be chosen for the treatment. It

has already been stated that a large majority of the caterpillars

of the first brood enter the fruit at the blossom end, where

nature has provided a little cup in and around which to place

a supply of poison. For about a week after the petals have

fallen the sepals which form the walls of this cup remain open,

but after that time they draw together, thus closing the open-

ing. Before this happens, the tree should be thoroughly

sprayed in such a maimer that as much of the spray as possi-

ble shall fall into and around this place, so that when the cat-

erpillar comes, its first meal may be a poisoned one. The
best spray to use for this purpose is Bordeaux mixture, to

every barrel of which two pounds of arsenate of lead have

been added, thus treating both insects and fungi at the same

time. Repeating this treatment about twenty days after the

blossoms have fallen is also of much assistance, and should

not be omitted.

In this way most of the caterpillars entering the fruit through

the blossom end can be destroyed. But about 20 per cent

enter elsewhere, and for these other methods must be employed.

As a large number of the small apples which fall are infested,

and once on the ground will soon be left by the caterpillars, it

is important that these apples be picked up and destroyed,

either by hand or by letting fowls or hogs run freely under the

trees. For those caterpillars which leave the fruit before it

falls it is well to scrape the trunks and large limbs of the trees
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about the middle of June, to remove all loose bark beneath

which they might pupate, and tie a strip of burlap around the

trunk. Beneath this strip the caterpillars will gather, and a

weekly visit and the destruction of the caterpillars there,

while not saving the fruit they fed on, will at least reduce the

number of these insects, and be of value as a protection against

later broods.

Spraying twice, burlapping and destroying early falling

fruit are the protective measures to be adopted for this pest.

Recent experiments in New Hampshire show an average profit

per tree sprayed, over one not sprayed, of $1.25, while it cost

less than 25 cents to spray a tree four times; and after deduct-

ing one tree's share of one-fifth of the cost of the apparatus

used on a hundred trees, the net profit of a sprayed tree over

one not sprayed was about 80 per cent.

These results have been tested in all parts of the country,

and are but little

better than the aver-

age; and if this be.

so, the question is

no longer, "Can I

afford to spray

*
but "Can I afford

not to spray?"

Another and even

more destructive

enemy of the fruit

grower is the San

Jose scale (Asp idi-

ot us pcrniciosus

C o in s t ) . Its ex-

tremely small size,

its marvelously rapid

increase in numbers,

its covering of ar-

mor which makes

destruction so diffi-

cult, and its variety of food plants, combine to render this a

most dangerous foe. It lives not only on the bark, which it

Fig. 2. — San Jose
1

scale

five times.

enlarged
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finally covers completely, but it spreads to the fruit, where it

produces unsightly red spots, so injuring its appearance as to

greatly reduce its value for sale.

This scale is now generally present in Massachusetts, and

is rapidly becoming more abundant.

It is one of the most prolific insects known, the descendants

of a single individual under favorable conditions having been

calculated as numbering more than three billions in a single

season; and as all of these obtain their food from the sap of

the tree, it is not uncommon to see good-sized trees completely

dried up as the result of their presence. They can be destroyed

only by sprays which come in actual contact with their bodies,

and strong enough to penetrate the armor which covers them

;

and sprays which can do this are not safe to use on the trees

Fig. 3.— Oyster-shell scale: a, underside of female scale, showing
eggs ; b, upper side of same, both much enlarged ; c, female
scales on a branch, natural size; d, male scale, much enlarged;
e, male scales on branch, natural size. The fine lines to the
right of a, b and d show the real length of the scales.

except during the winter months, while the 'trees are not

growing. Yet a fruit raiser who understands the proper meth-
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ods of treatment has no fear of this pest; and to him, as Mr.

J. H. Hale says, it is on the whole a blessing in disguise, for it

means that this pest will destroy so many of the fruit trees

which are not given

proper care as to greatly

increase his markets and

improve his prices.

Two other scales are

also frequently present

in the orchard, and at

times may cause trouble.

The oyster-shell scale

(Lepidosaphes ulmi L.),

being larger than the

San Jose scale, is more

frecjuently noticed and

feared by those not fa-

miliar with the subject.

But this fear is unnecessary, for the oyster-shell scale in-

creases slowly in numbers as compared with the other, and

mild soap washes applied in June are sufficient to hold it in

check. The same is true of the scurfy scale (Chionaspis

Fig. 4.— Scurfy scale: a, female, b, male scales,

natural size, on twig* ; c, female scale, much
enlarged ; d, male scale, much enlarged.

Fig. 5.— Apple maggot
all much enlarged.

i, adult male fly; b, adult female fly; c, maggot;

furfura Fitch), the dirty white color of which makes it very

noticeable. Trees attacked by these scales must be treated,
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it is true, but two applications in June should be amply suffi-

cient to prevent any loss from their ravages.

The apple maggot or railroad worm (Rhagoletis pomonella

Walsh) is another pest which causes much trouble in Massa-

chusetts. The adult is a fly, smaller than a house fly, with

black bands on its wings, which lays its eggs just under the

skin of the apple. This begins early in July and continues

till late in September, different individuals appearing at dif-

ferent times during this period. The young maggots from

these eggs tunnel in all directions through the fruit, the earlier

tunnels healing and closing up, but later ones remaining open

and turning brown, while the fruit becomes soft and worthless.

When full grown these maggots leave the apple and enter the

ground, where they pupate an inch or more below the surface.

Sometimes they leave the apples after these have been gath-

ered, and in such cases pupate on the bottom of the bin or

barrel in which the fruit is stored.

The protected life of this pest makes it difficult to combat,

the most exposed period being while it is in the pupal stage.

The plan suggested

for the codling moth,

of gathering and de-

stroying fallen fruit

promptly, and of let-

ting fowls or hogs

run in the orchard,

is also of value for

the railroad worm,

as many of the mag-

gots in the fallen

apples— those leav-

ing it for the ground

and those pupating

in the ground— are

quite certain to be found and eaten by these animals.

All parts of trees are attacked by insects, and the apple is

no exception to the rule. With the codling moth and railroad

worm injuring the fruit, the scale insects sucking the sap from

the branches and twigs and various other pests consuming

Apple showing work of the maggot.
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the leaves, it would seem as though the trunk and roots at

least should in fairness be exempt from injury; but this is not

the case. The apple-tree borer (Saperda Candida Fabr.)

devotes its attention to the trunk near its base, and is an im-

portant foe, particularly in young trees. This beetle, which

is strikingly marked and very noticeable, is rarely seen, being

retiring in its habits. The eggs are laid here and there on

the lower part of the trunk during the summer; the borers

which hatch bore into the wood, where they make flat cavities

just beneath the bark, which often cracks at such places,

letting the "sawdust" out, and thus showing where the borers

are. The following year the borer makes a regular tunnel

into the wood of the tree, and finally gnaws out to the bark

only a thin layer of which it leaves in place. Having thus

prepared a means of escape for itself, it goes back in its tunnel

a short distance, turns so as to face outward, and changes to

a pupa, from which the following June or July the beetle

escapes, follows the tiuinel to its end, and, gnawing away the

thin layer of bark, begins its life outside the tree.

That this insect is capable of causing great damage is shown

by the fact that neglected trees are often completely girdled by

the tunnels of the borers, and are killed; and even those not

so seriously affected have their bearing power and general

vitality greatly reduced. Yet treatment for these insects is

simple, and takes but little time. In order to carry out this

treatment, it is first necessary to remove any borers already

in the tree; and this should be done in October, by searching

for "sawdust," and then locating and killing the borers either

with a knife or a pointed wire. Each tree should then be pro-

tected by wire mosquito netting, placed around the trunk so

that it will not touch the trunk except at the top, about two

feet from the ground, where it should fit tightly enough to

prevent the beetle from crawling down inside. The wire

should form the surface of a cone, the trunk coming up through

its center, while the lower edge of the wire should enter the

ground. With wire so placed, and with no holes in it, the

beetles are unable to reach the lower part of the trunks on

which to lay their eggs; and rather than lay them higher up

they will in most cases leave such trees, and, crossing the line
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fence, attack the unprotected trees of neighbors. Such a pro-

tection will not only keep out borers for several years before

it gives out, but will protect the trees in winter from the attacks

of mice and rabbits, while also permitting light and air to

reach this portion of the trunk.

During the fall months the fruit grower frequently finds

certain parts of the limbs of his fruit trees more or less cov-

ered with a white wool, beneath which investigation shows

the presence of large numbers of small plant lice (Schizoneura

lanigera Haus.). These lice suck the sap from the tree, and

locate, if possible, where the bark has been broken or rubbed,

it being easier at such places to reach the sap than elsewhere.

This insect is not usually a serious pest in Massachusetts; but

as it also works on the roots and may do considerable injury

there, its presence on the branches is an indication that the

roots may also be suffering, and should be examined. To do

this, the soil should be carefully removed till enough of the

roots is exposed to determine their condition. If the lice are

present, the earth should be removed down to the upper roots

for a distance of two feet from the trunk in all directions, and

this area well saturated with 15 per cent kerosene emulsion.

The earth should then be put back, and the emulsion left to

work through the ground to the lice.

In August and September caterpillars of various kinds feed

on the apple leaves, often in clusters, and are quite conspicu-

Fig. 7.— Yellow-necked apple-tree caterpillar : a, caterpillar,

showing characteristic position when disturbed; b, adult

moth ; c, cluster of eggs, natural size ; d, side view of one
egg, much enlarged.

ous because of their bright colors. One of these is the yellow-

necked apple-tree caterpillar (Datana ministra Dru). When

disturbed this caterpillar lifts both ends of its body at right
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angles to its middle, assuming a very characteristic attitude.

After feeding till full grown, the caterpillars enter the ground

and pupate, the moths appearing the following summer.

In some cases another kind of caterpillar having similar

habits, and known as the

red-humped apple-tree cat-

erpillar (Schizura concinna

S. & A.), is met with, also

feeding in clusters. Of
this, too, there is but one

brood a year, the moths

flying in midsummer.

Such caterpillars as these cause much more apprehension

than is necessary. Their habit of feeding in clusters makes

it easy to remove them by hand; or if for any reason this is

impossible, spraying the portion of the tree they are on with

arsenate of lead will quickly destroy them. But the size of

the clusters and the rapidity with which they will strip a limb

are often the cause of much anxiety

to fruit growers who are not familiar

with them.

One of our abundant apple pests

is the bud moth (Spilonota ocellana

Schiff.)- Though its work is gener- Fig. 9. — Moth""of red-humped

ally little noticed, it blighted about
apple-tree caterpillar.

10 per cent of the fruit buds at Amherst last spring, besides

many of the leaf buds, thus causing a large reduction of the

crop, which was almost entirely unappreciated, the blossoms

failing to develop.

The tiny moths of this insect measure less than an inch

across the expanded wings. They appear in June and July,

and lay their eggs on the leaves, generally singly. About a

week later the eggs hatch, and the little caterpillars attack the

leaves they are on, feeding on the epidermis of one side and

the inside cells only, leaving the veins and other surface entire.

Each caterpillar also forms for itself a little tube of silk, usually

along the midrib of the leaf, and uses this as its home, leaving

it to feed, but returning to it when disturbed. As the cater-

pillar grows, this tube is enlarged till it may become nearly an

inch long.
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Feeding thus, the caterpillar lives and grows till late in

August or into September, the parts of the leaves which have

been more or less skeletonized in this way turning brown and

becoming noticeable. Late in September or in October,

however, the caterpillar seems to realize that the leaf is no

place on which to remain longer. It accordingly travels to a

twig, where it seeks for some angle or corner, and here it en-

closes itself in a little web of silk in which to spend the winter.

When the buds begin to open in the spring, the caterpillars,

now about half grown, leave their winter nests, being about a

quarter of an inch long and dark brown in color. They pass

to the leaf and flower buds, in which they feed, consuming

the tender leaves or flower buds, and fastening them together

with threads of silk. A caterpillar rarely eats an entire leaf

or flower, but feeds for a time on one, then on another, thus

blighting much more than it actually consumes. Sometimes

it develops a burrowing habit, starting near the base of the bud

and working down in the pith of the twig, causing the death

of the entire tip of the shoot.

Those caterpillars which do not appear in spring till a little

later select well-advanced leaves, the stems of which they par-

tially cut off so that they wilt. Such leaves are then rolled up

on one side and held by silk threads. In these the caterpillars

live, and in feeding draw neighboring leaves close and fasten

them together, thus constructing small nests.

The caterpillars feed for nearly two months in the spring

before becoming full grown. When this condition has been

attained, pupation takes place, either in a partially rolled up

leaf, between two or three partially eaten leaves bound to-

gether with silk, or even on a leaf or twig, the cocoon in such

cases being covered with the woolly growth natural to the

smaller twigs or leaf stems. About ten days are spent in the

pupal stage, and then the moth appears, and eggs are laid for

another generation.

The importance of the bud moth as a pest has not been gen-

erally realized by most apple growers, as the estimates of the

crop made are usually either from the abundance of the blos-

soms or from the newly set fruit, and both of these come after

the attacks of the bud moth have caused the blighting of the

blossoms.
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To destroy the codling moth, we should spray at such a

time that the first meal of the tiny caterpillar shall be a poisoned

one. Similarly, to destroy the bud moth the spray should be

applied to the leaf and flower buds shortly before they open;

and as this is also a proper time to spray for certain of the

fungous diseases, besides aiding somewhat in the control of

the plum curculio, which is now paying altogether too much
attention to the apples, a spray of Bordeaux mixture and ar-

senate of lead, applied to the trees as soon as the buds are

beginning to open well, is necessary. Later in the season

the habits of the bud moth caterpillar are such as to make it

almost impossible to reach them, and this early spraying is our

only method of control' which is of much value.

Whether the Prophet Joel, when he wrote, " That which

the palmer-worm hath left, hath the locust eaten; and that

which the locust hath left, hath the canker worm eaten; and

that which the canker worm hath left, hath the caterpillar

eaten," referred to the canker worm of modern times, is un-

known; but there are many who can testify that at times the

canker worm has left nothing for the caterpillar to take. For-

tunately, the canker worms are rarely of much importance in

orchards which are carefully watched, and even when abun-

dant they can easily be held in check, because of certain pe-

culiarities of their life and habits.

Both the fall and the spring canker worm are found in Mas-

sachusetts, the former being probably the more common, at

least in the eastern part of the State. The caterpillar in both

species is what is com-

monly called an " inch-

worm; " in both it leaves

the tree when through

feeding, and changes to

the adult moth in the

ground ; in both the female

Fig. 10. — Fall canker worm: a, side view of moth IS without wingSJ in
single egg; b, top view of same ; e, egg mass, . , , 1 •

1

natural size ; f, full-grown caterpillar ; c, d, both the eggs are laid On
" ''• structural detaiK

the twigs of the trees; and

finally, in both the caterpillars feed at the same time of year.

Here, however, the resemblance ends.
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female moth ; c, d, structural details.

The fall canker worm (AlsophUa pometaria Harr.) appears

late in the fall, coming out of the ground; and the wingless

females crawl up the trees to the smaller limbs, where the eggs

are laid in clusters. In the spring these eggs hatch, producing

tiny "inchworms," which

feed on the leaves till

full grown, this condition

being reached in June.

They then crawl down

the tree or spin down

a thread to the ground,

where a few inches below the surface they pupate. Here they

remain till the approach of cold weather, when the insects,

now in the moth stage, leave the ground and pass to the trees

to lay the eggs for the generation of the following year.

In the case of the spring canker worm (Paleacrita vernata

Peck.) the moths do not appear in

the fall, but during the first warm
days in March and April; and, like

the others, the females crawl up the

trees to lay their eggs on the twigs,

and it is possible that a cluster of

freshly laid eggs of the spring canker

worm may be placed close beside a

cluster of eggs of the fall canker

worm which have been there all winter. The eggs of both

kinds will hatch at about the same time, however, and their

feeding will also be com-

plete at about the same

period ; but, while the

spring canker worm will

then remain in the

ground till the following

spring, the fall canker

worm will spend but a few months there, the winter being

passed in the egg on the twigs.

From the above it is evident that any treatment which will

prevent the wingless female from ascending the tree to lay her

eggs will be successful, and for this purpose sticky bands and

Fig. 12.— Spring canker worm:
a, full-grown caterpillar; b,

enlarged egg, and part of a
mass, natural size ; c, d, struc-

tural details.

Spring canker worm
b, female moth ; c, d, e, structural detail-

moth;
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metal deflectors are much used. It is essential that no space

should be left through which the insect may crawl above the

protector, and the bands must not be allowed to dry. For this

last reason tar and printer's ink, which were formerly much

used, are now being abandoned in favor of tree tanglefoot,

while the metal deflectors, which are hard to fit closely to ir-

regular trunks and frequently get out of order, besides being

quite expensive, are also disappearing.

The time at which the band should be applied depends upon

the species of canker worm for which it is used. As the fall

canker worm moth crawls up the trees in October and Novem-

ber, the bands should be put on about the first of October and

be kept sticky till about Thanksgiving time. For the spring

canker worm they should be applied about the first of March

and be kept in effective condition till the end of April.

In case the fruit grower is unaware of the presence of these

insects until they have begun their feeding on the leaves,

spraying with arsenate of lead will quickly check their ravages;

and, as the spraying for the codling moth will have been re-

cently made, both insects will be reached by the same appli-

cation.

During the present year the caterpillars of the hickory tiger

moth (Halisidota carycc Harr.) have been unusually abundant.

Their contrasting colors attract attention against a background

of green leaves, and their size when full grown is such that

they can consume a consider-

able amount of food. They

feed ordinarily on the hick-

ory, walnut, elm and other

shade and forest trees, but at

Fig. 14.— Hickory tiger moth. times ape ^fa abundant ill

orchards, particularly on the plum trees. The moths appear

in June, but, as they fly only at night, are not often seen. The

eggs are laid in clusters on the under side of the leaves, and

the caterpillars at first feed together, but as they grow older

scatter in different directions and often to other trees. They

become full grown in September, and then seek for sheltered

places, where they spin their cocoons in which to spend the

winter and following spring till it is time for the moths to appear.
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The presence of the caterpillars of this insect is not often of

any great importance; but when they become so abundant as

to defoliate a tree to any great extent, it is well to check their

ravages either by a little hand picking or by spraying with

arsenate of lead, which will quickly destroy them.

The San Jose scale, codling moth, canker worms, bud moth

and several others of the insects already considered are as

likely to be found on the pear as on the apple, but the pear

psylla (Psylla pyricola Forst.) appears to depend almost exclu-

sively upon the pear for its food. This tiny insect, less than

a sixteenth of an inch long, and without colors to make it con-

spicuous, may be abundant in a pear orchard long enough to

make its presence seriously felt, and even to cause the death of

the trees, without its presence being suspected unless the

owner is on the watch for it. It was probably brought to

Connecticut from Europe on an importation of young pear

trees in 1832, since which time it has spread everywhere through

New England and as far west as Michigan and Illinois.

The insect passes the winter in the winged adult condition,

hiding under loose pieces of bark, in crevices, or anywhere it

can find protection. After a few warm days in spring the eggs

are laid, chiefly near where the leaves of the previous year had

been attached to the twigs, and in creases on the bark. The

eggs, which are orange yellow at first, are attached to the tree

by a short stalk, and are so small that eighty would need to be

placed end to end to measure an inch.

The length of time spent in the egg is dependent upon the

weather. If this be warm, the eggs may hatch in two weeks;

but if it be cold, the young may not appear for over a month.

When they do appear, however, they crawl to some suitable

place and begin to suck the sap from the tree, seeming to

prefer the angles between the leaf and fruit stems and the

twigs to which these are attached; and as larger numbers ap-

pear later in the season they "overflow" from these places to

the under side of the leaves and on the leaf stalks. While

feeding, the young produce quantities of a sweetish, sticky

fluid called "honey dew," which drops onto stems, leaves or

the ground beneath the tree, and gradually dries. Ants, wasps

and bees find this material much to their taste, and gather in
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large numbers to feed upon it. In some cases when the psylla

is particularly abundant such quantities of honey dew are pro-

duced that it falls like a fine rain, and in any case when it dries

it forms an ideal place in which a black, sooty fungus may

grow, and this gradually turns such places black, and gives

the leaves and twigs the appearance of having been covered

with soot. This fungus does not itself attack the tree, but

where it is present it and the honey dew close up many of the

openings through which the tree obtains its air, and thus in-

directly affect its health.

The young psyllas suck the juices from the tree, and molt

several times during their growth as their skins become too

small, and after about a month at one of these molts the adult

insect is produced. Egg laying for another brood now follows,

and the eggs hatch in eight or ten days, because of the warmer

weather which has now arrived. About a month later the

adults of this brood appear, and we may have as many as four

broods in Massachusetts before winter puts a stop to this

process.

The effect of the feeding of these little pests upon the tree

is to a large degree dependent upon their abundance. In gen-

eral, trees attacked fail to make much new growth, but remain

at a standstill. The quantity of fruit produced and its size

are also determined to some extent in this way, while in severe

cases the leaves turn yellow, the fruit drops from the trees when

partly grown, and many of the buds die. In one case, where

a pear orchard in the spring promised a yield of about twelve

hundred barrels, the actual yield was less than a hundred.

Numerous methods for the control of this insect have been

tested, but only one has given satisfaction, and this is kero-

sene emulsion. About the 15th or 20th of May, or as soon as

the leaves are well expanded and the young have begun their

work, one part of kerosene emulsion diluted with twenty-five

parts of water, applied with a nozzle which will give a fine mist,

has proved very effective against all the young psyllas it reaches;

and when a thorough application has been made at this time,

the later broods are so small that they may safely be neglected.

Where this treatment can be given soon after a heavy rain,

the results are better than is otherwise the case, the rain wash-
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ing off much of the honey dew, which, when it is abundant,

somewhat interferes with the best results of spraying in this

way.

Every one who has attempted to raise peaches has had an

unpleasant experience with the peach borer (Sanninoidea exiti-

osa Say); but few are aware that the adult of this borer is a

pretty moth so closely resembling a wasp that De Geer wrote

of it nearly a century and a half ago: "When I saw the moth

for the first time, I dared not take it with the naked hand, so

sure was I that it was a wasp."

These moths begin to appear about the tenth of July in

Massachusetts, but specimens are often observed as late as

September, indicating that different individuals appear during

quite a long period. They fly freely during the daytime, in

this regard departing from the habits of most moths, and

adopting those of the wasps they so closely resemble.

The eggs of the peach borer are laid during July, August

and perhaps in the early part of September, on the trunks of

the trees. As a rule, they are laid singly and on the lower two

feet, though in some cases they may be placed higher, and no

particular place is selected for their deposition. They hatch

in a week or ten days, and the borer at once works its way into

the bark, but seems to try to reach the base of the tree for this

purpose. During the fall it feeds on the inner bark till cold

weather approaches, when it becomes quiet either where it

fed or beneath a thin covering it prepares on the outside of

the bark near the ground. In the spring feeding is resumed,

and most of the borers become full grown in June. They

then leave the tree, and at its base spin brown cocoons within

which the borer changes to the moth, this change requiring

about three weeks. At the end of this period the end of the

cocoon is broken open and the moth escapes, leaving its empty

case behind.

The work of the borer in the tree is very noticeable after a

little time, quantities of gum being poured out from the wounds;

and the presence of this gum at the base of the trunk or else-

where is of itself sufficient to lead to the suspicion that borers

are at work there. In such cases the gum should be scraped

away, all splits or openings in the bark investigated with a
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knife, and any borers found in this way should of course be

destroyed.

Various methods for protecting the trees from this pest have

been tested with varying but usually unsatisfactory results,

and the best treatments now known are cutting out the borers

about the first of May, then mounding up the earth around

the trunk to the height of about eighteen inches early in June,

and leaving this mound till the end of September.

In just what way this mounding prevents the attacks of the

borer is unknown, but in such trees their numbers are greatly

reduced, and when combined with cutting out in the spring

excellent results are obtained.

But peach trees should not be the only ones watched for

this insect, as it also attacks plums and cherries; and these

also should therefore be examined every spring, and any borers

found in them be destroyed, to prevent the peach orchard

being annually restocked with this pest.

Every plant has its insect enemies, but, though the number

of these differs with different plants, in each case one or two

are of prime importance. It is probable that nine out of

every ten fruit growers, if asked to name the most serious foes

of the apple, pear, peach and plum respectively, would agree

upon the San Jose scale; and after this would select the cod-

ling moth for the apple, the pear psylla for the pear, the borer

for the peach and the curculio for the plum. Yet it is doubt-

ful if more than two or three of the nine persons making this

selection would know the adult plum curculio if they saw it.

Its small size, its inconspicuous colors and its habits combine

to aid it in escaping notice, but the work it does makes this

pest an important one.

The plum curculio (Conotrachelus nenuphar Herbst.) is a

small snout beetle, one of a group containing many important

pests, among them being the cotton boll weevil of the south.

It appears in early spring soon after the buds open, coming

from the protected hiding places in which it has spent the

winter months, and, flying to the plum trees, feeds to some

extent upon the tender leaves while waiting for the fruit to

grow. When this has taken place the beetles pass to the little

plums, and here and there deposit their eggs. This process
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is at least suggestive of the exercise of some intelligence. The

beetle, having selected the spot where an egg is to be placed,

attacks the plum at that spot with its snout, working this in

until a hole has been made, and at the bottom of the hole de-

posits an egg. This egg is very small and

also very delicate, while the flesh of the

plum at this time is very firm, and as the

fruit grows rapidly the hole would soon

close up and the egg would be crushed if

the process ended at this point. The cur-

culio appears to appreciate this, and to

prevent such a result at once proceeds to cut a slit like a cres-

cent in the plum close by the egg. The flesh of the fruit be-

tween the hole and the slit is in this way so far cut off from

the remainder of the plum that instead of remaining hard it

wilts and becomes soft, and in this way all pressure and con-

sequent crushing of the egg is prevented. After an egg has

thus been deposited and protected from destruction the beetle

moves off to repeat the process elsewhere, each female laying

from 50 to 100 eggs.

The eggs hatch in a week or so, and each little grub thus

produced works into the plum till it reaches the stone, around

which it feeds until it has reached its full size, which usually

requires about three weeks. During this period the puncture

and slit on the surface have nearly always become at least

partly covered by gum which has escaped from these places,

the gum accordingly marking where the curculio has been at

work; while the feeding of the grub around the stone very

often injures the plum so that it falls off at about this time.

This dropping of infested plums is very convenient for the

grubs in them, for when these are full grown they generally

find themselves on the ground with the fruit, which they now

leave, working their way into the soil a short distance, where

they pupate and after about a month reappear, now as the

adult beetle. If the plum has not fallen the same thing hap-

pens, except that the grub falls alone instead of inside the

fruit. How the adult beetles pass the fall is not known, but,

as they are not noticed on the trees at this time except perhaps

for a few belated individuals of the first brood, it is not prob-
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able that they are doing much injury except where they punc-

ture apples for food. When cold weather comes it seems

certain that they find hiding places to spend the winter.

During years when these insects are abundant, 70, 80 or

even 90 per cent of the plums may be destroyed or injured by

their attacks. Not satisfied with this, they puncture cherries

and apples also; and recently their work on the latter fruit has

become so marked that the plum curculio is now considered

quite an important apple pest. It lays its eggs in the fruit,

causing many apples to fall off early, and the beetles which

are produced in the summer also feed upon them, producing

unsightly blemishes which seriously reduce their value.

No one method of treatment will suffice for this pest. Spray-

ing with the arsenate of lead just before the blossoms open

gives good results, as the leaves, upon which the beetles feed

more or less while waiting for the fruit to form, will thus be

covered with poison. In the case of the apple this treatment

combined with Bordeaux mixture has already been advised

for the bud moth, so it is not in reality an addition to the treat-

ments. A second spraying after the blossoms fall should also

be given, and has already been advised for the control of the

codling moth; and the second spraying for this pest will also

help control the curculio.

It is very possible, however, that these treatments may be

only partially successful because of rainy weather, and it is

often desirable to resort to the "curculio catcher." This is

practically a large frame covered with white cloth, placed be-

neath the tree, which is then suddenly jarred. During the

greater part of the day and even during the warm nights the

curculios fly quite freely, but for some reason they are very

sluggish early in the morning and about sunset. At such times

they will fall from a jarred tree without taking flight, and may
easily be gathered from the cloth beneath and crushed.

As many of the grubs fall to the ground in the fruit, and all

of them enter the ground to pupate, fowls and hogs permitted

to run through the orchard, as was suggested for the apple

maggot, will destroy large numbers of these insects; and spray-

ing, jarring and the utilization of these animals will, taken

together, be an effective check upon the ravages of the plum

curculio.
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The fruit grower who examines his trees during the winter

months will frequently notice a dead leaf still adhering to

some twig, and this should at once arouse his suspicions that

insects are present. Sometimes the leaf is one which has for

some reason retained its normal attachment to the tree; but

Fig. 16.— White-marked tussock moth: a, caterpillar; b, female pupa; c, male
pupa ; d, male moth ; e, same, wings spread ; /, female moth ; g, female moth
on cocoon ; h, egg mass with froth over it ; i, cocoons on tree trunk ; k, same,
showing females and egg masses also; all slightly enlarged.

an examination will usually show that it has been fastened in

its position by silk threads, and that a cluster of eggs is also

present. If the eggs are in plain sight, they are probably those

of the old tussock moth (Notolophus antiquus L.). If only a

hard white crust shows, however, in which the eggs are con-

cealed, this is an egg cluster of the white-marked tussock moth

(Hemerocampa leucostigma S. & A.). Both of these insects

are quite general feeders, but are often found on fruit trees;
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and their egg clusters are frequently mistaken for those of the

gypsy moth.

The eo-gs of the white-marked tussock moth are laid in the

fall, often on twigs, but perhaps more frequently on the trunk

or limbs of the tree on the old cocoons from which the female

moths have escaped. The eggs are covered with a white

froth which rapidly hardens, forming a crust which entirely

conceals the eggs, but which is itself very conspicuous. The

winter is passed in this condition, the eggs hatch in the spring,

and the caterpillars feed upon the leaves until they are full

grown, this condition being reached sometime about the middle

or end of June. They now spin their cocoons on the trunk,

limbs or twigs, and in this stage remain for two or three weeks,

at the end of which time the moths escape.

The male moth is winged, and flies freely; but the female,

being wingless, remains on the cocoon from which she escaped,

and on this cocoon lays her eggs for a second brood, covering

them with white froth, and dies upon the completion of this

process.

The eggs thus laid soon hatch, and the caterpillars feed till

the middle of August, when they also form cocoons, from

which the second brood of moths escapes about the end of

the month. Egg laying then follows as before, but these eggs

do not hatch till the following spring.

The life of the old tussock moth is so similar to this that it

need not be outlined; but the caterpillar, though bearing the

tufts or tussocks which have given these insects their name, is

quite different, its color being more quiet and rendering the

insect less noticeable.

Destruction of the egg masses by hand is generally easy as a

method for the control of the tussock moths, and, as they re-

main on the trees from September until the following spring,

there is plenty of time available for their removal. If the

insects are first noticed while feeding, however, the sprays for

the codling moth should prove entirely efficient to hold them

in check, and it is only where negleet prevails that the tussock

moths are of much importance for any length of time.

Though eighteen insect enemies of our fruit trees have just

been considered more or less in detail, these form but a small
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part of the total number of the foes the fruit grower has to

meet. Nearly four hundred different kinds of pests may feed

upon the apple, while the pear, plum, peach and the other

fruit trees all have their share. That this alone should dis-

courage the fruit grower is but natural, but a little considera-

tion will show that each treatment is effective for several differ-

ent insects. Bringing these together, it becomes evident that

for the apple spraying with arsenate of lead and Bordeaux

mixture just before the blossoms open, again a little less than

a week after they have fallen and again about two weeks later,

should give a large measure of relief from most of the impor-

tant pests except scale insects; while for these one winter

wash of the lime and sulfur mixture thoroughly applied will

be sufficient to check the San Jose scale, and a mild soap wash

in June should accomplish the same result for the others.

And if it still seems as though the odds are against the fruit

grower in Massachusetts, we must remember that equally

serious foes, most of them the same, occur in the west, but do

not prevent the man who means business from raising his

fruit, shipping it to the east at high cost and selling it at high

prices. The Kansas, Iowa and Oregon fruit growers have

few advantages over those of Massachusetts; while the latter

have home markets, cheap freights, and a climate and soil not

excelled anywhere in the world for this purpose. The real

difference to-day is that the western fruit sold here and exported

is produced by business men who are in this business for every

cent it is worth, who apply business methods to every part of

their work, and who propose to furnish the finest fruit for the

highest prices. How long this shall continue depends entirely

upon the ability, energy and enterprise of the Massachusetts

farmer.

THIRD DAY.

The session was called to order at 10 o'clock a.m. by Secre-

tary Ellsworth, who introduced Mr. Warren C. Jewett of

Worcester as the presiding officer.

The Chair. I think you will all agree that we have had

a very successful meeting, and that every one of us has had

an opportunity to learn something about our business. I be-

lieve this morning's topic is perhaps one of the most impor-
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tant we have had, because I believe success upon the farm

depends as much upon our help as anything else. If we

have poor help, we certainly can't make much on our farms.

I take great pleasure in introducing Burton W. Potter,

Esq., of Worcester, who will speak on " The farm help prob-

lem."

Mr. Pottee. I think I have a very hard subject to handle,

and I haven't prepared what might be called an economic

address, padded with figures and phrases that are familiar

to every student of political economy. It is a practical sub-

ject, and I have tried to treat it in a practical way, and to

make some suggestions that we all would be able to follow,

in some measure at least, if we desired to do so.
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THE FARM HELP PROBLEM.

BY BURTON W. POTTER, ESQ., WORCESTER, MASS.

The scarcity of farm help during the past decade has seri-

ously affected the agricultural interest of this State. During

that time it has been no unusual occurrence for a farmer to

quit his business because he could not hire competent help at

the wages he could afford to pay. This state of affairs has

injured our agriculture. Sometimes when a farmer gives up

and moves away, his homestead becomes an abandoned farm

;

and if he continues to live upon his farm, but engages in

other business, it becomes an uncultivated farm, and deterio-

rates rapidly in value and fertility.

The scarcity of farm help also affects farming disastrously

in other ways. It retards farm improvements. The farmer

who finds it difficult to do his ordinary farm work with the

help at his command, is not likely to undertake the job of

cleaning his rough land of brush and stone. Drainage is

postponed. Brush cutting in the pasture and around the

fences is neglected. The buildings are not painted or re-

paired. Grain raising is curtailed. The horses and cattle

are neglected. The ability to raise good calves, lambs and

colts is becoming a lost art. The swine industry is waning.

The farmer is becoming tired and discouraged. And this

state of affairs is attributed in large measure to the scarcity

of efficient farm help. But it may be said you are begging

the question, as you have not shown that there is any scarcity

of farm help. I think it is a self-evident proposition to every

farmer who has been dependent the past few years upon hired

help. He knows that it has been impossible to secure capable

and intelligent help at any price. There being few native

Americans in the farm help market, lie lias been obliged to
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employ foreigners, wlio are unfamiliar with our methods of

farming and who cannot speak our language very well, if 'at

all. While this class of employees is well meaning in the main,

and to them we owe a debt of gratitude, for without them

we should have been devoid of help, — yet it has necessitated

the constant presence and direction of the employer. They

cannot be trusted alone, not because they are lazy or dis-

honest, but because they cannot understand instruction in

our language, and do not know how to do our work judi-

ciously without personal direction and supervision. With

many of them cleanliness is not considered a cardinal virtue,

so their employers in the house and in the field are subjected

to continual annoyance and inconvenience that would not be

incident to a superior class of help. Yet the scarcity of help

has compelled the farmer not only to put up with such in-

ferior labor, but to pay a high price for it.

This condition of things has gone on from year to year

until it has become a menace to the agriculture of the State.

It is surely a grave problem, and one that is closely bound up

with the whole farming problem. What caused it is easy of

demonstration. The cheap land and mild climate of the

southern and Pacific States, and the fertile soil and brilliant

agricultural prospects of the great west and Canada have in-

duced many of our young farmers to try their fortunes there.

The wonderful discoveries in the application of electricity to

the varied developments of human industry have called our

young men and women from the farm to service in the

electric car, the automobile and the telephone office. The

unparalleled development in this country of every kind of

industry known to modern civilization has furnished em-

ployment for thousands of our young people at higher wages

than our farmers could afford to pay. The centralization of

population, which is a marked characteristic of this" age, has

multiplied the inhabitants of towns and cities and lessened

the help upon the farm.

Another potent cause for scarcity of farm help is the lack

of children upon the farm. Our farmers are as guilty of

race suicide as any other class of our population. While the

farmer is about the only person in these times who can make
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his children pay their way with profit to him and advantage

to them, yet it is a lamentable fact that many young farmers

are found nowadays carrying on farms with the aid of few

children and sometimes with none.

These are the apparent causes for the scarcity of farm

help; but the real cause, after all, is found in the unprosper-

ous condition of our agriculture. The law of demand and

supply is as potent in agricultural life as in any other de-

partment of human industry. Legislation may modify and

retard the operation of this law, but this natural law is more

powerful and far-reaching than any legislative enactment.

It is always omnipresent, and we have to reckon with it at

every step upon the farm and in the shop. The prosperous

business always draws money and labor from the less pros-

perous business. A prosperous industry is constantly ex-

panding, and can afford to pay and does pay higher wages

than an unprosperous industry can afford to pay or does pay.

Labor goes where it is best paid, and consequently the farm

help seek employment in the industries that pay higher wages

than the farmers do. Perhaps laborers are foolish to quit the

country, with all its health and beauty, for employment in

dirty and crowded factories or in the turmoil of the marts

of trade ; but we must acknowledge that they do it, and that

they do it in search of higher wages.

When Prof. L. H. Bailey of Cornell University found that

one hundred and fifty-five pupils in that institution, who had

been brought up on farms, intended to take up their life

work in other occupations, he asked them why they proposed

to leave the farm. Sixty-two answered that they had left it

because farming does not pay ; fifty-four answered that they

had left it to escape too many hours of hard work each day

;

and twenty-six answered that they had left it for its lack of

social advantages. Very likely some of these young men will

find out when they come to earn a living away from the farm

that there are long hours, hard work and lack of social ad-

vantages in other occupations and will be glad to return to

farming; but we must admit that these opinions of young

people are influencing them to leave the farm for work else-

where.
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These causes account for the scarcity of farm help. Now,

what is the remedy ? Usually it does no good to talk of evils

unless we are prepared to suggest a remedy therefor.

In the first place, there is a scarcity of help, or has been,

in all branches of industry; and when the rush of business

that has prevailed for the past few years is retarded, labor

will be in less demand and it will be easier then to secure

farm help. But the permanent causes that produce a scarcity

of farm help should be removed, and then the farm help

problem will be solved. Then, let us consider some of the

remedies best calculated to cure the evils complained of.

The more attractive life is made upon the farm, the easier

it becomes to find help to live there. Among the things neces-

sary to make farm life attractive to the help are plenty of

good food and comfortable sleeping rooms. If there is not

enough to eat, and the sleeping rooms are cold, unfurnished

attics or dirty rooms over the woodshed, the help will shift

to another place in a short time. The untidy, lazy and

ignorant will frequently remain for a long time under these

conditions; but the help worth having will move on right

away. A merciful man is merciful to his beast ; and a merci-

ful farmer should be merciful to his hired help. He should

not lodge them in stuffy rooms, or require them to sleep on

dirty beds infested with microbes and bedbugs.

There is an occasional complaint on the part of farm help

that they are not treated well socially ; but from my experi-

ence as a hired man in early life and from my observation in

later years there is not much ground for this complaint. A
farming community is proverbially democratic, and the re-

spectable and intelligent farm help are on an equality with

their employers. They are usually allowed to sit at the

farmer's table; they work side by side with him and his

family ; they are welcomed at church and the town hall, and

they associate with the land owners of the neighborhood in

the grange circle and the farmer's club.

But I think there is just ground for the complaint that

farm help are often required to work too many hours per

day. Under present rural conditions it is difficult to carry

on a farm successfully with less than ten hours' work each
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week day; but ten hours' work is enough, and the farmer

who insists upon working his help more than that is con-

tributing to the scarcity of farm help and its degradation.

When a person at night is too tired to read or to think, and

drops immediately into senseless slumber, he is unfit on elec-

tion day to perforin the duties of a good citizen or on other

days to perform the duties of a good householder. The farm

laborer is justly entitled each day to a few hours for recrea-

tion and attention to his domestic affairs. It may be said

that he would not spend this time profitably if he had a

chance to do so ; but he has the right to the opportunity, and

history shows that he has generally improved the opportunity

when given the chance.

When the Agricultural Laborer's Union of England, under

the leadership of Joseph Arch, secured shorter days' work

for themselves, they soon became more intelligent and better

householders. Their gardens were better cultivated ; their

tenements were better furnished. Flowers began to blossom

around their cottage walls, the windows were neatly cur-

tained, books and papers appeared on their tables, and every-

thing inside and outside their dwellings indicated a marked

improvement in their social condition. And in this connec-

tion another remedy for the scarcity of farm help could be

found by the adoption here of the English system of cottages

for the farm help. There it is customary for the farmer to

have cottages upon his farm for the use of his help. This

secures him permanent married help. The male employees

work in the field, and their wives and daughters, being near

by, are frequently employed in the farmer's house. A gar-

den goes with each cottage, and long service on the same farm

is not an unusual occurrence.

In the report of the meeting of last year of the Lincoln

Agricultural Society in England, where prizes were offered

to farm and domestic servants for long servitude, there were

eleven competitors in the class for working agricultural fore-

men who had the longest record of service in one family or

their predecessors. William Brighton won the first prize,

with a record of fifty years' service; and three others won

second, third and fourth prizes, with records of thirty-eight,
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thirty-six and thirty-five years respectively. The class for

shepherds was won by four men who had served one em-

ployer for forty-seven, forty-one, thirty-eight and one-half

and thirty-five years respectively. In the class for married

men or widowers for long service there were nineteen com-

petitors, and the prizes were won by five men, who had served

respectively for fifty-four, fifty-three, fifty-one and one-half,

fifty and forty-eight years. I have never known of agricul-

ture being encouraged in this country by the offering and

awarding of such prizes, but no doubt prizes of this sort

would do as much for agriculture as many of the prizes that

are offered at our agricultural fairs.

The use of cottages for help serves another good purpose.

It allows the farmer's family to live privately by themselves,

and it lessens the labor of the feminine members of the fam-

ily. There is no more reason why the farmer's wife should

cook, wash and mend for the laborers on the farm than there

is for the merchant's wife to board and darn for the clerks

in the merchant's store. Of course the good farmer's wife,

like the good merchant's wife, is willing to board the help

when necessary, and many a one has in this way lent a help-

ing hand in building up her husband's fortune; but wdien

necessity does not demand the boarding of the help in her

home, she should be relieved of this burden and allowed to

look after the welfare of only her own household.

There are two other ways to solve the farm help problem

:

one way is for the farmers to transact their business with as

little help as possible ; and the other way is for them to in-

duce laborers to enter into and remain in their service in

preference to other employment. ISTow, farmers can easily

lessen the number of their help by the use of labor-saving

machinery. Good machinery wisely used will enable a

farmer to dispense with some hired help. True, good ma-

chines are expensive, but they are easily housed, and do not

go on strike at the least provocation. They do not object to

long hours, or ask for a day off every little while to visit the

city or village. They lighten the labor of their owner by

doing his hardest and most disagreeable work. They make

farming a more pleasant and scientific occupation than it
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was formerly. Every farmer should provide himself with a

full quota of such help. The hancl-labor system has had its

day, but it should now make way for the machinery system.

In these times farming can be made profitable and certain as

an industry only by the judicious use of the best and the

most improved farm machinery.

Another way to get rid of hiring help is to undertake to do

no more than we can do ourselves. This method has been

adopted by many farmers, but it has worked disastrously to

agriculture. A farmer with a few children can often manage

successfully a small farm without hired help; but the chil-

dren are used to some extent in lien of the hired help, and

they furnish no argument for the nonemployment of help.

Xo farm is small enough for one man alone to run profitably.

Two or more persons can work together to the best advantage

in many kinds of farm work. It is good economy to employ

as much help as can work to the best advantage in any kind

of business. To do less is to be penny wise and pound foolish.

Hence the nonemployment of necessary help is not a sat-

isfactory solution of the farm help problem. But it is

legitimate and often wise for a farmer, when hampered and

tormented by the scarcity of help, to change his methods in

a way to reduce the number of his employees. As less help

is required to raise live stock for meat products than for

dairying or grain raising, it might be advisable for a fanner

with suitable land to engage in meat production rather than

in grain and dairy production. The present price of meat is

high, and it is likely to remain high, and consequently it

might be well for many farmers to raise sheep and cattle

for meat production. By doing this, many a farmer might

diminish his help without any diminution of his income or

of the fertility of his soil. The poultry and fruit industries

also furnish promising fields for work without a great num-
ber of help.

Again, the scarcity of farm help could be lessened by the

payment of the same wages and the employment of the same

number of men all the year round. It is now the custom of

most farmers to employ more help and pay them more wages

in the summer than in the winter. This is not customarv in
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most other kinds of business, and for this reason help prefer

employment where they can earn the same wages at all sea-

sons of the year. Then, too, when help are thrown out of

employment on the farm in the fall and are compelled to

seek work elsewhere they are quite likely not to present them-

selves for employment on the farm the next spring. Farm-

ers should change their methods in this respect. The help

are obliged to incur the same expenses in winter as in sum-

mer, and to give their time in one season the same as in the

other, and there is no good reason why they should not have

the same pay throughout the year. By the adoption of di-

versified farming and the proper rotation of crops it is fea-

sible and not financially detrimental for the farmer to employ

his help at the same wages throughout the entire year. If

the farmers generally would plan to do this, they would find

it easier to get good help and help that would be more likely

to remain with them from year to year.

Then, again, much could be done to relieve the scarcity of

farm help by the proper education of the farmer's children.

Until recently it was thought by most people that educated

youth should seek a vocation outside the farm. It rarely

happened, but when a college-bred young man remained upon

the farm his action was regarded as an evidence of his lack

of ambition and aspiration for the best sphere of work. This

public belief has operated in the past and is operating now
to depopulate the farms of educated young people. Then,

too, we have believed so ardently in the value of education

that we have kept our children constantly in school to the

age of maturity, and thereby deprived them of learning the

details of farm work. The farmers of England declare that

unless children learn the details of farm work and the man-

agement of animals before they are fourteen, they never learn

them at all. They say that when the practice of youth is

neglected, the theory of later years is expounded in vain.

This belief actuates people who favor the teaching of agri-

culture in our public schools to insist upon having such

teaching begin when the pupils are young. The teaching of

agriculture in the public schools has been of great use in the

development of rural happiness and prosperity in Holland
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and other European countries. Such teaching has been be-

gun in this country, and it will surely spread until its benefi-

cent influence reaches every nook and corner of the land.

College-bred people are no longer ashamed to be known as

farmers. When farming becomes popular and profitable,

the children of farmers will be content to continue in the

vocation of their parents, and then the farm help problem

will be solved.

There is one other circumstance that will help to keep

laborers upon the farm, -— when they realize that the differ-

ence between farm wages and factory wages is not so great

as it seems to be. There are no trade unions among farm

laborers, and an extensive strike for higher wages among

them was never heard of. The reason for this is found in

the fact that the farm laborer is not affected, as is the laborer

in other occupations, by the high cost of living. The me-

chanic or industrial laborer is immediately affected by an

increase in the cost of living. He discovers at once that his

wages are insufficient to support himself and his family,

and his only refuge seems to be a strike for higher wages.

Farm help are not affected in this way. They board at the

farmer's table and room in the farmhouse, and therefore

they are not specially concerned about the price of milk or

the other necessaries of life. For this reason the wages of

farm help are really higher than they seem to be, and often

higher in reality than are paid to laborers in other pursuits.

The fair way to judge of the relative wages of employees is

to find out the surplus left at the end of the employment.

The farm hand who is " found " as a part of his compensa-

tion usually is able to lay away more of his wages than the

laborer who " finds " himself, though his wages " sound "

more in dollars and cents. And another thing to be consid-

ered is, that employment on the farm is more secure and

permanent in hard times than employment in other occupa-

tions. In such times, when industrial laborers are being

thrown out of work by the thousands, the good farm hand

has nothing to fear unless it be a reduction of wages, for his

services on the farm are needed in hard times as much as in

good times.
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I have said that the real cause of the scarcity of farm

help is the unprosperous condition of our agriculture, and I

will now say, by a parity of reasoning, that the real remedy

of the evil will be found in a prosperous agriculture. When
our agriculture becomes so prosperous that it will be popular

as a business, and will pay its employees as high wages as

any other industry pays, then there will be no scarcity of

farm help. We all like to be optimistic rather than pessi-

mistic in our views of agriculture, and therefore we have

tried to make ourselves believe that our farmers are prosper-

ous. If our agriculture was really prosperous, every well-

conducted farm in the State would return a fair profit on its

value. Does it ? Undoubtedly many of our farms that are

favorably situated near large towns and cities, where fruit

and garden truck are raised, do bring in a fair profit on their

value; but a great majority of the well-managed farms of the

eastern States do not return a fair profit on their value.

This shows that the agricultural conditions here should be

improved. Some of the unfavorable conditions are natural

and some of them are artificial. Our small fields and rocky

hillsides have not been able in the past to compete success-

fully in grain and live stock raising with the large fields

and fertile soil of the west, but these unequal conditions are

growing more equal every year. The fertility of the western

land is being gradually worked out of it. The Avestern farmer

can no longer pasture his cattle free of charge on government

land. He now has to raise his grain and feed his stock on

high-priced land, and consequently the eastern farmer is able

to compete with him on more equal terms than formerly.

The time is coming when beef, mutton and pork can be pro-

duced in New England as cheaply as in the west. The un-

favorable natural conditions of the east are slowly growing

better. The unfavorable artificial conditions handicap the

eastern farmers, but the remedy is in their own hands. They

must lower the freight charges for short hauls on our rail-

roads. They must cease to produce nothing but milk on their

farms. They must see to it that the tariff laws and the laws

of taxation give them an equal chance with other industries.
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They must not permit themselves to be longer exploited by

middlemen, but should sell the products of their farms di-

rectly to the consumers, either individually or through co-

operative associations.

In 1869 General Butler, in an address before the "Worces-

ter Agricultural Society, said :
" Xo association of men have

ever undertaken to aggregate their capital for the purpose of

increasing the profits of agriculture. Xo act of incorpora-

tion was ever asked or granted by the Legislature to raise

corn, or wheat, or potatoes. Therefore it is, that, while every

other human pursuit has been aided by association and very

largely by legislation, nothing has been or can be done by

law specifically to aid the farmer, or generally, except to

protect him, his property, his earnings and his rights."

Since then the farmers of Massachusetts have availed them-

selves of the advantages of association by the establishment of

co-operative creameries and cheese factories, of neighborhood

telephones and milk-producing associations.

There is a corporation at Greenfield dealing in sheep and

cattle ; there is a corporation at Leominster that is raising

and selling seed potatoes ; another at Montello engaged in

breeding pure-blooded cattle ; and also a successful farmers'

mutual fire insurance company. There is a movement on

foot to form cow-testing associations among the dairymen of

the State, and another for the production and distribution of

agricultural products. We should imitate the agricultural

and legislative methods of the wise and thrifty Danes, who

are now leading the world in progressive and profitable agri-

culture. They have learned the necessity and the value of

co-operation, and conduct their agricultural affairs on co-

operative principles.

When our agricultural conditions here have been im-

proved to such a degree that every well-conducted farm will

return a fair profit on its value, then people will abandon

other pursuits to engage in farming, and laborers will seek

employment on farms in preference to employment else-

where ; and then our " farm help problem " of to-day will be

ancient historv.
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Mr. F. A. Bliss (of Kelioboth). I claim that there is no

one thing that damages ns more in this labor question than

the drink habit. Does the lecturer know of any remedy \

Mr. Potter. That is a question that has been asked for

a great many years, and nobody has ever been able to solve

it. There is no question in my own mind but that the sale

of intoxicating liquor is the greatest curse in the country,

but it is a hard matter to handle.

Question. Have you knowledge of agencies which supply

Italian labor for farms, and have you had opportunities to

observe the record the Italians have made ?

Mr. Potter. I never have employed Italians on the farm.

I have had them for other work and they worked very in-

dustriously. We had no trouble with drinking, or anything

of that sort. I hear some of them are especially good for

garden business.

Mr. C. W. Mann (of Methuen). I have had a good deal

of experience with Italians the last fifteen years. My busi-

ness has been farming, but not altogether. I have been some

years in outside work, and my acquaintance with Italian

laborers began, as one of the commissioners, with putting

in town water works. I used the same help on my farm, as

far as I could, in clearing and reclaiming land and clearing

out Avails, and such work. At times I have had from twenty

to fifty Italians for a few days. The ordinary Italian is

an honest, faithful laborer, and will do more hard work with

the pick and shovel in a month than almost any man you

can hire for that work. If you want him to drive a horse,

sometimes he can turn round with it, if it is a two-wheeled

cart. In the last fifteen years I have employed perhaps a

thousand different Italians. I have known them by name

and talked with them to some extent in their own language,

because you cannot handle them to the best advantage unless

you get a little acquainted with them. But among that thou-

sand I had one who was a good teamster ; he would drive a

team as well as any American I have seen. With this

exception, I have never seen one you could trust away from

your sight and away from another driver. The only way I

could use one was to have two teams, one with an American
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driver who understood it, and the other could follow him
around.

But as for doing any ordinary farm work, the same as you

tell a hired man, " Here, John, you go out and do that job

to-morrow, while I am away," and expect to come home and

see it just as you wanted it,— well, if you know how to tell

an Italian how to do that, he will do it, but if you don't, you

will find your parsnips banked up, instead of the celery.

They will do the work, but will do the wrong thing, perhaps

;

and generally when you think they understand you they don't,

but they always say, " Yes, yes," and will go to work and do

something, and ten to one it is just the opposite of what you

told them. If you tell them to pile something up here,

they will go and pile it up just the other side, where

you don't want it ; and a good deal of it is because of the

difference in the languages. In our language we put the

horse in front of the cart, but in their language it is the other

way,— the cart is in front of the horse ; and until we get

some little idea of their language and customs and manner,

there are apt to be misunderstandings. If you want to send

a man out to cut down a tree, you don't want to send an

Italian, because the only safe place for an Italian with an

axe is on a muck meadow. But for drainage or digging

stone or trucking stone, or laying stone, any rough farm work

of that kind, that you can't stop to do yourself or have your

more intelligent help do, you can pick up a gang of them,

you can put them in a house on your place, if you have one,

or a shanty, or if you haven't, they will build one them-

selves with a few boards and a little old tin, and a cook stove,

and they will do any kind of work ; and it is the only way I

know of, with the present condition of labor. If I wanted

one of them to run a mowing machine for me, or wanted

him to run a horse-power on the farm, he couldn't do that.

You can't expect anything of them any more than you would

expect of a team ; but they will do what they do know nicely

and faithfully, and when you find one that won't, you can

do as you would with any other man, let him go, — unless he

has a brother who is very good, and you have to keep the two

to keep the good one. I have often had that worked on me

:
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a man I felt I couldn't spare would come up with some

second-class brother or cousin, and I would have to give him

a job, or lose the good one, — like city politics. One big

fellow, six feet tall, and weighing about two hundred, a

first-rate workman, had a little, insignificant brother whom

I never liked the looks of; he demanded a place for him, and I

let them go. Well, they got a place together, and the last

I heard of him he had used a knife as he ought not to, and

had to get out, I never have had that trouble, although one

day one of them, who had been eating an apple and using

his knife, hit another fellow in the cheek with it. He didn't

mean to, and ran two miles to tell me, because he was afraid

they would be after him. I kept him in a different gang for

a few days, and the matter blew over, and they were two of

the best men I ever had. One of them worked for me six or

seven years, and when he went home he drew out a thousand

dollars to take with him. Instead of standing over them with

a whip, help them along and show them how ; but don't ever

try to show an Italian how to build a fire. I was clearing up

a lot of wood one time, and had a lot of green brush to burn.

I tried to show them how to make a success of it, and they

went at it and showed me how. It is really a difficult thing

to take a lot of green brush and burn it clean, and they will

do it every time.

The conditions that govern the lecturer are entirely differ-

ent with me in my location, and so is it with all. I judge

his business is largely dairying, while I keep but one cow.

Perhaps a man with a lot of cattle can keep the same help

all the year round, or a greenhouse man; but the ordinary

farmer, who raises his hay and garden crops, more of a farm

garden than a market garden, can't keep the same help the

year round. At times in the summer I have anywhere from

fifty to a hundred in the morning, picking berries. I can't

keep those more than a few hours for a few days. In the

weed season I may have twenty men for a little while; in the

winter I have no use for them. We have to go to the city

and pick up what we can find.

Mr. Augustus Pratt (of North Middleborough). I have

been very much interested in this lecture. There were some
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hints thrown out which I think it wise for us to adopt. Eor

instance, he spoke of not requiring our help to work over

ten hours. Now, where our factories work their help eight

hours or nine hours, how can we farmers expect our hired

men to work twelve or fifteen hours, or twelve hours, even?

I don't want any of my men to work over ten hours under

any conditions whatever. I want it planned so ten hours of

faithful labor covers the whole time I expect of them.

Then there is another point, — that we should have houses

where we could make homes for them, where they could raise

their families, for that makes a man interested in your busi-

ness. Where he considers he is located, and going to stay

with you, he is interested to help your farming along. I

know that by experience. I have a man that has worked for

me up to last year seventeen years, and he lived in my house,

and he was interested in the family and my business. He
was interested to have things go along well, and when an-

other man came there to work he was interested to get a fair

day's work from him.

And then there is another thing, — prompt payment should

be considered. Any man that works six days for me, at the

close of Saturday night I want that man to have his money;

whether he has worked the full week or not, I mean to square

up with him, and not owe him a day after Saturday night.

That gives him an opportunity to spend his money, or put it

in the bank, or do what he pleases ; and I think he is better

satisfied if he can have his pay promptly, and knows he is

to have it then, so he can arrange his affairs and pay his bills

at the close of the week.

Another point the lecturer brought out very clearly, —
that in this scarcity of labor we should do all we possibly can

with farm implements, machinery, new inventions, wher-

ever we find those that are good. I haven't used a sulky plow

until this last season. I thought it was more of a lazy man's

machine than a good farmer's ; but I find I am ashamed of

myself to say that I didn't have it twenty years ago, for it

does better and more rapid work. But other implements I

have seen fit to take, the manure spreader and many others

of the improved implements, as they came along. I consider
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it is money well invested. I think we should do all we
possibly can with machinery.

I think that it is wise for us to treat our help well in all

cases. I believe that if you agree to pay a man so much per

week, or per year, or per month, whatever time you hire

him for, it is better for you to pay him a little more than is

due any time, than to show any disposition to dock him. I

have always found it to my advantage, if I have a fair stock

of potatoes or vegetables of any kind, or milk, or anything,

to once in a while make a man a present of some one of these

products of the farm. It encourages him ; he feels as though

you had an interest in him; and I have found it profitable

to do that.

Another thing, — I believe it is better to pay pretty good

wages. In our gypsy moth work, where we employed from

two to three or four hundred men a day, we found it a great

deal more satisfactory where we had a good man. The work

that a good man did we called a great deal more profitable

to the State than some cheap help ; and I think it is so in

every case, — that a farmer can get better work by paying

a good, fair price, and having your man interested in your

farm work. You will gain rather than lose, for I believe

you will lose if you hire cheap help. I don't believe in what

I just heard the gentleman say about the Italian help here.

I don't believe it is help I want on my farm. I believe I

would rather pay a higher price for my help than to expect,

when I have told a man to do thus and so, to go home and

find it done just the opposite, in some other way. I would

rather have a man do what I told him to do, and I believe

we have help that will do that ; and I believe if we use them

well they will use us well.

How to make the help more plenty, I don't know. I am
located in a manufacturing town, where the men can go into

a shoe factory and make three, four and in some cases five

dollars a day; but then, to offset all this, for days they are

out of the factory, the factory is running only six hours or

seven hours, the factory is not running full time, shut down

to take account of stock, or to wait for orders, and those men

are standing idle. They don't in the end save much more

money than the man working on the farm at a less price.
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Mr. II. G. ^Vortii (of Nantucket). Perhaps I can add a

trifle in regard to Italian labor. I have had in my employ

several hundred Italians for railroad construction. The Ital-

ians, like people of other nationalities, vary very much. I

find that the southern Italians in coming to this country are

unused to working ; they are small men, and very poorly fed,

and it takes them some time to learn how to use a pick and

shovel ; whereas the Italians coming from the north of Italy,

as a rule, are pretty well up in ordinary operations such as

I was engaged in, about as they would be in farming; they

are larger men, stronger men, and do much more, and I think

every one of them would be equal to one and a half or two

of the Neapolitans. I think the Italian laborer equal to the

German, the Swiss, the Irishman or the Dutchman. Of

course he cannot speak the language, but I consider him as

good and agreeable as any other.

Mr. Austin. I had some twelve years' experience with

the Italians, as many as one hundred and fifty at a time, and

I agree with the former speaker in regard to them. If you

can get the north of Italy Italians, they are all right. The

most of mine came from Lombardy, and I found they knew

a great deal about farming, although they were not much for

teamsters. They were the best men that I ever had for car-

ing for stock, and for grubbing, opening up a piece of land,

or anything of that sort, they had no equal. I had these men
for twelve years, and in that way I became quite familiar

with their language, so I obviated in a great measure the

trouble of having them do directly the opposite of what I

wanted them to do. But if you get the class of Italians that

land here in large numbers from Naples, you will get a very

inferior set of men. They are the ones that go round with a

hand organ, trying to get a living with the least possible

work. But my experience with Italian labor has been very

satisfactory indeed, and I would advise any one who can get

a good Italian from the north of Italy, to get him, and I

believe as soon as you can make him understand what you

want, you will be perfectly satisfied with his labor. He is

one of the most conscientious laborers we have ; and, although

when they arrive they are a suspicious class of people, as

soon as you win their confidence they trust you implicitly.
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I remember the last I had I had a year, and when they left

I was owing them each $3 GO, so it shows what confidence they

will have in you after they become acquainted with you.

Professor Shaw. I was greatly interested in the paper

given by Mr. Potter, which I think was ably handled. The

same difficulties confront us in the west, but I think to a less

extent than with you people here in Massachusetts. Labor

probably is not quite so scarce with us as it is with you, but

it is difficult to get enough of labor ; in fact, it is so difficult

that a good many farmers who are grain growers are trying

to do without labor almost altogether, and to do their work

themselves by the aid of such machinery as they can intro-

duce.

There was one point that he raised, that I think is one of

great importance, and probably does more than almost any-

thing else to drive the right class of labor away from the

farm, and that is, employing the laborer for six to eight

months in the year and allowing him to go idle during the

remaining portion of the year. It isn't fair to expect any

class of men to spend their time in working for us six to

eight months of the year and going idle the other four.

There may be some callings that necessitate that to a certain

extent, and I think fruit growing has been mentioned as one;

but isn't it a possible thing to combine fruit growing and

dairying, or to combine two interests, so that the man who

comes to work on the farm, or to engage in agriculture, will

have employment for twelve months instead of eight ? Let

us remember this difficulty ; and I think it must be remedied

before the labor question will be upon a proper basis.

In one respect the labor problem is worse in the west than

here. One-half the State of Minnesota, and I might say all

of North and South Dakota, are devoted entirely to the grow-

ing of grain ; and the men who do that only are occupied only

four or five months of the year, and employ hired help only

during that time, and the rest of the year don't hire help or

do any kind of fanning. They get the railroads to bring

men in by the thousands, I might say tens of thousands.

They help reap the grain, and then their farming is done.

Secretary Ellsworth. I think farmers furnishing cheap
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cottages on their farms for men with families would go a

long way towards solving this problem. There are thousands

of young men in cities working in stores who are discouraged

because they are not any more than getting a living, and they

and their families would be much better off out on a farm.

The Italian laborer has been talked about. I know some-

thing about him, and my experience has been something like

Mr. Worth's. I have found some of them almost indispen-

sable. They will do the rough, hard work, and more of it,

and are glad to do it. Of course you need a foreman to watch

out and see that they do their work right. I want to ask the

lecturer if he doesn't think it an advantage for the farming

community to put up rude sheds, and ask the Italians to

come and occupy them ? They will come, for they like to

get in together ; where a number of them can get into one of

these little rude buildings, they will stay with you, and they

will do a whole lot of hard work, providing you have a good

foreman to lead off, or lead them yourself. Don't you think

it is a wise thing to get the Italian labor out into the country ?

The fertility of our soil is not exhausted ; it needs work ; it

needs plowing; it needs harrowing; it needs fertilizing.

Mr. Potter. I like to see things around the farm look

artistic and beautiful, and shouldn't like to see a lot of old

shanties put up that would mar the looks of the place. But

if you can find some place to locate them, I think it might

be a good thing.

Prof. Wm. P. Brooks (of Amherst). I happen to know

one successful market gardener whose practice, I think, illus-

trates exactly what is necessary to solve the farm help prob-

lem. It is, of course, fundamentally necessary that the

business be profitable, so that the farmer may afford to pay

good wages. This man employs perhaps thirty or forty men
in the summer, and perhaps from twelve to sixteen in the

winter, and keeps usually about twelve working horses. He
provides cottages for the men he keeps the year round, and

when one of them has been with him a good while, and ex-

presses a desire to get married, wanting a family life, he

allows him to put up a house himself and pay for it him-

self on the farm. He pays good wages ; he doesn't give them
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an easy time ; he isn't inefficient in any way ; he is capable of

knocking a man down who goes to him with any insulting

words, as I know he has done within a year or two, with a

single blow from the shoulder ; and he has eleven hours as a

day's work, which is common, I think, among the market

gardeners in this vicinity. But his foreman has been with

him more than twenty years, as I know; and he has another

man in his employ who has been with him I don't know how

long, who never collects much money, but who allows his

employer to put it into the bank for him, and I wouldn't

venture to say how many thousand dollars he has laid up

there. Now, this man keeps these men because he treats

them fairly and generously, manages them efficiently and

pays them good wages ; and if he has an exceptionally profit-

able year he pays them something extra, -—
• lets them share

in the profits. He gives his permanent men turkeys Thanks-

giving and Christinas. As for this man who has been in his

employ so long, a native of Ireland, he said to him a year

ago this time :
" Now, Mike, you have lived with me a long

time; you have an old father and mother and relatives in

Ireland; wouldn't you like to go home and stay through the

winter ? If you do, I will pay your passage." And the man
said he didn't want to go. He trusts this man, — that is

another thing, — he makes him responsible for certain things.

To illustrate how this man looks at it, he trusts him with

looking after the celery he raises, perhaps thirty acres, I

think, and this Irishman is responsible for the ventilation

and protection from frOst, and so on. This happened within

a year or two, that the people were having a dance, and the

Irishman had gone ; it was a pretty cold night, and the owner

along about midnight went out to look at the celery pits, and

he thought they needed to be closed up a little more than

they were, and so he closed them. The next morning the

Irishman said to him :
" Didn't you tell me to look after the

celery ? You moved the ventilators last night ; I don't want

you to do that." In this way this man has no trouble with

farm help.

How to make farming profitable,— that is the keynote to

the situation. That isn't a cniestion
?
of course, which I can
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settle here. I don't think it will be in competing with

Michigan or Minnesota in raising wheat at the present, but

the way will appear with fuller knowledge of conditions.

Many of our farmers are doing business in a little, pedagogue

sort of way. They are trying perhaps to keep their help

busy all the year round, and they have a little of this and a

little of that, and do not carry on any branch of farming on

a scale large enough so it can really be made very profitable.

What would you think of a man in these days, who, in the

shoe business, should try to work and keep himself busy the

year round in a little shop, such as many of you can remem-

ber, doing all the work himself, perhaps cobbling for his

neighbors in addition ? You would know he never would

become rich in that line of business. Conditions have

changed absolutely. Every farmer of us has got to seek a

location offering natural advantages for some branch of farm-

ing or gardening or fruit raising, and then, having found a

location, or if the location has been selected for him, having

studied the situation and found out what the locality is

suited for, then go into some specialty intelligently, studying

carefully, finding out all there is to know about it, and then

organizing in such a way as to do the business on a consider-

able scale. On these lines farming can be made much more

profitable than it is under present conditions.

I don't fully agree as to the impossibility of our raising

grain or making meat. I think it could be done. I know we
can purchase land with buildings in many cases at prices

which will make it possible to carry on even the lines of busi-

ness which have been referred to with a fair degree of profit.

The price of the land here, plus the cost of all the improve-

ments necessary to make it possible to do the business on a

large scale, according to lines Professor Sanborn is advocat-

ing, — the original cost plus the cost of getting out the rocks

and stumps and burying the stone walls, and drainage, etc.,

— will not equal the cost of land in the west. And other

conditions than simply the natural fertility in the soil de-

termine the possible profits. Climate is an important fea-

ture, and we have a better climate here than in the west. The

rainfall along any latitude increases steadily from the At-
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lantic seaboard westerly; and I have the testimony of no

less prominent a man than Professor Smith of the Experi-

ment Station in Michigan, who visited Amherst just about

a year ago this time, that our corn fields are superior, much

superior, he said, to anything that he had seen in Michigan.

It is a mistake to believe that our soils are exceptionally poor.

Our soils are strong, and they can be cleared and fitted for

work by machinery upon a large scale at a cost which will

make the business profitable.

I do not believe, however, as I said a moment before, that

we shall engage in raising wheat or even oats in most sec-

tions to any great extent ; for we have to consider, as every

party does, what is profitable, and in most localities some

other line probably will be more profitable than grain rais-

ing or meat production.

The speaker expressed the idea that we ought to raise our

grain ; but it is a question for every farmer, who has a cer-

tain amount of land and a certain amount of labor, to settle

for himself, — Shall I raise grain, or had I better raise

potatoes ? And he will decide the question upon the basis

of his judgment as to which will give him the most profit,

and I believe in the majority of instances it will be the pota-

toes, certainly, rather than wheat or oats.

Massachusetts farming has been discouraging to many, no

doubt, and no doubt will be in the future ; but along the line

of a more careful study of conditions and in the adaptation

of the business to the location I believe there is an oppor-

tunity for as great a profit in agriculture here as in any sec-

tion of the country. And I not only believe it, I know it,

because I know men all over the State who are making the

business extremely profitable.

Mr. W. W. Rawson (of Arlington). The subject of farm

help is something that has been troubling a great many for

the last few years, although it has never troubled me. But

I have gone at it in rather a systematic way, perhaps, to

remedy the trouble; that is, keeping nearly all my help the

year round, furnishing houses for them to live in near the

place or on the place. I have sufficient houses to keep all of

them, if I wanted to, for I have over fifty houses, although I
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haven't over fifty men at the present time ; still, about fifteen

live in my houses. The men who live in those houses, many
of them, have at the present time houses of their own. They

have bought land and I have loaned them money to build a

house, they have built the house and brought up a family,

paid for the house and own it themselves, and live in it with

their family, and work for me. I have had some twenty or

thirty men who have been with me from fifteen to thirty-

five years, and those men never ask me what they are going

to get, or what I am going to pay them, at all. I hired forty-

five men last Saturday night, and only five of them asked

me what I was going to give them for this winter ; didn't

say a word about it to me ; and they haven't for years. So,

of course, you have got to get the confidence of your men.

Not long ago I valued the estate of one man who worked

for me thirty-nine years, and he left ten thousand dollars

clear, three good houses, two tenements each. He had saved

that amount of money, and brought up five children,— an

economical kind of man, couldn't read or write ; he could

count his money all right, when he got it, but couldn't tell

anything about the figures at all.

I pay my men once a month. Now, I don't believe in pay-

ing them once a week, at all. The class of men I hire are

mostly Irishmen, and they do like their beer and drink ; and

the oftener you pay them, the oftener they will drink, and

if a man won't work for me and take his pay once a month,

he can't work for me. And those who work for me say it is

a good deal better. " I pay my rent, and if I have a little

bill, I go and pay it, and if I have got anything left, I have

got it." Getting paid Saturday night is apt to interfere with

Monday's work, and Monday is my biggest day the year

round, and for that reason I want my help all there. Of

course last Monday I didn't have quite all of them ; being

the end of the month, you know, some of them felt a little

good on Sunday, and they weren't all around on Monday;

perhaps two or three were missing, but of course out of forty

or fifty you wouldn't mind that much. I have some in New
Hampshire. I started a little farming up there, six farms

together, three hundred and fifty acres, a few years ago, and
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am trying to see what I can do. I am keeping a couple of

thousand hogs, and perhaps can get the place so I can raise

something by and by. And up there I have more trouble

with help than down here, because they don't want to go so

far away from the city. I have more trouble than I do with

all the help here, and I have fifteen up there and lots of times

I have a hundred here.

The question of pay on the farm isn't to be considered,

because the more wages you have to pay on the farm, the

more you are going to get for your goods. That will regu-

late itself. Of course when pay does go up, as it has the last

four or five years, — mine has gone up ten dollars a month,

— I get more out of it, because these fellows all have the

money to spend to buy my goods. We don't realize it, but

the time I did the best was when we were paying from fifty-

two dollars to fifty-five dollars a month to our men. That

was right after the war.

This Italian business, — they are the only help we can

get. The Irish used to be the best we could get, and I would

rather pay fifty dollars a month to an Irishman now than

pay an Italian thirty-five dollars. He is worth it, too, be-

cause he won't steal so much. Talk about burning up brush,

you don't have to burn it ; down our way the Italians would

lug it off, so you wouldn't have to bum it, as they do any

stuff they find lying around. They will do away with any-

thing they can get their hands on, and consider it theirs.

They haven't had any scruples that way at all, never were

brought up to do differently, so I suppose they can't help

it. I think, however, that the Italian help- will be the help

of the future, because they are working into our line of busi-

ness and on the farms. Some of the largest sales that I make

in seeds in a year I make to Italians. The last few years I

have sold some Italians as high as five to six hundred dollars

worth of seeds. You know that means something. They are

going to be the farmers of the future, a hundred years hence

;

when we are raising beef here, they will be the farmers to

do it.

Secretary Ellsworth. Mr. Chairman, I rise to make a

motion, which is a very pleasant duty to perform. I wish to
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move a vote of thanks to the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society for the use of this hall, for their invitation and the

many courtesies extended to the Board during this very suc-

cessful meeting.

The motion was carried unanimously, and at 12.30 o'clock

the meeting was adjourned sine die.

At 2 o'clock, on invitation previously extended, a number

of those in attendance on the meetings made a visit to the

Walker-Gordon farm at Charles River and to their labora-

tory in Boston ; also, to the market gardens of Hon. Warren

W. Rawson in Arlington.
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ANNUAL MEETING.

In accordance with the provisions of chapter IV. of the

by-laws, the Board met at the office of the secretary, in Bos-

ton, on Tuesday, Jan. 7, 190S, at 11 o'clock a.m., it being

the Tuesday preceding the second Wednesday of January.

The Board was called to order by Second Vice-President

Augustus Peatt.

Present: His Excellency Curtis Guild, Jr., and Messrs,

Adams, Allen, Bailey, Bradway, Bursley, Butterfield, Da
mon, Danforth, A. Ellsworth, J. L. Ellsworth, Gerrett, How
ard, Jewett, Kilbourn, Lovett, Mason, Paige, Pease, Peters

Porter, Pratt, Kane, Eichardson, Boss, Spooner, Stevens

Tirrell, Ward and Worth.

The executive committee, as committee on credentials, by

Mr. Kilbourn, chairman, reported the list of qualified mem-

bers of the Board for 190S. The newly constituted members

are as follows :
—

At large, appointed by the Governor, Charles E. Ward of Buck-

land.

Elected from the—
Deerfield Valley Society, Wm. B. Avery of Charlemont.

Essex, Frederick A. Russell of Methuen.

Highland, Henry S. Pease of Middlefield.

Hillside, Wm. A. Harlow of Cummington.

Middlesex North, George W. Trull of Tewksbury.

Middlesex South, Isaac Damon of Wayland.

Plymouth County, Augustus Pratt of North Middleborough.

Worcester, Burton W. Potter of Worcester.

Worcester County West, John L. Smith of Barre.

Voted, That the report of the committee on credentials be

accepted and adopted.
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The secretary presented and read his annual report, which

was accepted.

His Excellency Governor Guild, coming in, briefly ad-

dressed the Board along the lines of rural improvements hoped

for and expected in the near future, but declined to take the

chair, owing to pressure of executive business.

The recommendation in the secretary's report relating to

the milk standard was taken up, and on motion was laid over

until after the election of officers had taken place.

At 12.40 o'clock a recess was taken to 2 p.m.

The Board was called to order by Mr. Pratt at 2 p.m.

The recommendation in the secretary's report,—

That the Board instruct its secretary to prepare a bill providing

for the establishment of the office of State Ornithologist, to be

elected by the State Board of Agriculture, with a reasonable appro-

priation for expenses and per diem compensation, and to present

the same to the Legislature and urge its passage,—

was, on motion of Mr. Jewett, accepted and adopted by

unanimous vote.

The recommendation in the secretary's report, —
That the Board favors all reasonable appropriations for in-

creased efficiency in instruction at the Massachusetts Agricultural

College, with particular emphasis upon the necessity of the green-

house work being properly provided for,—

was, on motion of Mr. Ross, accepted and adopted.

The recommendation in the secretary's report, —

That the Board take the premium lists of the agricultural societies

a little more directly under its control, and that a committee be

appointed to consider the make-up of these lists during the coming

year, with a view to establishing certain requirements, to which the

societies shall be held in future,

—

was, on motion of Mr. Spooner, accepted and adopted.
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On motion of Mr. Jewett, it was—
Voted, That this committee consist of three, to be ap-

pointed by the president and secretary.

The committee on experiments and station work, by Mr.

Spooner, chairman, presented a written report, which was

accepted and adopted.

The committee on Massachusetts Agricultural College, by

Mr. Bursley, chairman, presented a written report, which

was accepted and adopted.

The State Nursery Inspector, Dr. Henry T. Fernald, pre-

sented his sixth annual report, which was read by the secre-

tary and was accepted and adopted.

The committee on domestic animals and sanitation was

granted further time in which to report.

The committee on gypsy moth, insects and birds presented

a written report, which was read by the secretary and was

accepted and adopted.

The committee on forestry, roads and roadside improve-

ments, by Professor Rane, State Forester, presented an oral

report, which was accepted.

The committee on agricultural societies, by Mr. Kilbourn,

chairman, presented a written report, which was accepted

and adopted.

The report of the Dairy Bureau was read by the general

agent, Mr. ITarwood, and was accepted and adopted.

The twelfth semiannual report of the chief of the Cattle

Bureau was presented and read by Dr. Peters, and the re-

port was accepted.

At 5.15 o'clock the Board adjourned to 10 a.m. Wednesday.
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SECOND DAY.

The Board was called to order by Second Vice-President

Pratt, at 10 a.m.

Present : Messrs. Adams, Avery, Bailey, Bursley, Butter-

field, Damon, Albert Ellsworth, J. L. Ellsworth, Gerrett,

Harlow, Howard, Jewett, Kilbourn, Lovett, Mason, Paige,

Pease, Potter, Pratt, Pane, Richardson, Russell, Smith,

Spooner, Stevens, Taft, Tirrell, Trull, Ward and Worth.

The records of the first day were read and approved.

An abstract of the reports of inspectors of fairs, prepared

by direction of the committee on agricultural societies, was

read and accepted.

Election of officers being in order, the Chair declared His

Excellency Curtis Guild, Jr., president of the Board (by a

by-law of the Board the Governor is ex officio president).

Further elections by ballot resulted as follows :
—

First Vice-President, Mr. Augustus Pratt of North Middle-

borough.

Second Vice-President, Mr. John Bursley of West Barnstable.

Secretary, Mr. J. Lewis Ellsworth of Worcester.

General Agent of the Dairy Bureau, Mr. Peter M. Harwood

of Barre.

State Nursery Inspector, Dr. Henry T. Fernald of Amberst.

Election of specialists being in order, ballots were taken,

and the elections resulted as follows :
—

Chemist, Dr. C. A. Goessmann of Amherst.
1

Entomologist, Prof. C. H. Fernald of Amherst.
1

Botanist, Dr. Geo. E. Stone of Amberst.
1

Pomologist, Prof. F. C. Sears of Amberst.
1

Veterinarian, Prof. James B. Paige of Amberst.
1

Engineer, William Wheeler of Concord.

Ornithologist, Edward Howe Forbush of Warebam.

1 Massachusetts Agricultural College.
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The secretary appointed his first clerk, Mr. F. H. Fowler,

librarian for the ensuing year.

The Chair announced the standing committees as follows

(the secretary is, by rule of the Board, a member ex officio

of each of the standing committees) :
—

Executive committee: Messrs. W. A. Kilbourn of South Lan-

caster, John Bursley of West Barnstable, Wm. H. Spooner of

Boston, H. G. Worth of Nantucket, Augustus Pratt of North Mid-

dleborough, C. D. Richardson of West Brookfield, Edmund Hersey

of Hingham, Henry E. Paige of Amherst.

Committee on agricultural societies: Messrs. W. A. Kilbourn of

South Lancaster, T. L. Tin-ell of South Weymouth, 0. E. Bradway

of Monson, Albert Ellsworth of Atbol, Wm. B. Avery of Charle-

mont.

Committee on domestic animals and sanitation : Messrs. Henry

E. Paige of Amherst, A. M. Stevens of Williamstown, Walter A.

Lovett of Oxford, F. A. Russell of Methuen, W. A. Harlow of

Cuminington.

Committee on gypsy moth, bisects and birds: Messrs. Augustus

Pratt of North Middleborough, F. A. Russell of Methuen, Noah

Sagendorph of Spencer, B. W. Potter of Worcester, Geo. W. Trull

of Tewksbury.

Committee on Dairy Bureau and agricultural products: Messrs.

C. D. Richardson of West Brookfield, W. C. Jewett of Worcester,

Henry E. Paige of Amherst, S. B. Taft of Uxbridge, George 0.

Millard of Blandford.

Committee on Massachusetts Agricultural College: Messrs. John

Bursley of West Barnstable, W. C. Jewett of Worcester, Isaac

Damon of Wayland, E. L. Boardman of Sheffield, Frank Gerrett of

Greenfield.

Committee on experiments and station work: Messrs. Wm. H.

Spooner of Boston, N. I. Bowditch of Framingham, T. L. Tirrell

of South Weymouth, J. L. Smith of Barre, Henry S. Pease of

Middlefield.

Committee on forestry, roads and roadside improvements: Messrs.

H. G. Worth of Nantucket, J. J. Mason of Amesbury, F. Wm.
Rane of Boston, Wm. N. Howard of South Easton, H. A. Oakham
of Marshfield.

Committee on institutes and public meetings: Messrs. Edmund
Hersey of Hingham, Wm. A. Bailey of Northampton, Kenyon L.

Butterfield of Amherst, J. F. Adams of West Tisbury, Chas. E.

Ward of Buekland, H. M. Howard of West Newton.
1

1 Appointed by His Excellency January 15, as successor to Gen. Francis H. Appleton,

resigned.
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These appointments were confirmed by vote of the Board.

Voted, That the vice-president and secretary be authorized

to make necessary changes in list of committees before

printing.

On motion of Mr. Jewett, it was—
Voted, To approve His Excellency's recommendations on

the matter of industrial education, and that the Board will

do all in its power to aid in bringing about realization of his

ideas.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Spooner, Bursley and Mason

as the special committee on premiums of agricultural so-

cieties.

The Chair announced the legislative committee as fol-

lows: Messrs. Spooner, Jewett, Gerrett, Bailey and Ward.

It was then voted to add the chairman and the secretary to

the committee.

The special assignment, the question of change in the milk

standard, being in order, the matter was taken up and dis-

cussed, when it was—
Voted, That the Board adopts the recommendations of

Secretary Ellsworth that the milk law should be so amended

that the winter standard be reduced half of one per cent ou

the solids, with a corresponding decrease in the fat content

required; and that a clause be added allowing the sale of

milk under a printed guarantee of fat content, .or of fat

content and total solids, the same to appear upon each re-

ceptacle in which the milk is sold or conveyed.

The committee on agricultural societies, by Mr. Kilbourn,

chairman, presented requests for changes of dates for holding

fairs ; when it was—
Voted, That the date for holding the fair of the Black-

stone Valley Agricultural Society be changed to the third

Tuesday after the first Monday in September; that of the
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Bristol County Fair, Inc., to the second Tuesday after the

first Monday in September; that of the Iloosac Valley Agri-

cultural Society to the first Thursday after the first Monday

in September; that of the Oxford Agricultural Society to

the Thursday preceding the first Monday in September ; and

that of the Worcester County West Agricultural Society to

the third Thursday after the first Monday in September.

Mr. Gerrett, from the Franklin County Agricultural So-

ciety, extended on behalf of that society an invitation to the

Board to hold its next public winter meeting in Greenfield,

which invitation was accepted.

The following tribute to the memory of Mr. Reed was

presented and unanimously adopted :
—

A valued member has passed away since the last annual meeting,

in whose memory the Board would record the following :
—

Mr. Quincy L. Reed of South Weymouth was the first delegate

elected to the Board by the Weymouth Agricultural and Industrial

Society, having taken his seat in February, 1891, and he had served

continuously and faithfully since that date,— a period of sixteen

years. His wide experience, his genial personality, his faithfulness

to duty, made him an exceedingly useful member, and the Board in

his decease has met with an almost irreparable loss. Mr. Reed

had the faculty of making friends to an unusually large degree,

and those who were his associates on the Board of Agriculture will

always cherish his memory and will not forget his kindly and genial

ways.

The Board of Agriculture desires to place this memorial of his

worth on record and to extend to his family its sympathy.

Voted, That the secretary be given authority to arrange

for such summer meetings as he may see fit and funds avail-

able will permit.

Mr. G. C. Sevey of Springfield, on invitation, briefly ad-

dressed the Board on the subject of forming local cow-testing

associations ; when it was—
Voted, That Mr. Sevey be given a vote of thanks, with

the assurance that the Board endorses his proposition.
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For a local committee of arrangements to assist the secre-

tary and the committee on institutes and public meetings in

providing for the public winter meeting in Greenfield,

Messrs. Ward, Avery, Bailey, Paige and Albert Ellsworth

were appointed.

Mr. Kilbourn, for the committee on agricultural societies,

reported the assignment of inspectors, as follows :
—

Amesbury and Salisbury, at Amesbury, Septem-

ber 29, 30 and October 1, . . . . G. O. Millard.

Barnstable County, at Barnstable, September 1,

2 and 3, ...... Frank Gerrett.

Blackstone Valley, at Uxbridge, September 22

and 23, . . . . . . . N. I. Bowditch.

Bristol County, at Taunton, September 15, 16,

17 and 18, W. A. Kilbourn.

Deerfield Valley, at Charlemont, September 17

and 18, W. A. Lovett.

Eastern Hampden, at Palmer, October 9 and 10, A. Pratt.

Essex, at Peabody, September 22, 23 and 24, . A. Ellsworth.
Franklin County, at Greenfield, September 23

and 24, H. S. Pease.

Hampshire, at Amherst, September 22, . . A. M. Stevens.

Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden, at North-

ampton, October 7 and 8, . . . . E. L. Boardman.
Highland, at Middlefield, September 9 and 10, . T. L. Tirrell.

Hillside, at Cummington, September 29 and 30, 0. E. Bradway.
Hingham, at Hingham, September 29 and 30, . W. H. Spooner.

Hoosac Valley, at North Adams, September 10,

11 and 12, H. E. Paige.

Housatonic, at Breat Barrington, September 30

and October 1, . . . . . . B. W. Potter.

Marshfield, at Marshfield, August 26, 27 and 28, W. A. Harlow.
Martha's Vineyard, at West Tisbury, September

1, 2 and 3, C. E. Ward.
Massachusetts Horticultural, at Boston, Septem-

ber 4 and 5 and October 10 and 11, . . H. M. Howard.
Middlesex North, at Lowell, October 1 and 2, . John Bursley.

Middlesex South, at Framingham, September 17

and 18, H. G. Worth.
Nantucket, at Nantucket, August 26 and 27, . W. A. Bailey.

Oxford, at Oxford, September 3 and 4, . . C. D. Richardson.

Plymouth County, at Halifax, September 16 and

17, John L. Smith.
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Spencer, at Spencer, September 24 and 25/ . G. W. Trull.

Union, at Blandford, September 16 and 17, . J. J. Mason.

Weymouth, at South Weymouth, September 24,

25 and 26, W. C. Jewett.

Worcester, at Worcester, September 7, S, 9' and

10, W. A. Russell.

Worcester East, at Clinton, September 10, 17

and IS, W. N. Howard.

Worcester Northwest, at Athol, September 7

and 8, ...... Isaac Damon.

Worcester South, at Sturbridge, September 17

and IS, Wm. B. Avery.

Worcester County West, at Barre, September 24

and 25, . . . . . . . J. F. Adams.

The report of the committee was accepted and adopted.

Voted, That any unfinished business or new business that

may arise be referred to the executive committee, with power

to act.

The records of the meeting were read and approved.

The meeting was then dissolved.

J. LEWIS ELLSWOBTH,
Secretary.

1 Later changed to September 22 and 23.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

[Read and accepted at the Annual Meeting, Jan. 7, 190S.]

The committee on agricultural societies found in the re-

ports of the inspectors of the several fairs no mention of

gambling and objectionable features, but general commenda-

tion of the good order and good management prevailing, and

in the larger number of fairs good weather prevailed, and

good attendance assured a financial success ; while those fairs

held on Labor Day and the early days of September were not

so fortunate, and the continued rains made the days gloomy,

and left deficits to be made good out of funds already on

hand or to increase the debts already standing against the

society.

We believe it is the intention of almost every society to

live up to the purpose for which the fairs were instituted, but

we sincerely wish there might be an improvement in the

character of what may be called the camp followers of the

fairs.

Respectfully submitted,

W. A. KILBOURK
O. E. BRADWAY.
A. ELLSWORTH.
J. HARDING ALLEX.
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REPOET OF COMMITTEE ON EXPEEIMENTS AND
STATION WORK.

[Read and accepted at the Annual Meeting, Jan. 7, 1908.]

The improvements so far made at the college must be a

great help to the experiment department, and evidently should

be continued. A new, modern greenhouse is much needed.

When we consider the commercial value of the products of

the market-garden branch of agriculture in this State, we

are convinced that trained men are needed for the practical

work, and that the latest and best tools should be furnished

for their use. A short winter term at the station would be

beneficial.

In the entomological department, the increasing number

of students seeking admission, and the lack of room to ac-

commodate all applicants, show clearly the need of a larger

building, as well as safer protection for the fine collection

of specimens. This department has investigated the so-called

oriental moth, which has appeared in Dorchester ; and, while

it has not yet increased in alarming proportions, it should

be speedily stamped out where located.

We still believe the orchard to be one of the best paying

assets of the farm, provided the trees are properly cultivated

and cared for. The prevailing insect pests are a serious

drawback, and our experimenters are laboring to provide

preventives. There is also a discouraging amount of depre-

dation from hoodlum boys, which has greatly increased of

late, and after the labors of a whole season these ruthless

invaders frequently steal or injure most of the orchard's

results. Moral law having no effect, civil law should step

in to check the tide of thieving, if possible ; and the parents,

being often the receivers of stolen fruit, should be held in a
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measure responsible. This condition is confined chiefly to

the neighborhood of cities and towns, and proves a serious

obstacle to fruit culture.

With a view to extending the cultivation of fruit in the

sections of the State well adapted to the purpose, it might

be well to give a short summer course in fruit culture at the

station.

We would again ask for a remedy preventive of the holly-

hock rust.

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society proposes this year

to put some meaning into the State law for prizes for planta-

tions of timber trees, and will offer a prize of $100 for a

plantation of not less than five acres, planted four years, com-

mencing in 1908, with a view of keeping in touch with the

State forestry department. This has been a negative law long

enough, and something is needed to vitalize it and make it of

value to the Commonwealth.

Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM II. SPOOXER,
Chairman.
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Report to the Legislature of the State
Board of Agriculture acting as Over-
seers of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College.

[Revised Laws, chapter 89, section 10; adopted by the Board, Jan. 7, 1908.

Your committee were at the college in June to examine

the senior class in agriculture in competition for the Grinnell

prizes. The entire class appeared well informed on the

topics assigned them. The first prize, of $30, was awarded

to James Hervey Walker of Greenwich Village; the second,

of $20, to John Thomas Caruthers of Columbia, Tenn.

We also visited the institution in October, and again in

November.

While some of the farm crops have suffered because of the

extremely cold and wet weather during the first part of the

season, others have produced exceptionally heavy yields, and

fair crops have been harvested from most of the acreage.

At our autumn visits the new barn and silos were found

well filled with hay and silage, and the stables sheltered a

very creditable dairy herd.

Clark Hal], for the use of the botanical department, has

been completed during the year, and the lecture rooms are

now used by large classes.

A conference of those interested in rural progress was

held during the first week in October, it being the fortieth

anniversary of the opening of the college. A goodly number

of strong speakers were enlisted in this movement, and repre-

sentatives from many of our educational institutions, includ-

ing the superintendents of schools from a number of country

towns, were in attendance. We wish that a conference so

valuable might have received the larger attendance it merited.
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A summer school of four weeks was held during July and

August, and was an unqualified success. This has caused

the management to arrange for a more extensive and com-

prehensive course for the coming summer.

Short winter courses in dairying and bee-keeping have

also been well patronized.

The faculty has been strengthened by the addition of sev-

eral new .men, and the institution has now enrolled more

students than ever before in its history.

While agricultural and horticultural work undertaken for

educational purposes must of necessity be expensive, still,

it is the intention of the trustees and those directing the work

to make the departments as practical as possible.

The increased interest in floriculture demands the erection

of modern greenhouses to better illustrate modern methods.

A liberal appropriation for this we deem necessary, as well

as a suitable amount to thoroughly renovate North College.

Repairs are also very much needed upon the experiment

station building, to make the rooms vacated by the botanical

department suitable for use by the director.

In the near future the entomological department must be

provided with increased accommodations, as last year 34

students sought admission to this course, when there was room

for but 20.

The increased interest in all branches of agriculture ap-

pears to stimulate more of our young people to seek this

institution for an education.

With the increased cost of all necessities, liberal appro-

priations will be needed to keep this college, as it has ever

been, in the front. We believe that our Commonwealth will

be glad to furnish with a liberal hand that which means so

much for the education of our bright young men.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN BURSLEY.
W. C. JEWETT.
ISAAC DAMON.
FRANK GERRETT.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON GYPSY MOTH, INSECTS

AND BIRDS.

To the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture.

As in past years, your committee lias kept as closely as

possible in touch with the operations in connection with

suppressing the gypsy and brown-tail moths, and has made

visits of inspection to the sections where the most vigorous

campaign is being waged. The scouting operations which

have been carried on by Superintendent Kirkland since

June, 1905, show that the gypsy moth is even more widely

spread in the State than was expected at the beginning of the

resumption of the work. The infested area embraces a large

part of Barnstable County, all of Plymouth County and prac-

tically all of Norfolk and Middlesex counties. The most

westerly.infestations are those at Worcester and Lunenburg.

The badly infested district still remains east of the line drawn

from Quincy to Newton, northerly to Waltham and thence

diagonally northeast to Newburyport.

In the central very badly infested district much progress

has been made in suppressing the moth. In Medford and

Maiden, which for many years have been considered the most

generally infested localities, such thorough work has been

done that during the past season very little damage occurred

from the gypsy moth. The most severely infested towns at

present are Lexington, Woburn, Saugus, Lynn, Lynnfield

and Salem.

During the past season it has been the policy of the State

authorities to thoroughly protect the roadside trees, thereby

stopping, so far as possible, the spread of the caterpillars by

means of vehicles. Another line of effort has been to keep

the residential sections as clear as possible of the gypsy moth,
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thereby relieving the property owners from annoyance and

damage.

Any one familiar with the conditions existing in the dis-

trict infested with the gypsy moth two years ago, as compared

with those of the past summer, cannot but feel that great

progress has been made in suppressing the pest in the resi-

dential districts. At the same time, the condition of the

woodlands is sufficient cause for great anxiety. The wood-

lands in the area included within a radius of fifteen miles

of Boston are thoroughly and generally infested, and a very

large sum of money must be expended there if they are to

be protected by the ordinary methods of treatment.

It is hoped, for the sake of these woodland sections, that

the work of the imported parasites may soon be apparent.

Large numbers of these insects have been reared at the Saugus

laboratory and liberated in the wooded sections, where sev-

eral important species are believed to have already established

themselves. Those most familiar with this problem— Dr.

L. O. Howard of Washington, who has direct oversight of it,

and Superintendent Kirkland— are most hopeful of its ulti-

mate success.

Your committee has been active in upholding the hands of

the present management of the campaign against the gypsy

moth in every way possible. It appeared and gave testimony

in favor of increased appropriations at hearings before

legislative committees last year, and we are glad to be able

to say that these recommendations met the approval of the

Legislature.

Your committee also favored the effort for increased na-

tional aid in suppressing the moths, both by correspondence

and personally. Congress, after full discussion, made the

appropriation for the year $150,000, as against $82,500 in

190G.

The brown-tail moth we shall undoubtedly always have

with us, its strong flight and its being on the wing at the

season when we are likely to have strong gales making it

especially likely to infest and reinfest a district, even if it

should successively be exterminated. It is a very trouble-

some insect in a w7ay, causing great suffering to many people
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where it prevails ; but its nests are so easily seen on the trees

in the winter months that it is not an especially difficult

operation to suppress the insect to such a degree that it will

do comparatively little damage. As a leaf-eating insect it is

not a pest of the first magnitude, and is only noteworthy be-

cause of its very disagreeable nettling or poisoning of the

skin. The various cities and towns carry on very effective

work against this insect under the law of 1905, and it seems

likely to form a yearly tax upon real estate owners for many
years to come. There are indications that it is already be-

coming susceptible to parasites and fungous diseases, and it is

possible that these enemies may do much to reduce it in a com-

paratively short time. It is certainly much less tenacious

than the gypsy moth in these respects, and for that reason

is less of a menace as a permanent insect pest.

Of the other insects, the only one worthy of especial men-

tion is the San Jose scale, another imported insect enemy,

which is really a serious menace to our orchards and nurs-

eries. Its extremely small size, its marvellously rapid in-

crease, its covering scale, which makes destruction by contact

so difficult, and its variety of food plants, make it a most

dangerous foe. Living upon both bark and fruit, it greatly

reduces the value of the latter where prevalent, as well as

eventually destroying the tree if allowed to go unchecked.

The only method of destroying it is by spraying with solu-

tions coming in contact with the insect itself as it feeds by

sucking the sap from the trees, and solutions strong enough

to pierce its scale covering can only be applied during the

winter months. The Board of Agriculture has issued an ex-

cellent leaflet upon this insect, which is available for free

distribution wherever desired. This describes the insect and

gives the best methods for destroying it, in considerable

detail.

The law in relation to this insect was materially amended

by the last Legislature, giving the State Nursery Inspector,

elected by this Board, greatly increased authority, and mak-

ing it possible for the scale to be cleaned out of private lands

where the owner refuses to attend to it because of indif-

ference. That much good can be accomplished by a rigid
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enforcement of this power is the belief of your committee,

and we stand ready to give any aid within our power in this

work.

Your committee also feels impelled to say a word in praise

of the report on " Useful birds and their protection," by

Edward Howe Forbush, Ornithologist of the Board. Mr.

Forbush has put before the public the results of twenty-five

years of study and experience, in an attractive and instructive

form, without a cent of remuneration, but as the labor of a

public-spirited citizen, giving freely of knowledge of value to

the public. The report is generally admitted to be the most

attractive and valuable book put out by the Commonwealth

in years. Your committee joins heartily with the secretary

of the Board in the recommendation that the Board ask for

the establishment of the office of State Ornithologist, so that

this work may be carried on and amplified in future.

AUGUSTUS PRATT.
JOHN M. DANFORTH.
WALTER D. ROSS.

W. C. JEWETT.
J. LEWIS ELLSWORTH.
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SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE NURSERY
INSPECTOR.

To the Secretary of the Board of Agriculture.

I have the honor to submit herewith the sixth annual

report of the State Nursery Inspector.

The inspection work during the season of 1907 has taken

more time than heretofore, beginning earlier because of nu-

merous calls for certificates. Apparently the nurseries now

begin to ship stock nearly six weeks earlier in the fall than

was formerly the case, and with some there is no break in

the shipping season between the first of March and the middle

of November. In order to meet the necessities of such places,

certain inspections are made the first of July ; but the regular

examination of the remaining places has heretofore begun

about a month later. This year, however, several requests

for inspection were made early in July, on the ground that

shipments were being called for, but could not be sent out

until certificates had been obtained. Accordingly, the regular

inspection was begun July 15, and was continued steadily,

except when bad weather prevented, for about two months.

The rapid increase in the number and size of the nurseries

of the State during the past five years has rendered inspection

work increasingly difficult, and in order to complete it at all

it has been necessary to work too rapidly for the best results.

Last year, even though some of the nurseries for this reason

were examined too hastily, several had to be omitted entirely

because of an insufficient appropriation. This condition of

the work was therefore presented to the Legislature, with a

request for an increased appropriation, which was granted.

The result has been that a thorough inspection of every

nursery was possible last summer, and it was evident that

the necessary haste of previous inspections had prevented the

discovery of diseased stock here and there. This stock has
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now been found and weeded out, and the nurserymen them-

selves agree with the inspector that the nurseries of Massa-

chusetts are now in better condition as regards pests and

diseases than ever before. The inspectors have been almost

merciless in their work, perhaps; but it has seemed best to

take no risks, and almost every tree and plant liable to bear

dangerous diseases or pests has been individually examined.

One hundred and thirty-nine places were visited, owned by

one hundred and thirty-three different persons or firms. One
hundred and seventeen certificates were issued ; at four places

no stock was found, though there will jDrobably be some an-

other year; five places have stopped selling, and have gone

out of business ; in one case the settling of an estate prevents

sales ; in another, all stock is fumigated ; and five places were

refused certificates, infested stock being neither removed nor

treated in accordance with the law.

'None of the former deputy inspectors being available this

year, three men who had received training in the work with

this in view were appointed ; viz., C. W. Hooker of Amherst,

A..H. Armstrong of Hyde Park and H. M. Jennison of Mill-

bury. During the first month of the inspection the deputies

and the inspector worked together, in order to be certain that

the proper methods were being pursued and that sufficient

care was exercised in the inspection; after which different

circuits among the smaller nurseries were assigned, and each

inspector worked alone.

The changes in the law enacted by the Legislature of 1907

have given the desired results, and those pertaining to the

protection of individuals seem to be satisfactory. E"o com-

plaints have been entered under these provisions thus far, and

this is as was anticipated, for, as a general rule, where such

a law is in existence little use is made of it, though until

such a law is enacted many complaints of lack of protection

are made. It is probable that in some cases this law will

be appealed to ; but it is equally probable that its very exist-

ence will satisfy many who have complained most of the

danger which threatens their property and of their lack of

opportunity for redress, thus affording another example of
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the value of providing a statute to prevent actual legal

measures.

The San Jose scale has now been found abundantly in the

Housatonic valley, thus leaving only the higher parts of the

Berkshire hills as places where this pest is not present in

Massachusetts, and it is probable that it really is present

there also, and will in time be discovered. The gypsy moth

is becoming more dangerous to nurseries, as it is approaching

many of them very closely, and the time must soon come

when it will be present in some of the larger ones. Other-

wise, insect conditions in the State, as affecting nurseries,

appear to remain unchanged from the last report.

Financial Statement.

Appropriation, $2,000 00

Compensation of inspectors, .... $962 50

Travelling and necessary expenses of inspectors, 647 71

Supplies (postage, etc.), .... 8 14

Unexpended balance, 381 65

$2,000 00

The uniform kindness and assistance shown to the in-

spector and deputies in their work, which have so constantly

been manifested by the secretary of the Board and by all

concerned, have been much appreciated, and have often

lightened burdens of responsibility and care which would

otherwise have been heavy ; and it is a pleasure to acknowl-

edge this kindness and assistance here.

Respectfully submitted,

H. T. FERNALD,
State Nursery Inspector.

Amherst, Dec. 20, 1907.
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Appendix.

List of Massachusetts Nurserymen entitled to sell Stock to June

1908.

Adams, J. W., & Co.,

American Forestry Co.,

Atkins, P. A.,

Barrett, M. W.,

Barrows, H. H., & Son,

Beach, Joseph,

Beals, E. B., .

Bemis, A. L.,

Boston Park Department

Brandley, James, .

Breed, E. W.,

Briggs, L. H.,

Brooks, H. N.,

Carr, C. E., .

Casey, C,

Chase, Joseph S., .

Clapp, E. B., .

Conley, N. F.,

Continental Nurseries,

Cutler, Miss Mary E.,

Dighton Nursery Co.,

Draper, James E., .

Drewett, F., .

Dwyer, E. F., & Son,

Eastern Nurseries, .

Elliott, W. H.,

Evans, E., .

Evans, H. D.,

Farquhar, R. and J., & Co

Field, H. W.,

Fish, C. R., & Co., .

Fogg, F. E., .

Ford, J. P., .

Frost, G. Howard, .

Gates, W. A.,

Springfield.

South Framingham.

Pleasant Lake.

Hyde Park.

Whitman.

South Hadley Falls.

Springfield.

Worcester.

Jamaica Plain.

Walpole.

Clinton.

Smith's Ferry.

South Yarmouth.

Dighton.

Melrose.

Maiden.

Dorchester.

Lexington.

Franklin.

Holliston.

Dighton.

Worcester.

Rockland.

Lynn.

Jamaica Plain.

Brighton.

North Abington.

Ayer.

Boston.

Northampton.

Worcester.

Shawmut.

East Weymouth.
West Newton.

Needham,
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Geer, J. T., .

Gilbert, A. L.,

Gillett, Edw.,

.

Gordon, A. B.,

Gormley, E. W., .

Guinivan, D. H.,

Hastings, G. H., .

Heurlein, Julius,

Hitchcock, E. M., .

Home, H. J., & Co.,

Howard, J. W.,

Huebner, H.,

Jahn, H. A., .

Jennison, W. C.,

Keizer, H. B.,

Kelsey, H. P.,

Keen, Cyrus R.,

King, R. B., .

Lawrence, H. V.,

Lips, Herman,

Lister, James,

Littlefield, H. B., .

Littlefield & Wyman,
MacGregor, J.,

Macomber, F. S., .

Mann, H. W.,

Manning, J. Woodward
Massachusetts Agricultural College

Matthews, N., Jr., .

McCormack, J. J., .

McLaren, Anthony,

McManmon, J. J., .

McMulkin, E.,

Mead, H. O., .

Miller, J. W., & Sons.

Moseley, F. S. (O. C. Bailey, superin

New England Nurseries, Inc.,

Newton Cemetery Corporation

Oak Hill Nurseries

O'Connell, D.,

Palmer, F. E.,

Patterson, Wm.,
Payne, W. H.,

Peckham, S. S.,

Peirce, C,

Phelps, F. H.,

teiule it),

Three Rivers.

Springfield.

Southwick.

Randolph.

Jamaica Plain.

Beverly.

Fitchburg.

South Braintree.

Agawam.
Haverhill.

Somerville.

Groton.

New Bedford.

Natick.

Reading.

Salem.

Cohasset.

Nantucket.

Falmouth.

Bedford.

Stoneham.

Worcester.

North Abington.

Braintree.

Myricks.

Stoughton.

Reading.

Amherst.

Hamilton.

Maiden.

AVestwood.

Lowell.

Norfolk Downs.

Lunenburg.

Lynn.

Newburyport.

Bedford.

Newton.

Roslindale.

Worcester.

Brookline.

Wollaston.

Newtonville.

Fairhaven.

Dighton.

Lee.
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Pierce, Jesse, ,

Pratt, C.S., .

Pratt, H. M., .

Quinn, J.,

Rea, F. J., .

Rice, C. G. (F. A. Smith

Richards, E. A.,

Richards, J. E.,

Richards, J. L.,

Riley, Chas. N.,

Robinson, D. A.,

Robinson, L. D., J

Sawyer, F. P.,

Shirley & Fowle,

Shaw, F. E., .

Southworth Bros.,

Spinney, F. W.,

State Forester,

Story, A. T., & Co.,

Sullivan & McGrath

Sylvester, G. F.,

Thurlow, T. C,
Tuttle, A. M.,

Twomey, M. T.,

Voornerveldt, H. H
Walsh, M. H.,

Walters, C, .

Watson, T. R.,

Wellesley Nursery Co.,

Whittet & Co.,

Whittier, W. B., & Co.,

Willoughby, G. H.,

Wood, Edw., .

Woodhouse, R. H.,

Wright, G. B.,

Wyman, W. H., .

Yamanaka & Co., .

superintendent)

Beverly Farms.

Reading.

Concord.

Brookline.

Norwood.

Ipswich.

Greenfield.

Needham.

Lunenburg.

New Bedford.

Everett.

Springfield.

Clinton.

Danvers.

Rockland.

Beverly.

Haverhill.

Boston.

Berkley.

Dorchester.

Hanover.

West Newbury.

Melrose Highlands.

Roslindale.

Nantucket.

Wood's Hole.

Roslindale.

Plymouth.

Wellesley.

Lowell.

South Framingham.

Edgartown.

Lexington.

New Bedford.

Chelmsford.

North Abington.

Boston.
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REPORT.

To the State Board of Agriculture.

The twelfth semiannual report of the Chief of the Cattle

Bureau, as required by section 3 of chapter 116 of the Acts

of 1902, is herewith respectfully submitted to your honorable

Board.

This report gives in detail an account of the work of the

Cattle Bureau for the fiscal year from Dec. 1, 1900, to

Dec. 1, 1907.

Last September His Excellency the Governor authorized

the Chief of the Cattle Bureau to represent this Common-
wealth at the meeting of the Interstate Association of Live

Stock Sanitary Boards, at Richmond, Va., which took place

on the 16th and 17th of that month. While the west and

south were well represented, as was also the United States

Bureau of Animal Industry by its Chief and others, yet

Massachusetts was the only northeastern State to send a

delegate. At this meeting papers were read and discussed

relating to " Meat inspection," " Milk inspection," " Tick

eradication," and the " Control and suppression of rabies,"

the latter paper being by the delegate from Massachusetts.

At the time of making the tenth semiannual report, men-

tion was made of the importance of a suitable system of meat

inspection for the State, in slaughterhouses where there is

no federal inspection by agents of the United States Bureau

of Animal Industry. The same conditions obtain as at the

time of making the last annual report. While the laws upon

the statute books are adequate, their administration and en-

forcement are in the hands of the local authorities in the

various cities and towns, with the result that the efficiency of

the law is hampered by local politics, or its usefulness is im-

paired because it is not enforced.
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The law provides that any one who intends to conduct a

slaughtering establishment shall annually in the month of

May apply for a license. In cities the mayor and aldermen,

and in towns the selectmen, or such board as they may
designate, or in a town of over live thousand inhabitants the

board of health, if any, may grant slaughterhouse licenses.

The licensing authority is required to report to the Chief of

the Cattle Bureau the applications received for licenses and

the action taken thereon. Under this provision of the law

39 cities and towns have reported licensing 81 slaughter-

houses in 1907, against 50 cities and towns reporting 117

licensed slaughterhouses in 1906.

In 1906 the State Board of Health made an investigation

of the slaughterhouses of the Commonwealth, and from its

investigation and the figures in the Cattle Bureau office it

appears that at that time there were slaughtering establish-

ments in at least 210 of the 354 cities and towns of the State,

comprising a much larger number of slaughterhouses, and

there is no reason for believing that this number has dimin-

ished in 1907.

There must be a number of unlicensed slaughterhouses,

and no doubt many cattle are killed that are unfit for beef,

and calves that are too immature to be fit for veal. The law

provides that a calf shall not be killed to be disposed of for

food until it is four weeks old ; but as a matter of fact the

great majority of calves slaughtered have not reached this

age, neither does it seem necessary that they should. If the

law were changed, making it unlawful to dispose of a calf

for food before it is three weeks old, it would be sufficient,

and then it should be enforced, instead of being a dead letter

as at present. Furthermore, the regulations of the United

States Bureau of Animal Industry for meat inspection re-

quire a calf to be at least three weeks old, and in this respect

they conflict with the Massachusetts law.

During the year ending Xov. 30, 1907, 18 meat-stamping

outfits were furnished to 38 cities and towns through the

Cattle Bureau office, as required by the provisions of chapter

220 of the Acts of 1903. The Legislature of 1902 repealed

sections 103 and 104 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws,
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which provided that animals killed for food should he stamped

with a brand furnished to local boards of health through the

office of the Cattle Commission, on the ground that it made

an unwarranted expense for the smaller towns, that were

thus required to do meat insj^ecting for neighboring cities

which ought to stand the expense ; but they were re-enacted

by the Legislature of 1903 because it was thought that the

law was a good one, and ought to remain in force.

These conflicting views, and the fact that in a majority of

the cities and towns no attention is paid to the provisions

of the law requiring that applications for slaughterhouse

licenses and the action taken thereon be reported to the Chief

of the Cattle Bureau, together with the lax manner in which

the laws relating to meat inspection are enforced by the local

authorities, are all arguments in favor of organizing a State

system of slaughterhouse licensing and meat inspection,

under the supervision of a competent central authority re-

moved from the influence of local politics, and at the expense

of the State, in order to relieve the small country towns from

the burden of providing a system of meat inspection for the

larger neighboring towns and cities.

The present law, providing that local boards of health

shall order, through the Cattle Bureau office, a suitable stamp

for branding meat, is incomplete in that it does not make it

illegal for any one to provide himself with a similar brand,

or to have one in his possession or use the same, and does

not provide any penalty for an unauthorized person having

or misusing such a stamp.

Most of the meat consumed in Massachusetts is brought

here from the west in refrigerator cars, or killed in abattoirs

here where the federal inspection is in force ; hence the bulk

of the meat consumed in this State has passed the inspection

of agents of the United States Bureau of Animal Industry.

That killed in the small local slaughterhouses, subject to lax

or incompetent inspection or no inspection at all, constitutes

but a very small percentage of the total amount consumed,

probably not more than 3 or 4 per cent, but this should be

under as careful supervision as the rest.

The veterinarian of the Boston Board of Health reports
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that during the year ending Xov. 30, 1907, there were 495

cases of tuberculosis found in cattle slaughtered at the

Brighton Abattoir, of which 259 were condemned as unfit

for food; and that out of 595 hogs in which tuberculosis was

found, only 12 were condemned as unfit for food, the remain-

ing number, 585, having only slight lesions of tuberculosis,

and passing inspection as fit for food.

In addition to the cases reported by the Boston Board of

Health, there were 73 cows, 1 calf and 12 swine reported

outside of Boston as having tuberculosis, condemned as unfit

for food by butchers and renderers during the past year ; but

if the requirements of the law providing that these reports

shall be made to the Chief of the Cattle Bureau are no more

carefully observed than the portions relating to slaughter-

house licensing, there must have been a good many more

cases that have not been reported.

The United States Bureau of Animal Industry inspects all

animals and their products, killed for interstate commerce

and export; but it exercises no supervision over animals

shipped alive from one State to another in the east for dairy

or breeding purposes or for slaughter. While large sums

of money are spent in the west to prevent the spread of

Texas fever, cattle mange and sheep scab from one State to

another, nothing is done in the east to prevent the shipment

of tuberculous cattle, cows known as " canners," bob calves

and glandered horses from one State to another; and unless

the State law or its live stock sanitary regulations give it

some measure of protection, it can go without. The same

observations also apply to the shipment of milk and dairy

products from one Commonwealth to a neighboring one. If

the United States Department of Agriculture supplied this

inspection, and tested cattle destined for dairy and breeding

purposes with tuberculin before shipment from one State

to another, the money saved to a State in this way could be

well expended toward eradicating contagious animal diseases

within its limits.

In the report made to the Board last January reference

was made to certain defects in the law, which it seemed

desirable to ask the Legislature to remedy. Chapter 213 of
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the Acts of 1907 does this in part, which provides that certain

reports required, by section 70 of chapter 56 and sections 100

and 111 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws, to be made by

boards of health, corporations and persons to the Board of

Cattle Commissioners, shall hereafter be made to the Chief of

the Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture ; and

that the penalties for failure to give such notice to the Chief

of the Cattle Bureau shall be the same as are specified in

such sections for failure to give such notice to the Board of

Cattle Commissioners. Sections 11 and 27 of chapter 90

of the Revised Laws, which require notices of contagious

diseases to be given to the Board of Cattle Commissioners,

need amending so as to provide that these notices be sent to

the Chief of the Cattle Bureau, in order to make the law

operative, but through a misunderstanding the last Legisla-

ture failed to remedy this defect ; it is to be hoped that the

present one will perfect the law so as to render it operative.

Rabies.

- The outbreak of rabies which commenced three years ago

has continued during the past year to a greater extent among

dogs than at any time since it started. Although the number

of cases in dogs has been larger, the amount of damage they

have done to other animals and persons has been propor-

tionately and actually less.

Pasteur observed that the virus of rabies in passing from

dog to dog became less virulent; and in this outbreak it

would seem that the number of cases of dumb rabies among

the dogs is proportionately greater, and consequently the

amount of damage done by them is proportionately less. But

3 people died from the bites of rabid dogs during the year

1907, as compared with 7 the previous eleven months; and

21 cattle, as compared with 38 the eleven months before;

while the number of horses* remains the same, 6 each year

;

yet in the twelve months ending Nov. 30, 1907, there were

741 cases of rabies among dogs, as compared with 327 the

eleven months before. Rabies, however, was much more

prevalent during -the first half of the year than the latter

half, as prior to June 1, 1,200 cases of those included in the
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table were entered on the Cattle Bureau books, and the other

788 have been received since.

At the time of making the tenth semiannual report, in

January, 1907, it was stated that there were in quarantine

at that time 98 dogs, 4 cows, 1 horse and 1 cat which had been

exposed to the bites of rabid dogs. Eighty-two dogs, 4 cows,

1 horse and 1 cat were released from quarantine, 4 dogs were

killed as rabid, and 12 dogs were killed by owners, not rabid.

Between Dec. 1, 190G, and 'Nov. 30, 1907, 1,985 animals

and 3 persons have been entered upon the Cattle Bureau

records as having rabies, or as having been exposed to the

bites of rabid dogs.

The following table shows the species of animal and dis-

position of the cases :

—
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trouble and expense of taking the Pasteur anti-rabic treat-

ment, some of whom would undoubtedly have developed the

disease and died if it were not for this means of prevention.

Reports of cases of rabies have been received from every

county in the State except Barnstable, although Nantucket

County can also be considered free, as there was only 1 case

there, and the dog was taken there after being bitten at Vine-

yard Haven, and was kept confined and never did an}' dam-

age. The trouble on Martha's Vineyard was secondary to an

outbreak that occurred there in the summer of 1000, and

was originated by a dog owned by a summer resident at Oak

Bluffs who took an Irish terrier there that summer from

East Milton.

Cases of rabies have been reported from 158 cities and

towns, in every county in the State except Barnstable, as

follows :
—

Berkshire County: Adams, Cheshire, Dalton, Hancock,

Lanesborough, Lee, New Marlborough, North Adams, Otis,

Pittsfield, Williamstown, Washington.

Bristol County: Attleborough, Berkley, Dartmouth, Eas-

ton, Fall River, New Bedford, North Attleborough, Norton,

Rehoboth, Seekonk, Somerset, Swansea, Taunton.

Dukes County: Oak Bluffs, Tisbury.

Essex County: Amesbury, Andover, Beverly, Haverhill,

Lawrence, Lynn, Marblehcad, Methuen, Salem, Saugus,

Swampscott.

Franklin County : Bernardston, Gill, Northfield.

Hampden County: Blandford, Chester, Holyoke, Ludlow,

Monson, Palmer, Springfield, Westfield, West Springfield,

Wilbraham.

Hampshire County : Belchertown, Easthampton, Hadlev,

Huntington, Northampton, South Hadley, Williamsburg,

Worth ington.

Middlesex County: Arlington, Ashby, Ashland, Bedford,

Belmont, Billerica, Cambridge, Carlisle, ChelmsfoTd, Con-

cord, Dracut, Dunstable, Everett, Framingham, Holliston,

Hopkinton, Hudson, Lexington, Lincoln, Lowell, Maiden,

Marlborough, Medford, Melrose, Natiek, Newton, Sherborn,
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Shirley, Somerville, Stoneham, Sudbury, Tewksbury, Town-

send, Tyngsborough, Wakefield, Waltham, Watertown, Way-

land, Westford, Weston, Wilmington, Winchester.

Nantucket County: Nantucket. (One dog taken from

Vineyard Haven; did no damage.)

Norfolk County: Bellingham, Braintree, Brookline, Can-

ton, Dedham, Hyde Park, Medfield, Medway, Millis, Milton,

Needham, Norwood, Plainville, Quincy, Sharon, Stoughton,

Walpole, Wellesley, Westwood, Weymouth, Wrentham.

Plymouth County: Abington, Bridgewater, Brockton,

Duxbury, Hull, Kingston, Plymouth, Whitman.

Suffolk County: Boston (cases reported by courtesy of

veterinarian of Boston Board of Health), Revere, Winthrop.

Worcester County: Clinton, Douglas, Fitchburg, Hope-

dale, Lancaster, Leominster, Lunenburg, Mendon, Milford,

llillbury, Northborough, Northbridge, North Brookfield,

Oxford, Rutland, Southborough, Southbridge, Sutton, Upton,

Webster, Westborough, Westminster.

Early in the year rabies was so prevalent in many locali-

ties that a number of cities and towns issued orders requiring

that all dogs within their respective limits should be properly

and securely muzzled or restrained from running at large for

periods varying from three to six months. In order to have

these orders do the greatest possible amount of good, it seemed

desirable that there should be a certain amount of co-opera-

tion among neighboring cities and towns, so that the same

regulations might apply to a considerable area of contiguous

territory. To accomplish this, the following order was ap-

proved in Council Jan. 2, 1907: —

Cattle Bureau Order No. 14.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture,

State House, Boston, Dec. 29, 190G.

To All Persons whom it may concern.

By virtue of the power and authority vested by law in the Cattle

Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture, under the provisions of

chapter 90 of the Revised Laws and chapter 116 of the Acts of

1902, you are hereby notified that rabies, which is a contagious dis-
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ease, and is so recognized under the laws of this Commonwealth,

prevails extensively among dogs in some sections of this State.

In order to prevent its spread, and to check the loss of human

life and the destruction of other animals by the bites of rabid dogs,

the Chief of the Cattle Bureau hereby issues the following order :
—

1. In any city or town within the limits of this Commonwealth

(except the city of Boston), where, in the opinion of the Chief of

the Cattle Bureau, there is danger of an outbreak of rabies, if the

local authority, after being notified of such danger and advised by

the Chief of the Cattle Bureau to order all dogs in such city or

town properly and securely muzzled or restrained from running at

large, under the authority given in section 158 of chapter 102 of

the Revised Laws, refuses or neglects to do so for seven days after

such notice, all dogs in any such city or town shall be securely

muzzled or restrained from running at large for a period of six

months from the date of notice to the local authority.

2. Dogs running at large unmuzzled contrary to the provisions of

this order shall be killed.

3. All clogs and cats known to have been bitten by a dog known to

have rabies, after this order takes effect, shall be killed.

4. All persons are forbidden to tamper with or disfigure any

notices posted by order of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau, subject

to the penalty of the law.

5. Any person violating the provisions of this order is liable

to prosecution, as provided for in section 29 of chapter 90 of the

Revised Laws.

6. Inspectors of animals in all cities and towns of this Common-

wealth (except Boston) shall publish this order forthwith by post-

ing a printed copy thereof in at least three public places within

their respective cities or towns.

This order shall take effect upon its approval.

Austin- Peters,

Chief of Cattle Bureau.

Council Chamber, approved in Council, Jan. 2, 1907.

Edward F. Hamlin,

Executive Secretary.

As Newton, Quincy, Brookline and several other cities and

towns around Boston issued muzzling orders for periods of

from three to six months, it seemed advisable to request the

selectmen of Milton to take similar action ; but as they re-

fused to do so, it seemed best to have the provisions of Order

Xo. 14 apply. Xotice was therefore given in the Milton
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" Record " that dog owners of Milton must comply with the

order for six months from January 29, and the following

notice was sent by mail to the owner of every licensed dog in

the town :
—

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture,

State House, Boston, Jan. 29, 1907.

Notice to Dog Owners op the Town of Milton.

Under the authority given by chapter 90 of the Revised Laws,

chapter 11(5, Acts of 1902, and Cattle Bureau Order No. 14, Dee.

29, 1906, it is hereby ordered that all dogs in the town of Milton shall

be properly and securely muzzled or restrained from running at

large for six months, from Jan. 22, 1907. The selectmen of Milton

having refused to issue an order under the authority given them

by section 158 of chapter 102 of the Revised Laws, within seven

days after being notified of the danger and advised to do so by the

Chief of the Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture, Cattle

Bureau Order No. 11 takes effect.

A muzzle must be so constructed as to prevent a dog from biting.

Any dog running at large wearing a device that does not act as an

efficient muzzle will be looked upon in the same light as a dog that

does not wear any.

Austin Peters,

Chief of the Cattle Bureau.

This is the only instance where such a step was necessary,

as selectmen in other towns have issued the necessary order

when advised to do so. Xo further steps were taken to enforce

the order in Milton than sending the letter to dog owners,

yet there was not a case of rabies in the town from January

29 to July 29, although there have been cases since of rabid

clogs appearing there from other towns, and also cases in dogs

owned in the town.

In order to still further diminish the danger from rabies,

the following circular was sent the first of May to the mayor

of every city except Boston, the selectmen of every (own,

the hoard of health in every city and town, the chief of police

in every city and town, and inspectors of animals in every city

and town except Boston :
—
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture,

State House, Boston, May 1, 1907.

To the Mayors and Aldermen of Cities, Selectmen of Towns, Boards

of Health, Physicians, Veterinarians, Inspectors of Animals

and Others whom it may concern.

Owing to the alarming prevalence of rabies, you are hereby noti-

fied to strictly adhere to the following rules in dealing with sus-

pected cases of this disease :
—

1. Dogs should not be killed.

If a person has been bitten by a dog, and desires to ascertain

whether or not it is rabid, do not kill the dog (unless his extreme

violence absolutely necessitates it), but conline him, so that he

cannot possibly escape (in a box stall, or room, for example). Give

him food and water, and notify the Cattle Bureau immediately.

Keep confined for ten days. If during this period of time no

symptoms of rabies appear in the animal, there is no danger of the

one bitten having been infected; but should characteristic symptoms
develop, the person bitten should begin the Pasteur preventive

treatment at once. On the contrary, if the dog is killed before

symptoms of rabies are evident, the microscopic examination may
prove negative or doubtful, and inoculations must be made to prove

the existence or nonexistence of rabies. It may take several weeks

or months before the result of such inoculations is known; thus

much valuable time is lost, and persons bitten must remain in

anxious doubt.

2. Bites.

Bites of dogs or other animals suspected of being rabid should

be treated as soon as possible with strong, fuming nitric acid. The

best way to apply the acid is with a capillary glass pipette, which

should be inserted to the bottom of all wounds. (If no pipette is at

hand, use a wooden toothpick.) In case of severe wounds upon

the head or face, it is well to etherize the patient, that the acid may
be applied with the utmost thoroughness and care. Experiments

have demonstrated that no other cauterization, not even actual

cautery, is as efficacious as nitric acid. It causes no serious local

injury, and should be applied even if a day has elapsed since the

bite was inflicted.

3. Destruction of Supposed Rabid Animals.

Do not shoot an animal in the head with a shot-gun at close

range. By so doing the brain will undoubtedly be ruined, and a

careful microscopic examination cannot be made. Moreover, a
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brain thus injured quickly putrefies, especially in warm weather, so

that inoculations are also impossible. If an animal must be shot,

it should be done with a pistol, and the bullet should enter the

forward part of the brain, otherwise important regions for examina-

tion will be destroyed. It is better still, when possible, to shoot the

dog through the heart; but whore it can be done, chloroforming is

p referable to shooting.

4. Shipping.

If a post-mortem diagnosis of an animal supposed to have been

rabid is desired, cut off the head, keep it cold, wrap it in cloth,

pack in a box or pail with plenty of sawdust and ice, and send it

to the Cattle Bureau, State House, Boston, Mass. Ice is most essen-

tial in warm weather, and especially in cases where the skull has

been fractured and the brain exposed or severely injured, as putre-

faction will quickly occur, preventing inoculations, should they be

necessary. Sawdust, excelsior or waste should be used, to prevent

the leakage of blood, etc.

Avoid shipping so that the head will reach Boston on a Saturday

afternoon or the afternoon before a holiday, as it will not be de-

livered until Monday morning or the morning after the holiday, and

much putrefaction will have occurred, as the result of remaining so

long in a warm express office. If practicable, the head should be

kept at a cold-storage plant until shipped.

Austin Peters,

Chief of Cattle Bureau.

Later, notices of changes in the dog law were sent to the

chairmen of the county commissioners and mayors of cities

and selectmen of towns, in the following letters :
—

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture,

State House, Boston, June 13, 1907.

To the Chairman of the County Commissioners of County.

Dear Sir: — I desire to call your attention to chapter 241 of the

Acts of 1907, which reads as follows :
—

Section one hundred and fifty-five of chapter one hundred and two of

the Revised Laws, as amended by chapter one hundred and forty-two of

the acts of the year nineteen hundred and four, is hereby further

amended by inserting after the word " it ", in the eighteenth line, the

words: — Said officer shall have concurrent jurisdiction with the officer

or officers appointed under authority of section one hundred and forty-

three,— so as to read as follows:

—

Section 155. The county commis-
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sioners, except in the county of Suffolk, shall appoint a suitable person

residing in the county who shall, at the request of said commissioners,

or of the chairman of the selectmen of a town or officer of the police

designated as provided in section one hundred and fifty-one, investi-

gate any case of damages done by a dog of which such commissioners,

chairman or officer shall have been informed as provided in said sec-

tion, and if he believes that the evidence is sufficient to sustain an

action against the owner or keeper of a dog as provided in section one

hundred and sixty-two and believes that such owner or keeper is able

to satisfy any judgment which may be recovered in such action, he

shall, unless such owner or keeper before action brought pays him such

amount in settlement of such damages as he deems reasonable, bring

such action. It may be brought in his own name and in the county in

which he resides, and he shall prosecute it. Said officer shall have con-

current jurisdiction with the officer or officers appointed under authority

of section one hundred and forty-three. All awards received or recov-

ered by him in such actions shall be paid over to the county treasurer

and placed to the credit of the dog fund. The county treasurer shall

pay out of the dog fund such reasonable compensation as the county

commissioners shall allow to such person for his services and necessary

expenses and the reasonable expense of prosecuting such actions. The

person appointed may be removed at any time by the county commis-

sioners, and in counties in which he is appointed, the county treasurer

shall not be authorized to bring such actions. [Approved March 25,

1907.

You see by the above act that the county commissioners, except

in the county of Suffolk, are to appoint a person residing in the

county to assist in a stricter enforcement of the dog law.

It may seem to you that it is superfluous for me to call your at-

tention to this act. I should consider it so myself if it were not for

the prevalence of rabies in the Commonwealth during the past two

years. As I believe that a better and stricter enforcement of the

dog laws will assist materially in the eradication of this disease, it

appears to me that I am not exceeding my duty as Chief of the

Cattle Bureau in calling your attention to this act, as it seems only

proper for me to take all steps that can be taken towards the sup-

pression of such a dangerous contagious disease among dogs.

I remain, yours respectfully,

Austin Peters,

Chief of Cattle Bureau.
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture,

State House, Boston, July 1, 1907.

To the Mayors of Cities and Selectmen of Towns.

Your attention is called to chapter 240 of the Acts of 1907, which

lends as follows: —

An Act relative to the term op office of officers appointed to

enforce the laavs concerning unlicensed dogs.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Section 1. Section one hundred and forty-three of chapter one hun-

dred and two of the Revised Laws is hereby amended by inserting after

the word "constables", in the third and fourth lines, the words: — who

shall hold office for one year or until his or their successor or successors

are appointed and qualified, —-so as to read as follows:

—

Section 143.

The mayor of each city and the chairman of the selectmen of each town

shall annually, within ten days after the first day of July, issue a warrant

to one or more police officers or constables, who shall hold office for one

year or until his or their successor or successors are appointed and

qualified, directing them forthwith to kill or cause to be killed all dogs

within such city or town which are not licensed and collared according

to the provisions of this chapter, and to enter complaint against the

owners or keepers thereof; and any person may, and every police officer

and constable shall, kill or cause to be killed all such dogs whenever

or wherever found. Such officers, other than those employed under regu-

lar pay, shall receive from the treasurers of their respective counties one

dollar for each dog so destroyed; but in the county of Suffolk, they

shall receive it from the treasurers of their respective cities or towns.

Bills for such services shall be approved by the mayor of the city or

chairman of the selectmen of the town in which said dogs are de-

stroyed, and shall be paid from moneys received under the provisions

of this chapter relating to dogs.

Section 2. Section one hundred and forty-four of said chapter one

hundred and two is hereby amended by striking out the words " return

the same on or before the first day of October following ", in the second

and third lines, and inserting in place thereof the words :
— make re-

turns on or before the first day of the October following and at the

expiration of his term of office,— and by striking out the word "re-

turn ", in the fifth line, and inserting in place thereof the word :
—

returns,— so as to read as follows:

—

Section 144. Each police officer

or constable to whom the warrant named in the preceding section is

issued shall make returns on or before the first day of the October follow-

ing and at the expiration of his term of office, to the mayor or chairman

of selectmen issuing the same, and shall state in said returns the number

of dogs killed, the names of the owners or keepers thereof and whether

all unlicensed dogs in his city or town have been killed, and the names

of persons against whom complaints have been made under the provi-

sions of this chapter and whether complaints have been entered against

all the persons who have failed to comply with said provisions. [Ap-

proved March 25, 1907.
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You will see by the above that the dog officers are now appointed

to be on duty during the entire year, instead of from the first of

July until the first of October, as formerly.

It might at first glance appear that it was outside of the province

of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau to call your attention to the pro-

visions of this chapter; but owing to the prevalence of rabies in

Massachusetts during the past two years, I believe that a stricter

enforcement of the law relating to the licensing of dogs, and having

the owners supply them with suitable collars on which the name of

the owner and the license number are engraved, will lead to the

destruction of large numbers of ownerless, homeless and stray dogs,

which are the animals that play the most important part in the

dissemination of rabies. It therefore seems that hi taking steps for

the suppression of a contagious disease I am not going beyond the

bounds of propriety in calling your attention to the provisions of

the chapter quoted above.

Yours respectfully,

Austin Peters,

Chief of Cattle Bureau.

In Massachusetts the law requires owners of dogs to license

them, and the law also provides that the secretary of the

State Board of Health shall furnish a description of the

symptoms of hydrophobia, to be printed on the back of each

dog license. There is much useful information to be derived

by reading the back of one of these licenses. First, attention

is called to the fact that the law requires that every dog over

three months old shall be licensed, and that each licensed dog

shall wear a collar around his neck, with a plate upon which

the owner's name and the license number shall be engraved.

If this provision of the law were better enforced, and all un-

licensed, homeless, ownerless dogs, and dogs whose owners

did not provide collars prescribed by law, were humanely

destroyed, it would be a great safeguard to the public. Half

or two-thirds of the rabid dogs which have appeared in towns

and have bitten other dogs, animals or persons, have had no

collar, or at least no collar with a plate upon it to show who

owned the animal or whore it came from.

Xcxt on the license is some information upon the treatment

of dogs and the diseases of dogs, which does not seem essen-

tial to a dog license. Following this is a description of the

symptoms of hydrophobia, which commences by stating that

when rabies does not prevail it is a rare disease, and when it
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does it is not uncommon, and has a tendency to become epi-

zootic; the symptoms then described give a very good idea

of the behavior and appearance of a dog with either dumb or

furious rabies. Then follows some excellent advice upon the

course to be pursued by persons bitten by dogs supposed to

be rabid, and also upon the treatment of a dog which has

bitten any one.

Persons are advised against the folly of calling a dog rabid

because it bites souie one, and immediately killing it before

it is definitely known whether it has rabies or not. In such

cases the dog should be confined and kept under observation

for several days; if at the end of a week it is apparently

healthy, no apprehension need be felt because of rabies.

Under such circumstances, never use a rope for tying up a

dog, as it may gnaw it in two and escape. The owner of a

licensed dog is also cautioned not to turn a dog loose to shift

for itself because it appears to be sick or acts strangely, —
advice that has been disregarded with unfortunate results in

many instances. Josh Billings said, " The meanest thing a

man can do to another, except doing him an absolute injury,

is to do him a favor and then keep reminding him of it all the

time." But it is meaner still to kick a poor, sick dog out of

doors when you don't know what ails him.

It is also recommended, in conclusion, that the head of a

dog supposed to have had rabies should be sent packed in ice

to the Cattle Bureau, or to any laboratory ecpLiipped for mak-

ing an inoculation test, in order to determine whether or not

the animal had this disease at the time of its death.

Dogs developing rabies often act as though there was an

obstruction in the throat, clue to the difficulty in swallowing,

because of the paralysis of the pharynx. In these cases don't

put a finger down the dog's throat in an attempt to remove

the obstruction, as it is often followed by disastrous results.

It is dangerous to put the finger or hand in a rabid dog's

mouth, even if it should not bite, as the skin might be

abraded by a scratch from a tooth, or the virus may be ab-

sorbed through a fresh cut or scratch on the hand not in-

flicted by the animal's tooth. Many a veterinary surgeon has

found out the danger of such a procedure, to his cost. There
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is also to be noticed the partial paralysis of the lower jaw;

the staggering gait ; snapping at imaginary flies ; the tendency

to swallow foreign bodies, such as bits of wood, small stones,

feathers, bits of leather and the like. There is often a dis-

position to run away from home when the disease is about to

manifest itself; the animal may be gone a day or two and

then return, or it may never come home. Rabid dogs fre-

quently run many miles from home, from twenty to forty or

fifty not being an unusual distance to travel.

Rabies in other animals, such as horses, cattle, pigs and

cats, is manifested by similar symptoms ; that is, there is the

preliminary excitement, paralysis of the pharynx, salivation,

and later staggering gait from loss of nervous power, followed

by complete paralysis and death. In cattle there is a ten-

dency to paralysis of the lower jaw, shown by its drooping,

with salivation, inability to swallow, and excitement, the

animal in the early stages having a tendency to be violent.

Horses frequently tear at the seat of the bite with their teeth,

and also may bite or kick at any one who approaches. Pigs

run around their pens squealing, and also are inclined to bite.

The. disease usually lasts in these animals from four to six

days. Cats with rabies frequently have a desire to bite and

scratch, and their bites are very dangerous; the disease

usually lasts from two to four days.

There seems to be but little clanger of rabies being spread

except by dogs, or the dog family, such as wolves and foxes

(possibly skunks), and not much danger from the bites of

any except carniverous animals, such as the canine family

and cats. Out of twelve thousand persons bitten by rabid

animals, Pasteur found that eleven thousand were bitten by

dogs and over seven hundred by cats. The horse, ox and pig

as factors in spreading rabies do not have to be considered.

There is ample legislation for the regulation of the dog

problem, such as laws requiring owners to license them, to

provide collars bearing plates upon which are inscribed the

address of the owner and the license number, and the appoint-

ment of a dog officer or officers in each city and town to see

that ownerless, stray and unlicensed dogs are killed off each

year, after giving owners a reasonable length of time in which
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to secure licenses for their canines. The local authorities

also have ample power in the event of an outbreak of rabies

to require that all dogs shall be properly and securely muzzled

or restrained from running at large.

The difficulty seems to be that in many communities the

local authorities are lax in the enforcement of such orders,

and while the laws are good, they are rendered inoperative

because of their nonenforcement.

The same difficulty was met with in England, where it was

found that much more rapid progress was made in the eradi-

cation of rabies when muzzling and restraining orders were

issued by the Board of Agriculture than when they were

issued by the local government boards. Muzzling orders par-

ticularly are often not properly enforced, and dog owners use

so-called muzzles that are inefficient because they do not pre-

vent a dog from biting. A restraining order well enforced is

better in many respects than an order to muzzle or restrain.

Then the muzzling order does not as a rule cover a sufficient

length of time; and, again, one town may issue a muzzling

and restraining order and the next town may not, and there-

fore the order does not cover a sufficiently large area of con-

tiguous territory, especially when one takes into consideration

the distance a rabid dog frequently runs. In these cases the

State authority should assert itself, to secure co-operation

between communities and a stricter enforcement of the law.

One difficulty in managing rabies is due to the varying

period of its incubacy, as a dog may develop rabies in two or

three weeks after being bitten, or it may go four or five

months or even longer before showing symptoms.

When the danger and seriousness of such a disease as

rabies are considered, it would appear to be of sufficient im-

portance to warrant the Bureau of Animal Industry of the

United States Department of Agriculture to take the matter

up under the authority given by act of Congress to the Secre-

tary of Agriculture.

If the various State veterinarians, live stock sanitary

boards, cattle commissioners, or whatever the authorities hav-

ing control of the contagious diseases of animals in the differ-

ent States may be, could be required to report annually to the
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Chief of the United States Bureau of Animal Industry upon

the prevalence of contagious diseases among animals in each

State, and then the United States authority could prohibit

taking dogs from States in which rabies existed into any other

State, it would be a great protection. I understand of course

that in many States the State authority can prohibit bringing

in dogs from any other State, but the sentiment of the com-

munity does not always support such regulations. Local

sentimentality of this kind would probably have less influence

with the United States Secretary of Agriculture.

Although rabies has been stamped out in Great Britain, the

English Board of Agriculture recommends a continuance of

the rigid enforcement of the law requiring dogs to be duly

licensed and collared, for the protection of cattle and sheep

against worrying. It also has authority, in localities where

the necessity exists, to order all dogs, or certain classes of

dogs, to be restrained between sunset and sunrise. There is

also a provision in the English law exempting owners of dogs

from paying licenses on " dogs kept and used solely for the

purpose of tending cattle and sheep on a farm." In 1906,

in Great Britain, under this provision of the law 1,664,824

dogs were licensed, and certificates of exemption were granted

to 347,039.

The Year Book of the United States Department of Agri-

culture for 1906 gives the following figures for the live stock

in the United States: cattle, 74,150,422 ; horses, 22,683,881

;

mules, 3,990,908 ; sheep, 53,471,301 ; swine, 56,612,114.

The report of the English Board of Agriculture shows the

following number of farm animals in Great Britain in 1906

:

cattle, 7,010,856; horses, 1,568,681; sheep, 25,420,360;

swine, 2,323,461.

That is, we have 1 sheep to 1.3S neat cattle, and 1 sheep

to 1.05 swine; while in Great Britain there are more than 3

sheep to every head of neat cattle, and over 10 sheep to every

pig. With the present prices of wool and meat products, it

would seem desirable that a much larger number of sheep

should be kept in this country than at present ; but in many

of the more thickly populated States one factor that acts as a

deterrent is the ravages of dogs.
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The inspector of animals for the town of Edgartown, in his

annual report of inspection of premises and farm animals for

1907, states that 73 sheep in that town were killed by dogs

dii ring*the year.

Every dog owner ought to feel the responsibility resting

upon him for the good behavior of his canines ; and a system

of dog management that ruins the sheep industry in the older

and more thickly populated portions of the country, and

allows this privileged species of domestic animal to prowl

around destroying human life and other domestic animals and

fowls, should be brought to a speedy termination.

At the time of making the report a year ago, the propo-

sition for an increase in the dog tax awakened a great deal of

hostility among dog fanciers, and led to a great deal of oppo-

sition among certain ignorant and unthinking people to the

efforts of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau for the suppression

of rabies ; but to offset this opposition there was the magnifi-

cent support given him by people who realize the dangers

from the disease and the importance of preventing its ravages.

The medical profession as a whole endorsed the work of the

Chief of the Cattle Bureau ; the Boston Society for Medical

Improvement, the Boston Medical Library Meeting held

under the auspices of the Suffolk Branch of the Massachu-

setts Medical Society, the ".Norfolk Branch of the Massachu-

setts Medical Society, and the Hampshire County Medical

Society, all passed resolutions endorsing the work. The

thanks of the nnprejudiced members of the community are

due to the medical profession for the encouragement and

support given the State authority during a most trying ex-

perience.

Glanders.

The number of cases of glanders and farcy in Massachu-

setts shows a decided increase over the previous year, the

total number of horses and mules that have been killed or

died with this disease during the year ending November 30

being 711, as compared with 570 for the year previous.

At first glance it Avould appear that there had been an

alarming increase in the State, but in reality the increase of

the number of cases within the jurisdiction of the Cattle
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Bureau is small in comparison with the total increase, and

there were fewer cases killed outside of Boston in 1907 than

in 1905.

The city of Boston is no more part of Massachusetts, so

far as the authority of the Cattle Bureau is concerned in

connection with glanders and farcy in horses or rahies in dogs,

than is Providence, Rhode Island or New York City. The

figures in Boston are furnished only by the courtesy of the

Boston Board of Health, as there is not even anything in

the law requiring it to report these cases, and the only reason

for including them in this report is that, as Boston is supposed

to be a part of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, these

figures are added in order to make the statistics of the con-

tagious diseases of animals complete.

The Boston Board of Health reports that there were 308

cases of glanders or farcy among horses and mules in that city

during the year ending Nov. 30, 1907, which was 111 more

than during the eleven and one-half months preceding Dec.

1, 1906. For the eleven and one-half months ending Nov. 30,

190G, the number of cases of glanders and farcy reported

from Boston was about 3-1 per cent of the total number in

the State, while for the year ending Nov. 30, 1907, it rose to

over 43 per cent.

There was a combined increase of 39 cases over the pre-

vious year in Brookline, Cambridge, Chelsea, Milton, Newton,

Watertown, Dedham, Quincy and Winthrop, all towns abut-

ting on Boston, from which team and express horses go back

and forth daily to their work, while the total increase in

glanders and farcy outside of Boston over the previous year

was but 27; therefore, deducting these 39 cases, there was

actually a decrease of 1 2 cases from the previous year in the

rest of the Commonwealth.

There was a decrease in 1907 of 5 cases in Somerville, 1

in Hyde Park and 12 in Everett. Of the 711 cases of glan-

ders or farcy, 508, or 71 per cent, were within ten miles of

the State House. Four hundred and fifty-four, or over 63 per

cent, occurred in Boston and the abutting towns of Chelsea,

Winthrop, Somerville, Cambridge, Watertown, Newton,

Brookline, Dedham, Hyde Park, Milton and Quincy.
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The following table shows the distribution of glanders

throughout the State, and the increase or decrease from the

previous year in towns where it occurred. It will lie seen that

the State is practically free of the disease west of Worces-

ter, and there it decreases slightly from year to year. The

cases in Deerfield and Brimfield were in second-hand horses

brought up from Jersey City last spring by a trader in Deer-

field, and the case in North Adams came from Troy, X. Y.
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During 1907 a number of prosecutions have been insti-

tuted against persons for selling horses with glanders, know-

ing or having reasonable cause to believe that they had a con-

tagious disease ; or for removing an animal, knowing or having

reasonable cause to believe it had a contagious disease; or for

breaking quarantine, — convictions being obtained in most

cases. In Haverhill early in the summer a physician was

prosecuted for selling a horse with glanders, and the court

found him not guilty. In July a Jew in Somerville was

prosecuted for removing a horse which the local inspector

of animals had quarantined. The court found him guilty,

but let him off by placing the case on file, as the man claimed

he did not understand English, and did not know he was doing

wrong.

In October a Cambridge man pleaded guilty to removing

a horse, knowing or having reasonable cause to believe that it

had farcy. The case was placed on file, as the man said he

did not mean to do anything illegal, and only returned the

horse to a dealer in Pawtucket, where he bought it, in order

to have his money returned. The horse was later killed by

the Rhode Island Cattle Commission.

In Lawrence, in October, two men were in court for selling

a glandered horse, one a stable keeper, the other the proprie-

tor of an auction stable. The horse was bought at auction in

Lowell August 15 by the stable keeper, who took it home to

Lawrence, where he kept it five days and then put it into an

auction room to be sold. The court found the stable keeper

guilty, and fined him $50, as he had the horse long enough to

find out what ailed it ; but found the auctioneer not guilty,

as it did not appear that he knew enough about the animal

to suspect that it had a contagious disease.

An Italian horse trader in Woburn was in court in that

city in October for selling a horse with glanders, in July.

The court found him guilty, and fined him $100. He ap-

pealed, and appeared in the Superior Court in Cambridge

in December, where he pleaded guilty, and was fined $25.

The horse he sold came from the same auction room in Lowell

as the horse that figured in the previous case, and the Italian

owned him only four or five days when he disposed of him.
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Several cases of glanders have been disposed of by this

same firm of auctioneers in Lowell during the past year, whose

establishment seems to be a Mecca for dealers in a cheap

class of horses.

In the tenth semiannual report reference was made to a

case in Quincy, where a Jew cow dealer was fined $75 for

breaking quarantine, and $25 for removing a cow, knowing or

having reasonable cause to believe that it had tuberculosis.

The defendant appealed, and later appeared before the Su-

perior Court in Dedham, where he pleaded nolo contendere,

and was fined $25 on the count charging him with removing

an animal with a contagious disease, and the other count was

placed on file.

As in the previous year, it was necessary in several in-

stances to employ a detective to procure the evidence and get

it into shape in order to prepare the cases to present in court.

One human death from glanders is said to have occurred

during the year, a case having been recently reported from the

Boston City Hospital.

Mallein has been used more extensively in making stable

tests during the past year than in 190G, as shown in the fol-

lowing table: —
Stable Tests with Mallein.

Crrr ok Town.
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Stable Tests with Mallein— Concluded.

Crrr or Town.
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The Tenderers' reports are tabulated in the accompanying

table :
—

Reports of Rendering Companies, 1907.

Rendering Companies.
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long, exhausting trips could carry pails and water them in this

way, it would be of great assistance in diminishing glanders.

As a means of diagnosis in obscure cases of glanders, the

guinea pig test still has a value. This work has been done, as

in previous years, by Dr. Langdon Frothingham at the Har-

vard Medical School.

In closing the portion of the report upon glanders, it would

be incomplete unless a word were said in regard to epizootic

lymphangitis of horses and mules. This is a contagious dis-

ease of the horse not heretofore occurring in this country, but

known in southern Europe, Finland, Africa, India, China,

Japan and the Philippine Islands. In 1904 it was carried to

England from South Africa. It has recently appeared in

western Pennsylvania, and a bulletin relating to it has been

issued by Dr. Leonard Pearson, State Veterinarian, under

the name of Circular No. S of the State Live Stock Sanitary

Board of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, from which

this information concerning it has been taken. How it was

carried to western Pennsylvania has not as yet been ascer-

tained.

The symptoms of this disease resemble farcy, and may be

easily mistaken for it. It is characterized by the formation

of bunches on the legs, which later break, discharge and

ulcerate. The pus from these abscesses contains the specific

cause, a fungus known as the saccharomyces farcirninosus,

which may be readily detected by a microscopic examination.

Bad cases have to be killed ; mild ones yield to treatment.

Infected animals should be isolated and quarantined. The

disease may be spread by contact between diseased and

healthy horses, by bedding, stable utensils, harness, and pos-

sibly by flies. If the disease extends beyond its present limits

to other States, it may become a very serious and troublesome

matter.

The United States Bureau of Animal Industry will un-

doubtedly take steps to prevent the spread of this disease from

one State to another, and the very efficient State Veterinarian

of Pennsylvania will do every thing possible to eradicate it

within the limits of the State. It is to be hoped that it will

not extend to Massachusetts. If it should, the State law is
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defective for dealing with it, as section 28 of chapter 90 of

the Revised Laws enumerates what diseases are to be consid-

ered as contagious within the meaning of this act. The law

relating to contagious animal diseases should be so broadened

as to give the Chief of the Cattle Bureau authority to cope

with any disease of an apparently communicable character,

whether or not it has ever appeared in this country before.

Attention has been called, in previous reports, to this defect

in the law; but the Legislature has not as yet seen fit to

remedy the deficiency.

Annual Inspection or Neat Cattle, Farm Animals, and

Premises upon which the Former are kept.

Late in September the following circular letter was sent

to the inspectors of animals in the cities and towns of the

State, together with the necessary books in which to record

the results of their work, and blank forms of certificates of

health to be given owners in conformance with section 18,

chapter 90 of the Revised Laws :
—

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture,

Room 138, State House, Boston, Sept. 20, 1907.

Directions to Inspectors op Animals.

Inspectors of animals are hereby directed to make a general in-

spection of the neat stock in their respective towns, and incidentally

other farm animals, to commence October 1 and to be completed

before the fifteenth day of November, as required by chapter 90 of

the Revised Laws.

Wherever inspectors examine animals and find them free from

contagious disease they will give owners certificates of health, as

provided for in section 18 of the law, from the book of blanks

(Form No. 2) furnished for that purpose. Books will also be pro-

vided (Form No. 1) for carrying out the provisions of sections 17

and 24 of chapter 90 of the Revised Laws.

Inspectors will not say on any report, " Same as last year," but

will make a fall and complete report on every place inspected, in-

cluding all dimensions and measurements provided for on the blank,

and answer in full all the questions as to the light, ventilation, sani-

tary surroundings and water supply, as well as the number of cattle

kept in each stable, and give complete list of other animals in places

l>n>\ i<lcd for in book.

Inspectors of animals are not to quarantine any cattle as tuber-
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culous unless they show sufficient evidence of disease to make it

possihle to condemn them on a physical examination. The only

exception to be made is in case a milch cow shows evidence of tuber-

culosis of the udder; such an animal can be quarantined and the

duplicate notice sent to this office.

It is also requested that, if cases of tuberculosis in animals are

found, inspectors keep a record of them for a few days, and then

when animals are quarantined several can be quarantined at once

and duplicates sent here, so that the agent of the Cattle Bureau can

see a number at one visit, instead of having to go every two or

three days to see one animal at a time, thus avoiding running up

expenses as much as possible.

It is also the duty of inspectors of animals to quarantine cattle

brought into this State from without the limits of the Common-
wealth, if the owner has not had a permit from this Bureau, the

same to remain in quarantine until this office is furnished with a

satisfactory certificate of tuberculin test.

Inspectors of animals are reminded that tuberculosis among cattle

is not the only contagious disease with which they are called upon

to deal, but in case they suspect the presence of any contagious dis-

ease among any species of domestic animals, they are to quarantine

such animals and send duplicates to the Cattle Bureau office, in

accordance with the provisions of section 19 of chapter 90 of the

Revised Laws. Babies is just now very prevalent in various parts

of the State; and glanders and farcy is a dangerous disease, over

which a constant surveillance must be exercised.

Section 28 of chapter 90 of the Revised Laws provides as fol-

lows :
" Contagious diseases, under the provisions of this chapter,

shall include glanders, farcy, contagious pleuro-pneumonia, tuber-

culosis, Texas fever, foot-and-mouth disease, rinderpest, hog cholera,

rabies, anthrax or anthracoid diseases, sheep scab and actinomy-

cosis/'

As section 24 requires that the results of the inspection shall be

incorporated in the annual report of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau

to the State Board of Agriculture, it will be seen that it is neces-

sary for the returns to be at this office by November 15, in order

to prepare them for publication.

The necessary books for the inspection will be forwarded at once

by mail. Please report immediately if not received by October 1.

Austin Peters,

Chief of Cattle Bureau.

The following table embodies a condensed report of the

doings of the inspectors of animals in making the annual

inspection, which complies with the requirements of section

24, chapter 90, Revised Laws :
—
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It will be seen by the above table that the inspectors of

animals examined 237,G47 head of neat cattle, of which 155,-

876 were milch cows, as compared with 247,288 head of neat

cattle, of which 164,396 were milch cows, reported the pre-

vious year. The reports of the inspectors of animals, if cor-

rect, would indicate a decrease of nearly 10,000 head of neat

cattle in a year ; and, as there is a decrease of nearly 10,000

milch cows reported, it would seem that the decrease was

almost entirely confined to this class of animals. Much de-

pends upon the correctness of the work of the inspectors, and

some of them may not have made as careful and complete an

inspection as in the previous year, but there may have been

a diminution in the number of milch cows kept, and if a

fact, it is due to the increased cost of grain and labor and the

difficulty of obtaining competent willing farm hands, espe-

cially good milkers. If the milking machine prove to be a

success, so as to come into general use, it will help solve the

labor problem.

If farmers raised more grain in New England and culti-

vated more land it would help to solve the feed problem ; but

this cannot be done when industrial conditions are such as to

render labor scarce and high, as shops and factories furnish

shorter hours and in many instances higher pay.

Another factor that may have had something to do with

the decrease in the number of milch cows, provided there be

really a decrease, may be the requirements of boards of

health ; these, with the increased cost of grain and labor,

without a corresponding increase in the price the farmer re-

ceives for milk, cannot have been without some effect.

The inspectors seem to have examined fewer sheep and

more swine than in the year previous. They also report in-

specting nearly 800 fewer herds of cattle than the year be-

fore. It would seem, therefore, that a part of the falling off

in the number of cattle reported is due to a less thorough in-

spection than in 1906.

Tuberculosis.

The work connected with bovine tuberculosis can, as in pre-

ceding years, be classified under three divisions.

First. — That part of the work connected with the exami-
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nation of cattle quarantined by the local inspectors of

animals, or reported by owners as suspected of having tuber-

culosis, which have to be examined by agents, who destroy

or advise releasing the animals, as in their judgment the

cases require.

Second. — The quarantine work required by the law, and

the regulations of the Cattle Bureau for preventing the in-

troduction of bovine tuberculosis from other States.

Third. — " Voluntary request work."

The following figures show what has been done under the

first division :
—

Massachusetts Cattle.

Number released, ...... 723

Number condemned, killed and paid for, . . 1,418

Number permit to kill, and paid for, ... 60

Number permit to kill, no award, . . . 301

Number died in quarantine, no award, . . 80

Number condemned and killed, in process of settle-

ment, 401

Number in quarantine, unsettled, ... 2

Total Massachusetts cattle quarantined, . . . 2,985

Cattle from without the State.

Number released, ...... 92

Number condemned and killed, no award, . . 314

Number died in quarantine, no award, . . 3

Number condemned, killed, no lesions found (6 of

which have been paid for, 4 in process of settle-

ment), 10

Total, including 308 Brighton cattle held for retest, . 419

Total number cattle quarantined,..... 3,404

Among the Massachusetts cattle quarantined, 38 were

tested to satisfy the owners as to the presence or absence of

disease; of these, 24 were condemned and killed and 14

were released.

Of the 324 condemned and killed on suspicion of being-

tuberculous, brought into Massachusetts from without the

State, 215 were tested and retested at Brighton, and the re-
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maining 109 were tested at other places. Ten were found

to show no lesions of tuberculosis, for which the State reim-

burses owners. These were all tested at points outside of

Brighton.

Of the animals tested and retested at Brighton and con-

demned, 90 were rendered and 125 passed for beef.

The work under the second division is given below, show-

ing the receipts of animals at the stock yards, the number

of cattle tested at Brighton, the number of neat cattle brought

into the State on permits or without, the number allowed to

come in with certificates of test and the number tested after

arrival.

Receipts of Stock at the Watertoion Stock Yards, from Dec. 1, 1906, to

Nov. 80, 1907.

Vermont cattle,

New Hampshire cattle

New York cattle, .

Massachusetts cattle,

Western cattle,

Sheep and lambs, .

Swine, .

Calves, .

5,560

4,947

3,304

2,522

29,065

4,461

4,128

36,572

Receipts of Stock at the New England Dressed Meat and Wool Company
Yards at Somerville, from Dec. 1, 1906, to Nov. 30, 1907.

Maine cattle, .

New Hampshire cattle,

Vermont cattle,

Massachusetts cattle,

Western cattle,

Sheep and lambs, .

Swine, .

Calves, .

2,118

1,875

5,811

1,514

71,385

315,380

1,138,644

54,967

Cattle not for immediate slaughter have been tested by

the agent of the Cattle Bureau at Brighton, and are included

in the Brighton report.
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Receipts of Stock at Brighton, from Dec. 1, 1906, to

Maine cattle, .

New Hampshire cattle, .

Vermont cattle,

New York cattle, .

Massachusetts cattle,

Western cattle,

Sheep and lambs, .

Swine, ....
Calves, ....
Cattle tested,

Cattle condemned after tost,

Cattle killed on permit to kill

Cattle released after test,

Nov. 80,

Report of Cattle brought into State during the 3

of the Quarantine Stations.

For dairy and breeding purposes, tested before shipment

For dairy and breeding purposes, tested after arrival, .

1907.

9,490

1,611

2,104

5,562

11,376

54,534

15,423

15,645

31,621

14,480

169

49

14,262

car, to Points outside

2,616

4,622

7,238

Neat cattle on which no test was required, outside of cattle

and calves for immediate slaughter, .... 1.07S

Total, 8,316

The cattle and calves on which no test was required, out-

side of animals for immediate slaughter, were as follows: —

Returned from out-of-State pastures,

Calves under six months old, '
.

Injured on route and killed by owner,

Died before test could be made, .

Unloaded in transit through State,

Pastured in State for brief period only,

Total,

The number of cattle and calves brougb.1 into the State for

immediate slaughter cannot be given exactly, as there were

several carloads in which the number of head was not re-

ported definitely. In round numbers there were 7,500 cattle

and calves brought in on permits for immediate slaughter.
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Nearly all of the total number of animals given above were

brought in on permits issued by the Chief of the Cattle

Bureau, only 434 head having been brought in without per-

mits, which were reported to this Bureau by railroad agents,

local inspectors or others. Of these, 53 were accompanied

by satisfactory certificates of tuberculin test, 5 were calves

under six months old, 28 were slaughtered at once for beef,

7 were returned from pasture, and the remainder, 341 head,

were tested by agents of the Cattle Bureau. There was also

1 herd brought into the State for exhibition without permit,

which was duly reported to this Bureau.

There were 1,002 permits issued, 158 of which were not

used. Seven permits were issued allowing cattle to be brought

into the State for exhibition at agricultural fairs, to remain

for a short time only; 5 were issued for bringing cattle back

from exhibition in other States. Ten permits were issued

for pasturing cattle in the State during the season ; 1 permit

was given for returning cattle daily from a pasture in Con-

necticut ; 1 permit was given to unload cattle near the border

line, to be driven into the next State ; 3 permits were given to

load Massachusetts cattle at stations just over the line, as a

matter of convenience for the shipper; and several permits

were given to one owner whose barn is just over the line in

New Hampshire, to bring Massachusetts cattle in as sold.

Nearly 1,200 more cattle were tested and released at

Brighton during 1907 than in the previous year, and there

was an increase of over 200 head that were released at

points outside. There was also a larger proportion tested

after arrival at points outside of Brighton than in the pre-

vious year. Most of these animals were milch cows.

The third portion of this work, or " voluntary request

work," is shown in the appended list :
—

Number of herds tested, . . . . . . .16
Number of animals tested, ....... 454

Number condemned and rendered,..... 26

Number condemned and passed for beef, no award, . . 126

Number released, 300

Cases undecided, ........ 2

454
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This is the same number of herds as in 190G, but includes

more animals, with a larger per cent of reactions. Some
herds were found to be absolutely healthy, in others there

was a very large percentage found to be diseased. It is

gratifying to find, however, that in herds that have been

tested in previous years the animals as a rule are generally

free from tuberculosis, and the herds where a large per cent

are diseased are those that have not been previously tested.

Several of the herds where tests have been made on volun-

tary request are the property of State institutions. The

advisability of the Cattle Bureau doing this work is ques-

tionable; furnishing an agent and paying for animals that

are rendered from its appropriation is too much like a man
doing business by taking money out of one pocket and putting

it into another. While it seems proper perhaps for the

Cattle Bureau to furnish a skilled veterinarian with tuber-

culin for this work, it would be better to let the Legislature

make a special appropriation for each institution to replenish

its herd when there was any loss in it from tuberculosis.

There seems to be a continued interest in the immuniza-

tion of calves from tuberculosis by the Von Behring method.

There are a number of herds in the State where the young

animals are being immunized, and thus far the results seem

to be very encouraging. This method will be particularly

valuable in pure-bred herds in which tuberculosis exists,

where it is undesirable to kill the parent stock, many mem-

bers of which may be but slightly diseased, yet where the

young animals would grow up in a scrofulous condition if

it were not for this means of conferring upon them immunity

from disease.

When Koch discovered the tubercle bacillus in 1882, he

announced that it was identical in animals and man. This,

if true, would make the milk from tuberculous cows very

dangerous as an article of human food, if used in an un-

cooked state, as milk usually is.

Dr. Theobald Smith, however, in 1890-98 demonstrated

the existence of two types of tubercle bacilli,— the bovine

derived from cattle, and the human found in the sputum of

persons suffering from phthisis. When Koch's attention was
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called to the result of Dr. Smith's investigations, he took the

matter up and agreed with him in the correctness of his views,

and went so far as to say, in a speech at the Congress of

Tuberculosis in London, in July, 1901, that there is abso-

lutely no danger to the public health from tuberculous cattle.

This view was going from one extreme to the other. It

seems more reasonable to take a middle course, and assume

that, while the danger was over-estimated a few years ago,

still there is a slight danger, and delicate persons and young

children are sometimes infected with the bovine form of

tubercle bacillus through the medium of milk, and that when

thus infected the disease may in some instances prove fatal.

Dr. Smith has found the bovine form of tubercle bacillus

in the tonsils and lymphatic glands from persons in several

instances, and in some cases fatal results may occur.

To determine just how great the danger from the use of

raw milk from tuberculous cows to human beings may be

will require a great many examinations of tuberculous lymph

nodes and autopsies; but while the per cent of danger may

not be very great, there is positively a certain amount of

risk. It is a well-known fact that the milk from cows with

tuberculosis of the udder or from those that show marked

clinical evidence of disease is very infectious to calves, pigs

and small experimental animals, and it is certainly very

undesirable to use such milk for feeding children. Milk may
become infected in various ways. A cow with a tuberculous

udder may excrete the tubercle bacilli directly in the milk,

or one with generalized tuberculosis may have a few bacilli

pass off through the milk, or the milk may become contam-

inated through the dust of the stable or the dirt falling from

the cows' flanks into the pail.

Cows with phthisis do not cough up and expectorate in-

fectious material, like the human animal, but swallow what

they raise and pass it off through the digestive canal. Recent

observations show that the fa?ces of cattle with sufficient

lung disease to cough up and swallow infective material are

literally teeming with millions of tubercle bacilli. When
such a cow lies down, her tail becomes contaminated with

the filth of the gutter, and when she swings it she smears
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her flanks and sides with manure containing tubercle ba-

cilli ; some of- this dirt gets into the pail at milking time,

and some goes into the floating dust of the air. Here is

an added argument for clean stables and clean cows.

AMiile the present methods of the Cattle Bureau take the-

cows that show physical evidence of disease, or that may
have tuberculous udder.-, and thus help to give the State

a fair system of dairy inspection as far as tuberculosis is

concerned, there still remains what has been recently de-

scribed in a bulletin of the United States Department of

Agriculture, Bureau of Animal Industry, " The unsus-

pected but dangerously tuberculous cow." (United States

Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Animal Industry,

Circular Xo. 118.) This circular, by Dr. E. C. Schroeder.

superintendent of the Experiment Station, describes a class

of cow, and gives eases, where the animal, although appar-

ently healthy from a. physical point of view, is found to

be in such a condition as to be a source of danger to other

cattle and the public health.

Beside the danger to human beings from the use of

products from tuberculous cows, particularly from milk and

dairy products, which may not be so very great, there re-

main the great losses to the stock breeder and dairyman

from the ravages of this disease among their animals, which

would make its eradication seem desirable for the protection

of their pocketbooks, instead of giving rise to a lot of stupid,

short-sighted opposition. It is not only proving a loss be-

cause of the neat cattle destroyed by it, but is causing heavy

losses to swine raisers, because the hogs that are kept in

cellars under infected cattle, or fed their milk at home or

at the creamery, become tuberculous and are then condemned

when sent to the abattoir.

Last year between 21,000 and 22,000 head of cattle were

brought into this State for dairy and breeding purposes,

over 18,000 of which were tested after arrival by agents of

the Cattle Bureau; the rest, only a little over 2,500, were

tested by veterinarians outside of the State, and it is be-

lieved that most of these were honestly tested. That is,

a number of cattle, mostly milch cows, are brought into
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the State annually, equal to over 10 per cent of the cows

of the State. If every farmer when he buys a new cow

would disinfect the stalls where the old ones stood, and then

buy only tested cows to replace the old ones, there would

be much less tuberculosis than there is to-day among the

milkmen's herds in eastern Massachusetts ; but, as it is,

many of these healthy cows are taken to infected barns

and later sold to the State or the bologna sausage maker

because they have gone to pieces with tuberculosis. The

average milkman will buy any good-looking cow he sees on

the Brighton market, and does not seem to care whether

she is a healthy tested cow from without the State or an

untested Massachusetts cow.

If the appropriations of the Cattle Bureau permitted, it

would be well to test with tuberculin all the cattle offered

for sale on the Brighton market, killing all reacting animals,

then trace every reacting Massachusetts cow back to the

herd in the western part of the State from which she came,

clean up the herd, disinfect the barn, and then have the

owner understand that if any more cases of tuberculosis

ever occurred on his farm he would forfeit his right to

compensation from the State in the future. If in addition

owners of fancy herds where there is tuberculosis would

systematically immunize the calves, bovine tuberculosis, with

its attendant porcine tuberculosis, could be rapidly dimin-

ished. It would take more money to do this than present

appropriations permit of, but it would pay in the end.

During the last three or four years a monthly report has

been sent to the United States Department of Commerce

and Labor, giving a list of the receipts of cattle, calves,

sheep, lambs, swine and horses at Boston. The following

table shows the animals received during the twelve months

ending Xov. 30, 1907. These figures include the cattle and

sheep intended for export, as well as those to be slaughtered

at the abattoirs around Boston, and the milch cows for sale

to farmers. Boston is quite a distributing point for horses

that are sold at the sales stables to go into cities and towns

surrounding Boston, as well as into some of the other New
England States.
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Receipts of Lire Stock at Boston for Twelve Months ending Nov. SO,

1907.

For Month ending—
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send them to the slaughterhouse, subject to the usual in-

spection.

A number of outbreaks of symptomatic anthrax or black

leg have occurred in Worcester, Hampshire and Berkshire

Counties. When this disease appears in a pasture an agent

is sent to inoculate the exposed young cattle with black-

legoids for those owners who desire it. Young cattle given

this protective inoculation do not develop the disease, and

no more deaths from it are reported among animals in these

pastures after being given the treatment.

Several cases of actinomycosis have been reported among

cows. Animals that are emaciated and suffering with open

discharging sores on the jaw bones, or with actinomycosis

of the udder, are killed; those but slightly diseased and in

good condition are released, with the advice to the owner

to dry off and fatten as rapidly as possible, and then to dis-

pose of the creature for beef.

There has been a little trouble from verminous bronchitis

in sheep in Franklin County, but it does not seem to have

been very serious, and is not a contagious disease within the

meaning of section 28, chapter 90, Revised Laws.

A supposed outbreak of a contagious disease in a herd

of cows at Boxborough last July was investigated by an

agent of the Cattle Bureau, who ascertained that four ani-

mals had died. The cause of death was decided to be

poisoning from eating nitrate of soda that was bought for

fertilizing purposes, and left where the cattle could lick it.

The last of May or early in June four cows died on a

farm in Taunton. The farm was visited by the Chief of

the Cattle Bureau and Dr. A. G. Walker of Taunton, who
reported the cases. It seemed as though the animals must

have been poisoned in some way, and it was thought that

possibly sheep laurel might have been the poisonous agent,

as quantities of it grew in the pasture where the cattle were

kept. A cow was taken there and tied up and given a diet

of sheep laurel for two weeks, and appeared to thrive on

it. The cause of death still seems to be a mystery.

A number of supposed cases of poisoning have been heard
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of during the past summer from cows grazing under trees

which had been sprayed with arsenate of lead; but just

how great is the danger of being poisoned in this way,

needs further investigation.

Last spring there was an outbreak of what is known as

" calf diphtheria " among some valuable Holstein calves in

Princeton. A specimen of the larynx of a calf was sent

to the laboratory for examination. Dr. Frothingham pro-

nounced the disease to be what is known as calf diphtheria.

This malady is not due to the bacillus of diphtheria which

produces that disease in the human family. It is called

calf diphtheria because of the formation of a necrotic mem-

brane in the throat, which somewhat resembles the false

membrane found in human diphtheria. The owner was

advised to put the calves, as they were born, in a different

stable, thoroughly disinfect the stable where the disease had

been, and keep the healthy calves away from the sick ones.

There has been no further complaint of the trouble on the

farm where it appeared. The owner states that for treat-

ment he used peroxide of hydrogen as a wash for the mouth

and throat.

Financial Statement.

At the end of the fiscal year, ISTov. 30, 1906, there was on

hand, as per tenth semiannual report:—

Balance of appropriation for salaries and

expenses for 1906, .... $892 84

Balance of appropriation for general

work of Bureau for 1906, . . . 9,528 61

Appropriated under chapter 197, Acts of

1907, for deficiency in 1906 account, . 8,432 60

Appropriation for salaries and expenses

of 1907, under chapter 60, Acts of 1907, $7,000 00

Appropriation for general work of Bureau

for 1907, under chapter 123, Acts of

1907, 70,000 00

$18,854 05

77,000 00

Total to be accounted for, $95,854 05
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Expended during the year: —
For 542 head of cattle condemned and

killed during the year 1906, paid for in

1907,

For 1,488 head of cattle condemned am
killed during the year,

For killing, burial and arbitration ex

penses, .....
For services of agents (exclusive o

glanders work),

For expenses of agents (exclusive o

glanders work),

For expenses of quarantine stations,

For expenses of glanders work, including

services and expenses of agents, labora-

tory work and killing and burial,

For laboratory work (exclusive o

glanders work),

For implements, ear tags, thermometers

etc., .....
For salary of Chief of Bureau,

For salary of clerk,

For salaries of assistant clerks and ste-

nographers, ....
For office expenses, printing, postage

stationery, etc.,

For expenses of Chief of Bureau, .

Total expenditures,

Balance from all accounts, Nov. 30, 1907.

This balance is made up of the followi

Unexpended balance of appropriation for

salary and expense account of 1906, .

Unexpended balance of deficit appropria-

tion for account of 1906, .

Unexpended balance of appropriation for

salary and expense account of 1907, .

Unexpended balance of appropriation for

general work of Bureau and available

for unsettled accounts of 1907, .

Total as above, ....

$11,193 25

31,133 35

206 00

14,933 32

5,705 28

7,323 23

7,073 47

4,022 00

616 75

1,800 00

1,200 00

2,239 64

1,721 29
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There are unpaid bills chargeable to ap-

propriation for salaries and expenses,

amounting to . . . . . $540 86

The balance of this appropriation is . 412 92

Deficit on this account, . . . $127 94

There are unpaid miscellaneous bills,

amounting to $1,086 05

Unsettled claims for 334 head of cattle,

condemned and killed as tuberculous,

amounting to . . . . . 7,266 15

Total of outstanding accounts, . $8,952 20

Balance of appropriation available for

payment of same, .... 5,087 22

Deficit on account of this appropria-

tion, 3,864 98

Total amount of deficit, $3,992 92

From the sale of hides and carcasses of condemned cattle,

the sale of ear tags, testing cattle at Brighton for non-

resident owners, etc., there has been received and paid

into the State treasury, $4,730 91

The average price paid for condemned cattle during the

year was $20 85

It will be seen by the foregoing statement that a balance

of $5,087.22 was left on hand November 30, from the

appropriation for the general work of the Cattle Bureau

for 1907, available for payment of all unsettled accounts.

When all the claims against the Cattle Bureau come in,

this sum will not be sufficient, and there will probably be

a deficit of about $3,500.

The Legislature of 1907 passed a deficiency appropriation

bill for the Cattle Bureau of $8,432.60, which is a much

larger sum than will be needed this year to settle the unpaid

accounts of 1907.

Estimates made to the Auditor under the requirements

of chapter 211, Acts of 1905, for the fiscal year ending

Nov. 30, 1908, are for $77,000, divided into $7,000 for the

salaries of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau and his clerk,

extra clerical assistance, printing, postage and general office

and incidental expenses, and $70,000 for the general outside
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work in exterminating contagious diseases among horses and

other animals.

This estimate is based on the assumption that the ap-

propriations made in 1907 for the use of the Cattle Bureau

were sufficient to meet nearly all its expenses for the current

year; and if the policy of the State toward contagions dis-

eases of animals is to continue the same as for the last few

years, there is no necessity for asking for more money. Tf

any more extensive work is to be undertaken, then of course

an additional appropriation would be necessary to meet the

expense of any additional work.

Respectfully submitted,

AUSTIN PETERS,
Chief of Cattle Bureau.
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REPORT.

Each year brings with it changed conditions and results in

new and varying work. We have found less violations of

the renovated butter law and an increase in violations of the

oleomargarine laws. This is accounted for by the fact that

fewer dealers are now handling the former, while the number

handling the latter has increased. It is believed that the

amount of oleomargarine sold in the State has somewhat

increased, although the Boston receipts show a falling off

of nearly 2,000 packages. As the oleomargarine now on the

market is not prohibited by State law, as was the case with

that formerly sold, the various laws governing registration

of dealers, the marking of vehicles, the labelling of packages,

placing of signs, and, above all, the selling of oleomargarine

as and for butter, are the only means of protecting the public

against fraud, and the butter makers and dealers against un-

fair competition. We have presented in court, during the

year, 101 cases of violation of the various oleomargarine laws,

79 cases of violation of the renovated butter law and 18 cases

for the adulteration of milk. Two of the cases were for

milk containing formaldehyde ; the balance were undoubtedly

watered. Most of this milk work has been done in conjunc-

tion with the local milk inspectors.

We have during the year come into closer touch with

these officers than ever before, and have gathered from them

information which has aided us materially in our work, for

which we record our indebtedness. We notice that in places

where the campaign for pure milk has waged longest and

much high-priced milk is sold the rate of consumption of

milk per capita is high. This is encouraging, and shows
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what can be accomplished by furnishing consumers with a

good article. It is the assurance that milk is clean and right

that counts in obtaining the confidence of the public, thus

increasing consumption, especially after the consumer has

become accustomed to paying the higher price. It is along

these lines that those in authority are working, and we trust

that the assurance of improved quality and condition of milk

now being produced in this State will increase the consump-

tion still further in the near future, and that the price to the

farmers will soon be such as will fairly recompense them for

its production.

The milk standard question was agitated before the Legis-

lature last winter, and several bills were offered by inter-

ested parties, but none prevailed. AYe are of the opinion that

the day will some time come when milk will be sold on its

merits, and that fat content will be the measure of its com-

mercial value. We also believe that some way should be

provided to permit the legal sale of any and all milk pro-

duced by healthy, properly fed and well-cared-for cows.

We do not believe that the present milk standard law is

right, in so far as it calls for too wide a variation between

summer and winter milk. It would perhaps be better not

to have any variation at all. We are decidedly of the

opinion that milk from other States should be subject to all

the requirements as to its production which prevail in this

State.

Elsewhere will be found a list of the prosecutions and some

interesting analyses of market milk as it is being produced

to-day, and also figures illustrative of adulterated and un-

adulterated milk.

We are glad to note an increase in the price of milk, in-

dicative of better conditions for the dairyman. What is

needed to-day perhaps more than ever before is confidence

and co-operation between all parties concerned in the milk

business. If all will pull together, more milk will be con-

sumed, a better price paid and the producers properly

remunerated. Care must be taken, however, that no legis-

lation is allowed that will make the producer worse off than

he is at present.
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The personnel of the Bureau and its staff has remained

unchanged. J. M. Danforth was reappointed by Governor

Guild, C. D. Richardson has continued as chairman, II. E.

Paio-e as a member, J. Lewis Ellsworth secretary, P. M.

Ilarwood general agent, A. W. Lombard agent, B. F.

Davenport and H. C. Emerson chemists, and four persons

have been temporarily employed as agents during some

part of the year.

The summary of the year's work is as follows :
—

Total number of inspections, . . . . . .'5,779

Number of inspections where no sample was taken, . . 4,538

Number of samples of butter and oleomargarine, nearly all

purchased, ......... 1,182

Number of samples of milk and cream, mostly purchased, . 192

Cases in court, 202

Meetings addressed by chairman of the Bureau, * . . . 17

Meetings addressed by the general agent, .... 27

Cases prosecuted during the eleven months ending Nov.

30, 1907, by months and courts, with law violated, and re-

sults, are as follows :
—

Court.
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Court.
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Note.— The milk cases in Worcester were prosecuted in conjunction

with G. L. Berg, in Chicopee with C. W. King, in Salem with J. J.

McGrath, and in Woburn with P. T. McUonough ; and the renovated

butter work in Boston with James O. Jordan. The Bureau is also

indebted to the milk insj^ectors of Worcester, Lowell, Lynn, Holyoke,

Chicopee, Springfield, Northampton, Greenfield and Taunton for val-

uable assistance in oleomargarine and milk work.

The charges in the several cases in court for the year end-

ing Nov. 30, 1907, have been as follows :
—

Selling renovated butter in unmarked packages, ... 79

Selling oleomargarine in imitation of yellow butter, ... 4

Selling oleomargarine without sign on exposed contents, . . 7

Selling oleomargarine when butter was asked for, ... 22

Selling oleomargarine without being registered, ... 10

Selling oleomargarine without sign in store, .... 17

Selling oleomargarine in unmarked packages, . . . . 12

Selling oleomargarine from wagon without license, ... 3

Selling oleomargarine from wagon not bearing the words

" licensed to sell oleomargarine,". ..... 7

Selling oleomargarine from restaurant without notice to guests, 23

Selling milk containing formaldehyde, ..... 2

Selling milk containing added water, ..... 14

Selling milk below standard, 1 ....... 2

202

The following is a list of inspections without samples and

the number of samples taken in the years 1903-1907, inclu-

sive :
—

Inspections
without
Samples.

Sample!
taken.

1903,
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The following is a list of the number of cases entered in

court and also the number of convictions secured in the

years 1903-1907, inclusive:—

Year.
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ported by a previous decision by Judge Bishop, which had

been endorsed by several other Superior Court judges, over-

ruled the attempt, and the matter stands just where it did

before. If this sort of oleomargarine is to be sold in this

State, then it becomes necessary, in order to safeguard the

consuming public as well as the dairy interests, that all laws

regulating the sale of the same shall be rigidly enforced.

This we have done, and 101 violations have been found and

the cases have been entered in court during the past }
rear.

The output of oleomargarine in the United States for the

year ending June 30, 1907, was greater than at any time

since the enactment of the last national oleomargarine law,

but is still far below that of the years previous to its enact-

ment. The appended statistics tell the story :
—

Under New Law.
Pounds.

1907, 68,988,850

190(3, 53,146,657

1905, . 49,880,982

1904, 48,071,480

1903, 71,804,102

Under Old Law.
1902 126,316,472

1901, 104,943,856

1900, 107,045,028

The licenses issued in this State have also increased, be-

ing as follows :
—

Retail, uncolored, ........ 229

Wholesale, uncolored, ....... 17

Total, 246

The Boston oleomargarine receipts were 14,581 packages

for the year 1907,— a decrease of 19,131 packages from the

previous year.

Renovated Butter.

It is an interesting fact that the sales of renovated butter

have apparently fallen off in this State. We are at a loss

to account for this, unless it be that the price of renovated

butter, which only follows a few cents behind creamery
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butter, has been carried at too high a point, those who were

obliged to use lower-priced goods using a cheaper grade of

butter or oleomargarine instead. There is but one factory

license issued in this State. The number of cases in court

this year for violation of the renovated butter law was 79.

The output of the renovated butter factories of the United

States for the year ending June .30, 1907, was 62,919,998

pounds.

Butter.

The price of butter has ruled higher than for many years,

which was natural, and in conformity with the general ad-

vance of prices and the advanced cost of milk production.

We believe that the quality of butter upon the market is

slowly but surely improving. A more intelligent care of

the dairy and more skill in the use of the starter by the

butter maker are undoubtedly to a large extent responsible

for this. High prices, however, are not conducive to the

increase of volume of business, and the Boston supply has

fallen considerably below that of 1906. This is apparently

largely due to the decrease in export trade, for there is still

a balance of 224,464 pounds, representing the increased

local consumption,— a figure much below that of last year.

The winter meeting of the Massachusetts Creamery Asso-

ciation was the most enthusiastic and successful held for

some years. The quality of the butter exhibited showed

improvement. The association is harmonious, and pro-

gressive.

The average price paid per pound of butter fat by the

local creameries to patrons, so far as reported, was 30.79-}-

cents.

The following table shows the average quotation for the

best fresh creamery butter in a strictly wholesale way in

the Boston market for the last eiglit years :
—
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Milk.

The summer price of milk for the Boston market was

raised to 28^2 cents per can (where the cans were returned

clean by the contractors) in the 9-cent or so-called average

zone. This was an increase of 2^ cents per can over the

price paid in 100(3, when it was 2(3 cents, making the 1907

summer price per quart to producers at railroad station

3.35-}- cents. The winter price was raised to 35^ cents

per can (clean cans), which was 6 cents more than was paid

in the winter of 1906-07, and 7 cents increase over the sum-

mer price of 281/2 cents, making the 1907-08 winter price

per quart to the producer at railroad station 4.17-J- cents.

One-half cent more per can is paid where farmers wash their

own cans.

The difference between the net Boston price of milk and

the price paid the producer at the railroad station depends

upon the distance from Boston, and the discounts from the

Boston price arc as follows :
—

Cents.

For stations between 17 and 23 miles, ..... 6

For stations between 23 and 36 miles, ..... 7

For stations between 36 and 56 miles, ..... 8

For stations between 56 and 76 miles, ..... 9

This last is called the middle or average zone, although it

is undoubtedly inside the average. The zones beyond 76

miles are 20 miles wide, and 1 cent per can additional is de-

ducted in each of these zones as the distance increases. The

payment for milk on part of a majority of the larger con-

tractors is governed by the so-called Knapp tables. The

object of this system is to secure even production, and still

allow a producer to increase or decrease his business by

asking at the beginning of the six months for the rating he

desires. AVe have thought best to publish a sample sheet of

these tables, that the public may have a better knowledge

of the system. 1 One of the contractors pays on a different

basis, paying 2 cents per can less for unrestricted production.

Another one of the smaller contractors buys milk paying a

i See pages 280, 281.
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standard price for that between 3.G and 4 per cent butter fat

;

for milk testing above 4 percent and not above 4.2 per cent,

1 cent extra per can is paid ; for milk testing above 4.2 per

cent and not above 4.4 per cent, 2 cents, and above 4.4 per

cent, 3 cents. If milk falls below 3.6, the price is decreased

relatively ; and if below 3 per cent, is not accepted. Another

of the smaller firms buys a part of its supply on the butter-

fat basis, paying a premium for all over 4 per cent fat.

The milk in southwestern Massachusetts is shipped to the

New York market. The system of payment on part of the

Willow Brook Dairy at Sheffield, for example, is the New
York exchange price ; at present writing, December, 4 cents

per quart, subject to change at any time, but is based upon
4.2 per cent butter fat, 2% cents being added to or sub-

tracted from the price of a 40-quart can for each one-tenth

above or below. In West Stockbridge the F. D. Shove

Milk Factory pays by the hundred weight. This winter's

price is as follows: October, $1.80; November, December,

January and February, $2; and March, $1.80 per hundred

weight.

The retail price in many of the cities and towns in the

Commonwealth has been increased approximately 1 cent per

quart over that of the winter of 1906. In some cases the

consumption fell off temporarily, but it is believed that it is

now rising towards normal. The producers supplying milk

to such cities and towns have in the main received an ad-

vance in price, the price to the producer as a rule having

been advanced about 1/2 cent per quart over that of last win-

ter. This has given the producers near Boston about 5

cents at the form on the average, those more remote 4*,£

cents, while in the western part of the State about 4 cents

per quart is the prevailing winter price.

Forty-four samples of milk were taken at Barre Plains in

November from the firm of C. Brigham Company, just as it

was received from the farmers. For results of analyses and

refractometer tests, see page 282.

One interesting case of adulterated milk was procured in

another locality. A sample was taken from a peddler, and

found to be wrong. Upon being notified of the result this
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peddler came at once to the office and declared that the milk

was as he bought it, and asked as a favor that the dairies

from which he was obtaining his supply be sampled. We
did so, and on November 27 took a sample of the milk from

one dairy, which analyzed 3.2 per cent fat ; other solids,

8.24 ; total, 11.44 ; refractometer test, 39°. This farm had

been delivering to the peddler for a month or more exactly

16 cans per day. On November 29 we saw this herd milked,

took samples of known purity from the milk of each cow,

and also of the mixed milk of the herd, with the result that

the latter analyzed 4 per cent fat; other solids, 9.48; total

solids, 13.48 ; refractometer test, 42.50.° The daily amount

furnished the peddler from this dairy promptly fell oil".

The owner was tried later in the district court, found

guilty and fined $50, from which he appealed. 1 For full

results of analyses in this ease see pages 282, 283.

For amount of milk received in Boston by railroad see

page 283.

Knapp Table, with Eatings, showing the Discounts for Overproduction

and Underproduction in the 9-Cent Zone.
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Knapp Table, villi Eatings, etc.— Concluded.
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Samples of Milk for Boston Market, as delivered at Car by Farmers,

takenfrom G. Brigham Company, at Barre Plains, Muss.

Sample
Number.
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Milk ofKnown Purityfrom Individual Cows of Same Herd as Above,

Nov. 29, 1907.

Cow.
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Creameries and Milk Depots.

Appended we give a revised list of the principal cream-

eries and milk depots owned and operated by Massachusetts

individuals and corporations. There are in this State, in

addition to these, a number of distributing plants for cream-

eries owned and operated in other States. For instance, the

Maine Creamery Company of Bangor, Me., has offices at 12

Foster Wharf, Boston. The Turner Centre Creamery of

Auburn, Me., lias distributing houses in Boston, Worcester,

Taunton and Lowell, and ships to these points butter, cream,

and to one at least skimmed milk. 1 The New England

Creamery of Livermore Falls, Me., distributes through a

Massachusetts company of the same name in Everett, which

also distributes the " Hampden Creamery "goods. The Lyn-

donville Creamery of Lyndonville, Vt., has a plant at Water-

town, from which it distributes milk, cream and butter. J.

L. Humphrey, Jr., has four plants, one each in New Bed-

ford, Fall River, Taunton and Brockton, for the distribution

of butter and renovated butter from his Iowa creameries.

The Armours, Swifts, Hammonds, Morrises and other large

packing houses, all representing western-made goods, dis-

tribute quantities of butter and renovated butter from their

numerous establishments scattered over the State. Some of

these also put out oleomargarine. Besides these, there is a

considerable number of creamery companies and so-called

creameries which buy their stock of producers in this and

other States. These in the aggregate do a large business.

Other private dairies or creameries also have town offices,

restaurants, etc. The above is difficult of strict classifica-

tion.

A number of dairies are producing milk and cream under

conditions and of a quality which command a price higher

than that ruling the general market, and at least two are

selling certified milk.

i Pasteurized skimmed milk .•mil cream are put together in the proper proportions

required for standard milk, in the Iioston plant, and the milk thus made is placed

upon the market.
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Expenses.

The following is a classified statement of the expenses for

the year ending Nov. 30, 1907 :
—

Bureau: compensation and travelling expenses, . . $339 31

Agents: compensation, ....... 1,936 50

Agents : travelling expenses and samples purchased, . 2,527 84

General agent : travelling and necessary expenses, . 493 46

Chemists: analyses, tests, court attendance, . . . 1,120 50

Printing and supplies, . 105 92

Educational, 476 47

Total $7,000 00

P. M. HARWOOD,
General Agent.

Accepted and adopted as the report of the Dairy Bureau.

CARLTON D. RICHARDSON.
JOHN M. DANFORTH.
HENRY E. PAIGE.
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KEPORT OF THE STATE FORESTER.

To the General Court.

It is with a degree of pleasure that I offer this my first annual

report, although the fourth since the establishment of the office of

State Forester.

The efficiency of the office during the past year has been

greatly increased in every direction. All of the lines of work pre-

viously begun by my predecessor have been carried forward, and

many new features added. The work of making examinations

and giving advice on forestry matters has been constantly grow-

ing, until at present the head of the department finds it almost

impossible to meet the demands with his present force of assist-

ants. The correspondence alone, we are told by the post-office

authorities, has increased fully two hundred per cent during the

year.

The hearty co-operation asked for upon my accepting the posi-

tion of State Forester has been more than realized in the very

hearty and cordial assistance rendered on every hand.

After a careful study of our forestry conditions, and definitely

deciding upon what legislation was needed most, we were fortu-

nate in being able to present some bills before the last General

Court, even after the usual time had expired, due to the recom-

mendations in Governor Guild's inaugural. These bills met

with approval and were enacted.

At the forestry hearing before the committee on agriculture

practically every organization in the State interested in forestry

was present. It would be impossible to have had a more repre-

sentative hearing.

The following organizations passed definite resolutions favor-

ing the bills which afterwards were enacted : the Massachusetts

House Document No. 1225, 1908.
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State Grange, at their annual meeting at Faneuil Hall, in Boston;

the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture, at their annual

winter meeting; the Eastern Shook and Wooden Box Manufac-

turers Association, at their annual meeting at Young's Hotel,

Boston. The executive committee of the Massachusetts For-

estry Association assisted in many ways, and to Mr. Henry

James, Jr., the chairman, I desire to give the credit of shaping

these bills in their present excellent form. The presidents of the

railroads traversing our State also gave their personal support

toward better forest fire regulations and laws.

Forest Laws Publication.

Upon the passage of the new forest laws the State Forester

compiled the various enactments of the State forest laws, and

had the same printed in a small booklet, 10,000 copies of which

have been distributed quite generally throughout the State.

This booklet is of convenient size for carrying in one's pocket,

and also can be sent in an ordinary letter envelope, and hence is

admirably adapted for dissemination and use. The double in-

dex system of reference is carried out in the publication, the para-

graphs being indicated by heavier type side headings.

Forest Fire Posters.

Following the instructions in the statutes, the State Forester

had the abbreviated instruction of the forest fire laws printed on

a large poster, 18 by 27 inches in size, and distributed generally

throughout the Commonwealth. Paper posters were printed

for use indoors, while similar cloth posters were distributed for

out-of-door use. The main heading, "Forest Fire Laws," was

printed in large letters of bright red, while the remainder was

printed in green ink. In compliance with the law, the railroads

have placed a poster in each of their depots, and similar notices

are to be found in the various post-offices of the State. The

others have been posted by the town authorities.

The Forest Warden Law.

Beginning with the coming spring elections in the towns,

in accordance with the legislation of 1907, the new board

of selectmen is empowered to appoint a forest warden, who
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shall be given authority to look after the forest interests of the

town.

The particular channel of usefulness whereby the recent enact-

ments of the Legislature have made it possible for the State For-

ester to accomplish results is through this town forest warden

system.

The appointment of the town forest warden is subject to the

approval of the State Forester. His compensation is met by the

individual towns, and he has the power of appointing his depu-

ties.

The forest warden may also be called upon by the State For-

ester for whatever information is desired from time to time: as

the correcting of his town forest acreage; amount of reforesta-

tion done during the year; number and kinds of forest fires;

depredations from insect and fungous disease outbreaks, etc.

For this work the warden is compensated by the State Treasurer

through bills presented to and approved by the State Forester.

For this work he is paid at the rate of not to exceed 35 cents an

hour.

The State Forester has the privilege of calling and making ar-

rangements for conventions of forest wardens, and paying wholly

or in part their travelling expenses, the only provision being that

no money shall be expended in paying the travelling expenses of

any one warden to or from more than one convention in any one

year; that the total expense of said convention shall not exceed

$2,000, and be held within the Commonwealth. This enact-

ment ought to furnish to a certain extent the brief schooling each

year in practical forestry to the men who most need it for accom-

plishing economic results in the State. The law also, it will be

seen, allows the State Forester the privilege of retaining valuable

wardens in the various towns when they have proven their

merit.

Through this law we now have a thoroughly systematized plan

of usefulness, a natural channel through which it is believed

much good to our forest interests must result. When we once

get a thoroughly organized corps of competent forest wardens,

one in each of our three hundred and twenty towns, who can in-

telligently handle forest fires and other forestry matters of vital

concern, we shall have made great progress, both from the eco-

nomic and aesthetic standpoints. The small booklet, "Brief
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Instructions to Massachusetts Forest Wardens," discusses quite

fully the duties of the forest warden. This is obtainable at the

State Forester's office.

Spark Arresters on Railroad Engines.

In compliance with the law passed at the last session of the

Legislature, the Railroad Commission had a conference with the

various railroads of the State, and after going over the matter of

establishing what was thought to be an efficient spark arrester

for every engine on each road operating in the State, the com-

mission sent out the following orders to the railroad authorities.

(The following being an example of that sent to one road) :
—

Petition of the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company,

Lessee of the Boston & Albany Railroad, for Approval of Installation

and Maintenance of a Spark Arrester.

After consideration, it is —
Ordered, That the approval of the Board, under the provisions of

chapter 431 of the Acts of 1907, be hereby given to the installation and

maintenance on engines of the Boston & Albany railroad of spark arrest-

ers of the type submitted with the petition, and shown upon plan filed

therewith, entitled "New York central lines; smoke box; interior ar-

rangement; locomotive," and dated Oct. 16, 1906.

Attest

:

(Signed) Charles E. Mann,
Clerk.

The only thing yet to be established is that some definite

methods of efficient inspection be arranged, and it is believed

this is a matter that the railroads will regulate satisfactorily.

Public Lectures and Addresses.

The calls for lectures on forestry by the State Forester have

been many. It has been made a policy to accept invitations to

address public meetings whenever it can be shown that good

results are likely to follow. In accepting invitations, the request

is made that an audience of at least one hundred be guaranteed,

if possible. This request has invariably resulted in more activity

on the part of the local organizations in getting out large num-

bers, and in more efficient and far-reaching service on the part of

the State Forester. An example of this might be cited. In asking

for an address on forestry by an organization whose member-
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ship was thirty-six, the acceptance was on the condition that the

meeting be made public, and under the usual requirements, re-

sulting in an audience of over five hundred. The number of

lectures delivered during the year was forty-five.

Lectures at the Agricultural College.

In accordance with arrangements made with the authorities

representing the trustees of the college, a course of instructions

on forestry, consisting of ten lectures and exercises, was given

by the State Forester to the students of the college last spring.

I am frank to say that it would be impossible to work with a more

satisfactory and intelligent body of students than attended this

course of lectures.

A talk on forestry was also given by the State Forester before

the Conference on Rural Progress, called by President Kenyon

L. Butterfield in October at the Agricultural College.

The National Irrigation and Forestry Congress.

The State Forester was invited to address the above congress

at Sacramento, Cal., September 2 to 7, on " State Forestry Devel-

opment," and present a paper upon " The Use of Artificial Fer-

tilizers in Forestry." This trip was also made use of in visiting

some large commercial nurseries in the middle west, as well as

studying general forestry methods on the Pacific coast. The
congress proved a great success, and was teeming with enthu-

siasm and interest, peculiar to western hustle. Similar meetings

in the east would be productive of great good. Massachusetts

was the only New England State that was represented by a dele-

gate, and even New York and Pennsylvania were not repre-

sented. There are many features about our New England en-

vironment and conditions that are of great advantage in forestry.

One thing particularly, — we do not have the dry season to

overcome; and in reforestation this one thing is greatly in our

favor, to say nothing about better markets, etc. An easterner

does well to study the comparative conditions of the east and

west. If we were to keep much of our capital at home, and

employ it equally as lavishly toward modern forestry or even

agriculture, I believe as good or even better results could be

assured.
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Other Lectures Outside the State.

The State Forester has been called upon to address various

other organizations of a national or State nature outside this

State, and was able to give addresses on forestry before the fol-

lowing: the Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science,

held at Lansing, Mich., May 29; the National Horticultural

Congress, held at Jamestown Exposition, September 23; and

the New Hampshire State Board of Agriculture's annual winter

meeting, at Whitfield, December 5. The meeting of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of Science, which con-

vened in New York the first of the year, was also attended.

Publications.

The publications of the office for the year are as follows:
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(a) General Forest Seedlings distributed.

In order to awaken interest and distribute seedlings through-

out the State, notices were sent to all newspapers of the State,

asking them to print the following offer from the State Fores-

ter: —

Seedling Forest Trees Available.— F. W. Rane, State Forester, State

House, Boston, gives notice that he can distribute, to a limited number

of those who apply, 150 white pine and 150 white ash, two-year-old

trees, suitable for setting out for forest purposes. Send $1 with order.

Express charges will be advanced. No orders received after April 30.

One order only per person, as the object is to disseminate them quite

generally. Should the supply become exhausted, the money will be

returned.

Set the plants where they are to grow, 6 by 6 feet apart, as soon as

they are received. Do not allow the roots to get dry.

It is hoped that this one-fourth-acre planting will create an interest

in doing more planting later. It is understood that these seedlings are

to be planted in Massachusetts.

In response to this offer, one hundred and twenty and one-

half orders were sent out, as indicated in the following table :
—

Name.
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Name.
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In order to assist any schools in a beginning, I am going to offer to a

limited extent, in so far as our seedlings hold out, and we can spare the

time to do the work, — first come, first served, — a collection of seed-

lings and seed as follows :
—

12 white pine seedlings, two years old.

24 white ash seedlings, two years old.

12 red spruce seedlings, two years old.

5 beech seedlings.

£ ounce of white pine seed (900 seed).
12 chestnut seed.
25 acorn seed.
50 white ash seed.

Bulletin No. 4 of this office, giving instructions for handling and care

of the nursery, will be sent with each order.

The only expense to the school requesting this list will be the esti-

mated actual expense in digging, packing, etc., $1 for each collection.

The express charges will be advanced. Only one collection is offered a

school. The $1 should accompany the order. Should we be unable to

send the collection, the money will be returned. No orders should be

sent in to reach the office later than May 1.

It is hoped that in this small beginning we may foster in the young,

our coming generation, not only a fundamental economic recognition of

forestry, but return to Massachusetts and New England the natural

beauty we all so much would love to see.

Yours very sincerely, F. W. Rane,

State House, Boston, Mass.

In response to this offer forty-seven orders were received, and

sent out as indicated in the following table :
—

Name.
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from other sources, which were used in filling the above

orders.

Each person for whom a forest working plan or assistance in

forestry has been given, in so far as there were records in the

office, was consulted, that he might be assisted in procuring

seedlings at reasonable rates. The office charged in each in-

stance simply enough to cover the expense of first cost to the

State. Where many small lots, as to schools and farmers, were

sent, the expense of packing for shipment has been proportion-

ally higher than were we shipping in larger quantities.

(c) Other Seedlings distributed.

Besides the above, the following seedlings were also distrib-

uted from the nursery :
—

C. F. King, Taunton, 5,000 white ash,

Mr. Paine, State House, 250 beech, 500 white ash,

Mr. Paine, State House, 1 pound white pine seed,

F. A. Smith, Taunton, 1,000 white ash,

Theodore F. Borst, South Framingham, 6,000 white ash

W. G. Nickerson, Dedham, 3,000 white ash,

Alfred S. Hayes, Ashland, 4,000 white ash,

Lyman E. Ware, Norfolk, 1,000 white ash and 50 white pine

Edward Sturgis, Andover, 500 white pine, .

C. N. Field, Foxborough, 100 white ash,

. $15 00
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Seed collected, 1907.

White pine, ........ 65 pounds.

Chestnut, 1 bushel.

Box elder, ........ 1 bushel.

Locust, ........ small amount.

Horse chestnut, ......."
Norway spruce, . . . . . . . "

Pitch pine, " "

Austrian pine, ......."
Tulip tree, .

Maple,

Fifty pounds of white pine* seed have also been purchased for

spring distribution.

The trustees of the Agricultural College have voted additional

land for next spring's use in enlarging the present area. It is

believed we can well afford to do even more in growing and dis-

tributing various tree seedlings at cost. When the time comes

that commercial growers are prepared to furnish them at lower

rates, the States' policy will undoubtedly be to do less.

Forestry Exhibits.

Two forestry exhibits have been made by the State Forester

during the year, one at the Sportsmans' Show, held at the Me-

chanics building in Boston last spring, and the other at the annual

winter meeting of the State Board of Agriculture, held at Horti-

cultural Hall, Boston, December 3, 4 and 5. The exhibit con-

sisted in showing different kinds of forest seeds and seedlings of

various ages. The seedlings and transplants were displayed in

the ordinary seed-bed conditions, and also suspended in glass

jars, so the whole root system could be shown. Photographs,

forest maps, wood sections, forest implements, charts, forest fire

posters and a full set of the publications of the office were also

shown. A number of names of persons interested were secured,

and much assistance given by way of explanation of the materia]

at hand. After making the last exhibition the material was

moved into a room adjoining this office in the State House,

where it is being used for demonstration purposes.
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Co-operation with the United States Forest Service.

The State Forester wishes here to acknowledge the hearty

co-operation that Mr. Gifford Pinchot and his able assistants

have rendered whenever called upon. When requests have gone

in to the United States Forest Service for assistance on examina-

tions, lectures, etc., from Massachusetts, they have been referred

to this office by the Forest Service, and we have gladly co-oper-

ated in the work.

Examination of Woodlands and Practical Assistance

given Owners.

This work has been one of the strong features of the office from

the first, and nothing has been left unturned to make the work

effective and helpful to as many applicants as we were able to

assist during the year.

All the work heretofore done by my predecessor'in office was

carefully gone over, and in as many cases as possible the actual

field examined. In every case of which there is a record in the

office, the owner was either seen personally or addressed, in order

to know just how effective the assistance has been. Not only was

this system carried out with the examinations and assistance of

this office, but the United States Forest Service heartily co-oper-

ated in sending a complete set of the working plans and names of

persons from Massachusetts who had been assisted not only

before this office was established but up to the present. This,

therefore, gives us the data at hand of practically all of the exami-

nations and assistance given in the State.

After completing the above list, each person receiving assist-

ance was requested to furnish an up-to-date report of just what

he had actually accomplished. The information thus received

has been very valuable in guiding the work this year. Unfortu-

nately, there were many instances where the assistance has re-

sulted in nothing but an expense to the State, in that there seems

to be little likelihood of its ever being made use of. This is par-

ticularly true of some of the most elaborate and expensive work

this office has done. After trying to renew an interest in carrying

out the original plan of these earlier applicants, the attention of

the office was turned to the assistance of new applicants.

There were found to be 86 citizens on record as having had
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woodland examinations. Of this number, 41 replies were re-

ceived, 23 of which were carrying out the suggestions offered,

and 8 wished further assistance. Upon studying the problem, it

was found that to make the work effective something more than

just a working plan and the giving of written advice are neces-

sary to accomplish the success desired.

Mr. J. J. Dearborn of the Harvard Forestry School, and a

young man of much practical forestry experience, was put in

charge of this work. We followed out the policy of first meeting

the owner upon his property, and of going over the proposed

woodland proposition and getting as near as possible his needs

and purposes. We then interested him in so far as practicable to

determine what should and could be done, provided further

plans and assistance were given. We have made 37 new exami-

nations during the past year.
,
Of this number, 33 are following

out or contemplating the advice given. By contemplating is

meant that they have already placed orders for seedlings, or

shown definite indications of doing something either this winter

or next spring.

Markings for thinnings have been made over different tracts,

amounting in area to some 50 to 100 acres. In almost every case

where a thinning was advised, enough was actually done to con-

vey, as an example, the right idea to the owner.

The actual superintendence of the thinning out of one tract

has been performed by the office, in order to demonstrate its

practicability and secure definite data which is to be used in illus-

trating methods and results.

The largest tract that the office has undertaken is one of 1 ,600

acres, in the Berkshires. The field work and data have been

secured for this tract, but the making of the map and report of

office work end is still in progress. As a result of our assistance,

the owner of this tract has employed as a permanent forester a

graduate of the Harvard Forestry School of last year. The other

tracts examined have been much smaller in area, although a

number are of fair proportions, as Massachusetts woodlands

run.

We have now several new applications on hand for examina-

tions, one application for a working plan, and some requests for

markings for thinnings.

In order to keep in touch with the cost of operations and
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stumpage values, circular letters and schedules to be filled out

have been sent to the lumbermen and dealers in different sections

of the State.

Technological Work.

During the past summer measure'ments were made by this

office looking towards the construction of a yield table for white

pine. A yield table is one which shows the amount of wood per

acre that one can expect to obtain from pure even-aged stands of

pine at different ages and for different localities. It is especially

valuable to predict the yield of planted stands, since such stands

are most likely to fulfill the conditions of the table. To make

such a table it is necessary to select a large number of sample

plots, one-quarter or one-eighth acre in size, taking care that the

plots represent a great variety of ages, and as broad a range of

locality and growing conditions as one can expect to find in a

State of the size of Massachusetts. All the trees on the sample

plots are measured for diameter and height, and the amount of

lumber in each obtained from volume tables.

This work was in charge of Mr. H. O. Cook of this office, who

had the assistance of Messrs. W. G. Howard and R. F. Weston

of the Harvard Forest School, and Mr. R. C. Hall of the Yale

Forest School. During two months, July and August, they

measured one hundred and seventy-eight plots, in fifty-two

towns. The accompanying map shows the towns and gives a

clue to the number of plots measured in each. Other towns were

visited, but as no plots were measured in them, no record of them

was kept.

The travelling was largely done on foot; wood-using factories

were visited, fire wards interviewed, and in various ways a great

deal of general but valuable information on the forest growth,

lumber prices, and on other subjects of interest to foresters was

picked up and made note of.

The accompanying map is not alone useful in connection with

the yield table work, but it gives some clue to the pine distribu-

tion in the State. The sections visited were naturally the leading

pine-growing regions, and within these regions the amounts in

the different towns are roughly proportional to the number of

sample plots measured in those towns. The region of greatest

production is in the northern part of Worcester County, together
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with adjoining portions of Franklin and Middlesex counties.

Petersham, where twenty-three sample plots were measured, is

the banner town of this region and of the State.

The growth of individual pine trees, as well as the growth of

acre stands has been studied by making what are known to for-

esters as stem analyses on more than two hundred and fifty trees.

Where cutting is going on, trees are selected and the separate logs

are measured for length, diameter and the growth for ten-year

periods, as shown by the annual rings. The growth of the vari-

ous logs together with the stump and the top when put together

make up the growth of the entire tree. The individual trees are

then assigned to certain types of growth, and tables constructed

which will show the rate of growth of pine under varying condi-

tions, and its rate of growth at different ages.

The yield tables, the growth tables and other information con-

cerning the white pine as it grows in this State will soon be pub-

lished in bulletin form.

Yield per Acre from thinning Pure, fully stocked White Pine.
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in the third column the value of the lumber at $16 per thousand.

The stumpage value is purposely put low, because in general the

material taken out in thinnings is not of the highest quality, and

is more expensive to get out than if the stand is cut clean.

In the second part trees of all sizes are included, and their

volume is given in cords. Stumpage is reckoned at the rate of

$4 a cord. The value ($5) used in the second column is the price

usually obtained by owners who cut and haul their own wood to

the mill in small lots. If $1 is allowed for the labor of chopping

and $1 for the hauling, it will be seen that by this method the

farmer gets a stumpage rate of only $3, which is less than the

common rate. This method of operating, however, has certain

advantages in making thinnings: first, because any quantity of

material, no matter how small, can be cut and sold; second, the

cutting, when done by the owner, is sure to be done carefully,

and this is important in making thinnings; third, if the work is

done during the winter, when the farmer and his team have little

to do, the entire $5 can be regarded as clear profit.

Forest Map.

Two years ago the State Forester started the construction of a

forest map of the State, through the agency of the census depart-

ment. Agents of this department were provided with maps of all

the towns in the State, visited the assessors of each town, and

from their collective knowledge had them sketch on the maps the

forest area, with notes on the kind of growth thereon. This

method is at best rather a crude form of map making, and the

data inaccurate, even though many of the maps have been cor-

rected by members of this office. Until a more costly and better

map can be made, however, it provides our best means for getting

at the forest growth of the State and its area. The forest area so

taken has been measured by this office, and the results of these

measurements are given in the adjoined list.

The growth is divided into three main types: the pine type,—
woodland containing over seventy-five per cent white pine; wood-

land consisting wholly of hard woods; and a mixed type of hard

woods, in which are scattering pines and perhaps other conifers,

as spruce and hemlock. In the last column are placed some
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miscellaneous growths, not of great importance in the aggregate,

but prominent in the towns in which they are situated.

Scrub means land covered with acorn brush, or a land cov-

ered with young growth of no commercial value.

Pitch pine, in Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket counties, is

put in the pine type.

The cedar referred to is the white cedar (Chamcecyparis

thyoides) of the swamps, and not the red cedar.

In drawing conclusions from these figures, it is to be noted that

the larger the area used the more accurate will the results be;

that is, the figures for a county are more accurate than those for a

town, and those for the State more accurate than the figures for

any county. The columns of per cent which give the amount of

forest land relative to the total area, or the amount of land in

each type relative to the total forest area, offer a better means of

comparing different towns or counties than the figures of acre-

age.

Thirty-seven per cent of the acreage of the State is in forest

land; but if Suffolk and Nantucket counties are omitted, the per-

centage is raised to forty. We add to this an amount sufficient to

make up for waste land that should be in forest, and we have

about fifty per cent of the total area of the State available for

forest purposes.
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Pine Tree Blight.

There has been much concern over a condition of the pine

trees during the past season. A small per cent of the white pine

trees in every section of the State have been affected with a

malady which has caused the tips of the needles to turn brown

and die. Trees thus affected were very conspicuous, and during

midseason, when it was very dry, they took on a very unhealthy

appearance. Some trees were more pronounced than others,

depending upon just how far down the needles from the tip the

so-called "blight" had spread. All trees, however, even though

slightly affected, showed sickly characteristics, in that even the

remaining live portions of the tree were lighter in color, and the

current season's growth was much impaired. Both large and

small trees were equally troubled, but it was quite noticeable

that almost invariably those trees showing the naturally weaker

vitality in their struggles for existence were the ones affected.

Trees that are badly affected are sure to die, as the evergreens

cannot withstand defoliation, in this respect differing from de-

ciduous trees.

As soon as the fall rains came, these trees took on a better color,

and the reddish tips, so characteristic during the summer, be-

came inconspicuous or dropped off, so that at present the trouble

is not so noticeable. Whether this blight will be as bad again

next season is problematical. Trees that have been affected the

past season will undoubtedly show the effects in retarded growth

and vitality next; and, should the trouble reassert itself, it will

probably be advisable to utilize them for timber or wood. In the

case of small trees which occur here and there it would be advis-

able to cut and burn them, as a precautionary method.

The following interview, which appeared in the Boston "Tran-

script," Aug. 20, 1907, gives a very clear statement of our study

of the disease :
—

There is much speculation throughout the State as to how serious

will be this blight. Land owners who see their trees dying are writing

to the State Forester on the subject, asking for information and advice;

and it is apparent that it is causing deep concern. In some instances it

has attacked favorite trees which form important features of ornamen-

tal schemes in parks and on private estates, and large sums of money
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have been offered for treatment that shall save them and cure them.

It has been the subject, also, of much scientific study, resulting in

conclusions that are somewhat reassuring.

Authorities do not quite agree on the question of time within which

it made its appearance in Massachusetts. Some say they have noticed

it here for about eight years, while others maintain that its first ap-

pearance was three years ago ; but they are agreed in the verdict that

it is more prevalent this year than in any previous season. Hence the

question is raised, Is the disease contagious ?

On that particular point State Forester Rane is strongly convinced

by his own observations. He has toured certain sections of the State

thoroughly in quest of information on that subject, and has studied the

woodlands to see what relation one dying tree might have to another.

One of his assistants also has made a study in the field, and it is believed

that when all the data are pieced together Professor Rane will find it

possible to send a reassuring communication on the subject to the land

owners.

From all that is at hand to-day, the most logical conclusion is that it

is not contagious; and Professor Rane, moreover, ventures to say that it

is highly improbable that the disease will spread. It will not be as bad

next year as it is now, he thinks. In the first place, he finds blighted

pines in the midst of a pine grove, with a few trees practically killed and

the others not at all touched by it. A perfectly fresh seedling may be

found side by side with a matured tree that is dying, and vice versa,

showing that the disease does not spread from one tree to another, and

has no preferences based on the age of a pine.

If one tree is more susceptible to an attack than another, it is the

naturally dry and unhealthy, consumptive-looking pine, that shows

every sign of being underfed; and from this the deduction is drawn

that the strong tree withstands and the weak one yields, when exposed

to soil and weather conditions that may be productive of the disease.

While it is most common on the white pine, it sometimes attacks the

pitch pine also, but it is not as common as many persons may have been

led to believe. The State Forester, after his investigation, ventured the

estimate that the number of affected pines in the State constitute only

a fraction of one per cent of the pine stand, but as yet there are no fig-

ures available to qualify this estimate. There is enough of it to give rise

to apprehension for the pine forest interest, which is one of growing

importance in Massachusetts.

State Forester Rane assigned one of his assistants, B. C. Noyes, the

other day to go to Winchendon, whence came many inquiries about the

disease, to study the condition in that vicinity, and Mr. Noyes makes

this report on the subject: "The blight is found on the pines of all ages.

Beginning at the tip of the needle, it works downward and gradually

spreads over the whole tree. Trees of weak vitality are most liable to be

affected. The blight is undoubtedly due to the unusually cold spring,
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followed by excessively hot weather and a period of drought. It has

been noticed for several years, but much more so at the present

time."

Mr. Charles Bosworth of Winchendon says: "I have noticed the

blight for six or eight years, and do not think it serious. This year I

noticed it first on one or two trees in the grove in front of my house.

These trees are now recovered, while others are affected. In three or

four weeks' time I think it will be entirely gone."

Mr. White of Winchendon says: "I have noticed the blight for a long

time. One old pine has been in nearly this same condition every year

for the past ten years. I do not think it is serious."

Mr. W. H. Brown of Winchendon says: "About two years ago we
purchased a tract of growing pine of about six or seven acres. The

trees, about a foot high, were at the time pretty generally attacked

with the blight, and we hesitated in buying it, on that account. We
bought it, however, and to-day it is a thrifty growth, only a few pines

being attacked.

"

Mr. J. G. Folsom, tree warden, says :
" I first noticed the blight about

six years ago. Just above the village there were several trees affected on

both sides of the road. I watched it for two years, and did not notice

any increase. The timber on one side was then cut off, but now I cannot

find any trace on the trees on the opposite side."

One suggestion as to the cause of it is that some insect has attacked

the trees; but in the investigation thus far made nothing has been dis-

covered to substantiate that proposition. There is no sign of animal life

on the dead needles, nor have the needles been stung before wither-

ing.

Early in the season Professor Rane communicated with Dr. G. E.

Stone, at the Hatch Experiment Station, and in a reply to one of the

State Forester's letters Dr. Stone writes on the subject as follows:

" This trouble has been common since the cold winter of three years ago.

I had opportunities to investigate it at that time, and the next year it

commenced to show very badly on trees in the form of sun scald, and in

the winter in the form of fungi. There were half a dozen fungi found

on the pine, but in my estimation all of these were merely the result of

the weakened condition of the trees, owing to the severe winter. Dr.

Hermann von Schenck and others agree with me.

"My diagnosis of the trouble is as follows: During that cold winter

an enormous number of trees were injured, both above and below the

ground. I have seen acres of trees, like birches, alders, apple, cherry and

a whole host of others, injured at the same time. The pine was injured

below as well as above the ground, and I have dug up their roots year

after year and found the small ones dead. . . . There was quite a large

percentage of the small roots which died, and the dry summer was too

hard for them ; consequently, the trees suffered from sun scald, and as a

result of this and the dying of the tips of the leaves fungi came in after-
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ward. ... I have had trees under observation since that winter, and

know of a great many which have recovered entirely. I gathered speci-

mens of certain trees for my laboratory which are absolutely recovered.

This has occurred in all cases where the tips of the leaves were burned

back only slightly, but when the needles were killed outright there was

no recovery of course.

"I had a great many opportunities to observe this in trees planted in

rows and growing in forests, and there was absolutely no indication of

any contagion, showing that the fungus was a purely secondary matter.

In the Middlesex Fells I found about a dozen of these trees two years

ago, and made a careful examination of them, but they were isolated

from one another in all cases.

"I have been in consultation with some of the authorities in Wash-

ington in regard to this trouble, since I have had a large number of speci-

mens to examine, and do not think there is any difference in our diag-

nosis. This trouble is also found in other portions of New England,

Connecticut and Vermont, and I believe it has been reported in New
Hampshire."

Some spraying for this disease has been done in Massachusetts,

though it is not now believed that such treatment is of any great value.

The trees may be saved, however, says State Forester Rane, if treated

in time with the right kind of fertilizer. In case most of the needles on

the tree are destroyed, the tree cannot be saved by any kind of treat-

ment ; and the forester's advice to the owners of such tree is that they

cut it down before it dies if there is lumber in it worth saving. If it is

only slightly touched, it may possibly be revived. Three pounds of

nitrate of soda to a good-sized tree, spread over the ground as far as the

branches reach, will give it vigor enough to get out of the effects of the

disease attack.

This remedy has been practised by H. L. Frost & Co., tree

specialists of Boston, with good success for several years.

Equipment.

During the past year the State Forester has found it necessary

to have some additional equipment for carrying on his work.

The principal additions are: two field hand cameras; one sur-

veyor's level; two hypsometers; two aneroid barometers; two

right angle finders; a pedometer; a set of book cases and files;

and other smaller field implements and drafting room supplies.

Changes in Assistants.

The State Forester has been very fortunate in having a corps of

efficient assistants throughout the year. The only deplorable
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fact is that, as is the usual case, as soon as one's assistants dem-

onstrate their value they are sought after.

Mr. J. J. Dearborn, who has been an assistant in demonstrat-

ing practical forestry methods over the State, has done his work

so well that the Diamond Match Company has engaged him as

their forestry expert. Mr. Dearborn's resignation takes effect

February 1.

While the State Forester will miss the valuable service of Mr.

Dearborn, he nevertheless will be located with headquarters at

Athol in this State and continue in a way to serve the State,

although through a private enterprise. The success of Mr.

Dearborn can be construed in no other way than a compliment to

the effective work of this office during the past year.

Mr. B. C. Noyes, who was also connected with the service

until recently, has resigned to accept a position with the firm of

H. L. Frost & Co. of Boston.

Expenditures and Receipts.

In accordance with section 6 of chapter 409 of the Acts of 1904,

as amended by the Acts of 1907, chapter 473, section 2, the fol-

lowing statement is given of the expenditures for the year ending

November 30 :
—

Salaries of assistants, $3,189 63

Travelling expenses (not included in co-operative funds), . 935 GO

Instruments, ........ 196 46

Stationery and other office supplies, .... 293 08

Printing, 875 67

Postage, 283 30

Miscellaneous, ........ 154 55

Nursery, 1,081 96

Total, . $7,010 25

There was realized from the sale of seedlings already referred

to $235 . 50, which amount has been turned over to the Treasurer

and Receiver-General.

In accordance with section 5 of the above-named chapter, the

following statement is given of the receipts for travelling and

subsistence :
—
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/. For Lectures.

Everett Grange, Everett,

West Newbury Grange, West Newbury,

State Board of Agriculture, Springfield,

Public Lecture, Sterling,

Civic Club, Gleasondale,

Oakham Farmer's Club, Oakham, .

Grange, Petersham,

Weymouth High School, Weymouth,
Pomona Grange, Lowell,

State Board of Agriculture, Amesbury,

Pomona Grange, Methuen,

Hardwick Grange, Hardwick,

Middlesex North Agricultural Society, Westford

Melrose Woman's Club,

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston,

Walpole Grange, Walpole,

East Sandwich Grange, East Sandwich, .

Middlesex Worcester Pomona Grange, Groton

Worcester Horticultural Society, Worcester,

Field and Forest Club, Dorchester,

Whitman Board of Trade, Whitman,

North Dana Grange, North Dana, .

Natural History Club, Bolton,

Springfield Botanical Society, Springfield,

New England Woman's Club, Boston,

Sloyd Manual Training School, Boston,

Newbury Grange, Newbury, .

State Board of Agriculture, Worcester,

A list of the visits made, the area of woodland involved and the

receipts for expenses are as follows :
—

$2 50
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II. For Examinations of Woodlands— Concluded.

Owner of Woodland.
Area

of Woodland
(Acres).

Expense.

Fiske & Field,
A. S. Hayes, ....
Mrs. S. L. Hammond,
Rev. N. S. Hoagland,
Dr. R. Hogner,
Rev. C. L. Hut chins,
Graham D. Johnson,
F. B. Knapp, . . . .

Mass. State Hospital for Epileptics,
Miss A. McKim,
Dr. H. W. Nelson, .

Pontoosuc Woolen Company, .

Rev. F. H. Rudd, .

Salem Fraternity, .

II. W. Shepard,
J. F. Spaulding,
Rev. E. Sturgis,
R. B. Symington,
F. W. Wise, .

Ellis G. Wood,
Geo. M. Whipple, .

Ormstead Bros.,
Frost & Co
School for the Feeble-minded,
Morris Gray, .

Brockton Water Commission,
Miss Booth,
Ames estate, .

Weston, .

Hopkinton,
Carlisle, .

Warwick,
Mansfield,
Concord, .

Andover,
Duxbury,
Palmer, .

Warwick,
M n i -hlield,

Pittsfield,

Richmond,
Rowley, .

Salisbury,
Tewksbury,
Andover,
Chiltonville,
Wellfleet,

.

Sandwich,
Newburvport,
The Fells,

Arlington and ]

Waltham,
Cambridge,
Brockton,
Springfield,
North Easton,

100
130
52
30
66

200-300
10
30

200-300
30
108
143

30-40
15

100
25
2S

3,000
1,200
100
50

100
40
10
30
10

100

$0 50
1 30
50

1 00
74
97

1 50
3 80

1 20
8 70

50
1 20

50
1 80
3 20

14 65

1 No expense. 2 Paid by owner.

What the General Court is asked to consider at

Present.

I. Exemption from Taxation on Forest Land.

At present we have a law in our statutes (Revised Laws, chap-

ter 12, section G) that is ineffective, as it requires that 2,000 trees

must be set on an acre of land to exempt it from taxation, while

as a matter of fact 1,210 trees are all that are at present recom-

mended for such purposes. The species of trees for planting are

also too small, and the time for exemption I believe could well be

extended to twenty years. In Wisconsin similar planting is ex-

empt for thirty years. This law should be amended and modern-

ized to meet our needs.

II. Forest Reserves.

It is time that some State forest reserve policy should be estab-

lished in Massachusetts. The national government is doing

much in this direction, and various States have State forest

reserves. I would not recommend that this State go into an
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elaborate system of reserves, but if the State Forester could be

allowed an appropriation for purchasing cheap lands, and be

permitted to replant them for demonstrative purposes, the object

lesson would be valuable, and the State could not help profiting

thereby financially. It is even possible that some towns or indi-

viduals would be willing to give lands to the State, provided they

could be accepted and planted by the State Forester. One such

offer was made during the year, and it is believed offers of land at

low cost can be easily secured.

III. We must stop Forest Fires.

After traversing the State and studying conditions carefully,

I feel that it will take some drastic mandatory laws in order to

cope with the situation. Our people have been so indifferent

toward forestry and the protection of forest property that we are

absolutely wasting thousands upon thousands of dollars, not

only for the present but the future, through sheer negligence.

Even much of our so-called scrub growth would yield cord wood,

if not lumber, were it not for fires which periodically run over

these lands.

With the newly appointed forest warden system better results

are expected; but why not clothe this officer with the power to

arrest without a warrant any person or persons found in the act

of unlawfully setting a fire or trespassing on forest property.

This right is given the fish and game wardens; why not the forest

wardens and their deputies ?

We have a law in our statutes at present (Revised Laws, chap-

ter 32, section 24) which reads as follows :
—

In a town which accepts the provisions of this section or has accepted

the corresponding provisions of earlier laws, no fire shall be set in the

open air between the first day of April and the first day of October,

unless by written permission of a forest warden. The forest warden

shall cause public notice to be given of the provisions of this section,

and shall enforce the same. Whoever violates the provisions of this

section shall be punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars,

to be divided equally between the complainant and the town, or by im-

prisonment for not more than one month, or by both such fine and

imprisonment.

This law, it is believed, should not be left to the discretion of

the towns, but should be enacted as a State law.
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IV. The Forest Nursery should be enlarged.

If we had one million white pine seedlings at the State nursery

to distribute at cost, I believe they would all be purchased and

set out in Massachusetts this coming year. As a matter of fact,

we shall not begin to be able to supply the demand, and already

I have placed orders for spring delivery for two hundred and

fifty thousand white pine seedlings for Massachusetts people.

These seedlings can be raised for less than one-half our people

are compelled to pay at the present time. As State Forester, I

am very anxious to get just as many trees set on our waste and

unproductive lands as possible; and, while nurserymen are ad-

justing their business to meet the growing demands for young

trees, and are unable to supply them even at present high prices,

it is well that we encourage our forestry interests by growing

seedlings at cost. Were it not for the import duty, transplants

(seedlings once transplanted) could be imported from Europe,

and all charges paid, cheaper than we can purchase the seedlings

themselves in this country.

It takes at least two years to grow white pine seedlings before

they are ready to be set out permanently, and three or four years

for transplants; hence, if we enlarge our nursery work now, it

will be some time before the plants are ready for distribution.

Besides white pine, there are many other species of forest

trees that should be propagated for dissemination.

I would recommend that the nursery work be increased to at

least four times its present capacity. While the first cost would

seem large, nevertheless, in from two to four years the money

would be returned to the State from the sale of seedlings.

V. Increased Appropriation needed.

While the State Forester deplores the necessity for asking for

increased appropriations for his work, he nevertheless feels

that it is his duty to do so. While, as has already been shown,

the money for both increased nursery work and forest reserves

will be returned to the State ultimately, nevertheless, such appro-

priation must be made to begin with. Five thousand dollars

could be used to advantage in enlarging the nursery, and for a

system of forest reserves for which the first cost would be rela-

tively large, it is recommended that an appropriation be made.
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The regular appropriation for running expenses for the past

year was at the rate of $10,000 a year. This amount is asked for

the present year.

Beginning with the spring town elections, according to the

law passed last year, the new town forest warden law goes into

effect. In order to establish the work as it should be, and en-

courage each town to do more thorough and definite work, a

State appropriation of $10,000 is recommended. Of this amount,

$2,000 is to be used for holding a convention as stated in the law,

and the remainder used in paying forest wardens in various

towns for actual service rendered in their respective towns in

securing data and rendering services when called upon by the

State Forester.

This recommendation applies equally to all towns of the State,

as, if it were left to the towns themselves, many would very likely

be indifferent; therefore, it is believed it becomes a matter for

State legislation. All bills of forest wardens for services rendered

at the request of the State Forester must be approved by that

office; hence there is good assurance that the money will be

strictly used for bettering forestry conditions everywhere in the

State. The State Forester even hopes for example, to so educate

his wardens that they may be on the lookout and report upon

such insects as the gypsy moths should they invade new terri-

tory.

Only through forethought and system can we expect to accom-

plish in forestry what all our citizens would like to see.

Summary of Recommendations.

1. That the law relative to the exemption from taxation of

lands set to forest trees be amended.

2. That a system of forest reserves for the State be established,

and funds for their purchase and maintenance be created.

3. That the State Forester and his authorized employees and

the forest wardens and their authorized deputies be given the

same power of arresting persons found in the act of unlawfully

setting a fire that the fish and game deputies now have.

4. That the law relative to permission to set fires in the open

be amended, and made mandatory to the whole State.

5. That the appropriation for the State Forester's office be the

same as last year, $10,000, but that an additional $15,000 be
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made for the purpose of increasing the State nursery work, hold-

ing the convention of forest wardens, and recompensing these

men for their assistance in the broader State forestry work as

required under direction of the State Forester.

6. That the State Forester's annual report be made a public

document.

Respectfully submitted,

F. W. RANE,
State Forester.
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CORN AS A GRAIN CROP IN MASSACHUSETTS.

BY PROF. WM. P. BROOKS, DIRECTOR MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL

EXPERIMENT STATION.

It is the purpose of this article to consider this crop almost exclu-

sively from the standpoint of grain production, though occasional

reference to suitability for ensilage has been made.

Indian corn is in many respects the most important crop of the

United States. It is produced here in much greater quantity than in

all the rest of the world put together. Several times within recent

years the total crop has exceeded two and one-half billion bushels.

This is at the rate of about 35 bushels for each man, woman and child

in the country. The crop finds many uses ; but by far the larger por-

tion is employed as stock food, and the manufacture of starch, glucose,

whiskey and alcohol consumes in the aggregate enormous quantities.

There is not a State nor a Territory in the Union in which corn is not

grown, but its cultivation is largely concentrated in the great States

of the Mississippi valley. Corn, however, always has been and is now
an important crop in Massachusetts. The average product per acre

in the United States as a whole during the five years 1901 to 1905

inclusive was about 25 bushels. In Massachusetts the average product

during the same period was about 34 bushels; and, while Massachu-

setts is not generally looked upon as a great corn State, it is significant

that it is exceeded in average product by but very few States, and in

the value of product per acre by only one, — Connecticut. These

facts do not, of course, prove that corn growing is more profitable in

Massachusetts than in other States, for the costs of production may
be and probably are greater than in the States of the middle west.

There can be no doubt, however, that corn can be produced at a profit

in Massachusetts, for the average price per bushel is far higher than

in most parts of the country. In 1905 the average farm prices of corn

were as follows: in the United States as a whole, $0,288; in Iowa,

$0.34; in Illinois, $0.38; in Indiana, $0.38; in Massachusetts, $0.70.

We must, of course, use fertilizers more largely in Massachusetts than

in the States named; but even in these States the soils are gradually
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becoming loss fertile, and the use of fertilizers, in small amounts at

least, is becoming general. On many soils in Massachusetts an aver-

age expenditure of about $20 per acre for fertilizers will insure an

annual product at the rate of from GO to 70 bushels. This is at the

rate of only about $0.30 per bushel for corn produced, but in Massa-

chusetts the stover is worth much more as forage than in the States

which have just been named. On many Massachusetts farms the

value of the stover will equal the total expenditure for fertilizers, so

that the corn produced costs the farmer only the amount expended

for labor in the production of the crop. The labor cost in this State

is often unnecessarily high. It must perhaps always average some-

what higher than in the great States of the Mississippi valley, for our

farms are rougher and our corn fields average smaller. The price of

farm lands, however, in this State is so low that obstructions to the

use of more progressive methods may be removed, and the total expendi-

ture, including first cost and improvements, will still be lower than the

price of good farm land in many of the great States in the corn belt.

These improvements being made, the labor cost of producing corn in

Massachusetts need not be materially, if at all, greater than in the

great corn States. If, then, as can scarcely be doubted, the stover is

worth enough in this State to cover the cost of the needed fertilizers,

and the labor cost can be kept practically as low as in the great corn

States, there would seem to be no reason why Massachusetts should

not produce a much larger proportion of the corn used within her

borders. It is certain, at least, that our farmers buy too much corn.

Special Reasons why Corn is a Desirable Crop.

The fact that our soils and climate are admirably suited for the

production of corn is among the reasons why the American farmer can

produce food at prices which defy competition.

Among the various plants which are cultivated by man, the corn

plant is in many respects one of the most wonderful. In a very real

sense it is a child of the sun. There are indeed varieties which may
be cultivated well to the north, but only in localities where the sum-

mer, though short, is fervid. The sun is a source of power, and the

plant which thrives best under the intense heat of the sun is the plant

which, other things being equal, can store up in its tissues or in its

seeds the maximum of energy poured out upon its leaves by the sun.

Among the different crops which we can cultivate, none equals corn

in its capacity for storing up this heat energy. The chemist in com-

paring different foods is accustomed to speak of their ultimate food

value on the basis of the total amount of heat produced when the food

is assimilated and fully oxidized in the body, or burned in apparatus

especially designed for the purpose. His unit of measurement is the
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calorie.
1 On the basis of total heat energy produced, the products

per acre of some of the leading crops have the following relative valua-

tions:
2—

Calories.

One acre of corn, 10,020,800

One acre of mangels,....... 6,801,760

One acre of Swedes, 6,268,860

One acre of potatoes, 6,024,600

One acre of oats 3,578,660

One acre of rye, 3,731,000

On the basis of cost per acre on the college farm, 10,000 calories

of heat energy cost as follows: with corn as the crop, $0,033; with

mangels, SO. 112; with Swedes, $0.051 ; with potatoes, $0,083. Oats

and rye are not cultivated on the college farm, and it is impossible

to extend the comparison to these crops. It will be noticed that corn

far surpasses either of the other crops in the total number of calories

produced per acre, while the cost of 10,000 calories is far lower than

with either of the other crops.

But, besides excelling other crops in its capacity to store up power

received from the sun in the shape of light and heat, and in the cost

of a given amount of food, corn surpasses most other crops in other

important particulars. It is remarkably free from disease. Seldom

is any considerable proportion of the crop destroyed either by disease

or by insect enemies, and, while it is considerably affected by season,

it is without doubt one of the most certain among the various crops

we can cultivate. From every point of view, therefore, it would seem

that corn is a crop deserving of greater attention than it receives on

the part of Massachusetts farmers.

Botanical Characteristics.

Indian corn (Zca mays) is a native of the American continent, and

is believed to have descended from a wild form characterized by the

production of numerous very small ears on each of several joints. A
form discovered within comparatively recent times, to which the name
Zea canina was given, is believed by many to be the parent type. It

has sometimes been asserted that pod corn, the variety in which each

individual kernel is enclosed in a separate husk, is the parent form of

our cultivated varieties; but this theory is not now generally accepted.

Corn belongs to the great grass family, — the family which includes

1 A calorie is the quantity of heat necessary to raise the temperature of a kilogram

of water one degree Centigrade.
2 These figures for corn, mangels, Swedes and potatoes are from a paper on "Field

Crops" in "Agriculture of Massachusetts" for 1895, and are based upon crops upon the

college farm. The figures for oats and rye are calculated on the basis of the average

yields of these crops in Massachusetts. The figure for corn includes the entire plant in

the form of silage; those for oats and rye include straw as well as grain, assumed to

amount to a ton and a half per acre in each case.
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all the important cereal grains, as well as the field and pasture grasses,

sugar cane, sorghum and broom corn. It differs from most grasses

in having a solid, pithy stem, which, by the way, is one of the princi-

pal reasons why this crop is so much better fitted for preservation in

the silo than other grasses.

The flowers of the corn plant are imperfect, male and female being

borne on different parts of the same plant, the former in the tassels,

the latter in that portion of the plant produced at one or more joints

which develops into the ear. If just before the corn plant comes into

tassel the stem be cut above either of the joints between about the

third and sixth, an embryo ear will be found. The ovules, arranged

in regular rows as the kernels will be later, can be distinctly recog-

nized. Connecting with the top of each of these is one of the fibers

which make up the silk which is later pushed up into the air. One
of these ovules with its connecting fiber of silk is a single female flower;

and, in order that the ovule, may develop into a grain of corn, it is es-

sential that at least one grain of pollen shall fall upon the fiber of silk

connected with it and germinate there. To fit the silk the better for

catching and holding the pollen grains, the tips are somewhat feathery.

The yellow dust which falls so abundantly from the tassel is the pollen,

and this is freely carried by currents of air and the wind, often to

considerable distances. As is well understood, cross-fertilization in

nature usually gives better results than self-fertilization, and so nature

has so contrived the corn plant that the pollen on any individual

is matured and shed before its pistils are receptive. It must therefore

be seen that the silk of any particular plant is usually pollinated from

other plants; and it is because of this peculiarity of the corn plant, and

because the pollen, made up of grains so minute and light, is carried

long distances by the wind, that different varieties of corn are likely

to mix more or less, although comparatively widely separated. The

distance which will be necessary to insure freedom from mixture will

vary with the character of the intervening country and with the direc-

tion of the prevailing winds during the time when the corn plant is in

flower; but to insure even comparative freedom from crossing, a separa-

tion of a number of hundred yards at least is essential. The statement

has been made that an embryo ear of corn may be found above each

of several of the joints of the corn plant. The question will naturally

arise, Why do not each of these develop into a perfect ear? Dr. E.

L. Sturtevant, as a result of observations and experiments, believed

that, by root pruning just before the period when the corn plant comes

into flower, he could cause the development of most of these embryo

ears; and he certainly obtained some remarkable results by heavy root

pruning from plants standing in excessively rich soil. Nothing of any

great practical importance, however, has followed as a result of Sturte-

vant 's work in this particular direction; and, indeed, it may be doubted

whether in the case of our field corns at least it is desirable that each
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plant shall as a rule bear more than one ear. If the weight of the

grain of a single good ear of corn is taken, and this be multiplied by

the number of corn plants ordinarily standing in a well-stocked field,

it will be found that a single good ear to a plant will give an enormous

yield, varying according to the size of the ears from 125 to 200 or more

bushels of shelled grain. Such a yield as this is probably as great as

it is wise, with our present knowledge at least, to aim for; and if it

can be obtained by the cultivation of such a variety of corn or by
cultivation in such a manner as to insure the production of an average

of one good ear to each plant, the results must be eminently satisfac-

tory, — more so than if an equal yield be obtained through the culti-

vation of a variety producing plural but smaller ears.

Agricultural Classification and Varieties.

The recognized varieties of Indian corn are as follows: Z. indurata,

flint varieties; Z. everta, pop corns; Z. indentata, dent varieties; Z. sac-

charata, sweet varieties; Z. amylacea, soft or flour corns; Z. amylacea-

saccharata, soft or starchy sweet corns; Z. tunicata, pod corns.

For the purposes of this article we need consider only the flint, dent

and sweet varieties. To the flint varieties belong practically all of the

old New England varieties of field corn. Most of them are compara-

tively early, although there is a wide variation. The plants are short

as compared with the dent varieties, and have a much greater inclina-

tion to produce suckers. Flint varieties of corn are somewhat less

fastidious as to soil and climatic conditions than dent varieties; and,

although there are now several dent varieties under successful culti-

vation in New England, it seems to be true that the soils and climate

of this section are on the whole better suited to flint varieties than to

dent. This seems to be indicated from the fact that dent varieties

of corn continuously cultivated in New England gradually lose some

of the characteristics of the dent class, and become more and more

like the flint type. The idea is quite generally held that corn of our

old New England flint varieties has a higher nutritive value than corn

of the dent varieties ; but neither the investigations of the chemist nor

those of the practical feeder lend confirmation to this view. It is

doubtless true that home-made meal from flint varieties averages

better than meal from dent varieties, but this is principally because

our home-grown corns are better ripened and better cured than western

grown. If grain is to be fed without grinding, corn of the dent variety

appears to be somewhat preferable to flint corn, for the grain is softer

and more easily masticated, and therefore likely to be somewhat better

digested. The fact that the flint varieties of corn produce more suckers

than the dent is possibly the reason why the ears of the flint varieties

are generally better filled at the tip than is the case with the dent

varieties; for the pollen produced by the tassels of the suckers must be

useful in fertilizing the silks at the tips of the ears. The stalk of the
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flint varieties is in general more slender than that of dent corns, and,

if well cured and fed without cutting or shredding, is more palatable;

but this peculiarity of the stalk makes it somewhat more difficult to

so build the shocks that they will stand securely while curing.

Many of the characteristics of dent varieties of corn have been

indicated in what has been said in relation to flint varieties. In the

great corn States the varieties of field corn under cultivation all belong

to this class. Many varieties grow to enormous height, and are capable,

with a sufficiently long season, of giving extremely heavy yields. On
the other hand, there are numerous relatively small varieties, which

require a comparatively short season, grown in the States of the north-

ern Mississippi valley. Some of these varieties are desirable grain crops

in the most favorable localities in Massachusetts, notably in the Con-

necticut valley; while in most parts of the State dent varieties are pre-

ferred for ensilage.

It is not the purpose of this article to go into detail in relation to

corn as a garden crop. It seems worth while, however, to refer to the

sweet varieties, on account of their possible use as forage crops. Sweet

corn furnishes fodder of very superior quality for feeding green, and the

medium to large varieties are well worth cultivating for that purpose.

Sweet corn has sometimes been used for ensilage, but is not regarded

as equally desirable with suitable flint or dent varieties for that pur-

pose, on account of the fact that the resulting silage, under conditions

in all other respects similar, contains a larger percentage of acid than

does silage from either flint or dent varieties.

Good Seed of the Utmost Importance.

It is equally as true of varieties of corn as it is of breeds of live

stock, that there is a wide variation in different strains or families of

the same species or variety. There is well-bred and highly improved

Longfellow corn, for example; and if Longfellow corn be the variety

selected, it is seed with these characteristics that should be looked for.

Not everything, unfortunately, sold under the name Longfellow is well

bred and highly improved. It may be Longfellow corn, and still be

greatly inferior to the product of a better breeder or grower. Heredity

is of as great importance in the vegetable as in the animal world, and

only from well-bred, well-grown seed can the best results be expected.

The improvement of varieties of corn has received a great deal of

attention during the past few j
rcars, both in the different experiment

stations, especially of the great corn States, and on the part of in-

dividual growers. Great improvement has already been effected. A
few States have corn breeders' associations, and systems of registration

of pedigree seed similar to those for live stock. New England corn

growers have for generations used much care in the selection of seed,

and the old New England varieties arc many of them highly improved.

It seems reasonable, however, to expect that, with the fuller knowledge
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of the present day and with the improved methods which have been

put into successful practice in the west, still further improvement can

be made. It seems, therefore, highly desirable that New England corn

growers should systematically undertake such improvement. The

varieties which we have under cultivation can with little doubt be

improved in either of two directions, viz., in composition, or in capacity

for total yield of grain.

Improvement in Composition. — Improvement in composition must

be made with reference to the use to which the crop is to be put.

Western growers have found it possible within a few generations of

seed to materially modify the composition of the grain. Their efforts

have been directed toward modification in three distinct directions:

(1) to increase the proportion of protein; (2) to increase the propor-

tion of starch; (3) to increase the proportion of oil.

An increase in the proportion of starch or in the proportion of oil is

desirable only if the corn is to be put to some special use. For the

manufacture of starch, glucose, alcohol or whiskey, the starch is of

course the important product, and a relatively starchy grain is most

valuable for these purposes. If the production of corn oil is one of

the important objects in view, then, of course, an increase in the pro-

portion of this constituent is desirable. Massachusetts is not likely to

produce corn for the manufacture of starch, glucose, alcoholic liquors or

oil; the grain here will be used either as animal or human food. For

this use, an increase in the proportion of protein is desirable. Our

farmers at the present time expend a large amount of money annually

in the purchase of stock foods rich in protein. If we could increase

the proportion of protein in corn by even a few per cent, it would

greatly diminish the necessity for such outlay. That such an increase

in the amount of protein is possible can hardly be doubted. The

proportion of this nutrient in different samples of corn is found to

vary between about 7 and 13 or 14 per cent. Some of the western

breeders have succeeded in effecting an increase of about 2 per cent

in protein within a very few seed generations. To determine definitely

the, proportion of protein in Indian corn, a chemical analysis is of

course necessary; but examination of the kernels affords clear indica-

tions as to the composition. If when cut through the middle the

kernel shows a relatively small proportion of the white starchy mate-

rial and a large proportion of the intensely hard, more or less glossy

and slightly translucent, material and a large germ, the grain will be

rich in protein. It is fortunately true that all the kernels borne upon

one cob usually exhibit similar characteristics. It follows, therefore,

that, if the examination of a few kernels from different parts of the

ear indicates that it excels in the proportion of the constituents just

pointed out, it will be rich in protein ; and the balance of the kernels

of such an ear should, of course, be planted if increase in protein is

the object in view.
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Improvement in Yield. — When improvement in yield is the object,

the first step should be to select a good variety. It would be unwise

to attempt the improvement of a poor variety. It could be done,

but it is unnecessary, for there are already numerous excellent varie-

ties. From such a variety, select a considerable number of ears which

approach the ideal type. Western growers advise the very careful

selection of 100 ears from the general crop. These ears should then

be more critically examined and compared with each other, and about

one-half, including only those which appear to be very superior, should

be reserved for yet closer examination. The next step should be to

shell these specially selected ears and carefully weigh the grain, and,

in the light of the facts thus disclosed, still further reduce the num-

ber. Western corn breeders usually advise taking 25 ears for the

breeding plot. They generally recommend planting two rows of 50

hills each from each ear. If 25 be the number selected, then rows

Nos. 1 and 26 should be planted with corn from ear No. 1, rows Nos.

2 and 27 with corn from ear No. 2, and so on. This duplication is

practised in order that the danger of making a wrong selection on

account of inequalities in the fertility of the soil in different parts of

the plot may be reduced to a minimum. It is best to locate such a

plot in the midst of a larger field of the same variety, in order to

insure thorough pollination. Each of these rows is to be harvested by

itself, the grain shelled, and the product of only a few of the ears giv-

ing the highest yields reserved for the breeding plot of the next year;

and, in order to effect the utmost possible improvement, only the

best ears from these best rows should be selected for further work.

The balance of the first year's breeding plot may be used for the gen-

eral crop of the following year. Some breeders advise that in the

breeding plot of the second year, including perhaps the product of

the four or five best ears of the first selection, the plants descended

from all except one of the original ears should be detasseled, in order

to make it certain that cross and not close pollination must take place

in the majority of ears in the plot. There is much evidence to show

that pollination from plants of remote ancestry gives more vigorous

and productive seed than pollination from closely related plants.

This plan, therefore, of detasseling all except one of the types of the

breeding plot, would seem to be wise.

Methods of Original Selection. — Whether the object be to select

very critically, with the idea of attempting improvement by system-

atic breeding, or simply the selection of ears to be used for seed for

the general crop, three distinct methods may be followed: (1) the

selection may be made from the bin ; (2) it may be made when husk-

ing; (3) it may be made in the field.

Selection in the bin has the advantage that the best may be picked

out from a very large number. Selection when husking perhaps will

possess the same advantage if the huskers are persons of sufficient
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intelligence; and it will have the further advantage that the selected

ears may be promptly and carefully dried, which, particularly when

the seasons are cool and short, is a matter of the utmost importance.

Many ears of corn, which if promptly dried would have made excellent

seed, have their vitality much impaired if cured with the balance of

the crop in the bin. Where the work is clone upon a relatively small

scale, the old plan of trussing the selected ears and hanging them

where there will be the fullest possible circulation of air has much to

commend it. If the work is to be done on a larger scale, a special

drying room with artificial heat is desirable.

Selection in the field has the great advantage that the character

of the plant, as well as the character of the ear, can be noted. If

selection be made in the bin, or even while husking, it may very well

happen that the ears which seem to be of exceptionally good quality

are of that character simply because they had an exceptional oppor-

tunity to develop in the field, — perhaps because the plants producing

them stood in spots more fertile than the average, perhaps because

they had more room for development. Such ears will not necessarily

transmit their qualities. From this point of view, it seems much
wiser to select in the field, and to take the ears which are best under

average field conditions from plants which exhibit the desired char-

acteristics as to height, size of stalk, number and size of ears, etc.

The Vitality of the Seed. — The planting of seed which does not

germinate satisfactorily is not infrequently the occasion of disappoint-

ment and loss. Western producers of seed corn are prepared to fur-

nish unshelled seed corn, every ear of which has been separately tested.

This may seem to be a formidable undertaking; but, since the quan-

tity of corn required to plant a given area is relatively small, it is not,

after all, a very great amount of trouble. It is necessary only to

remove some five or six kernels from different parts of each ear, and

to test each lot by itself. There are many relatively easy methods of

determining the percentage of germination of seed corn. If the ears

are to be tested separately, perhaps one of the easiest methods will be

as follows: On a piece of canton flannel of suitable size mark off with

a heavy lead pencil squares about two inches on a side. Thoroughly

saturate the cloth with water, and then place it in the bottom of a

shallow tray of suitable size. The squares and the ears should be

correspondingly numbered. It is then an easy matter to determine

the germinating quality of the grain from each of the selected ears.

After the kernels have been placed in the squares upon the moist

canton flannel, they are to be covered by a second piece of the same

goods, which also is first thoroughly moistened. If over the whole a

pane of glass is then laid, it will probably be unnecessary to supply

additional moisture. The corn will germinate most perfectly at tem-

peratures ranging from about 70 to 80 degrees. If corn be tested by
this system, it should be the rule to reject all ears in which the selected
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kernels do not all germinate. If one does not carp to take the amount

of trouble necessary to carry out this system of testing, it is at least

worth while to test a sample of the mixed seed which is to be planted

in the field. One of the most convenient methods of doing this is to

fill the bowl of a soup plate with sand of medium grade, add water

until it stands on the top, then incline the plate and let the surplus

water flow out. When it ceases dripping, place say 100 kernels of

corn on the sand, press them down very slightly into it, but do not

cover them, lay a pane of glass over the top of the plate, and then

reverse a second soup plate of the same size as the first over the glass.

This is for the purpose of excluding the light, which is unfavorable to

germination. Such a germinating apparatus will give satisfactory

results in any ordinary living-room. A sample of corn in which more

than 5 to 10 per cent of the seeds fail to germinate must be regarded

as unsatisfactory.

Soil Adaptation. — In seasons in which the temperature is normal

or above normal, fairly satisfactory crops of corn can be produced

upon soils of almost any type, if not actually wet. Corn is very im-

patient of imperfect drainage. It does best when the temperature of

both soil and air is high, provided the soil, while not being wet or

holding stagnant water within a distance less than 4 or 5 feet below

the surface, is capable of supplying the needed moisture. While

the experience of our farmers amply demonstrates the correctness

of the above statement, it is nevertheless true that corn in average

seasons is most at home and will give best results upon the warm
medium loams. Here the crops will not be so early as on soils of

coarser texture whose temperature averages higher, but the crops

are likely to be larger, especially in seasons when the rainfall is some-

what deficient during any part of the period of rapid growth.

Position in the Rotation. — The necessity for rotating corn is less

than in the case of many of our crops. Even when cultivated many
years in succession upon the same field, it still as a rule remains ex-

ceptionally free from disease or insect enemies, and with fairly liberal

applications of manures or fertilizers will still give satisfactory crops.

Numerous instances are on record where corn has been grown for

twenty or more successive years in the same field, and the crops at

the end of the period were equally as good as at the beginning. Not-

withstanding these facts, it is not the best farm practice to put corn

many years in succession upon the same ground; better economical

results can be obtained if it is grown in rotation. On many Massa-

chusetts farms where corn is or should be an important crop, the only

other crop occupying any considerable area is hay, — mixed grass and

clover. Under these conditions, a very satisfactory rotation is mixed

hay for either two or three years, according to the quantity desired,

corn to be husked for grain one year and ensilage corn one year.

Corn does exceptionally well on a mixed grass and clover sod; and,
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as has been pointed out in my articles on the hay crop in Massachusetts,

seeding to grass and clover in ensilage corn seems to be one of the

most satisfactory methods, unless the soils are very deficient in water

holding and conducting capacity. The decaying roots and stubble of

the clover sod will furnish to the succeeding corn crop a large pro-

portion of the nitrogen needed. Thus, for example, on one of the

plots of the experiment station in Amherst, which for fourteen years

had received an annual application of fertilizers supplying only phos-

phoric acid and potash, and without any application of nitrogen

throughout the entire period, corn gave a yield at the rate of about

56 bushels of shelled grain per acre, on a freshly turned mixed grass

and clover sod.

Manures and Fertilizers.

On all farms where stock is kept and where the principal crops are

mixed hay, corn and potatoes, the corn field is without doubt the

best place in which to use the manure. Corn is a rank feeding crop,

and capable of utilizing to great advantage elements of fertility sup-

plied early in the season in relatively unavailable forms, such as are

found in farm manures. The principal reason why corn, better than

either mixed grass and clover or potatoes, will utilize the elements

of value in manures, is because its principal growth is made so much
later in the season. Previous to the time when it makes heavy

demands upon the soil, the elements which are unavailable at the

time of application of the manure will have been rendered available

through the action of natural agencies. Every farmer of experience

knows that splendid corn crops can be raised upon manure alone;

and every such farmer knows also that on seeding after the cultivation

of corn on heavy applications of manure fine crops of timothy hay can

be produced. Under some circumstances, the use of manure alone,

then, in raising the corn crop may prove entirely satisfactory; but it

is the belief of the writer that, under the average conditions existing

upon the dairy farm at least, there is a better way than to depend upon
manure alone. Especially is this true if the hay produced upon the

farm is all fed to the farm stock. If the hay is to be fed out on the

farm, it is highly desirable that it contain a liberal admixture of clover.

If corn crops are raised on heavy applications of manure alone, clover

is not likely to do so well when the land is seeded as it will in those

cases where the application of manure is more moderate, and is sup-

plemented by small quantities of something supplying phosphoric acid

and potash. This fact has been pointed out and the subject discussed

at some length in the writer's articles on the hay crop and on clovers, 1

and it seems unnecessary to present facts and figures here to establish

the point. It will be useful, however, to point out the difference in

results produced upon one of the fields of the experiment station at

1 Agriculture of Massachusetts, 1904, 1905 and 1906.
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Amherst under the two systems of fertilization. This field was laid

out for the purpose of this experiment in 1891, and since that time it

has produced ten corn crops and six hay crops. To one-half the field,

which includes an acre of land, manure has been applied annually at

the rate of 6 cords per acre throughout the entire period, with the

following exceptions: it was left without manure in the years 1S97,

1902 and 1905, and in 1898 the rate of application was 4 cords per

acre. These were years during which the field was in mixed grass

and clover, and all or a portion of the usual application of manure

was omitted, as experience indicated that the crops would lodge badly

should it be applied. On the other half of this field manure was applied

at the rate of 3 cords per acre in 1891 and 1892, and during the balance

of the time, with the exceptions noted below, at the rate of 4 cords

per acre. No manure whatever was applied in 1897, 1902 and 1905,

and in 1898 the rate of application was at the rate of 2 cords per acre.

In connection with the smaller quantities of manure used on this part

of the field, an annual application at the rate of 160 pounds per acre

of high-grade sulfate of potash has been made, except in the years

when no manure was applied. In these years the potash also was

withheld. We have in this field, then, an excellent opportunity to

compare the results of the two systems of corn raising, and the

averages to date are as follows :
—

On the large application of manure alone, the average rates of yield

per acre have been: shelled corn, 61.8 bushels; stover, 4,611 pounds.

On the smaller application of manure, combined with the potash

salt, similar averages have been: shelled corn, 58 bushels; stover,

4,342 pounds.

It will be noted that the yield on the larger application of manure

alone has been at the rate of 3 . 8 bushels of grain and a little over 250

pounds of stover greater than on the smaller application of manure

with potash. The hay crops have been slightly larger on that part of

the field receiving the larger application of manure alone, the average

difference amounting to about 400 pounds in the first crop and a

little less than 300 pounds in the rowen crop. There has been con-

siderable difference in the feeding value of the hay produced under

the two systems of manuring. That produced on that portion of the

land receiving the lesser quantity of manure and potash has always

contained a materially larger proportion of clover, and must therefore

have had a higher nutritive value. On this point we have no definite

data. It is customary, in estimating the cost of crops, to figure

manure as costing about $5 per cord applied to the field. On this

basis, and charging the potash salt used at cost, the money difference

in the cost of the materials applied to the two parts of this field has

amounted to about $6.50 per acre annually. The crops produced on

the larger application of manure do not exceed those produced on the

smaller application with potash by a sufficient quantity to cover this
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excess in cost. It is the writer's belief, based upon further experience

with other fields, that the products on that part of this field receiving

the lesser amount of manure and potash would have been materially

increased by the annual or at least occasional application of basic slag

meal, which would supply both phosphoric acid and a considerable

excess of lime, which would have proved of value in maintaining the

soil in that sweet condition which is essential for the best results with

the clover crop. It is the writer's conviction, therefore, based upon

extended experience, that it will prove the wiser policy on most farms

to use manure in raising the corn crop in rather moderate amounts,

supplementing it as above indicated by annual applications of basic

slag meal and a potash salt. It seems probable that manure at the

rate of about 4 cords, slag meal at the rate of 300 or 400 pounds, and

high-grade sulfate of potash at the rate of about 125 to 150 pounds,

will give results highly satisfactory both in the product of corn and

in the product of hay rich in clover on seeding.

That corn can be profitably produced on fertilizers alone is fortu-

nately thoroughly established by experiments in progress in the experi-

ment station. A field containing an acre of land was laid out for an

experiment in raising corn on fertilizers in 1891. Since that date ten

corn crops have been produced on one half of the field and eight upon

the other. The land has been seeded three times, and each time has

remained in mixed grass and clover two years. Two combinations of

fertilizers have been under comparison: one of these has given an

average yield of 5G bushels of shelled grain and 4,484 pounds of stover

per acre; the other, 52^ bushels of shelled grain and 4,615 pounds of

stover per acre. The hay crops have' averaged on the first system of

manuring 3,557 pounds per acre for the first crop and 993 pounds for

the second. Under the other system of manuring, the average yields

have been 3,696 pounds for the first crop and 1,152 for the second crop.

It will be seen, therefore, that the fertilizer combination which gave the

larger corn crop proved inferior to the other for the production of hay.

The principal differences between the two systems are as follows: the

first combination of fertilizer materials furnished materially less potash

and more phosphoric acid and slightly less nitrogen than the second.

The second combination was made very rich in potash and light in

phosphoric acid. The superiority of the combination richer in potash

for the hay crop is without doubt connected with the fact that the

supply of potash was so much more liberal. The writer believes, in

the light of his extensive experience, that the amount of phosphoric

acid in the second combination might with distinct advantage have

been increased. It has been noticed especially that the corn crop

starts very slowly on the combination of fertilizers containing so small

an amount of phosphoric acid. It is now very generally understood

that a rather free use of highly available phosphates goes a long way
in insuring the rapid progress of the crop. It is the writer's belief that
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the proportion of phosphoric acid usually found in special corn fer-

tilizers is needlessly high, and that the proportion of potash in such

fertilizers is often much too low. He is equally convinced that some-

what more phosphoric acid than he formerly believed to be essential

will prove useful. In the comparisons in question, phosphoric acid is

contained in the fertilizers used under the first system at the rate of

180 pounds per acre, actual potash at the rate of 77 pounds; in the

second combination (richer in potash), phosphoric acid was applied

at the rate of only 50 pounds per acre, actual potash at the rate of 125

pounds. The writer is now inclined to believe that an increase in the

amount of phosphoric acid to a total of about 100 pounds per acre

would prove useful. This he believes may wisely be supplied in the

form of basic slag meal. The best source of potash, in the writer's opin-

ion, is the high-grade or low-grade sulfate. It is true the muriate might

give an equally good crop of corn, but on many soils and in many
seasons at least, the clover in the succeeding hay crop will make a less

satisfactory showing than where one of the sulfates is used. He is

inclined to recommend, therefore, a fertilizer application for corn at

the following rates per acre :
—

Pounds.

Nitrate of soda, 100

Sulfate of ammonia, . . . . . • • .100
Tankage, or dry ground fish, ...... 200

Basic slag meal, ........ 500

High-grade sulfate of potash, 200 to 250

In the experiments to which reference has been made, the manure

employed has always been spread after plowing, and deeply worked

in by the use of the disc harrow. Fertilizers have in all cases been

applied broadcast after plowing, and harrowed in; and, wherever the

soil is in a fair condition of fertility, it is the writer's belief that these

methods of application are likely to prove most satisfactory. Hill or

drill application of fertilizers may, on the other hand, prove desirable

if the fertility of the field is relatively low.

There is, of course, a possible question whether such results as have

been obtained in the fields referred to in Amherst will be obtained

under a similar system of using manures and fertilizers in other parts

of the State; but the experiments of the writer with corn in different

parts of the 'State tend to show that, while the rather liberal use of

potash salts which has been recommended may not prove in all cases

equally beneficial in other localities as in Amherst, they will never-

theless in the majority of instances prove distinctly beneficial. Of the

three fertilizer elements, potash, nitrogen and phosphoric acid, potash

on the average in the experiments in different parts of the State has

increased the corn crop much more than either of the other elements.

In a series of experiments conducted in 1890, thirteen fertilizer experi-

ments with corn were carried out in different parts of the State, one

each in the counties of Essex, Middlesex, Plymouth, Bristol, Barn-
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stable, Worcester, Hampshire, Hampden, Franklin and Berkshire.

The average increases in crops caused by the several fertilizer elements

were at the following rates per acre: —

Shelled Grain
(Bushels).

Stover

(Pounds).

For potash, .

For nitrogen,
For phosphoric acid,

11.3
4.7
3.6

1,308
389
162

On one farm in Hadley, on the alluvial soil of the Connecticut valley,

the potash gave an average increase at the rate of 48 bushels of shelled

grain per acre, nitrogen at the rate of 10 bushels, phosphoric acid at

the rate of 1.3 bushels. On a farm in Essex County, upon soil under

a sufficiently high state of cultivation to produce an average crop at

the rate of about 65 bushels per acre without manure or fertilizer of

any kind, an application of muriate of potash at the rate of 160 pounds

per acre gave an increase in the crop amounting to about 15 bushels;

nitrate of soda at the rate of 160 pounds increased the crop at the

average rate of only 4.7 bushels; phosphoric acid at the rate of only

1 . 4 bushels. In the light of these facts, it is believed that the farmers

of the State in raising corn will find it distinctly to their advantage

to see to it that the fertilizers used contain more potash than is common
in commercial corn fertilizers. The advantages of this practice will

show not only in the corn crop, but in the far better clover crops which

will follow.

Planting the Crop.

One of the first things to be thought of in preparing to plant the

corn crop is the preparation of the seed. Seed corn, as is generally

understood, keeps far more safely on the cob than shelled. It is not

best to shell long before the seed is to be used, although this, of course,

may be done provided the ears have been very thoroughly dried. The
common practice of shelling off and rejecting the grain both at the

tip and butt of the ear is to be strongly recommended. The kernels

of these portions of the ear are often abnormal in shape and in size.

If they germinate, they are likely to produce more feeble plants than

the normal full-sized kernels of the other parts of the ear. Moreover,

if the corn is to be planted by machine and in hills, it is a very great

advantage to have the kernels of substantially even size and shape,

for then the machine can be adjusted to drop precisely the required

number, — for example, four kernels to the hill ; and well-made

machines will do this in about 95 out of 100 hills, and in the balance

of the hills there will be only a very small variation. If, on the other

hand, the grain from the tips and butts is included, the number of

kernels dropped per hill will be quite uneven. Special treatment of
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seed grain with a view to protecting it either from insects or the rav-

ages of the crows and other birds is sometimes adopted, but is not to

be recommended if it can be avoided, for germination is better without.

If something must be done to protect from crows, the best method

seems to be first to soak the corn in hot water, then to allow it

to drain off, and while it is still warm and moist stir in a very small

quantity of tar. The amount used should be sufficient only to coat each

kernel with an extremely thin film. Plaster or air-slaked lime should

then be added in sufficient quantity to dry the grain. Any excess of

lime or plaster can be sifted out. If the work is properly done, this

treatment interferes but little either with planting or with the germina-

tion of the seed. Numerous experiments have been tried to determine

whether hill or drill planting will give more satisfactory yields. Pro-

vided the total number of plants on a given area is substantially even,

no great differences in product have been noted. On our New England

fields, which are often comparatively rough, it is difficult to plant

satisfactorily with a machine in hills ; but there are a number of good

machines which do excellent work in drill planting, which in the

writer's judgment is likely on the whole to be most satisfactory. The
distance between plants in rows and the number of plants in a hill

must vary with the variety. For the ordinary types of field corn suited

to the climate of New England, hills about 3^ feet apart in each direc-

tion and with three to four plants in a hill, or drills 3J feet apart with

plants standing on the average about 10 inches apart in the drill

will generally be found satisfactory distances. As is generally under-

stood, nothing is gained in planting corn exceptionally early. The
Indian rule, to plant when the leaves of the oak are as large as the

ears of a squirrel, seems to be as good a rule as any.

Tillage.

This article has already reached such length that any extended

discussion of methods of tillage would carry it beyond the assigned

limits. Modern methods of tillage are, however, in general pretty well

understood. It is recognized that the policy should be to prevent

weeds from growing, not to destroy weeds; that it is highly important

to maintain a surface mulch of fine, mellow earth (dust mulch, as it is

often called). Accordingly, the smoothing harrow is not infrequently

used in the corn field, sometimes before the grain is up. Later, and

until the grain reaches a height of several inches, weeders are em-

ployed; and when the corn becomes so large that the use of these

would seriously injure it, cultivators are set to work. It is now gen-

erally recognized that shallow-working cultivators which do not ridge

the earth are preferable to any other form. Level culture will ordina-

rily give better results than hill culture, and when corn is grown in
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large fields, a riding or sulky cultivator working in two rows at a time

is the most desirable form of implement. Little or no hand hoeing

should be required.

Harvesting the Crop.

If one grows corn as a field crop for husking only, and upon the scale

usual on New England farms, it may be doubted whether it will pay

to purchase a corn harvester; but where ensilage as well as field corn

is grown, a self-binding harvester, which is a necessity in handling

ensilage corn, may be used with advantage in harvesting the field

crop; for the bundles as bound and left upon the ground by the har-

vester can be readily set up into shocks, which stand more securely

than shocks of unbound corn. Corn so put up can be husked without

unbinding, so that the stover can be conveniently handled in bundles.

In cases where a machine is not available, a corn knife and horse for

shocking furnish the needed equipment. A rope with a hook in one

end for drawing the tops of the shocks firmly together is of great

assistance in so setting them up that they will stand securely through

the autumn storms. Binder twine furnishes satisfactory material for

binding the tops of the shocks.

In some parts of the State it is still the practice to cut the stalks

just above the ears as soon as the latter are beginning to glaze.

Under this system, the food value of the part of the stalks cut is likely

to be greater than if the whole plant be allowed to stand until the corn

is ready to shock, as in the more modern method. If the practice of

top stalking be followed, however, the food value of the part of the

stalk below the ears is seriously reduced, as the result of long exposure

to the autumn storms. The total amount of labor, moreover, is greater

in this system than in the system of cutting and shocking, and there

can be no doubt that the latter system should usually be followed.

Under this system, flint varieties should be cut as soon as they are

fully glazed. Dent varieties should be cut when the dent is well

defined in the ends of the kernels. Considerable ingenuity has been

exercised in the effort to produce a satisfactory husking machine. A
number of machines are manufactured which will do the work; but

the general consensus of opinion among those who have tried machines

for husking is that the economical advantage is at best doubtful, and
the greater part of the enormous corn crops of this country is still

annually husked by hand. Corn stover in some seasons and with

some varieties is sufficiently well cured to keep satisfactorily if stored

in mows under cover; but in the writer's judgment it will usually

keep more satisfactorily in stacks of moderate size in the open air.

It is sometimes hauled to the barn late in the fall or early winter, and
run through an ensilage cutter or a shredding machine and then packed
in a mow, or in a silo if available. Such cut or shredded stover will
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not keep satisfactorily in a silo unless it is considerably moistened as

it goes in, in order to facilitate better packing; and unless it is espe-

cially well cured, it is hardly likely to keep well in large bulk in the

mow. It seems to the writer preferable under most circumstances to

take the stover from the stacks in relatively small amounts, cutting

or shredding at one time only a sufficient quantity to last a week or

two. This plan, of course, cannot be conveniently followed unless

the farmer owns his own machine and power. Shredded stover, if

satisfactorily kept, is much more palatable than that which is simply

cut. It will be consumed with far less waste than stover which is fed

without special preparation.
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PLUM CULTURE IN MASSACHUSETTS.

BY PROF. F. A. WAUGH, PROFESSOR OF HORTICULTURE, MASSACHUSETTS

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Next to the peach, the plum is the most important stone fruit grown

anywhere in the temperate regions. In many localities it is even

more important than the peach. This observation holds true in Massa-

chusetts, for while in some sections the peach is a valuable fruit and

even an important commercial crop, there are other sections where it

cannot be grown. Plums of some sort can be grown, however, in

every town in the State.

This much wider adaptability of th% plum is due to two causes:

first, there are many different varieties, derived from very different

species, some of which thrive on one soil and some on another, so that

plums may be selected for every kind of tillable soil; second, these

different species vary a great deal as regards hardiness. While some

of them are more tender than peaches, others are even hardier than

apples, so that they may be grown in cold districts and exposed situa-

tions. In spite of all its good points, the plum is sadly neglected ; in

fact, it is a rarity to find an adequate supply of good plums on any

farm in Massachusetts. There are a few trees on almost every farm,

but the sad fact is that a majority of them are mere breeding places

for black-knot; only a few ever bear fine, sound, clean fruit.

Yet the plum is one of the most luscious fruits when properly grown

and well ripened on the tree. For eating out of hand it is surpassed

by the peach alone; as a dessert fruit it has no superior; while for

canning it easily ranks next to the peach, and for jelly making com-

petes for first place with the red currant.

Unfortunately, the general impression has grown up that the plum

is a difficult fruit to grow. In a certain sense this is so; but when

looked at fairly, the plum is found to be as easily managed as any

other crop. The difficulty is that men have considered it to be of

secondary importance, and therefore have not given the same careful

attention to it that they have to what they consider more important

crops. The plum is really no more difficult to grow than corn, tobacco

or strawberries. There are a few principles which have to be under-
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stood, and a few details which have to be carefully attended to; but

these requirements have to be met with every crop, in order to make

it a success.

Soils.

It has already been suggested above that the plum may be grown

on a variety of soils; indeed, plums of some sort may be grown on any

soil which will produce any kind of agricultural crop. The Japanese

varieties, though short lived on sand, will thrive for a few years and

give excellent crops on even the lightest soils. The old-fashioned

Domestica varieties will do well on heavy clay. Some varieties will

even do well on wet land, though for other reasons it is not practicable

to plant plum orchards in swamp ground. It should be observed that

on heavy clay soils the old-fashioned European plums and Damsons

should be planted in preference to other varieties. On good gravelly

apple soils almost all kinds of plums can be grown with success. On
light sandy soils the Japanese varieties should be preferred; and

they may be further adapted to these conditions by propagating

them on peach roots.

This matter of propagation is very important in securing the greatest

success with plums, but not much can be said or done about it until

the nurserymen are in a position to supply plum trees propagated

on various kinds of roots.

Starting the Plantation.

In buying Japanese plum trees from the nursery, one-year-old trees

should always be selected; two-year-old trees are much harder to

manage. On the other hand, in buying European plums or Damsons,

two-year-old trees are to be preferred. This difference is quite im-

portant in both cases.

In preparing plum trees for planting, it is the best practice to cut

them back rather severely. All long, straggling roots may be removed,

being cut back within six or eight inches of the main stem. All side

branches should be cut off from the top, and the main stem shortened

in to a length not exceeding two feet. In many cases trees may be

headed still lower to advantage. Trees closely pruned in this manner

are easier to handle and to plant, and they make a better growth the

first year and form more symmetrical heads.

In setting a block of plum trees, they may be placed from 10 to 15

feet apart each way. A distance of 10 by 10 feet is enough for smaller-

growing varieties, like Damsons and Italian Prune, especially if they

are to be kept closely headed in. A distance of 15 by 15 feet each

way may be required of vigorous-growing varieties on strong land.

The popular Japanese variety Burbank, which inclines to spread hori-

zontally, requires as much space as any. If this variety is properly

shortened in each year, it may be comfortably grown, cultivated and

sprayed where planted 15 feet apart each way.
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Where no highly developed system of management is attempted,

the plum tree may be pruned essentially the same as the apple tree.

This refers to ordinary farm methods. The center of the tree is kept

reasonably well opened, in order to let in light and air; broken branches

are cut out as required, and wounds are painted over. This sort of

pruning is usually done early in the spring, — the earlier the better;

the latter half of March is usually the most convenient time. As a

rule, it may be considered better to do this soft of pruning during

the month of June; and the transfer of the pruning season from

March to midsummer is to be recommended under most circumstances.

Where plums are extensively cultivated for market, so that more

critical care is given to them, a more exact system of pruning is to be

recommended. Many plum growers adopt the system of heading in

their trees annually. This heading in is practised especially at the

top of the tree, where strong growth is apt to be made. Most varieties

of plums will thrive better under a system of severe cutting back than

apple trees will. Under such a system of pruning, branches of a

considerable size have to be removed from the interior of the tree

from time to time, in order to prevent choking the head. In all these

operations it may be borne in mind that the plum tree is naturally

shorter lived than the apple (especially the Japanese plum), and the

fruit grower is giving himself unnecessary worry when he endeavors

to transmit his plum orchard unimpaired to his grandchildren.

Cultivation.

Plum trees require cultivation. Of course they live for a while

when growing in grass, but it is very seldom that they will produce

even reasonably good crops under such treatment. The system of

cultivation to be followed is that now commonly practised by suc-

cessful apple growers. It consists in plowing the soil early in the

spring, or cutting it up with a spading harrow, following this with

frequent surface cultivations, using such tools as the spring-tooth

harrow, Acme or smoothing harrow, ceasing cultivation about July 1,

and planting some sort of cover crop. The cover crop may be omitted

in some cases, but is worth while, on account of the fertility which it

adds to the soil.

A substitute for cultivation of plum trees which is often advised

and used is to plant the trees in a poultry yard. This is recommended
on the theory that the poultry will eat up the curculios; but the real

advantages come in the partial cultivation of the soil by the scratch-

ing poultry, in the elimination of weeds, and in the supply of plant

food from the poultry droppings. Certainly plum trees are about the

best things that can be found for growing in the poultry yard.
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Fertilization. '

The plum bears heavily under reasonably favorable circumstances,

and these heavy crops are a serious drain on the vitality of the tree.

This fact naturally suggests that the tree should have liberal fertiliza-

tion. Chemical analysis shows that the plum pits contain unusually

large quantities of potash, which ought to be replaced in suitable

manures. It is hardly practicable to give a special formula for fer-

tilizing plum trees; they have practically the same requirement as

peach trees. As a rule it may be said that lime and potash are espe-

cially required, and that one must use his own judgment in the supply

of nitrogen, basing that judgment on the color of the foliage and the

general vigor of the tree. Dr. Van Slyke recommends the following

formula :
—

Pounds.

Nitrate of soda,......... 25

Dried blood, 60

Acid phosphate, ........ 250

Muriate of potash, ........ 90

This fertilizer has the following composition: nitrogen, 2.4 per

cent, total phosphoric acid, 9 per cent; potash, 10.5 per cent.

Barnyard manure well rotted can of course be used on plum trees

in small quantities, though it is certain to have an excess of nitrogen

and to be weak in potash.

Varieties.

There are a great many different kinds of plums on the market,

and the problem of selecting those which are best suited to particular

soils and special requirements is a rather difficult one. Much of the

failure which we see is due to the selection of unsuitable varieties,

and many men are discouraged by such results.

The old-fashioned garden plums, which came to our country from

Europe, are probably the best known; and where they can be suc-

cessfully grown they are the most desirable. There are some draw-

backs with these varieties, even under the best conditions. For

instance, they are slow about coming into bearing, and they are very

susceptible to the attacks of black-knot. Those varieties of this class

which are most generally successful in Massachusetts are Bradshaw,

Lombard, Italian Prune, Englebert, Quackenboss and Grand Duke.

There are some other favorite varieties, which, though more difficult

to grow, should not be forgotten. Probably the Green Gage stands

first amongst these, though in most cases Bavay (Reine Claude) is

to be preferred to the genuine Green Gage, it being a later, larger

and better edition of the same variety. Another fine old-fashioned

plum which is comparatively difficult to grow is the Yellow Egg or

Magnum Bonum. Coe's Golden Drop falls into this same category.

The different kinds of Damsons have somewhat the same characters
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as the European garden plums just mentioned, though the trees are

rather smaller and usually come into bearing earlier. The Damson

plums find a very ready market in New England cities, and where

they can be well grown are amongst the most profitable of all.

The Japanese plums have played an almost revolutionary role in

this branch of fruit growing; they now undoubtedly form a majority

of all the plum trees growing in the State. Of these, the Burbank is

the most widely useful. It seems to succeed everywhere, and is a

satisfactory plum for both home use and market. Satsuma, much

prized for canning, succeeds admirably in some places and fails utterly

in others. It is not so hardy as Burbank. Red June, though of poor

quality, is early and prolific. These two qualities make it a success-

ful variety, and one of the most profitable for market. Abundance

has the best quality of any of the Japanese plums commonly grown,

and by many is regarded as the most satisfactory one for garden

culture. The tree is short lived, however, and subject to disease,

so that the variety could not be recommended for market gardening.

Chabot is one of the best late-ripening varieties.

There are several hybrid plums of more or less consequence, —
chiefly less. The one most widely planted is Wickson. In some

places this has given promise of being a useful commercial variety,

but on the whole it cannot be recommended. Other varieties of

partial American parentage, such as Gold, Waugh, Gonzales, etc.,

have been tested to some extent, but do not appear to be well adapted

to conditions in Massachusetts.

Pollination.

One striking quality of the plum tree is its demand for cross-

pollination. There are very few varieties which will bear fruit of

themselves; nearly all require to have their blossoms fertilized by

pollen from other trees. This tendency is so striking in most varieties

that they will bear no fruit at all without cross-pollination, and prac-

tically all varieties bear more fruit and of better quality when properly

cross-pollinized. In order to secure this cross-fertilization, it is neces-

sary to have two or more varieties growing near each other. Where the

trees are planted in gardens, it is best to have these different varieties

in alternating rows. Where large blocks are being planted for com-

mercial orchards, not more than three or four rows of a single variety

should be placed together. It is important to observe that varieties

which are placed together for purposes of cross-pollination should

blossom at the same time.

Diseases.

The black-knot has long been the bugaboo of the farmer or house-

holder who wishes to grow a few plums. Neglected trees are fre-

quently, or even usually, killed by this disease, and many persons

suppose it to be necessarily fatal to all kinds of plums. This is far
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from the truth, however. Japanese plums are much less severely

attacked by black-knot than the ordinary varieties, but they are not

immune. Plum trees, even of the most susceptible varieties, which

receive good care will rarely suffer from black-knot. Spraying will do

something to check the disease, but the pruning knife will do more.

Every black-knot should be cut out and burned as soon as it is seen. If

a general pruning is given the trees in June, most of the black-knot

will be discovered in its earliest stages; then is the best time for its

removal. The fruit grower should go through the plantation again

during the period when the leaves are off, when any fully developed

knots are more plainly visible; these should then be removed and

burned. If this practice is kept up year after year, there will be no

difficulty whatever.

Another disease which is very embarrassing to the plum grower at

times is the brown rot or ripe rot, most conspicuously seen on the fruit

just at ripening time. This often ruins a large proportion of the

crop. It is caused by a fungus which grows in the twigs and fruit

throughout the summer season, but which manifests itself most con-

spicuously on the fruit at ripening time. Considerable check will be

given to this disease also by properly spraying with Bordeaux mixture.

Careful hand-thinning of the fruit will do more toward checking the

disease. Many varieties of plums, especially the Japanese, may be

picked some days before they are dead ripe, and this offers another

means of getting ahead of the brown rot.

Insects.

As the black-knot is considered to be a universal and fatal disease,

so the curculio is commonly considered to be an insect ruinous to the

plum grower's interest. It is true, of course, that in many cases a

large part of the crop is injured by this insect, and sometimes prac-

tically the entire crop is damaged. This seldom or never occurs,

however, in large blocks of plum trees, or on trees which are cultivated

or grown in poultry yards. In fact, in our experience the curculio is

a distinct blessing. The fruits are usually punctured early in the

season, when they are about the size of peas. Punctured fruits com-

monly fall off early in the season, and the curculio thus becomes an

efficient assistant in thinning the fruit. This practice of thinning out

the fruit on plum trees is very important, and should be attended to

every year about the last of June. After the curculio has taken off

from 10 to SO per cent of the crop, it is usually necessary to pick

another large amount by hand; the curculio thus saves much ex-

pensive hand labor. It is not the purpose of this article to praise the

curculio, nor to recommend its adoption as a universal field assistant

in plum growing, but simply to point out that it is not a serious

menace to the business.

The San Jose
-

scale is by all means the most important insect which
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we have to deal with in plum growing. It is very fond of plum trees,

especially those of the Japanese varieties. On these it multiplies

rapidly, and trees once attacked are very soon ruined. Extensive

experiments made at the Massachusetts Agricultural College and

elsewhere show that this insect may be held in check by proper appli-

cations of lime-sulphur spray. Experience generally indicates that

this is the best treatment.

Spraying.

Plum trees need some spraying, usually on about the same lines as

the work given to the apple orchard. Spraying should be given an-

nually, usually two to four times each year, and in all cases must be

thorough to be worth while. Careless spraying is a waste of time and

material. When the San Jose scale is to be treated, the lime-sulphur

spray will be given early in the spring. A heavy spraying of Bordeaux

mixture or of plain blue vitriol solution before the buds open will aid

in checking brown rot and other diseases. Another spraying of

Bordeaux mixture, with arsenical poison added, should be given soon

after the blossoms fall. It should be specially noted in this connection

that Bordeaux mixture should be only half strength for plum trees.

Some varieties, especially those of the Japanese group, have the foliage

seriously injured by strong Bordeaux. Perhaps the best formula for

this work is as follows :
—

Fresh unslacked lime, ...... 3 pounds.

Copper sulphate, ....... 2 pounds.

Water, ......... 50 gallons.

The mixture is then made up in the usual way, and applied with a

nozzle throwing a fine, misty spray.

Marketing.

A considerable sale can be found for plums in all the markets in

Massachusetts where they are properly handled. Very early varieties

and late varieties are found to be the most profitable. For local

markets, where the fruit is sold from fruit stands, the common quart

berry box is a convenient package. Sometimes the small five-pound

grape basket with stiff bale seems to please customers. In selling the

bulk of the crop to local customers for canning purposes, the sixteen-

quart Jersey peach basket is one of the most satisfactory of all. The
eight-quart (one peck) basket pleases a good many customers who
do not care to buy plums by the half bushel. Where good plums are

to be shipped a considerable distance, the six-basket Georgia peach

carrier is found very satisfactory.
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HATCHING AND BEARING CHICKS BY NATUBAL
METHODS ON THE FARM.

BY JOHN S. ROBINSON, EDITOR, FARM POULTRY.

A leading manufacturer of incubators is my authority for the state-

ment that there are in the United States and Canada about one hundred

and thirty concerns manufacturing incubators and brooders. Many of

these are small establishments, whose separate output is comparatively

insignificant, but the aggregate output of these small factories must be

very large, and there must be fully two score of concerns manufacturing

on a large scale, the largest turning out hundreds of incubators and

brooders daily. Though the total production of these machines for

the hatching and brooding of chicks is greater now than ever before,

it has for years been large, and when we consider that a well-made

incubator ought to last for a good many years, it would seem that the

increasing number of incubators and brooders sold must indicate a

general substitution of artificial for natural methods of hatching and

rearing chicks, and the early advent of the era to which some enthu-

siasts in artificial methods look forward, when the hen will have noth-

ing to do but produce eggs.

The incubators and brooders sold do not necessarily represent hens

put out of commission as mothers. To just what extent they actually

displace hens it would be impossible to determine, but where they are

most used their service is either in supplementing natural methods or

in lines which could not be developed on a large scale by such methods.

The incubators and brooders sold also go very largely into the hands of

beginners in poultry keeping, who, without any actual knowledge of

methods upon which to base a preference, take the artificial method as

presumably the latest, most scientific and most up to date. Then

there are always poultry keepers expert in natural methods who for

various reasons want to try the other system, while the enormous

volume of advertising artificial methods keeps constantly before the

public, often in grossly exaggerated statements, the advantages of

such methods. So it might well be said that the great output of incu-

bators and brooders goes to meet fictitious as well as real demands. It

may also well be said that by different manufacturers these demands
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are met with machines of very different quality and possibilities, and as

one result of this state of affairs an enormous proportion of the incu-

bators and brooders sold each season does not go into permanent,

practical use.

Thousands and thousands of the cheaper machines will hatch well

only while new, and under the most favorable circumstances. Thou-

sands of poultry keepers who buy good machines never learn to run

them satisfactorily. They may continue to use them experimentally

for some years, but in the end they go back to natural methods as

easier and better for them. And the question which is the better

method in the end comes to a question of circumstances and of the

aptitudes of individuals. Some people can do so much better with

artificial methods that they prefer them under any circumstances.

Some can use either method successfully. Others get their best

results by natural methods. So natural methods continue to be used

and used very extensively, and, further, the competition of methods

has without doubt served to give a better general understanding of

the weak points of natural methods and the best ways of treating

them.

However much he may in his innocence have been deluded by the

representations of those interested in selling the goods, the operator of

incubators and brooders soon finds that these mechanical contrivances

are not self-operating. He has to tend them constantly and carefully,

and give a great deal of thought to what at first seemed the trivial

matter of putting into practice the few simple directions for operating

which accompanied the machine. He learns in time (if he succeeds)

that to have his machines work well he must, in working with them, be

methodical and regular, and, as far as possible, furnish conditions of

operation which are favorable.

Favorable conditions, regularity and system seem necessary and

fitting parts of a method in which mechanical contrivances have an

important part, but all do not readily see their importance in methods

when results do not depend upon them absolutely. So it happens that

in the hatching and rearing of chicks by natural methods there is too

often nothing resembling a system, and no well-advised effort to get

all the benefits of natural agencies while avoiding the losses which are

apt to occur when natural agents are not well ordered.

The farm furnishes as near an approach to purely natural conditions

for the production of poultry as we can have for domesticated fowls,

yet it is a most exceptional farm that offers conditions which admit of

leaving the poultry — particularly the young poultry— to itself. In

a state of nature the tendency is for such creatures as fowls to maintain

themselves in about the same numbers on the same area year after

year. This means that the great majority of the young produced must
succumb to their natural enemies or to the rigors of natural conditions

before reaching maturity. Now, though the domestic hen may be far
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more prolific of eggs than her wild counterpart, she is also an expense

to her owner, and his profit upon her is measured not by the number of

eggs she may lay but by the difference between the value of her produce

and the cost of her keep. In the matter of eggs, it would be no great

advantage to the owner of hens that they were great layers if their eggs

were lost or destroyed. So it is usual for poultry keepers on farms

either to make provisions for the poultry which compel the hens to

lay in the places provided for them, or to keep close watch on all places

within the range of the flock where hens might lay, and collect all eggs

while in good condition. There may be a percentage of loss between

the laying and collecting of the eggs, but it is not often a very large

one.

In the hatching and rearing of chicks come the heaviest losses of

most poultry keepers on farms, and to a very great extent these losses

are not necessary and could easily be avoided. To make separate

special provision for the losses from all possible different sources is not

practicable. The practical and effective way to avoid losses and make

the most of natural facilities for hatching and growing chicks is to

systematize the work, and make the same sort of provision for getting

full results from natural methods as is usual when artificial methods

are used.

The incubator operator provides for his machines a place where, to

the best of his judgment, conditions are favorable. The poultryman

hatching with hens too often provides no suitable place, or sets hens

any way and in any place. The brooder operator provides very care-

fully for his chicks and for his own convenience in caring for them,

but when hens do the brooding, there is apt to be too great variety in

accommodations to admit of uniformity in treatment, and, while that

may mean some saving in cost of equipment, it usually means also an

increased cost of labor, and whether it is labor he does himself or labor

he pays for, the increased cost of labor comes out of the poultry keeper,

either in the form of harder work or as diminished product and profit.

Provide for the setting hens exclusive quarters, and for the hens with

chicks coops of substantially the same size and type, and a piece of

land of such extent and character that the chicks have all the ad-

vantage of range and freedom without being so much scattered that

the work of looking after them four or five times daily is too laborious.

If this is done, and a reasonable amount of attention given the chicks

up to the weaning age, losses up to that point should be small, and the

stock on hand at that stage much better developed than when the work

is not so thoroughly done.

When any considerable number of chicks is to be hatched by hens it

is advisable to set as many hens as possible at the same time, and

preferable to have a certain day of the week for setting hens, and set

none at other times. This simple little point of practice introduces at

once an element of regularity in the work which would have a marked
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influence all through, even if no other effort to secure regularity were

made.

Make the nests in banks or tiers, built up like shelving in a store,

or perhaps more graphically described as resembling a sectional book-

case. The nests need no back, for they are placed against the wall.

The fronts should have covers of slats, or of a board just wide enough

to leave space for air above and below it. Each cover should be the

length of a section, opening and closing all nests in one section together.

The covers should be hinged at the bottom (leather hinges will do),

because they must be fastened when closed, but if hinged at the top,

they must be fastened to keep them open as well. Besides this, the

cover front hinged at the bottom may be used as a running board

in front of the nests if so desired. For ordinary hens nests should be

twelve inches square, inside measurement. For nesting material use

short, fine hay or broken straw, and shape the nest well with the hand.

If the nest is not shaped before the eggs are put in it, and the material

well pressed down, eggs are likely to be broken during the first days of

incubation.

Set only hens that are evidently in good health, and give the prefer-

ence to those in fair flesh. Set no hen that is not easily handled after

dark or that will fly from the nest if approached by daylight. To have

hens that are healthy, quiet and easily handled means freedom from a

large portion of the usual losses in the early weeks of the chick's life, as

well as during incubation.

Select for incubation, eggs of uniform size and good form and color.

If for any reason it is desired to set some eggs larger or smaller than

the average, sort the eggs and give the special sizes to separate hens.

The rule of thirteen eggs to a hen is a good one to follow if all nests are

twelve inches by twelve inches. Some hens can cover more, but, for a

reason which will shortly appear, the number of eggs should be adapted

to the smallest hens in the lot. If nests are of different sizes the

largest nests and hens may have more eggs, though fifteen is as large a

number as it is advisable to give any hen.

Have the hens come off for food and water daily. If a large number

of hens are set at the same time — all the apartment will contain—
they may all be let off together and the nests closed while they eat,

drink and dust themselves. If the floor is of earth, without too much

broken droppings in it, no special dusting box need be provided. The

food should be corn or other hard grain, corn preferred, and whole

corn used rather than cracked corn. For the first few days the hens

should be watched closely, to prevent fighting. After they become

used to the place and to each other, the attendant may let them out,

close the nests, and leave them until time to return them to the nests,

— twenty minutes to half an hour. In returning hens to the nest

make no effort to have the hens go back to the same nests. On the

contrary, if any are noticed which persistently take a certain nest
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return them to another. By doing this all eggs have the same treat-

ment. A hen that, if on the same eggs continuously for three weeks,

would make a poor hatch, is never on one nest long enough to specially

affect the eggs in it, and the results are better average hatches and a

larger total hatch.

Dust the hens with an insect powder when setting them, again

about the tenth day, and again about the nineteenth day, just before

the eggs begin to pip. After the hens return to the nests remove the

droppings before they are broken into the floor, and the place will be

free from the peculiarly offensive odor too common where hens are

setting.

Test the eggs the seventh day and again the fourteenth day. A
metal chimney for testing, which may be used with a common lamp,

may be purchased at any poultry supply house. An infertile egg

remains clear throughout the period of incubation. A fertile egg at

the seventh day shows quite opaque, with the air cell at the larger end

sharply denned and in the same position with reference to the shell as

the egg is turned before the light. If the germ is dead, but the egg

not yet decomposed, the dead germ may show as a dark or bloody spot

in the opaque contents of the egg. If the egg is rotten, the line of the

air cell will remain horizontal as the egg is turned before the light.

Unless fertility is exceptionally good, enough eggs will be taken out

at this test to release one or two hens, the eggs from their nests being

used to fill others, and they either reset with the next lot, or returned

to the laying pens. If the eggs were fresh when set there will rarely

be rotten eggs to take out at the first test. The test on the fourteenth

day discovers most eggs that will not have full-formed chickens at the

end of the period of incubation, and it is important that these should

be removed, for the rotten egg is the egg that breaks, and broken eggs

not only make a nasty mess to clean up, but injure the chicks in the

eggs which are soiled, and thus reduce the prospects of a hatch. Unless

an unusual number of eggs should be taken out at the second test, it is

as well not to double up again.

After the eggs begin to pip keep the hens on the nests until the hatch

is completed. This will usually be in thirty-six hours. Look into the

nests enough to see that things are progressing right, to clear away

shells as they accumulate and to see that no chick is smothered by an

empty shell capping the egg containing it. If a hen is so restless that

she tramples her chicks, exchange her for a quieter one from a lot set

later.

When the chicks are all dry remove them from the nests to coops

previously made ready for them, giving each hen from twelve to

twenty chicks, according to the season. Select as mothers the hens

that are in the best condition and most thrifty looking.

Up to this point the farm has offered no special advantages over what

would exist anywhere where there was a vacant pen in the poultry
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house, or a convenient shed or outbuilding that could be used for the

sitters. From this point the farm has great advantages, and they

should be fully utilized. Even a farm too small to give fowls free

range without their trespassing on neighbors has advantages far sur-

passing those of the town poultryman, who must make up for lack of

natural advantages by special care to provide variety in food, to main-

tain a healthful cleanliness and to guard against the evils incident to

the crowding of chicks on limited areas.

What farm is so small that, if the matter were systematically pro-

vided for, it could not furnish new ground, on which the grass was well

established, each year for the little chicks? With hay at the prices

which prevail in Massachusetts it seems sometimes almost a crime to

put chicks on mowing land before a crop has been taken from it, but

if there is no part of the pasture or orchard available for small chicks,

and convenient to the house, it will certainly pay the grower of

chickens to give up to the smallest of them a piece of grass land as

large as they need. That would be a piece as small as they could

keep the grass down on without killing it out. In an ordinary season

this would be a piece as large as required to place the coops about two

rods apart each way and have a margin about two rods wide outside

the coops all around the plot. In a wet season, or where the growth

was rank, the coops should be closer together; under the opposite

conditions, farther apart. The loss of hay from the land given up to

the chicks would be at least in part made up by the heavier crop from

the piece next year, for the droppings of the chicks will distribute

quite evenly over it a high-grade fertilizer, while whatever waste of

food there may be is not lost, the waste going to enrich the land.

Supposing a piece of mowing land on which the grass is well up is to

be devoted to the little chicks. It should be mowed before they are

placed on it, because if left long the chicks would get too wet running

through it when the dew is on it in the morning and on wet days; and

so it would be necessary to keep them shut in the coops more than is

desirable. In respect to chicks running in wet grass it may be said

that rugged chicks are not injured by it in ordinary weather, when the

sun and air dry them quickly, and when the hen, confined to the coop,

keeps dry, and if wet and cold they can go to her and be quickly

warmed and dried; but weakly chicks do not stand much wetting,

nor can any chicks stand much wetting if they cannot quickly dry

themselves after it. Let chicks run when conditions are favorable, at

other times keep them confined. When there is so much unfavorable

weather that chicks would be shut in too much if this rule were fol-

lowed, keep coops in the same places long enough to keep the grass short

around them, and keep a dish of dry feed — shorts and meal mixed

dry will answer— beside the coop, that the chicks may remain near it.

If the plot given to the chicks is convenient to the house the chicks

will nearly always get better attention than if it is at a distance,
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because then the care of the chicks will interfere less with other work.

On some farms, where large numbers of chicks are grown, the men do

the morning feeding, watering, cleaning and heavier work, and close

the coops at night, the women feeding them at intervals through the

day. When it is too inconvenient to make several feedings daily, food

may be kept by the chicks, but that practice is not to be recommended

unless they have a much larger range than indicated by the arrange-

ment of coops suggested.

Ordinarily, coops placed in that way should be moved their own
width or a little more daily, until the original position of the next coop

in line is reached, then backward or forward the length of the coop,

and back toward the original position. Moving this way is done when

the coops are opened or closed, and the time taken is scarcely noticed.

The best results in growth and development will be obtained by

alternating hard and soft foods. Give a mash in the morning, shorts

and meal in equal parts, with a little beef scraps added; a feed of

grain, wheat or fine cracked corn about 9 o'clock; mash again at noon;

wheat or corn about 4 o'clock, and mash just before dusk. The grain

foods may be scattered at the time the mashes preceding them are fed,

if conditions are such that the chicks do not soil the grain too much
before they eat it. When grain is soiled by their feet, even on quite

clean ground or grass, it becomes in a degree poisonous and dangerous

to the chicks, just as filthy water is.

To many the idea of feeding whole wheat to little chicks may be

novel and seem absurd, but the writer has done it for the last fifteen

years, and grown as good chicks and lost as few as when only very fine

grain was given early. Chicks start slower on a diet in part of hard

grain, but develop better digestive capacity, and later will stand

heavier feeding and develop better than those kept too long on soft

food. To keep chicks free from lice dust them with insect powder

when taken from the nests, then once a week for three or four weeks.

By the time the chicks have outgrown their first piece of ground

there should be other places on the farm to which they could be trans-

ferred. For the weaned chicks, coops about three feet by six feet,

easily moved about, called "roosting coops" by poultrymen, are as

good as anything. These may be placed on mowing land after the

first crop of grass is off, or at the edge of a corn field where the corn is

well started, or a piece of asparagus on which cutting has ceased, or

anywhere that the chicks can have room without damaging anything.

In general, it may be said that when they can do no damage they always

do good. The one most important point in growing chicks is to give

them plenty of land room. Many poultry keepers are careful to keep

coops scrupulously clean, but are rather indifferent about soiled and

contaminated ground. This is not strange, for the great advantage of

a good range is not often apparent except to those who compare the

development of chicks on land that looks clean, though it shows the
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wear of chickens on it, and on land which furnishes more liberal range.

After fowls are grown they will stand close confinement, but growing

chicks should have room, and if limited for room must have special

care to compensate.

The feeding of the chicks after weaning should continue along the

line on which they were started. Unless the land furnishes an un-

usual amount of food, it will pay to keep up the four or five feeds a

day, until they begin to be indifferent at some of the feedings. Then
omit one feed, — the soft feed at noon. When this point is reached

the chickens will get along very well with no attention between the

time the hard grain is given them in the morning and the time for

feeding it in the evening. At both feedings it should be well scattered,

and the evening or afternoon feeding should be several hours before

sundown to give them ample time to eat a feed of the scattered grain.

Then just before dusk give them all the mash they will eat. They will

eat quite a hearty meal of this after they have fed to a surfeit on grain,

and will make growth proportionate to the quantity of food eaten.

The methods I have outlined call for nothing expensive in the way
of appliances, nor do they call for a great deal of work. There is

nothing in the equipment suggested but what any handy farmer can

make himself, often from waste lumber or from material purchased at

a trifling cost. The prevailing idea is to have things suitable for the

purpose to which they are put and convenient for the attendant.

This means uniformity in equipment and system in care. By ob-

serving these two points, and by studying to keep the chicks as much
as possible on land under cultivation or in grass, the farmer can at the

same time avoid heavy losses of chicks and greatly increase the poultry-

carrying capacity of his farm.
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BEE KEEPING: SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR ITS ADVANCE-

MENT IN MASSACHUSETTS.

BY BURTON N. GATES, A.M., CLARK UNIVERSITY, WORCESTER, MASS.,

EXPERT IN APICULTURE, BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY, U. S. DEPART-

MENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Apiculture is proverbially the poetry of agriculture. Of agriculture

George Washington said: "It is the most noble industry of man."

We would therefore flatter ourselves in being fortunately interested

in an art, worthy of the most strenuous efforts to advance it.

As a business proposition, notwithstanding the general belief that

the business end (of the bee) is not worth while, we have sufficient

evidence from all thrifty bee keepers, in all States, that keeping bees

pays. Not a little care is necessary, and this attention is imperative

at just the right moment; but on the investment the interest is great.

Some have considered that bee keeping has had its day; true, the

old style. We have done with the box hive and with honey strained

through an old body-blanket, as the Indian used to do. We have

found that the crops can be increased, the ease of procuring them

increased and the profits advanced, by modern manipulation.

Awakening, renascence, rejuvenation, modern-method progress,

larger crops and better prices symbolize bee keeping to-day. Massa-

chusetts is no exception ; she responds to the stimulus with the world

as a whole. But as yet the response is not general; it is noticeable

only here and there, as some one is having his eyes opened to the fact

that several times the old returns from a colony of bees are possible

under modern manipulation. Furthermore, we must better realize

the unquestionably good resources in this State, which are constantly

going to waste unutilized. We believe it possible for bee keeping in

Massachusetts to rival that of any of the northeastern States ; in order

to do it, however, we must first become acquainted with the resources

of the State, with modern manipulation, and then spread wide the

news among all bee keepers.

Before we consider how to better the existing bee industry, and be-

fore discussing the natural conditions for the industry in this State,

we may well observe what a few have demonstrated can be done with

bees by no more than a little judicious manipulation.
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What can be accomplished.

The following observations were made from returns to a series of

questions sent to the members of the Worcester County Bee Keepers'

Association. A similar set of questions was also reported in the

previous year, to which reference will also be made. These com-

parative results figured on the crop of 1905 and 1906 are merely an

index of what can be done with bees by those who know how and who

are willing to give the attention ; they do not in any degree represent

the status of the industry as a whole.

The observations are based on the work of but 38 bee keepers, who
had, in the spring of 1906, 359 colonies, and who increased to 527

colonies in the fall, or an increase of nearly 50 per cent. More

remarkable still, there was a significant honey crop along with this

increase of bees. Of comb honey we are reported 10,117 pounds; of

extracted or strained, 6,098 pounds; or a total of 16,215 pounds, which

is equivalent to nearly 8j tons. Consider this, a season's work of only

3S unpretentious kee keepers, who have three or four to a few dozen

hives, and who keep bees only that they may supply a limited local

trade or their own tables, or, as one man tells us, because "I like to

have the industrious fellows around." It is no record to be ashamed

of; is it not a cheerful index to what can be done in the State?

Summarizing, we find that the average yield was 45 pounds per

colony, spring count. As compared with the previous season, 1905,

this was 10 pounds better per colony. Now to compare with the figures

of the United States census for 1900, which puts the yield for Massa-

chusetts at 13 pounds per colony. These census figures are generally

considered as unsignificant and not well founded, but nevertheless they

go the world over, representing the State's capabilities. According to

our figures, they are at least 32 pounds per colony from a reasonable

average. Furthermore, these 38 bee keepers set a higher standard

than the census report for the famous honey-producing State of Cali-

fornia, which we are told averaged 28 pounds per colony. The same

objection is also pertinent here, as in the census figure for Massachu-

setts, but will nevertheless permit of just comparison with our society's

returns.

We most assuredly realize that on so few returns as 38 out of several

thousand possible bee keepers in the State, it is not safe to place too

much emphasis and significance. We may, however, especially since

we know personally most of those who made these returns, know their

methods and know their purposes in keeping bees, say that these

figures reveal more correctly than does the census report, for instance,

the truly existing circumstances and possibilities in Massachusetts.

They especially represent what is possible for every one who has bees

and who is willing to learn how to manipulate them, which, by the

way, is as much easier than the shiftless, let-alone bee keeping as to-

live neatly is easier than to live slovenly.
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It is not the purpose of this paper to tell how to keep bees, and it is

far from the purpose to stimulate and prompt new bee keepers; but it

is rather to stimulate those who now possess bees, to keep them better.

We also hope to encourage our readers by possibly indicating to

them the superior resources of the State, and to suggest to them some

immediate steps which will help them to become better bee keepers.

With this index of what is possible, and a prospect of doing better

bee keeping, in mind, let us consider, before regarding the essentials for

an advance in Massachusetts, the superior resources of the State which

we have for several years been observing. In meeting with the bee men
of different parts of the State and in talking with them at their con-

ventions, in studying the flora in different localities, and in observing

the markets, we have become convinced that Massachusetts is pecu-

liarly fortunate.

Resources of the State.

Vermont and New York are famous honey-producing States, both

from the size of their crops and the quality of their honey. In a more

limited area, Massachusetts combines most of the desirable conditions of

both these States. For instance, in the Champlain valley of Vermont

the crop from white clover is superior and large. In Massachusetts the

Connecticut valley has a tangle of clover, and, what is more, it is sup-

plemented by fall flowers, golden rod and asters, which are excellent

nectar yielders. In this valley we are told that the flow is almost con-

tinuous from spring, when the fruit blooms, until the asters and the

golden rod have been killed by the frost in the fall. In the northern

part of the State is a belt of bass wood, which, too, is found in sections

of Vermont and in New York, and which is reported a heavy yielder in

Massachusetts. There is also a superior yield of raspberry, so prized

in Michigan. Looking to the coast, we find a flora peculiar to that

section. It is hardly to be expected that a good crop could be taken

from the sand of the Cape, but clcthera and sumac, supplemented by

shore plants abounding there, produce, to our knowledge, a surplus of

a fine grade of honey.

Much of the State is under cultivation, where bees will surely thrive,

especially if there is orcharding and production of clover crops. Some

of the most delightful honey in the world is taken in the fruit belts, from

apple bloom. The first prize extracted honey at the Worcester Bee

Show, 190G, was from this source.

Climate.

The New England climate, sometimes looked upon as the great

hindrance to the industry, is not so bad, after all, if you are careful and

know how to manipulate. It does interfere with the nectar secretion

at times; but, on the other hand, is responsible for much of our fine

honey. The winters, by some, are supposed to be dangerous to bees.
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But these are not hard to cope with if you will but take pains to see

that your bees are strong, and that ordinary protection is afforded them.

(Some hints of how successful bee men manage will be found below.)

Market.

In the peculiar condition of the market of Massachusetts there is a

mine for the bee keeper. In no other State is there the combination of

harvest and market which is to be found here. In a relatively small

area we have a huge population who are hungry for good honey.

Here is the key to a situation. Produce your honey, and sell it close

at hand, to your neighbor, in your own town, or in an adjacent town.

It is an opportunity which is prized by bee keepers in the west, and

one which only the east, particularly Massachusetts, can command.

This is not sufficiently realized by most people ; but it is the future of

the honey trade and the bee man's profits in Massachusetts. Were
you living in the west, it would not be possible for you to dispose of

your honey at home ; but here it is not only possible for you to sell

all that you can raise, but, with proper management, to buy and retail

successfully. In other words, you have in Massachusetts an almost

unlimited demand to fill, with a local crop at present limited.

We have indicated, in our paper, "Bee Keeping: how to meet its

Difficulties and Dangers," 1 the huge honey importation yearly from

California and from Vermont. A large portion of this the State could

herself produce, and pocket the profits. At present she produces less

than one-fourth what she consumes, and at that the average allowance

each year per capita is but two tablespoonfuls.

But the significant point is this: let the crop be doubled, and doubled

again, let the importation to the State go on just the same, and you

would still find the market good. It might be necessary to promote

the home trade; but from our observations a judicious amount of this

will pay.

Crop op the Country.

In this connection it may be of interest to know something of the

honey crop of the country, as figured by Dr. E. F. Phillips of the United

States Department of Agriculture, expert in charge of apiculture.

As opposed to the doubtless incorrect figures of the census, which put

the United States crop for 1S99 at 61,000,000 pounds, it has been esti-

mated that 200,000,000 pounds more nearly represent the annual

crop of honey. This estimate is based on the fact that in two States

50,000,000 section boxes are manufactured yearly. The crop of

extracted honey can well be figured at twice the crop of comb, which

would approximate 200,000,000 pounds of honey yearly, or enough

to fill 10,000 freight cars, which, in a straight line, as one writer has

said, would reach from Detroit to New York City. Were this crop

1 Agriculture of Massachusetts, 1904, p. 411.
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to sell at the extremely low figure of 10 cents per pound, the industry-

would represent $20,000,000. But this is exclusive of the value of

the bees and of the wax crop, which would bring the figures high.

Moreover, in order to get an approximate valuation of the worth of

the bees to the country, we would have to add to the sum of the items

above that incalculable figure which would represent the value of the

bees to the fruit producers of the country. This would bring the

figures far beyond the human conception.

In these huge money values we have not reached our limit. We have

scarcely begun to utilize the bees. But advance with so small a

creature and one so imperfectly understood is slow. With the hope of

helping some one to climb a rung higher in the art, we venture to suggest

a few items which appear imperative to the immediate progress of

apiculture in Massachusetts.

When we conceive of the vast power of a bacterial or germ disease in

the human race, and the havoc it plays if unchecked, we can conceive

of the damage possible if such should get headway among bees.

Diseases of Bees.

There is no one factor, we are convinced, which has worked and is

working, unconsciously and unknown to most bee keepers, so much
damage as are the diseases of bees. While they have been known to

exist and have been recognized for centuries, they have not been under-

stood by the majority of bee keepers. A man loses a colony of bees

from no apparent cause. He immediately attributes it to " bad luck,"

because the "bug" which caused it is not large enough to be seen. Or,

if the moth has entered, and a " bug " is really large enough to be seen,

then the loss is due to the moth, which, in reality, is probably only

secondary.

Not infrequently do we hear of some one losing all his bees at one

stroke. It is recorded that for some reason the industry in certain

localities of Massachusetts has slowly dropped out. We hear the

farmers say that fifty years ago "nearly every farm had bees." Our

good people wonder why it is that bees are not kept in their neighbor-

hood. Why these observations?

We believe that in a large measure disease is the answer. Uncon-

sciously to the bee keepers of the State, this great natural force has been

at work weeding out the bees of the country. It is high time that

every one who has bees should become thoroughly acquainted with the

now recognized diseases. Of these there are two which attack the

brood, and upon which the National Department of Agriculture is at

work. They are as follows :
—

American foul brood, which is most widespread in the United States,

and which is due to a micro-organism (plant) known as Bacillus larvae,

White. We quote the symptoms as given by Dr. E. F. Phillips (Bureau

of Entomology, Circular No. 79, United States Department of Agri-

culture) :
—
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The adult bees of an infected colony are usually rather inactive, and do little

toward cleaning out infected material. When the larvse are first affected they

turn to a light chocolate color, and in the advanced stages of decay they become
darker, resembling roasted coffee in color. Usually the larva; are attacked at

about the time of capping, and most of the cells containing infected larvae are

capped. As decay proceeds these cappings become sunken and perforated,

and, as the healthy brood emerges, the comb shows the scattered cells containing

larvae which have died of disease, still capped. The most noticeable character-

istic of this infection is the fact that when a small stick is inserted in a larva

which has died of the disease, and slowly removed, the broken-down tissues

adhere to it, and will often stretch out for several inches before breaking. When
the larva dries it forms a tightly adhering scale of very dark brown color, which
can best be observed when the comb is held so that a bright light strikes the

lower side wall. Decaying larvae which have died of this disease have a very

characteristic odor which resembles a poor quality of glue. This disease seldom

attacks drone or queen larvae. It appears to be much more virulent in the

western part of the United States than in the east.

European foul brood, which is getting hold on New England and in

which is found Bacillus alvci, causes the most rapid loss abroad. Along

the New York State boundary of Massachusetts and in other sections

of this State the disease is known to occur. Again we quote Dr.

Phillips, from the same paper:—
European foul brood (often called "black brood") is not nearly as widespread

in the United States as is American foul brood, but in certain parts of the

country it has caused enormous losses. It is steadily on the increase, and is

constantly being reported from new localities. It is therefore desirable that bee

keepers be on the watch for it.

Adult bees in infected colonies are not very active, but do succeed in cleaning

out some of the dried scales. This disease attacks larvae earlier than does

American foul brood, and a comparatively small percentage of the diseased

brood is ever capped. The diseased larvae which are capped over have sunken
and perforated cappings. The larvae when first attacked show a small yellow

spot on the body near the head, and move uneasily in the cell. When death
occurs they turn yellow, then brown, and finally almost black. Decaying larvae

which have died of this disease do not usually stretch out in a long thread when
a small stick is inserted and slowly removed. Occasionally there is a very

slight "ropiness," but this is never very marked. The thoroughly dried larvae

form irregular scales, which are not strongly adherent to the lower side wall of

the cell. There is very little odor from decaying larvae which have died from
this disease, and when an odor is noticeable it is not the "glue-pot" odor of the

American foul brood, but more nearly resembles that of soured dead brood.

This disease attacks drone and queen larvae very soon after the colony is infected.

It is as a rule much more infectious than American foul brood, and spreads more
rapidly. On the other hand, it sometimes happens that the disease will dis-

appear of its own accord, — a thing which the author never knew to occur in a
genuine case of American foul. brood. European foul brood is most destructive

during the spring and early summer, often almost disappearing in late summer
and autumn.

It being impracticable here to give detailed discussion of the treat-

ment of these diseases, we would refer you to the above-mentioned

circular, which can be had free upon application, or to a more full

account of both the treatment and character of the disease: The
Bacteria of the Apiary, with Special Reference to Bee Diseases, Tech-
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nical Series No. 14, Bureau of Entomology. Price 10 cents. This

bulletin may be had from the Superintendent of Documents, Wash-

ington, D. C, at the price affixed.

We urge every one who has not already a copy of this paper, the most

up-to-date work on the subject in any language, to secure one.

Get Rid of the Box Hive.

Do not allow one to persist in the country. In order to progress

in bee keeping, there is nothing more detrimental and hindering.

A box hive is an absolute handicap to any bee keeper. If there is any

brood disease in his region, the box hive is a sure trap, and endangers

all the bees for a radius of miles. In it the disease can get headway and

exist for a long time without being discovered, unless you are unusually

familiar with its symptoms. The colony in the hive weakens; robber

bees enter, fly back to their hives, and nine to one contaminate their

own combs.

Furthermore, a box hive is of no advantage to the owner. You are

limited in the amount of honey you get. You can not inspect your

bees, nor force them, nor build them up when necessary. You simply

have to let them alone. However, if this be your policy, you can as

well have your bees in a frame hive, and at least set the good example,

or have semblance, of up-to-dateness.

It is not difficult to transfer your bees from box to frame hive, if you

do it in the spring, or fourteen to eighteen days after a prime swarm.

It is then that the brood and honey are light, and of little hindrance.

Transferring from Box to Frame Hives.

The methods of transferring are all essentially the same. Funda-

mentally, it consists in driving out the bees with the queen, which is

imperative, and cutting out the combs. These, as you wish, may be

fitted into frames and given back to the bees in the new hive, or may be

melted down for the wax and honey.

When preparing for a transfer, make ready a frame hive. Have also

a "forcing box" about the diameter of your box hive, into which to

drive the bees. You will need for tools a hammer, heavy chisel, broad-

bladed bread knife, some strings or tapes or elastic bands with which to

secure the combs in the frame, some dishes to receive the surplus combs

and honey, and a pail of water in which to wash your hands of honey.

For the drumming, two heavy sticks or the hammers may be used.

In making the transfer, a warm day, when the bees are flying freely

and are less cross, will be found preferable.

After all is in readiness, we usually commence by pounding for two

or three minutes on the sides of the hive with the sticks. This at once

arouses the bees to filling themselves with honey. The moment that

they appear full and begin to "march" out of the entrance, pick the
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hive up and move it to some place previously selected, aside from the

bee yard. Here you can proceed with less annoyance from the rest of

the bees.

Place an empty hive or box on the old stand, in order to catch and

save the bees which are returning from the field.

When every bee in the box hive is gorged with honey, turn the hive

upside down, pull off the bottom board, and substitute the forcing or

driving box, in which j'ou will collect the bees. If this does not make

good union with the sides of the old hive, you had best put a strip of

cloth temporarily around the joint, so that when the bees march up

from the combs they cannot take wing or boil over the sides of the hive,

but must go up into the driving box. When once they are fairly started

into the box, the cloth may be removed and the box tilted back on one

edge, which will receive the jar of the drumming. With the forcing or

driving box in position, as described, recommence your pounding. In

a few moments the bees will be seen to quit their combs and in regular

procession file up into the box. As is said above, the box may be tilted

back as soon as the procession is well started.

It will be necessary to keep up this pounding until practically every

bee is off from the old combs, when, being sure you have the queen with

them, you may carefully lift the forcing box and bees, carry it to the

new hive, which should be placed near the old stand, and, as in hiving

a swarm, dump the bees either into or before the hive on a sheet, where-

upon the bees will enter as would a natural swarm. To avoid robbers,

do this in the late afternoon, or on a day when the bees are too busy

in the field to rob.

The old hive should now be knocked apart, and what combs are

suitable should be fitted into empty frames. It is usually desirable to

save all the large, straight combs, especially those in which there is

brood ; but crooked combs are more bother to fit and manipulate than

their worth, and are usually melted for wax.

Unless the transfer is made in very early spring (when the operation

should be done in the house, in order to prevent chilling), before there

is much honey in the fields, it is not necessary to feed or to give the

colony combs of honey. The clean honey is usually cut out and taken

to the house ; combs in which there are both honey and pollen mixed

are fed back to the bees.

As fast as the combs are trimmed and precisely fitted to the inside of

the frames, they should be secured by several turns of string or tape or

by elastic bands about the frame. The frames may then be hung in

the hive, where the bees will fasten in the combs and remove the

bindings.

After a little experience a neat operator can transfer rapidly, and do
a clean job. The only way to become expert is to begin now, and
develop your own mode of manipulation.
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Heddon Method of Transferring.

A method essentially the same as the above, but adapted to those of

limited time and experience, and to those who are somewhat timid, is

the Heddon Method. 1 It consists in forcing or driving into the box,

as above, about the time of swarming, nearly all the bees of the box

hive colony, together with their queen. Into a frame hive on the old

stand and with full sheets of foundation, run the bees, as described

above. The old box hive should then be placed a few feet back of the

new. If the weather be cool, sufficient bees should remain with the

brood of the old hive to care for and keep it warm.

Twenty-one days after this transfer is made, all the brood will have

hatched, leaving nothing in the combs but honey. The rest of the

bees are now driven out as above, and united with those of the first

drive. The old hive may be disposed of when and as you will, but

should not be left around for robbers.

If for no other reason than to promote the bee keeping industry, put

your bees, if now in box hives, on to frames. See to it also that your

neighbors do likewise; you will be repaid many fold.

If we can but rid the State of this one hindrance to progress, the

worth of the industry will advance many per cent.

In order to demonstrate how much behindhand you may be, we would

remind you that it was in 1851, more than fifty years since, that Rev.

L. L. Langstroth devised the movable "frame" hive. Of it, in his

journal, Oct. 30, 1851, he says: "The use of these frames will, I am
persuaded, give a new impetus to the easy and profitable management

of bees." Large bodies move slowly, despite such unquestionable

impetus.

Importance of the Type of Hive.

Closely associated with the problem of transferring is the selection

of the style of hive to use, and its influence upon the success with bees.

If you would get all you can out of your bees, the type of hive which

you use will greatly hinder or increase your results. For instance, as

we attempt to show, the box hive is worth almost nothing to the owner;

he cannot take surplus in marketable form from the frame. Again,

many of the frame hives in use are too small. They cramp the queen,

do not allow her to lay to her full capacity, and consequently damper

the crop.

Of course to prescribe for everybody's needs is difficult; but for those

who use the Langstroth size frame we would advise by all means a

ten-frame hive. If possible, use two bodies at that. Your queen, if

she is young and prolific, will take care of that number of combs; you

will get the returns. Moreover, we believe personally in a free-hanging,

so-called "unspaced" frame; it allows more freedom in handling than

1 Gleanings in Bee Culture, A. I. Root Company, p. 562, 1885.
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a "spaced " frame, and where propolizing is heavy, it is a delight. The

new frame manufactured to be used with "tin spacers," but used with-

out the tins or the "unspaced frame," has been very satisfactory to

the writer.

Section Boxes.

In connection with types of hives, we would say that the 4 by 5

or other oblong section is promising to market better than the square

section. Ask a merchant which of these two sell the better, and his

usual reply is the oblong. "It looks larger," say his customers.

iEsthetically speaking, an oblong is more pleasing than a square,

which doubtless has its unconscious influence on the trade.

Vigor op the Stock.

Correlated with the size of the hive are the virtue and value of a vig-

orous stock. If you have colonies which are healthy, but unprolific and

lacking vigor, the queens had best be killed and be succeeded by some

young, prolific blood. But in a cramped hive, say a box or even eight-

frame hive, the most prolific queen may fail to bring results in terms of

honey, simply because she has not room. Give the same colony ten or

more frames to breed up on, and you may not believe your eyes; you

may question that it is the same queen.

Dr. Kirkland, in the "Ohio Farmer," Dec. 12, 1857, upon transferring

from box hives three colonies, of which "the first had not swarmed in

two years; the second had long ceased to manifest any industry; and

the other had never swarmed," says: "Within twenty-four hours each

colony began to labor with far greater activity than any of my old

stock. ... I have now no stronger colonies than these."

Where breeding for queens, no pains should be spared in selecting for

the most vigorous prolific stock possible. We believe it worthy to dis-

regard looks, color, size, markings and even gentleness, if necessary in

order to get a race which will have vitality, vigor and prolificness.

This will usually mean honey-gathering qualities as well. Select for a

strain of honey bees, not, as has been the policy, for "handsome" bees.

To those who are interested in breeding queens, we suggest that

they send to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing

Office, Washington, D. C., for the fullest account of the methods

employed which has yet been published. The title is: Bulletin No.

55, Bureau of Entomology, The Rearing of Queen Bees. By Dr.

E. F. Phillips. Price 5 cents.

Wintering.

This problem, while not directly pertinent to the progress of bee

keeping, has a direct influence on success or failure. Most of the bee

keepers of Massachusetts consider the problem only in terms of "luck"

and "bad luck," instead of reasoning intelligently the conditions for

successful wintering. In our paper in the Crop Report for 1904,
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already alluded to, we treated the subject more or less fully. But here

we would add a few observations made since then, which may help to

enlighten some one on this puzzling subject.

That our winters are severe there is no doubt; but they are no worse

than those of New York State, of Vermont, or of Canada, where such

extensive bee keeping is done.

In visiting bee yards and talking with bee keepers, particularly the

past spring, after the severe winter of 1906 and 1907, I noticed that the

careful and painstaking man brought his bees through all right, whether

he wintered in the cellar or on the summer stands. It is the merit of

cellar wintering which so favorably impressed me, however.

Particular success was observed at the yard of Dr. William P.

Brooks and Dr. James B. Paige at Amherst. We saw the bees there in

April, about a week after they were brought out from the cellar. With-

out exception, they were the finest stocks which we have ever seen at

this season in Massachusetts. They had not appreciably decreased in

numbers during the winter, they were clean, healthy, had large amounts
of stores left, and, best of all, had patches of sealed brood on several

frames. Moreover, when seen again in the middle of May it was
evident, without exception, that they had not "spring-dwindled," as so

many of the bees did last spring, but that they had maintained their

strength, many of them occupying two ten-frame hive bodies. This

shows, too, that they had not been over-stimulated.

Likewise, Mr. H. F. Cary of Lyonsville, who wintered a hundred

colonies in his cellar, told us that most assuredly he could not have

carried through the number he did had he wintered out of doors.

We can not afford the space here to discuss adequately the features

of wintering out of doors or in the cellar, but we will briefly list the

essentials for success.

First, about 40 pounds of stored honey are necessary to winter a large

colony, especially out of doors.

Second, the colony should be populous, with plenty of young bees.

Out-door wintering necessitates a protection of paper or other

wrapping, as described in our paper above mentioned.

Cellar wintering, while expensive in the first cost, is a saving in the

end. The bee cellar should be dry, capable of easy ventilation and

complete darkening. Ventilation will allow the cooling off or the

warming up of the cellar at will ; the dark will prevent the bees from

flying about the room. It is advisable, in order to insure dryness, to

have the cellar bottom cemented.

Temperature is a vital factor. The cellar should be furnished with a

thermometer. For the best results, the temperature should be main-

tained at from 35° to 45° F. all winter. In the spring, as the bees

begin to breed, it is safe to allow it to go as high as 48°. Over this

is likely to make the bees uneasy.

As soon as the weather becomes settled, and the bees have begun to
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rear brood, it is best to take the bees from the cellar for good. Accord-

ing to the location, this will be in March or early April.

If you have difficulty in maintaining the proper heat, it is customary

to reduce the temperature by putting in the cellar for a few hours a

cake of ice or some snow. If you need to raise the temperature, you

can do so by burning an oil lamp.

It will pay all those who have any number of colonies, or neighbors,

to combine to build a bee cellar. The labor of doing this is slight, as

is the trouble of putting the bees in the cellar and taking them out;

and the security is great. With a little experience and reason, any

one will be able to winter his bees this way.

Caring for the Crop and marketing it.

We have so far considered factors which may facilitate getting more

honey and doing a better bee business. But the thought of what to do

with the crop after we have it, how to care for it and how best to market

it, seldom enters our consideration. All we look for is the honey; we
are not particular to keep it sweet, clean and unharmed by the moths.

One of the most difficult things in apiculture is to properly keep and

to prepare the honey crop for market. The extracted crop is most

easily handled, for it can be run into cans, of the producers' choice,

sealed and set away for market. To put up an attractive package of

extracted honey is an art, and requires no little thought and skill.

In this connection, we hope that every bee keeper will take pains to

send 5 cents to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Print-

ing Office, Washington, D. C, for an admirable paper by Dr. E. F.

Phillips and Dr. C. A. Browne, on the " Production and Care of Ex-

tracted Honey, with Methods of Honey Testing for the Bee Keepers."

This paper, just issued by the Department of Agriculture, should be in

the hands of every bee keeper.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain in any convenient, family

size package, good extracted honey in our Massachusetts market.

It is all in either small glass packages, which are mere samples and

are expensive, or it is in cases of two 60-pound cans, which are difficult

for the private customer to obtain except through the wholesaler.

In preparing the comb honey crop we can do no better than to follow

the procedure of a gentleman who ships the finest comb clover honey

which we have ever seen. We have often heard what care Mr. R. H.

Holmes of Shoreham, Vt., takes with his crop, and we well know the

high rank it commands in the market.

In the first place, Mr. Holmes stores his sections, as fast as they come

from the super, in an attic where it is dry and hot (not hot enough to

melt the wax). This allows the honey to ripen, and prevents a chem-

ical change in its constitution, which frequently happens if stored in a

damp atmosphere.

In the fall, when it is shipping time, each section is carefully
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scraped and polished until scarcely a stain from the bees remains.

The sections are then sorted and graded, — a task, as Mr. Holmes

tells us, which requires the most extreme care and experience. Only

the heaviest and most perfect sections are put into the first quality.

We have seen case after case of twenty sections weigh as high as 23

pounds; that is surely giving full weight. After sorting, the sections

are put into cartons and then packed into spotless cases, holding, as we

said, 20-pound sections each. The whole is then ready for shipment.

It is frequently necessary to fumigate the combs, in order to prevent

the work of the wax worms. This can be done in several ways; by
confining the sections either in a room or in a tight box, where they are

disinfected with carbon bisulphide, hydrocyanic gas or formaldehyde.

The key to success in marketing is the neatness with which all is

done, the maintaining of the flavor and fragrance of the honey by

properly storing it in a dry, warm atmosphere; in a word, by pre-

senting a thoroughly clean, wholesome, fragrant and inviting package.

Never store honey of any kind in an ice box or other damp, cold atmos-

phere.

All the suggestions that we could give, if we were to continue for

pages, would not help you to progress as much as a little practical ex-

perience. Work intelligently with your bees, trying to bring the best

results possible, and you will succeed. Keep in touch with what others

are doing, by reading. Read all the bee literature you can get hold of,

from the four corners of the earth. Some of it, to be sure, will not be

worth while, but it is the only way to keep in the advance.

Bee Keepers' Societies.

Besides reading, untold benefit can be derived from a society. At

these meetings enthusiasm runs high
;
you are in contact with the most

active bee keepers of your section, and can, through verbal discussion,

learn more than by much reading.

Massachusetts now has two societies. Most central in the State is

the Worcester County Bee Keeper's Association, which holds regular

meetings the second Saturday of each winter month, beginning in

November, in Horticultural Hall, Worcester, at 2 o'clock p.m. The

fee of this society is but 50 cents for membership until an assessment

becomes necessary, which as yet has never been the case. Full partic-

ulars may be learned of Mr. Adin A. Hixon, secretary, Horticultural

Hall, Worcester, Mass.

The other society, the Massachusetts Bee Keeper's Society, holds its

meetings in Boston, monthly, in places voted at each previous meeting.

Mr. F. H. Farmer, president, 15 Chardon Street, Boston, Mass., will

gladly furnish details. The fee is 50 cents per annum.

We strongly urge you to co-operate with these societies. They need

your support; they will help support and promote you. Through

their work and influence largely, the greatest advance and progress in

bee keeping are to be expected.
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College Courses in Bee Keeping.

For those who wish to learn bee keeping or the most advanced

principles and methods, a course in apiculture is given annually at

the Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass., beginning the

fourth Wednesday in May, and lasting two weeks. You have the

benefit of lectures and demonstrations by four of the regular staff of

professors and one special apicultural expert. For particulars write

to the registrar of the college.

In conclusion, we would emphasize that apiculture, an ennobling,

uplifting, healthful, inspiring, and, to say the least, fascinating and

profitable pursuit, must become something more than a haphazard

pursuit. "Luck" plays no part; reason, intelligence, experience and

skill have far more to do with success. It is our earnest effort and hope

to eliminate the more or less general slack and careless methods for

that easier, modern, rational manipulation.

Keep your bees; do not let them keep themselves.
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GREENHOUSE PESTS AND THEIR CONTROL.

BY H. T. FERNALD, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF ENTOMOLOGY, MASSACHUSETTS

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

The value of crops raised under glass in Massachusetts is increasing

each year, and new houses are continually being added to those already

in use. Two classes of products are obtained in this way, — flowers

and other ornamental plants, and vegetables which during some por-

tions of the year could be produced out of doors, but which when raised

out of season command high prices.

Both of these classes of crops, if they may be called such, occasion-

ally suffer severely from the attacks of insects of various kinds, some

of which may cause injury to but one kind of plant, while others may
affect nearly everything. Losses resulting from the presence of in-

jurious insects in greenhouses are frequently large, and little is generally

known as to methods of preventing them. Many kinds of insects may
be found at work at different times, and unless the grower knows what

the insect is with which he has to deal, he is uncertain as to the proper

treatment, for it is now becoming quite generally understood that the

nature of the treatment depends to a large degree at least upon the

kind of insect to be controlled.

On forcing crops, plant lice, the white fly, thrips and occasionally

cutworms, snails and other pests appear. On florists' crops these

insects and scales are also too often in evidence. Accounts of some

of these pests, and reliable methods for their control, follow.

Plant Lice.

There are many different kinds of plant lice or aphids, most of which

are green in color, and are frequently called "green fly." A black

species known as the "black fly" is common on chrysanthemums,

and a brown species occurs on violets. All kinds of plant lice, how-

ever, suck the juices from the leaves, tender stems and flower buds

of the plants they are on, and in this way check the growth, blight

the blossoms, and if sufficiently abundant kill the plants. They

multiply rapidly, the young being generally brought forth alive, and

at first clustering around the mother, sucking the sap from the plant.

But after a few days, when more young appear and this region be-
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comes too crowded, they move away to other parts of the plant and

continue their feeding.

The mother louse (in one species at least) produces from four to

sixteen young every two or three days until about two hundred have

thus appeared, and when these young have fed till full grown they in

turn begin to produce young. After a few generations of this nature

another generation is produced, the members of which develop wings

and are thus able to fly to other plants and start new colonies. In

this way an entire greenhouse may in a short time become infested

from a single originally infested plant.

With most kinds of plant lice a generation finally appears which

consists of males, and females which lay eggs, these hatching and
producing females which start new colonies; but the egg-laying

generation has not been observed in all cases.

The White Fly. {Aleyrodes vaporariorum Westw.)

This pest has been a very serious one in Massachusetts during the

last ten years, often destroying entire crops of tomatoes, cucumbers,

etc. In one case seen by the writer a crop of tomatoes valued at

$4,000 was entirely lost, the vines drying up completely just as the

fruit began to ripen.

The adult fly is a tiny, white-winged insect, with a yellow body,

flying quite freely when disturbed, and resting on the plants, chiefly

on the under side of the leaves. The eggs, which are too small to be

seen without a magnifying glass, are laid there, and the young suck

the juices from the leaves. The young are very small, almost trans-

parent, lie flat against the surface of the leaf, and are very incon-

spicuous. As they feed, the leaves gradually turn brown, and wither

when the insects are abundant.

From the time the eggs are laid till adults from them appear is

about forty days, so that there is plenty of time in most cases for

several generations to develop while a single crop is being grown.

Thrips.

Several kinds of thrips are found in greenhouses, but the most
common species is the onion thrips, which is often a serious pest to

field onions. It is a slender insect, about one-twentieth of an inch

long, yellowish brown, and winged. The eggs are probably laid in

the tissues of the stems or leaves of the plants. The young which
hatch from the eggs resemble the adult, but are smaller and without

wings.

These insects, both as young and adults, suck the juices of the plant

they are on, the damage they cause being in proportion to their abun-
dance. Each female probably lays about fifty eggs, and the adults

from these eggs appear in about three weeks, thus enabling this pest
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to increase rapidly in numbers unless held in check by some method

of treatment.

When the thrips work on the leaves, small spots where the sucking

has taken place soon turn brown, giving the leaf a speckled appearance.

On flower buds small pale blotches soon show on the petals, spoiling

the blossoms. The cucumber and carnation are perhaps the most

usual food plants of this insect in the greenhouse.

Cutworms.

Cutworms are the caterpillars of a group of moths known as Noc-

tuidce, the caterpillars feeding in a variety of ways, though many —
perhaps most of them— attack the stems of succulent plants at or near

the surface of the ground, and by feeding at one spot "cut" off the

stem at that point.

Cutworms usually get into the greenhouse by being brought in with

the soil, so that if this has been sterilized properly they are not likely

to be present, though in some cases it is possible that the moths may

enter through open ventilators and lay their eggs, from which the

cutworms will hatch.

The cutworms usually feed at night, burrowing into the ground

during the daytime; and the first indication of their presence is the

discovery of wilting plants, which examination shows to be due to a

more or less complete "cutting" off of the stem.

Sometimes the easiest way to remove these insects is to dig up the

soil around the injured plants and find and destroy the worms while

they are quiet in the daytime; sometimes a careful examination in

the evening by the light of a lantern will reveal them at work; but

when neither of these methods is practicable, for any reason, a poisoned

mash may be made use of. To prepare this, take sixty pounds of

bran or middlings, molasses enough to sweeten well, one pound of

Paris green, and water to make a dough or mash. Mix thoroughly,

and place a little beside the stem of each plant late in the afternoon.

The cutworms coming up to feed at night will find in this mash some-

thing which they prefer to the plants, and will be poisoned by it.

Smaller amounts than those given above can easily be prepared, using

the different materials in their proper proportions.

Snails.

These pests of course are not insects, but are so often troublesome

that they are included here. They are really shells, but forms which

appear to have nearly or quite lost their shelly covering. They

conceal themselves under boards, pieces of bark or elsewhere during

the day, and feed at night. As they move along, large amounts of

slime or mucus are poured out to aid them in travelling, and this can

be taken advantage of in destroying them. Sometimes it is possible

to surround plants attacked by snails with air-slaked lime, which
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kills the animals when they attempt to cross such bands toward the

plants. If for any reason it is not wise to use the lime, similar bands

of dry bran may be used, the animal in trying to cross such material

soon exhausting its supply of slime and becoming covered by the bran,

being rendered helpless and unable to move. Bran used in this way,

however, is successful only as long as it is dry, and when it becomes

wet must be replaced by a new supply.

Red Spiders.

These common pests are also not insects, but are mites, having

eight legs when adult, instead of six. They vary in color from yel-

lowish to dark brown, and sometimes have a greenish tinge.

The red spiders spin a very delicate web, beneath which they live,

the web being difficult to see. They are most plentiful near the

midribs on the under side of the leaves, where they may frequently

occur in large numbers, sucking the plant juices. They move about

freely, however, and may travel some little distance in a short time.

Their list of food plants is a long one, including tomatoes, cucum-

bers, carnations, roses, violets, and in fact most ornamental plants,

which they injure to varying degrees according to their abundance.

The eggs are deposited on the under side of the leaves, about five on

an average being laid per day, till each female has laid about a hun-

dred. These eggs hatch in three or four days in the warmest weather,

but in cold weather this may be delayed to about two weeks. It is

probable that from the time an egg is laid till the mite becomes adult

requires between three and four weeks.

The Hemispherical Scale. (Saisselia hemisphcerica Targ.)

This is usually the most common soft scale found in greenhouses.

It is a brown "lump" in form, rather less than a fifth of an inch long,

and nearly as broad, and is found on many kinds of plants though

most abundant on palms, ferns and cycads. It locates both on the

leaves and stems, and in Massachusetts seems to be particularly

abundant on the Boston fern. Its life history does not seem to have

been completely worked out, but it probably breeds at all seasons

of the year, laying eggs which hatch into rather flat, pale-colored

young.

The Soft Scale. (Coccus hesperidum Linn.)

This scale is similar to the last, but the young are apparently born

alive. It feeds on citrus plants, oleanders and many other green-

house plants.

The White Scale. (Aspidiotus hederce Vail.)

The white scale has also quite a list of food plants, but is perhaps

as abundant on the ivy, palms and croton as any in Massachusetts

greenhouses. It is quite flat, having only a slight elevation at or near
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the center, is circular in outline, and is white or light gray in color,

sometimes with its central elevation orange-yellow. It lays eggs from

which adult scales are produced in about two and a half months, but

the different generations run into one another, so that almost all

stages may be found at any time.

Morgan's Scale. (Chrysomphalus dictyospermi Morg.)

This important pest on palms is circular in outline, dark colored,

usually with an orange spot near the center, and is quite flat, pro-

jecting only very slightly from the leaf. The young are born alive,

and males are unknown. There are several generations in a year,

but, as was stated for the white scale, these run into each other or

overlap.

Mealy Bugs.

Two kinds of mealy bug are met with in greenhouses, the more

common one having a fringe of spines around the body, the two at

the hinder end being somewhat longer than the others. In the less

common kind these hinder spines are much longer, — sometimes as

long as the body. In both the body is more or less covered with a

white, waxy substance, which has been the cause of their receiving

the name "mealy bugs."

The several hundred eggs laid by the female are carried under the

hinder end of the body, and as these are laid the insect tips upward

till it is almost standing on its head. When egg laying has been

completed the parent dies, and after about two weeks' time from the

laying of the first eggs these hatch. The newly hatched young are

quite small, not covered with the wax, and after a time they move about

and begin feeding, which continues for six or eight weeks before they

become adult, sucking the juices from the plants they are on.

Mealy bugs feed on many plants, but perhaps the oleander, coleus,

some palms and citrus plants are preferred members of the list.

Methods of Control.

The widely differing life histories and habits of the various insects

found in greenhouses prevent the use of any single method for their

control. The treatment in each case must depend upon the kind of

insect to be treated, and in many cases as well upon the kind of plant

it is on. For some plants the cultural methods necessary to obtain

the best results are those most favorable to the increase of their insect

pests, while with others a treatment strong enough to destroy all the

pests would certainly destroy or at least seriously injure the plants.

Preventive Measures.

It is almost needless to state that an empty greenhouse should have

no pests present, and this will be the case if the house has been thor-

oughly cleared out and then fumigated, directions for which are given

below.
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The first step in starting a new crop in a house is to be certain that

no pests are brought in with the soil. This can be made sure of by

sterilizing the earth thoroughly. Probably cutworms are the insects

most likely to be brought in with the earth, and they have located

in this while it was outside. Therefore, early in the season select the

soil to be used, and throw it into piles. If no grass or other vegetation

is allowed to grow on such piles, no cutworm eggs will be laid there,

and any cutworms present will go elsewhere in order to get food. In

this way where sterilization is impossible at least a considerable degree

of protection against the introduction of pests with the soil can be

secured.

If the new plants are to be started in pots, these should be fumigated

with the house while it is empty. If the plants themselves are grown

from seed, they should be free from pests. The real danger under

these conditions would be either that the fumigation of the empty

house was not sufficiently thorough, or that pests might be brought

in on cuttings or in some such way, and spread to the originally clean

plants.

All cuttings or potted plants brought into a clean house should be

themselves fumigated, or at least dipped into a solution of one pound

of laundry soap in a gallon of water for a few moments. The pots

should also be thoroughly washed with the soap, as many pests feeding

on the plants are often found on the pots as well. Where scales are

present on the plants this treatment is not usually a success, and their

fumigation must be resorted to.

Treatment for Houses already infested.

Syringing with water is of some value for this purpose, if the pressure

of the water is sufficient to knock the insects off the plants. Many
of the insects crawl back afterwards, however; many are not removed;

and many others are not even reached at all by this method, which

must be repeated at least once or twice a week. Frequently the

amount of water it is necessary to use for effective results in this way
is injurious to the plants, the liability of the carnation to develop rust

when too much water is used being an example. For these reasons,

therefore, the use of water as an insecticide in greenhouses is not

particularly desirable where better methods can be employed, unless

the plants concerned can stand considerable water, as much more of

this is necessary than would be the case in ordinary watering.

Fumigation with tobacco is perhaps the most widely used method
for the control of greenhouse pests. Either the leaves and stems or

some prepared material having tobacco or at least nicotine as its basis

is burned in the house, and the fumes are relied upon to destroy the

insects present.

Where the leaves and stems of the tobacco, or where tobacco punk
or tobacco fumigating paper are used, they are usually placed in pans

on the floor and burned slowly, in order to produce as dense a smoke
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as possible. As the punk and fumigating papers are stronger, they

give better results than the stems and leaves, though more expensive

than these last.

Certain tobacco extracts are also on the market under various trade

names, and, as they contain fixed strengths of nicotine, are more

reliable in their actions than ordinary tobacco stems, in which the

amount of this narcotic varies considerably. They are usually diluted

with more or less water and then heated, producing a vapor which

spreads through the house. The objection to these substances is that

it is often inconvenient or impossible to vaporize them rapidly enough

to obtain a density of vapor sufficient to produce the desired effect.

The insects most successfully controlled by fumigation with tobacco

are plant lice, and, when vaporization is successful, some of the thrips.

It does not seem to kill all the plant lice, however, for others soon

appear, evidently derived from some which had escaped the treatment.

The white fly adults are temporarily affected by it and fall to the

ground, but most of them soon recover. Red spiders, mealy bugs

and scale insects are but little affected.

Fumigation with sulfur will undoubtedly destroy insects when the

fumes are strong, but unfortunately it also seriously affects the

plants. For that reason, then, this method of treatment cannot be

considered of value in greenhouses.

Fumigation with carbon disulfid has been but little tested in green-

houses, the weight of the gas causing it to settle rapidly. A few tests

of it for thrips on tomato plants indicate that, used at the rate of one

cubic centimeter to each cubic foot of space, the insects would all be de-

stroyed without injury to the plants; but this treatment would prob-

ably be successful only on very low plants, placed on the floor of the

place to be fumigated, while if enough of the disulfid should be used

to reach higher plants the gas would be likely to become so dense

lower down as to cause injury. Its use, therefore, can hardly be

advised without more knowledge of its capabilities.

Fumigation with hxjdrocyanic acid gas is certainly the most effective

treatment thus far discovered; but the gas is a most deadly one, and

for this reason many are afraid to use it, and a hearty respect for its

powers is a feeling which should be encouraged. If proper care be

taken, however, it can be used with safety; and the only other draw-

back it has is our ignorance as to how much can be used without injury

to the plants exposed to its fumes. This subject is now being in-

vestigated at the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station,

and the maximum strength of fumigation without injury to the plants

has been determined for the more common greenhouse varieties of

tomato and cucumber at all ages and under different conditions of

light, temperature, moisture, etc., and the experiments will be ex-

tended to other plants as rapidly as possible.

To fumigate with hydrocyanic acid gas, potassium cyanide, commer-
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cial sulfuric acid and water, besides a dish or dishes considerably

larger than is needed to hold these materials, are necessary. The

dishes must not be of metal, though granite ware, if without any flaws

inside, will prove satisfactory. Earthen crocks or jars are often used,

and answer well for the purpose unless the heat produced by mixing

the sulfuric acid and the water causes them to crack, which sometimes

happens when the two are mixed too rapidly.

Before fumigating, the number of cubic feet in the house (not count-

ing out the space taken by plants and benches) must be known, and

in many cases to calculate this has puzzled those in charge. The best

way to get this is to draw the house in cross-section, and then divide

this into squares and half squares or rectangles, as shown in the dia-

gram, which is drawn to the scale of a half inch to a foot. In this

diagram, the dotted lines show how the house plan has been divided

and the measurements of each part are given. The area of block

V.
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should be much stronger than where plants are present. An ounce

of potassium cyanide to every hundred cubic feet would be sufficiently

strong for this purpose, and the fumigation can be given in the day-

time, — something which would be impossible if plants were being

treated.

The method followed in fumigating is the same, whether plants are

present or not, only the strength of the fumigation, the time of day

and the time the house is closed differing in the one case from the

other.

To fumigate an empty house, weigh the right amount of cyanide on

quite accurate scales. This amount should be known in ounces and

fractions of an ounce. Then, with such a measuring glass as is used

by druggists and photographers, measure out twice as many ounces

and fractions of commercial sulfuric acid as there were of cyanide.

Thus, if the amount of cyanide for the house, using an ounce to every

hundred cubic foot, was 3^ ounces as weighed on the scales, 6J ounces

of the sulfuric acid should be measured out in the measuring glass.

The water should now be measured out in the glass, taking twice as

much as was taken of the acid, or — in the example just given —
exactly 13 ounces by measure. From this it is evident that, starting

with the cyanide, twice as much sulfuric acid and four times as much
water are taken, the last two being measured, however, rather than

weighed.

As a matter of convenience, it is easier to measure the water before

the acid, and put the water in the fumigating dish; then measure

out the acid and pour it very slowly into the water, to avoid the pro-

duction of much heat; then all that remains is to add the cyanide.

Before doing this have all ventilators and other openings in the

house tightly closed, but so arranged that some of them at least can

be opened from the outside. If the house is not very tight, rags

should be forced into the cracks, an old case knife being often very

convenient for this purpose. Finally, when all is ready, the cyanide,

which should be in a very loose paper bag or on a piece of thin cloth,

should be taken, cloth or bag and all, and dropped into the dish, the

operator at once running as quickly as possible to an exit from the

house, which he must then close as tightly as possible.

If no plants are in the house, the longer it is before the doors and

ventilators are opened the more certainly will all insects there be

killed. Several hours or even a day, then, is none too long for this

purpose, and the least time taken should be at least three hours.

When the fumigation has been completed, open the doors and ven-

tilators from outside, and let the house air for at least an hour before

entering it. The house may now be considered ready to start plants in.

Where plants are already in a house, and fumigation is necessary,

the same general method is followed, but with a few changes.

It has been found that fumigation in the daytime is much more

likely to injure the plants than at night, though the reason for this
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has not been discovered. Then different plants differ in the strength

of the fumes which they can stand without injury, and this must be

taken into consideration. In some cases if the gas be used strong

enough to kill all the insects present the plants will be seriously in-

jured, and it is necessary in such cases to use it weaker than is desir-

able, and repeat the fumigation oftener.

Where a house is filled with but one kind of plant, the problem

how strong the fumigation can safely be made is much easier than

where many kinds are present. But just how much gas any plant can

stand under all conditions has not been ascertained, nor even whether

a strong treatment for a short time or a weak treatment for a long

time is the safer. For tomatoes it has been found at the Massachu-

setts Experiment Station that one-third of an ounce of cyanide to

every thousand cubic feet of house for forty minutes at night is safe

for the plants and quite effective against the white fly. In Maryland

three-fourths of an ounce per thousand cubic feet, the exposure to

the gas continuing over night, caused no injury; but it is probable

that the house used for these tests was not as tight as the Massachu-

setts one, as this strength injured the plants in this State.

It is necessary to be sure of the quality of the cyanide used in fumi-

gation. Most drug stores carry a grade of about 50 per cent strength;

but it is necessary to obtain the 98 to 99 per cent strength, to be at

all certain of results. This should be obtained in one pound sealed

cans, which state the strength on the outside, and which should not

cost over 50 cents per pound. The commercial grade of sulfuric acid

is as good as is needed, and its cost should not be more than 10 cents

per pound. From this it can be seen that fumigation with cyanide

is not an expensive process.

At the present time our knowledge is not sufficient to enable us

to use the gas strong enough to kill all the insects. A single fumiga-

tion well below the point of danger to the plants will kill the plant lice,

most of the white fly, thrips, and some of the mealy bugs. Against their

eggs, however, and against most scale insects, it is of little value. But

the eggs will soon hatch, and a repetition of the treatment will then

reach the young which hatched after the first fumigation. In practice

it has been found that fumigation with one-third of an ounce of cyanide

to each thousand cubic feet in the house, repeated three times at

intervals of twelve to fourteen days, will practically free a house from

insect pests except scales and red spiders.

This holds good for tight houses only. If the house is loose and

much of the gas becomes quickly lost, larger amounts must be used,

but how much larger these may be will depend entirely on how loose

the house is.

Where the house is a long one, it is well to divide the charge into two

or more equal parts, and start the fumigation at the jar farthest from

the door; then drop the other charges of cyanide into their jars as

these are passed on the way out.
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Dipping.

Dipping wherever this is possible is much better than spraying, as

the entire plant is reached, while this is practically impossible by

spraying. As only potted plants can be dipped, however, it is often

necessary to resort to spraying instead.

Tobacco water, made by steeping tobacco leaves and stems in hot

water, is a good insecticide for plant lice, mealy bugs and thrips, but

weak solutions are far from effective. The use of laundry soap also gives

good results, though for many plants more than four ounces per

gallon of water is not safe for the plant, while ineffective against the

insects. As a general thing, though, it would be well to try the soap

before resorting to tobacco water.

For scale insects laundry soap is usually too weak to be of much
value, and whale-oil soap must be used. Fortunately, most cycads,

palms and citrus plants can withstand this when used even as strong

as one pound per gallon of water, though ferns are injured by such

a strong solution.

To dip potted plants rapidly, a tall can filled with the soap is a

great convenience, particularly if as tall as are the plants to be dipped.

Turn the plant bottom up and plunge it into the can till the wash

reaches the bottom of the stem, and hold it there a few moments,

then remove it and let it drain before putting it back in its place. In

some cases it may seem advisable to wash the plant with clean water

after a few hours.

For red spiders, fumigation with tobacco or hydrocyanic acid gas

is at best only partially successful. But where the plants can stand

it, flowers of sulfur, mixed with water at the rate of an ounce to a

gallon, sprayed over them is quite effective. With plants affected

by the sulfur it has been found that a 5-cent cake of castile soap

dissolved in about six gallons of water forms a spray which gives

good results. This spray should be allowed to stay on the plants

for two or three hours, after which it should be removed by syringing

with clean water. Two or three treatments with castile soap in this

way will greatly reduce the number of the red spiders. In some

cases drenching the plants thoroughly with a solution of two ounces of

salt in a pailful of water has proved quite successful.
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STATUTORY BIRD PROTECTION IN MASSACHUSETTS.

BY EDWARD HOWE PORBUSH, ORNITHOLOGIST OF MASSACHUSETTS STATE

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

It is common talk, especially in rural communities, that "the more

laws we pass for the protection of birds and game the less game

we see." A certain section of the press reflects this sentiment, even

to the extent of advocating the abolition of the game laws. This is

a popular error, arising from a confusion of effect with cause. If we

transpose the trite saying, and opine instead that the fewer the birds

and game the more laws are passed for their protection, we shall

then have the proper relation of cause and effect. When the fact

is thus stated it becomes a truism which explains at once that the

scarcity of game causes the enactment of protective laws, and that

the reason of the depletion of birds and game is to be found in the

lack of timely and adequate protection.

A careful examination of the laws that have been enacted for the

protection of birds and game since the first settlement of Massachu-

setts, together with a comparison of the records of the numbers of

birds observed during this period, shows clearly why statutory pro-

tection has thus far failed to protect, and indicates the remedy by

which we may save those species of birds which are not already too

near extermination to admit of salvation.

The earlier records of the Massachusetts Bay Colony show no pro-

vision for the protection of birds; but in 1632 it was ordered "that

noe pson w'soeur shall shoote att fowle vpon Pullen Poynte or Noddles

Ilelalid but that the s
d places shalbe reserved for John Perkins to

take fowle wth netts." 1

Thus a single person was given a monopoly of bird destruction on

certain lands.

The continued policy of unstayed slaughter had produced so

marked an effect on the wild ducks, geese and swans by the first

part of the next century that in 1710 a province law was enacted

which prohibited the use, in fowling, of boats or canoes with sails,

or of any kind of disguised craft. The preamble of this act states

clearly the necessity for its passage as follows • —
1 "Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bay in New

England," Vol. I., p. 94.
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Whereas the water-fowl of divers kinds, which were wont in former years in

great numbers to frequent the maritime towns of this province were of great

service and benefit to the inhabitants, both for meat and feathers, but are now,

in great measure, affrighted and driven away by many persons who have

made use of boats or canoes with sails, or canoes or floats trimmed up, covered,

or disguised with hay, sedge, sea-weed, ice, cloths or other materials, therein

to go off to shoot at them at distances from the shoar upon the flatts and feeding

ground, which practices if continued are likely to have the ill affect to cause

the fowl wholly to desert and disuse the said towns. l

The fine imposed for infractions of the law was 40 shillings, half

to go to the informer and half to the poor of the town, and the culprit

was estopped from shooting for three years after conviction, on penalty

of a similar fine. The act continued in force until March 10, 1713,

and was re-enacted from time to time until the revolutionary period,

after which it lapsed. During provincial times there appears to have

been no other statute enacted for the protection of any species of

bird; but the towns were empowered to raise money to pay bounties

on the heads of birds and mammals, and bounties were paid on the

heads of crows, blackbirds, and the ruffed grouse or partridge.

After Massachusetts became a State apparently no attention what-

ever was paid to the protection of birds for more than a quarter of a

century, for it was not until 1818 that any statutory regulation of

shooting was enacted. The preamble to the act of 1818 follows: —
Whereas there are within the Commonwealth, many birds which are useful

and profitable to the citizens, either as articles of food, or as instruments in the

hands of Providence to destroy various noxious insects, grubs and caterpillars,

which are predjudicial or destructive to vegetation, fruits and grain; and it is

desirable to promote the increase and preservation of birds of the above de-

scription and to prevent the wanton destruction of them at improper seasons.

This shows that even in those early days there was an intelligent

appreciation of the value of birds to man.

At that time the effects of unrestricted shooting had become evident,

not only upon the upland game birds, but even on such smaller species

as robins and meadow larks. This act (chapter CIIL, 1818) protected

partridges and quail from March 1 to September 1, and woodcocks,

snipe, larks and robins (which evidently were regarded as fair game
for all) from March 1 to July 4, but it was nullified to some extent

by local option, as the voters of any town could suspend the law's

provisions within the town limits for one year by taking action at the

regular town meeting. This act, inadequate as it was, signalized the

first attempt of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to protect her

upland game birds, notwithstanding the fact that some of these birds

had been decreasing in numbers for many years. Dwight wrote in

his "Travels in New England and New York," published in 1821,

that wild turkeys had then greatly lessened in numbers. Notwith-

1 " Acts and Resolves of the Province of Massachusetts Bay," Vol. I., p. 0G7.
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standing the noticeable decrease they were never protected by law, but

were killed off rapidly, and the last bird of the last flock recorded in

Massachusetts was killed on Mount Tom in 1851. Evidently pro-

tective laws were not the cause of the extirpation of the wild turkey.

Like the great auk, it was the victim of unrestricted persecution by

man at all seasons.

It will be impossible, within the limits of this paper, to give even

the briefest abstract of the bird laws passed by this Commonwealth

since 1818; therefore no attempt will be made to show more than

their general purpose and effect. For the convenience of the reader,

the legislation for each group of birds will be treated separately.

Waterfowl.

After the re-enacted province law of 1710 finally lapsed, soon after

the revolutionary period, the protection of waterfowl was not taken

up again in a general way until 18S6. During the latter part of the

eighteenth century and the earlier part of the nineteenth these birds

had no protection at any time of the year, except a law passed in 1821

protecting birds on salt marshes between March 1 and September 1.

Landowners, however, were allowed to shoot on their own land, and

towns had local option regarding the acceptance of the law. No
doubt its provisions were nullified by towns in some cases. At that

time (1821) Dwight wrote that waterfowl still existed in great abun-

dance. Even then, however, they had decreased in numbers in the

waters of the most populous maritime towns, and their flocks con-

tinued to diminish, particularly in the interior, for Sylvester Judd

in his "History of Hadley," published in 1863, says, "wild ducks

were formerly abundant. Now but few alight about our ponds and

streams." '

By 1865 the decrease of wild fowl, even on the remoter coastwise

feeding grounds of the State, had become noticeable, and the people

of certain towns began to call loudly for special local protection

for the birds. In 1865 the worrying and pursuing of birds by boats

on Popponessett and Waquoit bays was prohibited. This was fol-

lowed in 1867 and 1868 by similar acts for the protection of sea fowl

in the waters of Edgartown, Tisbury and Barnstable. Section 6,

chapter 246 of the Acts of 1869, was designed to give wild fowl some
protection, as it forbade shooting or pursuing fresh-water fowl or sea

fowl from, or by means of, boats or vessels of any kind in any of the

waters of the State. It also prohibited the killing of sea fowl or fresh-

water fowl on the feeding or roosting grounds; but this was repealed

the next year, and the use of batteries and swivel guns was forbidden.

By that time, however, the decrease of the more common river ducks,

which are in most demand for food, had become so marked that a

' Sylvester Judd, "History of Hadley," p. 354.
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provision was passed (section 5, chapter 246, 1869) protecting all

" fresh water fowl " from March 1 to September 1. The next year a

provision was substituted, giving only wood duck, black duck and

teal protection from March 1 to September 1. This was the first real

respite that these ducks had in this State during the breeding season,

and the gunner was still privileged to shoot all other waterfowl at all

times.

Now commenced that juggling with the game laws for which the

people of this Commonwealth are famous. We tried closing the

season for black duck and teal on April 1 in 1875, on April 15 in 1877

and on April 1 in 1881. We protected all ducks for the first time

in 18S6, beginning April 15. In 1888 this date was reaffirmed

and remained fixed until 1900, when at last the pitiful remnant

of wood duck, black duck and teal that bred in the State were

given a little peace by the revival of the first of March as the beginning

of the close season. In the meantime, the beginning of the open

season for wood duck, black duck and teal had varied considerably

but was finally fixed at September 1. All other ducks can still be shot

until May 20. A special law was passed in 1888 to prohibit the

pursuit of black ducks in boats or floating devices in Plymouth harbor,

and in 1900 this was repealed, so far as the use of rowboats and

dories was concerned, and its provisions extended to include geese

and other aquatic birds. Some local restrictions were enacted during

the latter part of the century to prevent the use of sail boats, power

boats or other floating devices in pursuit of waterfowl, notably in

Boston harbor. In 1906 the use of live decoys for the taking or kill-

ing of black ducks in Nantucket County was prohibited. Protection for

the wood duck had come so late that the species continued to decrease

rapidly in spite of the law protecting it during the breeding season.

In 1906 the killing of this bird was prohibited at all times for five

years, — an attempt to stay its extirpation which New Hampshire

and New York have since adopted.

The sale of ducks and teal during the close season is now unlawful,

but only resident black ducks, wood ducks and teal receive any real

protection from our game laws to-day, and they get very little, for

when men are in the field with guns in their hands until May 20 all

ducks will be shot. The northern or red-legged black duck and all

other ducks except wood duck, black duck and teal are protected by

our law only when most of them are out of the State, and geese can

be legally shot at all seasons. Who will wonder that such protection

does not protect?

Shore Birds.

The first protection was extended to shore birds in Massachusetts

by chapter X. of the statutes of 1821, framed to prevent the destruc-

tion of birds on salt marshes between March 1 and September 1.

This act undoubtedly helped somewhat to stay the extirpation of
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several species. But by 1835 the curlews and other larger shore birds

had been so depleted that a law was passed to protect " plover, curlew

and dough bird or chicken bird" throughout the State from April 20

to September 1, at night only. This law failed to give the birds much

respite, and their decrease continued. In 1836 the sale of marsh

birds was prohibited during the close season. In 1860 a retrograde

step was taken in adding July and August to the open season on the

salt marshes.

The slaughter went on without much restriction until 1869, when

all spring shooting of marsh birds and upland plover was cut off

by closing the season from March 1 to July 1. This was repealed

at the next session of the Legislature, and in 1870 the law named

the close season for marsh and beach birds as April 1 to July 15,

except that "Wilson's snipe, red-breasted, black-breasted and chicken

plover," four of the most persecuted game birds, were left without

any protection whatever.

From this time forward the law exhibited the usual vacillation in

regard to dates from year to year, and the birds were protected most

of the time by our statutes only when out of the State, until 1886,

when all marsh and beach birds were protected from May 1 to July 15.

In 1903 the beginning of the close season was fixed at March 1. After

a fight of several years' duration, Mr. Geo. H. Mackay, representing

the American Ornithologists Union and the Massachusetts Audubon

Society succeeded in securing, in 1904, legislation prohibiting the sale

of marsh or beach birds during the close season. This was followed

in 1905 by an act protecting the Bartramian sandpiper or upland

plover at all times for five years. Before the passage of these acts,

however, several species of the larger shore birds had been nearly

eliminated from the State. The shore birds have always been inade-

quately protected, and we still allow shore bird shooting in summer.

Upland Game Birds.

When the Puritans landed at Plymouth the upland game birds of

the colony consisted of the wild turkey, the pinnated grouse or heath

hen, the ruffed grouse or partridge, the bobwhite or quail and the

woodcock, which spends a part of the year on the uplands and for

convenience may be classed with the others. All of these birds were

very plentiful. Under a policy of unrestricted shooting the wild

turkeys finally disappeared, and the heath hens, which were at first

very numerous, even on the site of Boston, were so reduced in numbers

that Dr. Dwight published the statement in 1821 that they were no

longer common, and Sylvester Judd gives testimony in the "History

of Hadley" to the effect that they probably disappeared from the

region near Springfield about 1813. In 1S31 they had become so rare

in the State that a special act was passed protecting them during the

breeding season, or from March 1 to September 1, under penalty of
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a two-dollar fine. This partial remedy proved entirely ineffective,

and the grouse were soon destroyed and driven out until Cape Cod

became their last stronghold on the mainland of Massachusetts.

These birds were now disappearing throughout their range in the

Atlantic coast States, and in 1837, after they had vanished from

the mainland, a special statute was passed, establishing a close season

for the heath hen for four years, with a penalty of $10 and a forfeit

of $10 to the landowner. This was extended five years more in 1841

and in 1844 the fine was increased to $20 in addition to the $10 forfeit

to the landowner, and the possession or sale of the birds was forbidden.

All these provisions, too late to be effective, were of no avail, except

to protect the few left on Martha's Vineyard.

In 1855 all protection was removed from this bird; still for five

years the last remnant of the race persisted, unprotected, in the wild

and bushy interior of Martha's Vineyard, where they were not much
molested. In 1860 they were again protected by law at all times,

under a penalty of $20, but in 1870 the date of such protection was

fixed at a period of six years. Since that time the remnant of the

species has managed to exist on the island. They are now guarded

and protected at all times, as the Commissioners on Fisheries and

Game are empowered to give them special care, that this valuable

game species may be propagated and increased in numbers.

The ruffed grouse or partridge, the bobwhite or quail and the wood-

cock had no protection in Massachusetts at any time until 1818,

when the close season was established on the first two birds, beginning

March 1 and ending September 1, and woodcock were protected from

March 1 to July 4. Since then all these birds have been shielded by

law at some season, but during the latter half of the nineteenth century

there was a periodical fight between the forces of protection and those

of destruction, which resulted in frequent changes of the statutes, so

that at one time or another during this period the close season either

began or ended in each of the fall and winter months, while the be-

ginning of the open season fluctuated similarly through most of the

summer and fall months. The quail suffers much from hard winters,

and no law can protect it; but shooting should be prohibited for at

least two years after each such winter.

A great volume of legislation has been enacted in regard to the

ruffed grouse. The tendency has been to improve the bird's chances,

and now with an open season of only two months, and with snaring

and sale of grouse and woodcock prohibited, these birds have a fair

chance to perpetuate their species. Both the grouse and quail,

however, are now menaced by contagious diseases which are likely

to be introduced among them by chickens or turkeys and possibly by

pheasants. 1

1 See the annual report of the Massachusetts Commissioners on Fisheries and Game
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The woodcock fared worst in the ups and downs of oscillating

legislation, and by 1850 summer shooting had decimated the breed-

ing birds in some localities, and it was prohibited for a while; but

even as late as 1889 woodcock could be legally shot in August in this

enlightened Commonwealth. At last, after more experimenting, the

open season was reduced in 1900 to two months (October and Novem-

ber), and the woodcock now appears to be holding its own in some

localities.

Pigeons and Doves.

The extraordinary abundance of the wild or passenger pigeon in

this country is said to have exceeded that of any other bird in this

or any other land. Early settlers of Massachusetts asserted that the

passing flocks covered the whole sky for hours at a time, darkening

the sun and subduing the light of day, and that but a few leagues

from where Boston now stands the nests of the pigeons covered the

trees of the pine forest for miles. The multitude of these birds was so

prodigious, and they roamed so widely over the continent, that it

became the general belief that they needed no protection, and that

their extermination was impossible.

The first legislation regarding them was chapter 85 of the Acts of

1S48, which was framed to protect the pigeon netters from inter-

ference, and imposed a penalty of $10 beside actual damages on any

one who should be convicted of the heinous offense of frightening

pigeons away from the nets. In 1849 this penalty was increased to

$20, or imprisonment for not more than thirty days. Thus the pigeon

was denied protection, while its greatest enemies, the netters, were

safeguarded in their business. The parent birds were trapped

and shot at their nesting places, and the young left to starve, or

clubbed out of the nests and killed for food. Even the swarming

millions of the pigeons could not withstand slaughter at all seasons.

Their numbers in Massachusetts rapidly grew less. Nevertheless, we
find no protection whatever accorded them until 1879, when as they

were rapidly nearing extinction a law was passed protecting them on

their breeding grounds; but even then the netter or hunter could

trap or shoot them coming or going to or from their nests. At this

time, however, the pigeons had been practically driven out of the

State, and only a few were occasionally seen in the migrations; but

our people were not awake to the fact that the extermination of the

pigeons was very near. Finally, in 1886, when the species was nearly

extinct in the State, a law was passed establishing a general close

season. The last authentic record of a wild pigeon nesting in this State

is given by Howe and Allen as in 1889. In 1901 the Legislature pro-

hibited the killing of pigeons for all time. Comment is unnecessary.

The last bird I have seen recorded as killed in either the United States

or Canada was taken near Babcock, Wis., in September, 1900. 1 Re-

1 Mershon, W. B. "The Passenger Pigeon," p. 223. New York, 1907.
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ports occasionally are received of the appearance of pigeons in some

part of the country, and possibly there may be a few left ; but natural-

ists are offering large rewards for specimens, and thus far not a single

bird has been secured. Probably the birds seen are mourning doves.

These doves, like the pigeons, once roamed over a large part of the

continent, but never congregated in such large flocks, and, unlike

the pigeon, they soon become gun-shy wherever they are hunted,

although very tame where protected. They have thus escaped the

fate of the pigeons, and a few are still found breeding in Massachusetts,

while small flocks may be seen occasionally in the fall. They resemble

the wild pigeon, except for their smaller size, and are often mistaken

for it. There seems to have been no attempt to protect them until

1879, when they were presumably included in chapter 209 among

the "other undomesticated birds, except birds of prey," etc., not to

be killed at any time. This, however, gave them scarcely any im-

munity, as they were mistaken for wild pigeons, and are still shot by

some gunners when opportunity offers, notwithstanding the fact that

a provision inserted in chapter 414, Acts of 1905, specifically protects

them at all times.

Non-game Birds.

The Indians did not kill small birds, nor did the settlers disturb

them. So long as deer, turkey, grouse, wild fowl and shore birds were

abundant the smaller game birds, the herons and other fish eaters, and

the song birds were safe from any considerable molestation by man.

But in the first half of the nineteenth century, when the larger game

grew rare, gunners and boys began shooting woodcock, snipe, robins

and larks, and the act of 1818 was found necessary to protect these

birds in the breeding season. From that time complaints appeared

periodically in the press regarding the conduct of boys who shot small

birds. As the population increases, this evil becomes more serious.

Within the past twenty years immigrants from Italy have become

very destructive to song birds. Until recent years there has been no

provision protecting the eggs of birds. The gunners and eggers had

driven away most of the sea birds from their breeding places along

the coast, and the business of procuring the eggs of birds for collectors

had assumed considerable proportions. Finally, in 1869, the taking

or killing of all undomesticated birds not otherwise protected, except

snipe, hawks, owls, crows, jays and gulls, and the taking of birds' eggs,

except those of the birds above mentioned, was prohibited; but a

proviso was inserted allowing the killing of birds or the taking of eggs

under permit for scientific purposes. This tended to limit the work

of the professional egg collector, but it failed to protect the gulls and

terns, the plumage of which was eagerly sought by the milliners. Many

thousands of these birds were killed on their breeding grounds and

the young left to starve.

At last, in 1879, when the diminution of these birds had become
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painfully evident, partial protection was given the birds by establish-

ing a close season between May 1 and September 1. In 1881 the

season was shortened. In 18S6 it was extended, and so on.

Finally, in 1901, the smaller gulls and the terns were protected

by law at all times. The terns of Massachusetts undoubtedly would

have been exterminated long before that time but for the efforts of

Mr. Geo. H. Mackay and his associates in securing protection for

them on their breeding grounds on Muskeeget and Penikese islands.

In the meantime, the least tern or sea swallow was nearly extirpated

from Massachusetts. An open season on the larger gulls was main-

tained until 1907, although every other Atlantic coast State which

they inhabit had previously given them protection at all times.

Herons and bitterns never had any specific statutory protection

in this State until 1903, when the great blue heron had been virtually

driven out of the State as a breeder, and was rarely seen except during

its migrations, and the smaller herons had been greatly reduced in

numbers and most of their heronries broken up. It is now unlawful

to kill them at any time, except when in the act of catching trout

artificially confined. Already night herons are increasing in some

localities, owing to the beneficial effects of protection.

Hawks and owls never had any protection in this State until the

year 1907. Most species have decreased very rapidly. Now all the

most useful owls are protected at all seasons, and it is lawful to take

or kill only the barred owl, the great horned owl and the sharp-shinned

hawk, Cooper's hawk, goshawk, red-tailed hawk, red-shouldered

hawk and duck hawk. Town bounties on the other species can no

longer be legally paid or collected. All eagles and the osprey or fish

hawk are likewise protected at all times.

In 1S97 an act was passed providing a penalty of $10 for the offense

of having in possession the body or feathers of any undomesticated

bird then protected at all times by chapter 276 of the statutes of

18S6. This statute also prohibited the wearing of such feathers for

dress or ornament. It was aimed at the milliners who provided the

feathers and their patrons who wore them, and has largely broken

up the traffic in the feathers of native birds that are protected at all

seasons. In 1902 the traffic in native song birds for cage purposes

had grown so destructive that a special penalty of $10 was provided

for capturing or possessing any bird protected by law throughout the

year.

In the meantime, the shooting of small birds by foreigners about

cities and near construction camps of laborers had become so serious

an evil that a law was passed (chapter 317, Acts of 1905) requiring all

unnaturalized foreign-born hunters to pay a license fee of $15 for a

license giving them the privilege of hunting. This law has checked

somewhat the destruction of birds and game by Italians and other

foreigners.
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General Bird Laws.

One of the most important statutes for the general protection of

birds and game was passed in 1899, making "the Lord's Day" a close

season, and imposing on the lawbreaker the penalties incurred by
breaking the game laws in addition to those usually inflicted for in-

fractions of the "Sunday laws." This statute was revised in 1902,

and in 1904 it was made still more effective and severe by providing

a penalty of $10 to $20 in addition to usual fines for hunting or killing

game in close season.

The Legislature of 1907 passed a law requiring all non-resident

hunters, except those who were members of shooting clubs already

incorporated and established in the State, to pay a license of $10 for

the privilege of hunting in the State. This is a good law with the

exception of the exemption.

Fines and Forfeitures.

Beginning in 1S18, with a fine of $1 or $2 for the killing of each

bird in defiance of the law, penalties have been increased or decreased

from year to year. The general tendency, however, has been to

increase the fines. The maximum of $100 per bird has been reached

in the case of the heath hen. The foreigner or non-resident who
hunts without a license may be fined $50. The same fine may be

required of any person who kills a wood duck or from any one who
uses a live decoy for black ducks in Nantucket. In general, a fine

of $20 is imposed for each game bird killed out of season, but $10

only is required in the case of each shore bird, and the same amount

in that of each other undomesticated bird or each nest or egg of such

bird as is protected at all times.

The Enforcement of the Bird Laws.

Until the year 1886 our game laws were rather ineffective, for

there was no one who considered it his duty to enforce them. In

1886 the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries were given by law the

powers of game commissioners. This was the most important step

taken for the protection of birds and game up to that time, for it

assured, in some measure, at least, the enforcement of the law. The

powers and duties of the commissioners have been extended from

time to time, and their efficiency has been increased.

In 1894 a resolve was enacted providing for the introduction of

Mongolian pheasants. The species introduced was the ring-neck. In

1895 the commissioners were authorized to propagate birds and animals,

and the sum of $500 was appropriated for the purpose of purchasing and

propagating pheasants. While the introduction of the pheasants may
not have been an unmixed blessing, the experience gained in propa-

gating birds will be of value to the Commonwealth, for unquestionably
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the time has come for Massachusetts to experiment, with a view of

eventually propagating and distributing native game birds to supply

her depleted covers.

Needed Legislation.

This necessarily limited and imperfect review of our legislative

enactments for the conservation of birds exhibits clearly the main

reasons why protection has, in many cases, failed to protect. The

principal reasons for this failure are four in number: (1) legislation

has been spasmodic and vacillating, (2) laws and penalties have not

been sufficiently stringent, (3) until recent years the laws have not

been enforced, (4) protection has come too late.

Protection will always be ineffective if it is held back until the need

for it is generally recognized. It should become operative before it

becomes necessary to save a bird from extermination. Its laws should

not be enacted merely with the purpose of maintaining the present

number of birds. Its province should be to increase their numbers

before they are in any danger of extinction, and legislation with this

end in view is needed now.

In 1904 it was stated in my report on the decrease of birds ' that

at least six species of game birds, waterfowl or shore birds had dis-

appeared, and that the passenger pigeon was then practically gone from

Massachusetts, and also that several other species were then nearly

extirpated or driven out. Among these latter the Eskimo curlew

was mentioned. To-day the belief obtains among ornithologists

that both the passenger pigeon and the Eskimo curlew are extinct.

It may be already too late to save the vanishing species, and the

wood duck and the upland plover are in great danger.

The question arises, What more can be done to conserve and in-

crease the birds that remain?

First, we must stop All Spring and Summer Shooting.

Evidently it is most important to allow all birds to breed unmolested.

Bobolinks, blackbirds and robins which are protected on their northern

breeding grounds maintain their numbers well, though slain in great

numbers during the migrations in the south. If the people of New
England are not to lose their supply of pond and river ducks, these

ducks must be protected throughout the spring migrations and dur-

ing the breeding season in these States as well as in Canada. Experience

shows that in those months when the shooting of any species is allowed

all edible ducks will be shot. Let the shooting of all wild fowl stop

with the first day of January; let our rivers, shores and bays be free

from shooting from January first to September first, and in time

wood duck, black duck, teal, loons, Canada geese and other species

1 Forbush, Edward Howe, "Special Report on the Decrease of Certain Birds and its

Causes, with Suggestions for Bird Protection." Fifty-second report of the Massachu-
setts State Board of Agriculture.
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may come back to our streams, ponds and shores, and breed as they

did long ago. Teal once bred as far south as Long Island. Canada

geese nested in this State, and even as far south as New Mexico.

Now they have been driven north, beyond the borders of the United

States.

The mere presence of man disturbs the birds very little, where no

shooting is allowed. This has been proved in many cases where the

wildest of wild fowl have become very tame in localities where they

were unmolested. Since spring duck shooting was stopped by law in

New York State the black ducks have bred in considerable numbers

on Fisher's Island. New York and Connecticut have already passed

laws which establish the beginning of the close season for wild ducks

on January 1. New Hampshire takes February 1 as her date, except in

one county, and a considerable number of other States and provinces

of North America are already in advance of Massachusetts in this

matter.

A law should be enacted here forbidding the taking or killing of all

wild fowl and shore birds between the first day of January and the

first day of September, in order that the birds may be absolutely

undisturbed during that season and that some of them may breed

here unmolested. Wherever such a law has been passed and enforced

in a single State the effect has been beneficial almost immediately,

and the birds which have been driven out have come back, bred and

increased rapidly.

A Resident Hunting License.

A law requiring a one-dollar license fee of all resident hunters is

now an absolute necessity. Unless such a law is passed the non-

resident license law will remain a dead letter, for unless all hunters

are licensed it is difficult, if not impossible, for the officers in the

field to identify non-residents of the State. A resident license law,

which gives to the hunter no privilege he does not now possess and

gives to the landowner the right to examine the licenses of all hunters

who are found upon his land, would furnish money for the protection

and propagation of game, and would largely do away with a class of

irresponsible trespassing hunters that is now a source of much irrita-

tion and injury to the farming population. Such laws are not ex-

periments. They originated in the agricultural States of the middle

west, and have given good results in the protection of birds and game

and the safeguarding of rural property. 1

Prohibit the Sale of Game Birds.

How much longer can our game birds be expected to survive with

a price set upon their heads? If a man should attempt to cut down

a great tree by snipping off the little twigs with scissors, he would

be advised to begin with the axe at the root. In the attempt to

1 Since the above was written, a law requiring the registration of all resident hunters

has passed the Legislature. It becomes operative Jan. 1, 1909.
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protect our game birds we have been clipping away at the twigs too

long. Let us now take up the axe. The laws which have been passed

regulating the sale and transportation of game are useful under pres-

ent conditions, but there is one statutory provision alone which will

strike at the root of the evil and check the slaughter of game birds

by taking away the incentive for pothunting ; and that is the prohibi-

tion of the sale of all game birds.

It would be for the interest of the marketman were this enacted,

for he is now constantly hampered by restrictions and harassed by

legal requirements. It would not, in the end, injure his business,

for he would then sell turkeys, chickens, geese, ducks, pigeons, squabs,

guineas and possibly pheasants in place of the game he now sells.

Such a law would be better for the farmer and poultry raiser, who

would be called upon to supply more domesticated birds to take the

place of the wild ones now sold. It would be better for the sportsman,

who sees himself prohibited from shooting certain wild fowl and other

migrating game birds here in certain months only to have them shot

by market gunners in other States and sold in our own as well as other

markets. Such a law would injure no one except the man who pursues

birds for a living,— the man who kills the goose that lays the golden

egg,— the man who exterminates the birds. The time is gone by in

Massachusetts and in the east when any man should be allowed to

live by the killing of birds and game. This should be stopped, for

the benefit of the whole people. We should no longer be allowed to

exterminate, and thus deprive posterity of its birthright in the birds

and game. 1

The market hunter or pothunter is often a good and worthy citizen,

but his day is past and he must adopt some other calling. More

than forty States now prohibit the sale of all or a part of their game.

Massachusetts should have been among the leaders in this move-

ment.

Next in importance to the elimination of the market hunter comes

the bag limit. Some so-called sportsmen are nearly as destructive

as the market hunter, but many who now kill so long as their am-

munition lasts would respect a legal limit to the number of birds to

be killed in a day or in a season.

Right of Search.

The Commissioners on Fisheries and Game and their deputies

should be given the power to search without a warrant. This power

can be exercised without abuse as it now is in other States. There

can be little hope of thorough enforcement of the law until the officers

who enforce it have this power. 2

1 If at any time the artificial propagation of game birds becomes successfully estab-

lished as an industry, the sale of certain species that can be artificially reared in great

numbers may be allowed.
2 Since the above was written a law has been passed which gives the game officers the

right to arrest without a warrant any hunter who fails to exhibit his game on demand.
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The Sanctuary.

Where all other measures promise only failure there is still one

resource left, and that is the setting aside of tracts or reservations

of woodland, lake, river or shore within the limits of which all killing

of birds by man may be prohibited, under heavy penalties. In such

tracts or reservations the resident game and birds may breed un-

molested, and thus replenish the surrounding country. Here migrants

can find safety to stop and rest from their long journeys.

A chain of such sanctuaries established along the Atlantic coast of

North America would probably preserve our stock of wild fowl and

shore birds indefinitely. The sanctuary has succeeded in Europe,

and it is no new idea here. Already in Massachusetts we have been

experimenting with it in a small way. One modification of the plan

is to forbid the taking or killing of all wild animals or all birds within

certain limits, after the plan adopted on Cape Ann in 1897 and in the

town of Essex in 1899. In these cases a time limit of five years was

set; but such an act might be made perpetual. Park commissioners

are given police powers, and can prevent shooting within the limits

of their reservations, as the Metropolitan Park Commission and many
city park commissioners now do. In 1899 3,000 acres of land were

set aside on Wachusett Mountain as a State reservation, and the com-

missioners in charge were given police powers; this should ensure a

permanent game sanctuary for Worcester County. The enactment

in 1907, by which the Commissioners on Fisheries and Game were

empowered to take 1,000 acres of land on Martha's Vineyard as a

reservation for the protection of the heath hen and other birds, is

an example of direct legislation for this purpose, more of which will,

sooner or later, become necessary.

While efforts should not be relaxed to secure beneficent protective

legislation, the most important work that can be done by the bird

protectionist is to strive to influence public sentiment regarding

the necessity for such enactments, for laws can never be fully enforced

until they are respected by the people.
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State Board of Agriculture, 1908.

Members ex Officio.

His Excellency CURTIS GUILD, Jk.

His Honor EBEN S. DRAPER.
Hon. WM. M. OLIN, Secretary of the Commonwealth.

KEN Y()N L. BUTTERFIELD, M.A., President Massachusetts Agricultural

College.

C. A. GOESSMANN, PH.D..LL.D., Chemist of the Hoard.

AUSTIN PETERS, M.R.C.V.S., Chief of the Cattle Bureau.

F. WM. RANE, B. AGR. M.S., State Forester.

J. LEWIS ELLSWORTH, Secretary of the Board.

Members appointed by the Governor and Council.

HENRY M. HOWARD of West Newton 1909

WARREN C. JEWETT of Worcester 1910

CHARLES E. WARD of Buckland 1911

Members chosen by the Incorporated Societies.

J. J. MASON of Amesbury,Amcshurij and Salisbury {.lar'l and
llorVl),

Barnstable County, .

Blackstone Valley,

Bristol County Fair, In

Deerfield Valley, .

Fasti i-ii Hampden,
Essex, ....
Franklin County,

Hampshire, .

Hampshire, Franklinand Hampden

Highland,

Hillside,

Hingham {Agr'l and TlorV

Hoosac Valley,

Housatonic, .

Marshfield (Agr'l and Hort'l), .

Martha's Vineyard,

Massachusetts Horticultural, .

Massachusetts Society for Promot
ing . Igricullure,

Middlesex North,.

0,

Middlesex South, .

Nantucket,

Oxford, .

Plymouth County,

Spencer (Far's and Mech's*

Union (Agr'l and Hort'l), ,

Weymouth (Agr'l and Ind'l),

Worcester, ....
Worcester East, .

Worcester Northwest (Agr'l
Mech'l), ....

Worcester South, .

Worcester County West, .

. 1909

JOHN BURSLEY of WeBt Barnstable, . 1910

SAMUEL B. TAFT of Uxbridge, . . 1909

WM. N. HOWARD of South Easton, . . 1910

WM. B. AVERY of East Charlemont, . 1911

O. E. BRADWAY of Monson, . . . 1909

FREDERICK A. RUSSELL of Metlmen, 1911

FRANK GERRETT of Greenfield, . . 1910

HENRY E. PAIGE of Amherst, . . 1910

WM. A. BAILEY of Northampton, . . 1909

(HENRY S. PEASE of Middlefleld (P. O.
| Chester, R. F. D.) 1911

W. A. HARLOW of Cummington, . . 1911

EDMUND HERSEY of Hingham, . . 1909

A. M. STEVENS of Williamstown, . . 1909

EDWIN L. BOARDMAN of Sheffield, . 1909

II. A. OAKMAN of North Marshfield, . 1909

JAMES F. ADAMS of West Tisbury, . 1910

AVILFRID WHEELERi of Concord, . 1909

|
N. I. BOWDITCH of Framingham, . . 1909

(GEO. W. TRULL of Tewksbury, (P. O. 1911
} Lowell, R. F. D.)

(ISAAC DAMON of Wayland (P. O. Co-
I

chituate) 1911

II. G. WORTH of Nantucket, . . . 1909

WALTER A. LOVETT of Oxford, . . 1910

I AUGUSTUS PRATT of North Middle-
l

borough, 1911

NOAH SAGENDORPH of Spencer, . . 1910

GEORGE O. MILLARD of Blandford, . 1910

(TIIERON L. TIRRELL of South Wey-
( mouth, 1909

B. W. POTTER of Worcester, . . . 1911

W. A. KILBOURN of South Lancaster, . 1909

I ALBERT ELLSWORTH of Athol, . . 1910

C. D. RICHARDSON of West Brookfleld, 1910

JOHN L. SMITH of Barre, .... 1911

1 Elected to fill unexpired term of Win. II. Spooner of Jamaica Plain; deo
March 21, 1908,
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ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD.

President,

/.s7 Vice-President,
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.
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OFFICERS.

His Excellency CURTIS GUILD, Jr., ex officio.

AUGUSTUS PRATT of North Middleborough.
-JOHN BURSLEY of West Barnstable.

J. LEWIS ELLSWORTH of Worcester.

Ollice, Room 136, State House, Boston.
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Executive Committee.

Messrs. W. A. Kilbouun of South Lan-
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T. L. Tirrell of South Wey-
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and Sanitation.

Henry E. Paige of A.mherst.

A. M. Stevens of Williams-

town.

Walter A. Lovktt of ox-

ford.

p. A. Russei i. ni Methuen.

W. A. Barlow of Cummington.

Committee on Gypsy Moth, In-

sects and Birds.

Messrs. Augustus Pratt of North Mid-

dleborough.

F. A. Russell of Mcthueu.
Noah Sagendorph of Spencer.

B. W. Potter of Worcester.

Geo. W. Trull of Tewksbury.

Committee on Dairy Bureau and
Agricultural Products.

Messrs. C. D. RICHARDSON of West
Brookfleld.

W. C. Jewett of Worcester.

Henry E. Paige of Amherst.

S. B. TAETof Uxbridge.

George O. Millard of Bland-

ford.

Committee on Massachusetts
Agricultural College.

Messrs. John Bursley of West Barn-

stable,

w. <'. Jewett of Worcester.

Isaai- Damon of Wayland.
E. L. Boardman of Sheffield.

Frank Gerrett of Greenfield.

Committee on Experiments and
Station Work.

Messrs. \. I. Bowditch of Framingham.
T. L. Tirrell of South Wey-
mouth.

.1. L. smith of Barre.

Henry S. Pease of Mlddlefield.

Wilfrid Wheeler of concord.
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Committee on Forestry, Roads
and Roadside Improvements.

Messrs. II. G. Worth of Nantucket.

J. J. Mason ol' Amesbury.
F. Wm. Rane of Boston.

Wm. n. Howard of .south

Easton.

II. A. Oakman of North Marsh-

field.

Committee on Institutes and
Public Meetings.

Messrs. Edmund Hersey of Hingham.
Wm. A. Bailev of Northampton.
Ken yon L. Butterfield of

Amherst.

J. F. Adams of WestTisbury.
Ciias. E. Ward of Buckland.
II. M. Howard of West Newton.

•I'l ie secretary is a member, ex officio, of each of the above committees.

DAIRY BUREAU.
Messrs. 0. D. Richardson of West Brookfleld, 1908; Henry E. Paige of Amherst,

1909; w. <j. Jewett of Worcester, 1910.

Executive Officer, J. L. Ellsworth.
General Agent, P. M. Harwood of Barre.

Ollice, Room 136, State House.

STATE NURSERY INSPECTOR.
Henry T. Fernald, Ph.D., of Amherst.

STATE ORNITHOLOGIST.
Edward Howe Forbush of Wareham.

Office, Uoom 136, State House, Boston.

Chants/, .

Entomologist,

Botanist, .

Pomologist,

I
'</, rinarian,

Engineer, .

Ornithologist,

SPECIALISTS.

By Election of the Board.

Dr. C. A. GOESSMANN,
Prof. C. II. Fernald,
Dr. Geo. E. stone, .

Prof. F. c. Sears,

Prof. James B. Paige,

Wm. Wheeler, .

E. H. Forbush, .

Amherst.
Amherst.

Amherst.

Amherst.

Amherst.

Concord.

Wareham.

By Appointment of the Secretary.

Librarian, V. 11. Fowler, B.Sc, First Clerk.
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MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Location, Amherst, Hampshire County.

Board of Trustees. expires

Arthur G. Pollahd of Lowell 1909

Charles A. Gleason of Springfield, 1909

Frank Gerrett of Greenfield 1910

Samuel C. Damon of Lancaster 1010

Warren W. Rawson of Arlington 1911

Charles W. Preston of Danvers 1911

Carroll D. Wright of Worcester, 1912

M. Fayette Dickinson of Boston 191-2

William H. Bowker of Boston 1913

George H. Ellis of Newton '
. . . . 1913

J. Howe Demon d of Northampton, 1914

Elmer D. Howe of Marlborough 1914

Nathaniel I. Bowditch of Framing-ham 1915

William Wheeler of Concord, 1915

Members ex Officio.

His Excellency Governor Curtis Guild, Jr.,

President of the Corporation.

KENYON L. BUTTERFIELD, M.A., /'resilient, of the College.

George H. Martin, Secretory of the Board of Education.

J. Lewis Ellsworth Secretary vf the Board of Agriculture.

Officers elected by the Board of Trustees.

CHARLES A. GLEASON of Springfield, . . . Vice- President of the Corporal ion.

J. Lewis Ellsworth of Worcester, Secretary.

FRED C. Kenney of Amherst Treasurer.

Charles A. Gleason of Springfield, Auditor.

Kenyon L. Butterfield, M.A., of Amherst President of the College.

Board of Overseers.

The State Board of Agriculture.

Examining Committee of the Board of Agriculture.

Messrs. Bursley, Jewett, Damon, Boardman and Gerrett.

Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment station.

Wm. P. Brooks, Ph.D., Director and Agriculturist.

Chas. A.GoESSMANN,Ph.D.,LL.D., Honorary Directorand Expert Consulting Chemist.

Joseph B. Lindsey, Ph.D., Chemist.

FRANK A. WAUGH, M.S., Horticulturist.

E. A. WHITE, B.SC, Floriculturist.

George E. Stone, Ph.D., Botanist and Vegetable Pathologist.

CHARLES H. FerNALD, Ph.D. Entomologist.

James B. Paige, B.S., D.V.S., Veterinarian.

John E. Ostrander, M.A., C.E., . Meteorologist.
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MASSACHUSETTS PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY.

Officers of tii

Master, .

Overseer,

Lecturer,

Steward, .

Assistant stewan
Chaplain,

Treasurer,

Secretary,

Gate Keeper, .

Ceres,

Pomona, .

Flora,

Lady Assistant Ste

George S. Ladd,
(

'. A. Dennen,

W.C. Jewett, .

State Grange, 1908.

( larlton I). Richardson of West Brookfield.

. John E. Gifford of Sutton.

Charles M. Gardner of West Held.

C. C. Colby of Hubbardston.

C. O. Littlefield of Norwood.
Rev. A. II. Wheelock of Marlborough.
Hon. F. A. Harrington of Worcester.

Wm. N. Howard of South Easton.

. Wm. P. Greenwood of Milford.

. Mrs. Ida Coleman of Richmond.
. Mrs. Nellie S. Stevens of Wellesley.

Miss Philomene Cook of Methuen.

. Mrs. S. Mattel Thompson of Hopkinton.

Soutbbridge.

Pepperell.

Worcester.

General. Deputies
Dalton.

• . . Sherborn.

Marlborough.

Worcester.

G. S. Ladd, Sturbridge.

M. A. Morse, Belchertown.

Herbert Sabin, Amherst.

Henry A. Barton,

\. B. Douglas,

Elmer D. 1 1 owe,

W. C. Jewett, .

A. C. Stoddard,

William E. Patrick,

Mrs. S. Ella Southland,

C. II. Shaylor,

T. E. Flarity, .

E. E. Chapman,
F. L. Warfleld,

E. F. Richardsoi

John Bursley,

L. R. Smith, .

Moses U. Gaskil

C. R. Damon, .

E. B. Hale, .

H. N.Jenks, .

G. C. Sevey, .

Elbridge Noyes,

Subordinate De

North Brookfield.

. Warren.
Athol.

. Lee.

Townsend.
. Ludlow.
Buckland.

Millis.

West Barnstable.

. Badley.

. Mention.

. Williamsburg.

. Bernardston.

. Cheshire.

Springfield.

Newbury.
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Subordinate Deputies— Con.

Geo. E. Crosby,

E. H. Gilbert, .

Hurry C. Shepard,

Frank N. Boutclle,

E. W. I'.urtt, .

George W. Shermai

W. II. Sawyer,

L. II. Cud worth,

W. A. Harlow,

TewfcBbury.

Stoughton.

Sturbridge.

tli Leominster.

. Andover.
Brimfield.

. Winchendon.
. Oxford.

. Cummineton.

Special Deputies.

John E. Gifford Sutton.

W. N.Howard South Easton.

J. P. Ranger, North Brookfleld.

W. T. Herrick Westborough.

Committee on Women's Work.
Mrs. II. E. Cummlngs North Brookfleld.

Mrs. D. P. Bardwell Bardwell's Ferry.

Mrs. W. A. Munson Huntington.

Mrs. Fred Reed, Shrewsbury.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR.

The work of the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion during the past year has in the main followed the usual

lines, but in most directions with constantly broadening scope

and material increase in amount. The completion of Clark

Hall, which will amply accommodate both the educational and

the experimental work in the department of botany and vege-

table pathology, will materially increase our facilities for inves-

tigation in this subject; but the interruption to work, made

unavoidable by the necessity of moving and reinstalling the

large amount of scientific apparatus and material, has neces-

sarily reduced the amount of work in this department during

the past year. The interruption has proved especially serious

in connection with the study of problems relating to hothouse

crops, as such work on the removal of department headquarters

was necessarily discontinued in the old houses, and the new

will not be completed until next spring. With this single

exception, the work in all departments of the station has been

prosecuted under conditions affording all the usual advantages.

Changes in Organization and in Staff.

The retirement from active administrative duties on the 1st

of July of Dr. C. A. Goessmann, who from the date of its pas-

sage in 1884 has been charged with the execution of the fertil-

izer control law, and who was at the head of that branch of our

chemical department carrying on general analytical and research

work in connection with soils, manures, fertilizers and fertili-

zer problems, rendered reorganization in that department desir-

able. The chemical work of the station during the preceding

eleven years had been divided between two distinct and entirely

independent divisions, and carried on in separate laboratories.

These divisions were known as the division of fertilizers and
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fertilizer materials and the division of foods and feeding ; the

first, as has been stated, under Dr. C. A. Goessmann, and the

seeond in charge of Dr. J. B. Lindsey. It was believed that

organization under one head would secure a number of impor-

tant advantages, as compared with the existing plan. Most

important among the advantages which we have aimed to secure

in reorganization were the following :
—

1. Greater administrative economy.

2. Reduction in cost of equipment, apparatus and work.

3. The more complete separation of control from ordinary

experimental and research work, thus making possible more

accurate determination of the costs of each.

4. Improved facilities for research work in chemistry,

through the creation of a research division, to which certain

specially qualified men should give their entire time.

5. A saving in the time required for certain classes of con-

trol and analytical work, through concentration of forces alter-

nately upon different branches of such work.

The organization adopted in the effort to realize these

advantages is as follows :
—

Department of Plant and Animal Chemistry.

Chemist: J. B. Lindsey, Ph.D.

Associate Chemist: E. B. Holland, M.S.

(a) Research division: E. B. Holland, M.S.

(6) Fertilizer division : H. D. Haskins, B.Sc.

(c) Feed and dairy division: P. H. Smith, B.Sc.

Besides the heads of divisions, four other analytical chemists,

an inspector who collects samples of feeds and fertilizers and

inspects dairy apparatus, a general laboratory assistant and one

or sometimes two clerical assistants, one of whom is an expert

stenographer, are regularly employed. The department also

employs an assistant, who cares for the animals used in nutri-

tion experiments and digestion work.

The chemist has general supervision of the entire work, and

is responsible therefor, but is relieved of details, and will give

most of his time to research problems. The associate chemist

assists the chemist if required, or in his absence acts in his stead.

The associate chemist, whose duties as such are usually nominal,
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was placed at the head of the research division. Mr. Holland,

who received this appointment, had already had much and suc-

cessful experience in chemical investigation.

Mr. Haskins, who was put in direct charge of the fertilizer

control, with responsibility to the chemist, has for several years

been looking after most of the details of this line of work, owing

to the advanced age of Dr. Goessmann, and is well qualified for

the position, both by training and experience.

Mr. Smith, who, with responsibility to the chemist, was put

in charge of the feed and dairy control division, had had several

j'ears of experience in such work, for which he had shown es-

pecial fitness.

No other changes in organization have been made during the

year, and the station at the present time makes provision for

the various lines of work in which it engages under the follow-

ing departmental organization

Departments. Heads of Departments.

Agriculture, ..... The Director.

Horticulture, F. A. Waugh, M.S.

Plant and animal chemistry, . . \
J

'
B

"
LlNDSEY

.
Ph -D-

{ E. B. Holland, M.S., associate.

Botany and vegetable pathology, . G. E. Stone, Ph.D.

Entomology, 5
C - IL Feenald, Ph.D.

I II. T. Fernald, Ph.D., associate.

Veterinary j. B. pA iGE> D.V.S.
Meteorology, j. E. Ostrander, C.E.

The only change in staff affecting a position of prominence
in the station during the past year has been the retirement of
Dr. Goessmann from active administrative duties at the head
of the fertilizer division of our chemical department, already
referred to. The station is fortunate in still being able to avail

itself of Dr. Goessmann's services in the capacity of consulting
chemical expert. His broad chemical knowledge and richly

cultured mind and his long and varied experience render his

advice of great value.

Dr. Goessmann at the age of eighty years looks back upon a
career the memory of which must be to him a source of unusual
satisfaction. It excites the profound admiration of all those
familiar with his life, his character and his achievements. The
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exercises held at the college last commencement in honor of his

eightieth birthday made strikingly manifest the esteem and

affection in which Dr. Goessmann is held by the alumni. The

beautiful piece of stained glass, symbolizing some of the more

prominent features of his life and work, which was then pre-

sented to him, though a triumph of affection and the designer's

art, all too inadequately serves to express these sentiments.

An attempt to present an estimate of the value of Dr.

Goessmann's service to the station and to the State and to set

forth his part in the advancement of agricultural science would

be out of place in this report ; and yet brief mention of some

of the more prominent features of his connection with this in-

stitution and the great agricultural movements with which his

name has been identified seems appropriate. Dr. Goessmann

took the chair of chemistry in the Massachusetts Agricultural

College within a year of the date when its doors were first

opened to students (1867), and this chair he filled, though of

late with relatively few classes, until his retirement in June.

Coming to this position with the best university training which

Europe at that time could afford, he brought to his position

the university spirit and method, and almost from the first he

made his department in effect an experiment station in agricul-

tural chemistry. Before Massachusetts had a regularly organ-

ized experiment station, Dr. Goessmann had carried out a large

amount of experimental work, the results of which were pub-

lished in reports of the college and those of the secretary of the

State Board of Agriculture, as well as in numerous agricultural

and scientific periodicals. Among the most important of these

early investigations are those carried out to determine the

possibilities of the beet sugar industry in this country. He
was a pioneer in this field, and in his numerous publications

clearly outlined the essentials for success. Of more general

importance to the country at large was Dr. Goessmann's work

in relation to fertilizers. He determined the manurial value

of a large number of refuse substances and by-products. To

him belongs the honor of having suggested and taken the most

important part in the passage of the first law providing for fer-

tilizer control passed in the United States. This law has been

worth untold sums to the farmers, in the protection against
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fraud which it has afforded, while so wisely was it shaped that

under Dr. Goessmann's administration it has almost equally

served the interests of honest manufacturers and dealers.

Among other important investigations conducted by Dr. Goess-

mann prior to the organization of the experiment station should

be mentioned his studies as to the effects of special fertilization

upon the composition of fruits, his determination of the effect

of girdling upon the quality of grapes, his recognition of the

possible relation of fertilizers to certain plant diseases, his work

in connection with the reclamation of the Green River salt

marsh in Marshfield, his determination of some of the chemical

changes taking place in ensilage and his chemical examination

of sorghum and its products. He was associated with Stock-

bridge in his investigations which led up to the theory of

special fertilization which bears the name of the latter, and in the

study of the results of fertilizer applications through observa-

tions upon a lysimeter and analytical work connected therewith.

Upon the organization of an experiment station in Massa-

chusetts, in 1882, Dr. Goessmann was made director. This

position Dr. Goessmann held until 1895, when the Massachusetts

or State station was combined with the station established as a

department of the college under the Hatch act. At this time

Dr. Goessmann was made honorary director, and was placed

in charge of the chemical fertilizer and fertilizer control work,

in which position he continued to serve the station with distin-

guished ability until his retirement the 1st of July last. He
has taken with him in his retirement the good will, affection

and esteem of all who have been associated with him, and all

share in the hope that he will have many years yet of health,

usefulness and happiness.

A number of minor changes in the station staff have been

made during the year. These changes in many cases have

been made necessary by the resignation of men who have left

us for positions of greater responsibility and reward. The

changes in staff have been as follows :
—

E. Thorndike Ladd, M.S., promoted to the position of first assistant

chemist, fertilizer division, in place of Edward G. Proulx, B.Sc, resigned.

Walter E. Dickenson, B.Sc, in place of E. Thorndike Ladd, pro-

moted.
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Carl S. Pomerot, B.Sc, Ph.B., assistant horticulturist, in place of

Charles P. Halligan, B.Sc, resigned.

George II. Chapman, B.Sc, assistant botanist, in place of Neil F.

Monaiian, B.Sc, resigned.

Upon the reorganization of the chemical department, which

has been outlined, an additional chemist in the research di-

vision was employed. The successful candidate was Robert D.

MacLaurin, Ph.D., who comes to us after thorough post-grad-

uate courses in chemistry, and a brief but successful record in

research work in the Rockefeller Institute in New York.

During the year Howard A. Parsons, dairy tester in the

division of foods and feeding, has resigned, and during the

past month we have received the resignations of Walter E.

Dickinson and E. Thorndike Ladd, assistant chemists, both of

whom resign to accept positions offering superior inducements.

The positions thus made vacant have not as yet been filled.

The Mailing List.

Revision.— The revision of the mailing list referred to in

the last annual report has been completed. It was found, as

anticipated, that many of the addresses carried in the old lists

were dead, either because of decease or removal of individuals.

The postmasters throughout the State with rare exceptions will-

ingly and heartily lent their aid in revising the lists. As soon

as the revision was completed, stencils for use with the Elliott

addressing machine were procured. The stencils have been

arranged by post offices, which are placed alphabetically in the

files, and under each post office the names are alphabetically

arranged. As a result of this arrangement, several important

advantages are secured :
—

1

.

Publications as addressed can be readily made into bundles

for the several post offices. This saves a great amount of time

in handling and sorting at the local post office and costs us but

very little additional labor.

2. Publications can be much more promptly sent out than

was possible previous to this arrangement by post offices.

3. If desired, as for example, in ease of an outbreak of inju-

rious insects in a certain locality, bulletins or ciculars can be

readily sent to that locality.
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The addresses of parties outside of Massachusetts are arranged

alphabetically under the several states and countries.

Mailing List.— On completion of the revision, it was found

that the number of live addresses was as follows :
—

Residents of Massachusetts, ..... 14,(512

Residents of other States, ...... 1,720

Residents of foreign countries, ..... 169

16,501

In addition, the station uses the Washington mailing list,

which includes the addresses of those engaged in agricultural

college and experiment station work. The total number of

addresses in this list is about 2,000.

The station also uses the following special lists for meteor-

ological reports, libraries, newspapers and exchanges :
—

Meteorological, ........ 260

Libraries, . . . . . . . . .158
Newspapers and exchanges, ...... 520

During the past year an effort has been made to secure the

addresses of all prominent cranberry growers. These addresses

have for the most part been secured by writing to chairmen of

the boards of selectmen in towns in the cranberry district, and

to these men, most of whom prepared the lists promptly and

without charge, the thanks of the station are due. The number

of addresses in this list is 1,505.

During the past year we have added substantially 1,000 ad-

dresses to our general mailing list. These additions have been

made in response to direct requests, and without solicitation

on our part.

Publications.

Our rapidly growing mailing list has already greatly increased

the costs of publication, and these costs must inevitably con-

tinue to increase with the constant additions to our lists. The

time is not far distant when additional money for publications

will be required. During the past year the publications of the

station have been as follows :
—
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Publications during 1907

.

Annual report: —
Contains reports of the director, treasurer and heads of departments, with

papers on a large number of miscellaneous subjects. 207

pages.

Bulletins :
—

No. 112. The Examination of Cattle and Poultry Foods, J. B. Lindsey.

GO pages.

No. 113. Analysis of Manurial Substances and Fertilizers and Trade

Values, C. A. Goessmann. 30 pages.

No. 114. The Oriental Moth: a Recent Importation, II. T. Fernald.

15 pages.

No. 11;"). Preliminary Report on Cranberry Insects, II. J. Franklin.

15 pages.

No. 116. The San .lose Scale, II. T. Fernald. 22 pages.

No. 117. Trade Values and Fertilizer and Soil Analyses, C. A. Goess-

mann and II. I). Haskins. 22 pages.

No. 118. Molasses and Molasses Feeds for Farm Stock, J. B. Lindsey,

E. B. Holland and P. II. Smith. 32 pages.

Technical, No. 3. Blossom End Rot of Tomatoes, Elizabeth II. Smith.

19 pages.

Complete Index to Bulletins and Reports of the Hatch Experiment Station,

from 1888 to 1907. 48 pages.

Circulars :
—

Cotton-seed Meal, J. B. Lindsey and P. II. Smith. 8 pages.

Cut Worms, H. T. Fernald. 2 pages.

The Apple Maggot or Railroad Worm, C. E. Hood. 2 pages.

Wire Worms, C. E. Hood. 2 pages.

Root Maggots, II. T. Fernald. 2 pages.

The Lecaniums, or Soft Scales, C. E. Hood. 2 pages.

Ants, C. E. Hood. 2 pages.

Bulletins of the Agricultural Experiment Stations in Massachu-

setts. 13 pages.

Rules relative to Testing Hairy Cows. pages.

Sampling and Sending of Fertilizers, Soils and Feed Stuffs for

Free Examination. 3 pages.

No. 11. Chemical Analysis of Soils, Wm. P. Brooks. 2 pages.

The complete index to the publications of the Hatch Experi-

ment Station was very carefully prepared. It includes many
cross-references, and will be found exceedingly valuable in con-

nection with complete 61es of station publications from 1888 to

li>07, inclusive. This bulletin will be sent, on application, to

parlies having files sufficiently complete to make it valuable.

No.
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Circular No. 8 gives a complete list of all the bulletins pub-

lished both by the State and the Hatch Experiment Stations,

as well as by the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, up to the date of its issue in July last. In this list pub-

lications which are still available for general distribution are

indicated.

The other circulars are for the most part designed for use in

answer to correspondence in relation to subjects with which

they deal. They cover subjects on which the station receives

frequent inquiries, and do so much more fully than would be

possible within the limits of a letter.

The annual report of the station is printed by the State, and

furnished only in an edition of 6,000. It will not be possible,

therefore, to send this report even to all Massachusetts citizens

whose names arc on our mailing lists. Fifteen thousand copies

of this report are, however, furnished to the secretary of the

State Board of Agriculture, and are bound with his report, so

that it is hoped the report in this form may reach all those who
desire it. This plan of publication and distribution must, it

seems, mean that many parties in the State receive duplicate

copies of our reports. Clearly this is not economy, but we
are for the present constrained by a State law to the method

of publication outlined. An effort will be made during the

coming session of the Legislature to secure a change in the

law affecting our publications. 1

Bulletins and Reports available for Free Distribution.

The supply of many of our reports and bulletins available for

free distribution has been exhausted, but those in the following

list will still be furnished on application : —
Bulletins :

—
Glossary of fodder terms.

Fertilizer analyses.

On the use of tuberculin (translated from Dr. Bang),

Analyses of concentrated feed stuffs.

Fertilizer analyses.

The imported elm-leaf beetle.

Fertilizer analyses ; treatment of barnyard manure with absor-

bents ; trade values of fertilizing ingredients.

i Since writing the above report the Legislature has authorized the desired change.

No.



No.
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horticulturists, and all interested directly or indirectly in agri-

culture, are earnestly requested. Communications should be

addressed to Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station,

Amherst, Mass.

Asparagus Substation, Concord.

The work with asparagus in Concord, which is located on

land leased from Mr. Charles W. Prescott, follows two distinct

lines : (1) in co-operation with the Bureau of Plant Industry,

of the United States Department of Agriculture, an effort to

breed rust-resistant types of asparagus; (2) fertilizer experi-

ments under the Adams fund in the effort to throw light upon
the general question of the specific plant food requirements of

this crop.

Breeding Experiments. — The Bureau of Plant Industry,

through its agents in various parts of the world, has brought

together a very large collection of varieties of asparagus.

These have been drawn from all countries where the crop is

grown. In most cases seed was procured. This seed was
sown in a hothouse in Washington early last spring, and the

young plants were sent in flats to Concord. This method of

starting the plants was adopted in the belief that considerable

time might thereby be saved. The number of varieties started

was 36, but seed of several varieties was obtained from a num-
ber of sources, and 54 lots of seedlings were handled in this

manner. The degree of success attending this method was
only moderately satisfactory. The results varied widely with

varieties, but in most cases there was a considerable percentage

of loss, — greater no doubt than it otherwise would have been,

on account of the extremely dry season. The young plants

which survived made a fairly good growth. In addition to

these varieties, our breeding plots now contain 35 other

varieties, which have been brought together from various

sources many of them having been collected by the Bureau of

Plant Industry. Among the different varieties thus brought

together in the same field may already be noted a very consid-

erable variation in the apparent susceptibility to rust, and it

may confidently be hoped that the objects in view in the ex-

periment will ultimately, in large measure, at least, be attained.
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Fertilizer Experiments. — The land selected for the fertilizer

experiments lies in the Bedford Street district in the town of

Concord. For a number of years previous to 1906 the field

had been lying fallow, and was grown up with briers, small

birches, weeds, etc. In preparation for the fertilizer experi-

ments the field was cleared of brush and trees and plowed in

the spring of 1906. It then received an application of ferti-

lizers at the following rates per acre :
—

Lime (tons), ......... y2
Basic slag meal (tons)........ y2
High grade tankage (pounds) , ...... 600

Muriate of potash (pounds), ...... 300

Nitrate of soda (pounds), ...... 100

These with the exception of the lime, were mixed, evenly

spread and harrowed in. The lime was applied by itself. In

order to subdue the witch grass and other weeds, the field was

harrowed a number of times during the late spring, and on

May 15 it was sown to buckwheat. The buckwheat made a

heavy growth, and was plowed under when fully grown. The

field was then harrowed and sown to winter rye. This was

plowed under in the early spring of 1907, and the asparagus

set. The field is laid out in forty twentieth-acre plots, sepa-

rated by dividing strips 5 feet and 1^2 inches in width.

The dimensions of the plots are 129 feet by 16 feet 10i/>

inches. Each plot contains five rows. Eaeh dividing strip eon-

tains one row set in the middle. The distance between plants

in the rows is 2 feet 6 inches. The plants were raised by Mr.

Frank Wheeler of Concord, and were from seed of the Giant

Argenteuil variety, specially selected by Mr. Wheeler on ac-

count of apparent vigor and capacity to resist rust. These

plants were exceptionally large and strong, and one year old

at the time of setting. Practically every plant started, and the

growth throughout the season was remarkably strong. Many

of the plants attained a height in excess of 6 feet. All the de-

tails of the work were superintended or carried out by Mr.

Charles W . Prescott, to whose skill and faithful attention, in

connection with the thorough preparation which the land had

received, the line growth of the plants must be largely attrib-
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uted. Numerous interesting variations in growth on the dif-

ferent plots were noted during the season, but it is yet too

early to present the details of treatment, or to discuss the

effects of the different fertilizer applications.

Cranberry Substations.

The station is carrying on work with cranberries along two

distinct lines and in two different localities: (1) the study of

cranberry insects in Wareham
; (2) fertilizer experiments with

cranberries in Falmouth.

Work on Cranberry Insects.— The station was fortunately

able to command once more the services of Mr. H. J. Franklin

for the study of problems connected with cranberry insects.

Mr. Franklin spent the entire season, from the middle of April

to the middle of October, in the cranberry district, most of the

time in the town of Wareham. As the result of the season's

work, our knowledge of cranberry insects has been greatly

extended at numerous points, and the tentative conclusions

reached as a result of the first season's work have been in many
cases confirmed. A bulletin presenting the results of the first

season's work, and containing advice as to the treatment to be

adopted for the prevention of injury from the more important

cranberry insects, has been issued during the year. This has

been sent to all cranberry growers whose addresses we were

able to obtain,— about 1,500. It has been found that the in-

jury due to many insects can be for the most part prevented by
a thorough destruction of vegetation around the shores of the

bog, and suitable control of the water in flooding. Methods of

spraying have been found to be fairly effective in some cases.

The bulletin on cranberry insects, which gives all details, can

still be furnished on application.

Fertilizer Experiments. — The fertilizer experiments in Fal-

mouth are located in what is known as the Red Brook bog, be-

longing to Mr. N. H. Emmons of Boston and Falmouth. The

present is the second season that these experiments have con-

tinued, and results which are believed to be of considerable

significance have been obtained. The possibility of making

exact comparisons between different fertilizer treatments has
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breakage during last winter of one of the dikes, thus exposing

a portion of the plots used in fertilizer experiments throughout

the winter, while another portion of the plots was under water.

It is not best, therefore, to undertake a discussion of the results

in detail at this time. The following conclusions, however,

appear to be warranted :
—

1. The use of nitrate of soda greatly stimulates the growth

of vines, and on bogs where vine growth is naturally free,

this fertilizer should be used sparingly if at all. It has been

noted, however, that the size of the berries is considerably

increased wherever nitrate has been applied.

2. The application of acid phosphate appears to favor early

maturity of the fruit, accompanied apparently by decrease in

size. It would be premature to assert that this fertilizer ele-

ment should not be used at all, but the indication is that the

quantity needed is relatively small.

3. Among the fertilizer elements applied, the potash appears

to have exerted the most favorable influence on the yield of

fruit. Not only has it apparently increased the quantity, but

it seems highly favorable to the development of a bright color,

which gives the fruit an unusually attractive appearance. The

fruit on the plots to which muriate of potash and acid phos-

phate were applied was characterized by experts as exception-

ally solid and heavy, as well as of line appearance.

4. The application of lime appears to have been unfavorable

to fruitfulness.

Substation for Orchard Experiments.

Plans have been laid for extensive orchard experiments which

will extend over a long period. A six-acre orchard of Baldwin

trees set six years ago has been leased for ten years. The

location is on the Bay Road in the southern part of the town

of Amherst, on the farm of Myron C. Graves. The soil con-

ditions throughout the entire tract appear to be exceptionally

even for a tract of such size in this State, and it is believed

the orchard affords very exceptional advantages for fertilizer,

cover-crop and cultural experiments, which are the principal

types of work in view.
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Department Reports.

The reports of the heads of the different departments of the

station will be found in later pages. The report of the agricul-

turist is elsewhere briefly summarized.

Department of Horticulture.— The report of the department

of horticulture includes papers upon three distinct subjects : —
1. Notes on the propagation of apples. The experimental

work upon which this paper is based was carried on with dwarf

trees. The principal object of the experiment was to determine

the influence of the scion on the character of the tree. The
variety reported upon in greatest detail was the Baldwin, which

was grafted upon three different stocks : the ordinary apple
;

Doucin ; and Paradise. The method of measurement adopted

.shows a distinct influence apparently due to the variation in

.scion. The trees on the Doucin stocks were more uniform in

shape and taller than those on the Paradise stocks ; the trees

on Paradise stocks were much stockier than on Doucin ; while

those on Doucin stocks were in turn much stockier than those

on the ordinary stocks.

2. The physiological constant for the germination stage of

cress. The methods which have been used in investigations

for the determination of physiological constants are briefly out-

lined. The method reported upon, which is original, is de-

scribed and compared with the earlier methods. The results

with cress are reported in detail.

3. Variation in peas. This paper presents the results ob-

tained by careful observations, and includes tabular records of

a large number of observations which are carefully averaged.

The results obtained are fruitful in suggestions as to the prin-

ciples which should be followed in selection in breeding for

improvement in any given direction.

Department of Plant and Animal Chemistry

.

— The report of

the chemist presents first a numerical statement of the amount
of analytical work accomplished during the year. This makes
it apparent that the demands upon the station for work of this

character are rapidly increasing.

The chemist in charge of the fertilizer control work, H. D.
Haskins, reports the analysis of 45 more brands of fertilizers in
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connection' with such work than in 1906. Three hundred and

fifty-eight samples in all have been analyzed and nearly 500

collected. Forty-one per cent, of the samples analyzed proved

to be below the guaranteed composition in some one or more

of the fertilizer elements, but in many cases the deficiency in

one element was made up by an excess in one or more of the

others. Twenty-one samples of complete fertilizers showed a

commercial shortage varying from 79 cents to $13.50 per ton.

This section of the report of the chemist presents complete tab-

ular statements, showing the extent to which the fertilizers

analyzed equaled or fell short of the guarantees.

The next section of the report presents an account of the

execution of the feed law. Samples of feeds analyzed, with

the single exception of cotton-seed meal, the quality of which

was unusually poor, were found in general to be substantially

as guaranteed. The report calls attention to the large amount

of analytical work which is done without charge for private

individuals in determining the quality of samples of milk and

feeds. The results of the execution of the dairy law are briefly

presented : 6.62 per cent, of Babcock glassware tested was con-

demned on account of inaccuracy ; of the Babcock machines

inspected, 37 in all, 2 were condemned.

The chemist calls attention to the great increase in the amount

of work connected with the carrying out of official tests of pure-

bred cows. Such tests are now conducted with animals of the

Jersey, Guernsey, Holstein-Friesian and Ayrshire breeds.

During the past year thirty-five yearly records and seventy

records for shorter periods have been completed. Sixty-three

cows are now undergoing tests. This work consumes a large

amount of time, and, while the station is reimbursed for its

money expenditure, it is found to be somewhat of a burden.

The work is, however, without doubt important and useful, and

until it is provided for in some other way the station will con-

tinue to supervise it.

The report of the chemist briefly presents the results of ex-

periments completed with a view to determining the value for

different classes of live stock of molasses and molasses feeds.

He does not regard molasses as possessing advantages for dairy

cows over the more common feeds. For fattening cattle, the
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use of about 3 pounds daily can be recommended. For horses,

a moderate amount of molasses is found to be useful as an appe-

tizer and tonic ; and the same is true for pigs. Molasses feeds

are in general found to be rather high in price as compared with

possible home mixtures, and would seem to possess no advan-

tages as compared with such mixtures.

The results of experiments to determine the effects of soy

beans minus the oil and of soy bean oil as food for dairy cows

are presented. It was found that the meal, although exception-

ally rich in protein, does not change the proportion of the dif-

ferent ingredients of milk. The oil temporarily increases the

proportion of fat, and is found to affect the quality of the butter

to a considerable extent, and on the whole unfavorably.

The report calls attention to experiments which are in prog-

ress on the effects of nit on milk secretion, and refers briefly

to research work with soils from the different plots in Field

A.i

It has been found that feeding molasses in large quantities

depresses the digestibility of other foods used with it.

A section of the report of peculiar interest at this time, when
the question of milk standards interests so many, deals with the

chemical composition of milk. The average composition of the

milk of most of the different prominent breeds, based upon a

large number of analyses in different sections of the country

as well as in foreign countries, is presented.

The effects of fat upon the composition of milk and butter fat

and upon the consistency of butter are discussed by Dr. Lindsey.

His experiments have shown that neither the proteid nor carbo-

hydrate groups of nutrients when fed in normal amounts have

any noticeable effect upon the proportion of different ingre-

dients, nor on the character of butter fat. Any changes which

occur as the result of variations in feed are usually consequent

upon the kind and quantity of oil contained in the feeds used.

Dr. Lindsey has found that when the feeds contain vegetable

oils in excess of normal amounts the butter is soft. He finds

that the flavor of butter depends primarily on cleanliness, the

stage of lactation of the cow, the skill and care of the butter

maker and the separator used.

1 For an account of the experiments on Field A, see report of the agriculturist, page 32.
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The concluding section of the report of the chemical depart-

ment is a paper by E. B. Holland, on a " Standard for Babcock

Glassware." This paper presents a summary of the results of

the tests of Babcock glassware carried out at the station since

the passage of the dairy law in 1901. A standard for such

glassware is proposed and carefully drawn, and rules for testing

are presented. The standard and rules proposed by Mr. Holland

have not yet been officially sanctioned by the American Asso-

ciation of Agricultural Chemists, but both have met the ap-

proval of Dr. Babcock, and they will probably be adopted.

Department of Botany and Vegetable Pathology. — The re-

port of Dr. Stone, the head of the department of botany and

vegetable pathology, contains papers upon a considerable

number of important topics. Of especial interest is Dr.

Stone's report concerning methods of separating light and

inferior seeds and dirt from commercial or home-grown samples

of seeds. The apparatus perfected in the department for this

work shows much ingenuity in design, and the work is accom-

plished with great rapidity and accuracy. The methods used

here are especially important for such seeds as tobacco and

onions. As a result of the rejection of the inferior seed, a

better stand of plants, substantially all of which, coming from

sound, heavy seeds, are strong, healthy and disease-resistant,

is obtained than is possible when commercial samples are

planted. Work of this character is for the present done with-

out charge. There has been a considerable increase in the

number of samples sent in to be tested for germination. This

work also is done for the present without charge.

The report calls attention to the unusual extent to which sun

scald and sun scorch have prevailed among different varieties

of trees. These troubles appear to be due primarily in many
cases to the loss of a considerable proportion of the fibrous

rootlets, which the botanist believes has been due to the exces-

sively cold winters of a few years ago ; and these troubles have

shown more largely than usual during the past summer on ac-

count of the severe drought which prevailed. The extensive

defoliation of many species of trees, notably elms, in the late

summer or early fall, is believed to have been the result of the

same cause.
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The report calls attention to two apparently new diseases

:

one affecting asparagus, and apparently caused by a species of

fusarium ; and another affecting the peony, the cause of which

has not been determined. No remedy for either of these troubles

can at present be suggested.

During the past year the botanist has made careful compari-

sons between a number of combinations of fungicides and in-

secticides for potatoes. These experiments were carried out

in connection with fertilizer work of the agricultural depart-

ment which is designed to throw light upon the relative value

for different crops of seven different potash salts. 1 There was

little or no blight during the season, and all of the combina-

tions tried seemed to possess nearly equal merit as insecticides.

From the standpoint, however, of their ability to adhere to the

foliage and their qualities in other respects, the botanist ranks

the different combinations used in the following order :
—

1. Soda bordeaux and Paris green.

2. Bordeaux and sodium benzoate.

3. Bordeaux and disparene (arsenate of lead).

4. Bordeaux and Paris green.

5. Copper phosphate and disparene.

In connection with the variation in fertilizers for the potato

crop in this series of experiments, 1 an important influence on

the prevalence of scab was noted. The proportion of badly

scabbed tubers was much greater where potassium-magnesium

carbonate was the source of potash than on any of the other

plots. 2 The proportion of scabby tubers was smallest where

the muriate and nitrate were the potash salts employed ; but

the difference between the proportion of scabby tubers on

these fertilizers and on the other potash salts was relatively

small.

The report of the botanist discusses mosaic diseases of to-

bacco and the tomato. He finds an important difference be-

tween the two diseases in two respects. Healthy tobacco

1 For a full account of these experiments, see report of the agricultural department,

page 39.

2 The fact that scab is more apt to prove serious in soils which are alkaline has been

frequently noticed. The potash-magnesia carbonate is a strongly alkaline fertilizer. Dr.

H. J. Wheeler has frequently called attention to this point in reports and bulletins of the

Rhode Island Experiment Station and elsewhere.
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plants set in soil which contains decaying rootlets of diseased

plants usually become affected with the disease. In the case

of the tomato, a similar result does not follow. The report

gives an account of methods tried for the purpose of determin-

ing the cause of the mosaic disease in the tomato. The botanist

believes his experiments show that the disease is not caused

by an excess of any of the fertilizer elements. The mosaic

disease of tobacco may be so caused. The disease can be pro-

duced in tomatoes by severe priming, and is at least associated

with a deficiency of both the soluble and insoluble forms of

catalase in the foliage.

The report of the botanist includes a suggestive paper on

the factors which underlie susceptibility and immunity to dis-

ease in plants. This paper emphasizes the necessity of as full

and perfect knowledge of the conditions essential for perfect

development as possible, and advances the view that when our

knowledge is sufficiently complete at this point it will be found

possible in large measure to avoid many diseases which at

present often prove highly destructive. We find the highest

development of cultural methods among American gardeners

and hothouse men. In the hothouse, where the climatic con-

ditions are largely under control, there is but little trouble

from disease when the conditions are fully understood and

the management skillful. In the case of out-of-door crops,

control of the climate being impossible, we may not be able so

fully to avoid disease ; but even with such crops, the most skill-

ful adaptation of soil, manure and culture to the requirements

of the crop will in large measure accomplish the same result.

Entomological Department.— The report of this department

presents first a summarized statement showing the kind and

amount of the work of the year. Brief accounts are also pre-

sented of some of the leading lines of experimental work. One

of the most important of these is for the determination of the

resistance of different crops to fumigation with hydrocyanic

acid gas. These experiments are now complete for the cucum-

ber, and similar tests for muskmelons have been begun.

Brief mention is made of experiments for the control of cab-

bage, turnip and onion maggots, concerning which, owing to

causes beyond control, no definite results can yet be presented.
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One of the most important lines of experiment during the past

year has been the effort to determine the best methods of con-

trolling thrips, which so often cause the blight of the onion.

Spraying with kerosene emulsion appears to be the most prom-

ising method. The principal difficulty appears to be the pro-

duction of a machine which will spray a number of rows at once

in a sufficiently thorough manner to destroy most of the insects.

No perfectly satisfactory machine has yet been invented.

The report makes brief mention of experiments to determine

better methods of destroying the San Jose scale, and the work

with cranberry insects at Wareham. Further observations on

the oriental moth are presented, and fortunately these indicate

that this insect is not likely to become a serious pest. Atten-

tion is called to the fact that investigations have been begun to

determine the exact geographical distribution of injurious in-

sects. This work would seem to be particularly important, as

Massachusetts is close to the northern limit of the distribution

of some and near the southern limit of others. The report con-

cludes with a presentation of observations upon the insects of

the year.

Veterinary Department. — The report of the veterinarian

presents an account of two serious outbreaks of disease among
poultry. The first of these was European chicken cholera,

which was found in two flocks. The identity of the disease

was proved by careful microscopic investigations and inocula-

tions. The owners of the affected flocks were promptly in-

formed of the serious character of the disease, and, co-operat-

ing heartily with the veterinarian as they did, its prompt

suppression was effected, and fortunately the disease did not

spread from these flocks, which might easily have been centers

of infection.

The other outbreak was found in a flock of chickens raised

in brooders upon bare, sandy soil. It produced serious lesions

of the feet and legs, and invariably proved fatal. The disease

was found not to be infectious in character, and promptly dis-

appeared when the chickens were moved to a more fertile loca-

tion, where the growth of vegetation afforded some shade. It

appears to have been due to the effects of the intense sunshine,

aggravated by the character of the soil upon which the chickens
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were kept. The disease did not affect chickens brooded under

hens, although kept on the same kind of soil.

Meteorological Department.— The report of the head of this

department calls attention to a number of important improve-

ments which have been made in the equipment of the depart-

ment during the past year. One of the most important of

these is the setting up of apparatus over one of the manholes

of our heat distribution system for melting snow as it falls.

By means of this apparatus it will be possible to secure a more

accurate record of the total precipitation, while by means of

connections with recording apparatus in the office of the de-

partment the time of beginning and ending of storms can be

determined with much exactness.

WM. P. BROOKS,
Director.
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ANNUAL EEPORT

Of George F. Mills, Treasurer of

tural Experiment Station of

tural College,

the Massachusetts Agricul-

tiie Massachusetts Agricul-

For the Year ending June 30, 1906.

TJie United States Appropriations, 1906-07.
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State Appropriation, 1006-07.

Cash received from State Treasurer,

from fertilizer fees, .

from farm products, .

from miscellaneous sources,

(ash paid for salaries, ....
for labor, ....
for publications,

for postage and stationery,

for freight and express, .

for heat, light, water and power,

for chemical supplies,

for seeds, plants and sundry supplies

for fertilizers, ....
for feeding stuffs,

for library, ....
for tools, implements and machinery

for furniture and fixtures,

for scientific apparatus, .

for live stock, ....
for travelling expenses, .

for contingent expenses, .

for buildings and repairs,

Balance,.......

$16,500 00

4,745 00

1,267 21

0,800 42

. $12,619 97
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

WM. P. BKOOKS, AGRICULTURIST ; E. S. FULTON, E. F. GASKILL,

ASSISTANTS.

The work in the department of agriculture during the past

year has covered the usual field of experiment, and has been

devoted chiefly to an effort to throw light upon some of the

many problems connected with the use of manures and fertili-

zers. The number of field plots used in this work has been 318 ;

the number of closed plots, 153 ; and the number of pots in

vegetation experiments, 330. In the majority of our experi-

ments, repetition from year to year, extending over a consider-

able period, is desirable in order that accidental variations may
be as far as possible eliminated, and in order to bring out the

variation in results connected with the varying character of our

seasons. A detailed account of the results will be presented

for only a small proportion of the experiments in progress.

No inconsiderable share of the time of the agriculturist is

occupied in answering the many questions which annually come
to the station on all matters pertaining to the practice of agri-

culture. The number of such inquiries answered during the

past year has been 824. Experience indicates that inquiries of

the same general character are likely to be sent in many times

during the year, and we are therefore adopting in this depart-

ment, in so far as circumstances warrant, the plan of sending

circulars, with such comments as the statement of individual

conditions seems to require, which has been referred to in the

report of the director.

The more important results of the experiments reported in

detail may be briefly stated as follows :
—

I. — Experiment to determine the relative value as sources

of nitrogen of barnyard manure, nitrate of soda, sulfate of am-
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monia and dried blood. This experiment was begun in 1890.

The crop of this year was clover, sown in the standing corn in

August of last year. On the basis of total yield (grass as well

as clover included), the materials under comparison rank in the

following order : nitrate of soda, dried blood, bariryard ma-

nure, sulfate of ammonia. The no-nitrogen plots gave a larger

total crop than the sulfate of ammonia, and the clover in these

plots was better than on any of the others. On the basis of in-

crease in crop as compared with the product of the no-nitrogen

plots, taking into account all the crops grown since the experi-

ment began, the materials on a percentage basis rank as follows :

nitrate of soda, 100 ; barnyard manure, 85.92 ; dried blood,

70.21 ; sulfate of ammonia, 45.36.

II. — Experiment to determine the relative value of muriate

and high grade sulfate of potash. The crops on the basis of

which comparison this year is possible were cabbages, rhubarb,

raspberries, blackberries, asparagus, corn and squashes. The

sulfate of potash gives the larger crops of raspberries and black-

berries. For the other crops the muriate gives the larger crops
;

but the difference is unimportant except in the case of the as-

paragus, which is much better on the muriate than on the sulfate.

III. — Experiment to determine the relative value of differ-

ent potash salts for field crops. The salts under comparison

were kainit, high-grade sulfate, low-grade sulfate, muriate,

nitrate, carbonate and silicate. The crop was potatoes. The

salts, on the average of five trials for each, rank in the follow-

ing order, as measured by the product of merchantable tubers :

low-grade sulfate, muriate, nitrate, high-grade sulfate, silicate,

carbonate, kainit. There was considerable scab,— a much
greater amount on the carbonate than on the other potash salts.

IV. — Experiment to show the relative value for corn of

special corn fertilizers, as compared with a mixture richer in

potash. The special corn fertilizer gave a larger yield of sound

corn. The fertilizer richer in potash excelled in the product

of soft corn and stover. With an earlier spring and a hotter

season, the proportion of sound corn produced on the ferti-

lizer richer in potash would undoubtedly have been increased.

V.— Experiment to determine the relative value for pro-

duction of corn of manure alone, as compared with a smaller

application of manure and a moderate amount of sulfate of
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potash. The larger application of manure alone gave a slightly

higher yield of sound corn. The combination of manure and

potash gave the higher yields of soft corn and stover. There

was not much money difference in the value of the crops pro-

duced under the two systems, while the cost of the smaller ap-

plication of manure and potash was at the rate of about $6 per

acre less than the cost of the larger application of manure alone.

VI. — Experiment to determine the relative value, as meas-

ured by crop production, of a considerable number of phos-

phates used in quantities to furnish equal phosphoric acid

to each plot. The phosphates under comparison were : line

ground, — apatite, South Carolina rock and Tennessee rock

phosphates; Florida soft phosphate, basic slag meal, dissolved

bone black, raw bone meal, dissolved bone meal, steamed bone

meal and acid phosphate. The crop of the past season was

mixed hay. The yields on the different phosphates varied

relatively little. Even the plots which have received no

phosphates during the eleven years the experiment has con-

tinued gave a yield at the first crop at the average rate of about

4 tons to the acre, while the highest yield obtained on any of

the phosphates at first cutting was only 9,240 pounds.

VII. — Soil tests. The past season was the nineteenth dur-

ing which the south soil test reported upon has continued.

The results show the surpassing importance for the production

of satisfactory corn crops of a liberal supply of potash.

VIII. — Experiment in the application of manures and fer-

tilizers for grass. The materials used are: first, barnyard

manure ; second, wood ashes ; and third, a combination of

fine-ground bone and potash. The average yield of hay dur-

ing the past season was at the rate of 5,005 pounds. The

average for the fifteen years during which the experiment has

been continued has been 6,296 pounds.

IX. —Winter versus spring application of manure on a slope.

The crop of the past year was mixed grass and clover. The

experiment was a test simply of the residual fertility from

previous applications, as no manure was applied this year, as

it was feared it would cause serious lodging of the crop. This

judgment was justified by the result. The crop was extremely

heavy, and considerably lodged in spite of the fact that manure

was not applied this year. The differences in yield were small,
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and did not indicate greater residual fertility where spring ap-

plication of manure has been the rule than in the other plots.

X. — Experiment in the application of nitrate of soda for

rowen. Owing to the deficiency of rainfall in the latter part

of July and August, the rowen crop this year was small. The
increase in crop resulting from the application of nitrate was

not sufficient on the average to repay the cost of application.

XI. — Experiments in feeding hens. These indicate the

great value of animal protein and fat and the injurious influence

of fibre in the ration.

I.

—

Manures and Fertilizers furnishing Nitrogen com-

pared. (Field A.)

The materials under comparison in this experiment, all of

which are used in such quantities as to furnish equal nitrogen

per plot, are barnyard manure, nitrate of soda, sulfate of am-

monia and dried blood. The field includes eleven plots, of

one-tenth acre each, and, with few and unimportant exceptions,

each plot has been manured in the same wajr since 1890. Each

receives equal and liberal amounts of phosphoric acid and potash,

the former in the form of dissolved bone black, the latter in the

form of muriate, to plots 1, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9, and in the form

of low-grade sulfate to plots 2, 4, 5 and 10. Three plots have

had no nitrogen applied to them in any form since 1884. The

various materials are used on the other plots in such quantities

as to furnish nitrogen at the rate of 45 pounds per acre. Barn-

yard manure is applied to one plot, nitrate of soda to two, sul-

fate of ammonia to three and dried blood to two.

From a period very early in the history of this experiment,

the plots to which sulfate of ammonia has been applied have

shown a tendency to comparative unproductiveness, due appar-

ently- to unfavorable chemical or biological conditions. It was

thought probable that application of lime would correct these

faulty conditions, and 50 pounds of unslaked lime were applied

to plot 6 in 1896. The entire field has been twice limed (in

1898 and 1905) since that date, at the rate of about 1 ton to

the acre. In spite of these applications, the yield on the sul-

fate of ammonia plots, as will be noted, is still much below the

average of the other plots.

The crops grown in this experiment previous to this year in
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the order of their succession have been : oats, rye, soy beans,

oats, soy beans, oats, soy beans, oats, oats, clover, potatoes,

soy beans, potatoes, soy beans, potatoes, oats and peas, and

corn.

The crop the past year was alsike clover, considerably mixed,

however, with grass, on all plots except those to which no

nitrogen has been applied. The clover was sown in the stand-

ing corn on Aug. (3, 1906. When the corn was harvested in

the fall of 190(3, it was very apparent that the clover was rela-

tively weak and unhealthy on all plots to which nitrogen has

been applied during the progress of this experiment. The

clover was thicker and more healthy on the three no-nitrogen

plots than on any of the others. It was poorest on the sulfate

of ammonia plots, and especially poor on the plots where sul-

fate of ammonia has been used in combination with muriate of

potash. The relative condition of the clover on the different

plots on the opening of spring was about the same as in the

autumn, and as on most of the plots it was too thin for a good

crop, 3!/2 pounds of alsike clover seed were sown per plot on

April 3. This seed germinated fairly well, but of course the

young plants from this seeding affected the rate of yield in the

first crop but little. The rates of yield on the several plots

and the sources of nitrogen and potash on each are shown in

the following table :
—
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The fact that where the clover was relatively thin grasses

came in to a considerable extent serves to obscure the effect

of the different materials supplying nitrogen on the clover in

the first crop. The second or rowen crop was very small on

all plots. The principal reasons for this were two: (1) the

first crop was cut late on account of bad weather; (2) there

was hut little rain during the latter part of the summer. The

3'ield of rowen on the no-nitrogen plots, however, stands rela-

tively much higher as compared with the yield on the other plots

than was the case with the first crop. This difference was due

to the fact that there was relatively little grass mixed with the

clover in the rowen crop.

The average yields of this year on the several fertilizers are

shown in the following table :
—
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Combining the results of this year with those for previous

years, on the basis of total yield per plot, the relative stand-

ing is :
—

Per Cent.

Nitrate of soda, 100.00

Barnyard manure, . . . . . . .95.91
Dried blood, 91.35

Sulfate of ammonia, . . . . . . .84.13
No nitrogen, 70.96

Averaging our results on the basis of increase in crop as

compared with the no-nitrogen plots, the relative standing for

the entire period of the experiment, 1890-1907, inclusive, is

as follows :
—

Relative Increases in Yields {Averages for the Eighteen Years').

Per Cent.

Nitrate of soda 100.00

Barnyard manure, . . . . . . .85.92
Dried blood, 70.21

Sulfate of ammonia, ....... 45.36

It will be noticed that, in spite of the fact that the mixture

of grass with the clover, as has been pointed out, tends to

obscure the effects of the fertilizer treatment on the latter, the

combined yield of hay and rowen on the no-nitrogen plots this

year is much greater than on the sulfate of ammonia, and prac-

tically the same as on barnyard manure. The yield of clover

without doubt was actually greater on the no-nitrogen plots

than it was on either the dried blood or the nitrate of soda.

The fact has been for some time known that clovers, on account

of their ability to draw nitrogen from the air under suitable

conditions, are able to make relatively vigorous growth on

soils to which no nitrogen is applied, provided these receive

generous applications of such elements of plant food as lime,

phosphoric acid and potash. Just why, however, the clover

should do so much better, as was the case, on the no-nitrogen

plots than on the other plots in this field is not at present ap-

parent. It must be remembered that these other plots have

received equal applications of lime, phosphoric acid and potash.

It has been suggested that the failure of the clover to do well
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on these plots must be due to residual nitrogen, which during

the progress of the experiment has gradually accumulated.

Calculation, however, shows that the crops harvested from

these plots during the years that the experiment has continued

must have removed from the soil larger quantities of nitrogen

than had been applied.

The fact that the soil has been so heavily limed twice within

recent years seems to preclude the conclusion that the relative

failure of the clover is due to an acid condition of the soil

;

and, indeed, careful chemical analyses of samples taken last

spring show that the soil of these plots does not, as a rule,

contain appreciable quantities of free acid. We are unable,

then, at present to account for the results obtained ; but careful

chemical and biological investigations will be carried out, with

a view to throwing light upon this most important question.

II.

—

The Relative Value or Muriate and High-grade

Sulfate of Potash. (Field B.)

In this experiment, which was begun in 1892, muriate of

potash is compared with high-grade sulfate, on a basis of such

applications as will furnish equal actual potash per acre in con-

nection with an annual application of fine-ground bone at the

rate of 600 pounds per acre. Potash has been applied in differ-

ent years in varying quantities. At first the applications were

exceptionally heavy, — 350 to 400 pounds per acre of these

salts were applied. Since 15)00 each has been applied at the

rate of 250 pounds per acre annually.

The crops during the progress of the experiment have em-

braced nearly all those common to this latitude. During the

past year they have been : cabbages on two plots ; asparagus,

rhubarb, raspberries and blackberries, all on each of two plots ;

corn on four ; and squashes on two. The rates of yield of the

various crops on the different fertilizers are presented in the

following table :
—
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Crops.
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depending largely upon muriate as a source of potash would

appear, therefore, to be wise.

Raspberries and Blackberries. — The yield of both these

fruits is exceedingly small, as both were seriously winter-

killed. This year, however, as in earlier years, the yield on

the sulfate of potash is much greater than on the muriate. This

difference in yield is undoubtedly mainly a consequence of the

fact that the canes produced where sulfate of potash is applied

are better ripened and go through the winter better than where

muriate is used.

Squashes. — The variety of squashes grown, Delicious, was

planted on June 29, having been put in after two failures to

get a satisfactory start of carrots on the plots occupied. The

date of planting was, of course, far later than is desirable.

Autumn frosts, however, held off later than usual, and a mod-

erate crop was secured. The yield on the muriate was con-

siderably greater than on the sulfate.

Corn.— Plots 15, 16, 17 and 18 were occupied by a variety

test of sixteen different kinds of corn, forwarded for trial by

the Bureau of Plant Industry of the Department of Agriculture.

The results for the different varieties have not yet been fully

worked up, and the total yields only are presented in detail.

On one of the pairs of plots the muriate gives a considerably

larger crop of grain ; on the other the crops are substantially

even. The muriate gives the larger yield of stover in both

cases. The latter result is in accordance with those which we

have usually obtained where these potash salts have been com-

pared for corn. Earlier experiments have not shown any

considerable difference in the value of the two salts for grain

production, and the results of this year, not being in agreement

on the two pairs of plots, cannot be regarded as especially sig-

nificant. They were possibly somewhat affected by the fact

that so large a number of varieties was included in the experi-

ment ; although an effort to equalize conditions was made by

running the rows of the different varieties across the plots, so

that each plot included the same quantity of each of the several

kinds.

As of possible interest, it may be here stated that among the

different kinds grown in this experiment, which included some
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of those found in the experiments conducted by the department

in various parts of the country to be the most promising, flint

and dent varieties both being included, the largest yield was

furnished by a variety of dent corn known as Minnesota No. 13

and the next largest by the Rustler White dent, a variety largely

grown on the college farm in Amherst for the past two years,

and obtained originally from a seedsman in Minnesota. Both

of these varieties were fairly well ripened, although the cold,

rainy spring and early summer months were highly unfavorable

to the corn crop in this locality.

III.

—

Comparison of Different Potash Salts for Field

Crops. (Field G.)

The general plan of this experiment is briefly stated in the

nineteenth annual report, from which I quote :
—

This experiment is designed to show the ultimate effect upon the soil,

as well as the current effect upon the crops, of continuous use of different

potash salts. We have under comparison kainit, high-grade sulfate, low-

grade sulfate, muriate, nitrate, carbonate and silicate. The field includes

forty plots, in five series of eight plots each. Each series includes a no-

potash plot, as well as the seven potash salts which have been named.

The experiment is therefore carried out each year in quintuplicate. The

area of each plot is one-fortieth of an acre. The potash salts under com-

parison are used in quantities which will supply annually actual potash at

the rate of 165 pounds per acre to each of the plots. All plots are equally

manured, and liberally, with materials furnishing nitrogen and phosphoric

acid.

The experiment began in 1898, and the crops in the several

years have been as follows :
—

1898. Medium Green soy beans.

1899. Potatoes.

1900. Plots 1-8, cabbage; 9-24, Medium Green soy beans; 25-40,

cow peas.

1901. 1-8, wheat; 9-40, corn.

1902. Clover.

1903. Clover.

1904. 1-16, cabbage; 17-40, corn.

1905. Soy beans.

1906. Potatoes.

1907. Potatoes.
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As the results of last year indicated an important relation

between the supply of potash in available form and the preva-

lence of blight, it was decided to plant the field to potatoes

again in 1907, although it was recognized that this plan in-

volved considerable risk that the crop would be seriously

affected by scab, since, in spite of the fact that the seed planted

in this field has always been thoroughly treated for destruction

of the scab fungus, it had been noticed that the crop in a por-

tion of the plots was somewhat affected by this disease. The
anion nt of scab showing itself this year was unexpectedly seri-

ous, and this fact clearly indicates the soundness of the con-

clusion that potatoes should not as a rule be grown twice in

succession upon the same field.

The variety of potatoes grown this year was Green Mountain.

The seed was treated with formalin solution in the usual man-

ner. On account of excessive rains throughout the early spring,

planting was deferred until later than usual, — May 23. The

crop was thoroughly cared for throughout the season, and

sprayed twice with different combinations of fungicides and

insecticides. 1 The yields per plot and the rates of yield per

acre are shown in the following table :
—
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.

Potatoes.— Averagi Yields per Acre (Bushels).

Potash Salt. Large. Small.

No potash (plots 1, 9, 17, 25, 33), .

Kainit (plots 2, 10, 18, 26, 34),

High-grade sulfate (plots 3, 11, 19, 27, 35),

Low-grade sulfate (plots 4, 12, 20, 28, 36),

Muriate of potash (plots 5, 13, 21, 29, 37),

Nitrate (plots 6, 14, 22, 30, 38),

Carbonate (plots 7, 15, -.'3, 31, 39), .

Silicate (plots 8, 16, 24, 32,40),

168.93

'--.'11.47

234.73

245.90

236.57

235.07

223.13

223.73

20.90

11.77

1.-..47

14.97

19.53

15.67

21.87

18.83

The no-potash plots this last year gave a yield much inferior

to that produced on the plots receiving potash. The highest

average yield was produced on the low-grade sulfate of potash :

the lowest on the kainit. The differences between the different

potash salts, exclusive of the kainit, are, however, relatively

small. The full table showing the rates of yield per plot shows

that there was considerable rot on about one-half of the plots.

Dr. Stone failed to discover Phytophthera infestans on the

foliage. The rot did not set in until the heavy rains of autumn.

The variation in the proportion of decayed tubers in the different

plots appears to be duo to a difference in moisture conditions.

There seems to be no well-defined influence on the propor-

tion of decayed tubers which can be attributed to the potash

salt employed. This year, as last, the foliage of the vines

on the no-potash plots died much earlier than on any of the

plots receiving potash. This premature death of the foliage

may, however, have been due simply to lack of vigor consequent

upon deficiency of potash in the soil, as Dr. Stone failed to

find the characteristic fungi causing either the early or the late

blight. It is probable, however, that in seasons with climatic

conditions more favorable to the blight fungi they would attack

the relatively weak foliage of plants growing where potash is

deficient more seriously than they would the more vigorous

foliage of better-nourished plants.
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IV.— North Corn Acre.— Special Fertilizer v. Ferti-

lizer Richer in Potash.

This experiment, which was begun in 1891, is designed to

test the question whether the special corn fertilizers as offered

in our markets are of such composition as seems to be best

suited for the production of corn and mixed hay in rotation.

The experiment occupies an acre of ground, and is divided

into four equal plots, numbered from 1 to 4. Plots 3 and 4

were sown to millet during the first two years of the experi-

ment, but with this exception their treatment has been the

same as that of plots 1 and 2, 3 being a duplicate of 1 both

as regards fertilizer application and crops produced, and 4 a

duplicate of 2. The field has been in mixed grass and clover

during three two-year periods, 1897-98, 1901-02 and 1905-06.

With these exceptions, and with the further exception referring

to millet noted above, corn has been the crop. Whenever the

field has been put into grass and clover, it has been seeded in

the standing corn of the previous year. Plots 1 and 3 have

yearly received an application of fertilizers (a home mixture),

furnishing nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash at the rate per

acre which would be supplied by 1,800 pounds of fertilizer

having the composition of the average of the special corn ferti-

lizers analyzed at this station. We have made but one change

since 1899, as this average changes but little from year to year.

The average composition of such fertilizers at that time was as

follows :
—

Per Cent.

Nitrogen, ......... 2.37

Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . .10.00
Potash, 4.30

The fertilizer used on plots 2 and 4 has been a home mixture

richer in potash and much poorer in phosphoric acid than the

mixture representing the average corn fertilizers offered in the

market. The difference in the application of the fertilizer ele-

ments is made clear in the following table :—
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Average Yields per Acre.
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Each time that the land lias been seeded it has been eut twice annually for

two years. The sod lias then been broken in the. fall for the corn crop of the

following year. The years when the field has been in mowing are 1898

and 1899, 1901 and 1902, and 1905 and 1906.

Manure has been applied to plots 1 and 3 every year, at the rate of 6

cords per acre, with the following exceptions. No manure was applied

in 1897, 1902 and 1905, and in 1898 the amount applied was at the rate

of 4 cords per acre. The reason for the omission of manure in the years

mentioned and for the smaller amount in 1898 was that experience indi-

cated that its application would cause the grass and clover to lodge badly.

Manure has been applied to plots 2 and 4 as follows : in 1891 and 1892,

at the rate of 3 cords per acre; in 1898, at the rate of 2 cords per acre;

while in 1897, 1902 and 1905 no manure was applied. In all other years

the application has been at the rate of 4 cords per acre. Potash has been

applied to plots 2 and 4 at the rate of 160 pounds per acre of high-grade

sulfate annually, except in the years when no manure was applied. In

these years the potash also was withheld.

The entire field was limed in 1900 at the rate of 1 ton per

acre. The manure used has been from well-fed milch cows,

and has usually weighed about 3 tons per cord. Both manure

and fertilizer were applied broadcast after plowing, and har-

rowed in.

The following tables show the rates of yield on the several

plots and the averages under the two systems of manuring :
—

Yields per Acre, 1907

.

Plots.
Sound Corn
(Bushels).

Soft Corn
(Bushels).

Stover
(Pounds).

Plot 1 (manure alone), .

Plot 2 (manure and potash),

Plot 3 (manure alone) , .

Plot 4 (manure and potash),

65.50

60.40

64.25

62.25

6.00

7.78

6.00

8.25

7,508

7,380

7,120
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combination of a lesser quantity of manure and the potash. On
the other hand, the average yield of soft corn and of stover is

greater on the combination of manure and potash. This result

is in some respects analogous to that obtained with fertilizers

on the north corn acre. In a more favorable season, the com-

bination of manure and potash is likely to make a better relative

showing. In estimating the significance of the results actually

obtained, however, it should be kept in mind that, assuming

the farmyard manure to cost $5 per cord applied to the field,

the annual difference in cost of materials applied under the two

systems of manuring has amounted to about $6 per acre, the

application of the lesser amount of manure and the potash cost-

ing about that amount less than the larger application of manure.

VI.— Comparison of Phosphates on the Basis of Equal
Application of Phosphoric Acid.

This experiment, comparing different phosphates, has been

in progress eleven years. The phosphates under comparison

are as follows : apatite (fine ground 1

) , South Carolina rock phos-

phate (fine ground), Florida soft phosphate, basic slag meal,

Tennessee rock phosphate (fine ground), dissolved bone black,

raw bone meal, dissolved bone meal, steamed bone meal and

acid phosphate. Each is applied in such quantities as to fur-

nish phosphoric acid at the rate of 9(3 pounds per acre. Three

plots have received no phosphoric acid during the entire period

of the experiment. All plots have annually received an appli-

cation of materials furnishing nitrogen and potash and in equal

amounts, nitrogen being furnished at the rate of 52 pounds and

potash at the rate of 152 pounds per acre. In the case of a few

crops requiring especially high manuring (onions and cabbages)

,

a supplementary application of quick-acting nitrogen fertilizers

has been made to all plots alike. The crops grown in this field

in the order of succession have been as follows : corn, cabbages,

corn,— in 1900 two crops, — oats and Hungarian grass (both

for hay) , onions, onions, cabbages, and mixed grass and clover

for two years. The plots were seeded to mixed grass and

clover in the spring of 1905 ; the present is therefore the third

year that they have been in grass. The yields and the gain or

i Not used either in 1906 or 1907, as it is not offered by dealers.
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loss as compared with the no-nitrogen plots are shown in the

following table :
—

Plots.
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differences are comparatively insignificant. The yield of rowen

this year was exceptionally small, and for the same reasons as

those which have been mentioned in discussing the results on

Field A, viz. : late cutting of the first crop, and protracted

drought during the latter part of the summer.

VII. — Soil Tests.

Soil test work has been continued upon the two acres which

have been used so long in work of this description. The plan

is the co-operative method adopted in convention in Washing-

ton in 1889. The crops of this year have been, on one acre,

corn ; on the other, mixed grass and clover. The latter was

sown this spring, and the crop, which was considerably mixed

with weeds, was not weighed separately for the different plots.

No detailed report will be made, therefore, for this acre. In

this soil test work the kinds of fertilizers and the rates of ap-

plication per acre are as follows :
—

Nitrate of soda, 160 pounds, furnishing nitrogen.

Dissolved bone black, 320 pounds, furnishing phosphoric acid.

Muriate of potash, 160 pounds, furnishing potash.

Land plaster, 800 pounds.

Lime, 800 pounds.

Manure, 5 cords.

Soil Test with Com (South Acre).— This acre has been

used in soil tests for nineteen years, beginning in 1889. The
field was limed, each time at the rate of 1 ton per acre, in 1899

and 1904. Early in the spring of the present season it received

another application of lime, at the rate of 1,000 pounds per

acre of R. R. agricultural lime, manufactured by the Rockland-

Rockport Lime Company. This was spread after plowing, as

in previous years, and harrowed in. The crops for the succes-

sive years have been as follows : corn, corn, oats, grass and
clover, grass and clover, corn (followed by mustard as a catch

crop), rye, soy beans, white mustard, corn, corn, grass and

clover, grass and clover, corn, corn, corn, grass and clover,

grass and clover. The crop for the present season was corn,

which is, therefore, the ninth corn crop grown in the field since

the experiment began in 1889. Three times during this period
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the field has been put into mixed grass and clover, each time

for two years. The third grass and closer period ended last year.

The sod, however, was not turned until last spring. The soil

was well prepared, but, owing to the cold and rainy spring, the

crop, Rustler White dent, was not planted until June 1. The

character of the past season, as has been pointed out in another

section of this report, was rather unfavorable for corn. The

following table shows the fertilizers used on the several plots,

the rates of yield and the gain or loss per acre compared with

the nothing plots :
—

Corn.— South Acre Sail Test, 1907.
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teenth year during which the land has been fertilized only with

this material) gives an increase at the rate of rather over 20

bushels of corn and nearly 2i/o tons of stover per acre. The

tables which follow bring out the effects of the different ferti-

lizer elements when used alone or in different combinations with

great clearness :
—
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The last of the four tables under consideration shows the

results, as compared with the nothing plots, of the use respec-

tively of the lime, the manure, the plaster and the complete

fertilizer. The lime used alone proves absolutely valueless.

The manure gives a heavy crop, and its use is highly profitable.

Plaster produces a small increase. Complete fertilizer pro-

duces a fair crop, and is moderately profitable.

Attention is here called to the fact, previously noted in

referring to this field, that the object in view is not to demon-

strate the possibility of producing large crops, but to bring out

the specific effects of long-continued use of the different ferti-

lizer elements and fertilizer combinations. A more profitable

crop could undoubtedly be produced on fertilizers by making a

more liberal application. The possibility of doing this is suf-

ficiently demonstrated by the results obtained in raising corn

in alternation with mixed mowings on fertilizers alone on the

north corn acre, 1 where highly profitable crops have been yearly

produced. This soil test work, taken in connection with other

experimental work, a part of which is referred to in this report,

and in connection with results obtained in various parts of the

State, certainly indicates the desirability of a more general and

larger use of fertilizers rich in potash in the production of the

corn crop.

VIII. — Experiment in Manuring Grass Land.

The plan of this experiment will be understood from the

following outline, quoted from my sixteenth annual report: —
In this experiment, which has continued since 1893, the purpose is to

test a system of using manures in rotation for the production of grass. The
area used in the experiment is about 9 acres. It is divided into three

approximately equal plots. The plan is to apply to each plot one year

barnyard manure, the next year wood ashes, and the third year, fine-ground

bone and muriate of potash. As we have three plots, the system of ma-

nuring has been so arranged that every year we have a plot illustrating the

results of each of the applications under trial. The rates at which the sev-

eral manures are employed are as follows: barnyard manure, 8 tons;

wood ashes, 1 ton; ground bone, GOO pounds ; and muriate of potash, 200

pounds, per acre. The manure is always applied in the fall ; ashes and

the bone and potash in early spring.

i See page 43.
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The past season in this part of Massachusetts was in general

favorable to a large yield of hay at the first cutting, but the

rowen crop was in most fields much smaller than usual, on ac-

count of the deficiency of rainfall during the latter part of July

and August. It will be noted, however, that the yields in this

field during the past season were considerably under the general

average for the entire period of the experiment. The results

for each of the systems of manuring is shown in the table :
—
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IX.— Experiment in the Application of Manure.

Full details with reference to the plan followed in this ex-

periment will be found in the nineteenth annual report. Briefly

stated, the object is to compare results obtained through spread-

ing manure as it is removed from stables during the winter

with the practice of storing in a heap in the open air until

spring and then spreading. The field which is used in this

experiment slopes quite rapidly toward the west. The experi-

ment was begun in 1899 ; the past season, therefore, is the

ninth during which the experiment has continued. The crop

this year was mixed grass and clover, sown in the standing

corn of the previous year. No manure was applied either in

winter or spring this year, as it was apparent that the land,

which has been manured annually at the rate of 6 cords to

the acre for the past eight years, would produce as rank a

growth as was desirable. The rates of yield per acre and the

relative standing of the several plots are shown in the following

table :
—
Grass and Clover.— Actual Yields (Pounds per Acre)

.
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The crops of this year are of course a measure only of the

residual fertility from previous manuring. The yield was

heavy, but, as will be noticed, it was not uniformly favorable

to either system of application, although on the whole the plots

to which the manure has been applied during the winter gave

the heavier yields. These experiments to date do not support

the view that the waste following winter application of manure

is sufficiently serious to offset the saving in labor, as compared

with the system of double handling which storing in heaps to

be spread in the spring involves. Our records indicate that

spring application costs at the rate of about $4.80 per acre

more than the single handling, where the manure is spread when
hauled during the winter.

X.— Nitrate or Soda for Rowen.

This experiment was designed to determine whether the

application of nitrate of soda made soon after the first crop is

cut will give a profitable increase in rowen. The field, although

originally seeded to pure timothy in 1897, now gives crops

largely mixed with clover. The total area is a little more than

three acres. For the first crop we apply fertilizers at the fol-

lowing rates per acre : nitrate of soda, 150 pounds ; muriate of

potash, 200 pounds ; fine-ground bone, 400 pounds.

For the purpose of the experiment with nitrate of soda, eight

equal plots have been laid off, each containing almost exactly

one-third of an acre. Alternate plots have annually received a

top-dressing of nitrate of soda after the removal of the first crop

during the past seven years. For the past four years, in order

to facilitate the more even distribution of the nitrate, it has

been mixed with sufficient basic slag meal to furnish an applica-

tion of the latter at the rate of 400 pounds per acre ; and to

equalize conditions on the alternate plots to which no nitrate is

applied, the slag meal is applied to all of these at the same rate.

The results obtained the past season are presented in the

table :
—
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Nitrate of Soda for Rowen.

Fertilizers used (Rates per Acre).
Yields

(Pounds).

Increase
per Acre
(Pounds).

Plot 1,

Plot 2,

Plot 3,

Plot 4,

Plot 5,

Plot 6,

Plot 7,

Plot 8,

Slag meal, 400 pounds

Slag meal, 400 pounds; nitrate of soda, 150 pounds,

Slag meal, 400 pounds,

Slag meal, 400 pounds; nitrate of soda, 150 pounds,

Slag meal, 400 pounds,

Slag meal, 400 pounds; nitrate of soda, 200 pounds,

Slag meal, 400 pounds,

Slag meal, 400 pounds ; nitrate of soda, 250 pounds,

1,295

1,584

1,249

1,493

1,417

1,712

1,173

2,285

The differences this year, although indicating a beneficial ef-

fect in every instance from the application of nitrate, are com-

paratively small except on plot 8. This is doubtless accounted

for in large measure by the extreme drought which prevailed

during the latter part of the summer. At current retail prices

for nitrate during the past season its application did not prove

profitable in any instance.

XL

—

Poultry Experiments.

The poultry work of the past year has consisted in a repeti-

tion of the experiments in feeding for eggs which were carried

out during the two preceding years. The general results of these

experiments cannot perhaps be better expressed than in the fol-

lowing words, quoted from the nineteenth annual report :
—

The experiments had indicated : first, that, provided fat is abundant in

the ration, high protein content is not essential ; second, that, if the fat

content of the ration is low, a large proportion of protein in the feeds used

appears to be much more essential ; and third, that a large proportion of

fiber in the ration used is unfavorable to a good egg product.

The fowls used in the experiments of the past year were, as

in previous years, pullets of our own raising. Carefully matched

flocks were kept, as in former years, each in a house by itself,

all of the houses being precisely similar in general dimensions

and construction. The results of the past season's work are

confirmatory in every particular of the results previously ob-

tained. A somewhat full account of our experiments will be
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published in a bulletin which will be issued in the near future.

I call attention here, therefore, only to what seem to be some

of the more important practical conclusions. In estimating the

reliability of these conclusions, it should be remembered that

they are based upon results (on the whole in exact agreement

throughout) which have been obtained in these long-continued

experiments. These practical conclusions are as follows :
—

1

.

When fat is abundant in the rations used in feeding fowls, a

satisfactory egg product can be obtained by the use chiefly of

grains which are relatively low in protein and high in carbohy-

drates. This means that corn may safely constitute a large

proportion of the grain fed to laying fowls, and that it is not

necessary, in order to secure a satisfactory egg product, to pay

the higher prices usually demanded for wheat. It seems wiser

to depend chiefly upon animal foods, such as beef scraps of

good quality, to supply a fairly liberal proportion of protein

and to enrich the ration in fat, using corn in connection with

the scraps as the chief whole grain. A little wheat may be

desirable, for the sake of variety, but to feed wheat as a source

of protein seems unnecessary. Vegetable protein is not equal

in value for egg production to protein derived from animal

substances.

2. If, on the other hand, the combination of feeds used is

low in fat, then a ration which furnishes abundant protein will

prove considerably superior to one low in protein. If, for ex-

ample, a dried animal meal from which the fat has been largely

extracted, or such material as milk meal (milk albumen) made

by the evaporation to dryness of separator skimmed milk low

in fat, be used as sources of animal protein, then the combina-

tion of foods, including wheat in large quantity and therefore

supplying protein in relative abundance, will give more eggs

than a combination of foods in which corn, which furnishes less

protein, is the principal grain. It has been clearly shown in

investigations with domestic animals that in the process of

digestion and assimilation the protein of the food may undergo

changes resulting in the production of fat. If, as seems prob-

able, the laws controlling metabolism in the digestive and as-

similative processes of our domestic fowls are similar to those

in the larger domestic animals, we find in this fact an explana-
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tion of the difference in relative importance of wheat and corn

in the rations of fowls with high and with low fat content. The

body temperature of the domestic fowl is much higher than that

of the larger domestic animals. To maintain this higher tem-

perature, the oxidation in the body of relatively large quantities

of heat producers must be essential. Among food heat-pro-

ducers fat possesses not only the highest unit value, but is low-

est in cost in proportion to value. It seems wise, therefore, in

feeding fowls to introduce this nutrient into the ration as largely

as is consistent with health. Beef scraps which have been care-

fully prepared, so that they are free from all bad odors or

rancidit}7

, and which contain a fairly large proportion of fat

should be freely fed to laying fowls. They may not only with

safety, but with positive advantage, be kept before such fowls

all the time ; and if such scraps are so fed, then corn may safely

be the principal grain used.

3. The domestic fowl has little or no ability to digest fiber.

Our experiments have shown that a large proportion of fiber in

the ration is unfavorable to egg production, other things being

equal. The practice, therefore, of using such grains as oats,

barley or buckwheat largely in the rations of laying fowls would

seem to be unwise. Here again it may possibly in some cases

be an advantage to use these grains in small amounts occasion-

ally, for the sake of variety. The writer, however, is not a

believer in this practice. He is able to obtain exceedingly

satisfactory egg product while depending almost wholly upon

corn, cracked or whole, as a grain ration, in connection with

a mash including bran or middlings, linseed meal, corn meal

and beef scraps.
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REPORT OF THE HORTICULTURAL
DIVISION.

F. A. WAUGH, HORTICULTURIST; CARL S. POMEROV, ASSISTANT

HORTICULTURIST; E. A. WHITE, FLORIST.

The work in horticulture has followed the same lines as in

recent }
Tears. Some additional problems have been under-

taken, particularly in plant breeding, but there has been no

change of general policy.

The experiments in pruning and in grafting have been con-

tinued, and have been combined with rather interesting results

in the production and management of dwarf fruit trees. This

subject just now commands a widespread interest, and the sta-

tion has been able to be of considerable assistance to suburban

residents, fruit growers, nurserymen and other planters of

dwarf fruit trees. It has been thought best not to put out a

special bulletin on this subject for the present, though a book

on dwarf fruit trees, giving the results of our experience, has

been published privately.

The station work in horticulture has been greatly strengthened

during the year by the addition of some new men to the staff.

Mr. C. S. Pomeroy of the University of Vermont has been

placed in direct charge of all experimental work, and Prof. E.

A. White of Storrs Agricultural College, Connecticut, has

taken charge of the work in floriculture.
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Notes on the Propagation of Apples.

For several years the division of horticulture has been con-

ducting experiments on the propagation of fruit trees, especially

apples. For various reasons the so-called dwarfing stocks for

apples (Doucin and Paradise) have been largely employed and

carefully observed. Two objects have been kept most promi-

nently in mind in these experiments :
—

1

.

To observe as accurately as possible the effects of stock

on oion, a field of study which has long been of great interest

to horticulturists.

2. To determine the practical merits of different methods

of propagation, with especial reference to the production of

dwarf fruit trees.

While we have had a considerable quantity of material under

study, and have been able to draw fairly satisfactory conclu-

sions of a practical nature, it has been difficult to secure proper

quantities of material under suitably uniform conditions for

making exact scientific comparisons. The following data,

however, seem to be safe and wortlry of credit.

Comparison or Standard, Doucin and Paradtse Stocks.

It should be explained at this point that '
' standard " apple

stocks are the kind almost always employed in this country.

They are grown mostly in the west and south, from seeds taken

from apple pomace. These seedlings are then sold to nursery

men in every part of the country, and are used as stocks for

budding or grafting all varieties of apples.

Doucin stocks are mostly imported from France, where they

are grown, not from seeds, but from mound layers or cuttings.

They are somewhat slower growers than standard stocks, and

when budded with common varieties produce trees of a semi-

dwarf stature.
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Paradise stocks are also grown chiefly in France, and in the

same manner as the Doucin stocks. They are still dwarfer in

character, and when budded with ordinary varieties produce

very small trees. Some of these trees bear fruit abundantly at

two or three years old, and appear to be mature at a height of

8 feet, or even less.

This difference in growth may be seen in the nursery to some
extent, though usually the dwarfing effect of the Doucin and

Paradise stocks is less obvious there than after the trees are

planted in the orchard. This reservation is especially neces-

sary in the case of the Baldwin apple, which shows a special

aptitude for the Doucin stock. Yet the general influence of

the different stocks is seen in a comparison of the growth of

two-year-old nursery trees given below :
—

( 'omparison
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to

Number of Individuals

^ io
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These results agree with the common belief regarding the

influences of the different stocks ; but so far as we know these

influences have never before been carefully demonstrated and

measured.

The same differences are shown between trees of other varie-

ties, such as Wealthy, Mcintosh, Greening, etc., when grown

on the different kinds of stocks. Unfortunately, we do not

have a series of varieties growing on all three stocks, under

uniform conditions and of the same age, so as to make an ex-

tended comparison. However, the following averages of two

additional lots on Paradise and Doucin stocks will indicate the

generally uniform character of the influence of these stocks :
—

Comparison of Two-year-old Nursery Trees.

Wealthy :
—

Number of trees,

Average height (centimeters)

Ratio of height to diameter,

Mcintosh :
—

Number of trees,

Average height (centimeters)

Ratio of height to diameter,

51

128

98.5

50

154

96.2
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Yai i rat iox ix Peas.

C. S. POMEROY.

Two new ideas, of the magnitude of great discoveries, re-

cently brought to the front in the scientific world have devel-

oped an entirely new interest in plant breeding. This new
interest has manifested itself both in practical plant-breeding

work and in renewed scientific investigation. The two ideas

here referred to are : (1) Mendel's law, so called ; and (2) the

statistical method of studying variation and heredity.

The horticultural division of the Massachusetts Agricultural

Experiment Station has been engaged for several years in cer-

tain investigations in both these fields. On account of the

length of time required to secure definite results, no report has

yet been made of these experiments, but a brief report of some

of the partial figures may be of interest at this time, particularly

by way of illustrating the modern methods of study. 1

For the purposes of this particular study, one row of peas

was staked off in the- middle of a field. A careful record was

kept of each vine, showing its length, the number of pods

borne, the length of the pods and the number of peas in each

pod. The variation is shown by the following figures :
—

Variation in
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These figures, however, give only very meager information as

to the whole range of variation, even in the qualities studied.

If we wish to know the facts more accurately, we should refer

to the graphic presentation on pages 66, 67 and 68.

Let us study tirst Fig. 1, showing the variation in length of

vine. The spaces along the bottom of the figure represent

different lengths of vine, in centimeters. The vertical spaces

$5
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is that, while the average length of vine is 54.7 centimeters the

largest number of vines have a height of GO centimeters. This

shows that the typical Excelsior pea vine in this field was

nearly 10 centimeters taller than the average ; or, to put the

matter another way, a relatively large number of vines run

below the typical height.

We may now direct our attention to the number of pods to
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Fig. 3 gives the curve representing the variation in number

of peas, to the pod. Two pods in each 100 at the average had

no peas, while one in 100 had 8 and one had 9. The average

was 3.46, but the typical pod contained 4 peas,— distinctly

more than the average.
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Studies in Correlation.

These questions bring us immediately to the study of corre-

lation in variation,— one of the most important fields of plant

study. In no field, moreover, is the value of the statistical

method more conspicuous than in this.

There are two algebraic methods of answering the questions

just asked, the first known as Yule's method, 1 and the second

may be called Pearson's method 2 or the method of compound

series. In applying the former method it is necessary to sepa-

rate the plants into four groups, according to the two characters

to be compared.

If we select those vines which bear 8 pods each or more,

putting them in one class, with those bearing 7 pods or less in

another class, and if we then subdivide each of these classes

according to the average number of peas per pod on each vine,

we shall have the following groups and figures :
—
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In plain language, it appears that the few vines bearing an

abnormally large number of pods bear also an abnormally large

number of peas to the pod. These would certainly be the vines

which the pea grower would select in improving his stock

toward greater prolificacy.

If the whole number of vines is studied in one view, without

arbitrary division into classes, by the method of compound

series, the correlation coefficient is found to be— 0. 017(5, x a

number so small as to be entirely negligible.

While the results involved are of less practical interest, it

may be worth while to give the results of other correlation

studies with this same material. For instance, we may study

the correlation existing between the length of vine and the

number of peas per vine.

Of course we would expect the taller vines to bear the largest

number of pods and of peas; and, in fact, the mathematical

computation shows a correlation coefficient of —j— . < > < 1 8 2 when

it is understood that a coefficient of +1.0 shows the highest

correlation that can exist, and indicates two characters abso-

lutely dependent on one another, it will be seen that -(-0.668

indicates very close relationship between length of vine and

number of peas borne.

If we compute in a similar manner the relation existing be-

tween the number of pods per vine and the total number of

peas per vine, we find a correlation coefficient of -j-0.897. 3

These peas will be made the basis of further breeding experi-

ments, and a comparison of future generations with the crop of

1 1)07 may be expected to develop new points of interest.

i Standard deviation, pods per vine, 2. (14; peas per pod, 1.14.

- Standard deviation, length of vine, 10.5; peas per vine, 10.3.

s Standard deviation, pods per vine, 2.64; peas per vine, In.;',.
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The Physiological Constant for the Germi-

nating Stage of Chess.

W.U oil : C. S. POMEROT

The subject of physiological constants was studied several

years ago by the senior writer, and a report of certain investi-

gations made, to which the reader is referred for summaries of

the theories advanced by various investigators. * A brief state-

ment of the present accepted belief is here given, that the sub-

ject may be properly understood by all.

A physiological constant may be defined as the amount of

heat required to carry a plant through some certain stage of its

growth. Thus each species of plant and each phase of develop-

ment for each species would have its own physiological con-

stant.

De Candolle, 2 writing over fifty years ago, set forth two

fundamental principles which are accepted as sound to-day :

"1. The active heat is the product of the degree of tempera-

ture and its duration. A more intense heat in a short time

produces the same effect as a less intense heat in a longer time.

This is true, provided the range of temperature and the space

of time are limited. 2. Every plant requires a certain mini-

mum of heat for each of its physiological functions, as germi-

nating, leafing, flowering, etc. The temperatures below freez-

ing point have no effect on plants, or at a certain low degree a

destroying one; but there are many species on which the

lower degrees above the freezing point have no effect. There

is a starting point of vegetation for every species at a certain

degree of temperature ; every species requires a certain sum

of heat above a certain degree of temperature, distributed over

a certain space of time between a minimum and a maximum of

i F. A. Wangh, Vermont Agricultural station report, IT. (1898), pp. 363-272.

2 Alplionse l)e Candolle, "Geographic Botanique" (1855).
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duration." This minimum of temperature, which rimst l>e

reached before any development takes place, has been called

the critical temperature. Do Candolle considered 43° as the

critical temperature for all plants. Previously it had been

placed at the freezing point. Now it is known that this point

varies for diil'erent species and varieties, and for different func-

tions.

The thcorv as above stated assumes as the constant the sum

total of temperatures above a certain minimum point for the

elapsed time. Such a constant is of use in places having simi-

lar climates, but obviously is not suitable for comparisons be-

tween places having different lengths of growing seasons ; for

plants of the same species come to maturity in northern latitudes

with a very much less sum of heat than in more southern loca-

tions. In order to correct this inaccuracy, Linsser 1 proposed

the aliquot idea. To determine the aliquot for any physiologi-

cal function, the sum temperature for the given phase is di-

vided by the sum temperature for the entire year, as observed

at the same station. Thus, instead of depending upon the

production of a certain constant sum of heat, certain stages are

considered as due to be completed when the sum temperatures

above the critical temperature equal a definite fraction, of the

sum temperature of the year. Linsser called this fraction the

physiological constant.

Another question is presented by this study of the aliquot,

namely : Is the critical temperature constant for a given function

and species in different latitudes? No investigations are known

which have sought to determine this point, but theoretically it

must be answered in the negative, as a little thought will show.

If we consider this constant to be the same in all latitudes, how

can we conceive of certain trees and shrubs having any dormant

periods in locations where the temperature rarely falls as low

as that at which they bloom in our northern climate? That is,

the temperature is continually above the critical temperature,

and no chance is offered for the plants to rest.

Heretofore all investigations of this subject have depended

upon thermometer readings for their measurements of the sum

temperatures. These readings were taken two or three times a

1 Carl Linsser, " Die Periodisohe Erscheinungen des Pflanzenlebcns in ihrem Verhaeltniss

zuden Waermeerscheinungen." Mem. Acad. Sci., St. Petersb., sev.VII., U (1867), No.7,p.
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day, their mean found, and that figure employed as the tem-

perature of the day. This method has given results which were

obviously very inaccurate as to the sum of heat for the time,

and much more variable on some days than on others. How-
ever, in comparing different sets of observations taken in this

same manner, the variations have averaged up with each other

fairly well and relatively correct comparisons could be made.

For several years the division of horticulture has been carry-

ing forward a series of investigations in this field by methods

not hitherto applied to this interesting subject. The novelty

and value of our methods consist in their being very much more

accurate than any previously employed. Instead of depending

on public meteorological reports for the computation of accu-

mulated temperatures, we have employed the recording thermo-

graph. This instrument makes a complete and continuous

record, showing exactly the quantities of heat to which it has

been exposed.

Greater accuracy was secured, secondly, by placing the ther-

mograph in close proximity to the plants under observation.

The temperatures recorded are therefore the exact temperatures

to which the plants were subjected. When it is understood

that previous investigators have been forced in many cases to

accept meteorological records taken many miles from the plants

under observation, it will be seen that this feature of our work

constitutes a considerable improvement.

In the third place, much greater accuracy was secured in

methods of computing sum temperatures. Having a perfect

record from the thermograph, there remained only the problem

of securing an exact measurement of the heat quantities thereon

represented. This problem was solved by the use of the pla-

nimeter. The thermograph record appears in the form of an

irregular line having a generally horizontal direction. If the

height of this line, representing degrees of temperature, be

measured from some base line (as, e.g., the zero of the ther-

mometer), we may readily construct a figure which offers an

exact geometrical representation of the quantity of heat which

we seek to measure. Such figures are shown in Fig. 1. Hori-

zontal distances represent degrees of heat ; so that the product

of length by height, giving the area of the figure, gives also the

quantity of accumulated heat.
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In our work we have used a Coradi rolling sphere planimeter,

which is one of the most reliable and accurate styles of planim-

eter in the market.

In seeking to apply the method here outlined to the actual

determination of specific physiological constants, the first requi-

site was a plant which would pass through its various stages

rapidly, so that a number of observations could be made in a

comparatively short time ; the phase in question must be one

easily reproduced, and several individuals of the same age

should be under observation at the same time, in order that the

length of time required for the completion of the phase may be

noted for a greater number. The germination stage of common

curled cress was chosen for observation, as it seemed to satisfy

the required conditions. Germination is rapid at ordinary tem-

peratures, and is very uniform, and the phase can be studied

at all seasons of the year, out of doors or in the greenhouse.

During the past few months 77 thermograph records have

been obtained of this phase, and tabulated for study. In these

records the sum temperatures above 32° have varied from 2,714

to 4,286, and the time occupied for the completion of the stage

from 70 to 210 hours. The problem now, with these figures

before us, is to determine at once two unknown quantities :

first, the critical temperature ; and second, the constant quan-

tity of heat above that temperature required to complete the

germination phase in the cress plant.

The method of making this computation will be readily

M M

understood from the diagram (Fig. 2). The figure M repre-

sents one thermograph record for one experiment, and the figure

N another record for another experiment. The lines c f and

C F represent the 32° or base line. The irregular lines a d

and A D represent the temperature trace. The lines b e and

B F represent the critical temperature. Temperatures below
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b e and B E are assumed to have no effect on the germination

of the cress seeds. It is required first to determine the height

of I) e above c f, which height is assumed to be the same as the

height of B E above C F.

According to our assumptions, the area of the figure abed
is equal to the area of the figure ABED. If we let the height

b c = B C = x ; and if we let the elapsed time in hours for

figure M represented by c f = y ; and let the elapsed time in

hours for figure N be represented by C F =: y' ; then allowing

m to represent the total sum temperature for the figure M =
(a c f d), and n to represent the total sum temperature above

zero recorded in the figure N (A C F D), we may form the fol-

lowing algebraic equation :
—

m— yx = n— y'x

(y— y')x = vi— n

x =

As the quantities m, n, y and ?/ are all directly measurable

on any two thermograph records thus compared, x may be easily

computed in concrete numbers.

Some difficulty arises in the use of this formula for deter-

mining the value of x, as when any single thermograph record

is compared successively with several others taken at ran-

dom, decidedly irregular results follow. Values for x can be

found varying all the way from — 1° to -f- 60°; and 1 hough

the majority of values lie between 5° and 10°, there is still too

great variation to make the result satisfactory. This compara-

tively great variation is due, however, not to any essential

inaccuracy in the method, but the smallness of the numbers

employed.

In order to get rid of the relatively great variations shown

in individual comparisons and to find a reliable average for the

whole body of records, these records were plotted as shown in

Fig. .">. Here each dot shows the result of a single experiment,

referred to a horizontal axis for time and to a vertical axis for

accumulated temperature. The distribution of these dots dem-

onstrates at once the practically uniform character of the results.
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It is now an easy matter to draw the lino A B, forming the axis

along which these dots cluster, and which may be assumed to

be the theoretical locus of them all.

Having now this average of values shown in the line A B,

we may take any time values, as 100 hours and 150 hours, and

find immediately the corresponding sum temperatures,— 3,140

& <3

Z800
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fairly constant results are secured, according to our expecta-

tions. The records at the extreme ends of the scale, especially at

the upper cud, deviate considerably from the average, but this

was to have been expected, and for present purposes these rec-

ords may fairly be excluded. It seems proper further to throw

out three or four other records which on account of excessive

deviation are open to suspicion. With these apparently abnor-

mal records temporarily eliminated (they are to be studied

further in additional experiments), we secure results which

are rather remarkably uniform. Thus, the constant sum tem-

perature being computed to be 2,530 degree-hours, the extreme

deviation is less than 100, and the standard deviation is only

36.6°. The probable error is only 24. 7°. 1

Thus, the temperature being known, and lying within reason-

able limits, the germination period of cress can be computed in

advance within a range of approximately two hours.

The tabulated records used in these computations are ap-

pended to this report.

A few abnormal records have been reserved for further study,

and there have arisen one or two intricate questions relating to

the whole theory of the physiological constant which must be

investigated further ; but as the figures stand they seem to

represent a considerable advance in this interesting field.

Tabulation <>f Thermograph Records.
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Tabulation of Thermograph Records— Continued.
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Tabulation of Thermograph Records— Concluded.

140,

141,

HI,

142,

L42,

143,

144,

144,

145,

145,

146,

147,

161,

Elapsed Time (in Hours) for Germination
Phase of Cress.

Constant sum temperature,

Standard deviation,

Probable error,

•2,530 degree-hours.

36.6°

24.7°
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

DEPARTMENT OF PLANT AND ANIMAL CHEMISTRY.

!. LINDSEY.

Research division: E. B. Holland and R. I). MacLaurin.
Fertilizer division : II. D. Haskins, E. T. Ladd, 1 W. E. Dickinson. 2

Feed and dairy division: P. II. Smith and L. S. Walker.
Inspection of fertilizers, feeds and Babcock machines : W. K. Hepburn.
In charge of feeding experiments : R. F. Gaskill.

Clerk and stenographer: Harriet M. Cobb.

Part I.— The Work of the Year briefly outlined.

1. Correspondence.

2. Numerical summary of laboratory work.

3. Execution of the fertilizer law.

4. Miscellaneous fertilizers, soils and by-products for free

analysis.

5. Execution of the feed law.

6. Milk, cream and feeds sent for free examination.

7. Execution of the dairy law.

8. Sanitary analysis of drinking water.

9. The testing of pure-bred cows.

10. Special chemical work.

11. Work completed.

12. Work in progress.

Part II.— Dairy and Chemical Studies.

1. The chemical composition of milk.

2. The effect of food on the composition of milk and butter

fat, and on the consistency or body of butter.

3. Standard for Babcock glassware.

i Resigned Jan. 1, 1908. a Resigned Dec. 1, 1907.
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Part I. — The Year's Work briefly outlined.

J. B. LINDSEY.

On July 1, the division of foods and feeding and the ferti-

lizer division were united, and termed the department of plant

and animal chemistry.

A new division was created, to be known as the research

division. This latter division will devote itself to the study

of problems in animal nutrition and investigations in plant and

animal chemistry.

The fertilizer division takes charge of the annual inspection

of commercial fertilizers, examines samples of fertilizers, ref-

use manurial substances and soils sent to the station, and will

devote the remainder of its time to other problems either of a

control or research nature.

The feed and dairy division has charge of the execution of

the feed and dairy laws, examines samples of water, supervises

the testing of pure-bred cows, analyzes samples of feed stuffs

and dairy products connected with experiments in progress at

the station as well as those sent in for examination.

A brief outline of the work follows, and includes that of the

two separate divisions previous to the reorganization.

1 . CORKESrONDENCE.

The enactment of an amendment to the fertilizer law, re-

quiring the publication of station valuations, the local dealer's

retail cash price and the percentage difference between the two,

has noticeably increased the correspondence during the past

year. In addition to the above, a large number of letters has

been received and answered relative to problems connected

with fertilizers, feed stuffs and dairying. Numerous analyses

of fertilizers, feed stuffs, dairy products and water have been
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reported directly to the manufacturers, local agents and pri-

vate 1 persons. The estimated number of letters of all kinds

sent out from Dec. 15, 1906, to Dec. 1, 1907, — eleven and

one-half months,— approximated 5,395.

2. Numerical Summary of Laboratory Work.

From Dec. 15, 1906, to Dec. 1, 1907, there have been re-

ceived and examined 99 samples of water, 529 of milk, 1,732

of cream, 135 of feed stuffs, 176 of fertilizers and fertilizer

materials, 48 soils and 21 miscellaneous. In connection with

experiments made by this and other departments of the station,

there have been examined 338 samples of milk, 40 samples of

cream, 52 samples of butter, 68 samples of butter oil, 111

samples of cattle feeds, 336 samples of agricultural plants, 31

samples of soils and 32 samples of fertilizers. There have also

been collected and examined 841 samples of cattle feeds in ac-

cordance with the requirements of the feed law, and 513 samples

of fertilizer in accordance with tho fertilizer law. The total for

the year has been 5,102.

In addition to the above, twenty-one candidates have been

examined and given certificates to operate Babcock machines,

and 3,082 pieces of Babcock glassware have been tested for

accuracy of graduation, of which 204, or 6.62 per cent., were

inaccurate.

3. Execution of the Fertilizer Law (Acts of 1896,

Chapter 297, and 1907, Chapter 289).

Since July 1, Mr. H. D. Haskins has assumed charge of this

work, and has carried it forward with energy and perseverance.

Mr. Haskins submits the following report :
—

A new fertilizer act, passed by the State Legislature and

approved April 11, 1907, reads :
—

Be it enacted, etc., as follows :

Section 1. The bulletins or other publications of the Massachusetts

agricultural experiment station containing information about fertilizers

shall, in all cases, state the dealers' cash price per ton for such fertilizers,

the value per ton of the ingredients of the same, and the percentage of

difference between the said price and the said value.

Section 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
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In compliance with the above act, the necessary data have

been collected, and fertilizer Bulletin No. 119 gives, in detail,

the required information as well as the method employed in

obtaining the same.

During the* season 513 samples, representing 358 distinct

brands, have been analyzed and the results have been published.

(See Bulletin No. 119, December, 11)07.) Forty-five more

licensed brands were analyzed than during the previous year.

Seventy-seven manufacturers, importers and dealers have secured

licenses for 317 distinct brands of fertilizer during 1907.

Samples were taken in about -SO different towns and cities in

the State. Of the 358 brands analyzed, 275 were complete

fertilizers; 38 were materials furnishing nitrogen and phos-

phoric acid, such as ground hone, tankage and dry ground fish
;

14 were potash compounds ; 9 were phosphoric acid com-

pounds ; 15 were compounds furnishing nitrogen; and 7 were

compounds furnishing potash and phosphoric acid.

Trade Values of Fertilizing Ingredientsfor 1007.

Mtrogcn : Cents per Pound.

In ammonia salts, ........ 17^
In nitrates, ......... l8 1/2

Organic in dry and fine-ground fish, meat, blood, and in

high-grade mixed fertilizers, ..... 20'A

Organic nitrogen in fine bone and tankage, . . . i'(ii 2

Organic nitrogen in coarse bone and tankage, . . 15

Phosphoric acid :
—

Soluble in water, ........ 5

Soluble in ammonium citrate (reverted), . . . 4^
In fine bone and tankage, ...... 4

In coarse bone and tankage, ...... 3

In cotton-seed meal, linseed meal, castor pomace and

wood ashes, ........ 4

Insoluble (in neutral citrate of ammonia in mixed fer-

tilizers), .2
Potash :

—
As sulfate, free from chloride, ..... 5

As muriate (chloride), ....... 4*4

As carbonate, ........ 8

The above prices were made up from quotations obtained for

the six months preceding March 1, 1907, and actually show the

price at which the various ingredients were retailed in markets
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at centers of distribution in New England, New York and New
Jersey.

The average comparative commercial value of the 275 brands

of complete fertilizer analyzed was $24.19, the average retail

cash price $35.40 and the percentage of difference 44.85.

Of the 275 brands, 113, or about 41 per cent., failed to meet

the manufacturers' guaranty in some one or more of the essen-

tial elements ; many of these deficiencies were made up by an

excess of some one or more of the other essential ingredients.

Twenty-one of the samples of complete fertilizers, however,

showed a commercial shortage ranging from 79 cents to $13.50

per ton.

Eighty-six brands were deficient in one, 23 in two and 4 in

all three of the essential elements of plant food. Seventy were

deficient in nitrogen, 43 in potash and 28 in phosphoric acid.

Among the 38 brands of ground bone, tankage and dry ground

fish, 16 failed to meet the guaranty in nitrogen and 4 in phos-

phoric acid ; only a few of these brands, however, show a com-

mercial shortage. The average retail cash prices, valuations

and percentages of difference of the ground bones, dissolved

bones, tankages and dry ground fish were as follows :
—
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Cost of One Pound of Nitrogen,
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Table I.

Manufacturer.
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Table I—- Concluded.

Manufacturer.
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Table IT — Concludi d.

Manufacturer.
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are, however, tested as promptly as possible, and reported

together with whatever information has been asked for by the

applicant. Samples received during the fall and winter months

can be examined more quickly, and will ordinarily be reported

in a few days after they arc received.

5. Execution of the Feed Law (Acts of 1903, Chapter

122).

Since July 1, Air. P. H. Smith has been charged with

carrying out the provisions of this act, and has proved his

ability to handle the work to the complete satisfaction of the

writer. At the beginning of the year 1907 the inspector made

a complete canvass of the State, and collected 477 samples, all

of which were examined during the winter and early spring

months. It was not possible to publish the results in bulletin

form, but the analyses of those falling substantially below the

guaranty, or in which any inferior condition was noted, were

reported to the manufacturer, with such comments and sug-

gestions as the circumstances seemed to warrant.

The chief result of the inspection was the discovery of

numerous lots of inferior cotton-seed meal. Because of heavy

rainfalls in the autumn of 1906, large quantities of cotton-seed

were considerably damaged, and as a result much of the meal

was seriously off grade in color, texture and chemical com-

position. Of the 75 samples examined, 65 were guarantied

to contain 41 or more per cent, protein ; and of this number

75 per cent, fell below the guaranty, some very much more so

than others. Those samples put out by Kaiser & Brown,

Memphis, Tenn., bore a 41 percent, guaranty and tested 20

to 21.50 per cent, of protein, and were unquestionably fraudu-

lent. Of the 18 lots of Star Brand put out by the J. Lindsey

Wells Company, Memphis, Tenn., only 3 met their guaranties ;

8 fell nearly 5 per cent, of protein below the minimum, and 7

showed a deficit of 5 to 7 per cent.

While it was naturally beyond the power of man to control

the weather conditions, it is believed that many southern

brokers were decidedly lax in their method of dealing, and

attached a 41 per cent, protein guaranty to whatever meal

they shipped, without any particular regard to its quality.
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The writer is also convinced that certain northern jobbers soon

discovered that the meal they were receiving was inferior to

the guarantied representations. They proposed, however,

to take their chances, and, in ease they were found out, plead

ignorance and bad weather ; and, it* absolutely necessary, settle

with the local dealer with the least loss to themselves. The

station, by all means in its power, endeavored to keep both

the dealer and consumer informed regarding the true condi-

tions. A special circular of 8 pages was prepared and sent to

every important feed dealer in the State. All samples of meal

received from local dealers and private parties were examined

and the results reported within two or three days.

Beginning in late August, 1907, the inspector canvassed the

State, and completed his work about the middle of October,

collecting 364 samples, all of which have been examined chem-

ically and many also submitted to a microscopic analysis. Con-

centrated feeds have ruled exceptionally high in price, and

many dealers were carrying very limited stocks, some of the

ordinary brands being temporarily out of the market. Com-

paratively few violations of the law were noted, and these were

mostly of a technical character. The results of the autumn in-

spection are now in press (December, 1907), and will appear

in bulletin form.

Only one new feed was found during the present autumn.

It is known as flax feed, and is composed substantially of one-

third small and imperfectly developed flax seed and two-thirds

of a variety of ground weed seeds. It has an extremely bitter

taste. It has been fed to several cows in the station herd, and

no objectionable taint was noted in the milk. The cows ate it

rather grudgingly when fed by itself, but consumed it readily

when mixed with other grains. The price asked— $26 a ton—
is considered high.

6. Milk, Cream and Feeds sent for Free Examination.

Many dairymen frequently send samples of milk and cream

to be tested for total solids and fat, in order to ascertain the

quality of the product yielded by the cows composing their

herds. The State and local boards of health, as well as the

large milk contractors, keep a watchful eye over the composi-
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tion and condition of the milk supply of the State, and many
producers frequently receive warning' that their product is de-

ficient in one or more particulars. This induces them to send

samples to the station for examination and to ask for advice.

The milk is examined promptly, and the results, together with

the necessary comments, are forwarded without delay. The

station is always ready, to the full extent of its resources, to

lend a helping hand to such as ask. One creamery sends all

of its samples to the station to be tested for butter fat, and two

others send a number of samples every two weeks. A charge

is made in such cases, to cover the necessary expense.

Samples of feeds are constantly received from farmers, local

dealers and jobbers, who wish to ascertain not only if the

materials sent are as represented, but also regarding their par-

ticular feeding value. In most cases a partial chemical or

microscopic analysis only is necessary to enable one to furnish

the desired information. There is a constant tendency on the

part of some jobbers to use the station in plaoe of private

chemists. It must be distinctly understood that, while it is the

aim of the station to furnish all parties with whatever special

information its equipment makes possible, its laboratory can-

not be continually at the call of those engaged in private busi-

ness operations.

7. Execution of the Dairy Law (Acts of 1901, Chap-

ter 202).

This law requires the station (a) to test, for accuracy of

graduation, all glassware used in connection with the Babcock

test or any other test in determining the value of milk and

cream
;

(b) to examine for competency all parties operating

such tests; and (c) to inspect yearly all machines thus used.

The station is given authority to collect, from the parties for

whom the work is done, sufficient money to cover the actual

expense involved.

It is believed that the law could be improved by the addition

of an amendment providing a small yearly appropriation

($400), to enable the station to make semiannual inspections

of machines and operators, and by giving it authority to remove

all operators who employed dirty glassware and who were not
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conscientiously performing their duties. The result of the

year's work may be summarized as follows :
—

(a) Testing of Glassware. — Each piece of glassware found

to be correct has the words "Mass. Ex. Sta." etched on.

There were examined 3,082 pieces, of which 204, or 6.(32 per

cent., were condemned.

(b) Examination of Candidates.— Twenty-one candidates

were examined during the year 1907. Most of those present-

ing themselves for examination had a fair understanding of the

process, although it was frequently necessary to refuse certifi-

cates, insist on further preparation and a second examination.

It is believed that the station would be false to its trust if it

allowed candidates to pass who did not have a satisfactory

theoretical and practical understanding of the method of pro-

cedure.

(c) Inspection of Babcoch Machines. — The annual inspec-

tion of Babcock machines was made in November of 1907. Of
the 36 places visited, 22 were creameries, 11 milk depots, 2

city milk inspectors and 1 a chemical laboratory. Sixteen of

the creameries were co-operative and 5 were proprietary or

managed by stock companies. The 11 milk depots in opera-

tion were in every case proprietary.

Thirty-seven machines were inspected, of which 2 were con-

demned and 1 was found needing additional heat. The machines

in use are 14 Facile, 9 Agos, 6 Wizard, 5 Electrical and 2

Stoddard.

The glassware as a whole was clean, but a few still use very

dirty bottles and 3 were found using untested glassware. Fol-

lowing is a list of creameries and milk depots now in operation

that pay by the Babcock test :
—
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1. Creameries— Concluded.

Location.
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and because of the increase of other important lines of work,

a charge of $3 a sample has been made. Special jars are fur-

nished, together with full instructions for collecting: and for-

warding the samples. An analysis of water sent in shipper's

jar will not be made, neither will bacteriological nor mineral

analyses be undertaken. A sanitary analysis is made to deter-

mine whether the water is contaminated with bad drainage

from privy vaults, barns or sinks. A mineral analysis is usu-

ally undertaken to ascertain the amount of the several mineral

ingredients contained in the water, and thus to gain information

relative to its supposed medicinal properties. Parties wishing

such information are referred to private chemists.

The water examined the past year was of the usual quality.

It was derived largely from springs and wells which had fre-

quently become polluted from the ordinary sources. After

the soil once becomes contaminated, it requires considerable

time to purify itself, and the water is likely to be rendered

unfit for use for a number of years. Too great care cannot be

exercised by parties depending for their supply upon wells

and springs located close to dwelling houses, barns or other

buildings. Samples are sometimes found contaminated with

lead. It is strongly advised that all lead pipe be removed and

replaced with iron coated with asphaltum or with galvanized-

iron pipe. Lead is a poison, and if it once enters the system

it is very difficult to eradicate it.

9. The Testing of Pure-bred Cows.

This department continues its work in testing pure-bred cows

under the rules and regulations of the Jersey, Guernsey, Hol-

stein-Friesian and Ayrshire breeders' associations. The work
for Jersey and Guernsey breeders is confined almost exclusively

to consecutive monthly tests for the purpose of securing yearly

records. Sixty-three cows arc now in the test, which requires

the services of one man nearly the entire month. Holstein

breeders require, as a rule, seven-day tests, although in some

cases the time limit is set at fourteen and thirty days, and in

occasional instances ninety days, should the animals under test

be making phenomenal records. At times between the months

of December and May four or five men are thus employed.
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Only one Ayrshire breeder (G. E. Stone of Littleton) is at

present making a yearly test of his herd.

The station has issued a speeial circular, giving breeders full

information relative to the making of such tests ; the circular

also states the rules and regulations governing the same. All

records, after being verified and sworn to, are forwarded to the

several cattle clubs and a duplicate copy kept on file at this

office. There have been completed during the year 5 Guern-

sey and 30 Jersey yearly records and 70 Holstein records (53

of which were of seven days' duration, 10 for fourteen days and

7 in excess of fourteen days).

It hardly seems that it is the proper function of the experi-

ment station to do work of this kind, but it will continue to

give such matters attention until other facilities are provided

for the accommodation of breeders.

10. Special Chemical Work.

The station has co-operated with the association of official

agricultural chemists in studying the accuracy of methods for

the determination of nitrogen and in ascertaining the most suit-

able methods to be used in the analysis of condensed milk.

These results were reported to several referees of the association.

Mention may also be made of a study to ascertain the best

methods to be employed in determining water and the several

sugars in molasses, also of a determination of the fat constants

of soy bean oil. These investigations will be published as a

part of this report or elsewhere.

11. Work Completed.

Molasses and Molasses Feeds.

The station has made a study of the value of molasses and

molasses feeds for dairy cattle, horses and swine, and has pub-

lished its findings, together with the most important results

seemed by German and French investigators, in Bulletin No.

IIS, which is now ready for distribution.

The value of molasses was discussed under the following

headings: composition, effect of molasses on digestibility of

other feed stuffs, digestion coefficients for molasses, relative

values of molasses and corn meal, and the uses of molasses as
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a component of the daily rations for the several important

kinds of farm animals. The conclusions may be summarized

briefly as follows :
—

For Dairy Cattle. — No particular advantage is to be gained

under ordinary conditions by the northern farmers, from the

use of molasses as a food in place of corn meal and similar car-

bohydrates. As an appetizer for cows out of condition, to

induce a temporary maximum food consumption and for fa-

cilitating the disposal of unpalatable and inferior roughage and

grain, two to three pounds daily of molasses undoubtedly

would prove helpful and economical.

For fattening Cattle. — Some three pounds daily may be fed

advantageously, especially during the finishing process, when

the appetite is likely to prove fickle. The object at such times

should be to make the food especially palatable, and thus in-

duce a maximum consumption and also to secure a bright,

sleek appearance.

For Horses.— In spite of the many reports favorable to the

use of molasses for horses, the writer is not inclined to recom-

mend to northern farmers its indiscriminate use in place of the

cereals and their by-products. As an appetizer and tonic for

horses out of condition, as a colic preventive and for improv-

ing the palatability of rations, two to three pounds daily of

molasses would undoubtedly prove productive of satisfactory

results.

For Pigs. — These animals will consume reasonably large

quantities of cane molasses daily without ill effects (one pound

per one hundred pounds live weight). Small amounts (two

to three ounces daily) must be given at first and gradually in-

creased. Molasses must be fed with foods reasonably rich in

protein. If skim milk is not available, a combination by weight

of two parts bran, one part gluten feed, one part corn meal

and one part molasses, or one part tankage, four parts corn

meal and one part molasses, ought to prove satisfactory. It

is believed that no particular advantage is to be gained by

employing molasses for pig feeding other than an appetizer.

The residuum molasses from Porto Eico (blackstrap) is

broujfht in tank steamers and offered in Boston at 14 cents ao
gallon of 12 pounds in barrel lots. It contains about 1,100
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pounds of digestible organic matter in one ton, and as a food

has about 75 per cent, of the value of corn meal. The partic-

ularly favorable effect of molasses as an appetizer, etc., natur-

ally is not included in the above estimate of its worth ; neither

docs its lack of protein as compared with corn meal nor the

extra cost and bother of handling enter into the calculation.

The value of molasses feeds was summarized under composi-

tion, digestibility, for milk production and as compared with

home-mixed grain rations.

It was shown that these feeds were composed of oat and bar-

Icy residues, partly ground grain screenings and malt sprouts

in many cases, one-fourth to one-third molasses, and sufficient

gluten feed and cotton-seed meal to supply the protein guar-

antied.

The total digestible organic nutrients contained in molasses

feeds are in excess of those contained in wheat bran, but no-

ticeably below those contained in flour middlings and gluten

feed. The amount of protein contained in bran, middlings and

gluten feed is decidedly greater than in the average of the

several molasses feeds. The latter class of feeds may be said

to be only moderately digestible.

No advantage is to be gained from feeding molasses feeds in

place of home mixtures of standard concentrates. Digestible

protein in the former feeds is decidedly more expensive, and

digestible matter can generally be purchased for less money in

the home mixtures.

The fact that many of the prepared molasses feeds contain

considerable quantities of unground weed seeds is a decided

argument against their use. Weed seeds pass through the

animal undigested, and are distributed with the manure and

greatly increase the cost of subsequent cultivation.

The Digestibility of Proprietary Cattle Feeds.

A considerable number of mixtures of various by-products

are offered as ready rations for dairy stock. Among these may
be mentioned Buffalo creamery feed, Chapin's alfalfa meal,

Biles union grains, II. O. and Quaker dairy feeds, Protena,

Schumacher's stock feed, Sucrene, Green Diamond and IIol-

stein sugar feeds. In addition to an analysis, the de<jre<- of
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digestibility is quite necessary in order to form an accurate

opinion of the true nutritive value of a feed stuff. The station

has tested the digestibility of all of the above-mentioned feeds,

and intends publishing the detailed results.

The requirements of any ready ration, either mixed at home
from standard by-products, or purchased in the form of a pro-

prietary mixture, may be briefly stated as follows :
—

1. It should be bulky, palatable, and free from mold and

rancidity.

2. It should contain at least 16 pounds of digestible protein

in 100.

3. It should contain substantially 70 pounds of digestible

organic nutrients in 100, and not over 9 per cent, of total

fiber.

The results of our observations and digestion studies have

shown that only one proprietary feed— Biles union grains—
substantially conformed to the above requirements. This feed

contained 17.8 pounds of digestible protein, 60.7 pounds of

digestible organic matter and 9.6 pounds of total fiber in 100

pounds. The other feeds showed from 7.5 to 16.1 pounds of

digestible protein, from 52 to (52 pounds of digestible organic

matter and from 10 to 18 pounds of total fiber in 100. Most

of the above feeds are quite expensive as sources of digestible

protein, and furnish digestible organic matter at a higher cost

than it can be had in the ordinary standard by-products.

The Effect of Soy Beans minus tie Oil, and of Soy Bean Oil

on the Composition of Milk and Butter Fat, and on the

Consistency or Body of Butter.

An experiment was in progress during the winter of 1906-07

to study the physiological effect of this legume upon milk and

butter. The experiment is one of a series planned to ascertain

the feeding effect of the various groups of substances— protein,

carbohydrates and fat— upon milk secretion in general. The

beans were shipped to a western oil mill to secure the removal

of the oil, the percentage being reduced from 16 to 8. It was

hoped that after the extraction the residue would not show

over 3 per cent., but this result was not secured. It is in-

tended to publish and discuss the experiment in detail at a
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future time. The most important results only are now men-

tioned :
—

1. Soy bean meal, after the extraction of oil, had no effect

in changing the relative proportions of the several milk ingre-

dients, did not noticeably modify the chemical composition of

the butter fat, and exerted no marked influence on the body of

the butter.

2. Soy bean oil temporarily increased the percentage of fat

in the milk, modified the composition of the butter fat by de-

creasing the saponification number, the percentage of soluble

fatty acids and the percentage of volatile fatty acids ; it in-

creased the iodine number from 32 to 40, and hence the olein

percentage, but did not change the melting point of the fat.

The oil likewise produced a softer, more yielding butter, that

would not stand up well at 70° F. and above.

12. Work ix Progress.

Studies in Milk Secretion.

Two grade Holstein cows are being fed a continuous hay

diet during an entire lactation period ; two similar cows a hay

and moderate grain diet during an entire period of lactation ;

two Jersey cows— a high grade and a pure bred— are also

receiving a hay and moderate grain diet during a period of

lactation.

The objects sought are : (a) the variations in the chemical

composition of the milk and milk fat; (b) the milk fat con-

stants
;

(c) the comparative composition of the milk fat from

Holstein and Jersey cows under similar conditions of feed and

care. It is also intended to observe, so far as possible, the gen-

eral character of the butter resulting from the hay and from the

hay and grain diet. This work will continue until the autumn

of 1907.

Studies in Soil Anal;/sis.

Samples of soils from Field A, which is divided into eleven

different plots, and which has been under continuous treatment

since 1889, are being submitted to a careful examination, to

ascertain the chemical variations in the soil resulting from dif-

ferent methods of fertilization. The results thus far secured
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show very slight differences in the amount of the several con-

stituents present. This work is a part of an experiment under

the management of the agricultural department of the station.

Effect of Molasses on Digestibility.

It is a well-known fact that the addition of considerable

quantities of starch, sugar and similar substances causes ;i dis-

tinct depression in the digestibility of the substances with which

they are fed. By digestion depression is meant the checking

of the digestion and an assimilation of the other substances. A
number of experiments have been made and others are still in

progress to study the influence of Porto llico molasses on the

digestibility of the other ingredients of different rations. The

results thus far secured may be stated briefly :
—

1. When molasses fed together with hay constituted from

10 to 15 per cent, of the total dry matter of the ration, little

if any depression was noted.

2. With molasses composing some 20 per cent, of the dry

matter of the hay ration, a depression of 4.5 per cent. Avas

noted in the digestibility of the hay, the digestibility of the dry

matter of the latter being 58 per cent, without the molasses,

and 55.4 per cent, with the molasses.

3. Molasses and hay would not make a satisfactory combina-

tion for any kind of farm stock. A more suitable ration would

consist of hay, together with one or more protein concentrates

and molasses. Consequently, the effect of the molasses was

tested upon a combination of hay and gluten feed. The results

of six single trials, in which molasses composed from 17 to 24

per cent, of the dry matter of the ration (average 20 per cent. ),

show that the dry matter of the combination of hay and gluten

without molasses was 72.3 per cent, digestible and 0(3.5 per

cent, digestible when fed with the molasses, hence the molasses

caused a depression of 8 per cent, in the digestibility of the

hay and gluten.

Early Amber Sorghum.

This plant has again proved its usefulness as a forage crop.

Observations have been continued relative to the quantity of

seed to be sown broadcast to the acre. Last season as satis-

factory results were secured from 60 pounds as from 100
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pounds of seed to the acre. The present season three 20-acre

plots were each fertilized alike as heretofore and on June 11

the seed was sown broadcast at the rate of 50, 40 and 30 pounds

to the acre. In spite of the late seeding and dry August, the

crop grew fairly well, and when cut, September 12, was just

beginning to head out. The yields, on the basis of one acre,

were as follows :
—

Seed per Acre.
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yielded at the rate of 2.35 tons to the acre. Unfortunately,

through an oversight, the weight of the second cutting (made

in early August) was not taken. The third cutting (made

September 19) stood about 2 feet high and yielded at the rate

of 1 ton to the acre. The weather was very bad during the

curing of this cutting, the hay standing in cocks under hay

caps for two weeks, being shaken out once during that time.

In spite of the bad weather condition, it was fairly well cured

and the animals ate it readily. The entire yield for the season,

on the basis of 15 per cent, water, must have been at the rate

of nearly 41/2 tons to the acre. In view of the results thus far

secured, the writer is inclined to advise farmers to try alfalfa

in a small way, to study its peculiarities carefully, and not to

be discouraged if success is not attained at the first trial.

Cost of Rearing Dairy Stock.

The station raises one or two dairy calves yearly to keep up

its herd which is being used for experiment purposes. An
account has been kept of the food cost involved, and, while

the data is not sufficiently complete for publication, it may be

said that from $40 to $45 represents the cost of food consumed,

when figured at market prices, until the animal reaches two

years of age. The animals have been pastured during the

summer and for the remainder of the year fed on first and

second cut hay, some silage and not over two or possibly three

pounds of grain daily. The grain ration has usually consisted

of a mixture of bran and fine middlings.
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Pakt II. Dairy and Chemical Studies.

1. The Chemical Composition of Milk.

B. LINDSEY.

The larger part of milk consists of water, which contains a

variety of substances in suspension and solution. The sub-

stances largely dissolved in the water are casein and albumen,

milk sugar and the ash or mineral matter, which together form

the milk serum. 1 The fat is suspended in the milk in micro-

scopic globules, which are semisolid, and with the serum form

what is termed an emulsion.

The multitudinous analyses of milk have shown it to vary

widely in composition, depending upon the breed and individ-

uality of the cow, stage of lactation and weather conditions.

Food, as a rule, has little effect in permanently changing the

proportions of the several ingredients. Numerous authorities

state that 100 pounds of milk of average quality should contain

the following amounts of the different ingredients :
—
Pounds in 100, or

Percentage.

Water, 87.00

Fat, 4.00

A1 , . •! ( Casein, ...... 3.00
Albuminoids •>

( Albumen, ...... .50

Milk sugar, 4.80

Ash, .70

100.00

The term «
' total solids " is meant to include all of the in-

gredients excepting water. For ordinary purposes the chem-

i Tli.it portion of the casein which can be removed by filtration through filter paper is

not generally included in normal serum.
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ist determines only the total solids and fat, and obtains the

solids not fat by difference. The former two serve as an index

of the chemical composition of the milk.

Composition of Milk of Pure-bred Cows.

The following data have been tabulated from authentic

sources, in the hope that they will throw light on the composi-

tion of milk produced by distinct breeds of dairy cows :
—

(a) American Data.

1. Jerseys.

No. of

Cows.
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4. Ayrehires.

No. of

Cows.
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In addition to the above, F. W. Woll 1 gives the following :
—

Summary of American Analyses for Buttt r Fat in Milk of Pure-bred Cows.

Breed.

Jerseys

Guernseys

Holsteins,

Ayrshires

Shorthorns, .

Brown Swiss, .

Devons,

ltter Fat (Per
Cent.).

4.98

4.77

3. 28

3.S4

3.73

3.78

4.57

(b) Foreign Data.

According- to Hucho 2 and Koenig, 2 German authorities, the

average composition of the milk of different breeds is as

follows :
—

Breed.
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Composition of Mixed Milk (largely Grade Cows, All Breeds).

American and Foreign.

Number
Analyses.
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2. The Effect of Food upon the Composition" of Milk
and Butter Fat, and upon the Consistency or

Body of Butter.

The writer, together with a number of co-workers, from time

to time has conducted a number of long-continued experiments

relative to the effect of food and food constituents upon milk,

butter fat and, butter. Work of this sort is still in progress.

The most important results thus fur secured may be briefly

enumerated below. The full data of the soy bean experiment

have not been published.

(«) Effect on the Milk.

1. Different amounts of protein in the daily ration derived

from linseed, cotton-seed, soy bean and corn gluten meals, do

not seem to have any pronounced effect in changing the relative

pro] tortious of the several milk ingredients.

2. Linseed oil in flaxseed meal, when fed in considerable

quantities (1.40 pounds digestible oil daily), increased the fat

percentage from 5 to 5.56, and slightly decreased the nitrog-

enous matter of the milk. This fat increase was only tem-

porary, the milk gradually returning (in four or five weeks)

to its normal fat content. The nitrogenous matter also gradu-

ally returned to normal, but more slowly than did the fat.

3. Three pounds of cottonseed meal with minimum oil (<S per

cent.), when fed daily to each animal, had no noticeable influ-

ence on the composition of the milk.

4. The addition of l/o to % of a pound of cotton-seed oil to

the cotton-seed meal ration appeared to increase the fat per-

centage of the milk about .4 of 1 per cent. (5 to 5.4), and this

increase was maintained during the six weeks of the feeding

period.
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5. The substitution of Unseed meal with a minimum per-

centage of oil (3 per cent.) in place of the cotton-seed meal

and cotton-seed oil resulted in a decline of the fat in the milk

to its normal percentage. This change probably was due to

the removal of the cotton-seed oil from the ration, and not to

the influence of the linseed meal.

6. The addition of .6 of a pound of corn oil to a ration made

up of a mixture of grains low in fat increased the fat percent-

age of the milk .23 per cent. (5.17 to 5.40). At the end of

two weeks the effect of the corn oil had disappeared, and the

milk had returned to its normal fat content.

7. The sudden removal of the corn oil from the daily ration

caused a drop of .54 per cent, in the fat (4.07 to 4.43), but

after the first week the normal fat per cent, was again present.

8. Corn oil appeared to have depressed the nitrogen per-

centage of the milk by .034 per cent. (.010 to .576), the

nitrogen gradually returned to its normal percentage after the

feeding of the corn oil had ceased.

5). Corn meal (a carbohydrate feed) was without effect on

the composition of the milk.

10. Two to 3 pounds of soy bean meal with a minimum oil

percentage (8 per cent.), fed daily to each animal, did not

appear to in any way modify the proportions of the several

milk constituents.

11. The addition of l/> to 1 pound daily of soy bean, oil to a

basal ration of grain and hay very slightly increased the fat

percentage in the milk during the first two or three weeks

(.10 per cent.). Xo other variation was noted.

12. The sudden removal of the soy bean oil from the ration

caused a drop of .25 percent, of the fat percentage of the milk.

At the end of three weeks the milk had not regained its normal

fat percentage.

(b) Effect on Batter Fat.

13. Corn gluten and linseed meals with a minimum percent-

age of oil (3 per cent.) produced a normal butter fat. Cotton-

seed aial soy bean meals with a minimum oil percentage (8 per

cent.) likewise effected little change in the composition of the

butter fat. Corn meat was without noticeable influence on the

composition of the butter fat.

14. Linseed oil (1.4 pounds digestible oil per head daily)
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produced a noticeable change in the composition of the butter

fat, causing a decrease in the volatile acids and an increase in

the melting point and olein percentage (soft fat).

15. Cottonseed oil (.5 pound daily per head) increased the

melting point and the olein percentage of the butter fat.

16. Corn oil (.6 pound per head daily) decreased the vola-

tile fats and increased the percentage of olein ; the melting

point of the fat remained unchanged.

17. Soy bean oil (.50 to 1 pound daily per head) caused a

drop in the saponification number of some 10 points, a decrease

in the soluble fatty acids and in the volatile fatty acids (Reichart-

Meissl number), an increase in the iodine number (percentage

of olein) from 32 to 40, while little or no change was noted in

the melting point of the butter fat.

18. A rise in the iodine number (increase of olein) is a reason-

ably sure indication of a soft-bodied butter which will lack in

firmness at a temperature of 70° F. An increase in the melting

point of the butter fat is not a sure indication of a harder,

firmer butter. It seems evident that the proportions of the

several fats is more or less changed by an excess of oil in the

feed and that this change of proportions varies the melting

point in the tat in some such way as the melting point of a

mixture of metals is changed by the resulting amalgamation.

(c) Effect on Butter.

19. The effect of linseed meal with a minimum percentage

of oil (3 per cent.) on the general character of the butter was

not positively identified.

20. Cotton-seed meal with a relatively high oil percentage

(12.6 per cent.) produced butter that was rather crumbly

when hard, and slightly salvy to the taste. Cotton-seed meal

with a minimum percentage of oil (8 per cent.) likewise pro-

duced a hard, firm butter.

21. Corn gluten meal with a minimum percentage of oil

(2 to 3 per cent.) produced a rather soft, yielding butter.

22. Soy bean meal with minimum oil (8 per cent.) pro-

duced butter that was rather softer and more yielding to the

touch than that derived from a grain ration composed entirely

of bran, ground corn and oats, gluten feed and cotton-seed

meal.
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23. An excess of linseed oil (1.4 pounds digestible oil per

head daily) produced a very soft, salvy butter, with an in-

ferior flavor.

24. The addition of cotton-seed oil (.5 pound per head

daily) to a normal ration, or to one containing 3 pounds of

cotton-seed meal low in oil, produced a softer, more yielding

butter than that produced by the ration with the oil omitted.

25. The addition of corn oil (.6 pound daily per head) to a

normal ration containing 2 pounds of corn gluten meal low in

oil produced a noticeably softer butter than when the oil was

omitted.

26. Com meed tended to produce a reasonably hard, firm

butter, of an agreeable flavor.

27. Soybean oil (.5 to 1 pound daily per head) added to a

grain ration produced a butter that was noticeably soft and }
rield-

ing to the touch, and that would not stand up well at 70° F.

and above.

The experiments thus far completed enable one to draw the

following general conclusions :
—

1. Neither the proteid nor the carbohydrate groups, when

fed in normal amount, have any noticeable influence in chang-

ing the proportions of the several milk ingredients, nor in modi-

fying to any marked degree the character of the butter fat as

revealed by the ordinary chemical tests ; such changes, so far

as they are the result of food, are due to the presence of oil in

the feed stuff.

2. Some proteids produce a harder, firmer butter than others,

while the tendency of starchy foods is to produce a firm-bodied

butter. Vegetable oils in excess of the normal amount produce

a noticeably soft-bodied butter.

3. It is not considered advisable to feed large quantities of

oil to cows, it having a tendency to derange the digestive and

milk-secreting organs.

4. The flavor of butter depends primarily on the cleanliness

of the milk, stage of lactation of the animal, skill and care of

the butter maker, and especially upon the character of the

starter employed. Normal feed stuffs must be considered of

secondary importance in establishing butter flavor.
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3. Standard for Babcock Glassware.

E. B. HOLLAND, M.S.

The Massachusetts Legislature, in the spring of 1901, enacted

a measure entitled "An Act to provide for the protection of

dairymen," 1 which took effect the first of July of that year.

This dairy law, so called, required, among other things, that

Babcock glassware should be tested for accuracy, and made it

the duty of the director of the experiment station or his agent. 2

The statute designated no standards whatsoever, leaving the

matter entirely to the discretion of the experiment station.

After visiting several stations and consulting the official having

charge of such work, a standard, methods of testing and an

allowable limit of error, conforming in general to the require-

ments of other New England States, were adopted provision-

ally and published in the fourteenth and fifteenth annual reports

of this station. 3

Up to the end of the last fiscal year (Dec. 1, 1907), 18,855

pieces of glassware had been tested, of which 1,770 pieces, or

9.39 per cent., were condemned. The yearly totals recorded

below show marked variations, but with a high average per-

centage of inaccuracy.

1 Acts and Resolves of Massachusetts for 1901, chapter 202, sections 1-7, Revised Laws
of Massachusetts for 1902, chapter 56, sections 65-69.

- Sections 1, 2.

3 Hatch Experiment Station, annual reports for 1901 and 1902.
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Original Standard.

Dr. Babcock, 1 originator of the method, laid down the fol-

lowing requirements relative to the graduation of bottles :
—

The 10 per cent, of fat represented upon the necks of the bottles corre-

spond to a volume of 2 cubic centimeters.

In addition, this is stated to be equivalent by weight to 2

grams of water or 27.18 grams of mercury (specific gravity

13.59). No mention of temperature being made, presumably

60° F. was intended. This would indicate the Mohr cubic cen-

timeter, and is supported by a statement of the Emil Greiner

Company, under date of Dec. 3, 1906 :
—

When we made the first bottles for Dr. Babcock, nearly twenty years

ago, we were simply told to graduate the space of 2 cubic centimeters into

50 parts, and each five parts representing 1 per cent, butter fat. There-

fore, 1 percent, is .2 of a cubic centimeter, and at that time the Mohr cubic

centimeter was considered the standard.

Concerning the graduation of pipettes, Dr. Babcock stated :
—

It should contain, when filled to the mark, 17.6 cubic centimeters . . .

(and) . . . will deliver a little less than 17.5 cubic centimeters of milk.

Capacity in Mohr cubic centimeters was evidently the intent

of the graduation.

Manufacturers' Basis of Graduation.

The eastern trade in Babcock glassware is largely supplied

by three manufacturers, the Emil Greiner Company of New
York, Kimball Glass Company of Chicago and Wagner Glass

Works of New York. Upon request, the above firms furnished

the following data relative to their standards of graduation.

The Emil Greiner Company employed the Mohr cubic centi-

meter (1 gram of water at 15° C), and calibrated with either

water or mercury (specific gravity 13.6 at ordinary room
temperature). The Kimball Glass Company used the true

cubic centimeter, and calibrated with mercury (specific gravity

i Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, seventh (1890), ninth (1892) and tenth

(1893) annual reports.
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13.5463 at 20° C). The Wagner Glass Works reported 1

cubic centimeter as equal to 13.59 grams of mercury at 60° F.,

which was probably the Molir cubic centimeter.

The differences were not large or the errors especially serious,

but the need of a scientific standard was unmistakable, if uni-

formity was to be secured with a safe interchange of apparatus.

Only the limit of error has permitted the interchange of appa-

ratus in the past, which is a point to be noted.

Reasons for a New Standard.

With these facts at hand, it was necessary to submit the case

to some recognized authority for a decision, or at least advice

as to what action ought to be taken. This plan also seemed the

most promising for the reason that the two parties interested,

the manufacturers 1 and the State officials, 2 neither agreed with

each other nor among themselves as to a standard or methods

of testing. The matter was finally referred to the National

Bureau of Standards at Washington, as the body best fitted to

deal with the case. Director Stratton 3 wrote as follows :
—

We are decidedly of the opinion that there would be less likelihood of

errors in milk-testing work if all volumes were expressed in true cubic

centimeters. It of course does not make any difference what unit is used,

provided the same one is used to measure the milk sample and the fat;

but if— as might easily happen— the pipettes used to measure the milk

are graduated on one basis and the neck of the Hash on another basis,

serious errors might be introduced in the result.

Referring again to the question of graduating Babcock ware for testing

milk, which we have given some attention, we hope that you will see your

way clear to adopt as the unit in this work the true cubic centimeter at

20° C. This, we feel confident, will }>revent confusion in the end, by

bringing the apparatus used in testing milk and other dairy products in

agreement with the volumetric apparatus used by chemists in general.

While the practice of using the gram of water at a certain temperature

may have possessed some advantages in Mohr's days, we doubt very much

whether it woidd be any convenience to use such units as the gram of

water at L5°, L7.5° or '20° at the present time.

The use of the true cubic centimeter is necessary in all absolute work,

and it cannot under any circumstances be dispensed with.

i Loco citato. - Station reports and correspondence. 3 Correspondence.
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New Standard.

The recommendation by the Bureau of the true cubic centi-

meter as the basis of graduation, because it is a well-defined unit,

universally recognized, and for uniformity in volumetric appa-

ratus, appeared worthy of acceptance. The standard or basis of

graduation was eventually drafted as follows :
—

Section 1. The unit of graduation for all Babcock glassware shall be

the true cubic centimeter (0.998877 grams of water at 4° C).
(a) With bottles, the capacity of each per cent, on the scale shall be two

tenths (0.20) cubic centimeter.

(b) With pipettes and acid measures, the delivery shall be the intent

of the graduation and the graduation shall be read with the bottom of the

meniscus in line with the mark.

As the necessary change in graduation is slight and the

manufacturers few in number, there appear no serious obstacles

in the way of the adoption of the new standard, though one

firm opposed it as impracticable.

Methods of Testing.

(a) Babcock Bottles.— Of the several methods 1 in vogue

for testing Babcock bottles, calibration with a weighed amount

of mercury was the most sensitive, because of the high specific

gravity of the metal. The process had also the advantage of

being generally understood and extremely simple. The figures

assumed for the specific gravity of mercury, however, have

usually been too high. According to the Bureau of Standards, 2

1 cubic centimeter at 20° C. should weigh in air against brass

weights 13.5471 grams. The official method was readily de-

duced from the above.

Section 2. The official method for testing Babcock bottles shall be

calibration with mercury (13.5471 grams of clean, dry mercury at 20° C,
carefully weighed on analytical balances, to be equal to 5 per cent, on the

scale), the bottle being previously filled to zero with mercury.

i Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, twenty-fifth (1901) annual report, pp. 280,

281; Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, fourteenth (1901) annual report, pp. 222,

223; Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment station, ninth (1892) annual report, pp. 221, 222;

tenth (1893) annual report, p. 125; Testing Milk and its Products, fifteenth edition, Far-
rington & Woll, pp. 47-53; Modern Methods of Testing Milk and Milk Products, L. L.
Van Slyke, pp. 45-49.

* Correspondence.
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The provision as to clean , dry mercury weighed on analytical

balances should be carefully observed. The scale equivalent

in mercury of the ordinary bottles is stated below, and that

of any other percentage can be readily calculated :
—

Kind.
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tion with mercury is not permissible, as it involves many points

of uncertain value, and all tests 1 based on capacity should be

excluded.

Section 4. The official method for testing pipettes and acid measures

shall be calibration by measuring in a burette the quantity of water (at 20°

C.) delivered.

Limit of Error.

The demand of State officials as to accuracy and the claims

of manufactures as to their ability to graduate within definite

limits agreed very closely, consequently there was little diffi-

culty in presenting figures acceptable to both parties.

Section 5. The limit of error.

(a) For Babcock bottles, it shall be the smallest graduation on the

scale, but in no case shall it exceed five tenths (0.5) per cent., or for skim

milk bottles one hundredth (0.01) per cent.

(b) For full quantity pipettes, it shall not exceed one tenth (0.1) cubic

centimeter, and for fractional pipettes five hundredths (0.05) cubic centi-

meter.

(c) For acid measures, it shall not exceed two tenths (0.2) cubic cen-

timeter.

The new standard was submitted to Dr. Babcock, and passed

without criticism. It wras also sent to Professor Woll, referee

on dairy products for the association of official agricultural

chemists, to be presented at the 1907 meeting, but by some

oversight was not forwarded to the secretary. It will be

offered at the next annual meeting.

It is desired to acknowledge the valuable assistance of the

manufacturers, Director Stratton and station officials, for with-

out their co-operation the proposed standard would not have

been deduced.

i Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, twenty-fifth (1901) annual report, p.

281; Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, ninth (1892) annual report, pp. 222, 223,

tenth (1893) annual report, p. 126; Testing Milk and its Products, fifteenth edition, Far-

rington & Woll, pp. 53, 54; Modern Methods of Testing Milk and Milk Products, L. L. Van
Slyke, p. 49.
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REPORT OF THE BOTANISTS.

G. E. STONE, BOTANIST; G. H. CHAPMAN, ASSISTANT.

1. Outline of the year's work.

2. Seed work.

3. Seasonal peculiarities.

4. Premature defoliation of trees.

5. Asparagus rust.

6. Asparagus fusarium.

7. Peony troubles.

8. Potato diseases.

9. Experiments with fungicides.

10. Influence of potash salts on potato scab.

11. Investigations relating to mosaic disease.

12. Some factors which underlie susceptibility and immunity to disease.
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1. Outline of the Year's Work.

During the past year attention has been given to the fol-

lowing lines of work : correspondence ; observations on and

investigations of various diseases ; seed separation ; seed ger-

mination and seed purity testing ; mechanical analyses of soils
;

the study of mosaic troubles of tobacco and other crops ; the

testing of banding substances for trees ; investigations of tomato

rot ; experiments with the spraying of potatoes ; the study of

the effects of temperatures, moisture, light, etc., on greenhouse

crops ; and a study of the meteorological conditions affecting

plant diseases and the development of crops.

Mr. N. F. Monahan, who has been connected with the de-

partment since his graduation in 1903, resigned to take up

practical greenhouse and market-garden work, and his place

has since been tilled by Mr. G. H. Chapman of the class of 1907.

From the pathologist's standpoint every season possesses

distinct individuality, and the past season has been no excep-

tion in this respect. Since the meteorological conditions are

never identical in any two seasons, plant diseases show con-

siderable variation ; and, while an exceptionally dry summer
like the past may be conducive to the favorable development

of some crops, it is also the means of checking that of others

by favoring certain plant diseases. The long period of drought

was especially severe for lawns, trees and shrubs, the effect

being much more pronounced in the eastern than in the western

part of the State.

During the year the department has changed its headquarters

from the east experiment station to Clark Hall, a new building

located on the college grounds, and its equipment has been en-

larged to meet the increased demand of certain lines of work.
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We have been obliged to sacrifice much valuable time from

experiment work, owing- to the difficulty experienced in moving

and setting up equipment, and it has been necessary to omit

certain lines of investigation from this report.

2. Seed Work.

Work has increased in this line to some extent during the

past year, 359 samples of seeds having been tested and sepa-

rated in 1907, as compared with 231 in 190(3. During the year

many improvements have been made in the appliances used for

separating seed. A Bishop & Babcock blower has been in-

stalled for the separation of tobacco seed, and altogether much

attention has been given to the development of improved appa-

ratus for this work, which has resulted in the production of an

exceptionally efficient method. Arrangements have also been

made for separating onion seed by electric power. Constantly

increasing interest is being shown in seed testing and seed sep-

aration, and in this State as well as others considerable inter-

est has been aroused in making people realize the necessity for

pure seed.

The following tables give in brief the seed work done in

1907:—
Table I.— Records of Seed Germination, 1907.

Kind of Seed.

Onion, .

Tobacco,

Corn,

Timothy,

Celery, .

Miscellaneous,

Total,

Number
of

Samples.
Averace Highest Lowest
Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent.

Km

100

91

inn
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The average germination of onion seed for 1907 was 86 per

cent., and that of the preceding year 79 per cent., showing a

better grade of seed for 1907 than 1906, so far as its germinat-

ing capacity is concerned. Some of the corn sent in did not

germinate with repeated tests, which was apparently due to the

immaturity of the seed.

The miscellaneous seeds in this list consist largely of flower

and vegetable seeds. Some white pine seeds were tested, the

per cent, of germination being 59, while frequently white pine

seeds do not give more than 33 per cent, of germination.

Only 4 per cent, was discarded from the best tobacco seed

by the process of air separation , while from the poorest sample

33 per cent, was discarded. At the present time most tobacco

men grow their own seed, selecting carefully those plants rep-

resenting the best types of tobacco ; consequently, the seeds

which are sent to us contain considerable chaff, which is blown

out and included in the percentage of discarded seed. By this

process of selection a more uniform type of tobacco is obtained

and improvements in the crop rendered possible.

In the case of the best onion seed 1.6 percent, was discarded

by the use of the winnowing machine and 43.3 per cent, from

the poorest sample.

The separation of tobacco and onion seed is quite generally

acknowledged to be a wise course, and it is being practised ex-

tensively among growers in the Connecticut valley. In our

opinion, this discarding of the inferior seed should be given

more attention.

Seed to be tested or separated should be sent by either mail

or express to G. E. Stone, Massachusetts Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, Amherst, Mass. The work is done gratuitously

by the station for people living in the State, but the postage

or express charges should be paid by the person sending the

samples.

3. Seasonal Peculiarities.

The extreme conditions which have prevailed during the past

four years have been the cause of much injury to vegetation.

In previous reports attention has been called to some of these

troubles, more particularly to the extensive winter-killing which

caused so much injury during the winter of 1903-04, at which
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time thousands of trees and shrubs were severely affected, many
having been dying slowly ever since. Besides the trees which

are dying, there are many others which are in a very weakened

condition. Numerous oaks which were injured four years ago

have died during the past two years, and some of those not yet

dead are gradually becoming weaker. These trees are more

noticeable in the eastern part of the State, and our attention

has repeatedly been called to the serious condition of the elms,

due to the same cause. Some very large specimens of this tree

have died, and others are in poor condition.

Mention has previously been made in our reports of the con-

dition of the red maples, many of which are now gradually

dying, and the white and rock maples are suffering to a limited

extent from the same cause. During the past spring some

damage was done to the foliage of these trees by the late frosts.

The condition of the white pine roots has already been re-

ferred to a number of times in previous reports. Examinations

of these have for the past four years been repeatedly made in

various parts of the State, and it has been found that the injury

to the fibrous roots is largely responsible for the poor condition

of the foliage ; but the present condition of the pine roots is

much more alarming, since during the past year in a very large

number of cases the small feeding roots have collapsed. This

is true not only of those trees which show injury from sun

scorch, but of those which appear to be perfectly healthy.

Our extensive observations connected with the effects of

meteorological conditions on plants have led us to examine

hundreds of roots in different localities, and we have found this

poor condition of the roots to be widespread and serious. The

injury involving the larger fibrous roots was observed exten-

sively four years ago, but that affecting the smaller fibrous roots

was not noted in connection with the pine until last summer.

Sun Scald.

The trunks of many apple trees which were affected by sun

scald four years ago may be noticed at the present time. Two
years ago a great many apple trees again showed the effects

of sun scald, which was in many cases followed by canker, and

this is very noticeable throughout the State on those trees
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which have not been pruned. It affected only the lower,

shaded limbs, however, and is of little importance, being

scarcely perceptible in properly pruned and well-cared-for

orchards. The sun scald of two years ago affected many of

our wild plants, causing much injury to the wild cornels, par-

ticularly to Cornus stolonifera, Michx., and C. circinata,

L'Her.

During the past spring practically every sycamore lost its

leaves when they were half grown, from the same cause, and

an examination of the young wood of the sycamores showed

that all last year's growth was injured ; but as the sycamore is

a difficult tree to kill by defoliation, from whatever cause,

buds were thrown out from the old twigs, and the trees subse-

quently bore a good crop of foliage. The sycamore often

becomes defoliated in early summer from the effects of the

fungus Glceosporium nervisequum (Fckl.) Sacc, but always

succeeds in providing itself with new foliage in a short period

of time. Sun scald is a common trouble, and can be easily

produced in the laboratory. Our attention has often been

called to the sun scald of apple trees, caused by banding with

tarred paper, showing that tarred paper should not be used

around apple trees without taking precautions.

Sun Scorch.

The past season has been very favorable for sun scorch, this

trouble having been much more severe in the eastern part of

the State, where the effects of the drought were more marked.

Sun scorch is prevalent every summer on certain trees, espe-

cially those located in dry soil, and rock maples are peculiarly

susceptible in this respect. This season the white pine also sun

scorched badly, the injury appearing to be much more general

than that which occurred three years ago, but less severe on

the foliage, since in practically all cases the burning was con-

fined to the apical portion of the needle, and seldom extended

to the base. If the needles are not wholly destroyed, no great

injury results, and a large number of the trees which were burned

three years ago have entirely recovered. Should nothing fur-

ther affect the pines, and the condition of the roots improves,

the present burning will be scarcely perceptible one year from
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now, as it is a matter of general observation that many of the

trees which burned this season commenced to recover a few

weeks after being affected.

Strong, dry winds are important factors in producing sun

scorch, and an excellent illustration of this may be found in the

ninth annual report of the Hatch Experiment Station (pp. 81,

82) ; but, technically speaking, the cause of sun scorch is the

exhalation of watery vapor from the foliage in excess of the

amount of water supplied by the root s. Sun scorch is a common

phenomenon, peculiar to many plants, and, while its occurrence

on the pine appears to be new to most people, we have observed

it for twenty-five years to a very limited extent. The cause of

the recent sun scorch of the maple and white pine is to be found

in certain meteorological conditions, but the immediate cause

may be traced to the peculiarly dry winds of July, together

with the inability of the roots to supply sufficient water. The

effect of sun scorch is more marked on the western side of a tree

or forest, — a fact which has been noted by various observers

besides ourselves.

4. Premature Defoliation of Trees.

The premature defoliation of trees, which has been very

common this season and which occasioned considerable corre-

spondence, as usual, gives rise to much unnecessary anxiety.

Among the many well-known causes of defoliation maybe men-

tioned severe drought, and even excess of water may cause it.

Elm trees, however, are likely to lose their leaves both in early

summer and fall, and this is also common to other trees ; but

the loss of foliage in the case of the elm is seldom serious

enough to cause alarm ; and even the shedding of the twigs of

the elm, which occurs to considerable extent, often periodically,

generally causes little damage.

5. Asparagus Exist.

This disease has been more prevalent than usual the past

summer in certain localities, but less so in others. It has in

some places affected those beds which in ordinary seasons

seldom show outbreaks except in the late fall. The rust

occurred in a rather unusual form for this section, since as a
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rule the summer stage (uredospore), which causes practically

all the injury, was checked, and as a result the fall stage (teleu-

tospore) developed early in the summer. This often occurs

on beds which never suffer materially from the rust, but it is

the first instance noticed in this section of the uredospore stage

being supplanted by the teleutospore stage in midsummer on

beds which are usually infected with the uredospore, stage, and

which suffer more or less loss from such infection. This sup-

planting of the summer stage by the fall is an advantage to the

crop, as the fall stage causes little damage, and there is not

the slightest opportunity for infection during the summer, as

the teleutospores do not germinate until they are given a rest-

ing period. Prof. R. E. Smith 1 has shown that this often

occurs in California, attributing it to a lack of atmospheric

moisture.

6. Asparagus Fusarium.

During the past few years our attention has been called to an

apparently new fungous trouble affecting asparagus, which has

appeared in some instances in the spring, attacking the fresh,

marketable shoots. On one bed it occurred two years ago, but

the owner has not been troubled with it since. In this case

the young, tender shoots rotted off near the surface of the

ground, and an examination of the soft rot in the tissue

revealed that the asparagus shoots were infected with a species

of fungus known as fusarium. Many instances of fusarium

infection have also been observed by us later in the season on

the mature stalks, the infected stalks being contorted in their

growth and often split open, and an examination of these stalks

always reveals a dense growth of this fungus.

7. Peony Troubles.

For two years we have had complaints in regard to a serious

trouble of the peony, concerning which much has been written

in the florists' journals. The disease is characterized by the

dying of the plant to the ground, and an examination of the

portion under ground usually reveals a decidedly bad state of

affairs. In most of the specimens examined, the crown of the

i The Water Relation of Puccinia Asparagi. R. E. Smith, Bot. Gaz., Vol. 3S, July,

1904, pp. 19^3.
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plant, which is located just below the surface, is more or less

blackened and deca}red, and often dead, the black areas and

decayed spots frequently extending below the crown of the

plant for some distance. Microscopic examinations of the

rather limited material which we have had at hand have re-

vealed no specific organisms associated with this trouble, al-

though fungi, bacteria and eel worms are usually found in the

decayed tissue, apparently as secondary factors or accompani-

ments of decay. In one instance plants were observed which

had perfectly clean cavities in the crown, as though eaten out

by some small animal ; and in other instances the so-called club-

foot or gall formation, containing eel worms, was noticeable on

the roots, but these did not seem to be responsible for the

trouble. Further investigations of this disease are at present

under way.

8. Potato Diseases.

Potato foliage went through the season with comparatively

little disease. There was no blight of any importance. Some
potato crops always die down or mature earlier than others,

which is due in part to the conditions under which they are

grown, though it is often believed that this early maturity is

caused by some blight. The abundance of rain in the fall,

which followed the long drought, caused potatoes to rot badly

in some cases, especially when located on low and not easily

drained soil, but on the whole the season was favorable for

potatoes, the dry summer holding in check certain fungi which

are likely to be troublesome, especially during a wet summer.

On some fields, late in the season, following the period of rain,

a rather unusual outbreak of Cladosporium fulvam, Cke., oc-

curred, although this fungus is usually confined to tomatoes in

this section.

9. Experiments with Fungicides.

Some potato-spraying experiments were made on the station

plots, for the purpose of testing and comparing certain spraying

mixtures to discover their adhesive properties, as well as their

value as fungicides. As there was little fungous infection on

the potato during the summer, the deductions which were drawn

from the various applications of fungicides are not of great

value.
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The plots selected were those which were being used in the

agricultural department for testing the relative value of potash

compounds, 1 and for our purposes five of these were used.

With the exception of two plots, the standard Bordeaux mix-

ture formed the basis of the fungicides, the regular 4— 4— 50

formula being used. The plots were tested as follows : —
Plot 1 was treated with Bordeaux and Paris green, 1 pound

of Paris green being added to 50 gallons of the Bordeaux.

Plot 2 was treated with Bordeaux and " Disparene,'' or arse-

nate of lead, 5 pounds of "Disparene" being added to 50 gal-

lons of the Bordeaux.

Plot 3 was treated with Bordeaux and sodium benzoate, 4 to

6 ounces of the sodium benzoate being added to 50 gallons of

the Bordeaux mixture.

Plot 4 was treated with soda Bordeaux and Paris green,

1 pound of Paris green being added to the soda Bordeaux

mixture.

The soda Bordeaux is made as follows :
—

Soda (commercial lye), ..... 2 lbs.

Copper sulfate, ....... 6 lbs.

Lime, y2 to % lbs.

Water, GO gals.

The mixture was tested to insure its alkalinity, and the

amount of lime was modified according to the strength of the

lye.

Plot 6 was treated with copper phosphate and "Disparene."

Copper phosphate is a compound prepared by the Bowker
Chemical Company, and is being tested as a fungicide. Our
formula is as follows :

—
Copper phosphate, ....... 5 lbs.

"Disparene," ........ 5 lbs.

Water, ......... 50 gals.

The plots were sprayed July 6, when the sun was shining,

in the order given in the outline, the ordinary barrel spray pump
being used. No rain fell before the first observations were

made on July 11. The potato bug and flea beetle were present

1 See report of the agricultural department, p. 39.
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in abundance before the plants were sprayed. The results of

the observations of July 11 are given below :
—

Plot 1. Bordeaux and Paris Green mixed:—
No live potato bugs found.

The ilea beetles scarce.

The mixture colored the leaves well.

Plot 2. Bordeaux and "Bisparene'' mixed:—
No live potato bugs found.

Flea beetles scarce.

The mixture seemed to adhere rather better than the Paris green, and

covered the plants more evenly.

Plot 3. Bordeaux and Sodium Benzoate :—
A few potato bugs found on this plot.

Flea beetles scarce.

Color not very strong.

The mixture adhered well.

Plot 4. Kn<la Boreleaux and Paris Green:—
No potato bugs found.

No ilea beetles found.

No strong color shown on plants.

Plot 5. Copper Phosphate and " Disparene " :—
No potato bugs found.

Flea beetles very scarce.

Mixture does not color plants to any appreciable extent.

Although careful observations were made from day to day on

the general appearance of the field, and the presence and absence

of bugs noticed, by the time set for a second spraying no ma-

terial difference in appearance was noticeable. Without excep-

tion the plants maintained the same condition, i.e., they were

free from potato bugs and flea beetles. One plot, that on which

sodium benzoate was used, did seem toward the last to have

rather more flea beetles and potato bugs than the others,

although these were not in sufficient numbers to do any but

local damage. There was absolutely no sign of burning of

the leaves or stems on any of the plots.

The field was sprayed as before for the second time on July

22. The night after the spray was applied it rained heavily,

and most of the spray was apparently washed off; but when the

field was examined on duly 29 no potato bugs were found, and

there was no sign of blight. There was no appreciable leaf

burning except in a lew isolated cases, and in all these the
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plants affected were small and weak, and had not made the

growth of the others.

One week later the field was sprayed for the last time, as

after this the plants became too large to be sprayed again.

During the month of August the plants were inspected from

time to time, but no late blight (Phytophthora infestans,

(DBy) ) occurred. In the first week in September, however,

a disease appeared which seemed to make headway on some parts

of the field, although of no general occurrence on potatoes.

This was Cladosporium fulvum, Cke. A period of wet weather

lasting about a week and a half occurred just after the Clado-

sporium was noticed, and under these favorable conditions the

disease spread rapidly in some sections of the field.

No more observations were taken of the plots until Septem-

ber 16, when the fielcl wTas again examined carefully, both with

reference to the diseases present, the general appearance of the

plots and the maturity of the plants. These results were the

last taken before the potatoes were dug, and are given below.

Regarding the diseases present on the different plots treated

with the spraying mixtures, it was found that plot 1 sprajred

with Bordeaux and Paris green, showed the presence of • both

Alternaria and Cladosporium, although these diseases were

found only in localized areas, and could not be considered as

especially destructive to the plants. The Bordeaux and Paris

green is productive of fairly good results, but does not prove

to be so efficacious as some of the mixtures used on the other

plots.

Plot 2, treated with Bordeaux and " Disparene," presented

a better appearance than did plot 1, and showed very little

Cladosporium or Alternaria. This was due to the fact that the

mixture adhered to the leaves for a longer time, and was not so

easily washed off as the Paris green-Bordeaux mixture.

Plot 3 was sprayed with Bordeaux and sodium benzoate,

and the plants proved to be in exceptionally fine condition,

practically no Alternaria or Cladosporium being found even

on dead plants. This mixture, although not coloring the

leaves to any appreciable extent, seemed to adhere better than

any of the others, with the exception of that used on plot 4.

Plot 4 was sprayed with soda Bordeaux and Paris green,
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and when the observations were taken showed no Alternaria or

Cladosporium, the whole plot presenting a good appearance.

This mixture adhered to the leaves the best of any and pos-

sessed the advantage of not coloring the plants to any great

extent.

Plot 5 was sprayed with copper phosphate and " Disparene,"

and was in very poor condition when examined. The whole

plot was badly affected with both Alternaria and Cladosporium,

and little good seemed to result from spraying with this mix-

ture.

The following table shows the relative appearance of the

sections of each plot :
—

Table III.— Showing the Relative Difference in the Condition of Each

Plot, Sept. 16, 1907.
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Summary.

I. Of the sprays used this year on the experimental plots,

the soda Bordeaux and Paris green was the best. It adhered

to the leaves the best of any used, it did not color the foliage

greatly, and effectively prevented the plants from being injured

by either fungi or insects. In mixing this spray, however,

great care should be taken to add sufficient lime to make the

mixture slightly alkaline, otherwise serious leaf burn might

result.

II. Bordeaux and sodium benzoate ranked a close second in

effectiveness, and hardly any discrimination can be made be-

tween the soda Bordeaux mixture and the benzoate mixture.

This mixture colors the leaves scarcely at all, and adheres about

as well as the soda Bordeaux. The sodium benzoate could be

added in slightly larger amounts without injury to the plants.

III. Bordeaux and " Disparene" seemed to be productive

of fairly good results, and held the blight and insects well in

check. It did not, however, give such good results as the first

two mentioned. It showed up well on the foliage, coloring it

heavily, and it adhered well to the leaves.

IV. Bordeaux and Paris green did not seem to hold the

diseases in check as well as some of the other sprays, and did

not adhere as well to the leaves ; nevertheless, it was produc-

tive of good results.

V. Copper phosphate and " Disparene " seemed to have no

appreciable effect on checking the disease, and this year's re-

sults, at least, seem to indicate that it is not equal to other

fungicides.

10. Influence of Various Potash Salts on Potato Scab

(Oospora scabies, Thaxter).

In connection with the preceding spraying experiments on

potatoes, observations were made on the occurrence of potato

scab in the various plots treated with different combinations of

potash. 1 As previously stated, there were five series, each

containing eight plots, fertilized with seven different potash

compounds, with normal or untreated rows between the ferti-

1 See report of agriculturist, p. 3'J, for details as to fertilizer.
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lized ones. Potato scab has been slowly working its way into

these plots since the experiment was started a few years ago,

although the seed potatoes were treated with the standard

corrosive sublimate solution before being planted. Notwith-

standing this, potato scab developed quite severely on some

plots, and the following table shows to what extent. No
stable manure has been applied to these plots, hence that

source of contamination has been eliminated.

Table IV.— Showing the Development of Scab on Plots treated with

Different Potash Compounds.

Fertilizer used.
Amount of Scab
(Per Cent.).

No potash, . . . .

Kainit

High-grade sulfate of potash,

Low-grade sulfate of potash,

Muriate of potash, .

Nitrate of potash, .

Carbonate of potash,

Silicate of potash, .

5.0

2.0

1.0

1.2

95.0

3.0

The above estimates of proportion of tubers affected by scab

is based upon observations upon the fourth and fifth series of

plots. The relative abundance of the disease in other plots

was similar, but the proportion of scabby potatoes was larger.

The results given in this table show that there is a marked

difference in one instance of the development of potato scab

which can be traced directly to the fertilizer employed. It

should be noted in this connection that the results in the

different plots are very uniform, practically all the potatoes

in the carbonate of potash plots showing much scab, and it is

quite evident that this fertilizer is favorable for the develop-

ment of scab. It is also clear that the corrosive sublimate

method of treating the seed potatoes, as well as any other

similar method of treatment, is of little value when the soil

conditions are especially favorable for the scab fungus. The

muriate and nitrate of potash plots did not seem to have de-

veloped the scab, and undoubtedly much can be accomplished

in holding the disease in check by applying fertilizers which
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are unfavorable to the growth of the fungus. Wheeler, Hart-

well, Sargent and Towar, 1 who have investigated this subject,

have shown that acid soils restrict, while lime, ashes, etc.,

increase, the amount of scab. Dr. Wheeler points out that

sulfate of potash, kainit and muriate of potash, in connection

with dissolved phosphates, etc., will benefit the soil and render

infection less prevalent.

i Cf. various articles by H. J. Wheeler, J. I). Towar, B. I,. Hartwell and C. L. Sargent,

in Bulletin No. 26, 1WJ3, No. 33, 1SU5, and No. 40, 1S9G, Rhode Island Experiment Station.
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11. Investigations relating to Mosaic Disease.

II. CHAPMAN.

The Mosaic Disease of Tomato and Tobacco.

Work on this disease was taken up for the first time at the

station in July, 1907 ; too late in the season to observe the

seed beds and the transplanting of field-grown tobacco in its

natural state. However, the work of the past year has been

more in the nature of verifying the results obtained by other

investigators than in research purely, so only a preliminary

report can be made at the present time.

The disease occurs on several plants, but seems to be most

injurious to tobacco, although it has been found that in the

case of greenhouse-grown tomatoes a heavy pruning back will

bring on the disease, and, as observed at this station, lessens

production.

All investigators agree that the mosaic disease is a purely

physiological one, but there seems to be much doubt as to

whether it is infectious or contagious in character, or both.

There also seems to be some difference in opinion as to the

direct cause of the disease. In tomatoes it is always produced

when the vines are heavily pruned, and in the work here it has

been shown that it is connected in no way with methods of

transplanting the young plants, and only results from subse-

quent pruning.

It has been found that tobacco is much more susceptible

under conditions which tend to produce the disease than is the

tomato. In the case of tobacco, A. F. Woods J found that when
a plant was grown in soil containing small roots of diseased

plants the disease always occurred sooner or later. In our

i Mosaic Disease of Tobacco. A. F. Woods, Bulletin No. 18, Bureau of Plant Industry.
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observations on the tomato we have been unable to verify this

statement, as in no case has the disease appeared when normal

plants were grown in soil which contained roots of plants which

had been badly diseased, and in the growing of tomatoes year

after year in the station greenhouses there has never been the

slightest evidence of infection arising from the soil.

In the case of tomatoes grown under glass the disease did

not make its appearance when the plants were left normal, but

occurred when the plants were pruned. These conditions held

true for soils in which there were diseased roots, as well as for

those in which tomatoes had not previously been grown.

In the coming year the work will be renewed, and the disease

studied under field conditions in the case of tobacco, and ex-

periments carried on to determine the possibility of its occur-

rence in the seed bed and also after being transplanted from

the seed bed to the field. It is thought that the conditions

under which the transplanting takes place may account for the

presence of this disease in some cases. One case, at least, has

come to our notice which seems to indicate that the disease may
result from improper handling. In the particular case referred

to, two lots of plants were taken from the same seed bed. One
lot was well moistened before being removed, and the second

lot was removed in a dry condition. The same machine planted

both lots, and it was reported that at least 70 per cent, of the

plants removed from the seed bed in the drier state became

more or less diseased, while of those properly removed and

carefully handled only two or three plants became affected. It

has also been frequently observed, in connection with the trans-

planting of aster seedlings from the same bed under identical

conditions, that one lot will show the "yellows" badly, and

another lot scarcely at all when transplanted into different

localities.

In connection with the field work, experiments of a more

technical character will be carried on in the laboratory, with a

view to ascertaining the effects which different enzymes (oxidase,

peroxidase, catalase, etc.) found in growing plants have upon

the production of the disease. Woods 1 infers that oxidase and

i Mosaic Disease of Tobacco. A. F. Woods, Bulletin Xo. IS, Bureau of Plant Industry,

United States Department of Agriculture.
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peroxidase play an important role in the development of this

disease ; but in the work so far carried on in the laboratory at

this station it seems more probable that catalase has more to do

with the production of a diseased condition. This bears out

Loew's 1 hypothesis to a great extent, as in the preliminary work

here it has been found that catalase is present in far greater

quantity in healthy plants than in diseased plants. However,

this point cannot be considered proved, as enough work has

not yet been done to warrant such a statement. The results

so far obtained will be found in this report.

Description of Mosaic Disease on Tomato.

The appearance of this disease has been described by many

investigators, and nearly all have described it in a similar man-

ner, but more particularly with reference to tobacco than to the

tomato. The general characteristics of the disease are the same

for both plants, but some difference is found in its appearance

in extreme eases on the tomato, as will be noted from the fol-

lowing description :
—

In the first stages of the disease the leaf presents a mottled

appearance, being divided into, larger or smaller areas of light

and dark-green patches. At this point, however, no swelling

of the areas is noticeable, but as the disease progresses the

darker portions grow more rapidly, while the light-green areas

do not grow so rapidly, and leaf distortion is brought about.

In the tomato the light-green areas become yellowish as the

disease progresses, and in badly affected plants become finally

a purplish-red color. This purplish coloration is found princi-

pally on plants which are exposed to strong light, but does not

always occur, as it has been found that sometimes, even in

badly infested plants, the disease may reach its maximum with-

out showing any reddish coloration whatsoever. The reddish

appearance is noticeable only on the upper surface of the leaf,

and appears to extend only through the palisade cells. As yet

no investigation has been made with reference to its character,

but from its appearance under the microscope it is thought that

it may be due to the breaking down of the chlorophyll granules,

as a result of the diseased condition of the leaf.

i Catalase, Oscar Loew, Report No. 68, Department of Vegetable Pathology and Physi-

ology, United States Department of Agriculture.
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Under all conditions of disease, however, the leaves are much
distorted and stiff, and often very badly curled, never possess-

ing the flexibility of healthy, normal leaves.

The Growing of Plants used in Experiments.

As the mosaic disease seldom if ever occurs on field-grown

tomatoes, and as these experiments were carried on in the green-

house, a standard greenhouse variety of tomato, the Lorillard,

was used in the work. This variety is of medium size, and

possesses strong growing qualities.

The seed used was carefully selected and of uniform size, all

being over 2.5 millimeters in diameter. The seed was first

planted in drills in a seed plot in which no tomatoes had previ-

ously been grown, and which could in no way contain any roots,

decayed or otherwise, of diseased plants. After the seedlings

had reached a height of 4-6 centimeters they were transplanted

to 4-inch pots, and then once more transplanted, when they had

reached a height of 15-18 centimeters, to the boxes containing

the coal ashes, mention of which will be made later, and to the

benches into soil which had not previously produced tomatoes.

The plants transplanted to the boxes were used to ascertain

the action of excess of various plant fertilizers on the produc-

tion or intensifying of the disease after it had once been con-

tracted. The plants transplanted to the benches were used for

inoculation and various other minor experiments.

Action, of Excess of Fertilizers on the Production or Intensi-

fying of Mosaic Disease.

To test the action of excesses of various fertilizers on the

pruned and unpruned tomato plants, a fertilizer containing all

the necessary plant food for tomatoes was used. The fertiliz-

ing constituents in tomatoes, given in parts per thousand, are

as follows :

x —
Parts.

Moisture, 940.0

Nitrogen, ......... 1.7

Ash,

Potassium oxide, . . . . . . . . 3.6

Sodium oxide, ........ -

Calcium oxide. ........ .3

Magnesium oxide,........ .2

Phosphoric acid, ........ .4

i Hatch Experiment Station report, 1902.
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A fertilizer of the following composition was used, applied

in the indicated amounts per acre :
—

Pounds.

Nitrate of soda, 400

Superphosphate of lime, ...... 1,320

Muriate of potash, 280

Lime, 1,000

In order to be certain that the production or reduction of the

mosaic disease was due to the excess of fertilizer which was

added in each case, a growing medium was taken which con-

tained little or no plant food. In this case pure anthracite or

hard coal ashes, which had been sifted through a one-fourth-

inch sand sieve, were used.

Five wooden boxes of the same dimensions (45 by 45 by 30

centimeters) were filled to a depth of 25 centimeters with the

ashes; to this was added in each case the requisite amount of

the complete fertilizer calculated from the above formula.

Box 1 contained the complete fertilizer, and nothing else ; to

box 2 was added an excess of nitrates equal to that already in

the fertilizer ; to box 3 was added an excess of potash equal to

that already in the fertilizer ; to box 4 was added an excess of

phosphate equal to that already used ; and to box 5 was added

an exeess of lime equal to that already used,— so that the

boxes contained :
—

Table showing Contents of Each Box.
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was cut back to a point about 2 centimeters above the first

leaves. In from one to two weeks all the pruned plants

showed symptoms of the disease on the new growth, and con-

tinued to show it throughout the growing season. None of the

unpruhed plants showed the slightest indication of the mosaic

trouble at any period of growth.

There appeared to be no difference in the intensity of the

disease in any of the boxes, and when the diseased plants in

the boxes were compared with plants of the same age grown

in soil and pruned back at the same time, no difference in in-

tensity of the disease could be noticed, so it would appear from

this experiment that excess of plant food will not produce or

intensify the mosaic disease of the tomato, although it has been

observed that an excess of nitrogenous fertilizers does intensify

the disease in tobacco, as well as that an excess of lime tends

to lessen it,
1 and there are characteristics displayed by plants

resulting: from overfeeding which resemble the mosaic trouble.

In our experiments with the disease on tobacco these views

have been borne out, and it has also been noted that the to-

bacco is far more susceptible to those changes which bring

about the disease than is the tomato.

Catalase in Tomato Leaves.

Some leaves of a perfectly normal tomato plant were treated

to ascertain the presence or absence of the enzyme catalase,

which has been so well described by Loew, 2 as it occurs in

tobacco. As only green tomato leaves were available, they

were taken and ground up in a mortar with fine quartz sand and

a little water. After the leaves were in this manner thoroughly

disintegrated the mass was covered with a .2 per cent, solution

of ammonium carbonate (KH4 ) 2C03 , and set aside for three

hours in a room the temperature of which was 25° C. After

standing for this length of time the mixture was filtered

through a coarse filter, and the resultant mixture filtered again

through a finer filter paper.

The residue, consisting of pulp and quartz sand, was allowed

1 Mosaic Disease of Tobacco. A. F. Woods, Bulletin No. 18, Bureau of Plant Industry,

United States Department of Agriculture.
2 Catalase. Oscar Loew, Report Xo. 08, Department of Vegetable Pathology and

Physiology.
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to stand tor a short time to thoroughly drain, and the nitrate

was treated with dilute acetic acid 1 : 4. The filtrate was

greenish in color, and when acted upon by the acetic acid a

flocculent precipitate was obtained which was also greenish in

color, — whether due to impurities or pulp is a question.

A portion of untiltered juice was also saved for treatment.

A diluted solution of commercial hydrogen peroxide (H
2 2 ,

containing 3 per cent, of pure H2 2 ) was treated with a small

amount of the residue obtained from the first nitration. An
abundant evolution of oxygen gas resulted, showing that cata-

lase was present, in insoluble form, at least. The insoluble

catalase has been called by Loew a catalase. As no other

known enzyme will break down hydrogen peroxide (H
2 2 ) in

this manner, it is safe to say that catalase was present.

The first filtrate was added to a diluted solution of hydrogen

peroxide, and a somewhat smaller amount of oxygen relatively

was evolved. To the precipitate obtained by the acidification

and precipitation brought about by the action of the acetic acid

on the second filtrate was also added a diluted solution of

hydrogen peroxide, and the amount of oxygen evolved was

very small, only traces of the gas being found. As this pre-

cipitate contained presumably all the soluble catalase found in

the leaf, it was shown that the tomato leaf contained very little

soluble catalase. The explanation for the greater amount

liberated from the first filtrate is that the filter was so coarse

that some of the pulp containing the insoluble form passed

through into the filtrate, producing an energetic evolution of

oxygen. The soluble form of catalase is known and is de-

scribed by Loew as /s catalase.

In the normal condition the tomato leaf contains a large

amount of the insoluble form and only traces of the soluble

form.

After finding that catalase was present in the normal tomato

leaf, a number of leaves of plants affected with the mosaic

disease were treated in a similar manner, to determine whether

the presence or absence of this enzyme had anything to do

with this disease. The leaves of the diseased plants were

treated in exactly the same manner as the leaves of the normal

plants, so that there might be no chance for error due to treat-

ment of the leaves.
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Some leaves of a plant badly affected with the mosaic disease

were treated in the manner previously described. In appear-

ance the pulp and the filtrate were lighter in color than in the

case of the normal plants, due probably to the fact that there

was less chlorophyll in them than in the normal specimens.

When allowed to react with hydrogen peroxide (H2 2) it

was found that both forms of catalase « and /3 were present, as

oxygen was evolved from the solutions in sufficient amounts

to be measured.

Since it was obvious that both a and /3 catalase were present

in healthy and diseased plants, it was decided to take a weighed

amount of healthy and diseased leaves and measure the oxygen

evolved in a given time from a solution containing a known
percentage of hydrogen peroxide. For this purpose 5 grams

of healthy leaves were treated in the manner previously de-

scribed, and the oxygen given off was carefully measured by
an ordinary water displacement method. The soluble catalase

was not precipitated, however, but the filtered juice was added

in each case directly to the solution of hydrogen peroxide.

The strength of solution used was as follows :
—

To 120 cubic centimeters of pure distilled water was added 20

cubic centimeters of commercial hydrogen peroxide, making a

solution in the proportion of 1:6. The pulp containing the

insoluble catalase was added to this solution, and the amount

of oxygen given off carefully measured. This was done both

for healthy and diseased plants. The results obtained for the

insoluble or « catalase are given below :
—

Table showing Oxygen developed by Catalase in Healthy and Diseased Leaves.
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or catalase extracted from normal and diseased plants. The
results in this ease indicated also that the leaves affected with

mosaic disease were deficient in soluble catalase. The results

obtained arc tabulated below:—

Table showing Oxygen developed by p Catalase in Healthy and Diseased

Plants.

|

Time
(Minutes).
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certain unfavorable symptoms may escape his notice. In the

same way that a physician can diagnose a patient's condition

by an examination of certain organs, or gain an idea of the

state of his general health by considering various symptoms,

can one familiar with the normal functions of a plant ascertain

its condition by observing certain features which it may display,

and then discover the cause of the trouble.

The highest conception of health and vigor in plants is

brought to a realization through the remarkable skill of expert

gardeners, and it is no exaggeration to say that this class of

men possess the most profound knowledge of a plant's require-

ments and limitations. Those trained men who have made a

specialty of greenhouse crops for years are unexcelled in their

skill and knowledge of the plant's needs, and this is also true

of many intensive agriculturists. Some of these specialists

have gained remarkable insight into the nature of plant re-

actions, the slightest change which takes place in the plant

organism being noticeable to them ; but such a large percentage

of this knowledge is intuitive or instinctive, as it were, that it

cannot be conveyed to others. The best gardeners are in sym-

pathy with all that pertains to the well-being of their plants,

and they are continually observing each minute change which

the plant may undergo, thus gaining a knowledge of the influ-

ence of the external factors which in any way affect the organ-

ism. A slight modification in the light intensity or in the

temperature for even a brief period is sufficient to cause varia-

tions in the plant development which are discernible to the

expert gardener. The conditions which both directly and in-

directly affect a plant in respect to susceptibility to disease are

various. A plant, both in its chemical and physical character-

istics, is affected by light, heat, electricity, gravity and soil,

moisture, air, biological relationships, etc., and in greenhouses

by such factors as ventilation, air space, quality of glass, and

in fact the simplest features connected with greenhouse con-

struction. It is in a greenhouse that we gain the most insight

into the relationship existing between the condition surround-

ing plants and their susceptibility to disease, for here the gar-

dener has the environment largely under his control, and can

therefore regulate the conditions to meet the requirements of
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his plants. The relation of external factors to plant diseases

can be most satisfactorily studied in the greenhouse, because

it is possible to modify and eliminate those which have a direct

bearing upon disease, and in this way their true significance

may be determined. When the conditions surrounding the

plant are far from the optimum, injury and even death may
follow. A stimulus which may prove beneficial under certain

conditions may injure or cause the death of the organism under

others ; and it is only by possessing a knowledge of the opti-

mum conditions for stimulation and by meeting the normal

requirements of the plant that we can expect to obtain a perfect

organism. Everything which has a bearing upon the develop-

ment of the plant must be carefully considered if the perfect

type is to be realized. These factors not only affect develop-

ment, but have a fundamental bearing upon immunity ; and if

the environment can be controlled, disease can be controlled to

a large extent. Even when it is not possible to modify the

heat, light and moisture, as is the case out of doors, infection

can be largely eliminated by making use of certain cultural

practices ; in fact, cultivation constitutes one of the most im-

portant factors in the control of disease.

Light affords a good illustration of the role a single factor

may play in the configuration of plants. The physiological

effect of lio-ht is to inhibit growth and to induce the formation

of a firm texture of the tissue, On the other hand, lack of

light stimulates growth, but plants grown in darkness are etio-

lated and lack firmness of tissue. There are many instances of

the absence of light being responsible for serious troubles, and

in others light undoubtedly exerts a detrimental influence.

The tonic influence of the Bordeaux mixture in favoring the

formation of chlorophyll and carbon assimilation in many plants

would appear to be due to the screening or lessening of the

light intensity. Sim scald, which occurs on various trees, is

brought about by excessive light, as in the case with apple

trees, which, when defoliated by the gypsy moth, usually die

from the effects of sun scald. On the other hand, shading

often causes sun scald by preventing the ripening of the wood.

There arc apparently some cases, at least in greenhouses, of

too intense light, or the conditions resulting from it, causing
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trouble to crops. In the northern latitudes many greenhouse

crops do not obtain sufficient light daring the winter months,

and when cloudiness prevails it is with some difficulty that

crops are matured without becoming diseased. All expert

greenhouse men mature their crops when the weather condi-

tions will permit, and not according to the calendar ; in other

words, it requires a certain definite amount of light, or so many
light units, as it were, to mature a crop. The light in May,
for example, is equal in intensity and amount to about twice

that of corresponding periods of a day in November ; con-

sequently, it requires about twice as much time to bring a crop

to the same degree of maturity in November as it would in

May.

Lack of light is responsible for various mildews and leaf

spots, top-burn or tip-burn, wilts, etc. Many of these leaf

spots are seldom if ever found on plants to which sunlight has

access. The Sclerotinia diseases of lettuce, water cress and

parsley are likewise induced by crowding and shading, and

light in such cases will prevent infection by the formation of

resistant tissues. It is well known that absence of light causes

the so-called " layering " of wheat and " damping off" of cut-

tings, and the mildews of various plants grown in the shade are

too well known to need consideration,

The improper regulation of atmospheric moisture and venti-

lation is responsible for many fungous diseases, and the control

of these factors is important in preventing the troubles.

Among the mildews, Cladosporium can be entirely controlled

by holding the moisture in the greenhouse in check, and by

paying strict attention to proper ventilation and to normal

light conditions. Many gardeners have succeeded in control-

ling the chrysanthemum rust by using proper precautions in

regard to moisture.

A series of the most troublesome diseases common to cucum-

bers and melons out of doors— Plasmopara, Alternaria and

Anthracnose— can be absolutely controlled in the greenhouse

by paying attention to moisture, light and ventilation. The
circulation of air, as well as light, has a marked effect upon the

development of resistant tissues in greenhouse crops, and the

control of moisture is necessary to prevent the germination of
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various spores which are likely to infect crops. It is well known

that the tops of trees are less likely to become infected by fungi,

owing to the smaller amount of moisture there than about the

branches nearer the ground ; and asparagus plants when grown

under trees or covers which protect them from the dew seldom

show any indications of rust.

Too great a degree of heat and moisture in the soil gives rise

to serious troubles, as may be seen in the case of QEdema of

tomatoes ; and when seedlings are grown in soil that is kept

too moist and at too high a temperature, they are likely to

" damp off." The presence of water in a plant in excess of

certain amounts is favorable to disease, as is shown in the car-

nation's susceptibility to rust; for example, those carnation

plants possessing the greatest amount of water in their tissues

appear to be the most susceptible to rust. The stimulating

effects of electricity, fertilizer and sterilized soil often prove

injurious by developing too high a water content in the tissues,

thus rendering them more susceptible to disease. Tillage,

manuring, irrigation, mulching, etc., are important factors in

securing vigorous plants, and go a long way towards rendering

them immune to certain diseases. An excessive amount of

moisture in the soil stimulates growth and often renders plants

more susceptible to fungous diseases, and a lack of water has

the same effect ; in fact, stimulation of various sorts may result

in weakening a plant and rendering it less immune to disease.

The life history of an organism presents different stages of

susceptibility or immunity to disease, corresponding to different

stages of development ; for example, young plants may be more

susceptible to certain diseases than older ones. Very young

seedlings often fall a prey to the "damping off" fungus, but

when they have reached a certain stage of development they

become immune to fungi, and the younger and less-developed

parts of mature plants are more susceptible than the older

parts. Vegetative rest and overmaturity are also favorable to

disease, while the conditions associated with isolation are un-

favorable for infection. Weakened plants are more susceptible

to disease than strong ones, and in most cases, if not all, vital

depressions are the real causes of disease. Vital depressions

are brought about by the abnormal conditions which modify and
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reduce the power of resistance, consequently the organism falls

a prey to the ever-present germ.

The causes underlying susceptibility are much better under-

stood than those of immunity. Why it is that the moment a

plant becomes weakened various organisms attack it, is not

fully understood. We have observed many instances of cer-

tain treatments weakening plants, and as a result it is surprising

to note the number of organisms which always attack the plant

a very short time afterwards. The changes which actually take

place in an organism in a depressed condition are not known,

but many of these may be of an abnormal chemical nature. It

is possible that these abnormal chemical changes stimulate

organisms to attack weakened plants ; that is, the loss of im-

munity increases the susceptibility of the organism to disease,

due to vital depressions in the plant, which may result in the

giving off of substances that act as a stimulus and attraction to

invading organisms. Briefly stated, susceptibility to disease

may be associated with chemotactic irritability.

Some crops are probably rendered more susceptible to fun-

gous diseases by cultivation. The limitations of forcing have

undoubtedly been overstepped in some cases, and this is espe-

cially true of the carnation, which has been much troubled with

the wet and dry stem rots since the modern methods of forcing

have come into vogue.

In the case of outdoor crops, great differences exist in the

environment, due to climatic influences. The conditions may
be such that a disease constantly causes loss in one locality and

scarcely any in another ; and, while it may be necessary to

spray for a trouble in one State, in others no attention need

be given it. No doubt in some instances it would lie wiser to

devote one's energies to cultivation, as a means of preventing

plant diseases, than to resort to the use of fungicides. Our

most skilled agriculturists, such as florists and market gar-

deners, seldom if ever resort to spraying, and in greenhouse

culture the use of fungicides is practically unknown. Certain

crops are greatly benefited by being sprayed with fungicides
;

but, on the other hand, there are crops which have been

sprayed for many years with little or no benefit as far as the

control of pathogenic fungi is concerned, and the money spent
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for spraying would in such instances be more wisely used in

methods of cultivation. Some of our best landscape gardeners

have advocated that, if $25 were to be used in planting a

tree, about $23.50 of it should be used for preparation ; and

such advice is based upon the best agricultural practices. If

intensive agricultural methods were applied more often to the

growing of plants, pathologists would have much less diagnos-

ing of diseases to do.

Every influence which may in any way affect plants should

be carefully studied. We should understand what influence

the chemical, physical and biological properties of soil, ma-

nures, fertilizers, air drainage, etc., have upon susceptibility

to disease. The plant organism is an extremely complex

mechanism, very plastic and responsive, and is continually

being acted upon by a number of forces or stimuli which in

turn produce a series of self-regulatory and correlative re-

actions. Undoubtedly in the future the control of plant dis-

eases will depend more upon breeding and cultural conditions

than now ; but for the present, spraying must be employed

when practicable for the control of diseases until something

better shall have been discovered.
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REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGISTS.

H. FERNALD ; H. T. FERNALD ; J. N. SUMMERS.

Outline of Work.

The four divisions into which the entomological work of the

experiment station is naturally divided— correspondence, ex-

perimental investigations, special research and publication—
have each received their share of attention during the past

year.

The correspondence has been as large in amount as hereto-

fore. Many inquiries about many kinds of insects have been

received and answered as fully as possible : and in this con-

nection the printing of a number of circulars, treating of the

insects most frequently asked about, has greatly facilitated the

work, as a circular can be sent in a small fraction of the time

necessary to write out the same information, besides giving an

opportunity to send illustrations of the insects and of their

work.

Experimental investigations during the year have been along

numerous lines. Determinations of the resistance of different

crops to fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas have been con-

tinued, and are now complete for the cucumber, and similar

tests for muskmelons are under way.

An extensive series of tests of different methods for the con-

trol of cabbage, turnip and onion maggots was also begun.

The cabbages, being the first crop on which treatment was pos-

sible, were experimented with in nine different ways. Un-

fortunately, it soon became evident that no treatment of any

kind would be needed, almost no maggots being present either

in the check rows or in the field anywhere, so that the only

data of anv value which could be obtained were those relative
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to the cost of different materials and the ease with which they

were applied, leaving the question of their relative efficiency

for subsequent determination in other seasons.

Observations on the dates of appearance of the oyster-shell,

scurfy and white pine scales have been made as usual, and should

be continued for a number of years, to obtain reliable averages

for use in spraying. Observations on the number of broods of

the codling moth have also been continued, and a more exten-

sive series of experiments with this pest is now being planned

for next season.

In 1906 the " blight" caused a large monetary loss in the

Connecticut River valley on the onion crop, and as this is

caused by a thrips, studies of the best methods of controlling

this pest were undertaken in co-operation with several large

onion growers. The main difficulty in this work seems to be

to devise a machine which will spray a number of rows at once

in a sufficiently thorough manner to destroy most of the insects.

This problem is now being worked upon, and with good pros-

pects of success.

The number of new mixtures produced for use against the

San Jos6 scale has necessitated many tests of these materials,

some of which seem quite effective, though expensive, while

others apparently are of no value. Thus for nothing tested

at this station which is reasonable in cost has excelled the lime

and sulfur wash, though a few trials of one substance are quite

promising, and these will be continued during the spring of

1908.

Investigations on the work of cranberry insects and the best

methods for controlling them have been continued in charge

of a special investigator located at Wareham, and it is hoped

to publish the results of this work soon as a bulletin. At

the request of the Cranberry Growers' Association, sets of

cranberry insects and samples of their work are being prepared,

to be placed in different parts of the cranberry-growing region,

where they will be most easily accessible for examination by

growers.

During the summer the life history of the oriental moth was

carefully studied, and all stages of its existence were described

and photographed. In addition, a study was made of the local
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conditions where it occurs, and it was found that the limits of

its distribution, as already published, though approximately

correct, are not entirely so, the insect having been found in one

or two directions beyond those limits. In most of the infested

territory the brown-tail moth is abundant, and spraying with

arsenate of lead was very general in that region last summer.

The result was also to destroy large numbers of the larvae of

the oriental moth, the treatment being so effective that in Au-
gust it was hard to find any of the caterpillars without making
a prolonged search.

These facts indicate that this insect is not likely to become

a serious pest. If it should become well established, however,

in some locality where no attention is paid to insect pests, it is

possible that it might cause considerable injury ; but in such a

case it is probable that a single thorough treatment there would

be effective for several years. The Japanese name " ira-mushi,"

for this insect means " the nettle insect," and during the sum-

mer several reports of the nettling caused by the spines of the

caterpillars were received, indicating that, if this insect should

at any time become very abundant in an inhabited locality, the

residents there might suffer some inconvenience from its pres-

ence.

Massachusetts is close to the northern limit of the distribu-

tion of some insect pests and near the southern limit of others.

It seems probable that for some of these there are portions

of the State where these pests may be of importance, while in

others they will require no attention. It is important that the

exact facts in this regard should be determined, and researches

have been begun to ascertain the localities in which comparative

immunity from certain pests may be expected. To obtain defi-

nite results on this subject will be the work of several years

and much correspondence, but it is hoped that when they are

obtained, directions can be prepared which will guide towns

in different localities in making their annual appropriations for

the protection of their trees, which will save many thousands

of dollars.

Three bulletins on insects (Nos. 114, 115 and 116) have

been published during the year, besides numerous circulars

already referred to, these last being used only in answering
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correspondence. In addition, a number of other articles too

brief for bulletin material or not adapted for a publication of

this nature have appeared elsewhere, and several more are nearly

ready for the printer.

Insects of the Year.

The year 1907 has brought many inquiries about different

insects. As heretofore, however, the San Jose scale has been

most prominent in the correspondence, followed closely by the

oyster-shell scale, plant lice,— particularly the woolly apple

louse, — the codling moth, the plum curculio as an apple pest,

the elm-leaf beetle and the apple maggot or railroad worm.

The elm-leaf beetle, after several years of comparative unim-

portance, is again becoming a serious pest. In 1900 and 1901

it caused much injury in the Connecticut valley and in eastern

Massachusetts, and in 1902 its work was also very noticeable.

In the spring of 1903 the beetles were abundant, large numbers

of egg clusters were found, and there was every promise of an-

other year of serious injury. During May and June, however,

there was a drought so marked that grass dried in the fields

and the leaves of the elms became hard and tough and many

fell off. It was noticed that many of the egg clusters of the

elm-leaf beetle failed to hatch under these conditions, and that

the young larva? in many other cases seemed unable to bite into

the tough, dry leaves, so that the work of this insect in 1903

was unimportant. The following winter was unusually severe,

but whether this was also a factor in the result cannot be stated.

Whatever the cause, however, few elm-leaf beetles were present

in 1904, 1905 and 1906, though in the year last named they

were increasing in abundance; but last summer (1907) they

had become quite plentiful, at least in certain localities, and it

is probable that they will be as injurious as formerly in a year

or two, unless climatic factors again cause their destruction.

Just how far the drought of 1903 was responsible for the

destruction of these insects it is of course impossible to say;

but the abundance of unhatched egg clusters and the evident

struggles of the tiny grubs to break through the unusually

toughened epidermis of the leaves during that period are very

su«-

»;estive.
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The appearance of the leopard moth (Zeuzera pyrind) in and

around Boston during the past year adds another important in-

sect to the list of pests with which Massachusetts must deal.

This insect has been quite abundant around New York City

for some years, but has not been reported from this State. As
a borer in shade trees it is a serious pest, and its presence must

hereafter be taken into consideration by our city foresters and

tree wardens.

The brown-tail moth has continued to spread over the State,

but in those localities where it has been longest present it

seems to be becoming less serious and more generally attacked

by disease. Whether this condition will be permanent or is

only temporary cannot be determined now, but its permanency

is greatly to be desired.

The presence of the San Jose scale in the Housatonic valley

has been suspected for several years, simply because there

seemed to be no reason why it should not be present there.

Specimens of this scale from several localities in this region,

received during the past season, demonstrate its presence there,

leaving only the higher parts of the Berkshire hills and the

northwestern corner of the State as localities from which it has

not as yet been reported, and time will probably add these

portions of the State to the list of infested regions.

The marked decrease in abundance of root maggots and cut

worms this year should be noted, while the spruce gall louse,

squash bug and several kinds of caterpillars, all common pests,

appear to have been unusually abundant ; but on the whole

the year has been without a serious insect outbreak of any

kind.
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REPORT OF THE VETERINARIAN.

•AIGE, D.V.S.

Outline of Work.

The work in the veterinary department of the station natu-

rally falls under one of the following divisions : correspond-

ence, examination of specimens, and original investigations.

These merge so much one with the other that they are by no

means as distinct as the divisions would seem to indicate. It

not infrequently happens that through correspondence atten-

tion is called to the existence of a peculiar disease among farm

animals. Specimens are asked for, and forwarded for exami-

nation, which sometimes afford material for original investiga-

tions.

Correspondence.

During the past year letters have come to hand from people

in every part of the State, asking for information regarding the

sickness of individual animals, or perhaps regarding a disease

that has appeared in a herd or flock, affecting many animals.

Of necessity it is impossible to make a correct diagnosis in

every such instance, from the description of the case as detailed

by the correspondent. In other instances the symptoms are so

accurately given and of such a character as to enable one to

diagnose the case with certainty, and advise a specific course

of treatment. The correspondence work carried on with those

living in rural sections, where no qualified veterinarian is

accessible, has proven of such benefit to the farmers as to

warrant its continuance, notwithstanding the difficulties that

are encountered in arriving at definite conclusions as to diag-

nosis and treatment. When it is impossible to give definite

directions for the treatment of an individual animal, it is
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possible from the symptoms enumerated to recommend a line

of treatment, or general directions can be given which when
carried out make it possible for the stock owner to pursue

such a course as to prevent the spread of the disease to other

animals exposed, or to prevent its recurrence.

Examination of Specimens and Original Investigations.

For many years it has been the practice of the veterinarian

of the college to examine material from sick or dead animals,

and to report the findings to the one sending the specimen,

and advise a line of treatment for the individual animal or pro-

tection of the remaining animals of the flock or herd.

From an examination of such specimens as have been sent in

during the past year, a diagnosis has been made of nodular

disease of sheep, caused by the parasite cesophagostoma Co-

lumbianum, enterohepatitis of turkeys, verminous bronchitis

of sheep, fowl cholera, swine plague and other more common
diseases of a less serious nature. Through correspondence and

the sending of specimens a very interesting and quite uncom-

mon disease of poultry in this country was brought to the at-

tention of the department.

In January of the present year there arrived at the depart-

ment by express a dead fowl, which upon post-mortem examina-

tion exhibited some of the lesions of European fowl cholera.

Microscopic examination gave support to that diagnosis. To
confirm the same, a pigeon was inoculated with a small quantity

of blood from the heart of the dead fowl. After the lapse of

about twelve hours the inoculated pigeon was found dead. A
microscopic examination, together with culture tests, demon-

strated the presence of the fowl cholera organism in the blood.

Subsequent inoculations and examinations gave similar results.

Considering the seriousness of the disease, its rare occurrence

in this State, together with the possibilities of its rapid distri-

bution among flocks of poultry, through sale of birds and other-

wise, a visit was made to the farm from which the specimen had

come.

It was found that about two hundred birds were kept by the

poultryman, in two different flocks situated some fifty feet

apart. About one-half of the fowls had been raised upon the
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farm the previous summer. The remainder of the flock, con-

sisting of fowls and chicks, had been purchased of a dealer in

live poultry the previous November. At this time all the birds

raised and purchased seemed to be in perfect health. The his-

tory of the outbreak is briefly as follows :
—

About Jan. 1, 1907, one morning the poultryman found,

upon going into the house containing the purchased stock, a

dead bird upon the dropping board. No sick fowls had been

noticed the day previous. During the next two weeks several

dead birds were found under conditions similar to the first.

Few or no fowls of the flock exhibited symptoms of sickness at

any time during the existence of the trouble. The loss con-

tinued, however, up to the middle of January, when the speci-

men was sent to the station. The total loss amounted to about

twenty per cent, of the entire flock. One morning three dead

birds were found under the roosts. At no time did the disease

appear among the fowls raised upon the farm. This is probably

to be accounted for by the fact that the infectious material was

brought on to the place by the purchased stock, and that the

two flocks were kept entirely separate. As soon as a diagnosis

of the disease had been made, the poultryman was advised of

the contagiousness and seriousness of it, and the possibilities of

its spreading to other flocks in the neighborhood. He showed

a willingness to do all in his power to eradicate the disease as

soon as possible. At an early date all the remaining birds

in the infected house were destroyed, the house thoroughly

cleaned, fumigated and sprayed with a disinfectant solution.

The treatment was so heroic and so faithfully carried out that

there has been, so far as known, no recurrence of the trouble.

On April 1<S, 1907, a dead fowl from a farm on the opposite

side of the street to the one where fowl cholera had existed

was sent to the station.

An autopsy, supplemented by inoculation experiments and

microscopic examinations, resulted in a diagnosis of fowl

cholera, identical in every respect with that found to exist in

the fowls kept on the adjoining farm. There were from four

to five hundred birds on the place. A part had been raised on

the farm, a part purchased of itinerant dealers in live poultry.

The fowls were divided into two lots. About one hundred had
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the run of a large, dry, open barn cellar ; the remainder were

kept in a single long poultry house, divided into sections

with partitions of wire netting. Both lots were allowed free

range, all mingling together in one flock during the day.

It was learned from the owner on April 27 that the two

weeks preceding the date of sending the dead fowls to the

station (April 18), between fifty and sixty fowls, a part from

each flock, had died very suddenly. It was also learned that

during the winter of 1906 about one hundred and twenty-five

birds had died from flocks kept in the poultry house and barn

cellar during that winter. No cause was found to account for

this large mortality. Taking into account the history of the

case and the symptoms exhibited by the birds as given by the

owner, it seems probable that the loss in 190(5 was also due

to fowl cholera. There is no positive proof that this was the

case.

It was reported by the owner of the flock in question that

his birds frequently came in contact with fowls kept on the

opposite side of the street, and that individuals from both flocks

ranged over the same ground.

In dealing with the last and larger flock, circumstances did

not seem to warrant the application of the line of drastic treat-

ment that had been carried out with the flock dealt with earlier

in the year. Deaths had occurred among fowls kept in the

poultry house and in the barn cellar; all had run together,

when the weather permitted their being outside the buildings,

and it seemed certain that the infection had become widely

spread about all parts of the farm in the immediate vicinity of

the buildings.

To arrest the spread of the disease, the owner was advised

to thoroughly clean all parts of the buildings with which the

fowls had come in contact, including a removal of the surface

soil from the barn cellar and pens in the poultry house. He
was further advised to follow this cleaning with a liberal appli-

cation of a coal tar disinfectant and a fresh lime whitewash.

As a further precaution against the spread of the infection

through the medium of food and water contaminated with in-

fectious fecal matter, specially constructed automatic feed boxes

and drinking fountains were recommended. In addition, it was
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suggested that from five to ten grains of permanganate of potash

be added to each gallon of drinking water, the water to be sup-

plied fresh twice daily, and kept as free as possible from organic

matter, which destroys the antiseptic properties of the potash salt.

These measures, supplemented by frequent cleaning of houses,

disinfection of faeces, etc., seem to have completely stamped

out the disease, as nothing has been learned of its recurrence.

Judging from the reports that have been made of the few

previous outbreaks of fowl cholera that have occurred in this

country, it would seem that the two in question have been of a

mild type, for in each outbreak previously reported the spread

of the disease has been much more rapid and the mortality

greater, amounting in some instances to one hundred per cent.,

as is frequently the case with the outbreaks in Europe. The

successful treatment adopted in dealing with the second case,

which consisted of mild measures, also tend to show that the

disease was not of that virulent nature frequently met with.

Considering the few outbreaks of fowl cholera that have oc-

curred in this country, and the benefit to be gained from know-

ing the source of the infection in combating this disease, it is

to be regretted that the source of the contagion in the cases

under consideration could not have been determined. It seems

fair to conclude that it must have been introduced on one of the

farms through some of the fowls purchased of the traveling

dealers in live poultry.

Another interesting and, so far as can be determined, new

disease for poultry was brought to the attention of the depart-

ment through a communication from a poultryman on the Cape

in the summer of 1906. An investigation of the disease was

begun on June 27 of that year and concluded in October of the

present year. During this time a series of experiments have

been carried on at the college in conjunction with those con-

ducted at the farm.

The part of the farm given up to poultry culture consisted

in the main of a sand plain. A portion on which the chicks

were kept consisted of pure white quartz sand, and was devoid

of vegetation except for an occasional weed growing upon it.

This locality had many years previously been the site of salt

works.
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The present owner had built upon this location a poultry

plant with a capacity sufficient to handle from fifteen hundred

to two thousand birds. This plant consisted of poultry houses,

incubator cellar, brooder houses, coops, etc. Everything about

the place, including equipment, was of the latest pattern and

of modern construction. The practice was to hatch chickens

in incubators and brood them under hens and in brooders. The
hens with chicks were kept in coops placed some distance apart

in yards. Several small yards were fenced off with wire net-

ting, each of which contained a brooder of sufficient size to

accommodate from fifty to seventy-five chicks. The disease

never made its appearance among any of the adult fowls or any

of the young chicks except those brooded in brooders. Those

kept with hens in individual coops never contracted the trouble.

The mortality among the brooder chicks usually ranged from

ninety to one hundred per cent. The loss of from three to five

hundred in a season was not an uncommon occurrence. It was

extremely rare that a chick once attacked ever recovered. In

some lots a few escaped contracting the disease, while others

of the same lot succumbed to it. It usually attacked chicks at

the age of three weeks, although those older or younger than

this were not exempt.

The first appearance of the trouble was characterized by the

development of large serous or water 1 (listers on the front and

upper parts of the featherless portions of the legs and feet.

After a period of twenty-four to forty-eight hours the blisters

would rupture and the serum escape. Frequently the affected

parts would be rubbed with the head, and as a result the feath-

erless parts of the head would become affected in a similar

manner to the feet and legs. An extension of the disease about

the head invariably led to an affection of the eyelids, which

would become fastened together by the sticky exudate. The

ball of the eye was not involved. In some instances the head

would first become affected, later the feet and legs. Occasion-

ally it was found that the head or the feet alone would be the

only part involved. So far as known, the posterior part of the

leg or parts of the body covered with feathers never became

affected. After rupture of the blisters and escape of their con-

tents the surface skin became dry and shriveled, after a time
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becoming detached, leaving behind the moist underlying vas-

cular tissues. These soon become covered with soil and en-

crustations of tissue and serum. Forced removal of these crusts

was followed by capillary hemorrhage and the formation of

new crusts. A shedding of the crusts frequently occurred as

the disease advanced. As a final result, all parts of the soft

tissue of the feet were destroyed or modified to such an extent

that the toes became bent upward, and the foot deformed so

that only the ball of the foot would come in contact with the

ground when walking was attempted. In addition to the local

lesions, there were symptons indicating a considerable degree

of constitutional disturbance. Nutrition seemed at a standstill.

Growth was arrested, although there was a disposition to eat

and drink. The closing of the eyelids often made it impossible

for the chicks to take food or water, even though they were

disposed to do so. When the lids were separated the birds

usually ate and drank ravenously until they became filled.

Numerous remedies had been employed for the treatment

and prevention of the trouble, but to no avail. The disease

made its appearance in each lot of chicks shortly after they

were placed in the brooders.

It was the opinion of the poultryman that the soil contained

some poisonous irritating substance that was accountable for

the trouble. Why it should appear in brooder chicks and not

among those brooded under hens he was not able to explain.

To settle this matter a sample of soil was submitted to chemi-

cal analysis, but nothing of an irritating or poisonous nature

was found.

The general course and character of the disease seemed to

indicate that it was the result of the local action of something.

It was suspected that it might be due to the heat from exposure

to direct sunlight. Experiments were made upon chicks by the

use of a lens to concentrate the sun's rays upon the legs and

feet, and it was found possible to produce upon experimental

chicks lesions identical with those found upon chicks brought

from the yards, even to the extent of producing a slight de-

formity of the toes, due to the contraction of the tendons and

the cicatricial tissue. An attempt was made to rear feathered-

legged varieties of chicks upon the same ground where there
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had been the greatest mortality, but owing to some mishap in

connection with the incubation of the eggs, the work along this

line was not completed. It is hoped to carry out this detail at

a later date.

As a practical remedy for the trouble this poultryman has

had to contend with, it was suggested that all chicks be re-

moved to and raised upon an adjoining piece of ground suffi-

ciently fertile to support vegetation, that would protect the

featherless and tender portions of the body from the heat of

the sun.

During the past summer this suggestion has been complied

with, with the result, to quote the owner's own words, under

date of Oct. 4, 1907 :
" That so far this season I have not had

a single case of sore head or feet, such as you know of, among
my chicks."

At present a series of experiments is being carried on to de-

termine the effect of poisons, used in tree-spraying work, upon

animals consuming forage grown beneath the trees.
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REPORT OF THE METEOROLOGIST.

J. E. OSTRAXDER.

In meteorology, where the work is in a large degree essen-

tially that of observation and tabulation, the records must be

continued from year to year without material change, if the

results are to be of value for the purposes of comparison. As

the length of time covered by the records increases, the data

become more valuable, and the mean climatological conditions

can be determined with constantly increasing accuracy.

During the" past year the work of this division has been a

continuation of that of previous years, and no material modifi-

cation has been made. Although efforts are constantly made

to increase the precision of the records, the general form and

range remain unchanged.

The semi-daily observations, at 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., have

been taken regularly, and the results transcribed in the per-

manent record book. Many records from the self-registering

instruments have also been entered, to keep them compact and

accessible. The usual monthly bulletins, giving much of these

data, have been printed on the first of each month. These

are now mailed from the director's office instead of from the

printing office as heretofore, which involves a little loss in

promptness of distribution. The December bulletin will con-

tain a summary for the year, instead of the usual remarks.

The local forecasts have been received by telegraph from

the section director of the United States Weather Bureau, at

Boston, and the signals displayed from the flagstaff on the

tower. This division has co-operated with the section director

in furnishing the usual voluntary observer's reports for each

month, and the snow reports during the winter season. The
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horticultural division has consented to keep a phenological

record during the growing season for the use of this division,

and a copy is furnished the section director at Boston.

The old thermometer shelter on the campus has been re-

placed by a larger and more convenient one, and an under-

ground lead-covered cable placed for the purpose of providing

an electric light in the shelter. A second underground cable

is in place for connecting the tipping-bucket rain gauge with

the recording instrument in the tower. A specially designed

cover for the man-hole of the heating system, which is near

the rain gauge, has been secured. It is proposed to place the

rain gauge on this cover in such a manner that the heat from

the man-hole will melt the snow which falls in the gauge, and

thus furnish a precise record of the time of the beginning and

ending of snowstorms.

A maximum thermometer of standard pattern is the only ad-

dition to the instruments made during the year.

No change in the personnel of the observers has been made

during the year.
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